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LIVES

THE BRITISH PAINTERS.

GEORGE MORLAND.

GEOEGE MORLAND, the eldest sou of Henry Robert

Morland, was born in the Haymarket, London, on
the 26th of June, 1763. He came of a race of painters.
He was lineally descended from Sir Samuel Morland, an
eminent mathematician and artist

;
his grandfather was a

painter, and lived in the lower side of St. James's Square ;

l

and his father, after the failure of some extensive specu-
lations, which all his biographers have alluded to, but left

undescribed, followed the same profession, and painted,
drew, and dealt in pictures with such indifferent success,
that he became bankrupt, and was compelled to bring up
his family of three sons and two daughters in indigence
and obscurity.

It is said that the elder Morland sought to repair his

broken fortunes by the talents of his son George who,
almost as soon as he escaped from the cradle, took to the

pencil and crayon, and showed that he inherited art the

natural way. The indications of early talent in others

are nothing compared to his. At four, five, and six years
of age he made drawings worthy of ranking him among
the common race of students

;
the praise bestowed on

1 Several of the grandfather's works have been engraved, such as
" The Pretty Ballad

Singer,"
" The Fair Nun Unmasked,'' 1709,

" The

Oyster Woman." He died some time after 178-'.

II. B



2 THE BRITISH PAINTERS.

these by the Society of Artists, to whom they were ex-

hibited, and the money which collectors were willing to

pay for the works of this new wonder, induced his father

to urge him onward in his studies and his progress was

rapid. But it is a dangerous thing to overtask either the
mind or the body at these years, and there is every reason

to believe that young Morland suffered both of these

evils. His father stimulated him by praise and by in-

dulgences at the table, and to ensure his continuance at

his allotted tasks, shut him up in a garret, and excluded
him from free air, which strengthens the body, and from
education that free air which nourishes the mind. His
stated work for a time was making drawings from pictures
and from plaster casts, which his father carried out and
sold

;
but as he increased in skill, he chose his subjects

from popular songs and ballads, such as "
Young Roger

came tapping at Dolly's window,"
" My name it is Jack

Hall,"
" I am a bold Shoemaker, from Belfast Town I

came," and other productions of the mendicant muse.
The copies of pictures and casts were commonly sold for

three half-crowns each
;

the original sketches some of

them a little free in posture, and not over-delicately
handled were framed and disposed of for any sum from
two to five guineas, according to the cleverness of the

piece, or the generosity of 'the purchaser. Thoiigh far

inferior to the productions of his manhood, they were

much admired
; engravers found it profitable to copy

them, and before lie was sixteen years old, his name had
flown far and wide.

But long before he was sixteen he had begun to form
those unfortunate habits by which the story of his life is

to be darkened. From ten years of age he appears to

have led the life of a prisoner and a slave under the roof

of his father, hearing in this seclusion the merry din of

the schoolboys in the street, without hope of partaking in

their sports. By-and-by he managed to obtain an hour's

relaxation at the twilight, and then associated with such

idle and profligate boys as chance threw in his way, and
learned from them a love of coarse enjoyment, and the

knowledge that it could not well be obtained without
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money. Oppression keeps the school of Cunning : young
Morlaml resolved not only to share in the profits of his

own talents, but also to snatch an hour or so of amuse-

ment, without consulting his father. When he made
three drawings for his father, he made one secretly for

himself, and giving a signal from his window, lowered it

by a string to two or three knowing boys, who found a

purchaser at a reduced price, and spent the money with
the young artist. A common taproom was an indifferent

school of manners, whatever it might be for painting, and
there this gifted lad was now often to be found late in the

evening, carousing with hostlers and potboys, handing
round the quart pot, and singing his song or cracking
his joke.

1

His father, having found out the contrivance by which
he raised money for this kind of revelry, adopted, in his

own imagination, a wiser course. He resolved to make
his studies as pleasant to him as ho could

;
and as George

was daily increasing in fame and his works in price, this

could be done without any loss. Ho indulged his son,
now some sixteen years old, with wine, pampered his

appetite with richer food, and moreover allowed him a
little pocket-money to spend among his companions, and

purchase acquaintance with what the vulgar call life. He
dressed him, too, in a style of ultra-dandyism, and exhi-

bited him at his easel to his customers, attired in a green
coat with very long skirts, and immense yellow buttons,
buckskin breeches, and top boots with spurs. He per-
mitted him, too, to sing wild songs, swear grossly, and talk

about anything he liked with such freedom as makes
anxious parents tremble. 2 "With all these indulgences the

1 Messrs. Kedgrave say that M.irland learnt to paint by copying the

works of the Dutch and Flemish schools." It was probably those copies
that he sold, and they being mostly of tavern subjects may have created

the impression that even at this age he was acquainted with the "'common

taproom's indifferent school of manners;" but this was scarcely likely
while under his father's strict supervision. His early subjects, at all

events, were not painted from nature, but from Dutch originals. -En.
- These foolish stories give a very unfair view of the elder Morland.

who, from all other accounts, was a man of considerable talent and higli

principle, and was not at all likely to have brought up his son in the way
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boy was not happy ;
lie aspired but the more eagerly after

full liberty and the unrestrained enjoyment of the profits
of his pencil.

During this feverish period he was introduced to

Reynolds, obtained permission to copy some of his works,
and began to be very generally noticed as an artist of no
common promise. His father was his constant companion
when he went out a-copying ; more, it is said, though it

can scarcely be believed, with the intention of seizing upon
his productions, than with the desire of preserving him
from loose associates or the charms of the taproom. He
went to copy the painting of Garrick between Tragedy and

Comedy in the gallery of Mr. Angerstein, and the pro-

prietor, a man of taste, and a lover of art, desired to view
the work in its progress. The elder Morland declared

that his son George had refused to begin his copy till it

was promised that no one should overlook him, and that

here described. Allan Cunningham himself', indeed, in his MSS. notes,
admits that he has misrepresented him. "James Ward," he says, "called

and told me I hud made a mistake in my life of Morland by saying that

he, James Ward, was married to Borland's sister, whereas it was his

brother, the mez/otint engraver, who was many years his elder. I had
also wrongly represented Morland's father. He was a good man, and

nothing of a libertine." Henry Morland was over fifty when his eldest son

George was born, and appears to have experienced some vicissitude of

fortune, though never actually to have fallen into "
indigence." Collins

speaks of him as " a man much respected by all who knew him for his

liberality and gentlemanly address." His mistake seems to have lain in

bringing up his son George somewhat too strictly. He never allowed

him to attend the art schools for fear of the contaminating influence of

other students, but, apprenticing him to himself, he tried his best to train

him in the paths of industry and virtue, while at the same time he gave
him a thoroughly sound artistic education. We know how all this care

was rewarded. George; probably owed much in his art to the early

systematic teaching of his father, who, perceiving his quick powers of

observation and fertile invention, insisted on correctness in copying and

steady application to the drudgery of painting ;
but the boy's joyous

artistic nature, not unnaturally perhaps, rebelled against the strict dis-

cipline in which he was held, and when he became free the reaction and
the temptation proved too much for him.

Such, it may be imagined, without giving too much credit to the

stories told of father and son, was the real history of their relation to

e:ich other, and not one of avarice on the one side and cunning on the

other, ns some writers have represented it. Ki>.
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lie should act in the house as he thought proper. This

coarse arrogance was submitted to young Morland refused

all imitations to mix with the family of Angerstein he

descended to the servants' hall emptied his flagon
cracked his wild jest, and was exceedingly happy.
How he escaped from the thraldom of his father has

been related l>y Hassell and by Smith, and as they contra-

dict each other, I shall rehearse both accounts. The

former, who knew Morland well, says, that " he was deter-

mined to make his escape from the rigid confinement
which paternal authority had imposed upon him

; and,
wild as a young quadruped that had broke loose from his

den, at length, though late, effectually accomplished his

purpose."
"
Young George was of so unsettled a disposi-

tion," says Smith,
" that his father, being fully aware of

his extraordinary talents, was determined to force him to

get his own living, and gave him a guinea, with something
like the following observation :

' I am determined to en-

courage your idleness no longer ;
there take that guinea,

and apply to your art and support yourself.' This Morland
told me, and added, that from that moment he commenced
and continued wholly on his own account." It would

appear by Smith's relation, that our youth, instead of

supporting his father, had all along been depending on
his help ; this, however, conti'adicts not only Hassell. but
Fuseli also, who, in his edition of Pilkington's Dictionary,
accuses the elder Morland of avariciously pocketing the

whole profits of his son's productions.
In the seventeenth year of his age he left his father's

house, with his easel, his palette, his pencils and dressed
in his favourite green coat and top boots. " He was in

the very extreme of foppish puppyism," says Hassell, "his

head, when ornamented according to his own taste, re-

sembled a snowball, after the model of Tippy Bob, of

dramatic memory, to which was attached a short thick tail,

not unlike a painter's brush." Thus accomplished and

accoutred, with little money in his pocket, and a large
conceit of himself, he made an excursion to Margate, with
the twofold purpose of enjoying life and painting portraits.
His skill of hand was groat his facility, it is said, won-
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drous
;
while his oddity of dress, his extreme youth, and

the story of his early studies, attracted curiosity and atten-

tion and sitters came the wealthy and the beautiful.

But the painter loved low company all that was polished
or genteel was the object of his implacable dislike. He
had not patience to finish any portrait that he commenced,
nor the prudence to conceal his scorn of his betters. The
man who coiild leave wealthy sitters to join in the amuse-
ment of a pig, an ass, or a smock race, was not likely to

have such patrons long ;
and Morland returned to London

with a dozen of unfinished portraits, on which he had
received little or no money.
A well-known nobleman had heard of Morland's talents,

and now commissioned him to paint a few pictures, for

which he provided the subjects. This is a sort of drudgery
which genius, if it consults its dignity, will seldom submit
to

;
but when the subjects are " not particularly distin-

guished for their purity
"

those are the words of Hassell

the commissions ought to be rejected with indignant

loathing. To those commissions the biographer now cited

hesitates not to impute that "
particular distaste which he

ever after evinced for the society of virtuous women;"
and discovers in them " a reason why so striking a resem-

blance to the frail sisterhood is found in the female sub-

jects which occur in some of his productions." Let his

lordship answer for real and not imaginary sins. Morland
had moved too long in gross company to leave the honour
of polluting his mind to any one of the peerage. He had
become ere this the boon-companion of hostlei-s, pot-boys,

horse-jockeys, money lenders, pawnbrokers, punks, and

pugilists. With these comrades he roamed the streets

and made excursions by land and water; the ribald jest,
the practical joke, and scenes coarse and sensual, formed

long ere now the staple of his life.

Amidst all this wildness and dissipation, his name was
still rising. lie valued his pencil as Ihe means of acquiring
not distinction, but the gold wherewith to charm away
creditors and liquidate tavern bills. The pictures which
he dashed off according to the craving of the hour, are

numerous and excellent. They are all fac-simiies of low
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nature graphic copies of common life their truth is

their beauty, and if they have anything poetical about

them, it lies in the singular ease and ruminating repose
which is the reigning character of many. Pigs and asses

were his chief favourites
;
and if he had stolen them, or

dealt in them, as one of his rustic admirers declared, he
could not have painted them better. The sheep on the

hill, the cattle in the shade, and the peasant superintend-

ing the economy of the barn-yard, the piggery, or the cow-

house, shared also largely in his regard. He was likewise

skilful in landscape not in that combination of what is

lovely or grand, over which a poetical mind sheds a

splendour that anticipates paradise ;
but in close, dogged

fidelity, which claims the merit of looking like some known

spot where pigs prowl, cattle graze, or asses browse. At
this period he lodged in a neat house at Kensal Green, on
the road to Harrow, and was frequently in the company of

Ward, the painter, whose example of moral steadiness was
exhibited to him in vain.

While he resided at Kensal Green, he fell in love with
Miss Ward a young lady of beauty and modesty and
soon afterwards married her

;

l she was the sister of his

friend the painter ;
and to make the family union stronger,

Ward sued for the hand of Maria Morland, and in about
a month after his sister's marriage obtained it. In the joy
of this double union, the brother artists took joint pos-
session of a good house in High Street, Marylebone.
Morland suspended for a time his habit of insobriety, dis-

carded the social comrades of his laxer hours, and imagined
himself reformed. But discord broke out between the

sisters concerning the proper division of rule and authority
in the house

;
and Morland, whose partner's claim per-

haps was the weaker, took refuge in lodgings in Great
Portland Street.2 His passion for late hours and low com-

1

They wore married in July, 1786. His friend Ward was not the

painter James Ward, as before stated, but his elder brother William, a

mezzotint engraver of some reputation. It was William also who married
Maria Morland. a lady who inherited the family talent, though she gave up
painting after her marriage. ED.

- This joint establishment only lasted three months, but its salutary in-
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pany, restrained through courtship and the honeymoon,
now broke out with the violence of a stream which had
been dammed in rather than dried up. It was in vain

that his wife entreated and remonstrated his old pro-

pensities prevailed ;
and the post-boy, the pawnbroker,

and the pugilist were summoned again to his side, no
more to be separated.

Before the rupture of this brotherhood, Ward made
some engravings from the pictures of Morland, which ob-

tained the notice of Raphael Smith, an engraver of talent

and enterprise, who knew the town, and felt the value, and
foresaw the popularity of those productions. Under his

directions Morland painted many pictures from familiar

scenes of life
;
Smith engraved them with considerable

skill, the prints had a sale rapid beyond example, and no-

thing stood between the painter and fortune but his own
indiscretion. " Those works," says Hassell,

" showed that

he had a wonderful facility in seizing those propitious
coincidences those light, ornamental, and minute proprie-
ties and graces which contribute such an ample store to

the genuine stock of original composition of consummate
art. The harmonious combination of his backgrounds,
his drapery, ever natural and decorous, without confusion

and perplexity ;
his children, also, his sheep, his horses,

his pigs, and all the appendages of the rural landscape, in-

cluding every other department of picturesque scenery, are

still classed among the finest of modern productions, are

still objects of imitation to young students, and are still

considered and exhibited by the best judges and patrons
of the fine arts as most remarkably neat, correct, and

elegant views of nature."

In those days, before folly had entirely fixed him for her

own, Morland loved to visit the Isle of Wight, and some

fluence is shown by the fact that during this time Morland painted his

series of six pictures called "
Letitia, or Seduction," a story with a moral,

told somewhat in the manner of Hogarth, which became popular by
means of engraving. About the same time also he painted two small

pairs of pictures called " The Idle and Industrious Mechanic," and " The
Idle Laundress and Industrious Cottager," likewise." The Fruits of Early

Industry and Economy "--a subject which his own experience must have

well qualified him to represent.
- ED.
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of his best pictures are copied from scenes upon, the coast.

A rocky shore an agitated surf fishermen repairing their

nets and careening their boats, or disposing of their fish,

generally formed part of his pictures. He was ever ready,

too, to join them m their labour, and more so in the mirth
and carousal which followed. A friend once found him at

Freshwater-gate, in a low public-house called The Cabin.

Sailors, rustics, and fishermen, were seated round him in a

kind of ring, the rooftree rung with laughter and song ;

and Morland, with manifest reluctance, left their company
for the conversation of his friend. "

George," said his

monitor,
"
you must have reasons for keeping such com-

pany."
"
Reasons, and good ones," said the artist, laugh-

ing ;

" see where could I find such a picture of life as

that, unless among the originals of The Cabin?" He
held up his sketch-book and showed a correct delineation

of the very scene in which he had so lately been the pre-

siding spirit. One of his best pictures contains this fac-

simile of the taproom, with its guests and furniture.

The early management of his father had made the whole
swarm of picture-dealers, cleaners, and copiers acquainted
with Morlaiid's value, and, what was far more unfortunate,
had let them into the secret of his personal tastes. They
knew his love of low company, his delight in the bottle,
and his desire to enjoy the passing moment, whatever ex-

pense it might incur
;
and some of them were ever at his

elbow to lay down the gold for present pleasures, upon the

understanding that the pencil should clear off the debt.

His absurd aversion to decent company naturally aided the

views of those sordid miscreants
; they applauded his vul-

gar prejudice as true independence, and pushed about the

jest, apparently at the expense of " the fine people," but

really and truly at the cost of the unhappy Morland, who
sat in ideal sole monarch of the realm of free and un-
shackled art. These wretches affected a vice to which they
were strangers ; they put on the aspect of prodigality, and
with the determination in their hearts of exacting a bitter

percentage for this condescension, accompanied him on his

country excursions, made up his drinking parties, and at-

tended at his painting-room with a purse in one hand and
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a bottle in the other. " It frequently happened," observes

one of his biographers,
" when a picture had been bespoke

by one of his friends, who advanced some of the money to

induce him to work, if the purchaser did not stand by to

see it finished and carry it away with him, some other per-

son, who was lurking within sight for that purpose, and
knew the state of Moiiand's pocket, by the temptation of

a few guineas laid upon the table, carried off the picture.
Thus all were served in their turn

;
and though each ex-

ulted in the success of the trick when he was so lucky as

to get a picture in this easy way, they all joined in exclaim-

ing against Morlaiid's want of honesty in not keeping his

promises to them."
Those honest sufferers were not without their remedy.

The picture which they purchased for five guineas sold

readily for twenty; one guinea's worth of liquor was often

repaid by a sketch which brought ten
;
and if that was

insufficient, they employed some dexterous and unprin-
cipled limner to make fac-similes of the most popular of

Morland's works* which they found people rich enough
and ignorant enough to buy as originals.

" I once saw,"~
/ o

says Hassell,
" twelve copies from a small picture of Mor-

land's at one time in a dealer's shop, with the original in

the centre
;
the proprietor of which, with great gravity and

unblushing assurance, inquired if I could distinguish the

difference."' With reptiles such as these, genius ought

1 ' ; We have from good authority," writes Redgrave,
" a fact which

closely relates to the great number of works attributed to Morland. He
was for some years (commencing about 1794) under articles to Mr.
B

,
a picture dealer, who employed him in painting original pictures

at his own house
;

his daily service commencing early and concluding
at dinner time, probably twelve o'clock. Immediately Morland had left,

expert copyists were employed in making accurate and elaborate rejx'ti-

tions of his day's work, which were carefully concealed. Returning to

his own work on the following morning, any changes which, upon recon-

sideration, Morland might think well to make in his picture, were in the

afternoon transferred to each copy in progress under the hands of his

treacherous copyists. Thus, at least four or five pictures were carried

on logctlur to completion, the painter never suspecting the trick that was

played; each of these counterfeits bearing those marks of changes in

design and alterations of effect that would seem to give proof of its

genuineness. En.
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never to come into communion ;
it must l>e confessed, how-

ever, tliat Morlaud was not incommoded in his intercourse

with them by any over-righteous notions as to money
matters. In the course of the years 1790, 1791, and 1792,
when his cleverest pictures were painted, the admiring
dealers swarmed round him with offers of pecuniary assis-

tance to any amount. 1

George put his hands into their

pockets without the least ceremony. He was a joyful

borrower, and took whatever was offered without scruple
or hesitation. He made no nice distinctions

;
for he ac-

cepted from all, and he held out to all the pleasing pro-

spect of sevenfold remuneration from the pencil.
The evil consequences of all this required no prophetic

spirit to foretell. It was in vain that his wife, a woman
of sense and beauty, endeavoured to reclaim him

; equally

1 It was in 1791 that he painted and exhibited at the Royal Academy
the masterly picture of the " Inside of a Stable," which lias been added

this year (1877) to the national collection, by the gift of Mr. Thomas
Birch Wolfe. This is considered by many critics to be his mastcrvvork,
and indeed it is a marvel of accurate delineation and careful study,

differing greatly in this from some of the hasty sketchy productions that

pass with his name. The scene inside the stable, which is said to repre-
sent that of the White Lion at Paddington, is rendered with effects of

light and shade, such as the great Dutch masters delighted in. The
whole picture indeed has a savour of Dutch art, though Morland's in-

dividuality is thoroughly apparent in it. Few even of the Dutch animal

painters could have painted the coat of the pony which is being led by a

boy into the stable with a more complete understanding of its nature

and complex colour. Morland, before this picture was presented,
had been unrepresented in the national collection, but his paintings
are constantly to be met with in private collections in this country.
The prints also, which Raphael Smith and -his brother-in-law,

William Ward, executed from his works, are not difficult to obtain,

thouirh after a long period of neglect they are now again being sought
after by connoisseurs. His work was peculiarly adapted for the mode
of mey.y.otint engraving then in vogue, his broad effects and dashing

style coming out with great effect in these reproductions. Mr. Wcdmore
traces in his art. particularly in its later expression, the influence of

Gainsborough, and it may well be as he says, that it was '
( Sainsborough

who opened Morland's eyes to the treasure of subject that was in country
life ;" but Morland never ideali/.ed like Gainsborough, who gave a

poetic grace even to the most common country scene. With Morland,

as with the Dutch masters, it, is I lie actual not the idyllic view of peasant
life that is represented, and such charm as his works possess lies for the

most part in this entire fidelity to nature. -Ki>.
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vain was the interposition of his friends
;
who were only

laughed at when they assured him that a life of unmea-
sured conviviality, and habits of incalculable profusion,
must injure his skill of hand and his capacity of intellect,

and immure him, sooner or later, in a prison. His line

constitution triumphed for a time over the ordinary re-

sults of debauchery, and his knowledge of the town and
active adroitness in avoiding tipstaffs, kept him long from

acquaintance with the gaol. It is probable, indeed, that

those to whom he was indebted were more willing to

alarm him, than actually take his liberty from him
; they

knew that confinement could not hasten the payment
that the estate out of which their money was to come was
of the mind

; and, what was equally serious, it could be
turned over to a new swarm of dealers in pictures, who
would inherit all their profits.

Having received an invitation from Claude Lorraine

Smith, a gentleman of Leicestershire, he suddenly vanished
from the constant watchfulness of these creditors, carry-

ing with him a trusty friend and five-bottle debauchee,
whose neglect of the toilet had obtained him the name of

Dirty Brookes. His entertainer, an artist himself and an

encourager of art, was also wealthy and hospitable, and
Morland was received with great kindness

;
even Dirty

Brookes was an object of attention and solicitude. It is

true that the artist, in the midst of Mr. Smith's company,
was sometimes heard to sigh for the rougher freedom of

the ale-house, and lamented to his bosom friend that so

much good wine should be drunk without loud mirth and

merry song, and in accordance with an etiquette dis-

tressing to the convivial notions of hostlers and pugilists.
He found some consolation, perhaps, in accompanying
Mr. Smith to the fox-chase, or at least in the conviviality
which at evening rewarded the devotees of that rough

pastime ;
and it is reported that both he and Dirty

Brookes regained the reputation which they lost by day
in the chase, through their prowess over the bottle by
night. He found time, however, to make some sketches

of Leicestershire scenery, which he afterwards wrought
into pictures.
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His sudden disappearance from London excited general
alarm in the whole righteous race of picture-dealers ;

no
one knew what had become of him, and a waggish com-

panion insinuated that he was gone to France. Some of

those men had advanced money on bespoke pictures ;

others had paid money upon works begun, and the interest

of the whole was concerned it would be only misleading
the reader to say that Morland felt at all anxious respect-

ing them. To him the completion of such commissions
was a matter of total indifference

;
he knew that these

patrons had doomed him to constant slavery, that they

merely looked upon him as an engine which augmented
their incomes, and of which they had only to keep the

wheels oiled. When he reappeared, the gloom passed
from their looks, and they hastened to share in the spoils

arising from his paintings of the scenery of Leicester-

shire.

Yet wild and imprudent as ho was, and sunk in almost

constant debauchery, his skill seemed only to augment,
and his rapidity of execution to increase. Indolence

cannot be ranked among his sins. Pleasure he found
could not be purchased without money ;

his companions
were not the followers of an empty purse, and even Dirty
Brookes himself, who fell a sacrifice in sharing Morland's
excesses, was more moderate in his mirth when lie was in

danger of settling the reckoning from his own pocket.
To get money it was necessary to work

;
and certainly

during his brief career he wrought diligently. Four
thousand pictures, and most of them of great merit, which
lie left to continue his name, tell vis that, with the sharp
sword of necessity at his back, he laboured as diligently
and successfully as if he had lived in wealth and in

honour. 1

1 Many of these were doubtless produced in the manner before stated,
but still the rapidity with which Morhuid painted is something surprising.
His biographer, Dawe, relates, that during the last eight years of his life,

Morland painted for his brothel1

,
the picture-dealer, alone, as many as

490 works, and that he probably painted at least 300 more for other

people, besides making hundreds of drawings during the same period.
ED.
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During this period Morland lived at Paddington, whore
he was visited by the popular pugilists of the day, by the
most eminent horse-dealers, and by his never-failing com-

panions the picture-merchants. He was a lover of guinea-

pigs, dogs, rabbits, and squirrels ;
he extended his affec-

tion also to asses. At one time he was the owner of eight
saddle horses, which were kept at the White Lion

; and,
that the place might be worthy of an artist's stud, he

painted the sign where they stood at livery with his own
hand. He wished to be thought a consummate judge of

horseflesh and a dealer in the article. But he was taught
that his wisdom did not lie in that way by two or three

sagacious horse-jockeys, and began to find that all the

cunning of the island was not monopolized by the picture-
dealers. For indifferent horses he paid with excellent

pictures ; or, what was worse, with bills which he was not

always, if ever, prepared to take up ;
and when due, pur-

chased an extension of the time by the first picture he
had ready. His wine-merchant, too, was in the discounting
line, and obtained sometimes a picture worth fifty pounds
for similar accommodation. " He heaped folly upon
folly," says Hassell,

" with such dire rapidity, that a
fortune of ten thousand pounds per annum would have

proved insufficient for the support of his waste and

prodigality."
He was as vain as he was prodigal was anxious for

the smiles of the meanest of mankind
;
and as for flattery,

any one might lay it on with a trowel. At the grossnesa
of his humour all the hostlers laughed, and he that

laughed loudest was generally rewarded with a half-crown

or a pair of buckskin breeches little the worse for wear.

His acquaintances on the north road were numerous
;
he

knew the driver of every coach, and the pedigree of the

horses, and taking his stand at Bob Bellamy's inn at

Highgate, would halloo to the gentlemen of the whip as

they made their appearance, and treat them to gin and

brandy.
"
Frequently," says one of his biographers,

" he
would parade, with a pipe in his month, before the door
of the house, and hail the carriages as they passed in

succession before him; and, from being so well known,
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was generally greeted in return by a familiar salute from
the postilion. The consequence he attached to this species
of homage was almost beyond belief."

He once (we are told) received an invitation to Barnet,
and was hastening thither with Hassell and another

friend, when he was stopt at Whetstone turnpike by a

lumber or jockey cart, driven by two persons, one of them
a chimney-sweep, who were disputing Avith the toll-

gatherer. Morland endeavoured to pass, when one of the

wayfarers cried,
" What ! Mr. Morland, won't you speak

to a body !

" The artist endeavoured to elude further

greeting, but this was not to be
;
the other bawled out so

lustily that Morland was obliged to recognize at last his

companion and crony, Hooper, a tinman and pugilist.
After a hearty shake of the hand, the boxer turned to his

neighbour the chimney-sweep, and said,
"
Why, Dick,

don't you know this hero gentleman ? 'tis my friend, Mr.
Morland." The sooty charioteer, smiling a recognition,
forced his unwelcome hand upon his brother of the
brush

; they then both whipt their horses and departed.
This rencontre mortified Morland very sensibly ;

he de-

clared that he knew nothing of the chimney-sweep, and
that he was forced upon him by the impertinence of

Hooper: but the artist's habits made the story be gene-

rally believed, and "
Sweeps, your honour," was a joke

which he was often obliged to hear.

Raphael Smith, the engraver, had employed Morland
1'or years on works from which he engraved, and l>y which
he won large sums of money.

1 He called one day with
Bannister the comedian to look at a picture which was

upon the easel. Smith was satisfied with the artist's

progress, and said,
" I shall now proceed on my morning

ride."
"
Stay a moment," said Morland, laying down his

brush, "and I will go with you." "Morland," answered

1 The large demand their \vas fur those prints, shows how well

Morland's subjects pleased the popular taste. .Five hundred .sets of his
"
J)andng Dogs

" and "
Selling Guinea Pips

"
were sold in a few weeks

;

and Redgrave states, that when his four plates of'' The. Deserter'' were

published, a single dealer immediately gave an order fur nine dozen
sets. ED.
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the other, in an emphatic tone, which could not be mis-

taken,
" I have an appointment with a gentleman, who is

waiting for me." Such a sarcasm might have cured any
man who was not incurable

;
it made but a momentary

impression upon the mind of our painter, who cursed the

engraver, and returned to his palette.
His love of horses, once great, gradually subsided

;
he

at length studiously refused any intercourse with the

worthy fraternity of horse-dealers, not because he felt that

they cheated him as often as he risked making a bargain,
butbecaxise he had found anothermethod of disposing of his

pictures. He now retired to some secluded place, set up his

easel, dashed off a few paintings, and entrvisted them to the

care and the conscience of a bosom crony, whose name is not

mentioned, and whose business it was to dispose of them
in the most profitable market. The claim which this

associate had upon his confidence was confirmed by many
a deep and prolonged carousal, nor is there reason to be-

lieve that the man failed to do his best he returned with
the money it was instantly melted into gin and brandy.

All his early pride of dress gradually vanished
;

his

clothes were now mean, his looks squalid, and when he
ventured into the streets of London, he was so haunted by
creditors, real or imaginary, that he skulked rather than

walked, and kept a look-out on suspicious alleys and
corners of evil reputation. If he saw any one looking

anxiously at him, which many must have done out of com-

passion for the wreck which folly had wrought with genius,
he instantly imagined him a creditor, and tied like quick-
silver, for he was in debt to so many that he dreaded duns
in every street. Harassed by incessant apprehensions of

arrest, he shifted from place to place, and before the close

of his career was acquainted with every spot of secresy or

refuge within the four counties which surrounded the

metropolis. One day; wearied with perpetual changing of

abode, he took his crony with him to make a regular inspec-
tion of the King's Bench Prison. They were conducted

over that strange scene, which then remained exactly
as it is described by Smollett, and departed with a lively

conviction that such quarters as Hatchway and Tom Pipes
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coveted so early would be worse than any our painter had

yet experienced. The squalors of the Bare, however, left

no impression strong enough to alter his conduct.

On one occasion he hid himself in Hackney ;
where his

anxious looks and secluded manner of life induced some
of his charitable neighbours to believe him a maker of

forged notes. The Directors of the Bank despatched two
of their most dexterous emissaries to inquire, reconnoitre,

search, and seize. These men arrived, and began to draw
lines of circumvallation round the painter's retreat

;
he

was not, however, to be surprised mistaking those agents
of evil mien for bailiffs, he escaped from behind as they
approached in front fled into Hoxton, and never halted
till he had hid himself in London. Nothing was found to

justify suspicion, and when Mrs. Morland, who was his

companion in this retreat, told them who her husband was,
and showed them some unfinished pictures, they made
such a report at the Bank, that the Directors presented
him with a couple of Bank notes of 20 each, by way of

compensation for the alarm they had given him.

The sad estate into which he had fallen, made any story
of his distress be believed, and before his death, as well as

after,
" anecdotes of Morland the painter

" were regularly
manufactured for newspapers and magazines.

" He was
found" I copy these words from Fuseli's edition of Pil-

kington
" He was found at another time in a lodging in

Somers Town, in the following most extraordinary circum-

stances : his infant child, that had been dead nearly three

weeks, lay in its coffin
;
in one corner of the room an ass

and foal stood munching barley straw out of the cradle

a sow and pigs were solacing themselves in the recess of

an old cupboard, and himself whistling over a beautiful

picture that he was finishing at his easel, with a bottle of

gin hung upon one side, and a live mouse sitting for its

portrait 011 the other." I must, however, abate the pathetic
of this scene. Morland lived and died childless

;
conse-

quently the infant dead in the coffin, and the ass and the

foal eating hay out of the cradle must be dismissed from
the group.

It may be safer to select a few anecdotes from Hassell,
II. C
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his intimate friend. This person's first introduction to

Morland was in character. " As I was walking (he says)
towards Paddington on a summer morning, to inquire
about the health of a relation, I saw a man posting on
before me, with a sucking-pig, which he carried in his arms
like a child. The piteous squeaks of the little animal, and
the singular mode of conveyance, drew spectators to door

and window
;
the person, however, who carried it, minded

no one, but to every dog that barked and there were not

a few he set down the pig, pitted him against the dog,
and then followed the chase which was sure to ensue.

In this manner he went through several streets in Mary-
le-bone, and at last stopping at the door of one of my
friends, was instantly admitted. I also knocked and en-

tered, but my surprise was great on finding this original

sitting with the pig still under his arm, and still greater
when I was introduced to Morland the painter."
A mutual friend, at whose house Morland resided when

in the Isle of Wight, having set out for London, left an
order with an acquaintance in Cowes to give the painter
his own price for whatever works he might please to send.

The pictures were accompanied by a regular solicitation

for cash in proportion, or according to the nature of the

subject. At length a small but very highly-finished draw-

ing arrived, and as the sum demanded seemed out of all pro-

portion with the size of the drawing, the conscientious

agent transmitted the piece to London, and stated the

price. The answer by post was,
"
Pay what is asked, and

get as many others as you can at the same price." There
is not one sketch in the collection thus made but what
would now produce thrice its original cost.

One evening Hassell and some friends Avere returning to

town from Hampstead, when Morland accosted them in the

character of a mounted patrole, wearing the parish great-

coat, girded with a broad black belt, and a pair of pistols

depending. He hailed them with " horse patrole !

"
in his

natural voice; they recognized him and laughed heartily,

upon which he entreated them to stop at the Mother Ked

Caj>, a well-known public-house, till he joined them. He
soon made his appearance in his proper dress, and gave
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way to mirth and good-fellowship. On another occasion

he paid a parishioner, who was drawn for constable, to be

permitted to serve in his place ;
he billeted soldiers dur-

ing the day, and presided in the constable's chair at night.
At another time, having promised to paint a picture for

M. de Colonne, he seemed unwilling to begin, but was
stimulated by the following stratagem. Opposite to his

house in Paddington was the White Lion
;
Hassell directed

two of his friends to breakfast there, and instructed them
to look anxiously towards the artist's windows, and occa-

sionally walk up and down before the house. He then
waited on Morland, who only brandished his brush at the

canvas and refused to work. After waiting some time,
Hassell went to the window and affected surprise at seeing
two strangers gazing at the artist's house. Morland
looked at them earnestly, declared they were bailiffs, who

certainly wanted him and ordered the door to be bolted.

Hassell having secured him at home, showed him the

money for his work, and so dealt with him that the picture
was completed, a landscape and six figures, one of his

best productions, in six hours. He then paid him and
relieved his apprehensions respecting the imaginary bailiffs

Morland laughed heartily. He considered it as a kind
of pleasant interruption to the monotony of painting and

drinking, that he was apprehended as a spy at Yarmouth,
and subjected to a sharp examination. The drawings which
he had made on the shores of the Isle of Wight were con-

sidered as confirmation of his guilt ;
he was honoured,

therefore, with an escort of soldiers and constables to

Newport, and there confronted by a bench of justices. At
his explanation they shook their heads, laid a strict in-

junction upon him to paint and draw no more in that

neighbourhood, and dismissed him. On another occasion,
he was on his way from Deal, and Williams, the engraver,
was his companion. The extravagance of the preceding
evening had fairly emptied their pockets ; weary, hungry,
and thirsty, they arrived at a small ale-house by the way-
side

; they hesitated to enter. Morland wistfully recon-

noitred the house, and at length accosted the landlord
"
Upon my life I scarcely knew it : is this the Black Bull 'i

"
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" To be sure it is, master," said the landlord,
"
there's the

sign."
"
Ay ! the board is there, I grant," replied our

wayfarer,
" but the Black Bull is vanished and gone. I

will paint you a capital new one for a crown." The land-

lord consented, and placed a dinner and drink before this

restorer of signs, to which the travellers did immediate

justice.
"
Now, landlord," said Morland,

" take your horse

and ride into Canterbury it is but a little way and buy
me proper paint and a good brush." He went on his

errand with a grudge, and returned with the speed of

thought, for fear that his guests should depart in his ab-

sence. By the time that Morland had painted the Black

Bull, the reckoning had risen to ten shillings, and the

landlord reluctantly allowed them to go on their way ;
but

not, it is said, without exacting apromise that the remainder
of the money should be paid with the first opportunity.
The painter, on his arrival in town, related this adventure
in the Hole-iii-the-Wall, Fleet Street. A person who
overheard him, mounted his horse, rode into Kent, and
succeeded in pui'chasing the Black Bull from this Kentish
Boniface for ten guineas.
A bailiff, more subtle than his brethren, succeeded in

arresting Morland. Fallen as he was, and discovered by
the officer wallowing in a sty of filth and debauchery, his

talents still found him friends, by whose recommendation
and influence he obtained the Rules of the Bench. " This

ill-fated artist," says Hassell,
" seemed to have possessed

two minds one, the animated soul of genius, by which he
rose in his profession and the other, that debased grovel-

ling propensity, which condemned him to the very abyss
of dissipation." In his new abode of misery among the

wreck of proud fortunes and high hopes in the company
of some Avhom prodigality had utterly ruined, and of others

who had only retired hither that they might live in

affluence in spite of their just creditors Morland was
fovmd by Hassell

;
lie was not only content, but, like Tarn

o' Shanter in his gloi'y, conceived himself victorious over

all the ills of life. Even here he could jest and revel,

indulge the wildest whims, and luxuriate in oddities and

caprices.
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Even amidst misery and recklessness like this, the spirit

of industry did not forsake him, nor did his taste or his

skill descend with his fortunes. One day's work would
have ptirchased him a week's sustenance

; yet he laboured

every day, and as skilfully and beautifully as ever. His

favourite companion in his retreat was a Avaterman whom,
by way of distinction, Morlaud called " My Dicky," and

Dicky was now the established vendor of his pictures.
If chance detained the purchaser of a bespoke painting

beyond the time he promised to send for it,
" My Dicky

"

was instantly despatched with it to the pawnbroker's.

Dicky once carried a picture wet from the easel, with a

request for the advance of three guineas upon it. The

pawnbroker paid the money ;
but in carrying it into the

room his foot slipped, and the head and foreparts of a hog
were obliterated. The money-changer returned the picture
with a polite note, requesting the artist to restore the

damaged part.
" My Dicky !

"
exclaimed Morland,

" an
that's a good one ! but never mind !

" He reproduced the

hog in a few minutes, and said,
" There ! go back and tell

the pawnbroker to advance me five guineas more upon it
;

and if he won't, say I shall proceed against him
;
the price

of the picture is thirty guineas." The demand was com-

plied with.

For Spencer of Bow Street he painted several pictures ;

one of the best was a straw-yard ;
it had evidently cost

him some pains, and he was no lover of minute work. He
had introduced accordingly a raven seated on a straw-rack,
and written on the rail under its feet,

" No more straw-

yards for me, Gr. Morland." The multitude of his orders

induced him to neglect the finishing of many of his pic-

tares, and the purchasers, glad to get them as they were,

employed some second-rate hand to glaze up the fore-

ground ;

" but this," observes Hassell,
" was confined to

picture dealers, whose skill lay in supplying half-worn

landscapes with new skies, and in cracking and varnishing
new historical pictures to produce the appearance of anti-

quity." His common price, when in confinement, was
" four guineas per day with his drink ;" and his employer
sat down beside him telling pleasant stories and pouring
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out liquor till the time expired. It often required some
skill to obtain a good day's work, for the glass was apt to

be in his fingers in the morning before the pencil, and he
continued to handle both alternately till he had painted
as much as he pleased, or till the liquor got the better,
when he claimed his wages, and business closed for the

day.
He had no wish, however, to be distinguished as a resi-

dent in the realm of durance : taking advantage of the

liberty of a day-rule in term time, he borrowed a horse

rode from house to house among his friends in the country
round London contradicted boldly the story of his im-

prisonment returned to town at the spur, and exhibited

himself at every low pot-house on his way to the Exiles.

His vanity soared not beyond the present moment
;
to

make a good passing impi'essioii was his chief aim
;
and

while his money lasted, he was sure of success among
those whose applause he valued. Though well-descended,
he regarded that matter little, and would rather have
had the laugh of a pot-house on his side than all the

emblazonments of heraldry. In his earlier and better

days, a solicitor informed him that he was heir to a

baronet's title, and advised him to assert his claim. I

know not whether there was any real foundation for this

lawyer's story.
" Sir George Morland !

"
however, said

the painter,
" It sounds well, but it won't do. Plain

George Morland will always sell my pictures, and there

is more honour in being a fine painter than in being a fine

gentleman."
When . the Insolvent Debtors' Act at length restored

him to liberty, he was almost past the power of enjoying
it. His constitution was ruined, and his personal charac-

ter was sunk into general contempt. No one would asso-

ciate with him but the meanest of mankind, nor did he
wish this otherwise. 1 In his thirty-ninth year, the palsy
struck him. He recovered partially, but would often fall

1 He lived at this time in a house at Lambeth, which was the constant

resort of his prison associates. He was sometimes intoxicated for days
together, and would generally pass the night in a drunken state on the

(loor. -En.
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back senseless in his painting chair, and sometimes sink

into sleep with his palette and brush in his hand. His
left hand, was so much affected, that he could no longer
hold the implements of his profession. He was not, how-

ever, dismayed ;
he made drawings in pencil and in chalk,

tinted them lightly, still enriched the country with works
at once bold, original, and striking, and seemed to set want
and disease at defiance. But the swiftest runner is soonest

at the end of his journey. Moiiaiid was carried for debt

to a spunging-house in Air Street, and to strengthen his

courage on the loss of his liberty, swallowed an unusual

quantity of spirits, which, instead of stupefaction, pro-
duced fever. Atwell, the keeper of the house, became

alarmed, and applied to his friends for assistance : their

sympathy, if exerted of which there is no proof came
too late

;
the powers of life were exhausted, and he died,

after a brief illness, in utter wretchedness and penury, in

the fortieth year of his age. His wife, from whom he had
been separated for some time, in consequence of family
feuds, survived him only a few days.

1

Morland had a look at once sagacious and sensual, and
the same friends who compared his forehead to that of

Napoleon, represent him as vain and irritable, fretful and
vindictive. His character as a man was essentially vulgar,
and he seemed insensible to shame. He loved all kinds of

company save that of gentlemen ;
it gave him pain to imi-

tate the courtesies and decencies of life, and he disliked

accordingly all those whose habits required their obser-

1 He died, not in Air Street, but in Eyre Street, Coldbath Fields, on
the 29th of October, 1804, in his forty-first year. His poor wife, who
appears to have truly loved him in spite of all his faults, was so overcome
at hearing the news that she fell into convulsive fits which ended four

days after in her death, and thus united at last, they were buried

together in a small graveyard belonging to St. James's Chapel, Hamp-
stead Road. William Collins, the artist, speaks of having been at his

funeral, and his biographer relates that when the attendants went away
Collins put his stick into the wet earth as far as it would go, and then

carried it home and varnished it, keeping it ever after as a relie. It is

pleasant to think that this poor reprobate, who wrote his own faithful

epitaph in the words,
" Here lies a drunken dog," had at least one friend

and brother artist who cherished his memory otherwise than by retail-

ing and inventing stories respecting his wild career. ED.
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vance. He married without being in love, and treated his

wife with carelessness, because he was incapable of feeling
the merits of modesty or domestic worth. He had fits of

profuse generosity and capricious affection
;
but folly and

grossness were his familiar companions.
As an artist Morland's claims to regard are high and un-

disputed. He is original and alone
;
his style and concep-

tions are his own
;
his thoughts are ever at home are

always natural he extracts pleasing subjects out of the

most coarse or trivial scenes, and finds enough to charm the

eye in the commonest occurrence. He never paints above
the most ordinary capacity, and gives an air of truth and

reality to whatever he touches. He has taken a strong
and lasting hold of the popular fancy ;

not by ministering
to our vanity, but by telling plain and striking truths. He
is the rustic painter for the people ;

his scenes are familiar

to every eye, and his name is on every lip. Painting
seemed as natural to him as language is to others, and by
it he expressed his sentiments and his feelings and opened
his heart to the multitude. His gradual descent in society

may be traced in the productions of his pencil : he could

only paint well what he saw or remembered
;
and Avheii he

left the wild sea-shore and the green-wood side for the

hedge ale-house and the Rules of the Bench, the character

of his pictures shifted with the scene. Yet even then his

wonderful skill of hand and sense of the picturesque never

forsook him. His intimacy with low life only dictated his

theme the coarseness of the man and the folly of his

company never touched the execution of his pieces. All

is indeed homely nay, mean but native taste and ele-

gance redeem every detail. To a full command over

every implement of his art, he united a facility of com-

position and a free readiness of hand perhaps quite un-

rivalled.

His pictures were mostly produced under the influence of

intoxication, and the strong stinmlaut of immediate pay-
ment

; they were painted in the terror of want, and in the

presence of the sordid purchaser, who risked five guineas
in a venture for twenty yet they want nothing which art

can bestow, or the most fastidious eye desire. Such was
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the precious coin with which this unfortunate man paid for

gin, obtained the company of the scum and feculence of

society, and purchased patience from his creditor, or peace
from the tipstaff. The annals of genius record not a more

deplorable story than Morland's.
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~G* DWARD BIRD was bom at Wolverkampton, on the
* ' 12th day of April, 1772. His father, a clothier by
trade,

1 was a man of sense and information, and gave him
a fair education. His mother watched over him for he
was a weakly child with the most anxious solicitude.

When very young the family tradition says three or four

years old he began to sketch. He would stand on a stool,

chalk outlines on the furniture, and say, with childish glee,
as he eyed his labours,

" Well done, little Neddy Bird !

"

He would be up with the dawn to draw figures upon the

walls, which he called French and English soldiers, and was

continually in disgrace with the servant maids of his

father's house, who had to make use of their mops and

scrubbing-brushes after those early risings.
He was privately encouraged in these pursuits by his

eldest sister; his first box of colours was purchased with
her pocket-money long hoarded for that purpose : and
after he had risen to distinction,

"
Sarah," he would some-

times say, "I must thank you for my being an artist." Nor
were his talents in those childish days uufelt by his father;
but remote from collections of paintings, unacquainted with

the fame they bring, and their influence with the world, the

worthy clothier never thought of his son becoming a painter

by profession, and regarded it at best as a pleasing but un-

profitable calling. His first attempt worthy of notice dates

from his fourteenth year this was the imaginary interview

between the Earl of Leicester and the daughters whom

1 Wornum, in his catalogue of the National Gallery, states that the

fhther was a journeyman carpenter, and that Bird was born in 1762.

Redgrave, however, and other authorities agree with Cunningham. ED.
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Miss Lee has conferred 011 Mary Queen of Scots, in her

novel of "The Recess." It is now 1 in the house cf the

artist's widow.
When his father saw that his love of drawing and sketch-

ing Avas incurable, he began to grow anxious to turn it to

some account, but could think of nothing better than

apprenticing him to a maker of tea-trays these accord-

ingly it became the boy's business to ornament and embel-
lish. Birmingham then, as now, sent over the world many
productions of domestic usefulness, which require not only
skill of hand, but good taste and some fancy. On such

things Bird first tried his pencil, and was soon distinguished
above his fellow workmen for the neatness and beauty of

his embellishments. Of this there is strong proof : long
after, when his name was in the ranks of acknowledged
genius, he was on a tour in France with several companions,
and at Boulogne drank tea off a beautiful tray which ex-

cited their notice and praise. Bird looked at it and smiled
;

when they had recommenced their journey, one of his

friends said,
" I did not think they could have made such

trays in France." " It was not made here," said Bird,
"

it

was made in Birmingham, for I painted it." One of the

party was with difficulty restrained from turning back and

buying it. Works of this nature, however, are, in a great
measure, produced by a kind of mechanical process, in

which genius claims little share. The daily reproduction
of the same shapes and the same ornaments is but a

wearisome task. To dedicate the golden hours of his life

to gather wealth for the benefit of some manufacturer, was
the original curse of Bird's condition, and he no sooner had
the sense to perceive this, than he found courage necessary
for setting himself free.

When his indentures expired very advantageous offers

were made to induce him to continue with the " trade ;"

but he refused them all, and, probably without any defined

plan of conduct for future life, resigned a connection which,
with talents infinitely below his, many could have made

highly lucrative.

1 '

Now," meaning in Cunningham's time. I can find no further his-

tory of this precocious work. ED.
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Bird had long felt that yearning after distinction which

genius ever feels
;
he had improved his knowledge in the

nature and use of colours
;
his eye was already familiar with

the human form, and his mind stored with those images of

social humour and fireside affection in which his strength

lay. Of nature as he felt it, and of manners and passions,
he had produced many sketches with the pencil some he
had tried to make permanent in oil

;
and his confidence was

daily increasing with his skill.

It was to the advantage of his art that he was thus self-

instructed, for his genius was not of that powerful and

self-relying order which gains much and loses nothing in

the lecture-room, and the mechanical workshop attached

to academies. The routine of a regular education in art

would probably have tamed down the gentle fire with
which nature had endowed his bosom to a very insignifi-
cant spark.

Though Bird listened to the call of ambition, he was
a wise and prudent man, and obeyed it but in part. He
relinquished all connection with Birmingham and her tea-

boards, and, removing to Bristol, commenced a drawing-
school. During the intervals of instruction, he sketched,

designed, and painted with all his early ardour, and with

success such as follows patient self-discipline. He by-and-

by thought so well of his works that he ventured to show
some of them to his friends, and amongst others to Mr.

Murphy, an artist of taste and feeling, who liked them so

much that he advised their being exhibited. To this Bird
was averse for some time, but he at last consented to send

two to the Bath Exhibition. It was necessary that a price
should be named. The painter wrote down ten guineas
each

;
his friend, with a better sense of their merit, wrote

down thirty, and they found ready purchasers. This was
in 1807, when Bird was in his thirty-fifth year. His sketch-

books, says Mr. Murphy, were at that time filled with sub-

jects fit to expand into paintings, and contained scenes of

all kinds, serious and comic. They were marked by an

original spirit, and showed a natural skill in grouping.
The " Interior of a Volunteer's Cottage

" was the sub-

ject of one of his works, and " Clowns Dancing in an
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Ale-liotise" another. The threats of a French invasion

had
"
Brought the freeman's arm to aid the freeman's laws,"

and Bird had the bayonet of a volunteer at that time in his

hands. He was surrounded by a growing family. Fame
and money were both desirable, and they were both ob-

tained. Art cannot be followed without incurring ex-

pense; and the very reputation which genius acquires is a

tax upon the pocket by bringing friends and strangers.
Our painter's heart opened with his fortune: he was never

a profuse, but always a very liberal man.
His first successful work, if we measure success by the

applause of the world, was called " Good News." l Some of

his earlier pictures, I have heard good judges say, were of

higher merit and this is not unlikely ;
it seldom happens

that the first original work which genius produces seizes

the attention of mankind : it is considered by many as the

lucky hit of an ordinary mind, and passed by till it is re-

called to notice by a continuation of works from the same
hand. "The Choristers Rehearsing" and "The Will"

followed, and received equal praise, and, what was not less

fortunate, obtained purchasers of high distinction. His

Majesty bought the first, and added judicious commendation
to liberal payment ;

and the other was purchased by the

Marquis of Hastings. The Royal Academy soon afterwards
conferred honour on themselves by enrolling our self-

taught artist among their number.2

His next work was his most poetical, and decidedly his

best one. This is a representation of the " Field of Chevy
1 This was exhibited in the Royal Academy in 1809, where it was

much praised by the critics. Bird's reputation, indeed, soon rose so

high that he was considered at one time a formidable rival to Wilkie.

Indeed, either from jealousy at Wilkie's fame, or from sheer want of

perception, the Academy for a time bestowed far greater favour on Bird
than upon their young associate Wilkie, who was so modest as to his own
merits that he quietly resigned his place in popular esteem to the new
candidate, though not, according to Haydon, without feelings of deep
mort ideation. ED.

2 He was elected Associate in 1812, and full Academician two years
afier. Before this he had come to live in London, and had been appointed
painter to the Princess Charlotte. ED.
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Chase
" on the day after the battle. It is painted in the

mournful spirit with which the glorious old ballad con-

eludes, and cannot well be looked on without tears. These

are the words embodied :

" Of fifteen hundred Englishmen
Went home but fifty-three ;

The rest were slaine in Chevy Chase
Under the greenwoode tree.

" Next day did many widows come
Their husbands to bewayle ;

They wash'd their wounds in brinish tears,
But all would not prevayle.

"
Theyr bodyes bathed in purple blood

They bare with them away ;

They kist them dead a thousand times

Ere they were cladd in clay."

Of this heroic ballad, which Sir Philip Sydney said

roused him like the sound of a trumpet, and which Ben
Jonson affirmed was well worth all his dramas, the people
of England are great admirers, and amongst the peasantry
of the south it is almost the only one known. When they
saw a painting which gave a life-like and touching image
of a scene often present to the fancy, they were loud in its

praise. Lady Percy is, with perfect propriety, made a

visitor of the fatal field; she appears in deep agony beside

the body of her lord. The old Minstrel thoiight proper to

slay Percy by the spear of Sir Hugh Montgomery, and we

appeal to history in vain against the poet's decision. The

gentle Kate of Shakespeare, who said to Hotspur, in his

interview with Glendower,
" Lie still, thou thief, and hear

the Welch lady sing," had that sorrowful duty to perform
at the battle of Shrewsbury, stricken many years after

Otterbourne. This exquisite piece, which should have been

purchased by some wealthy Doiiglas or Percy, was bought
for 300 guineas by the Marquis of Stafford; while Sir

"Walter Scott acquired the original sketch. The same
munificent nobleman purchased Bird's next picture, the
" Death of Eli," for 500 guineas ;

and the British Insti-
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tution added their testimony to its merits, by presenting
the painter with their premium, amounting to 315. 1

Concerning the picture of the " Death of Eli," a curious

story was circulated. Bristol long endured the reproach
of parsimony both in prose and verse. Two English poets
have expressed themselves with no measured bitterness of

spirit concerning the sordid spirit of its merchants. Thus

sings Kichard Savage :

"
Upstarts and mushrooms

; proud, relent loss hearts ;

Thou blank of sciences ! thou dearth of arts !

Such foes as learning once was doomed to soe,

Huns, Goths, and Vandals, were but types of thee."

And Robert Lovell is equally severe :

" No mild urbanity attracts the sight,
No arts of skill or elegant delight ;

But sordid wealth inspires the general cry,
And speeds the step and sharps the eager eye ;

Foul as their streets, triumphant Meanness sways,
And grovelling as their mud-compelling dra}

Ts
;

Discordant sounds compose the Babel hum,
'Tis how goes sugar ? what's the price of rum ?

What ships arrived ? and, how are stocks to-day ?

Who's dead ? who's broken ? and, who's run away ?
"

If such reproaches were ever due they are so no longer.
Bristol has now her literary and scientific institutions, and
can point to many individuals of the most refined manners
as well as the most generous liberality among her citizens.

Touched somewhat, however, with the spirit described in

Lovell's verses, three gentlemen of that city subscribed

<100 each, and commissioned, as it is called, a picture from
the pencil of Bird. He painted the " Death of Eli." The

lucky proprietors sold it for 500 guineas ; and, inspired
with this, perhaps, unexpected profit, clubbed their hun-
dreds again and waited 011 the painter with a fresh com-
mission. But he had no wish to have his brains sucked at

that rale, and declined their proposal. The meaning of

those citizens in their first offer was kindly: they wished
to inspire Ihe artist with a proper confidence, and made

1 Both these works still remain in Stafford House.
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remuneration certain
;
but they could not resist the temp-

tation of gain. They ought to have paid Bird the whole
sum which they received, and not sought to enrich them-
selves under pretence of friendship. But neither the
satire of poets nor individual parsimony must conceal the
fact that Bristol took an affectionate interest in his pro-

sperity, and that he found many friends and patrons amongst
her citizens.

Business about this time took Bird to his native town.
He was personally recognized by many, and received with
an enthusiasm which would have been creditable to a place
of higher pretensions. His early companions gathered
about him, and he made them cordially welcome. Many
of those persons survive, and they all, and of their own
accord, when his name is mentioned, speak first of the

active kindness of his heart, and then of the early indica-

tions of his talents. " I knew Ned Bird, sir," said one of

those humble friends,
" when he was a boy at school

;
he

never thought of himself
;
he would give the one half of

his dinner to a beggar-woman and the other to a lame

soldier, and fast upon his lesson." Nor had increase of

years hardened his heart. One night, as he was on his

way to his lodging, a woman ran wildly out of a door, cry-

ing,
" My child ! my child !

"
Bird went into her house,

and finding one of her children in strong convulsions, in-

stantly brought a physician.
" Look to the boy," said

Bird,
" and look also to the mother she seems to need it

much : I will pay for all." He returned next day, gave
the poor widow a present of money, and when the child

which recovered only for a short time died, he buried it

at his own expense.
On his return to Bristol he recommenced his studies.

His chief merit as an artist lay in natural and touching

representations of homely and social things : history,
either profane or sacred, required a spirit more in unison

with the magnificent and the majestic, and an imagination
of a more heroic order. He had seen, the living nature

which the former requires, and hal taken frequent sittings:
he had to conceive the nature which belongs to Ihe latter

and in that ran- quality he AVUS found deficient.
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His picture of " Good News "
is a happy performance.

The group which he assembled in the little ale-house has,
110 doubt, recalled similar scenes to all who have observed
it.

" The Blacksmith's Shop," an early painting of much
promise, was touched with the same spirit of social glee ;

and the "
Country Auction "

is ranked by many as one of

his cleverest pictures. The sound of the auctioneer's

hammer has called together a motley crowd, all anxious to

bid for articles, and all bidding in character. An old

grey-headed peasant has bought a large Bible
;
his son-in-

law hesitates between a punch-bowl and a cradle
;
and his

daughter sees nothing but the glitter of a tea-table ser-

vice. A cautious gamekeeper and a bustling butcher are

contending for a fowling-piece. A little girl has placed a

burnished cullender above her curls, and eyes a mirror

with much satisfaction
;
while a gaping crowd of rustic

connoisseurs are examining, with all the empty sagacity
of a committee of taste, into the merits of an old daub
about to be exposed to sale. The colouring of the whole
is mellow and harmonious.
Nor was he less skilful in subjects where the interest

was confined to a single figure with little action. When
he happened to meet an original-looking personage, young
or old, his practice was to make a rude sketch on the spot

return to his study assign to the figure some charac-

teristic employment expand it upon the canvas, and give
it all the charm of colouring. He painted such works
with astonishing rapidity : the picture existed complete in

his mind, and an effort of art and memory reproduced it.

During the stormy season of 1812 he was in London
found a famishing match-girl in the street painted her
in character in three days, and sold the work for thirty

guineas. An old man seeking alms came across his way ;

of him he took a characteristic likeness half real and half

imaginative, and with equal success. Accui'ate copies of

nature ho disliked : he took a poetic licence with his sub-

jects ;
he had a happy knack in combination, and formed

clever and consistent groups out of very discordant mate-
rials.

" He could," said one of his admirers,
" extract

delight and joy out of anything: I mean personally as

II. O
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well as with his pencil."
" The Gipsy Boy,"

" The Young
Recruit,"

"
Meg Merrilies,"

" Game at Put," and various
other paintings are all instances of his skill in adapting
living life to the purposes of art. In this respect he re-

sembled Opie. When one of his friends congratulated
him upon the rapidity with which he dashed off his lesser,
but his happier works, Bird said,

"
Yes, I can do them

quickly ;
but it will not do to tell the world how soon I

can paint such things." They who believe that what is

done well cannot have been done quickly, are often mis-
taken.

The reputation of these paintings recalled public atten-

tion to his earlier productions, and " The Village Poli-

ticians," a cabinet picture, and " The Poacher," in six

scenes, came out of obscurity. In these six pictures he
conducts a peasant from his happy fireside through the

varied fortunes of a poacher's life : seeking for game with
his companion ; carrying it home to his wife and children

;

selling it by lamp-light to the guard of a coach
; betrayed

by his comrade
;
admonished by a clergyman in prison ;

and restored to his family an amended man with a resolu-

tion to be wise in future. I fear the poacher's career

seldom terminates in a manner so pleasant to contem-

plate.
Some time during the year 1813, Bird obtained the

notice of the Princess Charlotte, who, young as she was,

perceived the true native excellence of his works, and ex-

pressed a wish to see the artist. He was introdviced ac-

cordingly, at Warwick House, and was charmed, as all

were, by the grace and kindly dignity of her manners.

Encouraged by her courtesy, which had no chilling state-

liness about it, he spoke readily and well, and acquitted
himself so cleverly that Her Royal Highness took an op-

portunity of saying to Mr. Murphy, who introduced him,
" Mr. Bird is a very well-bred man he has a natural

politeness about him." The Princess promised him her

support, and appointed him her painter, on which he

made her a present of a work he had lately finished
" The Surrender of Calais." This was a favourite produc-

tion, and he desired, very properly, to place it in the best
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company : alas ! in that enviable situation it was not long
to remain. That sad event happened which brought tears

to all eyes, and of which one of our best poets has so

mournfully sung.
" In its summer pride arrayed,
Low our Tree of Hope is hud !

Low it lies
;

in evil hour,

Visiting the bridal bower,
Death hath levelled root and flower

;

Windsor ! in thy sacred shade,
This the end of pomp and power !

Have the rites of death been paid;
Windsor! in thy sacred shade
Is the Flower of Brunswick laid !

'

On the death of our painter, his widow Avished to exhibit

his works, and applied to Prince Leopold of Saxe-Coburg
for a loan of " The Surrender of Calais :" the Prince did

more than was asked, or expected, or indeed wished he

presented the painting to Mrs. Bird, accompanied by a

donation of a hundred pounds.
During one of his visits to London, Bird sat for his bust

to Chantrey ;
and the writer of this very imperfect account

had thus many opportunities of conversing with him. He
said he had 110 regular system of study ;

he painted or

sketched just as it suited him, and when once he had sat

resolutely down to his easel, it was 110 easy thing to make
him quit it. The subject once settled, he generally painted
fast, and when fastest, best. He wrought much by candle-

light, and in this manner he painted his " Death of Eli."

At this time Mr. Chantrey was busied with one of his

cleverest works the figure of Lady Louisa Russell a

child fondling a bird in her bosom, and standing on tip-
toe with delight. As the sculptor was anxious to have it

ready for the approaching Exhibition, he stuck a candle in

the front of his hat, took a chisel in his hand, and
laboured at the statue during the evenings. On one or

more of those occasions, Bird was his companion. The

light in the sculptor's hat glimmered as he moved his head

amongst busts and groups, and statues some emerging
from the block, some rough-hewn, and others fully fin-

ished. The singular scene took Iho painter's fancy, and
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he resolved to make a picture of it. I wish he had finished

this very original design : he left it sketched in oil. Chan-

trey appears in the act of carving one of the hands of the

figure, surrounded l>y his other works, over which there is

shed a partial illumination. When the bust of Bird was

finished, Skirving of Edinburgh, an artist of some talent

and more eccentricity, paid the gallery of the sculptor a

visit. He fixed his eye on the bust of the painter and
said to the person who showed it,

" Well and who is

that?" "It is Bird Bird of Bristol." "Bird! what

strange bird is he?" "He is an eminent painter."
" Painter ! and what does he paint ?

" " Ludicrous sub-

jects, sir."
" Ludicrous subjects ! have you sat?

"
Upon

this the other answered,
" He has had one sitting ;

but
when he heard that a gentleman with a white hat, and
who wore no neckcloth had arrived from the North, he

said, 'Go, go I know of a subject more ludicrous still:

Mr. Skirving is come.'
"

These visits to London, and his admiration of the his-

torical pictures of the great painters, wrought a sore

change on Bird : he forsook that style of art natural to his

feelings, and dedicated his pencil to far other aspirations.
He became affected with a kind of Scripture mania. He
thought only of sublime passages in the Bible, and scenes

of religious tragedy which the Reformation furnished.

The " Fortitude of" Job," the " Death of Sapphira," the
"
Crucifixion," and the "

Burning of Ridley and Latimer,"
are amongst his latter works : they found admirers and

purchasers. There is considerable talent in these paint-

ings, and some pathos ;
but they are deficient in that i-egal

loftiness of look which the subjects require, and without
which merely clever works are but processions of puppets.
" Our Redeemer's Atonement " had already been painted

by higher bands, and the "
Martyrdom of the Bishops

"
is

a subject too horrible for any genius to render accept-
able.

Those works having failed to yield fame to the ai'tist in

proportion to the toil they cost him, he filled up the
1 "The other" mentioned IKTI- is evidently Cunningham himself, who

thus set down bis compatriot. En.
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measure of his sorrow by attempting what I may call the

Political style of art. The times in which Bird lived

teemed with events of vast importance : kings and thrones

appeared and disappeared like figures in a disturbed

dream
;
and the splendid sun of Napoleon was setting as

it rose, in blood. We all remember, and many of us wit-

nessed, the departure of Louis XVIII. from his English
exile for Paris.

1 The painter had awakened a deep interest

by his " Surrender of Calais :" he probably imagined that

the further he came down the stream of national story, the

more the interest of the subject would increase
;
and in an

evil hour for his own happiness, he resolved to paint the
" Embarkation of the French King and his Attendants."

Of this work \vliich proved to be his last Bird soon

made the sketch, and all that he wanted was the like-

ness of certain important personages. From Louis him-
self and his courtiers men who, having suffered from

oppression, had learned to be merciful he received polite
and kind attention. The old King praised the generous

English, and the Duchess of Angouleme spoke highly to

the honoxir of our ladies. But some of the nobles of his

native land, whom he wished to introduce, were by no
means so tractable to our artist

;
who seems indeed to have

been but little skilled in the arts of courtly conciliation.

They answered his applications very civilly, but day after

clay neglected to bestow 011 him the necessary sittings.
His patience, and at length his health, failed him, after a

sore trial of many months. The death of a son and a

daughter, whom he tenderly loved, pressed grievously
about the same period upon his feelings : he grew peevish
and dejected, and a drooping look and unsteady step began
to give notice that his days were numbered.

It is painful to think that the sensitive feelings of a man
cf genius should have been at the mercy of people thus
unconscious or neglectful of its claims

;
but it is still more

painful to think that he dedicated his time to processions
and pageants, in which the likenesses of such ephemeral
personages were necessary to his purpose. Bird slowly

1 This, it must be remembered, was written nearly fifty years ago.
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sunk under the pressing misery of hope deferred, diplo-
matic excuses, and courtly delays ;

and on the 2nd day of

November, 1819, felt no longer the insolence of office. He
died in the forty-eighth year of his age, and was buried in

the cloisters of Bristol Cathedral.

Three hundred gentlemen of Bristol joined in the

funeral procession of their favourite painter, and when the

grave received his remains they were so much affected

with the sight of his son a child of seven years old, who
was there as chief mourner that they requested leave to

bear the expense of the interment. This Mrs. Bird, with

modesty and good feeling, declined. A colder tale is,

however, told, and even credited far from Bristol. Those
three hundred gentlemen, it is said, obtained, with much

entreaty, Mrs. Bird's permission to bury her husband with

all the honours of the city and at their own expense.
The scene was splendid, and many were the external

symptoms of public woe; but when all was over, the un-

dertaker presented his bill to the widow of the painter.
If this story be true, the sarcasms of Savage and Lovell are

merciful and kind but I believe it rests on no sufficient

authority.
Edward Bird was in stature below the middle size, his

eyes were expressive, his smile particularly winning, and
his whole look full of intelligence. He Avas an admirer of

truth, loved good order in his family, and kept strict dis-

cipline amongst his children, who loved and feared him.
The air of rusticity which hovered about his person wore
off as he became animated in company : there was much
about him to please and even captivate, and, what all men
reverence, a perfect sincerity of heart. Towards the close

of his life his looks grew dark and melancholy ;
but, this

was less the fault of his mind than of his fortune
;
he felt

that the world of fashion which he had worshipped was

making its own return neglecting while it praised, and

spurning while it caressed him. l

1 Bird's experience was that of many other painters who have been

unduly extolled beyond their real worth for a time, and then, the fashion

fur their works having gone out, as unduly perhaps neglected. There is

one smaJl picture by him in the National Gallery
" The Raffle for the
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The early works of Bird have an original and unbor-

rowed air, which marks an artist who thought for himself,
and sought the materials for his pictures in the living
world around him, rather than in the galleries of art. In

these he was eminently happy, and his very success was
the cause of his after sorrow. A swarm of counsellors

came round, who persuaded him that fame was the satel-

lite of fashion, and induced him to forsake the modest

path to permanent reputation, and follow the will-o'-the-wisp
of pageant-painting, which led to the slough of despond
and to despair and the grave. Those who wish well to

the fame of Edward Bird will speak of his paintings of

humble life, and seek to forget, not only these mistaken
efforts of his declining hand, but even his historical pro-

ductions, with the single exception of "
Chevy Chase."

Watch
"

a scene in a country public house which gives a fail' idea of

his talent. It affords an instructive commentary on contemporary
criticism to find that Bird was at one time considered to rival Wilkie in

his village scenes. ED.
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HENRY FUSELI so he chose to spell his name,
though his fathers wrote it Fuessli first saw the

light, by all accounts save his own, in the year 1741, at

Zurich
;
but as he seldom wished to think like other men,

so he refused to be born according to tradition or register

books, and taking up a little German memoir of himself,

changed the date from 1741 to 1745, without adding either

day or month. He always spoke of his age with reluctance.

Once when pressed about it he peevishly exclaimed, "How
should I know ? I was born in February or March it

was some cursed cold month, as you may guess from my
diminutive stature and crabbed disposition." He was the

second of eighteen children
;
his name pertains to Swit-

zerland all by which that name is distinguished to Eng-
land.

The father, John G-aspard Fuessli, obtained some fame
as a portrait and landscape painter. His taste for poetry

procured him the friendship of Kleist, Ivlopstock, and
Wieland

;
and from his "

History of the Artists of Swit-

zerland," his more eminent son drew some of the materials

for an enlarged edition of Pilkington's
"
Dictionary of

Painters." He was of the same family as that Matthias

Fuessli, a painter of Zurich, who studied in Venice, and
died in 1665, of whom Henry gives this brief character :

" His extensive talent was checked by the freaks of an un-

governable fancy his subjects in general were battles,

towns pillaged, conflagrations, and storms." There is a
kindred likeness here. The maiden name of Henry's
mother was Elizabeth Waser

;
he loved to speak of her,

and attributed much of his knowledge to her instructions

she died when he was eighteen years old. His father, a

scholar and an artist, had probably experienced some of the
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sorrows common to both characters, and, desirous that his

son should at least have bread, proposed to educate him
for the church. The wayward temper of the boy, and his

already enthusiastic love of painting, opposed strong ob-

stacles to this sensible plan, and the father, with much of

his OAVII wilfulness of spirit, resolved to enforce obedience.

For a while he was successful. Henry made great progress
in learning having overleaped the first difficulties, he be-

came an ardent devourer of the classics
;
but it was only

or chiefly to find, in the poetry of Greece and Rome, vivid

images of heroic life and daring flights of imagination.
The time which the school demanded was thus spent by

one who could do in minutes what woxild have cost his

fellows hours
;
for the rest of the day he had other occupa-

tion. As soon as he was released from his class, he with-

drew to a secret place to enjoy unmolested the works of

Michael Angelo, of whose prints his father had a fine col-

lection. He loved when he grew old to talk of those days
of his youth, of the enthusiasm with which he surveyed the
works of his favourite masters, and the secret pleasure
which he took in acquiring forbidden knowledge. With
candles which he stole from the kitchen, and pencils which
his pocket-money was hoarded to procure, he pursued his

studies till late at night, and made many copies from
Michael Angelo and Raphael, by which he became familiar

thus early with the style and ruling character of the two

greatest masters of the art. The wild old work, called
"
Howleglas," caught his fancy, and he illustrated it with

outlines, representing the ludicrous gambols of a motley
jester, with the strange dances and mischievous tricks of

fantastic imps and elves. The chief character in this

strange book, which was once as popular in England as in

Germany, is Howleglas himself a personage correspond-
ing with the Lord of Misrule of Scotland, so well described

by Sir Walter Scott. " The mock dignitary was a stout-

made under- sized fellow, whose thick-squab form had been
rendered grotesque by a supplemental paunch well stuffed.

He wore a mitre of leather with a front like a grenadier's

cap, adorned with mock embroidery and trinkets of tin.

This surmounted a visage the nose of which was the most
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prominent feature, being of unusual size, and at least as

richly gemmed as his head-gear. His robe was of buckram,
and his cape of canvas, curiously painted and cut into open
work. On one shoulder was fixed the painted figure of an

owl, and he bore in the right hand his pastoral staff, and
in the left a small mirror, having a handle to it, thus re-

sembling a celebrated jester, whose adventures translated

into English were once extremely popular." The illustra-

tions of Fuseli were in the spirit of the book, and it is a

right facetious one abounding with practical jokes, many
of which the young artist very cleverly embodied. Etch-

ings of these early attempts were afterwards published,
and are now exceedingly rare

; they are said not to be
without merit, and to show, as the poet says, that " the

boy is father of the man." His schoolfellows perceived
his talents some of them purchased his works and he

presently found himself with more money in his pocket
than he knew well what to do with. The taste of our

youth was decidedly in favour of whatever is staring and

extravagant. He bought a piece of flame-coloured silk,

had it made into a coat, and in this splendid attire

marched up the streets of Zurich
;
but the laughter and

mockery of his companions put him into such a passion
that he soon threw off the garment and vowed never to be
fine again.
With this twofold taste for literature and art upon him,

Fuseli was placed I know not at what age in the

Humanity College of Zurich, of which two distinguished

men, Bodmer and Breitenger, were professors. Here he
became the bosom companion of that amiable enthusiast,

Lavater, studied English, and conceived such a love for

the works of Shakespeare, that he translated Macbeth
into German. The writings of Wieland and Klopstock
influenced his youthful fancy, and from Shakespeare he

extended his affection to the chief masters in English
literature. His love of poetry was natural, not affected

he practised at an early age the art which lie admired

through life, and some of his first attempts at composition
were pieces in his native language, which made his name
known in Zurich.
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Like some other youthful poets, he was also a reformer,
lu conjunction with Lavater he composed a pamphlet
against a ruler in one of the bailiwicks, who had abused
his powers, and perhaps personally insulted the two friends.

The peasantry, it seems, conceiving themselves oppressed
by their superior, complained and petitioned ;

the peti-
tions were read by young Fuseli and his companion, who,
stung with indignation at the tale of tyranny disclosed,

expressed their feelings in a satire, which made a great
stir in the city. Threats were publicly used against the

authors, who were guessed at, but not known
; upon which

they distributed placards in every direction, offering to

prove before a tribunal the accusations they had made.

Nay, Fuseli actually appeared before the magistrates
named the offender boldly arraigned him with great
vehemence and eloquence, and was applauded by all and
answered by none. Pamphlets and accusations were pro-

bably uncommon things in Zurich
;
in some other coun-

tries they would have dropped from the author's hands
harmless or unheeded, but the united labotirs of Fuseli

and Lavater drove the unjust magistrate into exile and

procured remuneration to those who had suffered. Of
this wonder-working production I can give no further

account. It made Fuseli, in all likelihood, few friends
;

we are certain that it brought him enemies, who were

powerful enough to make their anger be felt, and finally
succeeded in inducing the young genius to quit Zurich.

AVith a reputation for scholarship, poetry, painting, and

patriotism, and the degree of Master of Arts attached to

his name, Fuseli bade farewell to his father's house, and

travelled, in company with Lavater, to Berlin, where he

placed himself under the care of Sulxer, author of the
" Lexicon of the Fine Arts." J His talents and learning
obtained him the friendship of several distinguished men,
and his acquaintance with English poetry induced Pro-

fessor Sulxer to select him as" one well qualified for opening

1 lie appears to have adopted art as a profession during his short

stay at Berlin, for while in that city he executed eight illustrations to

IJoelmors work the " Noachide." ED.
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a communication between the literature of Germany and
that of England. Sir Andrew Mitchell, British Ambas-
sador at the Prussian court, was consulted

;
and pleased

withhis lively genius, and his translations and drawings from
" Macbeth" and "Lear," received Fuseli with much kind-

ness, and advised him. to visit Britain. Lavater, who till

now had continued his companion, presented him at part-

ing with a card, on which he had inscribed in German,
" Do but the tenth part of what you can do." "

Hang that

up at your bed-head," said the physiognomist,
"
obey it,

and fame and fortune will be the result."

If we trust the register of Zurich, Fuseliwas in his twenty-
second year when he appeared in England in 1763

;
but if

we prefer his own statement as to the time of his birth, he
was but eighteen a tender age for obtaining the notice of

ambassadors, and too young, surely, and inexperienced
for opening a communication between two great nations

in a matter of literature : yet his behaviour 011 arriving in

this great Babylon may seem to countenance his own story.
" When I stood in London," said he,

" and considered that

I did not know one soul in all this vast metropolis, I be-

came suddenly impressed with a sense of forlomness, and
burst into a flood of tears. An incident restored me. I

had written a long letter to my father, giving him an
account of my voyage, and expressing my filial affection

now not weakened by distance and with this letter in

my hand, I inquired of a rude fellow whom I met, the way
to the Post Office. My foreign accent provoked him to

laughter, and as I stood cursing him in good Shakesperian

English, a gentleman kindly directed me to the object of

my inquiry." The embarrassment and tears thus de-

scribed may strike many as suiting better the milkiuess of

eighteen than the firmer manhood of twenty-two.
1

After he reached London, we hear no more of the channel

of communication which Professor Sulzcr employed him
to open between the literature of Britain and that of

1 Fuseli's first lodgings in London were in Cranbourne Alley, wTioro

Hogarth also had first established himself. The alley has been swept

away by modern improvements. En.
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Germany. In what manner this was to be accomplished
I can find no account

;
he had common letters of credit to

Coutts the banker, and friendly introductions to Johnson,
Millar, and Cadell, the booksellers, who all received him
with kindness

;
but he was made acquainted with no man

of influence or genius, and had to seek his way into such

society as he might. His friends the booksellers obtained

for him the situation of tutor to the son of some noble-

man, whom he accompanied to Paris.
1 This employment

suited ill with the fiery impatience and untamable enthu-

siasm of Fiiseli. He loved not to tell the name of his

pupil, nor allude to the success of his labours, nor was he

willing, it is said, to have the matter mentioned. His

governorship is supposed to have been short: and he
returned to London to dedicate his pen to the daily toils

of literature to translations, essays, and critiques. Of
such pieces he wrote nearly an hundred, but acknowledged
none save a translation of Winckelmann's work on painting
and sculpture ; and it required some nerve to make that

acknowledgment, for the book, as has been mentioned in

the life of Barry, advocates the doctrine that British genius
is unequal to the task of making noble works of art a
notion which, however absurd, seems to have sometimes

possessed Fuseli himself. The book, which Barry so bit-

terly answered, excited no general attention here. It is a

part of the English temper to listen to such fantastic

assailants with exasperating indifference.

Fuseli afterwards tried his skill on more inflammable
materials he precipitated himself into the angry con-

troversy then raging between Voltaire and Rousseau.
"
Fuseli," said Bonnycastle to him one day after dinner,

"
you can write well, why don't you write something ?

"

"
Something !

" exclaimed the other. " You always cry
write Fuseli, write ! blastation ! what shall I write ?

"

"
Write," said Armstrong,

- who was present,
" write

on the Voltaire and Rousseau Roiv there is a subject !"

1 His pupil was Viscount Chewton, son of the Earl of Walclegrave.
It is said that master and pupil managed to conic to blows, and the

former left the latter in Franco, determining
'' to he a bear-leader no

longer." ED.
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He said nothing but went home and Logan to write.

The enthusiasm of his hatred or his love enabled him
to compose his Essay with uncommon rapidity, and he

printed it forthwith, in the hope that it would fly abroad
to exalt Rousseau and confound Voltaire. " It had," said

one of his friends,
" a short life, and a bright ending."

The whole impression caught fire, and either angry philo-

sopher lived and died in ignorance whether the future pro-
fessor of painting in England was his friend or his enemy.
Fuseli was afterwards much ashamed of this production,
and scarcely counted the man his friend who alluded to it.

Armstrong, the poet, his constant associate, had once the

boldness to tax him in company with having written it

Fuseli kindled up
" like fire to heather set," and poured

out his fury in both English and German. This calmed
him he then argued that his friend had no right to couple
his name with such a work but he did not deny it.

Though thus busied with tutorships and translations,

he had not forgotten his early attachment to art. He found
his way to the studio of Sir Joshua Reynolds, and sub-

mitted several of his drawings to the President's examina-

tion, wholookedat themfor sometime, and then said, "How
long have you studied in Italy ?

" " I never studied in Italy
I studied at Zurich I am a native of Switzerland do you

think I shoxild study in Italy ? and, above all, is it worth
while 'i

" "
Young man," said Reynolds,

" were I the author

of these drawings, and Avere offered ten thousand a year not

to practise as an artist, I would reject the proposal with

contempt." This very favourable opinion from one who con-

sidered all he said, and was so remarkable for accuracy of

judgment, decided the destiny of Fuseli
;
he forsook for

ever the hard and thankless trade of literature refused a

living in the Church from some patron who had been

struck with his talents and addressed himself to painting
with heart and hand.

The first effort of his pencil was "
Joseph interpreting

the Dreams of Pharaoh's Chief Baker and Butler." l I

1

Reynolds, on seeing this work, is said to have further encouraged
him by remarking that "the artist might, if he would, be a coloimst as
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hare been unable to learn how this work was executed or

received
;
there was probably no contention for it among

the patrons of art, since Johnson the bookseller became the

purchaser. It hung in his house till it became cracked and

faded, when Fuseli took it home to lay what he called
" the villanous clutch of restoration upon it." The attempt
was probably never made, and the picture was lost or de-

stroyed. He had now lived eight years in England, and,

was in the thirtieth year of his age ;
his enthusiasm was

unbounded, his learning great, his imagination of a high
order, and much was expected from, his zeal and talents,

011 whatever field he might ultimately fix them.

At this period his literary compositions were wonder-

fully free from the peculiarities which mark the writings
of foreigners. They have much the air of being written

with the scrupulous fastidiousness of one conscious of the

sins most likely to beset him, and anxiously avoiding the

enthusiasm as well as the idioms of the German style.

Perhaps those for whom he wrote such desultory communi-

cations, had shown him with a wet pen how to sober down
the poetic aspirations of his vein, and finding resistance

unprofitable, he submitted the full-blown flowers of his

fancy to the editorial scythe Avith composure. But when
eminence in art brought him into notice, he resumed the

original licence of his pen, and hazarded freer thoughts,
and took bolder liberties with language. His German
nature prevailed a little against his English education.

And it cannot be denied that it infused a dash of poetic
fervour into his lectures and critical compositions.

His wit, and learning, and talent in art, gained him

early admission to the company of the wealthy and the

distinguished, and such was the varied power of his con-

versation, that he never met a stranger without impressing
him with a respect for his genius and a dread of his ridicule.

His poetic talents were of 110 ordinary kind, and his poems,
written in his native language, are deficient, I have heard,
neither in force nor in fire though occasionally deformed

well as a draughtsman." Fuseli, however, never attained any profici-

ency in the use of colour. ED.
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by bad taste. His attempts in English verse are rude and
immelodious distinguished by harsh, rugged vigour
The sketches and drawings of Fuseli were of a higher

order than the works of his pen, and as art speaks an uni-

versal language, they were free from those deformities

which are so visible in his writings. They exhibited a

deep poetic feeling, acquaintance with the poets and his-

torians of old, and a perfect sense of the heroic action and
sentiment' which the noblest line of art requires. Arm-

strong the poet, his friend and counseller, was not insen-

sible of their excellence, when he joined in persuading him
to woo the muse of painting alone. He no sooner formed
this resolution than he determined to visit Home. Arm-
strong accompanied him, and both used to relate that

whilst they were descanting on the glories of the Eternal

City and the splendour of ancient sculpture and modern

poetry, their reveries were suddenly interrupted by the

grounding of the vessel. This happened near Genoa, they
took to their boats, landed in safety quarrelled on the

road to Eome, and separated in no good mood at Florence.

The poet went his own way, and Fuseli hastened to the

capital of art.
1

He had from his boyhood admired Michael Angelo in en-

gravings, and he adored him now in his full and undimi-
nished majesty. It was a story which he loved to repeat,
how he lay on his back day after day, and week succeeding
week, with upturned and wondering eyes, musing at the

splendid ceiling of the Sistine Chapel on the unattainable

grandeur of the Florentine. He sometimes, indeed, added
that such a posture of repose was necessary for a body
fatigued like his with the pleasant gratifications of a luxu-

rious city. He imagined, at all events, that he drank in as

he lay, the spirit of the sublime Michael, and that by study-

ing in the Sistine, he had the full advantage of the mantle of

inspiration suspended visibly above him. The flighty ima-

gination of Fuseli required a soberer master
;
the wings of

his fancy were a little too strong, sometimes, for his judg-
ment, and brought upon him the reproach of extravagance

1 lie arrived in llnme. in the spring of 1770. ED.
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an error so rare in British art that it almost becomes a
virtue. He was no idle votary, for he strove to imitate

;

he was no ignorant admirer, for he thus praises his great
master :

"
Sublimity of conception, grandeur of form, and breadth

of manner, are the elements of Michael Angelo's style.

By these principles he selected or rejected the objects of

imitation. As painter, as sculptor, as architect, he at-

tempted and, above any other man, succeeded to unite

magnificence of plan and endless variety of subordinate

parts with the utmost simplicity and breadth. His line

is uniformly grand ;
character and beauty were admitted

only so far as they could be made subservient to grandeur ;

the child, the female, meanness, deformity, were by him

indiscriminately stamped with grandeur. A beggar rose

from his hand the patriarch of poverty; the hump of his

dwarf is impressed with dignity ;
his women are moulds

of generation ;
his infants teem with the man

;
his men

are a race of giants. This is the ' Terribil via
'

hinted at

by Agostino Caracci, though perhaps as little understood

by the Bolognese as by the blindest of his Tuscan adorers,
with Vasari at their head. He is the inventor of epic

painting in that sublime circle of the Sistine Chapel which
exhibits the origin, progress, and final dispensation of

Theocracy. He has personified motion in the groups of

the Cartoon of Pisa
;
embodied sentiment in the monu-

ments of St. Lorenzo
;
unravelled the features of medi-

tation in the prophets and sibyls of the Chapel of Sixtus
;

and in the ' Last Judgment,' with every attitude that varies

the human body, traced the master trait of every human
passion that sways the human heart. Though as sculptor
he expresses the character of flesh more perfectly than all

that came before or after him, yet he never submitted to

copy an individual, Julius the Second only excepted, and in

him he represented the reigning passion rather than the
man. In painting he contented himself with negative
colour, and as the painter of mankind, rejected all mere-
tricious ornament. The fabric of St. Peter, scattered

into infinity of jarring parts by Bramanti and his suc-

cessors, he concentrated, suspended the cupola, and to

II. K
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the most complex gave the air of the most simple of

edifices."

This character carries the image of the author's mind
;

the style, however, is clearer, and the expression less com-

plicated or obscure than was common with Fuseli. No
unimaginative dauber ever hid his ignorance of anatomy
under drapery, more effectually than this remarkable man
could veil ordinary thoughts under colossal words. The
reader will thank me for transcribing also the following

portrait of Leonardi da Vinci :

" Leonardo da Vinci broke forth with a splendour which
distanced former excellence

;
made up of all the elements

which constitute the essence of genius ;
favoured by educa-

tion and circumstances ;
all ear, all eye, all grasp ; painter,

poet, sculptor, anatomist, architect, engineer, chemist,

machinist, man of science, and sometimes empiric, he laid

hold of every beauty in the enchanted circle but without
exclusive attachment to one, dismissed in her turn each.

Fitter to scatter hints than teach by example, he wasted
life insatiate in experiment. To a capacity which at once

penetrated the principle and real aim of art, he joined an

inequality of fancy that at one moment lent him wings for

the pursuit of beauty, and the next flung him 011 the ground
to crawl after deformity : we owe him chiaro-oscuro with all

its magic ;
we owe him caricature with all its incongruities.

His notions of the most elaborate finish, and his want of

perseverance were at least equal. Want of perseverance
alone could make him abandon his Cartoon, destined foi

the great council-chamber at Florence, of which the cele-

brated contest of horsemen was but one group ;
for to him

who could organize that composition, Michael Angelo
himself ought rather to have been an object of emulation
than of fear."

Fuseli seldom thought with sober feelings upon either

art or literature, and he delighted to invest the objects of his

love with the brightness of heaven those of his hate with
the hues of utter darkness. He poured out his admiration
in words which he wished to thunder and lighten; his

irony stung like an adder, and his sarcasm cut like a two-

edged sword. As he claims attention in writing as well as
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in painting, I shall quote a third passage, where his still

in the former art aided him in expressing his feelings con-

cerning the latter.
" The inspiration of Michael Angelo was followed by the

milder genius of Raphael the father of dramatic painting
the painter of humanity ;

less elevated, less vigorous, but
more insinuating ;

more pressing on our heai'ts
;
the warm

master of our sympathies. What effect of human con-

nection what feature of the mind, from the gentlest emo-
tion to the most fervid burst of passion, has been left

unobserved has not received a characteristic stamp from
that examiner of men P Michael Angelo came to nature

nature came to Raphael he transmitted her features

like a lucid glass unstained, unmodified. We stand with

awe before Michael Angelo, and tremble at the height to

which he elevates us. We embrace Raphael, and follow

him wherever he leads us. Perfect human bcaxity he has
not represented. No face of Raphael's is perfectly beautiful

no figure of his, in the abstract, possesses the propor-
tions which could raise it to a standard of imitation

;
form

to him was only a vehicle of character or pathos ;
and to

those he adapted it, in a mode and with a truth that leave

all attempts at emendation hopeless. His invention con-

nects the utmost stretch of possibility with the most

plausible degree of probability in a way that equally sur-

prises our fancy, persuades our judgment, and affects our

heart. His composition always hastens to the most neces-

sary point as its centre, and from that disseminates to

that leads back as rays, all secondary ones. Group, form,
and contrast are subordinate to the event, and common-

place is ever excluded. The line of Raphael has been ex-

celled in correctness, elegance, and energy ;
his colour far

surpassed in tone, in truth and harmony, his masses, in

roundness, and his chiaro-oscuro in effect ;
but considered

as instruments of pathos, they have never been equalled ;

and in composition, invention, expression, and the power
of telling a story, he has never been approached."
Of Correggiohe writes with the same power and discrimi-

nation. " Another charm was yet wanting," lie says, "to

complete the round of art harmony : it appeared with
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Antonio Allegri, called Correggio, whose works it attended
like an enchanted spirit. The harmony and the grace of

Correggio are proverbial ;
the medium which by breadth

of gradation unites two opposite principles, the coalition

of light and darkness by imperceptible transition, are the

elements of his style. This inspires his figures with grace
to this their grace is subordinate : the most appropriate
the most elegant attitudes were adopted rejected

perhaps sacrificed to the most awkward ones, in compliance
with this imperious principle : parts vanished, were ab-

sorbed, or emerged in obedience to it. This unison of a

whole predominates over all that remains of him, from
the vastness of his cupolas to the smallest of his oil

pictures. The harmony of Correggio, though assisted by
exquisite hues, was entirely independent of colour

;
his

great organ was Chiaro-oscuro, in its most extensive sense
;

compared with the expanse in which it floats, the effects of

Leonard! da Vinci are little more than the dying ray of

evening, and the concentrated flash of G-iorgione discor-

dant abruptness. The bland central light of a globe, im-

perceptibly gliding through lucid demi-tints into rich re-

fleeted shades, composes the spell of Correggio, and affects

us with the soft emotions of a delicious dream."
Such are the characters which Fusel t drew with his pen

of those four illustrious artists. 1 The calm dignity, the

solemn grace and tranquil divinity of Raphael, affected

him less than the vigorous, energetic, and startling pro-
ductions of Michael Angelo. The works of the latter were
indeed more akin to the fancy of Fuseli, which loved, like

a meteor, to shine upon impassable places, and light the

darkness of that region which forms the border-land be-

tween sense and absurdity. The mental radiance which

Raphael shed so largely iipon his compositions was in-

ferior, in the opinion of this new student of the grand

1 His st vie of writing, it will In- seen, was as exaggerate
as his art. He could not express his thoughts in simple 1;

tried to niiike them appear profound \>y involving them in

Much of 1 1 is art criticism, when analysed, is found to he eon) r;

sense. His rapid judgments of men and things in his talk

contrary, much shrewd sense. Ki>.

ml distorted

ngitago, l)ii t

lark speech.

in the
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style, to the muscular glory of his great rival. Puseli had
little sympathy with gentleness aud repose : he thought
there was no dignity without action 110 sublimity with-

out exaggeration. He fulfilled the injunctions of Reynolds
he ate and drank, and slept and waked upon Michael

Angelo.
1

By a wiser course of study he might have schooled

down his imagination ;
but he shunned the calmer company

of Correggio and Raphael to quaff wine from the cup of the

Polyphemus of modern art. He lived in a species of intoxi-

cation affected the dress and mimicked the manners of

Michael assumed the historic shoe, and would have pre-
ferred the sandal. In drawing and in sketching he tried to

imitate his master's dashing energy and extravagance of

breadth, which induced Pianesi to exclaim" Fuseli this is

not designing, but building a man !

" When time had mel-

lowed his taste, and in his turn he had become an instructor,

lie continued to prefer that broad, nervous freedom of

hand, and held in derision all that was cautiously neat or

timidly graceful. He would seize the chalks of the students,

stamp with his tiny foot till they stared or smiled, cry
" See !

" and delineate a man in half the time and with a

broader stroke than a tailor uses in chalking out a gar-
ment. Yet coarse as such hasty outlines seemed to the

inexperienced, in the view of those accp^ainted with design,

they contained the elements of the truest art, and pre-
sented such materials for study as none but the hand of

a master could dash off.

Of his studies in the numerous galleries of Italy he has
left a minute account. He refused to follow the common
method of laboriously copying the chief pictures of the

great masters, with the hope of carrying away their spirit
as Avell as the image of their works. He sought to ani-

mate his own compositions by contemplating rather than

transcribing theirs. To his sketches he added observa-
tions with his pen ; they are rapturous about all that is

1 This fervent study of Michael Angelo was probably the ruin of his

art, which might have been fancifully original but for bis passion for the

great Italian master. Few can walk on the heights with Michael Angelo
without dizziness, and trying to do soiilled poor Fnseli's brain with vain

phantasms which he fondly imagined to be real living forms. ED.
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lofty, nor are they deficient either in the shrewdness which

penetrates, or the wisdom which weighs. He loved to

dream along the road to follow the phantasies of an un-
bridled imagination to pen sarcastic remarks sketch

colossal groups, and would call out ever and anon, when
some strange thought struck him,

" Michael Angelo !

"

His company was eagerly courted by all who wished to be

thought wise or witty ;
and with the English gentry, who

then, as now, swarmed in Rome, he formed friendships
which were useful in after life.

How Fuseli supported himself abroad during eight years
of study, he has not told us

;
his family were respectable,

not opulent ;
his attempts with the pen had enabled him to

live without making his pur?e overflow, and as his paint-

ings were few, it has been supposed that the income

arising from his own exertions was but little. It is now
ascertained that such was his winning way in conversation,
and such even then the acknowledged powers of his pencil,
that from English travellers alone he had at one time
commissions to the amount of .1,300. Some of his letters

from Rome have a laconic brevity which amuses those

whom they fail to inform
;
others breathe of a sadness of

heart and depression of spirit, such as the sons of genius
are commonly heirs to:

" I am inexcusable, Madam," he thus Avrites to Miss
Moser. " I know your letter by heart, and have never

answered it : but I am often so very unhappy within, that

I hold it a matter of remorse to distress such a friend

as Miss Moser with my own whimsical miseries : they

may be fancied evils, but to him who has fancy, real evils

are unnecessary, though I have them too. All I can say

is, that I am approaching that period which commonly
decides a man's life with regard to fame or infamy : if I

am distracted by the thought, those who have passed the

Rubicon will excuse me, and you are amongst the number.

Madam, yoxir most obliged servant and friend FUSELI."

In 1774 he sent to the British exhibition a drawing of

the " Death of Cardinal Beaufort," and three years after a

"Scene from Macbeth," both marked by much boldness

and originality. His mind loved to range with Shake-
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spcare and Milton the Satan of the latter, majestic even
in ruin, was a favourite study, and he imagined no one
save himself could body him forth in all his terror and

glory ;

" The Tempest," and " A Midsummer Night's
Dream" contained images no less congenial, and he had

already filled his portfolio with designs worthy of the

wand of Prospero or the spells of Puck. His imagination,

though he seemed not aware of it, was essentially Gothic ;

his mind dwelt with the poetry and the superstitions of

Christendom
;
he talked about, but seldom drew, the gods

and goddesses of Olympus.
In the year 1778 Fuseli left Italy with commissions for

pictures in his pocket to a large amount
; commissions,

most of which, I grieve to say it, were afterwards ungene-
rously withdrawn. Such fickle patrons are not uncommon
in the history of British art the meanness of the great
and the sordidness of the wealthy pressed sorely upon
Fuseli, soured his temper, and brought on those fits of

despondency which are the surest inheritance of the ima-

ginative. He paid a visit to his native Zurich, and lived

six months with his father, whom he loved tenderly.
1 His

elder brother, Rodolph, had settled in Vienna, and be-

come librarian to the emperor, and his brother Caspar
died in the prime of life, after having distinguished him-
self by several skilful compositions on entomology. Early
in 1779 he left Zurich, to which he never returned, and
came back to London with his mind strengthened in

knowledge, and his hand improved in its cunning. With
the reputation of an eight years' residence in Rome upon
him, he commenced his professional career, and the begin-

ning was auspicious.
Thus stood art at that time in England. Eeynolds

excelled all men in portraiture, and wrought unrivalled

and alone. Wilson and Gainsborough sufficed for the

moderate measure of public demand in landscape. Barry
and West shared between them the wide empire of religious
and historic composition, and there was nothing left for

1

During this time ho painted for his native city,
" The Confederacy

of the Founders of Helvetian Liberty,'' a picture still preserved in the

senate-house of Zurich. ED.
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Fuseli save the poetical. Nature had endowed him emi-

nently for this field, and the nation showed symptoms of

an awakening regard for it. No preceding painter had

possessed himself of the high places of British verse. The
enthusiasm for Milton, and especially for Shakespeare,
was warmer and also more intelligent than at any former

time, and Fuseli was considered by himself and by many
friends as destined to turn this state of feeling to excellent

account.

The first work which proved that an original mind had

appeared in England, was the "
Nightmare," exhibited in

1782. " The extraordinary and peculiar genius which it

displayed," says one of his biographers,
" was universally

felt, and perhaps no single picture ever made a greater

impression in this country. A very fine mezzotinto en-

graving of it was scraped by Raphael Smith, and so

popular did the print become, that, although Mr. Fuseli

received only twenty guineas for the picture, the publisher
made five hundred by his speculation." This was a sub-

ject suitable to the unbridled fancy of the painter, and

perhaps to no other imagination has the Fiend which
murders our sleep ever appeared in a more poetical shape.

Though the "
Nightmare" was the work which caught

the public fancy most, the "
(Edipus and his Daughters

"-

a work of a far higher order, was the first which he exhi-

bited on his return from Koine. This is, indeed, a picture
of singular power, full of feeling and terror. The desolate

old man is seated on the ground, and his whole frame
seems inspired with a presentiment of the coming ven-

geance of Heaven. His daughters are clasping him wildly,
and the sky seems mustering the thunder and fire in

which the tragic bard has made him disappear.
"
Pray,

sir, what is that old man afraid of ?
"

said some one to

Fuseli when the picture was exhibited. "
Afraid, Sir,"

exclaimed the painter,
"
why, afraid of going to hell !

"

His rising fame, his poetic feeling, his great knowledge,
and his greater confidence, now induced Fuseli to com-
mence an undertaking worthy of the highest genius the

Shakespeare Gallery. An accidental conversation at the

table of the nephew of Aldemuin Boydell, started, it is
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said, the idea
;
aiid West and Ronmey and Hayley shared

with Fuseli in the honour. But to the mind of the latter,

such a scheme had been long present ;
it dawned on his

fancy in Rome, even as he lay on his back marvelling in

the Sistine, and he saw in imagination a long and shadowy
succession of pictures. He figured to himself a magnifi-
cent temple, and filled it, as the illustrious artists of Italy
did the Sistine, Avith pictures from his favourite poet. All

was arranged according to character. In the panels and
accessories were the figures of the chief heroes and hero-

ines on the extensive walls were delineated the changes
of many-coloured life, the ludicrous and the sad the pa-
thetic and the humorous domestic happiness and heroic

aspirations while the dome which crowned the whole ex-

hibited scenes of higher emotion the joys of heaven the

agonies of hell all that was supernatural and all that was
terrible. This splendid piece of imagination was cut down
to working dimensions by the practised hands of Boy dell,

who supported the scheme anxiously and effectually. On
receiving =500 Reynolds entered, though with reluctance,
into an undertaking which consumed time and required
much thought : but Fuseli had no rich commissions in the

way his heart was with the subject in his own fancy he
had already commenced the work, and the enthusiastic

alderman found a more enthusiastic painter, who made no

preliminary stipulations, but prepared his palette and

began.

Shakespeare presented an entire world to the eye of art
;

and to embody the whole or any considerable portion of

his visions would demand a combination of powers not to

be hoped for. As might have been expected, Fuseli grap-

pled with the wildest passages of the most imaginative

plays ;
aud he handled them with a kind of happy and

vigorous extravagance which startled common beholders.

The "Tempest," "A Midsummer Night's Dream,"
"
King Lear," and "

Hamlet," suggested the best of the

eight Shakespearian pictures which he painted, and of these,

that from "Hamlet" is certainly the noblest. It is, in-

deed, strangely wild and superhuman if ever a Spirit
visited earth, it must have appeared to Fusel i. The ma-
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jesty of buried Denmark is 110 vulgar ghost such as scares

the belated rustic, but a sad and majestic shape with the

port of a god ;
to imagine this, required poetry, and in that

our artist was never deficient. He had fine taste in matters
of high import ;

he drew the boundary line between the

terrible and the horrible, and he never passed it
;
the for-

mer he knew was allied to grandeur, the latter to deformity
and disgust. An eminent metaphysician visited the gallery
before the public exhibition

;
he saw the " Hamlet's Ghost "

of Fuseli, and exclaimed, like Burns's rustic in "Hallow-

een," "Lord preserve me!" He declared that it haunted
him round the room.
Two of these pictures merit a more detailed account

the "Infant Shakespeare" and the "Titania.
" The first

is a fine piece of imagination introductory to the series of

paintings, and the other is scarcely less so, though profess-

ing only to embody a particular passage of the great poet.
In the "Infant Shakespeare," Tragedy is represented, a

beautiful and mournful dame, nursing in her bosom the

young dramatist
;
she seems exhausted by her maternal in-

dulgence, and the child his lips moist with milk and his

eyes beaming with inspiration and health appears anxious

to quit her bosom for that of Comedy a more youthful
and gladsome lady, who with loose locks and looser attire

with laughing eyes and feet made to do nothing but

dance, has begun to toy and talk with him. Around this

group the painter has summoned the various characters

which the poet afterwards created. Lady Constance is

there with her settled sorrow Lady Macbeth exhibits

herself in that sleeping scene to Avhich a Siddons has

added terrors all her own
;
the three weird sisters those

black and midnight hags appear dim but well defined.

Falstaff too is there, a hogshead of a man with a tun of

wit: and Caliban, a strange creation a connecting link

between man and brute comes grovelling forward to look

at his creator. Over the whole glares Hamlet's Ghost,

throwing a sort of supernatural halo upon all around. The
mask of Othello lies in the robe of Tragedy, and Queen
Mab and one of her merriest comrades are sporting in

Shakespeare's cradle.
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The "Titania" is more exclusively comic, and can be

compared to nothing more aptly than to the "
Strolling

Actresses" of Hogarth it overflows with elvish fun and

imaginative drollery. It professes to embody that portion
of the first scene in the fourth act, where the spell-blinded

queen caresses Bottom the weaver, on whose shoulders

Oberon's transforming wand has placed an ass's head.

Titania, a gay and alluring being, attended by her troop
of fairies, is endeavouring to seem as lovely as possible in

the sight of her lover, who holds down his head and as-

sumes the air of the most stupid of all creatures. One
almost imagines that her ripe round lips are uttering the
well known words,

"
Come, sit tkee down upon this flowery bed,
While I thy amiable cheeks do coy,

And stick musk roses in thy sleek smooth head.

And kiss thy fair large ears, my gentle joy."

The rout and revelry which the fancy of the painter has

poured around this spell-bound pair, baffle all description.
All is mirthful, tricksy, and fantastic. Sprites of all looks

and all hues of all
"
dimensions, shapes, and mettles,"

the dwarfish elf and the elegant fay Cobweb com-
missioned to kill a red-hipped humble bee on the top of a

thistle, that Bottom might have the honey-bag Pease-

Blossom, who had the less agreeable employment of

scratching the weaver's head and that individual fairy
who could find the haunt of the squirrel and carry away
his nuts with a score of equally merry companions are

swarming everywhere and in full employment. Pease-

Blossom, a fairy of dwarfish stature, stands on tiptoe in

the hollow of Bottom's hand, endeavouring to reach his

nose his fingers almost touch, he is within a quarter of

an inch of scratching, but it is evident he can do no more,
and his new master is too much of an ass to raise him up.
The paintings which composed the Shakespeare Gallery
were supplied by various hands

;
the plan was new, and

novelty seldom fails to attract the multitude
;
but the mul-

titude cannot be supposed to have much sympathy with

works of a pmvlv poetic order. There must be a strong
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infusion of the grosser realities of life to secure extensive

popularity : any rustic can feel the merits of John Gilpin,
but what can such a person comprehend of the Penseroso ?

Much as the Shakespeare Gallery was praised, its excel-

lence therefore was not felt by the people at large. The

superiority of Fuseii in poetic conception over all his com-

peers was, however, appreciated by the few, on whose appro-
bation alone he placed any value.

Those pictures were followed by others, all of a poetic
order Dante's "Inferno" suggested the "Francesco and
Paolo" Virgil supplied him with "

Dido," from Sophocles
he took (Edipus devoting his son, and from Boccaccio the
" Theodore and Honorio." Concerning this latter picture
Fuseii used to say,

" Look at it it is connected with the

first patron I had." He then proceeded to relate how

Cipriani had undertaken to paint for Horace Walpole a

scene from Boccaccio's " Theodore and Honorio," familiar

to all in the splendid translation of Drydeii, and, after

several attempts, finding the subject too heavy for his

handling, he said to Walpole,
" I cannot please myself

with a sketch from this most imaginative of Gothic fictions,

but I know one who can do the story justice a man of

great powers, of the name of Fuseii." " Let me see this

painter of yours," said the other. Fuseii was sent for, and
soon satisfied Walpole that his imagination was equal to

the task of painting a splendid picture. He entertained

till the hour of his death a regard for Cipriani. Those
works were all marked by poetic freedom of thought and

by more than poetic extravagance of action. They aston-

ished many whom they could not please, and the name
of Fuseii was spread over the island and heard of in

foreign lands. He was elected an Associate of the Aca-

demy in 1788, and early in 1790 became an academician

honours won by talent without the slightest co-operation
of intrigue. His election was nevertheless unpleasant to

Reynolds, who desired to introduce Bonomi the architect.

Fuseii, to soothe the President, waited on him and said,

"I wish to be elected an academician. I have been dis-

appointed hitherto by the deceit of pretended friends

shall I offend vou if 1 offer myself next election?" "
Oh,
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no," said Sir Joshua with a kindly air,
" no offence to me

;

but you cannot be elected this time we must have an
architect in."

"
Well, well," said Fuseli, who could not

conceive how an architect could be a greater acquisi-
tion to the Academy than himself "

Well, well, you say
I shall not offend you by offering myself, so I must
make a trial." The result has been related in the life of

Reynolds.
In the year 1788, he Lad taken a house in Queen Anne

Street East, with a suitable gallery and studio, and married

Sophia Rawlins. She proved a kind and faithful wife,

who soothed him in moments of irritation, loved him

warmly, and worshipped his genius. Higher birth and
more delicate breeding might not have done more for him.

She wi> s handsome in youth, nor was she much faded when

Opie painted her portrait. She was a woman of discretion

too as well as of kindly feelings, and had what ladies call
"
trials." These must be described, as they are interwoven

closely with the character of her husband.
At the table of Johnson the bookseller, Fuseli was a

frequent guest, and in all conversations that passed there

was lord of the ascendant. There he met his friend Arm-

strong, who praised him in the journals, AVolcot, whom he

hated, and Mary Wolstonecraft, who at the first interview

conferred upon him the honour of her love. The French
Revolution, was at that time giving hopes to the young
and fears to the old. Fuseli was slightly smitten

;
but

the cap of liberty itself seemed to have fallen on the heart

as well as the head of the lady, who conducted herself as

if it were absurd to doubt that the new order of things
had loosened all the old moral obligations, and that mar-

riage was but one of those idle ceremonies now disposed of

for ever by the now dispensation of Lepaux and his bre-

thren. With such notions Mary Wolstonecraft cast bold

eyes upon the Shakespeare of canvas. And he, instead of

repelling, as they deserved, those ridiculous advances

forthwith, it seems, imagined himself possessed with the

pure spirit of Platonic love assumed the languid air of

a sentimental Corydoii exhibited artificial raptures, and
revived in imagination the fading fires of his vouth. Yet
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Mrs. Fuseli appears to have had little serious cause for

jealousy in this mutual attachment.
" Between the celebrated painter and herself" (says the

able writer who afterwards married Mary Wolstonecraft),
" there existed sentiments of genuine affection and friend-

ship. She saw Mr. Fuseli frequently : he amused, de-

lighted, and instructed her. As a painter, she could not

but wish to see his works, and consequently to frequent
his house ;

she visited him
;
her visits were returned. Not-

withstanding the inequality of their years, Mary was not

of a temper to live upon terms of so much intimacy with a

man of merit and genius without loving him. The delight
she enjoyed in his society she transferred by association to

his person. She had now lived for upwards of thirty

years in a state of celibacy and seclusion, and as her sensi-

bilities were exquisitely acute, she felt this sort of banish-

ment from social charities more painfully than persons in

general are likely to feel it. The sentiments which Mr.
Fuseli excited in her mind taught her the secret to which
she was in a manner a stranger. Let it not, however, be

imagined, that this was any other than the dictate of a

refined sentiment, and the simple deduction of morality
and reason. It happened in the present case that Mr.
Fuseli was already married

;
and in visiting at his house

his wife became the acquaintance of Mary. Mary did not

disguise from herself how desirable it would have been
that the man in whom she discovered qualities calling
forth all the strength of her attachment, should have been

equally free with herself. But she cheerfully submitted
to the empire of circumstances."

The coquetting of a married man of fifty with a tender

female philosopher of thirty-one can never be an agreeable

subject of contemplation ;
but it is probable that Fuseli

felt no disposition to abandon his wife and his duty, how-
ever culpable he may have been in permitting the com-
mencement of this absurd flirtation. Mrs. Fuseli, mean-

while, regarded the philandering of these originals with
no easy mind. One day, when she seemed to be in a tower-

ing passion,
"
Sophia, my love," said her sarcastic husband,

"why don't you swear ? you don't know how much it

would ease your mind."
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To ease her own mind, Mary Wolstonecraft went to Fran :e

in the year 1792. "One of her principal inducements to

this step," says her husband and biographer,
"
related, I be-

lieve, to Mr. Fuseli. She had at first considered it as rea-

sonable and judicious to cultivate what I may be permitted
to call a Platonic affection for him, but she did not in the

sequel find all the satisfaction in this plan which she had

originally expected from it. It was in vain that she en-

joyed much pleasure in his society and that she enjoyed it

frequently. Her ardent imagination was continually con-

juring up pictures of the happiness she would have found
if fortune had favoured their more intimate union. She felt

herself formed for domestic affection, and all those tender

charities which men of sensibility have always treated as

the dearest bond of human society. General conversation

and society could not satisfy her
;
she felt herself alone, as

it were, in the great mass of her species, and she repined
when she reflected that the best years of her life were

spent in this comfortless solitude. These ideas made the
cordial intercourse of Mr. Fuseli, which had at first been
one of her greatest pleasures, a source of perpetual torment
to her. She conceived it necessary to snap the chain of

this association in her mind, and for this purpose deter-

mined to seek a new climate and mingle in different

scenes." It would have been as well if Philosophy had

kept her favourite daughter at home
;
but I shall lift the

veil no further those who wish to follow out the story of

this strange person may consult the pages of the geiitJe-

man who could not only admire, but marry her, and when
she was no more, employ the pen which wrote " Caleb Wil-

liams," in a detailed narrative of her crazy and vicious

career.

Fuseli sought refuge from the active affections of Miss
Wolstonecraft in the absorbing studies of a new and

gigantic undertaking this was the Milton Gallery of

paintings, commenced in 1791, completed in 1800, and

containing in all forty-seven pictures from the works of

the illustrious poet. This magnificent plan originated
with Fuseli, was countenanced by Johnson the bookseller,
and supported by the genius of (Jowper, who undertook to

prepare an edition of Milton with translations of his Latin
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and Italian poems. The pictures were to be engraven
and introduced as embellishments to the work. Of this

task the poet thus writes to his friend Rose :

"
You, who

know how necessary it is for me to be employed, will be

glad to hear that I have been called to a new literary en-

gagement, and that I have not refused it. A '

Milton,' that

is to rival, and, if possible, exceed in splendour Boydell's
'

Shakespeare,' is in contemplation, and I am in the edi-

tor's office. Fuseli is the painter. My business will be to

select notes from others, and write original notes : to trans-

late the Latin and Italian poems, and give a correct text."

Ill-health interfered between the poet and his task the

painter went to work with more than even his accustomed
enthusiasm. It would appear, however, that Boydell threw
obstacles in the way, though of what kind I cannot guess.

They are thus alluded to by Cowper in one of his letters :

" As to Milton, the die is cast I am engaged have bar-

gained with Johnson and cannot recede. This squabble,
in the meantime, between Fuseli and Boydell does not in-

terest me at all
;
let it terminate as it may, I have only to

perform my job and leave the event to be decided by the

combatants." If Boydell was displeased because Fuseli

had preferred the offers of Johnson, we may then suppose
that the "Shakespeare" had been to him a profitable un-

dertaking men in business seldom dispute concerning
works which are not marketable. The upshot was, that

Boydell was vanquished or was pacified, and the work,
which perhaps had never been seriously interrupted, went
on.

To this high task the artist brought many high qualities;
but when the doors of the Milton Gallery were opened to

the world, it was seen that the genius of Fuseli was of a
different order from that of Milton. To the severe, serene

majesty of the poet the intractable fancy of the painter
had refused to bow

;
the awful grandeur of the realm of

Perdition, and the sublime despair of its untamable

Tenant, were too much for him though he probably
thought them too little. He could add fury to Moloch
and malignancy to Beelzebub

;
but lie foil below the cha-

racter of terrible darinir, enduring fortitude, and angelic
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splendour, which mark the arch-apostate of Milton. The
most visible want is in that grave and majestic solemnity
with which the poet has invested all that he has touched

;

and the chief excellences to be set against this prevailing

defect, are a certain aerial buoyancy, and a supernatural

glow of colour, which in some of these pieces fill the ima-

gination of the observer, and redeem in so far the repu-
tation of Fuseli.

Of the paintings which compose this gallery, the "Lazar
House" is most admired by men of vertu: the "Rising of

Satan at the touch of IthUriel's Spear" is the favourite

with the multitude. In the first he showed fine taste and

poetic tact, by omitting all which could excite disgust, and

by giving a mental rather than a bodily image of the poet's

meaning. In the latter he shows us our first parents

asleep in all the lustre of innocence, and the discovered

fiend starting up in his own likeness at the touch of the
celestial spear. In the "Lazar House" he has handled a

difficult subject with wonderful skill in the other he has

successfully shown the power which he possessed above all

men of giving aerial motion to his supernatural creations.

In the whole compass of art there is not a lovelier or more
terrific scene than this the naked and reposing loveliness

of the new created pair, and the startled and louring looks
of the audacious fiend as he rises

"
like a pyramid of fire,"

are blended into one strange but perfect harmony.
To image forth the undaunted fiend with horror plumed

on his helm was no common task, but to give a true and

yet an undisgusting picture of the "Lazar House," seemed
more difficult still. Let the reader only conceive how it

was possible to personate these lines without offending
against the proprieties of pictorial composition :

"
Immediately a place

Before his eyes appear'd, sad, noisome, dark
;

A La/ar House it seem'd; wherein were laid

Numbers of all diseased
;

all maladies

,
or racking tortures

; qualms,
ny; all feverous kinds

;

;psies, fierce! catarrhs
;

id ulcer
;

colic pangs ;

spasi
Of heart-sick n<r

Convulsions, epi
Intestine stone a

Demoniac phrenzy, moping melancholy,
II. F
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And moonstruck madness
; pining atrophy,

Marasmus, and wide-wasting pestilence;

Dropsies and asthmas, and joint-racking rheums.
Dire was the tossing, deep the groans ; Despair
Tended the sick, busied from couch to couch,
And over them triumphant Death his dart

Shook, but delay'd to strike."

Fuseli has omitted Despair demoniac plirenzy is one of

the most pathetic imaginings of the painter. This fine

picture, together with the "
Bridging of Chaos," is in the

gallery of Lord Guildford.

The "
Night-Hag" is another noble effort of imagination

it embodies these grand lines :

" Nor uglier follow the Night-Hag, when, call'd

In secret, riding through tlie air, she comes,
Lured with the smell of infant blood, to dance
With Lapland witches, while the labouring moon

Eclipses at their charms."

In this picture Fuseli may almost be said to have equalled
his author; yet it remained long on his hands. In 1808,
when Mr. Knowles bought it, Fuseli looked earnestly at

him, and said,
"
Young man, the picture you have pur-

chased is one of my very best yet no one has asked its

price till now it requires a poetic mind to feel and love

such a work."

In a pecuniary point of view these pieces were unpro-
ductive

;
but the praise which the attempt and much of

the execution obtained gratified the painter, nor was he

unwilling to believe that, like the poem which they embel-

lished, they would have but an age of oblivion and many
centuries of light.

1

They were all visible, he said, to his

1 Southey writes to his friend Taylor, of Norwich, concerning this

gallery,
" I am sorry you did not see the Milton Gallery. Fuseli raised

no expectation in mo, except of distortion and extravagance. There
was something of this, but there was also a sublimity of which I could

scarcely have supposed painting capable. He had doubled the pleasure
I derive from Milton. The 'Bridging of the Abyss,' and the 'En-
counter of Satan and Death '

are surprisingly fine. The ' Lazar House'
is a tremendous picture/' The admiration which these works, though

coldly received by tin- public, called forth from able critics might well
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fancy before lie painted them. He pondered over the poet
till he was fully possessed with the character of the scene

;

the figures which belonged to it appeared as it were in a
vision: but he nevertheless complained of the splendour
in which his fancy invested them, and declared that he
could not paint up to his imagination. In comparing
those splendid fictions with living nature, he was struck,
he often said, with the lamentable deficiencies of the

latter; yet conscious that by nature he must be tried and

judged, he was heard to exclaim in a fit of peevishness,
" Damn Nature ! she always puts me out." He had some-
times the curiosity to walk into the Milton Gallery after

it was opened to the public, and as it was never very
crowded, he could look at his works without much fear of

interruption. One day a visitor accosted him, mistaking
him for the keeper

" Those paintings, Sir, are from ' Pa-
radise Lost,' I hear, and ' Paradise Lost' was written by
Milton I have never read the poem, but I shall read it

now." " I would not advise you, Sir," said the sarcastic

artist,
"
you will find it an exceedingly tough job." In the

original sketch of the guardian angels forsaking our first

parents after the fall, they were represented rising on

wings. He looked earnestly at his sketch, and exclaimed
for he generally thought aloud "

They shall rise with-

out wings." He tried and succeeded.

Fears of a pecuniary nature pressed not a little on Fuseli

while he laboured in the Milton Gallery. From these he
was relieved by a steadfast friend Mr. Coutts who aided

him while in Rome and forsook him not in any of his after

difficulties. The grateful painter once waited on the

banker and said, "I have finished the best of all my works
the 'Lazar House' when shall I send it homer" "My

friend," said Coutts,
" for me to take this picture would

have seemed to justify Fuseli's hopes of future fame, yet at the present

day his paintings are almost as forgotten as those of poor Barry, whose

neglect bv his own generation should, according to the general rule,
have brought him appreciation by another.

P'useli, strange to say, is not represented by one picture in the
National collection; nor has lie above two or three times, and then only
by inferior \\urks. made an appearance at the ' Old Masters." ED.
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be a fraud upon you and upon the world. I have noplace
in which it could be fitly seen. Sell it to some one who
has a gallery your kind offer of it is sufficient for me,
and makes all matters straight between us." For a period
of sixty years that worthy man was the unchangeable
friend of the painter. The apprehensions which the latter

entertained of poverty were frequently without cause, and
Coutts on such occasions has been known to assume a

serious look and talk of scarcity of cash and of sufficient

securities. Away flew Fuseli, muttering oaths and cursing
all parsimonious men, and having found a friend, returned
with him breathless, saying, "There! I stop your mouth
with a security." The cheque for the sum reqtiired was

given, the security refused, and the painter pulled his hat
over his eyes

" To hide the tear that fain would fall
"

and went on his way.
Before he commenced his labours in the Milton Gallery,

he obtained the friendship of the poet Cowper. This was

brought aboiit by their sympathy of admiration for Homer.

He, we have already said, was one of the gods whom Fuseli

worshipped, while on our English poets, with the exception
of Chaucer, Spenser, Shakespeare, and Milton, he looked

with indifference or contempt. But Avhen the author of

the "Task" laid his hand on Homer, in 1784, he rose sud-

denly in the estimation of Fuseli. To offer incense to his

chief idol was a proof at once of belief and taste, and the

learned artist volunteered to correct some passages where
the translator, as he imagined, had erred in the sense, and
to lend him light in other parts which the commentators
had left obscure. That he was equal to all this there can

be little doubt, since Cowper says so.
" I am very sensibly

obliged," he thus writes to his bookseller, in 1790 "by
the remarks of Mr. Fuseli, and I beg that you will tell

him so: they afford me opportunities of improvement which
I shall not neglect. When he shall sec the press copy he

will be convinced of this, and will be convinced, likewise,

that smart as he sometimes is, he spares me often Avhen I

have no nuu'cy on myself."
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In another letter the poet bestows higher praise on his

critic. "My translation" (he says), "fast as it proceeds,

passes under the observation of a most accurate discerner

of all blemishes. I know not Avhether I told you before

or now toll you for the first time, that I am in the hands
of a most extraordinary person. He is intimate Avith my
bookseller and voluntarily offered his service. I was at

first doubtful whether to accept it or not; but finding that

my friends were not to be satisfied on any other terms,

though myself a perfect stranger to the man and his qua-

lifications, except as he was recommended by Johnson, I at

length consented, and Lave since found reason to rejoice
that I did. I called him an extraordinary person, and
such he is

;
for he is not only correct in Homer and accu-

rate in his knowledge of the Greek to a degree that entitles

him to that appellation, but though a foreigner, is a per-
fect master of our language, and has exquisite taste in

English poetry." Praise from a mail so wise and con-

scientious as Cowper is entitled to every respect.

Examples of his critical sagacity and specimens of his

nice perception of the meaning of Homer, might readily be

quoted, for Cowper has affixed Fuseli's initials to all the

emendations which he adopted. There is a strong poetic

sensibility in many of his corrections
;
and the learned are

agreed that sound scholarship pervades them all.
"
By

his assistance," says Cowper, with his customary openness,
" I have improved many passages,

1

supplied many over-

sights, and corrected many mistakes such as will of course

escape the most diligent and attentive labourer in such a

work. I ought to add, because it is the best assurance of

his zeal and fidelity, that he does not toil for hire, nor will

accept of any premium, but has entered upon the business

merelv for his amusement." In literature as well as in

1 To give a singlo example the second line in the following passage
describing Hector and his warriors, in the thirteenth Book of the Iliad,
was supplied by Fuseli.

"
Spear crowded speur,

Mii'lit, luliiut, until, jirittid Jn-liiicf, -'until, and thiild :

The hairy crests of their resplendent casques
Kiss'd dust* at every nod.''
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art, Fuseli was a thorough enthusiast the love of mere
amusement had no charms for him any more than the de-

sire of gain he was a slave to his love of fame, and a

slave to nothing else. His voluntary labours on Homer
extended over a space of five years.

Though Fuseli was accustomed to express sovereign

contempt for all that artists know by the name of com-

missions, he had been prevailed upon by an offer of two
hundred and fifty pounds to make drawings for a large
edition of Shakespeare. Of this backsliding he never
failed to speak with sorrow and scorn; he conceived com-
missions to be injurious to art, and to take away much of

the inspiration which must or should be felt in the crea-

tion of works of true genius. His illustrations of Shake-

speare, however, are not less clever than strange. They
are full of poetical feeling and more than poetical wild-

ness. The observance of nature and the barbarism of

dress were constantly in his way, and in his attempts to

escape from the fetters of costume he cuts very curious

capers. "Orlando in the Forest" is a striking example
he is demanding food for his famishing companion, his

posture is ludicrously extravagant, and his dress fits so

close, that were it not for the projecting selvages of his

pantaloons, he would not appear to live in a land of civili-

zation and tailors.

Nor was Fuseli much more sedate in the action of his

designs, when a graver work demanded his pencil he fur-

nished sketches for the Bible, published in sixpenny num-

bers, and joined Richard Westall in illustrating a splendid
edition of the New Testament. This too was a commis-
sion

;
whatever resembled trade hurt the sensitive nature

of Fuseli : for the excellence of the work take his own
words. " We made pictures for the New Testament
there was only one good one among them all, and I sus-

pect I painted it
;
but Richard may have the merit if he

likes, for it was not much." The ci-devant friend of Miss
Wolstonecraft was no scoffer at revelation, nor would he
suffer any one in his presence to call it in question; lie

was, in fact, too full of feeling not to reverence his Bible,

and he was at all times diflicult to please with modern
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attempts to embody Shakespeare. When Northcote ex-

hibited his "Judgment of Solomon," Fuseli looked at it

with a sarcastic smirk on his face.
" How do you like my

picture?" inquired Northcote. "Much," was the answer
" the action suits the word Solomon holds out his fin-

gers like a pair of open scissors at the child, and says
' Cut

it' I like it much!" Northcote remembered this when
Fuseli exhibited a picture representing Hercules drawing
his arrow at Pluto. " How do you like my picture?" in-

quired Fuseli. " Much !

"
said Northcote "

it is clever,

very clever, but he'll never hit him." " He shall hit him,"
exclaimed the other,

" and that speedily." Away ran

Fuseli with his brush, and as he laboured to give the

arrow the true direction, was heard to mutter,
" Hit him !

by Jupiter, but he shall hit him !"

His reverence for Homer and regard for Cowper induced

him, on the appearance of the "Iliad" in 1793, to write a

criticism upon it in the "
Analytical Review," a work which

was favoured with many contributions from his pen on
natural history, classical learning, and the fine arts. It

was not easy indeed to translate up to Fuseli' s notion of

Homer; and Cowper comprehended him fully when he
read his critique.

" I am happy," said that modest and
devout poet,

" to have fallen into the hands of a critic

rigorous enough indeed, but a scholar and a man of sense,
and who does not deliberately intend me mischief. I am
better pleased indeed that he censures some things, than I

should have been to be treated with unmixed commenda-
tion

;
for his censure, to use the new diplomatic term, will

accredit his praise. In his particular remarks he is for

the most part right, and I shall be the better for them,
but in his general ones I think he asserts too largely and
more than he could prove. The critic, by the way, is

Fuseli I know him by infallible indications." It was
not easy to mistake the hand of one who took such

singular liberties occasionally with the English lan-

guage. The observations in this criticism were sometimes

profound, often sagacious, and occasionally sarcastic.

It pleased Fuseli to be thought one of those erudite

gentlemen whom the poet describes
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" Far seen in Greek deep men of letters ;"

and he loved to annoy certain of his companions with the

display of his antique lore. He sometimes composed
Greek verses in the emergency of the moment, and affected

to forget the name of the author. He once repeated half-

a-dozen sonorous and well-sounding lines to Porson, and
said,

" With all your learning now you cannot tell me who
wrote that." The Professor, "much renowned for Greek,"
confessed his ignorance, and said,

" I don't know him."
" How the devil could you know him?" chuckled Fuseli

;

"I made them this moment." When thwarted in the

Academy, and that was not seldom, his wrath aired itself

in a polyglot.
" It is a pleasant thing and an advantageous,"

said the painter, on one of those occasions,
" to be learned.

I can speak Greek, Latin, French, English, German, Danish,
Dutch, and Spanish, and so let my folly or my fury get vent

through eight different avenues."

Many sarcastic remarks were uttered and more written

on the wild insobriety of his productions, and as he was
not spared himself, neither did he spare others. His

vanity was galled, not wounded, by the random strictures

of criticism
;
and his reign at the table of Johnson, the

bookseller, where he appeared weekly, was sometimes ren-

dered uneasy by the satire of Wolcot, to whom the oddities

of the artist presented a broad mark. But it was impos-
sible to dethrone him. He had reigned there forty years,

adorning the society by his learning and enlivening it with

his wit, and in both he was a match for any of the dis-

tinguished men, and those were not few, whom it was his

fortune to encounter.

When Barry lost the professorship of painting, in the

year 1799, it was bestowed with acclamation 011 Fuseli,
and as his mind was overflowing with knowledge of all

kinds, he found little difficulty and much pleasure in fulfill-

ing the duties of his new station. During his professor-

ship he delivered nine lectures, of which the following six

only are printed 011 ancient art, modern art, invention,

composition, expression, and chiaroscuro. The first three

are the best. In them he lias poured out learning, obser-
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vation, and feeling with a lavish hand, and there is an

original power in his diction, such as no man has exhibited

before or since in a language not his own. The first three

lectures were delivered in 1801, and the crowds who went
to hear them were great, and their cheers vehement. His

disquisition upon Invention has been deservedly admired.
It is difficult to select a single passage which will give a

sufficient notion of the author's original grasp of mind.
"
Form, in its widest meaning, the visible universe that

envelopes our senses, and its counterpart, the invisible

one, that agitates our mind with visions bred on sense by
fancy, are the element and realm of invention : it discovers,

selects, combines the possible, the probable, the known, in

a mode that strikes with an air of truth and novelty. Pos-

sible, strictly, means an effect derived from a cause, a body
composed of materials, a coalition of forms whose union
or co-agency imply in themselves no absurdity, no contra-

diction : applied to our art, it takes a wider latitude
;

it

means the representation of effects derived from causes, or

forms compounded from materials heterogeneous and in-

compatible among themselves, but rendered so plausible
to our senses, that the transition of one part to another
seems to be accounted for by an air of organization, and
the eye glides imperceptibly, or with satisfaction, from
one to the other, or over the whole: that this was the con-

dition on which, and the limits within which, the ancients

permitted invention to represent what was, strictly speak-

ing, impossible, we may with plausibility surmise from the

picture of Zeuxis, described by Lucian in the memoir to

which he has prefixed that painter's name, who was pro-

bably one of the first adventurers in this species of

imagery. Zeuxis had painted a family of Centaurs : the

dam, a beautiful female to the middle, with the lower

parts gradually sliding into the most excpuisite forms of a

young Thessalian mare, half reclined in playful repose,
and gently pawing the velvet ground, offered her human
nipple to one infant centaur, whilst another greedily sucked
tin.' feline udder below, but both with their eyes turned up
to a lioii whelp held over them by the male centaur, their

father, rising above the hillock on which the female re-
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dined, a grim feature, but whose ferocity was somewhat

tempered by a smile.
" This picture the artist exhibited, expecting that justice

from the penetration of the public which the genius de-

served that taught him to give plausibility to a compound
of heterogeneous forms, to inspire them with suitable soul,

and to imitate the laws of existence, he was mistaken. The

novelty of the conceit eclipsed the art that had embodied
it

;
the artist was absorbed in his subject, and the un-

bounded praise bestowed was that of idle restless curiosity

gratified. Sick of gods and goddesses, of demigods and

pure human combinations, the Athenians panted only for

what was new. The artist, as haughty as irritable, ordered
his picture to be withdrawn. ' Cover it, Micchio,' said he
to his attendant,

' cover it, and carry it home, for this mob
stick only to the clay of our art.' Such were the limits

set to invention by the ancients : secure within these it

defied the ridicule thrown on that grotesque conglutination
which Horace exposes : guarded by these, their mythology
scattered its metamorphoses, made every element its tri-

butary, and transmitted the privilege to us on equal con-

ditions. Their Scylla and our Portress of Hell their

daemons and our spectres the shade of Patroclus and the

ghost of Hamlet their naiads, nymphs, and oreads, and
our sylphs, gnomes, and fairies their furies and our

witches differ less in essence than in local temporary
social modifications : their common originwas fancy operat-

ing upon the materials of nature, assisted by legendary
tradition and the curiosity implanted in us of diving into

the invisible
;
and they are suffered or invited to mix with

or superintend real agency, in proportion to the analogy
which we discover between them and ourselves. Pindar

praises Homer less for that 'winged power' which whirls

incident on incident with such rapidity, that, absorbed by
the whole, and drawn from the impossibility of single

parts, we swallow a tale too gross to be believed in a

dream, than for the greater power by which he contrived

to connect his imaginary creation with the realities of

nature and human passions : without this, the fiction of

the poet and the painter will leave us rather stupefied by
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its insolence than impressed, by its power : it will be consi-

dered only as a superior kind of legerdc.main an exertion

of ingenuity to no adequate end."

The chief aim of the new Professor was to impress on
his audience a sense of the nobleness of art, and the high
purposes to which alone it ought to be dedicated. With
his own pencil he endeavoured to obey his own maxims,
and the subjects which he painted were all in their nature

poetical. Neither the advice of friends, the taunts of ene-

mies, nor the offers of the wealthy, could induce him to

descend farther down the scale of art. Like some of the

old preachers, who, in their fierce sermons, ordered the

profane and those who were not chosen to rise and depart,
he dismissed from his lecture-room all students with sordid

minds, who looked upon art as the way to gain, and who
had none of the fervour of natural genius. On those who
made mere fac-similes of human life, or who painted new-
mown meadowr

s, or well-fed oxen, he had little mercy. He
asserted in conversation, if not in lectures, that the Royal
Academy robbed the plough and the shoemaker's stall of

very meritorious persons, and that many came to the

sculptor's chisel and the painter's pencil, who might have
handled the joiner's plane or the tailor's scissors with

greater advantage to the public and profit to them-
selves.

To support his theory of Invention, he was ready with
illustration from ancient lore and the stores of an inex-

haustible imagination. On one occasion he introduced the

following happy quotation from Quintilian :
" We give,"

says that eminent Roman,
" the name of visions to what

the Greeks call phantasies : that power by which the

images of ancient things are represented by the mind with
the energy of objects moving before our eyes : he who con-

ceives these rightly will be a master of passions : his is

that well-tempered fancy which can imagine things, voices,

acts, as they really exist a power, perhaps, in a great
measure, dependent on our will. For if those images so

pursue xis when our minds arc in a state of rest, or fondly
fed by hope, or in a kind of waking dream; that are seen
to travel, to sail, to fight, to harangue in public, or dis-
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pose of riches we possess not, and all this with an air of

reality, why should we not turn to account this view of

the mind ? Suppose I am to plead the case of a murdered
man, why should not every supposable circumstance of the

act float before my eyes ? Shall I not see the murderer,
unawares, rush in upon him in vain he tries to escape
see how pale he turns hear you not his shrieks his en-

treaties ? do you not see him flying, struck, falling ?

Will not his "blood, his ashy semblance, his groans, his

last expii'ing gasp, seize on every mind?"
"
By this radiant recollection of associated ideas," con-

tinues Fuseli,
" the spontaneous ebullitions of nature,

selected by observation, treasured by memory, classed by
sensibility and judgment, Shakespeare became the supreme
master of passions and the ruler of our hearts : this em-
bodied his Falstaff and his Shylock, Hamlet and Lear,
Juliet and Rosalind. By this power he saw Warwick un-

cover the corpse of Gloucester and swear to his assassina-

tion and his tugs for life : by this he made Banquo see the

Weird Sisters bubble up from earth, and in their own air

vanish : this is the hand that struck upon the bell when
Macbeth' s drink was ready, and from her chamber pushed
his dreaming wife once more to methodize the murder of

her guest: a,nd this was the power of Theon; such was
the unpremeditated conception which inspired him with

the idea of that warrior, who, in the words of ^Eliau,
seemed to embody the terrible graces and the enthusiastic

furor of the God of War. Impetuous he rushed onward
to oppose the sudden incursion of enemies with shield

thrown forward and high brandished falchion, his step, as

he swept on, seemed to devour the ground ;
his eye flashed

defiance you fancied to hear his voice his looks de-

nounce perdition and slaughter without mercy. His figure,

single, and without other accompaniments of war than
what the havoc of the distance showed, Theou. deemed
sufficient to answer the impression he intended to make on
those whom he had selected to inspect it. He kept it

covered till a trumpet, after a pi'elude of martial sym-
phonies, at once by his command blew with nu invigorated
fierceness a signal of attack the curtain dropped the
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terrific figure appeared to start from the canvas, and irre-

sistibly assailed the astonished eyes of the assembly."
Not the least valuable parts of Fuseli's lectures are

those in which he, for the illustration of his own opinions,
describes and compares particular works of the great
masters. The Lecture on Expression (published in 1820)
is especially rich in passages of this kind, nor perhaps has

Vasari himself surpassed, even in his famous description
of Giorgione's St. Mark, the effect produced by the

style of Fuseli in treating of the Samson of Rembrandt,
as contrasted with that of Julio Romano. The reader

will not quarrel with the length of the following quota-
tion.

" The gradations of expression within, close to, and be-

yond its limits, cannot perhaps be elucidated with greater

perspicuity than by comparison ;
and the different mo-

ments which Julio Romano, Vandyke, and Rembrandt,
have selected to represent the subject of Samson betrayed

by Delilah, offers one of the fairest specimens furnished

by art. Considering it as a drama, we may say that Julio

forms the plot, Vandyke unravels it, and Rembrandt shows
the extreme of the catastrophe.

" In the composition of Julio, Samson, plunged into

sleep, and stretched on the ground, rests his head and

presses with his arm the thigh of Delilah on one side,

whilst on the other a nimble minion, busily but with
timorous caution, fingers and clips his locks : such is his

fear, that to be firm, he rests one knee on a footstool trem-

blingly watching the sleeper, and ready to escape at his

least motion. Delilah, seated between both, fixed by the

weight of Samson, warily turns her head towards a troop
of warriors in the background ;

with the left arm stretched

out she beckons their leader, with the finger of the right
hand she presses her lip to enjoin silence and noiseless

approach. The Herculean make and lion port of Samson,
his perturbed though ponderous sleep, the quivering agi-

lity of the curled favourite employed, the harlot graces and
meretricious elegance contrasted by equal firmness and
sense of danger in Delilah, the attitude and look of the

grim veteran who heads the ambush, whilst they give us
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the clue to all that followed, keep us in anxious suspense
we palpitate in breathless expectation ;

this is the plot.
" The terrors which Julio made us forebode, Vandyke

summons to our eyes. The mysterious lock is cut
;
the

dreaded victim is roused from the lap of the harlot-

priestess. Starting unconscious of his departed power, he

attempts to spring forward, and with one effort of his

mighty breast and expanded arms to dash his foes to the

ground and fling the alarmed traitress from him in vain,
shorn of his strength, he is borne down by the weight of

the mailed chief that throws himself upon him, and over-

powered by a throng of infuriate satellites. But though
overpowered, less aghast than indignant, his eye flashes

reproach on the perfidious female whose wheedling caresses

drew the fatal secret from his breast
;
the plot is unfolded,

and what succeeds, too horrible for the sense, is left to

fancy to brood upon, or drop it.

" This moment of horror the gigantic but barbarous

genius of Rembrandt chose, and, without a metaphor, exe-

cuted a subject, which humanity, judgment, and taste,

taught his rivals only to treat ; he displays a scene which no

eye but that of Domitian or Nero could wish or bear to see.

Samson, stretched on the ground, is held by one Philistine

under him, whilst another chains his right arm, and a

third, clenching his beard with one, drives a dagger into

his eye with the other hand. The pain that blasts him,
darts expression from the contortions of the mouth and
his gnashing teeth, to the crampy convulsions of the leg
dashed high into the air. Some fiend-like featiires glare

through the gloomy light which discovers Delilah, her work
now done, sliding off, the shears in her left, the locks of

Samson in her right hand. If her figure, elegant, attrac-

tive, such as Rembrandt never conceived before or after,

deserve our wonder rather than our praise : no words can

do justice to the expression that animates her face, and
shows her less shrinking from the horrid scene, than exult-

ing in being its cause. Such is the work, whose magic of

colour, tone, and chiaroscuro, irresistibly entrap the eye,
whilst we detest the brutal choice of the moment.

" Let us, in conclusion, contrast the stern pathos of this
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scenery with the placid emotions of a milder subject, in

the celebrated pictures which represent the Communion or

Death of St. Jerome, by Agostino Caracci, and his scholar,

Domenichino, that an altar-piece in the Certosa, near Bo-

logna, this in the church of St. Grirolamo della Carita at

Rome
;
but for some time both exhibited in the gallery of

the Louvre at Paris. What I have to say on the invention,

expression, characters, tone and colour of either, is the
result of observations lately made on both in that gallery,
where then they were placed nearly opposite to each
other.

" In each picture, St. Jerome brought from his cell to

receive the sacrament, is represented on his knees, sup-

ported by devout attendants
;
in each the officiating priest

is in the act of administering to the dying saint
;
the same

clerical society fills the portico of the temple in both
;
in

both the scene is witnessed from above by infant angels.
" The general opinion is in favour of the pupil, but if in

the economy of the whole Domenichino surpasses his mas-

ter, he appears to me greatly inferior both in the character

and expression of the hero. Domenichino has represented
Piety scarcely struggling with decay, Agostino triumphant
over it : his saint becomes in the place where he is a supe-
rior being, and is inspired by the approaching god : that of

Domenichino seems divided between resignation, mental
and bodily imbecility, and desire. The saint of Agostino
is a lion, that of Domenichino a lamb.

" In the sacerdotal figure administering the viaticum,
Domenichino has less improved than corrected the unwor-

thy choice of his master. The priest of Agostino is one of

the Frati G-odenti of Dante, before they received the in-

fernal hood
;
a gross, fat, self-conceited terrestrial feature,

a countenance equally proof to elevation, pity, or thought.
The priest of Domenichino is a minister df grace, stamped
with the sacred humility that characterized his master,
and penetrated by the function of which he is the instru-

ment.
" We are more impressed with the graces of youth than

the energies of manhood verging on age : in this respect, as

well as that of contrast with tho decrepitude of St. Jerom
,
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the placid contemplative beauty of the young deacon on the

foreground of Domenichino, will probably please more, than
the poetic trance of the assistant friar with the lighted

taper in the foreground of Agostino. This must, however,
be observed, that as Domenichino thought proper to intro-

duce supernatural witnesses of the ceremony in imitation

of his master, their effect seems less ornamental and more
interwoven with the plan, by being perceived by the actors

themselves.
" If the attendant characters in the picture of Agostino

are more numerous, and have on the whole furnished the
hints of admission to those of Domenichino, this, with one

exception, may be said to have used more propriety and

judgment in the choice. Both have introduced a man with
a turban, and opened a portico to characterize an Asiatic

scene.
" With regard to composition, Domenichino undoubtedly

gains the palm. The disposition on the whole he owes to

his master, though he reversed it
;
but he has cleared it

of that oppressive bustle, which rather involves and crowds
the principal actors in Agostino, than attends them. He
spreads tranquillity with space, and repose without vacuity.

" With this corresponds the tone of the whole. The

evening freshness of an oriental day tinges every part ;
the

medium of Agostino partakes too much of the fumigated
inside of a Catholic chapel.

" The draperies of both are characteristic and unite

subordination with dignity, but their colour is chosen with

more judgment by Domenichino, the imbrowned gold and

ample folds of the robe of the administering priest are

more genial than the cold blue, white, and yellow on the

priest of his master
;
in both, perhaps, the white draperies

on the foreground figures have too little strength for the

central colours, but it is more perceived in Caracci than in

Domenichino.
" The forms of the saint in Caracci are grander and more

ideal than in the saint of Domenichino some have even

thought them too vigorous ; both, in my opinion, are in

harmony with the emotion of the face and expression of

either. The eagerness that animates the countenance of
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the one may be supposed to spread a momentary vigour
over his frame. The mental dereliction of countenance in

the other with equal propriety relaxes, and palsies, the

limbs which depend on it.

" The colour of Caracci's saint is much more character-

istic of fleshy though nearly bloodless substance, than that

chosen by his rival, which is withered, shrivelled, leathery
in the lights, and earthy in the shade

;
but the head of the

officiating priest in Domenichino, whether considered as a

specimen of colour independent of the rest, or as set off by
it, for truth, tone, freshness, energy, is not only the best

Domenichino ever painted, but perhaps the best that can be
conceived."

Fuseli loved to say strong and daring things to take poetic
freedom with language, and to scatter snatches of character

over his compositions, such as he hoped would sink into the

reader's mind by their satiric weight, or adhere to the

memory because of their vividness and force. His character

of Salvator Eosa is struck briefly and glowingly off
; per-

haps he rates his merit too low what "
Savage Eosa

dashed "
is as savagely treated. These are his words :

" The wildness of Salvator Eosa opposes a powerful con-

trast to the classic regularity of Poussin. Terrific and

grand in his conceptions of inanimate nature, he was
reduced to attempts at hiding by boldness of hand his ina-

bility of exhibiting her impassioned, or in the dignity of

character : his line is vulgar ;
his magic visions, less

founded on the principles of terror than on mythologic
trash and caprice, are to the probable combinations of

nature what the paroxysms of a fever are to the flights of a

vigorous fancy. Though so much extolled, and so am-

bitiously imitated, his banditti are a medley made up of

starveling models, shreds and bits of armour from his

lumber-room brushed into notice by a daring pencil. Sal-

vator was a satirist and a critic, but the rod which he had
the insolence to lift against the nudities of Michael Augelo,
and the anachronism of Eaphael, would have been better

employed in chastising his own misconceptions."
J

1 This criticism of Salvator Uosa soems curiously applicable to Fuscli's

own work, in which a certain dashing ferocity of style scarcely hides the

II. G
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This is sufficiently severe
;
but the presumption of Sal-

vator in lifting his hand against Michael, the throned god
of Fuseli's idolatry, was not to be passed without some
show of resentment. Rembrandt had not sinned in that

sort
;
his character is drawn with equal vigour and with

more of justice.
" Rembrandt was in my opinion a genius

of the first class in whatever relates not to form. In spite
of the most portentous deformity, and without considering
the spell of his chiaroscuro, such were his powers of

nature such the grandeur, pathos, or simplicity of his

composition, from the most elevated or extensive arrange-
ment to the meanest and most homely that the best cul-

tivated eye, the purest sensibility, and the most refined

taste dwell on them, equally enthralled. Shakespeare
alone excepted, no one combined with so much transcendent

excellence, so many, in all other men, unpardonable faults,

and reconciled us to them. He possessed the full empire
of light and shade, and of all the tints that float between
them : he tinged his pencil with equal success in the cool

of dawn, in the noon-day ray, in the livid flash, in evanes-

cent twilight, and rendered darkness visible. Though made
to bend a steadfast eye on the bolder phenomena of nature,

yet he knew how to follow her into her calmest abodes,

give interest to insipidity or baldness, and pluck a flower

in every desert. None ever like Rembrandt knew how to

inherent weakness of the artistes powers. Of Fuseli it assuredly may be

said that his "
magic visions, less founded on the principles of terror

than on mythologic trash and caprice,'' resemble the fevered dreams of

an opium-eater rather than the noble imaginings of a poet. Too often

his art descends into the region of the melodramatic ;
indeed such arc

the violent contortions and grimaces of his figures, with arms and legs

flying in all directions, that it sometimes leaves the impression of mere

burlesque. Yet, though theatrical and overstrained, Fuseli was never

commonplace, and occasionally, especially in his Milton subjects, he rises

to a height of grandeur quite in keeping with the theme of our great

epic poet. He would probably have been a better artist had he not lain

on his back day after day and week after week, studying Michelangelo.
This has been the ruin of many a promising young artist, few having
the strength to profit by the teaching of the great master and yet to pre-
serve their own individuality and freedom. Fuseli no doubt aimed at

walking in the tcrriliile via of Michelangelo; but his limbs were not

strong enough to support him along that daring road, and his head, like

those of so many other painters, grew dizzy amidst its precipices. ED.
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improve an accident into a beauty, or give importance to a
trifle. If ever he had a master he had no followers.

Holland was not made to comprehend his power. The

succeeding school of colourists were content to tip the cot-

tage, the hamlet, the boor, the ale-pot, the shambles, and
the haze of winter, with orient hues or the glow of setting
summer suns."

Having bestowed so much admiration on the princes of

the calling, he had little left for other and inferior spirits.

Of the " Massacre of the Innocents
"
by Tintoretto, he says,

with singular vigour,
" The stormy brush of Tintoretto

swept individual woe away in general masses. Two im-

mense wings of light and shade divide the composition and
hide the want of sentiment in tumult." He dismisses the

names of our British artists in general words and with hasty

abruptness. He was disposed to allow the claim of genius
in a very moderate degree to few of his more immediate
brethren a high opinion of his own powers was impressed
on all he said he laboured hard with tongue, pen, and

pencil, to make that superiority be felt, nor was he unwill-

ing at any time to lower the reputation of his compeers by
sarcastic sallies, ironical praises, and ludicrous comparisons.
He once called out, as the pictures were coming into the

Academy for exhibition, "What pictures are come?"
"
Many very many, sir," said, the servant. " I know that,

but whose are they P
" " There are six landscapes, sir, by

Mr. ." "Oh, don't name him, I knoAV whom you
mean. Bring me my great coat and umbrella, and I'll go
and see them." This was his way of pronouncing them
cold and wintry-looking works.

During the brief peace of 1802 Fuseli visited Paris, and

saw, in common with thousands of his adopted countrymen,
tin 1 well-tilled galleries of Napoleon. He remained there

so long that he collected materials for a dissertation on the'

subject, and on his return to London proceeded to arrange
them. But the renewal of the war, or the apathy of his

booksellers, discouraged him so effectually that he discon-

tinued these labours, and employed his talents on a new
edition of Pilkingtoii's "Dictionary of Painters." This work,
which appeared in 180-r>, added little to the reputation of
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Fuseli. He introduced indeed about two hundred new
artists as candidates for fame

;
but most of them were

obscure, and their names were strange to the world. It

was a sufficient claim, he seems to have thought, to this

distinction that a painter had tried the historic style. On
the other hand, he affected not to know the Christian name
of G-ainsborough, though all the world knew it was Thomas

;

he was grossly unjust also to that elegant artist's merits
;

nay, such was his haughty bigotry that he classed the

works of Hogarth among the daily vulgarities of common
minds. His admiration of the eminent painters of historic

or poetic compositions was strained and exaggerated, and
his contempt for those who sought to win fame by humbler
works was still more out of harmony with the ordinary
views and feelings of his readers.

Having conceived an affection for the poetry of Gray
which, however, was confined chiefly to the translations

he painted
" The Bard,"

" The Descent of Odin," and
" The

Fatal Sisters." He was fond indeed of the wild mythology
of the Scandinavians, and the numerous traces of the im-

pression which it had made on his mind might be pointed
out in his paintings and in his sketches. His " Thor

battering the Serpent" was such a favourite that he pre-
sented it to the Eoyal Academy as his admission gift.

With quiet beauty and serene grace he knew not well how
to begin ;

the hurrying measures, the crowding epithets,
and startling imagery of the northern poetry suited the in-

toxicated fancy of Fuseli. Such was his love of terrific

subjects, that he was known among his brethren by the

name of Painter in ordinary to the Devil, and he smiled when
some one officiously told him of this, and said, "Aye ! he

has sat to me many times." Once, at Johnson the book-

seller's table, one of the guests said,
" Mr. Fuseli, I have

purchased a picture of yours."
" Have you, Sir

;
what is

the subject ?" "
Subject ? really I don't know." " That's

odd
; you must be a strange fellow to buy a picture without

knowing the subject."
" I bought it, Sir, that's enough

I don't know what the devil it is."- -"
Perhaps it is the

devil," re] died Fuseli, "I have of1m painted him." On
this one of the company, to arrest a conversation which was
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growing warm, snid,
"
Fuscli, there is a member of your

Academy who has strange looks and he chooses as strange

subjects as you do." "
Sir," exclaimed the Professor,

" he

paints nothing but thieves and murderers, and when he
wants a model he looks in the glass."

Fuseli was sudden in his resentments and sometimes
severe in his revenge. He had sketched a picture of
" Miranda and Prospero

" from the "Tempest," and was

considering of what dimensions he should make the finished

painting, when he was told that Lawrence had sent in for

exhibition a picture on the same subject and with the same

figures. His wrath knew no bounds. " This comes," he

cried,
" of my blasted simplicity in showing my sketches

never mind I'll teach the face-painter to meddle with my
'

Prospero and Miranda.'
" He had no canvas prepared

he took a finished picture, and over the old performance
dashed in hastily, in one laborious day, a wondrous scene

from the "
Tempest"- hung it in the exhibition right oppo-

site that of Lawrence, and called it "a sketch for a large

picture." Sir Thomas said little, but thought much he
never afterwards, I have heard, exhibited a poetic subject.
On the death of Wilton the sculptor, Fuseli became

Keeper of the Royal Academy, and removed from Berners

Street, where he had lived some two years, to his rooms in

Somerset House. This situation due alike to his great
merits and to his declining years was not supposed to be
unwelcome in a pecuniary point of view; it provided a

pleasant residence and a respectable salary, and placed for

ever above want one who, by his learning and the poetic
character of his works, had done much honour to the

Academy. A bye-law obliged him to resign the Professor-

ship, which he regained on the death of Opie, and thence-

forth filled both situations with honour to himself and to

the institution. The enthusiasm of his nature, his foreign,

pronunciation, the massy vigour of his language, and the

sharp acidity of his wit, were not wasted on empty walls,
the lecture-room was commonly full.

He was also on the whole liked as Keeper.
1 It is true

1 Leslie boars UK; sumo testimony as to his general popularity with
the; students, "lie generally came into the room," he says,

" once or
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that he was often satiric and severe on the students
that he defaced their drawings by corrections which, com-

pared to their weak and trembling lines, seemed traced by
a tar-mop, and that he called them tailors and bakers, and
vowed that there was more genius in the daw of one of

Michael Angelo's eagles than in all the heads with which
the Academy was swarming. The youths on whom this

tempest of invective fell, smiled and the Keeper, pleased

by submission, walked up to each easel whispered a word
of advice confidentially, and retired in peace to enjoy the

company of his Homer, Michael Angelo, Dante, and
Milton.

He was an unwilling listener to the praise of any painter
out of the true historic school. He mentioned Reynolds
in his lectures as a great portrait painter and no more ;

and
one evening in company, when Sir Thomas Lawrence was

discoursing on what he called the historic grandeur of Sir

Joshua, and contrasting him with Titian and Raphael,
Fuseli kindled up :

" Blastation ! you will drive me mad
Reynolds and Raphael ! a dwarf and a giant ! why will

you waste all your fine words!" He rose and left the

room, muttering something about a tempest in a pint pot.
Lawrence followed, soothed him, and brought him back.

These two eminent men loved one another. The Keeper
had no wish to give permanent offence, and the President

had as little desire to be on ill terms with one so bitter and
so satirical. They were often together ;

and I have heard
Sir Thomas say, that he never had a dispute with Fuseli

save once and that was concerning their pictures of Satan.

Indeed, the Keeper, both with tongue and pen, took

pleasure in pointing out the excellences of his friend, nor

twice every evening, and rarely without a book in his hand. He would
take any vacant place among the students, and sit reading nearly the

whole time he stayed with us. I believe he was right. For those stu-

dents who are born with powers that will make them eminent it is suffi-

cient to place fine works of art before them." Ills power of discerning
such pupils was also remarkable. Wilkie was early selected by him for

notice. Ilaydon also, as he himself shows, received considerable atten-

tion, and Sir Kdwin Landseer, then a pretty curly-headed boy, was an

especial favourite with the sharp-tongued. but kind-hearted keejKT.
When he missed him from his place he would look round, Ix'slie relates,

and ask,
" Where is my little dog-boy ?

'' Eu.
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was lie blind to his defects.
" This young man," thus he

wrote in one of his early criticisms,
" would do well to look

at nature again ;
his flesh is too glassy." Lawrence showed

his sense of his monitor's accuracy by following the advice.

When Lawrence had risen into reputation and had money
at command, he said, laying his hand upon one of Fuseli's

sketches,
" Make me a painting of this fine subject, and I

will give you the price of one of my best paintings."
" The

fit is off me for this subject," said Fuseli,
" I wish you

would choose some other." He was unwilling to paint to

the suggestion of others, and he perhaps disliked the

idea of having his poetic painting paid by the price of a

portrait.
The students found a constant source of amusement in

his oddities, his jests, and the strong biting wit which he

"had ever at their service. They were fond of repeating
his jokes. He heard a violent altercation in the studio one

day, and inquired the cause. " It is only those fellows,

the students, Sir," said one of the porters.
" Fellows !

"

exclaimed Fuseli
;

" I would have you to know, Sir, that

those fettoivs may one day become academicians." The
noise increased he opened the door and burst in upon
them, exclaiming,

" You are a den of damned wild beasts."

One of the offenders, Munro by name, bowed and said,
" and Fuseli is our Keeper." He retired smiling, and

muttering "the fellows are growing witty." Another time
he saw a figure from which the students were making
drawings lying broken to pieces.

" Now who the devil has
done this \

" " Mr. Medland," said an officious probationer,
" he jumped over the rail and broke it." He walked up to

the offender all listened for the storm. He calmly said,

"Mr. Medland, you are fond of jumping go to Sadler's

Wells it is the best academy in the world for improving
agility." A student as he passed held up his drawing, and
said confidently,

"
Here, Sir I finished it without using a

crumb of bread." " All the worse for your drawing," re-

plied Fuseli, "buy a twopenny loaf and rub it out."
" What do you see, Sir :

"
he said one day to a student,

who, with his pencil in his hand and his drawing before him,
was gazing into vacancy. "Nothing, Sir!" was the answer.
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"
Nothing, young man," said the Keeper emphatically,

" then I tell you that you ought to see something you ought
to see distinctly the true image of what you are trying to

draw. I see the vision of all I paint and I wish to heaven
I could paint up to what I see."

With wit at command, and willingness to let it be felt,

he had nevertheless many friends, and among them we
must number the students of the Royal Academy. Those
of the year 1807 presented him with a silver vase, designed

by one whom he loved Flaxman the sculptor : he received

it very graciously. Ten years afterwards he was presented
with the diploma of the first class in the Roman Academy
of St. Luke.
He reserved a little of his wit and satire for his elder

brethren of the easel and the modelling stool. He had aided

Northcote and Opie in obtaining admission into the

Academy, and when he desired some station for himself,
he naturally expected their assistance they voted against
him, and next morning went together to his house to offer

an explanation. He saw them coming he opened the

door as they were scraping their shoes, and said,
" Come in

come in for the love of heaven come in, else you will

ruin me entirely." "How so?" cried Opie. "Marry,
thus," replied the other,

"
my neighbours over the way will

see you and say,
' Fuseli's done -for there's a bum-bailiff ,'

he looked at Opie,
'

going to seize his person ;
and a little

Jew broker,' he looked at Northcotc,
'

going to take his

furniture
'

so come in, I tell you come in !

" On North-
cote especially he loved to exercise some of the malevolence
of rival wit. He looked on his friend's painting of the

angel meeting Balaam and his ass.
" How do you like

it?
"

said the painter.
"
Vastly, Northcote," said Fuseli,

"you are an angel at an ass but an ass at an angel." A
person who desired to speak to the Keeper of the Academy,
followed so close on the porter, whose business it was to

introduce him, that he announced himself with an expres-
sion which the inimitable ListOH lias since rendered pro-

verbial, "I hope I don't intrude." "You do intrude,"
said Fusoli, in a surly tone. " J)o 1?" s:iid the visitor;

"then, Sir, I will come to-morrow, if you please." "No,
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Sir," replied he,
" don't come to-morrow, for then you will

intrude a second time : tell me your business now."

Fuseli spared no one : on Nollekens he was often very
merciless

;
he disliked him for his close and parsimonious

nature, and rarely failed to hit him under the fifth rib.

Once at the table of Mr. Coutts the banker, Mrs. Coutts,
dressed like Morgiana, came dancing in, presenting her

dagger at every breast : as she confronted the sculptor,
Fuseli called out,

" Strike strike there's no fear
; Nolly

was never known to bleed." When Blake, a man infinitely
more wild in conception than Fuseli himself, showed him
one of his strange productions, he said,

" Now some one

has told you this is very fine."
"
Yes," said Blake,

" the

Virgin Mary appeared to me, and told me it was very fine :

what can you say to that ?
" "

Say ?
" exclaimed Fuseli,

"why nothing only her ladyship has not an immaculate
taste."

From 1817 to 1825, Fuseli exhibited at the Academy a

dozen of pictures, and neither the fervour of his fancy nor

his skill of hand had failed him in the least. Of his twelve

last pictures, six were received with much approbation
" Perseus starting from the Cave of the Gorgons

" " The

Lady and the Infernal Knight in Theodore and Honorio "

" Dante descending into Hell discovers in a whirlwind

the forms of Paolo and Fraucesca" an " Incantation from
Theocritus

" "
Theseus, Ariadne, and the Minotaur "-

and " Comus from Milton." These works attest his love

of poetic art, and his resolution to die as he had lived in

the service of the loftier Muses.

Fuseli was wise in calling in the graver to the aid of his

fame. His exquisite outline was preserved, his wild colour-

ing, which startled thousands, concealed, and the ruling
sentiment exhibited in all its perfection. This Avas per-
formed for him by the hand of Moses Haughtoii an artrst

skilful alike with graver and pencil, and as the engravings
were all made under the eye of Fuseli himself, they are

much in request with collectors, and rarer than I could wish
them to be. Of these the " Lazar House " " Satan aroused

from the oar of Eve "" Hamlet's Ghost" "The Mid-
summer Night's Dream" and that fine one the
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" Goddess fair and free,

In heaven ycleped Euphrosyne,
And by men, heart-easing Mirth"-

are the best specimens, and those who have the good fortune

to possess them are enabled to see Fuseli in some of his

highest moods.
He had the art of acquiring friends and the rarer art of

retaining them. To the names of Cadell and Boydell and

Armstrong, his first and intimate companions, he added

many more as he increased in years ;
and in naming those

who purchased his works, we name the chief patrons of the

poetic style of painting. Eoscoe, the elegant author of the

life of Leo the Tenth, bought eleven Wood Mason pur-
chased four Sir Robert Sinythe became proprietor of

several six went to the gallery of Mr. Locke of Newbury
Park two were purchased by Sir Brooke Boothby as

many by the late Lord de Tabley Graham Moore and
Carrick Moore, brothers of Sir John Moore, commissioned
several. Mr. Knowles increased his collection to a dozen,
and the Earl of Guildford, a kind and constant friend,

became proprietor of forty. He exhibited in all some

seventy pictures but he painted several hundreds, and
those are scattered through many collections. One of great
merit " Paxilo and Francesco

"
is honourably placed in

the gallery of Sir Thomas Lawrence
;
and another singularly

wild and beautiful piece is in the keeping of one who feels

its worth, Mr. Wainewright.
The wit of Fuseli was ever ready, and flowed freely out

for the pleasure or the annoyance of all who visited him,
whether friends or strangers. So much did it abound
that the man who was in his company but once was sure to

hear something worthy of being remembered for the rest

of his life.
1 I have already given specimens not a few

1

Wilkie, in his diary, mentions having dined with him at Anger-
stein's.

" Fuseli's conversation," he says,
" was particularly striking, and

sitting beside him, I had my full share of it. lie talked with great dis-

crimination of the different English versions of the great classic poets,
and of the harmonious construction of our national poetry, in which he

gave the preference to Shakespeare!. . . In the course of the evening he,

in the hearing of Angerstein and Lawrence, recommended me strongly
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one who studied under him in the Academy has enabled
me to relate a few more I shall set them down at random,
for the periods at which some of them were uttered are

uncertain.

One day, during varnishing time in the exhibition, an
eminent portrait painter was at work on the hand of one
of his pictures : he turned to the Keeper, who was near

him, and said,
" Fuseli Michael Angelo never painted

such a hand." "
No, by Pluto," replied the other,

" but

you have, many.'" He had an inherent dislike to Opie ;

and some one, to please Fuseli, said, in allusion to the low

characters in the historical pictures of "The Death of James
the First of Scotland," and " The Murder of David Eizzio,"
that Opie could paint nothing but vulgarity and dirt.

" If

he paints nothing but dirt." said Fuseli,
" he paints it like

an angel." He was probably pleased to see the head of

his enemy, "Wolcot, figuring away on the shoulders of an
assassin in the death of the royal poet. One day a painter
who had been a student during the keepership of Wilton,
called and said,

" The students, Sir, don't draw so well

now as they did under Joe Wilton." "
Very true," replied

Fuseli,
"
anybody may draw here, let them draw ever so

bad you may draw here, if you please !

"

During the delivery of one of his lectures, wherein he
calls landscape painters the topographers of art, Beechey
admonished Turner with his elbow of the severity of

the sarcasm : presently, when Fuseli described the patrons
of portrait painting as men who would give a few guineas
to have their own senseless heads painted, and then
assume the air and use the language of patrons, Turner
administered a similar hint to Beechey. When the

lecture was over Beechey walked up to Fuseli, and said,

to set my name down as a candidate for the rank of Associate before the

next election at the lioyal Academy." Fuseli

ticular as to his vote. We have heard before (sc

voting for Tklrs. Lloyd as President when West
]

occasion, when asked to vote for an artist on the

eminently respectable man. " Damn the respect;
' We want a man of talent. If von want to c"

as always very pfir-

Life of West) of his

t up ;
and on another

round of his bein an
>\c man!" he replied,

t a respectable man,
yon had better take the parson of the parish ;

I daresay he is a very

respect able man." Kn.
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" How sharply you have been cutting up us poor labourers
in portraiture !

" " Not you, Sir William," exclaimed the

professor ;

" I only spoke of the blasted fools who employ
you.

" A man of some station in society, and who con-

sidered himself a powerful patron in art, said at a public
dinner where he was charmed with Fuseli' s conversation,
" If ever you come my way, Fuseli, I shall be happy to

see you."
" I thank you," replied the painter,

" but I
never go your way I never even go down your street,

though I often pass by the end of it." He looked on a
time on a serpent with its tail in its mouth, a common-

place emblem of eternity, which was carved upon an ex-

hibited monument. " It won't do, I tell you," said Fuseli
to the sculptor,

"
you must have something new." The

something new startled a man whose imagination was none
of the brightest, and he said,

" How shall I find some-

thing new?" "Oh, nothing so easy," said Fuseli, "I'll

help you to it. When I went away to Rome I left two
fat men cutting fat bacon in St. Martin's Lane

;
in ten

years' time I returned, and foiind the two fat men cutting
fat bacon still

; twenty years more have passed, and there

the two fat fellows cut the fat flitches the same as ever.

Carve them if they look not like an image of eternity I

wot not what does."

During the exhibition of his Milton Pictures he called

at the banking-house of Mr. Coiitts, saying he was going
out of town for a few days, and wished to have some

money in his pocket.
" HOAV much ?

"
said one of the

members of the firm. " How much ?
"

said Fuseli. "
Why,

as much as twenty pounds ;
and as it is a large sum, and

I don't wish to take your establishment by surprise, I

have called to give yon a day's notice of it !

" "I thank

you, Sir," said the cashier, imitating Fiiseli's own tone of

irony,
" we shall be ready for you but as the town is thin

and money scarce witli us, you will oblige me greatly by
giving us a few orders to see your Milton Gallery it will

keep cash in our drawers, and hinder your exhibition

from being empty." Fuseli shook him heartily by the

hand, cried,
" Blastation ! and you shall have the tickets

with all my heart
;
I have had the opinion of the virtuosi, the
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dilettanti, the cognoscenti, and tho nobles aud the gentry
on my pictiires and I want now the opinion of the black-

guards. I shall send you and your friends a score of

tickets, and thank you, too, for taking them."
His life, though not without disappointment, had been

hitherto without sickness, and his spirits seemed inex-

haustible, but old age had now come upon him and the

end was drawing nigh. He had lived eighty years and

upwards enjoyed the world, and obtained no little dis-

tinction
;
nor was he insensible to the advantages which

he had enjoyed.
" I have been a happy man," he said,

" for I have been always well, and always employed in

doing what I liked
;

"
a boast which few men of genius

can make. When work with the pencil failed, he lifted

the pen, and as he was ready and clever with both, he was
never obliged to fill up unemployed time with jobs which
he disliked.

He was an early riser, and generally sat down to break-

fast with a book upon entomology in his hand. He
ate and read and read and ate regarding no one and

speaking to 110 one. He was delicate and abstemious
and on gross feeders he often exercised the severity of his

wit. Two meals a day were all he ventured on he always
avoided supper the story of his having supped on raw

pork chops that he might dream his picture of the night-
mare has no foundation. Indeed, the dreams he delighted
to relate were of the noblest kind, and consisted of galleries
of the fairest pictures and statues, in which were walking
the poets and painters of old. Having finished breakfast,
and noted down some remarks 011 entomology, he went into

his studio painted till dinner time dined hastily, if at

home, and then resumed his labours, or else forgot himself

over Homer, or Dante, or Shakespeare, or Milton, till mid-

night. He was subject to fits of despondency, and during
the continuance of such moods he sat with his beloved book
on entomology upon his knee touched now and then the

breakfast-cup with his lips, and seemed resolutely bent on

being unhappy. ]ii periods such as these it was difficult

to rouse him, and even dangerous. Mi's. Fusel i, on such

occasions, ventured to become his monitress. " I know him
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well," she said one morning to a friend who found him
in one of his dark moods,

" he will not come to himself
till he is put into a passion the storm then clears off,

and the man looks out serene." " Oh no," said her visitor,
"
let him alone for awhile he will soon think rightly."

He was spared till next morning he came to the break-

fast table in the same mood of mind. " Now I must try
what I can do," said his wife to the same friend whom she

had consulted the day before
;
she now began to reason

with her husband, and soothe and persuade him
; he

answered only by a forbidding look and a shrug of the

shoulder. She then boldly snatched aAvay his book and

dauntlessly abode the storm. The storm was not long in

coming his own fiend rises up not more furiously from
the side of Eve than did the painter. He glared on his

friend and on his wife uttered an imprecation deeper
than I dare write rushed up stairs and strode about his

room in great agitation. In a little while his steps grew
more regular he soon opened the door, and descended
to his labours all smiles and good humour.
He was on a visit to the Countess of Guildford at

Putney Hill, and having engaged to dine with Mr. Rogers
the poet, along with Sir Thomas Lawrence and Mr. Ottley,
was about to proceed to London, when he felt suddenly
indisposed. Lady Guildford persuaded him to send an

apology, which he wrote with reluctance he went to bed,
and grew worse and worse. Doctors Holland and Crichton,
two skilful physicians, were called in but nature, which

had lasted long, was manifestly giving way, and all aid

proved unavailing. Fuseli was perfectly calm and quite
conscious of his situation. " My friend," lie said to Mr.

Knowles, who hurried from London to see him,
" I am

going to that bourne whence no traveller returns." He
spoke with the same cheerful resignation and calmness to

Lady Guildford and her accomplished daughters, who
watched over him Avith much solicitude, and seemed un-

easy and restless when Sir Thomas Lawrence, who admired
and loved him, Avas away from his side. Early in the

morning of the fifth day of his illness a fatal change in his

looks was visible he seemed aware of this lie looked
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anxiously round the room said several times in a low and

agitated voice,
" Is Lawrence come is Lawrence come? "

and then appeared to listen for the sound of the chariot

wheels which brought his friend once a-day from London
to his bed-side. He raised himself \\p a little then sank

down and died, on the 16th of April, 1825, in the 84th

year of his age.
For the character of Henry Fuseli, personal and mental,

I willingly transcribe the words of Lavater
; they are less

the offspring of his wild speculations in physiognomy than
the settled convictions of his heart and mind

;
it is to be

remembered that our artist and he were early and attached

companions.
" The curve which describes the profile in

whole is obviously one of the most remarkable : it indicates

an energetic character which spurns at the idea of tram-
mels. The forehead, by its contours and position, is more
suited to the poet than the thinker. * I perceive in it more
force than gentleness the fire of imagination rather than
the coolness of reason. The nose seems to be the seat of

an intrepid genius. The mouth promises a spirit of appli-
cation and precision, and yet it costs the original the

greatest effort to give the finishing touch to the smallest

piece. Any one may see, without my telling it, that this

character is not destitute of ambition, and that the sense

of his own merit escapes him not. It may also be sus-

pected that he is subject to impetuous emotions, but will

any one say that he loves with tenderness with warmth
to excess ? Though capable of the greatest actions, to him
the slightest complaisance is an effort. His imagination
is ever aiming at the sublime and delighting itself with

prodigies. Nature intended him for a great poet, a great

painter, and a great orator but, to borrow his own words,
' inexorable fate does not always proportion the will to our

powers ;
it sometimes assigns a copious proportion of will,

to minds whose faculties are very contracted, and fre-

quently associates with the greatest faculties a will feeble

and impotent.'
"

This, we must confess, is a shining but not very amiable
character a less theatrical description may not be unac-

ceptable. Fuseli was of low stature his frame slim, his
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forehead liigli, and his eyes piercing and brilliant. His
look was proud, and often sarcastic his movements
were quick, and by an eager activity of manner he seemed
desirous of occupying as much space as belonged to men
of greater stature. His voice was loud and commanding

nor had he learned much of the art of winning his way
by gentleness and persuasion he was more anxious to say

pointed and stinging things than solicitous about their

accuracy ;
and he had much pleasure in mortifying his

brethren of the easel with his wit and overwhelming them
with his knowledge. He was too often morose and un-

amiable habitually despising those who were not his

friends, and not unapt to dislike even his best friends, if

they retorted his wit, or defended themselves successfully

against his satire. In dispute he was eager, fierce, un-

sparing, and frequently precipitated himself into angry
discussions with the Council, which, however, always
ended in peace and good humour for he was as placable
as passionate. On one occasion he flew into his own
room in a storm of passion, and having cooled and
come to himself, was desirous to return

;
the door was

locked and the key gone ;
his fury overflowed all bounds.

" Sam !

" he shouted to the porter,
" Sam Strowager, they

have locked me in like a blasted wild beast bring crow-

bars and break open the door." The porter a sagacious
old man, who knew the trim of the Keeper whispered
through the keyhole,

" Feel in your pocket, Sir, for the

key !

" He did so, and unlocking th& door, with a loud

laugh exclaimed,
" What a fool never mind I'll to the

Council, and soon show them they are greater asses than

myself."
With all these impediments in the way of popularity,

Fuseli was generally liked, and by none more than by the

students who were so often made the objects of his satire.

They were sensible that lie was assiduous in instruction

that he was very learned and very skilful, and that he

allowed no one else to take liberties with their conduct or

their pursuits, lie had a tact like that of inspiration in

singling out the most intellectual of the pupils he was

the first to notice Lawrence, and at the very outset of
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Wilkie he predicted his future eminence. He was so near-

sighted that he was obliged to retire from his easel to a

distance and examine his labours by means of an opera

glass, then return and retouch and retire again and look.

This imperfection was seriously in his way to eminence,
and helps to account for a certain hardness of anatomical

detail visible even in his best works.
1 His weakness of

sight was well known, and one of the students in revenge
for some satirical strictures, placed a bench in his way, over

which he nearly fell.
" Bless my soul," said the Keeper,

" I must put spectacles upon my shins." This sally of wit

saved him probably from falling into a passion.
Men interpreted Fuseli's frequent complaints of want of

encouragement in his art as tantamount to an acknowledg-
ment of poverty. He became a member of the Academy
at the urgent request of his wife, in order that she might
be sure of forty pounds annually in case of his death

;
and

the Royal Academy bestowed the Keepership upon him in

order to avoid the reproach of permitting a man of his

learning and genius to suffer from want in his old age.
To the surprise of his executors and the astonishment of

his brethren, he died comparatively rich. How he had
contrived to hoard, no one could divine

;
the sums which

he received for his paintings were not large ;
the earnings

of his pen could be but moderate, and in his native land

he inherited no patrimony. He lived at little expense, it

is true but frugality cannot soon make six or seven

thousand pounds out of a small income. I hesitate to

mention, what I suspect is the truth, that opulent friends

paid him more than he charged for his pictures, in the

belief that such kindness was not unseasonable, and that

Fuseli wanted the fortitude to confess that he had no real

occasion for such benevolence.

1 This assertion as to liis being near-sighted is discredited by Leslie,

who says that his impression, on the contrary, was that " his sight was

remarkably good at any distance." It is probable, however, that Allan

Cunningham was right, for Kiiowles records that his eyesight remained
so good that, even to the last period of his life, lie was able to read the

smallest print without the aid of spectacles. This is generally the case

with near-sighted persons. Kn.

II. JI
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As a painter, his merits are of no common order. He
was no timid and creeping adventurer in the region of art,

but a man peculiarly bold and daring who rejoiced only
in the vast, the wild, a~d the wonderful, and loved to

measure himself with any subject, whether in the heaven

above, the earth beneatn, or the waters under the earth.

The domestic and humble realities of life he considered

unworthy of his pencil, and employed it only on those high
or terrible themes where imagination may put forth all

her strength, and fancy scatter all her colours. He asso-

ciated only with the demigods of verse, and roamed

through Homer, and Dante, and Shakespeare, and Milton,
in search of subjects worthy of his hand

; he loved to

grapple with whatever he thought too weighty for others
;

and assembling round him the dim shapes which imagina-
tion readily called forth, sat brooding over the chaos, and
tried to bring the Avhole into order and beauty. He
endeavoured anxiously to

" Produce those permanent and perfect forms,
Those characters of heroes and of gods,
Which from the crude materials of the world
His own high mind created."

But poetry had invested them with a diviner pomp than
Fuseli could command, and it was on these occasions that

he complained of his inability to work up to the concep-
tions of his fancy. He had splendid dreams, but like

those of Eve, they were sometimes disturbed by a demon,
and passed away for ever before he could embody them.

His main wish was to startle and astonish it was his

ambition to be called Fuseli the daring and the imagina-
tive, the illustrator of Milton and Shakespeare, the rival

of Michael Angclo. Out of the seventy exhibited paint-

ings on which he reposed his hope of fame, not one can be

called commonplace they are all poetical in their nature,
and as poetically treated. Some twenty of these alarm,

startle, and displease; twenty more may come within the

limits of common comprehension; the third twenty are

tmch as few men could produce, and deserve a place in the

noblest collections
;
while the remaining ten arc equal in
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conception to anything that genius has hitherto produced,
and second only in their execution to the true and recog-
nized masterpieces of art. It cannot bo denied, however,
that a certain air of extravagance and a desire to stretch

and strain is visible in most of his works. A common
mind, having no sympathy with his soaring, perceives his

defects at once, and ranks him with the wild and unsober
a poetic mind will not allow the want of serenity and

composure to extinguish the splendour of the conception ;

but whilst it notes the blemish, will feel the grandeur of

the work. The approbation of high minds fixes the de-

gree of fame to which genius of all degrees is entitled,
and the name of Fuseli is safe,

His colouring is like his design, original ;
it has a kind

of supernatural hue, which harmonizes with many of his

subjects the spirits of the other stale and the hags of

hell are steeped in a kind of kindred colour, which be-

comes their characters. His notion of colour suited the

wildest of his subjects, and the hue of Satan and the

lustre of Hamlet's Ghost are part of the imagination of those

supernatural shapes. Yet, original as his colouring is,

and suitable to the scones which it often embodies, it

seems unnatural when applied to earthly flesh and blood,
and communicates hues which belong to otherworlds rather

than to the sons and daughters of Adam. It is to be praised
rather than imitated, and would be out of harmony with

subjects of common emotion and cvery-day life.

His sketches are very numerous, amounting to eight
hundred, and show the varied knowledge and vigorous

imagination of the man. He busied himself during his

hours of leisure with making sketches and drawings from
scenes which had occurred in his reading, or had arisen

on his fancy ;
in this manner he illustrated the whole,

range of poetry, ancient and modern. Those who are

only acquainted with Fuseli through his paintings know
little of the extent of his genius; they should see him in

his d"signs and drawings, to feel his powers and know
him rightly. The variety of those productions is truly

\vonderi'ul, and their poetic feeling and historic grandeur
more wonderful still. It is surprising too how little of
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that extravagance of posture and action which offends in

his large paintings is present here
; they are for the most

part uncommonly simple and serene performances.
Scattered amongst those sketches, wo are sometimes

startled by the appearance of a lady floating gracefully

along in fashionable attire her patches, paint, and jewels
on and armed for doing mischief amongst the sons of

modern men. There is no attempt at caricature they
are fac-similes, and favourable ones, of existing life and
fashion. Their presence amongst the works we have
described jars upon our feelings they are out of keeping
With the poetic simplicity of their companions, and look

as strange as court ladies would do taking the air with
the Apollo and the dying Gladiator. They do, however,
what the painter meant. They tell us how contemptible
everything is save natural elegance and simple grandeur,
and that much which gives splendour to a ball or levee,

will never mingle with Avhat is lofty or lasting.
His love of the loose wit and free humour of the old

writers of Italy and England was great ;
as he read them

he chuckled with pleasure, and taking up his pencil lent

form to such scenes as gladdened his fancy. Those works
are entitled to the praise of poetic freedom and vivacity
the humour and the wit triumph over all other levi-

ties and sense has generally the better of sensuality.

Fire, however, fell amongst most of these when he died

nor do I blame the hand of his widow who kindled it.

We cannot contemplate the portfolios of his serious

drawings, opened to us by their possessor, Sir Thomas
Lawrence,

1 without being struck with the extraordinary
genius of Fuseli, and lamenting the blindness and defi-

ciency of taste of the age in which he lived. Had he re-

ceived anything like adequate encouragement, public feel-

ing would have awed down his extravagance of imagination,
and those compositions, now consigned to the cabinet of

his eminent friend, would have been expanded into pic-
tures and adorning the galleries of our country. Of all

1 Tin's kind and generous man is now lost to us. His life, if the

author lx; spurt-d to complete another volume of this work, will be
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the painters whom this country has encouraged they are

not, indeed, many 110 one had either the reach of thought
or the poetic feeling of Fuseli he had comprehension for

all that is great, and imagination for all that is lofty.
Of his literary compositions something more should be

said I rank 'them high, and yet considerably below the
efforts of his pencil. He affected to strike out remark-
able sentences and express characters by a few weighty
words to utter instructions pointed and oracular

;
to

season sound counsel with shrewd wit, and by the use of

poetic diction give warmth and energy to the whole. To

accomplish this, generally, required a better disciplined

mind, and perhaps a better acquaintance with our lan-

guage than he possessed ;
but in many passages his suc-

cess is splendid. He always feels well often deeply ;
but

the great fault is that he seldom allows the stream of his

mind to run smoothly along ;
he leads it astray into arti-

ficial falls, and bewilders it in links and serpentines. He
had such a high opinion of his own acuteness and Avisdom,
that he wrote a whole volume of Aphorisms on Art
three hundred in number

;
some of these arc said to be

acute some sensible some profound, and a great many
visionary. He also began a regular history of his art, but

stopped at Michael Augelo. The fragment is yet unpub-
lished.
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GEOBGE JAMESONE, called by Walpole the Van-

dyke of Scotland, a Presbyterian, and if tradition may
be trusted, a poet, was the son of Andrew Jamoson, archi-

tect, and born at Aberdeen in the year 1586,
1 on the day

on which his native qnecn was beheaded by her implacable
consin at Fotheringay. Neither the times in which he
was born, nor the religion in which he had been educated,
were favourable to elegant tastes, yet a strong love of art

came upon him
; though at what age, or in what manner,

no one has related. That it came early, we may conjec-
ture from the proficiency which he attained

;
and that the

stimulus proceeded from the profession of his father, then
more closely connected with the sister arts than now, can

hardly be doubted, since we find no trace of any contem-

poraiy school or professor of art in his native place. But

yesterday a reformation in religion, above all others fierce

and desolating, had cast the magnificent abbeys and
monasteries of Scotland to the ground, and destroyed
their images and paintings, as things idolatrous : good
exam] ties in any of the fine arts must therefore have been

scarce, and the aspiring student must have found himself

surrounded with difficulties such as true genius alone

could surmount. Amidst all the facilities which modern

galleries and academies afford, the progress of the most

1 It will he soon that the life of Jamosonc comes quite out of the

chronological order that. Cunningham adopted with respect to the other

painters of whom ho has written. Ho apparently gleaned the interesting
information ho has here given after the publication of his short account
of this painter in the Introduction, and so added it whore best lie could.

It lias been thought better to leave it in its original unchronological

position rather than incur the awkwardness of placing Jamcsone first in

the line of our J'ritish painters. Though an excellent painter in his

way, he did not, like Hogarth, begin an epoch in British art. Ki>.
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gifted is slow and painful what must have been his case

who had few examples and no instructors ?

However he came by it, Jamesone acquired such skill in

painting as attracted the notice of his countrymen : he
was advised to seek abroad what he could not find at

home
;
and had the good sense or the good fortune to

establish himself in the studio of Rubens, with whom he

remained for several years in the company of Vandyke.
We know that in the year 1619 Vandyke left his great
master and went into Italy ;

and the inscription on a

picture by Jamesone informs us that in 1623 he was a hus-

band and a father, and pursuing his profession in Scot-

land.1 It is, therefore, probable that the latter was some

thirty years old before he visited the Netherlands a ripe

age ; yet students of threescore years and more are not

unknown to academies. I have seen William Blake,
within a few years of his death, studying at Somerset
House with all the ardour of youth, and other names not

less distinguished might be cited.

Many may be inclined to wonder that any such being as

a painter should have existed in Scotland during the

stormy days of the Covenant, much more that he should

have flourished, become famous, and acquired a fortune
;

but the truth is, that the fierce discipline of Ivnox was
soon softened, and that in matters of taste and elegance
the Presbyterians of the North were by no means so furious

and uncompromising as the Puritans and Independents of

the South. Even during the half century that followed

the first dawn of the Scottish reformation, plays were
allowed to be enacted, and none of the flock were forbidden

to attend such exhibitions, save elders and deacons. In

short, the soiir austerity so much satirized by poets and
ridiculed by historians did not descend in full force till

the period of the great civil war. The love of poetry, and

painting, and architecture, spread from King James

1 Samuel Redgrave, who is generally correct in such matters, states

that Jamesone returned to Aberdeen in 1620, and married there in IGiM.

He docs not, however, give his authority for these dates; and it is evi-

dent that if this picture a portrait of his wife and child were painted
at the date Cunningham gives, Redgrave must be wrong. ED.
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amongst his nobles north and south
;
and his two gifted

sons formed collections, and patronized genius, with all

the liberality which a turbulent and economical House of

Commons would allow. Jamesone, when he returned

from foreign study, found painting a not unhonoured

profession among the northern presbyterians, and was

employed to execute many portraits of distinguished cove-

nanters as well as cavaliers.

It has been said, sarcastically, that in this nationality
overcame the aversion to a profane art, and that the

natural love of all men for what is strange and first seen

was too strong for the discipline of the kirk
;
but foreign

artists had formerly been employed to do what a native

was able to perform now
;
and those who have acquainted

themselves with the antiquities of the North need not be
told that works of art, rivalling at least those with which
Catholic architecture had adorned itself in England, were

largely diffused over Scotland, both main-land and isle.

The Church of Rome, the mother of much that is useful

and elegant, had from early ages captivated the people by
her carved processions of saints and her painted miracles

and legends. The kings, too, had not only patronized
works of genius, but some of them excelled personally in

poetry, music, and architecture
; tapestry, representing

passages from Scripture or from the poets, abounded
;

sculptured tombs in freestone or in marble were to be
found in every church

;
and even the wildest of the Wes-

tern Isles show, in the present day, such relics of old

magnificence, as excite the admiration of travellers. That
the sculptures of the most splendid abbeys, and the paint-

ings in the castles of the nobles, were altogether unworthy
of being classed among finished works of art, no one ques-
tions : yet, at the same time, the conception often showed
true poetic feeling ;

a'nd we cannot deny that, in selecting
the subjects from Scripture, Scottish history, and poetry,
the men of that day showed a taste which might be a

lesson in the present. Some have seen and I think there

is truth in the renuirlc more of those formal shapes and

attitudes, than of the fine freedom and natural ease of

Rubens, in the works of Jamesone. It is seldom that a
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style acquired by much, study and hard lalxnir, as his

must have been in the absence of all instruction, can be

relinquished even when a better offers itself : the old man
with his deeds is too hard for regeneration ;

and neither

hand nor mind willingly undertake a new task. He
learned the light and shade of colours in the company of

Vandyke ;
but it is more than probable that he grounded

his style upon the older and ruder models of his own

country.
Of the elder artists of Scotland, and their works, little

has been either said or written. A few names, and dates,
and references, have been preserved in the Royal Book of

Accounts : imperfect as such memorandums are, they are

interesting. To these we shall add such information as

the casual mention of historians, allusions of poets, and
tradition have supplied. The first name on the royal
record is evidently a native one it is that of John de

Linlithgow, who, in the year 1329, sculptured the tomb of

the great Eobert Bruce
;
the second is that of " Andrew

the painter," who made a monument in memory of David
Bruce and his queen. Artists in those days were both

sculptors and painters ;
and it was the fashion to paint,

and gild, and inlay with precious metal and with precious
stones, the recumbent statues of our sepulchral monu-
ments. Nor were the labours of those men confined to

the church. The great hall in the castle of the renowned

Randolph Earl of Murray, was a work of no common
magnificence, and must have cost much money and time.

It was eighty-nine feet long, thirty-five feet wide, and

thirty feet high, roofed with massive beams of carved oak,
and ornamented with sculptures. The oaken dining-table
and chair of the warrior are still preserved : the former
stands on six pillars, curiously bordered and inlaid

;
and

the latter, in shape and fashion not unlike the old corona-
tion chair in Westminster Abbey, is emblazoned with

carvings of his family arms and emblems of his station as

regent.

Paintings in fresco, and even in oil, existed in Scotland

centuries before the appearance of Jamesone. They were

chiefly Scripture pieces or portraits of distinguished men;
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and of the latter, there was one with which he must have
been early acquainted. I allude to that likeness in fresco,
of William the Lyon, supposed to have belonged to the

monastery of the Trinity Friars of Aberdeen, of which
that Icing was the founder. It is now in the Trinity Hall
of that city; measures four feet high by two feet nine

inches wide, and bears the following inscription, of course

of a later age than the picture :
"

St. "William, King of

Scots, surnamed the Lyon, the first founder of the Trinitie

Friars at Aberdeen, where he had his chappell, the chief

place of retirement for his devotions. He reigned 49 years,

beginning 1165, dyed at Strivcling 1214, and was buried

at Aberbrothwick." In the parish church of Houston,
Renfrewshire, are still preserved the effigies or portraits
of Sir John Houston and his lady ; they seem to be in oil

I say seem, because they are so much decayed as to be
almost illegible ; they belong to a series of monuments

commemorating the house of Houston. The knight is in

complete armcmr
;

his lady, Mary Colquhoun, is in the

dress of the time, 1400 : they closely resemble tho. works
of the same period still preserved in England. The por-
trait of Cardinal Innes, in the collection of the Scottish

Society of Antiquaries, is believed to be the work of

foreign hands. He is represented in the act of composing:
books occupy the background ;

and an inscription says he

is a native of Scotland, flourished in the year 1412, and
wrote these volumes. Pinkerton assigns to the year 1430
the following story, in which barbarous deeds mingle with
art perhaps equally barbarous : A Highland robber having
stolen a poor woman's cow, she vowed to wear no shoes

till she told the king. On this the savage seized her, and,
in ridicule of her vow, nailed horse-shoes on her feet. On
recovering, she went to the palace, told her story, and
showed the soars on her feet. The monarch caused the

savage to be secured and tried. On conviction, he Avas

clothed in a canvas frock on which was painted a man
fixing horse-shoes on a woman's feet, exhibited two days
in the streets of Perth, and then dragged at a horse's tail

to the gallows, and hanged.
James J. of Scotland, a poet of no common genius, and
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a musician of some skill, was also a painter of miniatures,
and an illuminator of books. None of the works of this

royal pencil have reached us
;
but he who could write with

such good feeling, could no doubt imagine works of art

worthy of living. Illuminated manuscripts and miniatures

are perishable matters
; and, not to speak of time and

bad keeping, the fire of the reformers found its way so

effectually among libraries, that few works of that period
remain : one only, Fordun's Scotichronicon, containing

only some four or five illuminations, is preserved among
Bishop Parker's books in the library of Christ's College,

Cambridge. Heraldic painting, a sort of hieroglyphic his-

tory of families, was long popular. On the execution of

Murdoc Duke of Albany, and his sons, in the year 1425,

they were buried on the south side of the altar, in the

Black Friars' Church at Stirling, and over them were

placed paintings of their persons and their coats armorial.

In the reign of the saints in 1643, this sort of harmless

emblazonment, which had survived Kiiox and all his fierce

companions, was declared infamous. The General As-

sembly of the Kirk perceived something of Baal and Ash-
taroth in the armorial bearings suspended in places of

worship when persons of note or family died, and passed
a prohibitory act "

against burials and hanging of pcnsils
and brods, and offering of honours and arms, and such

like scandalous monuments, in the kirk." Having de-

stroyed their splendid abbeys, they possessed, no doubt,
in those days few kirks worthy of hanging either pensils,
or honours, or arms in.

The reign of James III. was inglorious in arms, and
had a tragic ending ;

nevertheless he was a prince skilful

in architecture, and an encourager of men of taste and
talent. He built the great Hall of Stirling Castle, with
the splendid chapel : the former was adorned with much
fine carving, and the latter contained that singular altar-

piece thus described by Pinkerton: "This celebrated

picture, in the form of a folding altarpiece, is painted on

both sides, and divided into four compartments. The
first represents Ihe king kneeling; behind him is his son,

a youth about twelve years of age, which ascertains
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the date (1482), with St. Andrew, the patron saint of

Scotland. The royal crown is not arched, nor was, appa-

rently, till the reign of James V., when new regalia were
ordered

;
but it has high fleurons of great richness : the

robe is of a lilac hue, furred with ermine
;
the vest, cloth

of gold. In the second compartment, the queen appears,
also kneeling, in a kirtle of cloth of gold and blue robe

;

her head-dress one blaze of gold and jewels ;
the arms,

depicted with exact heraldry, indicate the daughter of

Denmark ;
and behind her is a personage in plate armour,

apparently her father, in the character of St. Canute, the

patron of his kingdom. Of the two compartments on the

reverse of this grand piece, one represents the Trinity. In
the other an ecclesiastic kneels; but his heraldry of three

buckles and a chevron can hardly be traced, except to the

obscure l

family of Bonkil in the Merse. Behind is a kind
of organ with two angels, not of ideal beauty, and perhaps
portraits of the king's two sisters, Lady Mary Hamilton,
and Margaret, then unmarried a conjecture supported
by the uncommon ornament of a coronet on the nead of

one of the angels. Hardly can any kingdom in Europe
boast of a more noble family picture of this early epoch ;

and it is in itself a convincing specimen of the attention

of James III. to the fine arts." This royal altar-piece

hung till lately (perhaps it still hangs) in Kensington
Palace : and, amid all the vicissitudes of fortune which it

had undergone, looked perfect and even beautiful, sur-

rounded as it was by the works of Holbein and Vandyke.
Of the hand that painted this earliest of the authentic

portraits of the Scottish kings, the treasurer's books con-

tain no account, neither has tradition preserved any me-

mory. The royal memorandums of that reig-ii have been,
indeed, almost all destroyed.
The chivalrous and unhappy James IV. was a warm

admirer of poetry, painting, and sculpture : his queen, too,

joined with him in this
;
and went so far as to permit

poetical incense of a very questionable purity to be offered

1 Pinkerton must liavo had some odd fancy in his head when he called

Ihis family oh.tcuri 1

. Jt was closely connected with the two great houses
of Douglas and Stewart.
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to her by the bards. Dunbar, a genius of a high order, re-

peatedly alludes to the sister arts : in one of his dreams,
he employs a painter to ornament his humble abode :

'' This hinder night, half sleeping as I lay,

Methought iny chamber in a new array
Was all depaynt with many divers hue
Of all the noble stories old and new
Sen our first father formed was of clay."

And in another of his poems he thus commemorates the

professions which flourished under his royal master :

"
Cunyouris, Carvouris, and Carpentaris,

Ueikk'rs of barkis and ballingaris,
Masounis bygand upon the land,
And Schip-wrichtis hewand upon the strand ;

Glasing-wrichtis, Goldsmythis, and Lapedaris,

1'ryntouris. Payntouris, and Potingaris."

The account-books fortunately preserved of James's

short reign show the munificence of his spirit. He largely

encouraged foreign artists ; yet Scotsmen were not want-

ing, as the names of John Pratt, Sir Thomas Galbraith (a

churchman, most probably) ,
Andrew Laing, and Alexander

Chalmers, all mentioned as employed in decorating the

palaces of Stirling and Falkland, sufficiently attest. There

must, no doubt, have been many portraits of this munifi-

cent prince ;
but the only one in oil that now is known to

exist, is that in Sir Walter Scott's dining-room at Abbots-

ford, bearing the date of 1507. l It is a piece not unworthy
of the hand of Holbein exhibiting a pale, melancholy
countenance, stamped not less visibly than Vandyke's por-
traits of Charles I. with the lilies of a dark fate. From
the date, it may have been done in France during the

king's travels.

James V. inherited all the abilities and taste of his

father, with the addition of a genius in poetry of no com-

' There were two portraits of James IV. exhibited at the First Na-
tional Portrait Exhibition, the one (lent by tin' lute Sir William Stirling

Maxwell) was by Mytens, and was stated to have belonged to Charles I.;

the other (lent by the Marquis of Lothian) went by the name of Holbein.
ED.
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mon order. He was fond of the fine arts
;
but his magni-

ficent spirit suited ill with the poverty of the North, and
with the turbulence of his nobles. His palace at Stirling
was long one of the wonders of Scotland, more particularly
for the carved roof of the presence chamber, which was of

Scottish oak, divided into panels, and ornamented with
some forty and odd heads of most delicate carving, repre-

senting, it is believed, the portraits of the King and his

chief nobles. The workmanship of these was imputed to

foreign artists : but Lord Strathallan's "
History of the

House of Drummond," together with the treasurer's books,

prove that they were the work of John Drummond of

Aiichterarder, master of works to James V., assisted, it is

believed, by
" Andro Wood, Carvour," one of the court

workmen. This splendid roof was destroyed in the year
1777, when Stirling Castle was converted into barracks
in fact, it was thrown into the streets as rubbish : but
some citizens, in whom the true spirit of their country still

lingered, gathered the heads together, and as many were

preserved as formed an interesting volume called " Lacu-
iiar Strevelinense," in which etchings Avere given of the

chief relics. In like manner the palace of Falkland was
adorned with carved heads surrounded with rich foliages ;

they are cut in stone, and may be still seen in the inner

court : time has injured them sorely, but they preserve
the air of individual portraits.
The personal and romantic adventures of James, and the

dissensions which unhappily arose between him and his

nobility, did not hinder him from bestowing attention on

painting and poetry. A remarkable picture, containing

portraits of himself and his Queen, Mary of Guise, is now
in the worthy keeping of the Duke of Devonshire. The

figures are less than life, the colours much faded: they are

not a little stilt; but there is a look of nature about both.

At the top are the arms of Scotland; at the bottom, the

conjugal arms of the houses of Stuart and Guise, with in-

scriptions recording that she was then twenty-four years
old, and the King twenty-eight. The hair ol' both inclines

more to red than to auburn
; Mary has a rod-ami-white

carnation in her hand; James holds a jewel with St.
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Andrew, and on his bonnet is a gold medal minutely
finished.

The melancholy reign of Mary Stuart has few names of

artists either native or foreign ; yet paintings abounded in

her day. A list of those of her own and preceding reigns
would occupy a large space : even portraits of herself are

so numerous as to deserve a long dissertation. Of these

latter, it may be right to remark that none of them give
us an image of surpassing comeliness, and not one of them
can be proved to have been copied from the life. In the

collection of Charles I. was a small whole-length, stated in

the catalogue to have been brought from Scotland : this

was probably painted from the life, as were also those

which belonged to the kings of France : for it is known
that she sat in Paris to the court painters, Janet and
Pourbus the elder. The far greater part of her reign was

occupied with matters of a nature too stern for the pencil
of the portrait painter to make records of court beauties

and handsome cavaliers. Infatuated by her OAvn affections,
bewildered and browbeat by contending factions in religion,

insulted, persecuted, and driven into exile and imprison-
ment by the ferocity of her nobles and the perfidy of her

own brother, and finally led to an unmerited death by a
cousin and a queen, Mary had little leisure to display the
endowments of her race, or call elegance and art into

existence. Arts, indeed, may be said to have perished in

her reign. The Reformers preached a rigorous crusade

against all images in stone or on canvas, and, in the puri-
fication of the cathedrals, destroyed all that claimed aught
in common with the human figure. Statues of princes,

nobles, warriors, saints working miracles, and legends of

the Church
;
Christ j udging the world at the last day ;

and Satan playing 011 the bagpipe to a dance of devils; all

were alike condemned, cast out, and destroyed. In one
little isle of the west, one hundred and sixty stone crosses,
most of them beautifully embellished, were in one day
tossed ignominiously into the sea. The rage against
statues was especially severe: they were considered as near
of kin 1o the clay images used in witchcraft

;
and learned

men hesitated not to pronounce them so many wicked
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spells by which the Scarlet Witch of the Seven Hills had

subjected men's souls.

Though "Ruin, with her sweeping besom," had marched
thus fierce and triumphant over Scottish art, no sooner

was the kirk settled, and the public mind in repose, than

painting one branch at least held up its head. A love

of portraiture seems part of British nature. James II.

continued his sitting to Kneller, though he heard that the

Prince of Orange had landed
;
even during the storming of

the cathedrals, and the fierce sermons of Knox, artists had

sittings from the Lords of the Congregation. A family-

piece of the Setons of Winton has been ascribed to Sir

Antonio More, and also to Zucchero. It is thus described

by Sir Walter Scott:
" After the battle of Langside, Lord

Seton was obliged to retire abroad for safety, and was an
exile for two years, during which he was reduced to the

necessity of driving a waggon in Flanders for a subsis-

tence. He rose to favour in James VI.'s reign ; and, re-

suming his paternal property, had himself painted, in his

waggoner's dress and in the act of driving a wain with four

horses, on the north end of a stately gallery at Seton
Castle. He appears to have been fond of the arts, for there

exists a beautiful family-piece of him in the centre of his

family. The original is the property of Lord Somcrville,

nearly connected with the Seton family, and is at present
at his Lordship's fishing villa of the Pavilion, near Mel-
rose."

" This was so valuable a painting," says an elder

authority,
" that when Charles I. came to Scotland, in

1633, being at Seton House, his Majesty, during the time
of dinner, had his eyes constantly fixed on that picture ;

which the Earl of Winton observing, offered it in a present
to the King ;

Imt he declined accepting it, saying, that he
would never rob the family of so inestimable a jewel."
James VI. extended encouragement to art as far as his

extreme poverty and the parsimony of his parliaments
would allow. Painting began to extend from portraiture
to history, and sculpture also reappeared. The unfortu-

nate Rulhven, Earl of Gowrie, according to Htime of

Godscrol'i, built a fair gallery, and "decorated it with pic-

tures;" and in the great gallery of the old palace of Scone,
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begun by the same earl, were various paintings in water-

colours. " The roof of the gallery," says one of our ablest

antiquaries,
" was of wood, in the shape of the lid of an

old-fashioned bandbox; the ground white
;
the groups of

figures were in ovals, with a border like the frame of a

picture. In every one that I remember was King James,
the principal figure, on horseback, surrounded by his cour-

tiers, mounted also. He had always his high-crowned hat
and yellow beard, and his face much larger than those of

his attendants. I remember no ovals on any other subject
but that of the King's sports. The roof around these re-

presentations was daubed over with heads and harpies,

&c., the whole very ill done, and much spoilt when I saw
the house." Nor among these royal residences is the house
of Ravelstone, built by George Fowlis in 1603, unworthy
of being mentioned. On the ceiling of the principal apart-
ment were painted the amusements and occupations of

men in the twelve months of the year, each distinguished

by the corresponding sign of the zodiac. The centre was

occupied by a group of angels, drawn up in a circle : and

performing a concert of vocal and instrumental music: one
of the youngest, as in duty bound, playing on the bag-
pipe. A. tragic story, connected with painting, is related

in Pitcairn's "Criminal Trials:" One Archibald Corn-

wall, a town-officer of Edinburgh, having seized some
furniture for debt, carried it to the market-cross to be

disposed of. Among the articles were portraits of James
VI. and his Queen. These royal heads, it seems, the un-
fortunate man, thoughtlessly perhaps, proposed to hang
on the public gibbet, and fixed a nail for the purpose ;

when the people, aware of the danger, or resenting the

disgrace, interposed, and prevented further exposure. The

King, who would have forgiven an insult to his person, but
not to his pictiire, was deeply incensed. Cornwall was

tried, convicted, and executed within the brief space of

twenty-four hours; and the Town Council, returning from
the execution, made it a law, "that naiie of their Majesties
or Graces pictures or portraits be poyndet, rouppet, or

conipryset for any manner of cause."

Art, such as it was, had done its part to honour King
ir. I
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James ;
and when his Queen arrived from Denmark, the

19th of May, 1590, all the classic lore and skill in public

pageantry seem to have been called into active service.

Among other matters the contemporary rhymes of Birrell,
an honest burgher of the place, dwell at great length on
the historic tapestries and "

images and antics auld,"
which were everywhere displayed on "

tlie stairs and
houses of the town." The principal pageant seems to have
been made up of much the same material that some twenty
years afterwards formed the staple commodity of the court

masks of Ben Jonsoii and Inigo Jones:

" It written was with stories mac,
How Venus with a thundering thud,
Inclosed Achates and Enao,
Within a meekel mistic chid

;

And how fair Anna's wondrous wraith

Deplors her sisters Dido's daith.

" lo with goldin glittering hair

Was portret wondrous properlie,
And Polipheme was pentit thair,

Qnha in his forehead had an ee.

Beneath him but ane little space,
Was Janus with the double face," &c. &c.

The more to enhance the merits of the exhibition,

" At her entrie at the ports,
Trim harangs till her Grace was maid

;

Her salutation thair was sung
In ornate style of the Latinc tung.''

English readers will, it is hoped, pardon this retrospec-
tive view of matters, which must possess considerable

interest for all Scottish ones. To conclude, the British

Solomon, in 1603, carried his notions ol royal right, and
his taste for poetry, painting, and pageantry, into England;
and art in Scotland, left without encouragement, suffered

an eclipse till the return of Jamesonc from the school of

Rubens.
He set up his easel in his native city, in the year 1620,

in the thirty-fourth year of his age ;
and the first-fruits of

his study were landscape and history. It was, we may
suppose, his desire to found a school in which works akin
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to poetry, and owing their excellence more to imagination
than to reality, should take the lead

;
and for a while he

seems to have persisted in this unprofitable dream. Like

others in latter days, he could only le taught by the cold

touch of experience, that painting, dismissed as an auxiliary
from the church, is, in Britain at least, considered only as

a more genteel method of embalming and preserving the

shapes and looks of the high-born and the wealthy ;
or as

an humble handmaid of architecture, to embellish her

coved ceilings and her naked walls. As an art capable of

exciting a pleasure all its own, few then regarded it
;
and

fewer still thought of laying out their money on detached

poetic pictures of dead or living nature. The leading

people of the time were, however, attracted to Jamesone's

studio, by the beauty of his drawing and the transparent

splendour of his colouring ;
and he was gradually induced,

after the usual fashion of those who do not wish their days to

pass without profit, to forsake the fields of fancy for those

of living life. No doubt, then, we must assign to the first

years after his return his paintings of the Sybils, still pre-
served in the North

;
which owe, tradition avers, some part

of their fascination to the good looks of a lady of Aberdeen ;

several landscapes, of which no other account can be

rendered, than that they were small and remarkable for

the clearness of their colours and the accuracy of their

perspective ;
his " Book of Scripture Sketches,"

" contain-

ing," according to the words of his will,
" two hundred

leaves of parchment of excellent write adorned with divers

hi storys of our Saviour curiously limned," valued at two
hundred pounds and a picture of Medea, of which I can

find no particular account anywhere. With this we may
close our account of Jamesone's historic attempts, unless

we admit into the number that singular piece of his at

Ciillen House, allegorically expressive of the fortunes of

Charles I.
;
and which may be considered as a successful

prediction, since the painter died before the prince. This

work, which is three feet eight inches high, and two feet

eight inches broad, shows the British crown overturned,
with the sceptre, and other symbols of kingly power,
scattered confusedly around; while Charles himself, in-
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differently drawn, seems to be contemplating the disorder

of his regalia.
Soon after Jamesoiie's return to Scotland, he married

Isabel Tosh, a lady of his native city, who (besides several

sons, who all died in their youth,) bore him one daughter,
who lived to be thrice married, and to be the mother of

three different families, in whose descendants the painter
survives to this day. One of his earliest works is a

portrait of his wife, his infant son, and himself, painted in

1623. The former has roses in her hands, and a tartan

scarf thrown gracefully over her head, displaying a fine

person, with a cap of pointed lace, and a lace tippet rising
close to her chin

;
the painter holds his pallet and brushes

in his hand, and looks over his wife's shoulder : his eyes
are very dark, his brow broad, and he wears moustaches,
and the tuft of beard on the chin, like the cavaliers of that

period.
1 His fame soon spread beyond Aberdeen

;
and he

was induced to transfer his residence to Edinburgh, where
the delicacy and softness of his touch, and his broad clear

style of colouring, gained him general admiration, and, it

would appear, constant employment. But for liubcns and

Vandyke, who then filled the eye of London, he would

probably have gone at once to the seat of the coiirt. But,
however this might have been, at Edinburgh he halted,
content to be the first in his own land.

" When King Charles visited Scotland in 1G63," says

Walpole,
" the magistrates of Edinburgh, knowing his

Majesty's taste, employed Jainesone to make drawings of

the Scottish monarchs, with which the King was so much

pleased, that, inquiring for the painter, he sat to him, and
rewarded him with a diamond ring from his own linger."
I know not where Waipole found this anecdote, but part
of it is confirmed by northern testimony : "The magis-
trates of Edinburgh," says Mr. George Chalmers,

"
desi-

1 In tlio collection of Ixrd Alva, tlioro is :i portrait by Jamesone of

Prince Henry, which, if copied from life, must have boon painted long
before this portrait, of Ms fimiily. The Prince died in lfil5J, before

Jamesone studied abroad : end as the picture is not suspected to be a

copy from another work, it is not. improbable that Henry, who was a

lover of art and a collector, may have sat to his countryman.
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rous to pay a compliment to the King's taste in painting,

begged of Jamesone to allow them the use of as many of

the portraits done by him as could be gathered together.
These were hung up on each side of the JSTetherbow Port,

through which the royal cavalcade was to pass. This exhi-

bition so attracted the King's attention, that he stopped his

horse for a considerable time, and expressed his admira-
tion of the good painting, and remarked the likeness to

some of those they were done for. This was a lucky cir-

cumstance for Jamesone, for the King, while at Edinburgh,
sat for a full-length picture ;

and having heard that Jame-
sone had been accustomed to wear his hat while at work,

by reason of a complaint in his head, his Majesty very
humanely ordered him to be covered

;
which privilege he

ever thereafter thought himself entitled to in whatever

company he was." To reconcile these two accounts we
must have recourse to tradition, which avers that Jame-
sone to render the pageant prepared for the King's en-

trance more attractive, introduced the real and imaginary
line of Scottish monarchs from Fergus I. welcoming
Charles to the throne of his ancestors. These rude and

hasty works, having fulfilled their purpose, were probably
thrown aside with the other lumber of the pageant. The
notice of a king, and such a judge, too, as Charles, must
have been favourable to the fortunes of the painter ;

it is

even said to have given new vigour and purity to his style :

" his best works," says one of his biographers,
" were from

thence to his death." Having obtained the sanction of

the chief authority at that time in art, he wrought with

confidence, and the confidence of genius inspired his

drawing, and gave a freer glow to his colouring.

Though the town of Aberdeen offended him not a little,

by offering for his portrait of Charles a price so unworthy,
that he made haste to dispose of it to a stranger, his

country, on the whole, was not illiberal
; nay, in Aberdeen

itself, though the corporation acted so peuuriously to

Jamesone, he had always kind friends
;
and heads of

various of his fellow-citizens, yet remembered for their

worth and talents, appear in the list of his portraits. Of
these the most distinguished ;ire, Dr. Dun, founder of the
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grammar school Andrew Cant Sir Paul Menzies, Provost
Patrick Forbes, Bishop of Aberdeen Professor Sandi-

lands of King's College AlexanderBamiennan of Elsick

and David Anderson, merchant and burgess, who, from his

eminent skill in mechanics, was commonly called " Davie-

do-a'things." This latter person was Jamesone's uncle
;

and though he had three daughters, his widow was rich

enough and generous enough to found and endow an

hospital for the maintenance and education of ten poor
orphans. Most of these portraits are in the University of

Aberdeen, others in the city where the name of Jamesone
is held in reverence from the twofold consideration of his

professional eminence, and the great respectability of his

numerous descendants.

The ancient house of Marr afforded a liberal patronage
to the painter : a round dozen of the Erskine name, and

more, are enumerated in the Alva collection, besides those

in other houses of the nobility allied to the old stock. Civil

war, the sword, and forfeitures, crushed in one fatal year
the noble house of Marr, and dispersed these and other fine

pictures : they passed chiefly into the possession of the

late Lord Alva and the Earl of Buchan.
Most of the noble families of Scotland have works from

his hand
;
but the greatest collection of them is at Tay-

mouth, in former days called Balloch, the seat of the Earl
of Breadalbane. These were painted for Sir Colin Camp-
bell of Glenorchy, a favourite with James VI., and not less

so with Anne of Denmark, who, after her succession to tho

English throne, repeatedly invited the northern knight to

her court
;
and sent him, as a token of her innocent esteem,

a gold ring set with diamonds, and ornamented with a

pair of doves exquisitely wrought. With this accomplished
cavalier, Jamesone, it is said, travelled abroad

;
no time,

however, is mentioned, and no country named. It was

probably before his return from the school of Kubens :

men seldom travel for knowledge in their old age ;
and if

Sir Colin Campbell had become a favourite with the Queen'
before her accession to the English throne, he must have
been advanced in life when the painter, in 1(535, began his

great labours at Tuymoulh. lie commenced with a genea-
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logical picture a family tree, ou whose wide-spreading
branches the chiefs of the house of Campbell are hanging in

miniature as numerous as fruit
;

1 and proceeded to exe-

cute, in the size of life, a series of portraits, which few

great houses in the island can match
;
and which has pre-

served to us the looks and lineaments of many whose
names belong to history : e.g. Sir Duncan Campbell
William Earl of Airth John Duke of Kothes James

Marquis of Hamilton Archibald Lord Napier William
Earl Marischal The Earl of London, Chancellor John
Earl of Marr, &c. All these portraits are in tolerable pre-
servation

;
and when the' colours were fresh, and men sur-

veyed them, who had not been rendered too fastidious by
the grand dashing freedom of posture and magical colour-

ing of Vandykes and Reynoldses, it is no wonder their

fame was great. It must, indeed, be acknowledged that

they are deficient in that fine flexibility of outline, and also

in that deep splendour of colouring, which distinguish the

best works of art
;
and were it not settled to a certainty

that he studied under Kubens, I confess I should have set

it down that he had taken Hans Holbein, or some of the

old religious limners, for his models. He painted in a

way so slight and so thin, that few of his pictures have
been able to resist the terrible purification of sand, soap,
and hard brushes, which family portraits used in former
times to receive periodically from the hard hands of the

northern housemaids. It appears from the memorandum
book of Taymouth that Jamesone had in fact only thirty-

1 A vellum manuscript, containing the genealogy of the house of

Glenorcliy, furnishes various memoranda respecting the works of the

painter : for example
" Item the said Sir Coline Campbell, 8th laird of Glenorchy, gave

unto George Jamesone painter in Edinburgh, for King Kobert and King
David Bruyses, kings of Scotland, and Charles 1st, King of Great Brit-

tane, France, and Ireland, and his Majesty's queen, and for nine more
of the queens of Scotland, their portraits, quhilk are set up in the hall

of Ballocli, the sum of two hundreth threescore pounds.
"
Mair, the said Sir Coline gave to the said George Jamesone, for the

knight of Loehowe's lady, and the first countess of Argyle, and six of
the ladys of Glenorchy their portraits, and the said Sir Coline his own
portrait, quhilk are set up in the Chalmer of Deass of Balloch. ane hun-
dreth fourscore pounds," &c.
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three shillings and fourpence per portrait : the prices,

however, being entered in the currency "of Scotland, sound

large to those who happen to have forgot that, though ono

Scotch pint is equal to four pints English, a pund Scots

was but twenty-pence sterling !

The civil wars, which followed the ill-advised interfe-

rence of Charles with the discipline of the kirk, must hiive

been most unfavourable to the painter's pursuits ;
never-

theless, the pictures which he painted of public men, even

while the armies were mustering and the sword half-

drawn, are numerous
;
and among them we find not a few

of the leading spirits of the times : as, for instance,
James Grahame, the great Marquis of Montrose his con-

queror old David Leslie, the first Earl of Leven Sir Adam
Gordon Crichton Viscount Frendraught Sir Thomas

Hope, Lord Advocate, founder of the noble house of Hope-
town the Earl of Tweedale Sir Alexander Frazer

William Forbes, Bishop of Edinburgh Sir Thomas
Nicholson, Lord Advocate the Earl of Huntly. Many
characters of inferior importance may be added

;
some of

whom lived in earlier and less turbulent times, and others

witnessed the long and unbrotherly struggle of those

heavy days : George Heriot, the worthy goldsmith Dr.

Arthur Johnston, the poet two Earls of Argyle various

portraits of the Carnegies, the Torphichens, the Gordons,
the Lyons of Strathmore, the Urquharts, the Forbcses,
and the Sutherlands. There are also a full-length portrait
of James VI., which some judges suppose to have been

painted from the life, and two of Charles I., and his Queen,
of whose originality there is hardly a doubt. These pictures
are now scattered widely through Scotland, and are gene-

rally in the keeping of persons who appreciate their value.

Jamesone occasionally painted family pieces, a kind of

composition which seems rarely to catch public attention,
but which, nevertheless, in skilful hands, is capable of

raising the character of mere portraiture into something
approaching the historic.

" Mr. Baird of Auchmeddan, in

Aberdeenshire," says Walpolo,
"

lias in one piece three

young ladies, cousins of the houses of Argyle, Errol, and
Kinnoul ; their ages six, seven and eight, as marked on
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the side of the picture. At Mr. Lindsay's, of Wormistowii
in Fife, is a double half-length of two boys of that family,

playing with a dog ;
their ages five and three, 1636." A

picture containing three young girls of the Haddington
family is in the possession of Sir John Dalryinple. One of

the most remarkable of Jamesone's works is that likeness

of himself in Cullen House, a quarter length, as large as

the life, with the hat on, according to his usual fashion.

It is thus described in a letter to Sir John Sinclair :

" The picture has a large foreground, divided into squares
of about six inches, of which there are ten

;
and in each, the

figure of a man or woman, some of them full lengths,
others half lengths, and some of them qiiarter lengths.
The painter is looking you in "the face, and with his left

hand on a table, his right hand over it, with the forefinger
of which he is pointing to three small figures, which are

said to represent the best of his paintings. He is drawn
in a black jacket, with the neck of his shirt, or a white

band, turned over the collar of it
;
he has his pallet in his

left hand, which rests on the table. The picture within

the frame is two feet eight inches high. I am much afraid

this description will convey a very imperfect idea of so fine

a painting." Neither Walpole nor Pennant the first an
anxious inquirer, and the latter a visitor at Cullen House,
and incessant in his search after works of art make
mention of this singular picture, nor do they allude to the

painting of Charles and his disordered regalia.
1

1 Of the taste of those two eminent antiquaries, one of their sarcastic

brethren thus writes: " In Scotland there are two portraits by Van-
dyke, the most beautiful of his performances that I ever saw, and I have
seen all the best in England. One is of the Marquis of Huntly, be-

headed by the Covenanters, at Drummond Castle perfect; only the

background was retouched by Martin in my remembrance
;
the other is

of Lord Warwick, at Taymouth perfection too; but the hands are

gloved, which renders it inferior to the other. Pennant was such a

goose, that hearing of an excellent Vandyke at Taymouth, he mistook
Lord Holland's portrait for that of his brother, and wrote a high-flown

eulogium on a bad copy. This reminds me of Lord Orford
;
he mentions

somewhere two excellent portraits by Holbein, in the Chapter House of

Christ's Church, Oxford; they were my intimates for many years and
such daubs ! This slip, and the villunous designs he collected for his

historical work, convince me that he knew little of painting.''
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Jamesone had probably too much sense to meddle in

the angry politics of his time
;
and he seems to have been

befriended equally by both sides : the covenanting Lesleys
and Campbells were his frequent visitors

;
while the royalist

Montrose, and a vast body of his companions, not to men-
tion the unfortunate monarch himself, were his friends

and patrons. The pencil he held was, no doubt, a potent
charm to keep peace about his dwelling : to sit to the

great portrait-painter of the day is a temptation which

many ridicule, but few resist. Jamesone was, in short,

caressed by the powerful, and lauded by the poets of his

time (Arthur Johnston especially), much in the usual

fashion of his successful brethren before and since.

General favourite as he was, he appears to have in some

degree relinquished the pencil after the commencement of

the great civil war, and to have lived quietly in the bosom
of his family until 1644, when he died at Edinburgh in

the fifty-eighth year of his age, and was buried in the

churchyard of the Gray Friars' Kirk. It was little the

fashion of those fanatical years to erect monuments in

memory of mere men, whether eminent or otherwise
;
his

grave was, therefore, left undistinguished. A Latin

elegy, composed on his death, by David Wedderburne,
was, however, printed and circulated

;
and it extols

his private virtues quite as warmly as his professional
eminence.

"
By his will," says Walpole,

" written with his own
hand, in July, 1641, and breathing a spirit of much piety
and benevolence, he provides kindly for his wife and chil-

dren, and leaves many legacies to his relations and friends;

particularly, to Lord Rothes, the King's picture, from
head to foot, and Mary with Martha in one piece. To
William Murray he gives the medals in his coffer, and
bestows liberally on the poor. That he should be in a

condition to do all this seems extraordinary, his prices

having been so moderate : for, enumerating the debts due
to him, he charges Lady Haddington for a whole-length
of her husband, and Lady Seton's of the same dimensions,
frames and all, but tlu'ee hundred marks

;
and Lord Max-

well, for his own picture and his lady's, to their knee?,
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one hundred marks
;
both sums of Scots money." The

prices which Jamesone received for his works were, indeed,
low

;
but we are not certain that he amassed all the for-

tune which he so benevolently disposed of by labouring at

the easel : his connections were numerous, respectable, and
rich : in his youth, he bore the expense of foreign travel,

and foreign study, and he likewise endeavoured to estab-

lish himself in the unprofitable line of history, before he
was forced into portraiture by the public taste.

Of the personal manners of Jamesone, we have very

scanty information. He has been called vain, because he
often painted his own portrait, and ever with his hat on :

but it should be remembered, that this wearing of the

hat was the practice of his great master, Kubens
;
and

that when his portrait was commissioned by a customer,
it became a duty to paint it. It was also, perhaps, in

imitation of Eubens, that he usually introduced the por-
trait of his wife with that of his son and himself : Isabel

Tosh was a comely woman, and the artist no doubt was
vain of her good looks. His disposition appears to have

been amiable : he painted many portraits for fame or for

friendship alone, and bequeathed some of his most valu-

able works to the noblemen who had patronized him
;

thus at once repaying them for their kindness, and se-

curing for his productions galleries worthy of their merit.

He is always spoken of as a good presbyterian ;
but he

left a natural daughter behind him
;
and in his last will,

notwithstanding the feeling of the times, he seems to have
made no distinction between her and his lawful daughter.
This latter lady, Mary Jamesone, married, first, Mr. Burnet
of Aldricke, in the county of Aberdeen

; secondly, James

Gregory, an eminent mathematician, and ancestor of the

Gregorys of Edinburgh, so distinguished in the history of

medicine and of literature : thirdly, George Eddie, citizen

and bailie, Aberdeen ;
and in all of these alliances she had

children. She inherited no small portion of her father's

genius in art, and dedicated it to devout purposes. She

wrought several Scripture pieces in tapestry, and hung them
in the High Church of Aberdeen. One of her descendants,
John Alexander, obtained some reputation in art : he was
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educated in Italy ;
returned to Scotland in 1720 ; painted

several historical pictures at Castle Gordon, and delighted
to copy or invent portraits of Mary Queen of Scots. Many
families in the North, distinguished for talent and respect-

ability, still take pride in tracing their lineage to Jaine-

sone.

In his hours of study, or his modes of labour, who shall

instruct us ? He painted commonly on a grey canvas
;

his full-length portraits were usually a slight degree less

than the life : his earliest works are sometimes on board,
and sometimes on cloth smoothly primed with a proper
tone to help the harmony of his shadows. " He was one of

the most esteemed," saysWalpole, "of Rubens' scholars;
and painted in the broad, thin, transparent manner. His
excellence consists in delicacy and softness, with a clear

and beautiful colouring ;
his shades not charged, but

helped by varnish, with little appearance of the pencil.
He had much of Vandyke's second manner

;
and to Sir

Antony some of his works have been occasionally imputed."
This is high praise ;

but when we consider the state of

British art in his day, and especially the unskilfulness of

the native professors, it can scarcely be considered as

extravagant. To depart at once from the formal corpse-
like system of making figures, and assert the grace of

form and the colouring of nature, required boldness as

well as genius ;
and there can be no question that Jame-

sone did all this. It may gratify certain sorts of critics,

to dwell on the undoubted, facts, that a certain hardnes'

of manner is visible even in the happiest of his works-,
that his portraits are often of a severe aspect, with a touch

too much of the vinegar of the times in them
;
and that

he has reached but seldom the perfect ease and happy
gracefulness of nature. His outlines are correct, his

colouring lucid, and his proportions just; and he Avas the

first native of our island who refused to limit himself to

miniatures, like Hilliard and Oliver, and transferred life

of the natural dimensions to his canvas. That he stands

at the head of the British school of portrait painting there

can, therefore, be no question ;
nor had England an artist

of her own worthy of being named above him in his own
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walk before the Jays of Reynolds.
1 When we consider the

circumstances of the painter, and his times, his want of

instructors and models, and the various difficulties which
the fanatical prejudices of that dark age must have pre-
sented to any cultivator of the graceful arts, it is impos-
sible not to admit that Scotland has all reason to be proud
of George Jamesonc."

1 It has before been pointed out that Cunningham quite ignores
William Dobson. See Introduction, vol. i. page 32. ED.

2 For whatever niay be considered as interesting in art, or curious in

research, in this memoir, I am indebted to the kindness of my friend,
Mr. David Laing, of Edinburgh, the well-known bookseller and accom-

plished antiquarian.
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A LLAN EAMSAT, principal painter to George III.,
** was the son of Allan Rarnsay the poet, and Christian

Boss his wife, and born at Edinburgh, in the year 1713,
the eldest of seven children. His descent from the noble

family of Dalhousie is clear and undisputed : it was claimed
in verse by his father, and admitted by the contemporary
Earl, who thought it to his honour that the restorer of

Scottish national poetry was of the family tree. The
author of the " Gentle Shepherd

"
was, in fact, the great

grandson of the laird of Cockpen, a younger brother of

that old house.

Of the painter's early years we have but a brief account.

He began to sketch at twelve : Edwards, in his anecdotes,

says he was "rather self-taught." The first notice we have
of him is in a letter from his father to Smibert the painter,
in 1736, when the artist was twenty-three years old. "My
son Allan has been pursuing his science since he was a

dozen years auld
;
was with Mr. Hyssing in London for

some time, about two years ago ;

l has since been painting
here like a Raphael ;

sets out for the seat of the Beast

beyond the Alps within a month hence, to be away two

years. I'm sweer'2 to part with him, but canna stem the

current which flows from the advice of his patrons, and his

own inclination." The patronage withheld from the father

1 Hans Hu/ssinp, according to Wai polo, was an artist of Stockholm,
who came over to England in 1700, and livod many years with Dahl,
whoso manner ho imitated. He painted the three Princesses, daughters
of the King, in the robes they wore at the Coronation. It is possible
that Ramsay may have studied for a short time under this Swedish

artist; but he came to London when ho was about twenty years of age,
and entered at once as a student at the St. Martin's Lane Academy.
ED.

'*

,SVwr, i.e. Imi III.
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was, iii a fit of repentance, bestowed on the son. He left

Edinburgh for Rome, in June, 1736
;

l

there he studied

three years, chiefly under Solimane and Imperiale, two
artists of much celebrity in their day ;

he then returned

with whatever he had learned to Scotland
; painted the

1 His travelling companion in his tour through France and Italy
was a certain Dr. Cunningham, a physician of Edinburgh, who, upon his

brother's death, succeeded to a baronetage, and took the name of Dick.

The journal kept by this worthy was published in the " Gentleman's

Magazine
"

for 1853, and contains many adventures in which our painter
bore part. In particular there is a graphic account of a shipwreck which
the two friends experienced on the coast of Leghorn, and which very

nearly cost them their lives. Allan Ramsay, it appears, who was a good
swimmer, hoped to save himself in this -way, but Dr. Cunningham, who
could not swim, courageously resigned himself to his fate.

" For myself," he says,
" I reckoned on certain death

;
but before I

gave all up, I thought it best to examine what wine we had yet remain-

ing, and having got several flasks full, I instantly distributed them

amongst our sailors, making them a short speech in Italian, repeating the

word animo ! animo ! which is courage, courage, meifratelli,my brethren,
and particularly addressing myself to the padrone at the helm and tho

English sailor, who I conjured not to lose his keart, which he promised
not to do as long as he could keep hold of it. I last addressed myself
to Mr. Smith and his man Tom, desiring them not to lose hopes of meet-

ing one another in a better place ; and, lastly, I said what occurred to

me in the most moving manner to my friend and dear travelling com-

panion, Mr. Allan Ramsay: and I took out my gold watch and rings,
to see if he could fasten them any way to his arms, and if he should

escape anyhow by swimming and reach Britain again, that he would
deliver the watch and ring to my much beloved young wife I had just
married before I set out, with my prayers and imprecations for his safety,

hoping, if he survived, he would always remember me, and that I had
the strongest impressions on my mind that, if the worst should happen,
we should certainly meet in a better place; that, as I could not swim,
I could make no effort for my safety, and instantly covered myself up
with an old sail as a winding sheet, and bidding them all farewell, and

calling out animo to the sailors, most devoutly resigned myself over to

my fate." Fortunately there was no need for this resignation. The wind
after a time chopped round, and drove the little felucca in which tho

party were sailing violently on to the shore not far from Pisa. Every
one got safely to land, and Dr. Cunningham and Ramsay passed tho

night quite comfortably in a fisherman's hut, where they found some

Spanish soldiers who had also been shipwrecked on the same coast.

The next morning they proceeded by land to Pisa. As a remarkable
coincidence the journal writer further relates that old Allan Ramsay,
the poet, had dreamed the very night of tho shipwreck that his son was
cast away on the cost of Italy, but was providentially saved. ED.
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head of Duncan Forbes, and his own sister Janet Ramsay,
both in New Hall, near Edinburgh ;

also an excellent por-
trait of Archibald Duke of Argyle, in his robes as Lord of

Session, now in the Exchange, Glasgow ;
and finally re-

moved to London. The exact time is unknown.
He found friends there of some value. The Earl of

Bridgewater was one of his earliest patrons ;
and as the

course of events brought him into power, Lord Bute took
the lead, and introduced him to Frederick Prince of Wales,
whose portrait he painted both in full length and in pro-
file. But the work which brought him more immediately
into notice, was a whole length of Bute himself: there was
a calm representation of nature, without the mannered
affectation of squareness which prevailed among his con-

temporaries ;
the posture was very elegant, and the legs so

remarkably handsome, that Reynolds thought it necessary
to exert himself more than usual in a full length which he
had on his easel, saying, with a smile, "I wish to show legs
with Ramsay's Lord Bute."

Ramsay's studies at Rome had not been confined to art:
" he was smit," says Fuseli, "with the love of classic lore,

and desired to trace on dubious vestiges the haunts of

ancient genius and learning." For this task he was emi-

nently qualified. He was a good Latin, French, and Italian

scholar; and, indeed, had mastered most of the living lan-

guages of Europe, excepting the Russian
;
in his latter

years, too, he studied Greek, and made such progress as

entitled him to be called " a pretty scholar." His German
he afterwards found of singular advantage to him at

court. He was accused of being more anxious to be

thought an accomplished scholar, and a man of fine un-

derstanding and taste, than a good painter a profession
for which he was said to have but a cold regard.

" You
will not find a man," said Dr. Johnson, who knew him
well,

" in whose conversation there is more instruction,
more information, or more elegance, than in Ramsay's."

His admiration of the style of the great Italian masters

brought upon him the wrath of Hogarth ;
and his now

visible success in life, the satire of Churchill. The former

desired to pun him down under the name of Ram's eye;
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and, what was severer, satirized him, in the " Battle of the

Pictures," in that long lot of old paintings impressed with

the image and cross of St. Andrew ;
and Churchill, when

he wrote the "Prophecy of Famine," coupled him with his

father in these disparaging lines :

" Thence came the Ramsays, men of worthy note,
Of whom one paints as well 's the other wrote."

But for the satire of either the painter or the poet he
seems to have cared little personally, and his father's fame
was such as could take care of itself

;
the " Gentle Shep-

herd
"

will most probably be heard of as a work of

genius, as long at least as the best invectives of a tippling

priest,
" Alike debauched in body, soul, and song."

The feuds which in those days distracted the united com-
monwealths of letters and art may be traced in many a

bitter verse, and satiric print, and sarcastic memorandum.
Ramsay nevertheless prospered in his profession : his skill

in art and his reputation for good sense and learning ob-

tained him most extensive employment ;
his pencil was

called to ceilings and to walls, as well as to portraits ;
and

he had several workmen under him, who supplied bodies,
where he pointed heads. Nor did he confine himself ex-

clusively to his studies : he made a second journey to

Rome, where he stayed several months
;
another to Edin-

burgh, where he remained long enough to establish, in

1754, "The Select Society." He amassed money also;
for when his father died in embarrassed circumstances, in

1757, he paid his debts, and settled a pension on his un-
married sister, Janet Kamsay, who survived to 1804. In-

deed, I am informed, on the best authority, that before he
had the luck to become a favourite with the King he was

perfectly independent as to fortune, having, in one way or

another, accumulated not less than forty thousand pounds.
With the accession of George III. came the golden days

of Kamsay : the great merit of Reynolds was but par-

tially acknowledged, for, from some unexplained cause, the

King neither liked him as a man, nor admired him as an
II. K
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artist
;
the wind of court favour, therefore, filled Ramsay's

sails, and he obtained distinction as the first, where he at

best deserved notice as the second. 1 But this was not

all : Shakelton, portrait-painter to the court, was, in 1767,
removed from his place ;

and the tradition of the London
studios is, that he broke his heart and died when he heard
that Eamsay was appointed in his stead. This increase of

honour brought increase of work : he was obliged to engage
five assistants. Their names prove how much foreigners

mingled with natives in the great manufacture of por-
traiture in those days: 1. Mrs. Black, a lady of less

talent than good taste
;

2. Vandycke, a Dutchman, allied

more in name than talentwith him of the days of Charles I.
;

3. Eikhart, a German, well acquainted with draperies ;
4.

Roth, another German, who aided in the subordinate parts ;

and, 5. David, commonly called Davie Martin, a Scotch-

man, and the favourite chief draughtsman and helper.
One Vesperies, a foreigner, was occasionally employed to

paint fruits and flowers. Such was the desire to have a

portrait by Ramsay, that he was fain to employ any body
to aid in advancing his pictures. He invariably, however,

painted the head with his own hand
;
at least it was not

till his pupil Philip Reinagle began to distinguish him-

self, that he trusted anything of that order to the skill of

others.

As his Majesty invariably presented portraits of himself

and the Queen to all his ambassadors and governors of

colonies, Ramsay had a busy time, manufacturing these!

1 The equable Reynolds, though perhaps secretly a little mortified,
never showed any resentment at being thus passed over. He continued

friendly with Kamsay until his death, and was accustomed to say of him
" that he was a sensible man, though not a good painter.''

It is strange to read contemporary criticism on the respective merits

of these two artists, one of whom has achieved immortal fame, while the

other is now almost forgotten.
Wai pole, writing to Dalrymple about them in 1759, perceives nothing

of this. He says,
" Mr. Keynolds and Mr. Kamsay can scarce be rivals

their manners are so different. The former is bold, and lias a kind
of tempestuous colouring, yet with dignity and grace ;

the latter is all

delicacy. Mr. Reynolds seldom succeeds with women; Mr. Kamsay is

formed to paint them !

"
This is the judgment of the gruut art critic of

his day. ED.
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royal effigies.
1 The King sat for liis coronation portrait, as

it was called, in Buckingham Palace. In this piece he

appeared in his royal robes
;
and in the like costume were

all the succeeding pictures painted. It often happened
that the King desired the painter to convey his easel and
canvas to the dining-room, that he might observe his pro-

gress, and have the pleasure of his conversation. The

painter, a bold, spirited, well-informed man, perfectly con-

versant with the state of the various kingdoms of Europe,
spoke freely and without disguise; and as he was the only
person about the court, save the domestics, who could

speak German, the Queen more especially found it an

agreeable variety to chat with him in her native language.
Kamsay, in short, was a great favourite. When the King
had finished his usual allowance of boiled mutton and tur-

nips, he would rise and say,
"
Now, Eamsay, sit down in

my place, and take your dinner." This partiality produced,
of course, abundance of enemies

;
but they could do him

no harm, for he was not dependent upon royal favour,
and the extent of his fortune was, at least, as well known,
and as sincerely envied, as either his accomplishments or

his courtly success. He had many high friends : Lord
Bute, the Duke of Newcastle, Lord Bath, Lord Chester-

field, and the Duke of Eichmoiid in particular, were fre-

quently at his house, and that more, it was said, on
matters connected with politics than painting. Kamsay
loved and enjoyed this, for politics were his delight ; ho

1 This wearisome manufacture of royal portraits called forth the

following verses from Peter Pindar :

" I've heard that Eamsay, when he died.

Left just nine rooms well stuffd witli Queens and Kings,
.From whence all nations might have been supplied

That long'd for valuable things.

Viceroys, ambassadors, and plenipos,

Bought them to join their 1'aree-shows

In foreign parts,
And show the progress of the British Isles,

Whether they purchased by the pound or yard
I cannot tell, because I never heard

;

But this I know his shop was like a fair,

And dealt most largely in this Royal wai'e." ED,
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wrote with great vigour and facility, and dipped his pen
freely in the public controversies of those times. He was
known to be the author of many ingenious pieces on his-

tory, politics, and criticism, signed
"
Investigator," and

since collected into a volume. He acquired c.redit by a

pamphlet on the subject of Elizabeth Canning, which had
the merit of opening the eyes of the nation to the real

truth of that mysterious story. He corresponded, too,
with Voltaire and Kousseau

;
both of whom he had visited

when abroad
;
and his letters are said to have been elegant

and witty. Kamsay, in short, led the life of an elegant,

accomplished man of the world, and public favourite
;
the

companion of the first of his day, and the admitted orna-

ment of the highest societies.

When he was busy with his first portrait of Queen
Charlotte all the crown jewels and the regalia, too, were
sent to him : the painter said such a mass of jewels and

gold deserved a guard, and sentinels were accordingly

posted day and night in front and rear of his house. His
residence was in Harley Street, on the west side, just
above the Mews

;
and his studio consisted of a set of

coachmen's rooms and haylofts gutted, all thrown into

one long gallery.
Soon after his appointment to be King's painter he

made a third excursion to Koine, accompanied by his son,
who has since risen to distinction in the army ;

and here,
we are told, his chief pleasure lay in examining and copy-

ing the ancient Greek and Latin inscriptions in the cor-

ridors of the Vatican. This kind of employment, it seems,
he loved infinitely better than his professional labours :

he had, however, enough of the artist, and the Briton,

too, about him, to be much annoyed when he found the

genius of his country questioned. The President of the

Roman Academy, desirous of doing all honour to the King
of Great Britain's painter, showed him the School of Art,
and all the drawings of the students: but was rash enough
to drop a hint that England had nothing of the kind thai

could compare with what he was exhibiting. Kamsay
kindled up at this, and said,

"
Well, sir, I will show you

how we draw in England." He instantly wrote to Davie
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Martin, desiring him to put his drawings into his trunk,
and bring them to Rome. On the arrival of Davie, his

master arranged all his drawings in due order, and then

called in the President and his scholars. Ramsay always
declared this to be the proudest day of his life :

"
for,"

said he,
" the Italians were confounded and overcome, and

British skill triumphant." That he believed in his victory
there can be no doubt : but we know not what the Italian

artists said of it. Rome at that time had few skilful

hands, but in drawing she has generally excelled
;
her

deficiency is in sentiment and in colour. Ramsay indulged
his champion with a month's look at the wonders of the

eternal city, and then sent him home to spread the news
of this perhaps unlooked-for victory:

Ramsay himself presently returned to England, and re-

sumed his flourishing practice, until an unfortunate acci-

dent befell him, which made him lay down his brush for

the rest of his life. Reading of a fire in which lives were

lost, he was so touched by the calamity, that he rose and
desired all his household and pupils to follow him, and he

would show the way how they might make their escape,
even though, as in the story he had been perusing, all the

lower part of the premises were on fire. He pushed a

ladder through the loft door, desired them all to watch
what he did, went quickly up, and said,

" Now I am safe,

I can escape along the roofs of the adjoining houses." As
he turned to come down again he missed the step, fell,

and dislocated his right arm in so severe a way that it

never fairly recovered.

Happening at the time to be occupied with a portrait of

the King for the Excise Office, he held up his right arm
with his left, and so finished the work

; and, what is re-

markable, it was said, both by himself and others, to be

the finest portrait he ever painted.
This momentary effort speaks much for the spirit of the

man : but his constitution had been sorely shattered
;
and

finding himself in a disabled state, he resolved to try once

more the vivifying air of Italy. Philip Reinagle had now
become skilful in the art

;
and Ramsay, leaving his brush

in his pupil's hand, gave him an order to complete, during
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his own absence, fifty pairs of kings and queens at ten

guineas each. Accompanied by his son, he set off from
London

;
but his shoulder continued painful ; sleepless

nights more and more shook his frame : and his early

alacrity of spirit was gone. He reached Rome, however,
in safety, and established himself once more among the

scenes most dear to his fancy. Meanwhile, the copying of

kings and queens began to weary Reinagle ;
and he wrote

to Ramsay, that ten guineas was not price sufficient.

Ramsay augmented it to thirty ;
still this did not render

Jhe task less irksome : Reinagle manufactured the article

according to contract
;
but the dose of portraiture was so

strong, that when, after the toil of six years, he completed
his undertaking, he never could think of that department
again without a sort of horror. 1 His imitation of Ramsay's
style had by this time become so perfect, that the work
of the pupil could not be distinguished from that of the

master.

Ramsay continued to reside in Italy several years, and
maintained a correspondence with some of the first men
of his day both in France and England. His health, how-

ever, never was thoroughly restored
;
and by degrees that

love of home came upon him, which, it is said, conies

upon all. In the summer of 1784 he departed for his

native land, which he expected to gain by short and easy

stages. He reached Paris with difficulty : the motion of

1

Philip Reinagle, R.A., as is well known, turned afterwards to ani-

mal and landscape painting, which he practised with even greater success

than portrait. This wearying manufacture of royal effigies for Ramsay
appeal's indeed to have given Reinagle an utter distaste for <;

limning''
the human face, for, whereas up to 1785 his contributions to the Aca-

demy had consisted solely of portraits, after that date we scarcely find

one by his hand. He is now chiefly known by his pictures of dogs, and
his hunting pieces ;

but his landscapes, in which he imitated the Dutch

masters, are also occasionally met with. He was elected a member of

the Academy in 1812, and died in 1833 in the eighty-fifth year of his

age. Redgrave states that many of his copies of Dutch pictures "pass
for fine originals in good collections." His son, Richard Ramsay Reinagle,
to whom Cunningham acknowledges he was indebted for much of the

information of this memoir, was also a painter of some note
;
a member

of the Academy and of the Old Water Colour Society. He died in

1862. ED.
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the carriage had brought on a slow fever, which medicine

failed to remove, and he died in August, in the seventy-
first year of his age.

1

Kamsay was middle-sized, well made, and finely pro-

portioned, and his looks were acute and intelligent. He
was hasty and irritable, passionate and headstrong, but

easily smoothed down and pacified ;
a stedfast friend,

and a most agreeable companion. In extent of learning
and variety of knowledge he surpassed all artists of his

time
;
and was considered an ornament to the Koyal

Academy, not so nruch as a portrait-painter though even

m that he was second only to Reynolds as for the ac-

complishments of a gentleman and scholar, his taste in

poetry as well as in art, and his not inconsiderable powers
as a writer. He was fond of delicate eating, and was as

determined a consumer of tea as Dr. Johnson himself, but

had no relish for stronger potations : it is said, that even

the smell of a bottle of claret was too much for him.

In his own art we may, perhaps, trace something of the

same rather effeminate turn. His execution was neat,

careful, and finished
;
but the freedom of his pencilling

never reached the character of boldness : the placid and

contemplative were his element, energy he never even

attempted ;
and his colouring seldom deserted the regions

of the pale and the grey. Walpole has recorded his belief,

that if he did not achieve a first-rate name, it was for

want of subjects rather than of genius; and I shall con-

clude with the more detailed opinion of Northcote, in his

lately-published
" Conversations :

" " There was Eamsay,
of whom Sir Joshua used to say, that he was the most
sensible among all the painters of his time, but he has

left little to show it. His manner was dry and timid. He
stopped short in the middle of his work, because he knew

exactly how much it wanted. Now and then we find tints

and sketches, which show what he might have been if his

hand had been equal to his conceptions. I have seen a

picture of his of the Queen soon after she was married : a

1 Ho died on the 10th of August, 1784, a few days after reaching
Dover. ji>.
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profile, and slightly done, but it was a paragon of elegance.
She had a fan in her hand; Lord, how she held that fan !

It was weak in execution, and ordinaiy in features, but
the farthest possible removed from anything like vul-

garity. A professor might despise it
;
but in the mental

part I have never seen anything of. Vandyke's equal to it.

I should find it difficult to produce anything of Sir Joshua's

that conveys an idea of more grace and delicacy."
1

1 For the most characteristic parts of this memoir I am indebted to

the kindness of Richard Ramsay Reinagle, Esq., R, A.
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EOMNEY, in the opinion of Flaxman, the
VJ first of all our painters, for poetic dignity of conception,
was born at Beckside, near Dalton, in Lancashire, on the
15th of December, 1734. 1 His ancestors, yeomen of good
repute, lived till the stormy times of the Commonwealth
near Appleby, in Westmoreland

;
when the civil tumults

compelled his grandfather, as yet a young man, to seek re-

fuge in the county of Lancaster. He married there at the
mature age of sixty ;

but such were his temperate habits

and the excellence of his constitution, that he lived to see

his children's children. John, one of his sons, was taught
the united trades of carpenter, joiner, and cabinet-inaker.

Subdivisions of labour prevailed less then than now
;
and

though something of a dreamer in curious projects and

expensive plans, he acquired considerable wealth, and, what
was better, such reputation for worth and fair dealing, that

his neighbours called him " Honest John Eomney." He
took to wife Ann Simpson of Sladebank, in Cumberland, a

clever and frugal woman, who loved to set her house in

good order, and see her children brought up in piety
and knowledge. Of sons they had at least four;

2 viz.

William, who died when about to depart to the West
Indies

; James, who rose to the rank of Colonel in the ser-

vice of the East India Company ; Peter, who gave such

proofs of genius in art as made his early death very deeply
regretted ;

and GEORGE, who acquired such fame in paint-

ing, as, at this day, renders his story a matter of national
interest.

1

llayloy says on the 2Gth of December. ED.
3 It appears by the Parish Register that John Romney was married in

1730, and had one daughter and nine sons besides our artist. From
some reason the baptism of George was not inserted in the Parish Regis-
ter. History of Furtif.is. En.
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Of all our eminent artists Eomney lias perhaps been the

most fortunate in his biographers.
1

Reynolds squandered
his wines, his portraits, and, finally, his fortune, on men of

skill and genius ; yet none of them wrote a word worthy of

him when he was gone. Roinney moved among persons of

less literary eminence, yet his character as a man and his

talents as a painter have been more cleverly as well as

cordially dealt by. Cumberland the dramatist penned a
short but able memoir, soon after the death of the artist

;

'

Hayley the poet next put forth an elaborate life, accom-

panied with engravings and epistles in verse
;
and lately the

painter's son, the Reverend John Rornney, has published
an account more interesting than either. Of these works
it may be safely said, that the first is imperfect and un-

satisfactory ;
that the second, though diffuse in its details,

is not very correct
;
and that the third, with all its merits,

has too much of the tenderness of the son to be so par-
ticular as could be wished as to personal and domestic
matters. If it be thought that I treat the names of the

poet and the dramatist with less ceremony than their fame

deserves, I answer, that I have but adopted, from feeling
their accuracy, opinions already expressed.

" The wish of

a deceased friend," says Hayley,
" whose professional merit

was eminent, would be alone sufficient to animate a biogra-

pher ;
but I have an additional motive to prepare a life of

Romney : a memorial of my friend has appeared, which I

could not peruse without feelings of indignation ;
for though

it bears the signature of an author of great and of deserved

celebrity, it is in truth a coarse misrepresentation of the
man whose memory it is my duty and my delight to defend,
as far as justice can allow me to proceed in his defence."

No doubt Hayley imagined that the life which he composed
would extinguish that of the dramatist

;
and as he had

collected much of his information from the painter's own

lips, and undertaken the task at his own "
affectionate de-

sire," the world were disposed to be satisfied with his per-
formance. The life of Romney, by his son, has, however,

1 If it is fortunate to have eulogists and apologists rather than impar-.
tial critics for biographers. ED.

2 Published in the "
European Maga/ine" in 1803. ED.
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thrown doubt and suspicion iipon that written by the poet.
These are the reverend biographer's words :

" He saw, with

mortification, that all the accounts which had been given
of Romney and his works were either defective, false, or in-

jurious : his scruples arising from diffidence soon yielded
to a more powerful impulse ;

and he should have deemed
himself guilty of very culpable indifference if he had not

endeavoured to dispel the malignant cloud that hangs over

his father's memory, and to place his character in its true

light." To place his character as a man and a painter in

its true light, is also the wish of the present writer
;
and he

will endeavour to avail himself of the labours of all his

predecessors.
It is much the fashion in the north country, among

people of substance, to give the eldest son of the family a

fine education, in order that the paternal name may be
maintained with honour in the land, while the junior
branches are less carefully dealt by : and the humbler
orders have mimicked the example. It is not unusual to

see the younger sons of our farmers or peasants holding the

plough or watching the sheep, while the elder-born are in

the church, the army, or the law. Something like this

happened in the family of John Romney. William, the

eldest, was instructed in classics, in which he excelled :

" but George," says his son,
" not making much progress

in school learning, andbeing moreover of a sedate and steady

disposition, was taken from school in his eleventh year, to

be employed at home, where his services were wanted."
"
Having discovered," says Hayley,

" soon after he had
attained the age of twelve years, a great passion for me-

chanics, he employed himself in a variety of devices, par-

ticularly in carving small figures in wood, to which he was
led by the ardour of early uninstructed genius. He was

enthusiastically fond of music, and passed much time in

experiments to make violins of various shapes and powers.
In advanced life he took great delight in recollecting the

ingenious industry that he exerted as a boy. He carefully

preserved the favourite violin of his own construction
;
and

has been heard to play upon it in the house which he filled

with the productions of his pencil." This skill in the
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carving of wood, and the construction of fiddles, speaks,
however, of a more intimate acquaintance with the hand-saw
and the plane than Mr. Hayley seems willing to acknow-

ledge ;
and on this head Flaxman gives direct evidence :

"
Romney (says he) was brought up to the business of a

cabinet-maker : and this employment, which to a common
observer would seem little better than an ingenious me-
chanical drudgery, led his inquisitive mind to contemplate
the principles of mathematical science, and to acquaint
himself with the elements of architecture." There were,

however, other pursuits, and of a curious kind, in which he
was presently deep.

There lived at that time in Dalton one Williamson, a

watchmaker, a singular enthusiast. He was fond of uvusic,

an admirable performer on the violin, skilful in the uses of

the camera obscura, not unacquainted with drawing, and
above all, a professor of the exploded science of alchemy
a love of which, after being expelled from London, lingered
late, here and there, in the provinces. Young Romney was
this man's almost constant companion ;

with him he fiddled,

planned, drew, and moreover dipped into the mysterious
science of the transmutation of metals. Nor were they idle

dreamers, who only sat and amused themselves with strange

imaginings ; they had a furnace and crucibles, if not all

the apparatus with which tradition or history sets up the

alchemist :

" Your stone, your medicine, and your chrysosphcrma,
Your sal, your sulphur, and your mercury,
Your oil of height, your tree of life, your blood,
Your toad, your crow, your dragon, and your panthnr,
Your sun, your moon, your firmament, your adrop."

Time, labour, and money, were expended in such pur-
suits, and preparations were made for one grand and crown-

ing experiment which was expected to end in a shower of

gold. As the hour drew nigh, the anxiety of the alchemist

increased ;
the fire which had been kept burning for nine

months, showed flame of a promising colour the contents

of the crucibles assumed a yellowish hue and the projector
saw in imagination riches rivalling the dreams of Sir Epi-
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cure Mammon. It seems his wife, on that fated day, was

entertaining a select coterie of gossips ;
and knowing that

workers in fire loved to taste the cup, summoned her hus-

band to make merry. Romney, in relating the story said,
" Now Williamson in vain represented that the moment of

fate was at hand; his wife's entreaties or remonstrances

prevailed ;
and as he took his seat and drank, his furnace,

with all that it contained, blew up." His wife was in con-

sternation.
" Never was conjugal complaisance more un-

fortunate," says Hayley,
" save in the case of our first

parents." He hastened to his study ;
on looking at the

scene of ruin, one of his companions comforted him with

words like those of Face in Ben Jonson
"
0, sir, we are defeated ! all the works

Are flown in fumo, every glass is burst,

Furnace, and all rent down ! as if a bolt

Of thunder had been driven through the house;
Retorts, receivers, pelicans, bolt-heads,
All struck in shivers."

Romney was ready with his sympathy. The alchemist,

however, refused to be comforted
;
and his rage went a

bitter length. He conceived a permanent hatred against
his wife left his home forsook her for ever, and asso-

ciated with another woman :

" an evil example," says

Hayley, with ludicrous affectation,
" which was not without

its influence on Romney in a future day."
The story of Williamson made, however, a strong im-

pression on Romney's fancy. In his declining years he
amused himself with the idea of sketching a melodrama,
"
representing," says his son,

" the progress of an alche-

mist in quest of the philosopher's stone. The sanguine

expectations of the philosopher were to have been height-
ened in every scene : but as he approached the crisis of the

discovery, and was about to reap the golden recompense of

all his toils, an ill-timed and prying curiosity in his wife,

ignorant of his sublime pursuits, made frustrate, by one

single interdicted act, the consecutive experiments of years.
A tremendous explosion then took place; the devil himself

appeared; but instead of gold, there remained nothing but
broken crucibles; and all those glittering visions which
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had so long figured in his imagination vanished at once in

smoke." Such a succession of dramatic scenes is much too

complicated for the pencil. A story which enchains, when
related or written, may, nevertheless, want those pic-

turesque points so necessary in a painting. The keenest
wit and the rarest humour often have nothing in common
with shape or with form, and may be compared to sounds,
which can be described but not drawn.
How and at what period the love of art came upon

Roniney has not been clearly shown. Cumberland asserts

that it was inspired by the cuts in the " Universal Maga-
zine." Hayley, who probably had the story from the

painter, says, that he consumed the time of his fellow-

workmen in sketching them in various attitudes : while the
artist's son states, that Da Vinci's "Treatise 011 Painting,"
illustrated by many fine engravings, was early in his hands.
All these stories may be true : genius draws its materials

from many sources. The sight of a few fine prints in an
obscure village in Yorkshire awakened the spark in Stot-

hard: the carved figures in an old picture-frame did as

much for Chantrcy ;
and Wilkie's sense of the mingled

comic and serious was first shown in drawing the head of

one of his school-fellows, who sat to learn his neglected
lesson on that bad eminence, the stool of shame. Kouiney
himself used to relate, that one day in church he saw a
man with a most singular face, from which he could never
take his eye : he spoke of it when he went home, and his

parents desired him to describe the man. He took a

pencil, and from memory delineated the face so skilfully,
and with such strength of resemblance, that they imme-

diately named the person he meant
;
and the boy was so

pleased with this, that he began to draw with more serious

application.
Cumberland, with some boldness, describes the artist as

" a child of nature, who had never seen or heard anything
that could elicit his genius or urge him to emulation, and
who became a painter without a prototype." His genius,

indeed, was the gift of nature; but his skill of hand and his

knowledge of colours had to be obtained at the common

price study and application.
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A regular instructor came in the hour of need : this was
an eccentric young painter, whose love of fine dress, and
loftiness of carriage, obtained for him among the peasantry
of the north the title of Count Steele. This person had
derived some knowledge from one Wright, a painter of

shipping in Liverpool ;
and had moreover studied for a

year in Paris
;
and making his appearance in Lancashire

as a painter of domestic pictures, attracted some notice.

It happened that Romney had at this period not only
covered many deals and boards in the shop with sketches

of his fellow-workmen, but had ventured further, and
made a drawing of Mrs. Gardiner, a lady of some taste and

discernment, who on seeing his performance commended
him much, and encouraged him to proceed. All this was

represented to his father, and something like a consultation

was held, when it was resolved that he should be placed
under a regular practitioner ;

and as Steele was then at

Kendal, and wanted a pupil, it was determined to place
him in his studio. To Steele Romney was accordingly
conducted, and at the age of nineteen, bound apprentice
for four years, to leam "the art or science of painting, and
to obey all lawful and reasonable commands." The pre-
mium was fixed at twenty pounds. Ronmey was not one
of those fortunate men, who choose sagacious friends, or

make happy engagements, in their youth. Williamson the

alchemist, whom he continued to speak of with tears of

admiration long after he had risen to fame, was at the best

but a worthless vagabond ;
and Count Steele, though an

artist of some talent, and no despicable dauber, as Cum-
berland represents him, had failings which proved ruinous
to himself and injurious to his pupil. His love of dress

involved him in debts which he could not easily discharge,
and his love of idleness made matters worse misrule was
mistress of his household. Romney complained that he
had to grind colours frequently which he was not allowed
to use, and was made a drudge. He confessed, however,
that he acquired considerable knowledge in. the preparation
and mixing of colours, through his own spirit of observa-

tion, as wdl as from his master's instruction, whose boast

it was that he had studied chiaroscuro under Vanloo.
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The master of Eomney found by-and-bye that painting

portraits at four guineas each was but a slow way of ac-

quiring a fortime : he sought to mend his income by mar-

riage : and his French airs and finery aided him in securing
the affections of a young lady of some fortune, with whom,
he resolved to elope to Gretna Green. She was vigilantly

guarded: nevertheless Count Steele, through the active

agency of llomney, carried her triumphantly over the

border, leaving his pupil to superintend the studio during
the honeymoon. The extreme sensibility of Romney's
nature is repeatedly alluded to by Hayley ;

and it is note-

worthy, how many of the most important actions of his

life, whether to his discredit or his honour, are traced by
this sagacious friend to the same source. His extreme

sensibility brought a fever upon him at the conclusion of

the Count's elopement affair
;
and his extreme sensibility

made him fall in love with a young woman, who attended
him during his sickness. Of this wedding his friend the

poet, and his own son, give accounts somewhat different.
" The juvenile pupil, left desolate and sick in the lodgings
of his distant master," says Hayley,

" was attended by a

young woman of the house, whom he described as a person
of a compassionate character. The pity so natural to a

female attendant on a young lonely invalid, and the grati-

tude of a lively convalescent, produced an event which can

hardly surprise any person acquainted with human nature

a precipitate marriage. George Komney, the inexperi-
enced apprentice to a painter himself of little experience,
was married in Kendal, to Mary Abbott, of Kirkland, on
the 14th day of October, 1756'."

" He had a nice percep-
tion of what is beautiful in the forms of nature," says the

Rev. John Romney,
" an imagination that exaggerated its

realities, and a quick susceptibility of impression from
such objects as delighted his fancy : the consequence was,
that he became enamoured of a young female, into whose

society he had happened to be introduced soon after he
came to Kendal. The object of his affection was in the

same rank of life with himself, and respectably connected.

She excelled more in symmetry of form than in regularity
of features ; yet in this latter particular she was far from
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deficient. She had had the misfortune to lose her father

when she was a child: her mother was, however, an amiable
and prudent woman, and discharged her maternal duties

ably ; instilling into the minds of her two daughters the

principles of morality and religion, and illustrating her

precepts by her own correct example."
His precipitate marriage drew upon him the rebuke of

his parents ;
and he vindicated himself with some firmness

and skill.
" If you consider everything deliberately," he

wrote,
"
you will find it to be the best affair that ever

happened to me : because, if I have fortune, I shall make
a better painter than I should otherwise have done, as it

will be a spur to my application ;
and my thoughts being

now still, and not obstructed by youthful follies, I can

practise with more diligence and success than ever." In
fulfilment of his own maxims, he devoted himself to his

art with the most resolute industry ;
his application was

incessant : and having no other models to study from, save

those of nature, he acquired a style peculiar to himself,
which in his higher fortunes he modified, but never aban-
doned. To his wife, too, he was in those early days kind
and indulgent ; indeed, she seems to have been in every
respect worthy of his affections : she supplied him secretly
with money in his professional tours with Steele, con-

veying half a guinea at a time under the seal of her letter:

and he rewarded her regard by an acceptable present of

his own portrait in oil an early essay, hard, dry, and
laboured.

Though Hayley quotes, for the purpose of rejecting, the
celebrated dictum of Parolles

" A young man married, is a man that's marr-ed "-

he, nevertheless, seems to have considered the doctrine a
wise one. With respect to the tender subject of Komney's
marriage, the poet appears to have spared no pains to as-

certain the true state of the artist's feelings; and as he
had himself some experience in the art of escaping from
the sacred duties of wedlock, we must allow due weight to

his exposition of the case. According to this biographer,
his friend soon pcrseived that marriage was an obstacle to

ii. i,
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his studies
; that he was ruined as an artist, and that he

might bid farewell to all hopes of fame and glory. Love,
which, while it ministered at his sick couch, appeared with
the lustre of an angel, assumed, the very moment the

heyday was over, the hue of a demon, inflicting such
mental sufferings as would have "

excited," says the gentle

Hayley,
"
compassion in a heart of flint. The terror," our

" swan of Eartham "
proceeds,

" of precluding himself
from those distant honours which he panted for in his

profession, by appearing in the world as a young married

man, agitated the ambitious artist almost to distraction,
and made him resolve, very soon after his marriage, as he
had no means of breaking the fetters which he wildly

regarded as inimical to the improvement and exertion

of genius, to hide them as much as possible from his

troubled fancy. The return of his master from his nup-
tial excursion, and his sudden removal from Kendal to

York, which took place in a few days after the marriage
of his apprentice, afforded a most seasonable termination
to this excruciating conflict in the mind of Romney.
Being thus removed from the object of his inquietude,
he gradually recovered the powers of his extraordinary
mind a mind of exquisite sensibility, and of towering
faculties, but unhappily distracted with a tumultuary
crowd of ambitious and apprehensive conceits."

No man of right feeling can accept this account, or

regard Romney otherwise than as one ready to sacrifice

the peace of a worthy wife to his own selfishness or am-
bition. The sensibility which rose up against her whom
he had loved and wedded was sensibility of an evil sort :

nor are we to sympathize with him on account of his

extreme youth "the juvenile Komney" of Hayley was a

man nearly twenty-two years old when he married. The
account which the painter's son gives of these domestic

arrangements softens, however, the sharp delineation of

the poet : he speaks of no estrangement arising from the

dread of being ruined as an artist: he denies the wish,
which Hayley makes llomney express, to live separate
from his wife: and moreover proves, by many circum-

stances, that something like conjugal love was still of his
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household. To refuse belief to the statement of the filial

biographer, on such a subject, would be very hardy : at

the same time it should be remembered, that Hayley was
not only requested by the painter to write his life, but was
also supplied with many materials, and everywhere spealcs
as from authority. This much is certain that he repeats
his account often, and always strongly ;

and I know not

how to dismiss it, unless we should suppose that the poet
sought to palliate his own proceedings by a side wind,
under the pretext of telling another man's story.

" Rom-
ney," he says,

" had received from nature a propensity to

take more than common delight in contemplating, both as

a man and an artist, the endearing smiles and playfulness
of infancy ; yet the over-ruling influence of ambition im-

pelled him to sacrifice all those inestimable enjoyments
which a man of tender feelings, who has chosen a dutiful

wife, is generally anxious to secure, by devoting some of

his time to cultivate, even in their earliest years, the

affections of his children. On his return from York to

Kendal, after an absence of several months, he had not

only a dutiful wife, but an infant boy, to attach him to a

domestic establishment : but the imagination of Ronmey,
though tender and even trembling, was ardent in the ex-

treme
;

it was like the spirit of Alexander's horse, that al-

though apparently equal to any exploit, would start at his

own shadow."

Having, by the help of this easy system of morality,
satisfied himself that wedlock was only designed to hold

common minds in order, nnd certainly not to keep down a

mounting spirit such as his, Romney next began to con-

sider the nature of the engagement which made him the

servant of Count Steele : there was, however, some excuse

for this. That person was one of those happy sons of

g >nius, who sacrifice largely to the false gods of ex-

trivagance and finery; and who, in their enjoyment,
seldom think of the time of payment, or of the desolation

which their selfishness may spread among the humble
furnishers of their wardrobes and tables. Having painted
the heads of all who seemed willing to sit, and being

pressed for money, which he knew not where to find, Steele
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took his wife by the hand, and bidding his pupil to follow,

said he should go to Ireland. Romney, perhaps, already

perceived that he had followed far enough the fortunes of

one who had little more knowledge to impart ;
and having,

moreover, felt, according to Hayley, the bondage of ma-

trimony, was less willing to abide in bondage of another

kind. Ten pounds, which Steele had borrowed from, him,
were considered, in a mutual conference between the

parties, as an equivalent for the unexpired term of ser-

vitude
;
the indenture was cancelled, and Roniney, a free

man, commenced on his own account when twenty-three

years old.

The first of his efforts in oil, on his own account, is of a

very humble kind namely, a hand holding a letter, for

the post-office window at Kendal. Portraits, however,
were the works which brought him bread. His earliest

are half lengths of AValter Strickland of Sizergh, and his

wife, friends from whom he received many attentions. It

was at their residence that he saw the Sir William Strick-

land of Lely, a Bishop of Namur and a French Admiral by
"Riigaud,-

" the only pictures by other masters," says his

sou,
" which he had any opportunity of studying, almost

of seeing, before he went to London." There is also from
the hand of Romney a portrait of Charles Strickland

;
a

full length third size figure. He is sitting with a fishing-
rod in his hand, and a waterfall in the background.
Some other works of that period merit notice : more par-

ticularly the portrait of Morland of Cappelthwaite, in his

shooting dress, with his favourite dog beside him
;
and

that of Colonel Wilson of Abbothall accompanied by three

spaniels. The dogs of these compositions are drawn with

a freedom worthy of nature : artists have compared them
to the dogs of Sneyders. There was no want of patronage
on the part of the gentry of Westmoreland ; indeed, there

was a general feeling, his sou says, in his favour, a love

for the man, which certainly would have been withheld,
had he openly shown that disregard for the obligations of

wedlock, which Mr. Hayley has, apparently with much
unction and sympathy, described.

All his sitters, however, had not the generous feelings
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of his friends of Sizergh and Abbothall. The Eev. Dr.

Bateman, the well-known master of Sedbergh school, sat

for his portrait at the moderate price of two guineas : the

picture remained on hand, and a request of payment called

forth the following singular epistle :

" I must take the

liberty of expostulating a little with you, about your mean
and tergiversating behaviour with regard to your promise
of drawing my picture over again, at your return, with an
addition to the price. Did you agree to that, or did you
not ? You know you did

;
and yet you now fly from your

word, as you are going, as you think, out of my reach
;
for

you shall certainly have a writ upon you for non-per-
formance of contract. I shall not only do this, but I shall

represent you in your proper colours (to borrow a term of

your art), both here and to your friends at London, unless

you perform your agreement. You will also see yourself
and your behaviour painted in one of the public papers ;

as I am persuaded it is one of the most flagrant and scan-

dalous breaches of faith I ever met with, and therefore

merits a public exposition, and deserves to be exhibited as

an object of public detestation. If you had come over

only to make this picture tolerable, you would, by my
recommendation, have got two or three more. Cave litem,

perfide pictor" An attorney's note lowered the Doctor's

tone, and brought him to reason. Artists seldom find

such rough customers as that learned man.
The time of Eomney was not solely occupied in the

manufacture of portraits, male and female
;
he had found

leisure to make a score or so of compositions, chiefly of a

cabinet size. Some twelve of them were copies after en-

gravings, I apprehend, rather than originals ;
but the re-

maining eight, such as they were, seem to have been all his

own: vi/., 1. Lear wakened by Cordelia; 2. Lear in the

storm, tearing off his robes
;

3. A landscape with figures ;

4. A quarrel : 5. A Shandean piece ;
6. A droll scene in an

alehouse
; 7. A group of heads by candle-light ;

8. A tooth

drawn by candle-light. These pictures he exhibited in the

Town-hall of Kendal
;
distributed free admissions

;
and

then dispersed the whole by means of a lottery composed
of eighty tickets, price half a guinea each. Of these early
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works the fate of four only lias been traced with certainty.
" Lear wakened by Cordelia

"
was, after the lapse of many

years, found in a broker's shop in London, and sent to

Adam Walker, the natural philosopher, one of the earliest

friends of Roniney, the same who supplied the world with
information concerning the family of Hogarth. Mrs.

Romney was the model for Cordelia. " Lear in the storm,

tearing off his robes," is now the property of Mr. Braddyll
of Conishead Priory ;

this was the very first attempt, and
a bold one it was, which Romney made in poetic painting.
The whole scene is seen in the strong light and shade of

torches : there is a visible observance of nature
; and, with

lamentable deficiency in drawing, there is force of character.

The "
landscape with figure's

" was lost sight of till the

year 1 798, when the painter, accompanied by his son, went
into the north of England with the intention of purchasing
a house. The latter looked at a solitary painting hanging
in the gallery of Barfield, a residence advertised for sale,

and asked the owner by whom it was painted.
"
By the

famous Romney, sir," was the answer. " I cast a signifi-

cant glance at Mr. Eomney," says his son,
" but said no-

thing
" ' Con viso, clie tact-lido clicca, tad ;

'

for we were not known. I then proceeded to examine it

with more attention. It represents a party, consisting of

three gentlemen and two ladies, going on board a boat on

a lake. The ladies show great timidity, so natural to the

female character under the impression of danger ;
which

expression is frequently accompanied with a certain degree
of grace ;

but are politely urged by their attendant gal-
lants. The colouring is beautrfally clear, and as fresh as

if recently painted. The execution evinces great facility
and freedom of handling, and the touches are spirited and
neat. The landscape also shows that he would have ex-

celled in that branch of the art, had he made it his par-
ticular study. I have heard Mrs. Romney speak with

much delight of a party of pleasure which she and her

husband made with some friends to Bowness and the island

on SVindormere lake." That such thinurs dwelt on her
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memory is a proof of the worth of her heart
;
she loved to

recall the kind looks and gentle acts of her husband during
the days of her youth, and dwelt with no bitterness of

feeling on his long and unaccountable estrangement.
The fourth and. last of those works is

" the Shandean

piece," which found its way into the possession of the late

Sir Allan Chambre. It represents Dr. Slop, all splashed
with his journey, ushered by Obadiah into the parlour
where Walter Shandy and Uncle Toby are discoursing on

the nature of woman. The figures seem heavy and inert
;

the expression of the group has, however, had its admirers.

The "Death of Le Fevre" is an attempt of a higher order.
" The figures," says Adam Walker,

" were about eighteen
inches high, and wonderfully expressive. The dying lieu-

tenant was looking at Uncle Toby, who sat mute at the foot

of the bed
;
and by the motion of his hand was recommend-

ing his son to his care. The boy was kneeling by the bed-

side, and with eyes that expressed his anguish of heart, was,
as it were, turning from a dying to a living father, begging
protection ;

a most pathetic figure. Trim was standing at

a distance, in his usual attitude, with a face full of grief.
What became of this admirable picture I cannot tell."

Enquiries have been made after this work in vain. Romney
took it with him to London. He was introduced to Sterne
at York, where Steele painted his portrait ;

and it has been

imagined from this, that personal civilities and mutual

acknowledgments of genius had passed, at this early period,
between Eomney and Yorick. Of this, however, there are

no proofs ;
and indeed Eomney himself, in one of his con-

versations, seems rather to discountenance the story.
As it has pleased Cumberland, and others of Eomney 's

occasional companions, to represent him as a man coarse

and illiterate, even after he had achieved his reputation, I

may as well, before he leaves the mountains and lakes of

Westmoreland for London, inquire into his attainments.
It is true that he was taken from school in his eleventh

year, that from that period all regular instruction ceased,

and, that if knowledge could only be gained in "halls and

colleges," Eomney must be classed with the illiterate
;
but

knowledge he certainly had found somewhere, and that,
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too, before he made his appearance in the metropolis.
Nature had given him strong talents, a keen eye, curiosity,
and imagination ;

the exercise of his profession kept him
in constant collision with people of various orders

;
in a

word, nature and society held their leaves open before him
;

and out of these universal volumes, with such aid of

printed books as chance might throw in his way, Romney
had, somehow or other, educated himself much better than

ninety-nine out of a hundred, in any university in the

world, ever were or will be. Were I called upon to furnish

proof of these assertions with regard to the painter, it

would be almost enough to quote one early letter of his to

Adam Walker. The friends were separated : but in dreams

they conversed together ;
and this is Romney's account of

one of those imaginary meetings :

" Did I not find more

pleasure in imaginative excursions than in bodily enjoy-
ments, I would not give two-pence for this world. But I

say my imagination took a journey a journey it often

takes
;
never a day conies but it is wandering to that same

Preston. What it can find there so attractive, God knows.

However, when I had travelled over that vast tract of land

in half a second, the first object that saluted my sight was
a tall lean figure, walking with an important air, as erect

as the dancing master in Hogarth's
'

Analysis.'
' Who

can this be ?
'

I said :

' I certainly must know the person ;

but he seems so disguised in importance and gravity, which
looks so like burlesque, that I can scarce forbear smiling.'
As he approached nearer, he turned his face towards me

with an earnest look made a stand threw off his dis-

guise, by drawing up the muscles of his cheeks and

hiding his eyes. I stood motionless three seconds then
ran up to him, caught hold of his hand witli the eagerness
with which sincere friends generally meet :

' My dear

Walker, how do you do ? By my soul I am glad to see

you.'
' O sir, not so familiar.' ' O sir, I humbly beg par-

don for saluting your importance in so rough a manner in

the open street.'
" These are not the words of an illite-

rate man, but of one who could write freely and well
;
and

who, moreover, could penetrate the grave mask which
Adam Walker, as a teacher of natural philosophy, thought
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it fit and proper to wear over au unexampled kindliness of

heart a spirit filled with universal good will, homely
humour, and festive enjoyment.

Eomney was now twenty-seven years old, and as his

name began to be heard beyond the limits of the province
where he lived, his ambition also expanded ;

he desired a

wider field and more enlightened judges. All this he

knew could only be attained in London
;
and London, ac-

cording to Hayley, had been the mark which he aimed at

from, the moment of his marriage. With this object in

view, he had studied late and early to acquire money and
skill

;
and now imagining he had enough of both, he be-

came eager to be gone. A man who has a wife, and a son

and daughter, ought to have something worthy of consider-

ation besides himself : but such considerations, according
to the author of the "

Triumphs of Temper," "pressed not

much on his feelings. The yoxing painter," says Hayley,
" like his early friend, the unfortunate alchemist, beheld,
in an innocent wife, a supposed impediment to every splen-
did project. Perhaps the example of a friend, whom he

had tenderly regarded, might influence the conduct of the

painter ;
at all events he resolved, instead of settling as a

family man, to wander forth alone into the distant world
in quest of professional adventures. The state of his

finances rendered it impossible for him to execute this

resolution immediately ;
but whenever the fervent fancy

of Romney had formed a favourite purposo he generally
verified the maxim of Shakespeare, that '

all impediments
in fancy's course are motives of more fancy.' His mental
and corporeal powers were admirably suited to triumph
over any difficulties which he might have to subdue. He
had the spirit of industry united to that of genius, and few
mortals could sustain assiduous labour so long as he could

iu a single occupation. In working rapidly and patiently
at different places in the north for a few years, by paint-

ing heads as large as life at the price of two guineas, or

figures at whole length on a small scale for six guineas, he

contrived to raise a sum amounting almost to a hundred

pounds : taking thirty for his own travelling expenses
and leaving the residue to support an unoffending
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partner and two children, he set forth alone, without even
a letter of recommendation, to try the chances of life in

the metropolis."
This account finds no favour with the son of liomney ;

who, in answer to Hayley, denies all premeditated inten-

tion, on the part of his father, of deserting his wife and
children ;

assures us that he wished to visit London for the

sole purpose of their more effectual support that he con-

sulted his wife, a courageous and energetic woman, on the

propriety of the step and that he had her full permission
to try his fortune in the metropolis. Now, all this I most

willingly believe, and shall suppose that Eomney set off

with the full determination of calling his wife to the head
of his house so soon as circumstances permitted. But what
did he actually do ? He went to London, and there rose

almost immediately into eminence
; wealth flowed in, and

patrons abounded: but the fortunate man kept his marriage
a secret among his new friends

; and, in fact, from that fatal

moment lived with his wife no more till he had waxed old

and infirm, and needed a nurse. " If Hayley had had any
gratitude in his heart, or delicacy in his nature," says the

son of the painter,
" he would have shown more tender-

ness for the memory of his deceased friend, and more re-

spect for the feelings of the surviving relations of that

friend
;
but how could delicacy or feeling be expected from

a man who has blazoned his own dishonour ?
"

This seems
an inadequate reply to the undeniable facts of the case : it

must, however, be admitted that Romney's acquaintance

lay much among those whose conduct afforded him coun-

tenance in this dark part of his doings ;
for instance,

Williamson, the unfortunate alchemist, Laurence Sterne,
and William Hayley.

llomney set out for London on the 14th of March,
17o'2, accompanied by two gentlemen of Kcndal

;
and

though menaced by a mounted highwayman, reached his

destination in safety in seven days. British art was at that

time in high favour. Ileynolda stood then, as now, un-

rivalled in portraiture. Hogarth had long exhibited those

domestic paintings which no one has yet approached.
Wilson and Gainsborough showed their mastery over
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every subject they handled
;
and West stood forth as the

creator of the historical style in the laud. There were ex-

cellent places of study ;
and the Society of Arts patronized

rising merit largely, expending considerable sums in re-

warding talent, and in exciting adventurers in painting,

sculpture, and architecture. A person then, with merit

such as Komney's, could not be likely to want either

patrons or friends. A feeling, which has subsided sadly
since, was active then in favour of historical painting ; and
the love of portraiture was, as it has ever been, strong

among all ranks. He set up his easel in Dove Court, near
the Mansion House (most of the west end of our Lon-
don was as yet country) wrote to his wife a letter, still

preserved, and beginning with a cold " My dear," to send
him the pictures of " Lear " and " Elfrida

;

" and adding
to these and others " The Death of David Eizzio," he
formed a little exhibition in his humble studio, to which
he invited such friends as his talents had been able to

procure him. This latter picture, on which the painter set

a high value, obtained little notice, and was finally de-

stroyed by the very hands that formed it. I find it de-

scribed as a work of "
extraordinary merit, combining

energetic action with strong expression ;

" and if so, it de-

served a better fate. He was more fortunate in his "Death
of Wolfe," painted in 17o'-3, which was reckoned worthy
of the second prize, of fifty guineas, from the Society of

Arts. This must have been a welcome reward to one strug-

gling both for money and distinction
;
but it caused both

cavil and remonstrance.

It appears that Mortimer, an artist of fine poetic feel-

ing, exhibited at the same time his picture of
" Edward

the Confessor seizing the Treasures of his Mother." When
the decision of the Society of Arts was announced, there

was one at least who considered that Mortimer had been

injured, and favour shown to an adventurer and a stranger,
who painted in what the classic critics of the day called
" the coat and waistcoat style." The remonstrance was
made to such purpose that the decision was revised and
reversed

;
the premium was awarded to Mortimer, while

lionmey was obliged to be content with a present of
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twenty-five guineas. Cumberland refrains from naming
the person who caused the decision to be reversed. Hayley
says :

" The candid Eomney, in relating this very interest-

ing incident of his life to me, completely absolved those

judges who gave their final sentence against him. He
told me, with that ingenuous spirit which was one of his

amiable characteristics, that Reynolds was the person
who, with great justice, contended that the second prize
was due to Mortimer for his picture of ' Edward the

Confessor seizing the Treasures of his Mother
;

' a picture
which Romney most liberally acknowledged to be so

strikingly superior to his own ' Death of Wolfe,' that he
was far from repining at being obliged to relinquish a

prize too hastily assigned to him." The " candid Romney,"
we may surmise, did not in this instance speak exactly as

he felt to his future biographer ;
at all events, his son has

no inclination to dismiss the business so softly.
" Who

was the person," he asks,
"
through whose interference

the decree was reversed ? the illustrious Reynolds : and
can he be regarded as an impartial judge ? What say facts

and circumstances ? He was too well versed in his profes-

sion, and had too shrewd an intellect, not to perceive in the

author of that picture a future rival. Let any one look at

the portraits painted by Romney at that time, and see

whether there was not sufficient ground for jealousy on
the part of Reynolds. The principle laid down by Sir

Joshua establishes the truth of my observations ' That it

is impossible for two painters in the same department of

the art to continue long in friendship with each other.'

Mortimer, be it remembered, was no portrait painter, and
also dedicated his etchings to the President. I may also

mention that not the slightest intercourse at any time
subsisted between Reynolds and Romney ;

this could not

at first have arisen from any backwardness on the part of

the latter, because he could not but know that the notice of

so distinguished an individual would have been of great ad-

vantage." To this it may be added, that Northcote repre-
sents Garrick as saying of Cumberland,

" He hates you,
Sir Joshua, because you do not admire the painter whom
he considers as a second Corrcggio." -"Who is that?"
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replied Sir Joshua. "
Why, his Correggio," answered Gar-

rick,
"

is Romney." It may be inferred from this, that

Reynolds had been speaking disparagingly of Romney to

Garrick : one thing is certain that thenceforward Rey-
nolds and Romney were enemies.

The vacillating taste of the Society of Arts made some
stir

;
and the stir was all to the advantage of Romney.

He moved from his quarters in the city, and established

himself near the Mews Gate, Charing Cross
;

lie wished, I

suppose, to breathe classic air Dance and Mortimer re-

sided in Covent Garden
; Hogarth and Reynolds, in Lei-

cester Fields. Here he raised the price of his portraits to

five guineas ;
and with such success, that he ere long

found his purse heavy enough to carry him to Paris. The

inquiries of many anxious sitters, he said, compelled him
to take that step :

" Have you ever been in France, Mr.

Romney r" asked one: and "Have you ever studied in

Rome r
"

inquired another: for in those days, even more
than now, it was the fashion to deem the skill of no un-

travelled artist equal to the task of painting an ordinary

English head in oils.

Though Romney, up to this pei'iod, had seen little of

high art, nevertheless he speaks with some boldness con-

cerning that of France. " I was much struck," he says,
" with the strange appearance of things, at the first sight,
in Paris : the degeneracy of taste that runs through every

thing is farther gone here than in London. The ridiculous

and fantastical are the only points which they seem to aim
at. The paintings of the time of Louis the Fourteenth
are very great, and every church and palace is filled with

them." From Vernet, the eminent landscape painter, he
received much courtesy ;

and had, through his kindness,
the doors of the Orleans Gallery opened for his use.

Little as he esteemed the works of the living artists, he
contrived to obtain from them some instruction in the

science of his profession ;
and returned, murmuring, but

improved, to London. The care with which he had studied

the works of Rubens, in the Luxembourg Gallery, was
visible in his portrait of Sir Joseph Yiites, one of the

Judges of the Court of King's Bench, which he painted on
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his return. This was so successful, that Romney became
rather a favourite with the gentlemen of the long robe.
" He has certainly," says Hayley,

" executed many admi-
rable portraits from illustrious individuals of this profes-
sion

;
a profession which has a tendency, perhaps, to ani-

mate with peculiar vivacity the natural eloquence of manly
features."

The picture of the " Death of King Edmund," which
obtained for Romney the premium of fifty guineas from
the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, was so little

relished by others, that it could not find a purchaser. So
sensitive was the artist 011 such occasions, that, from vexa-

tion at his want of skill, or in scorn of the world's want of

discernment, he has been known to cut a composition to

pieces, in spite of all entreaty or remonstrance. He con-

tributed some pictures to the Exhibition of the Incor-

porated Society of Artists
; among which was the portrait

of a lady in the character of a saint. This sort of flattery
once so prevalent with painters is now nearly worn

out : we have now no Lady Bettys enacting the part of

Diana no Lady Janes descending as Venus in a cloud of

ambrosia nor Lady Marys tripping it barefoot among the

thorns and brambles of this weary world, in the character

of Hebe. We have none now who either " sinner it, or

saint it ". on canvas : the flattery which the painter has
to pay is of a more scientific kind he has to trust alone

to the truth of his drawing, and the harmony of his

colours.

As the fame and name of Romney began to rise in the

world, his ambition also expanded, and he desired better-

spread tables, and more luxurious accommodation. Per-

haps, a wish to measure himself with Reynolds caused
him to fix his residence in Great Newport Street, within

a few doors of the President. Here he had a fine studio,
and a well-replenished house. The success of his pencil
became visible throughout all his establishment; and
London rang from side to side of the prodigy who, in

historical works, promised to equal the great masters of

Italy while, in portrait, lie seemed to be in a fair way of

rivalling Sir Joshua himself. One fortunate work contri-
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buted largely to this blaze of success : a picture of Sir

George Warren and his Lady, with a little girl caiessing
a bullfinch, was so full of nature and tenderness, that all

who saw it went away admiring, and spread the praise of

the artist far and near.

To the natural question, why Ronmey chose to send his

pictures to the Spring Gardens' Exhibition, and not to the

Royal Academy, we have no satisfactory answer. Though
one of the most distinguished painters of his day, and a

man of great natural courtesy, it so happened, whether

through pride on his part, or ill nature or bad taste on
that of others, that he was never even elected an associate

of the Royal Academy. In looking over the lists of the

academicians of those days, I find some five-and-twenty,
of Avhom no man has ever heard since

;
and thirty more,

at least, who could have had no right to take precedence
of a Romuey. Reynolds, it would seem, disliked both the

man and his works
;
and such was the omnipotence of the

President, that on whomsoever his evil eye alighted, that

person had small chance for the honours of the Academy.
Fuseli, too but that was in a later day ranked Romney
with those whom he called " coat and waistcoat painters ;

"

in short, it is well known that the President, and all who
loved to be well with him, had no good will to Romney.
On the other hand, it must be acknowledged that Romney
was equally sensitive and proud a man easily moved to

anger or to love covetous of approbation, and willing to

resent difference of opinion, as a sin at once against him
self and pure taste. He was, from all I have heard, a

man likely enoiigh to take a sort of pleasure in having it

said that he belonged not to the Royal Academy, and

witnessing the odium which the President's party incurred

by keeping an artist of his talents and fame out of their

ranks. However this might be, we know that he lived

and died Avithout academic honours
;

and we know also,
for our comfort, that his name has lost nothing by coming
down to posterity \intagged with initials.

Those who looked with a critical eye upon the works of

Romney at this period, dwelt much on the absence of a

sort of classic grace, which, his friends admit, he nover
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excelled in till after lie had studied two years in Italy. It

must be confessed, indeed, that the painter found more
men at that period who were desirous to find fault than
to be pleased with what he did

;
and one of the busiest of

this ungentle tribe appears to have been Garrick. That
eminent actor, it may be remembered, did what he could

to perplex Hogarth, who attempted his portrait ;
and also

succeeded in puzzling Gainsborough, much to the increase

of the good humour of Sir Joshua Reynolds, to whom he
related how many changes of face he put on, till the

painter declared he was the devil, and threw down his

brushes in despair. It happened that Cumberland, the

dramatist, conceived a great regard for Eomney, and
exerted all the influence of tongue and pen to bring him
into notice. Through his interest, Mrs. Yates, the accom-

plished actress, sat to him for his Tragic Muse, a piece
as much below the great work so called of Reynolds, as

the personal majesty of Yates was below that of Siddons.

Cumberland also endeavoured to propitiate Garrick. " I

brought him," says Cumberland,
" to see Romney's pic-

tures, hoping to interest him in his favour. A large family

piece unluckily arrested his attention : a gentleman in a

close-buckled bob-wig, and a scarlet waistcoat laced with

gold, with his wife and children (some sitting, some stand-

ing), had taken possession of some yards of canvas, very
much, as it appeared, their own satisfaction for they
were perfectly amused in a contented abstinence from all

thought or action. Upon this unfortunate group when
Garrick had fixed his lynx's eyes, he began to put himself

into the attitude of the gentleman, and turning to Mr.

llomney,
'

Upon my word, sir,' said he,
' this is a very

regular well-ordered family ;
and that is a very bright-

rubbed mahogany table at which that motherly good lady
is sitting ;

and this worthy gentleman in the scarlet waist-

coat is, doubtless, a very excellent subject (to the state I

mean, if these are all his children), but not for your art,

Mr. liomney, if you mean to pursue it with that success

which I hope will attend you.' The modest artist took

the hint, as it was meant, in good part, and turned his

family with their faces to the wall." This conduct
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was abundantly dignified in Mr. David, it must be

allowed !

Sallies such as these sank deep into the mind of Bom-

ney : he was extremely sensitive
;

a piece of captious

criticism, a touch of smart wit, or even a little humourous

raillery, damped and disconcerted him, and paralyzed his

hand in whatever he was engaged on. There are, indeed,

at all times ten to sneer at the efforts of genius for one to

applaud. Amongst the former was a Captain Dalton, a

gentleman skilful in the unamiable art of turning every-

thing into burlesque. It happened that this worthy was

sitting for his portrait, when fixing his eyes on the "Initia-

tion of a Virgin into the Mysteries of Bacchus," in which
a number of females were engaged, he gave such a ludi-

crous and unchaste turn to the composition, that Eomney
was induced to lay the picture aside for ever.

" A painter,"

says the artist's son,
" should be cautious what kind of

persons he admits into his private study. There are three

sorts of people whom he should particularly exclude : the

humourist, who catches at every idea he can distort and
make ridiculous

;
the coarse unfeeling caviller, who nifties

and discourages diffident genius ;
and the indiscriminating

flatterer, who, though he cannot impose upon the judg-
ment of a man of sense, yet, by the constant incense of his

fulsome compliments, may so far vitiate his feeling, as to

render him less capable of bearing the judicious sugges-
tions of liberal and enlightened criticism."

Romney, however, was not without consolation amidst
all these distresses. No artist of that day was more be-

rhymed or bepraised. Nameless bards led the way, and
their betters followed, with epistles melodious and long.
One of the former was a versifier of the name of Cockin,
who contrived, in a purposed panegyric of many lines, to

squeeze the praise of his friend within the limits of a

parenthesis :

"
(Thy nicest knowledge of the impassion'd face

Conceptions true of dignity and grace
Colours from beauteous nature clear and chaste

A flowing pencil, industry, and taste.)
"

These verses were called forth by two fine pieces of " Me-
II. M
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lancholy
" and " Mirtli :

" and Hie same productions brought
a letter from Cumberland. The painter had embodied the

descriptions of the "
Allegro

" and the " Penseroso "
of

Milton, and intended to name the pictures after those ex-

quisite poems. This, it seems, was liable to criticism.
" In the first place," says the dramatist,

" the titles are

not classical : they are modern, barbarous, and affected.

They are borrowed from poetry and by bringing Milton's

descriptions to our minds, they rob your ideas of their

originality. Sir, let the poets wait upon you, and give

your figures their natural titles in their own language, or

in established classical terms. The solemn figure is strictly
that of the Muse Melpomene, and Reynolds has led the

way in calling the other Euphrosyne : I think I should
render those into English by the titles of Meditation and
Mirth." The painters of those and later days seem to

have been freqiiently inclined to run races with one an-

other. Ronmey chose similar subjects with Reynolds ;

Barry did the same for West; Opie anticipated Graham e

in his " Death of David Rizzio
;

"
Reynolds said he wished

to show legs with Ramsay's
" Lord Bute

;

"
there were

three or four " Deaths of Wolfe;
"
there were two "

Tragic
Muses," two " Goddesses of Mirth," and " Satans

"
with-

out number. The list might be extended. It is but

justice, however, to say, that Romney's
" Mrs. Yates as

the Tragic Muse," was painted before the far-famed " Sid-

dons "
of Reynolds.

Romuey was now thirty-nine years old : he had over-

come the disadvantages of provincial obscurity ;
and not.

withstanding many blemishes, of which a certain air of

heaviness was not the least, his works had impressed the

public with a very favourable notion of his genius. His

pockets were filled by the lucrative business of portraiture ;

and his fame was established in the first ranks of British

talent, by his historical and poetic works. Ambition, how-

ever, is the restless spur of genius : lie had within him the

feeling that the works which his friends most lavishly

praised were far from being Avorthy of his powers, and re-

solved to devote two years to study in Rome, that he

might master the secrets of the mighty men of old, and
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give himself a fair chance of achieving a place beside them
in the eternal temple of fame. All artists, indeed, are

taught to believe that the way to perfection lies through
the Sistine Chapel, and that they have only to inhale the

air of Italy to become as inspired as Michael Angelo or

Raphael. No Miissulman accounts himself worthy of

paradise till he has kissed the black stone at Mecca
;
and

no artist conceives he can claim rank with the great mas-
ters till he has worshipped in the Vatican. This was

eagerly pressed upon Roniney, both in prose and in verse :

and, setting aside the noble aspirations of his own. unsatis-

fied ambition, he knew the world well enough to be aware
that two years' study abroad would be set down to the

credit of his talents
;
and that whether he really profited

by his travels or not, he would be hailed, on his return, as

one improved in classic purity and grace. Thus stimulated

from within and from without, our artist left his studio and
an income of twelve hundred a year ;

and with a letter of in-

troduction from the Duke of Richmond to the Pope in his

pocket, and Humphrey, the miniature painter, for a com-

panion, set sail for Italy on the 20th of March, 1773.

His departure was celebrated in verse by his friend

Eichard Cumberland
; who, observing that the strains of

very indifferent bards in praise of Roniney were not un-

welcome, taxed his own Muse, long accustomed to write

according to the dictation of play-actors, and produced on
this great occasion a piece which might have been easily
written by a man of less reputation. He describes Paint-

ing as a lady ever young and blooming, and lavish of her

affections makes hasty mention of her flirtations in days
of old with the dark masters and then, attiring her as

ladies were attired in the year of grace 1773, leads her at

once into the studio of Sir Joshua Reynolds. The Presi-

dent, after a sitting or two, invites his brethren of the

pencil to woo her and win her. Who were the great in

art in those days, the poet obligingly informs us

" See Coates, see Dance, see Gainsborough seize the spoil
And ready Mortimer, who laughs at toil

;

Crown'd with fresh roses, graceful Humphrey stands,
"While beauty grows immortal from his hands;
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Stubbs like a lion springs upon his prey ;

Next bold eccentric Wright, who hates the day ;

Familiar Zoffani, with comic art
;

And West, great painter of the human heart."

Of the success of Gainsborough, Mortimer, and West, to

win this damsel's favour, all have heard. Dance thought

gold and silver had a more radiant complexion, and wooed
and wedded a lady, called in the fashionable lists of the

day,
" The Yorkshire Fortune," Mrs. Drummer, with

eighteen thousand a year. Eomney, a willing but a timid

candidate, makes at last his appearance
" No wild ambition swells his temperate heart,
Himself as pure and patient as his art

;

A blushing, backward candidate for fame
;

At once his country's honour and her shame,
lioused then at length, with honest pride inspired,

Uomney, advance ! be known and be admired."

The roar of the ocean deafened the ear of the painter to

the flattery and melody of numbers such as these. He
hastened toward Italy through France

;
nor did the ra-

pidity of his journey prevent him making observations on

art, on agriculture, and on the people.
" We were much pleased," he says,

" with the dress of

the lower order of women at Avignon. Their heads were

dressed with cambric or muslin
;
a cap, with a plain bor-

der round the face, which projected very forward all about,
and a kind of cambric handkerchief which tied under the

chin, and covered the whole head in a very picturesque
manner. Their faces are much browner than at Paris,
which makes their linen look very white, and gives the

whole head a very beautiful effect. They wear little

jackets of different colours, but principally black, without

stays ;
and a handkerchief round the neck of coloured silk

or muslin that covers most of it, and meets between the

breasts. Their petticoats are. of a different colour from
that of their jackets ;

and reach a little below their knees,
which gives them a very light and airy appearance, and ex-

poses limbs round and cleanly formed. This may be sup-

posed to be very delightful to the eye of a painter, who
had alwavs been accustomed to see women dressed in
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stays with petticoats almost covering their heels. The
Genoese women," he says in the continuation of his jour-

nal,
" are in general elegant in their figure ;

have great
ease in their action, and walk extremely well. They are

of a good size
;
are fair, but very pale, which is occasioned

by the dress they wear. It is a loose robe of calico or

thick muslin which goes over their heads like a veil, and
over their shoulders and arms like a capuchin. They let

it fall over the forehead as low as the eyebrows, and twist

it under the chin : they generally have one hand up almost
to the chin, holding the veil with their fingers beautifully

disposed among the folds, and the other across the breast.

They are short-waisted, and have very long trains, which

produce the most elegant flowing lines imaginable ;
so that

with the beautiful folds of the veil or cloak, they are,
when they move, the finest figures that can be conceived.

When the veil is off, you see the most picturesque and

elegant hair
;

it is braided up the back of the head and
twisted round several times, and beautifully varied

;
it is

pinned with a long silver pin." These two national pic-

tures, by the hand of a skilful and observing man, are

more valuable than a lecture on grace and proportion.

They may be studied profitably by all artists who desire

to attain excellence through the inspiration of living
nature.

From Genoa, Eomuey proceeded to Leghorn by sea.

The felucca to which he entrusted himself encountered a
violent storm in the Gulf of Pisa

;
the danger was great

the crew alarmed the painter sat silent, but in evident

consternation. When, however, calmer weather came, and
I Journey was rallied on his gravity,

" he protested," says
J layley,

" that it did not arise from personal fear, but from
tender concern at being separated for ever from his friends

and relations." The sailors, meantime, had ascribed their

peril to the knowledge which the saints had obtained that

a heretic w;is on board, and believed that earnest prayers
rather than good seamanship saved them. To drown an
artist who loved his friends so well, would, no doubt, have
been cruel in the saint who rules in the Gulf of Pisa.

Itomney, however, vowed he would go no more by sea where
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laud would serve the turn, and taking his route by Flo-

rence, on the 18th of June arrived in the " eternal city."
The history of a man who devotes himself to continual

study can only be told by himself
;

it is by the works of

genius he successively offers to the world that the epochs
of his life are marked. Of the employment of Rornney in

Rome little has been related. " In the memoranda," says

Hayley,
" which my friend desired me to preserve as the

foundation for a history of his professional pursuits, it

surprises me to find no list of the works which he executed
at Rome. The ardour and activity of Romney at this

period of his life were so great and incessant, that I am
persuaded he must have executed many drawings and

paintings during that residence. He devoted himself to

intense and sequestered study. Such was the cautious re-

serve which his singular mental infirmity a perpetual
dread of enemies inspired, that he avoided all further

intercourse with his fellow-traveller, and with all the other

artists of his country who were then studying at Rome."
The latter part of this assertion seems incredible. There

arose, indeed, a coldness between him and his fellow-tra-

veller, Humphrey, who was a gossip and an idler
;
and he

had, at all times, a rooted aversion to unprofitable com-

panions. But he acquired several friends during his stay
in Rome, which in all extended to nineteen months

;
and

his son assures us that he never perceived that dread of

enemies upon him of which the poet speaks. If Romney
ever made such a statement to Hayley, he must have done
so for the sake of effect; and to be sure, the man who
could say that he meditated the leaving of his wife almost
as soon as the marriage-knot was tied, that he might study
and become distinguished, might be capable enough of

wishing it to be believed that in pursuit of fame he had

quarrelled with his friends and shut himself up from the

world.

His Roman seclusion admits, however, of other expla-
nation. Though Romuey raised a scaffold to copy paint-

ings in the Vatican, and worshipped, as Reynolds had
done before, the works of Raphael and Michael Angelo,
his chief studv was in the living school. The art of Britain
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has never been able to profit by the beauty which Britain

contains. There is a reluctance, not affected but real, on
the part of the humblest of our females to display their

charms for the furtherance of art. Neither affection nor

gold has yet persuaded them out of this coy shamefaced-

ness but it is otherwise in Italy : there the love of art is

deeper, or the sense of shame less
;
and ladies even of rank,

princesses indeed, are not reluctant to give art permis-
sion to adorn itself with fresh graces imitated from their

persons. To a complaisant saint of the softer sex Komiiey
dedicated much of his time, and familiarized himself with
an image of beauty living and breathing before him. From
this woman he made many sketches and only one picture.
But that picture is of great beauty :

" It represents," says
the painter's sou,

" a naked female in the character of a

wood nyniph, reposing at full length upon the ground,
with her back turned towards the spectator. The fore

part of her body is raised, and resting upon her right arm
and elbow

;
and she is contemplating the reflection of her

beautiful face in a brook. She lies upxm a drapery of white
linen and a pink robe, which gives a rich warmth of colour-

ing to the whole. The background is a wild forest. This

picture came into the possession of Mr. Keate, the surgeon,
for an inadequate price. Mr. Konmoy began a half-length

portrait of Mrs. Keate, and received in payment for it forty

guineas ;
but the portrait, from some cause or other, was

never finished, and Mr. Keate requested this picture in

its stead. The wood nymph was, in niy estimation, cheap
at two hundred guineas ;

but it was not the fashion in

those days to buy fancy pictures." Nor is it much the
fashion yet fancy is going out as utility comes in

;
her

choicest efforts are at a sad discount in the great'market
of art as well as of literature.

Another of Romney's Koman. Avorks Avas not so success-

ful. He had the audacity to attempt to paint a picture of

Almighty (Jod, and failed Avhere no man could succeed.
[Jnder Ihe title of "Providence brooding over Chaos,"
there appeared neither more nor less than a venerable man
floating, Avith a long beard, and outspread arms, on a cloud,
Avith abundance of darkness and obscurity below. When,
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years afterwards, Lord George Gordon and his mob were

purging the Catholic chapels, and plundering the houses
of opulent professors of that religion, Romney became
alarmed lest they should mistake his " Providence brood-

ing over Chaos "
for some idolatrous object of devotion,

and so pillage his establishment : it was therefore removed
to a back apartment. Long afterwards, at the sale of his

pictures, it was knocked down by the auctioneer's hammer
under the name of Jupiter Pluvius a good selling name
with classical men.

There appears no evidence, either in the shape of sketches

or of paintings, to support the notion of Hayley, that

Romney owed those infirmities which overclouded the

evening of his day to his indulgence, while in Italy, in

that honourable, yet perilous, kind of intemperance in-

temperance of study.

Romney happened to lodge in the Jesuits' College at

Rome, when that order incurred the suspicion of the Pope ;

and one morning, as a number of arrests were made, he
walked forth among the armed sentinels stationed at the

doors. The painter, it seems, was in a sort of reverie, from
which he was roused by a soldier bringing down his musket

suddenly, and levelling his tube directly at his head. The
intimidated artist had the presence of mind to call out,
"
English, English !

" The soldier's brow cleared up ;
he

raised his musket, and bade him go on. At Venice he
met with an adventure of another kind. The learned

and whimsical Wortley Montague was living there in the

manners, and habit, and magnificence of a Turk. Romney
conceived a sudden affection for this picturesque person-

age ;
drew an admirable head of him in his Eastern garb ;

and willing to show all respect to the city where he so-

journed, coloured and finished it in the style of the great
Venetian masters, with a success which surprised many.

1

The painter and the traveller held many conversations
;

and a mutual regard was growing up, when one day, as

Montague was eating a small bird, a sharp bone stuck in

his throat, which produced instant inflammation, and, on
1

E.\liil>iti'<l at the " Old Masters." It is one of his finest men's por-
traits. ED.
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the third day, death. The Earl of Warwick bought this

portrait for fifty guineas. He copied it also in crayons,
that he might try to fix that fugitive manner of painting ;

and in this he succeeded so well, by an elaborate mode of

glazing, that " he produced," says his son,
" a clearness

and brilliancy of colouring, hardly equalled in the finest

Venetian pictures." Hayley erroneously calls this the ori-

ginal picture, which, he says, was presented to a friend.

This friend was the mother of Thomas Hayley, who asked
Mr. Romney for it

; prompted, I have no doubt, by Mr.

Hayley, who availed himself of every means to get posses-
sion of such pictures as he set his mind upon.
Having stored his portfolios with images of Italian

beauty, and acquired, as he imagined, a deep insight into

the long-concealed mysteries of colour, as well as the

principles of composition, he took the road for England
and arrived in London on the 1st of June, 1775. His
return was announced by the benevolent Muse of Cum-
berland, in strains nattering and friendly : and he had no
reason to suppose that he was either forgotten or neglected.

Sitters, titled and untitled, flocked to his studio, and

persons of taste looked in to see how far Italy had in-

spired him. The Duke of Richmond, one of the most
effectual patrons of art in those days, desired to sit for his

portrait ;
and the name of Romney was again heard pro-

nounced in the same breath with that of Reynolds. Two
works, of no ordinary worth, are ascribed to this period :

the first of these was of a domestic nature, and in some
measure a portrait, as the head was imitated from the

daughter of Guy, a surgeon in Chichester. " It was," says
the artist's sou,

" one of the loveliest things I ever saw
;

it was truly angelic. It represented a young female

" With looks commercing with the skies,
Her rapt soul sitting in her eyes."

It was a sight sufficient to inspire the beholder with senti-

ments of religious sympathy ;
it was a visible illustration

of piety a sermon addressed to the eyes : it was equal to

Guido in grace, and superior in expression. Her long
flowing hair floating loosely over her shoulders, her head
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encircled with a small blue fillet, and her soft blue eyes,
all contributed to sanctify the character." This was one
of those pictures which Hayley condescended to like, and
the painter presented it to his son

;
it was, after the poet's

death, disposed of by auction. The other piece I alluded

to was designed to be in the style of Correggio, whom
Bomney passionately admired. The subject was from
that passage in the "

Tempest," where Miranda says,
" Beseech you, father

;

" and Prospero exclaims,
" Hence !

hang not on my garments." There is much dignity, and
an assumed austerity, in Prospero ;

while Miranda is most

bewitching and lovely. She gazes with admiration and

growing tenderness on Ferdinand
;

her hair is loosely

braided, but is too redundant to be restrained, and floats

on the air
;
the gentle Ariel is in his ministry near, and a

troop of shadowy nymphs arc dancing on the "
yellow

sands." It was the painter's custom, when a sitter disap-

pointed him, to take up a waste canvas and make sketches

of historical works. Of these he made many, and some of

them he expanded into full size paintings. When he had
studied till he mastered the conception and detail of his

subject, he dashed it rapidly out on the canvas. He
could make a sketch fit to work from in the course of an

hour, in which, says his son, the effect of light and shade,
the harmony of colouring, the composition of the figures,
and even the drawing and expression, would be given at

once as it were by magic. He sometimes painted directly
from invention, but never with a copy before him : for lie

never made a finished drawing for a picture. West, on the

contrary, used to finish his drawings minutely ;
and his

great pictures, being copied from them, lost much of their

original freedom by this process of imitation.

Soon after his return from Koine, the death of Coates,
an academician, vacated a spacious house in Cavendish

Square, and there Ronmey resolved to establish himself.

This mansion continued to be memorable: it was after-

wards the residence of a painter and poet, a scholar and

gentleman --Sir Martin Archer Slice.
"

It was at Christ-

mas, in the year 1775," says Hayley,
" that lloinney took

possession of this memorable residence. He was then in
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the very prime of life
;
his health had been improved, and

his mind enriched by two years' foreign study ;
and he

had the active good wishes of several friends in his favour :

yet, in his singular constitution, there was so much nervous

timidity united to great bodily strength, and to enter-

prising and indefatigable ambition, that he used to tremble

when he waked every morning in his new habitation, Avith

a painful apprehension of not finding business sufficient

to support him. These fears were only early flutterings
of that hypochoiidriacal disorder which preyed in secret on
his comfort during many years ;

and which, though ap-

parently subdued by the cheering exhortations of friend-

ship and great professional prosperity, failed not to show
itself more formidably when he was exhausted by labour

in the decline of life."

Those who are acquainted with the history of Romney
will, doubtless, now be looking for the appearance of his

wife at the head of his house. He has obtained fame and

opulence ;
has a residence not unworthy of the first of the

land; his table is well furnished
;
and all that he desired

to find, when he left her lonely with thirty pounds in his

pocket, he has more than found. It is, however, not more

strange than true, that, from the moment Komney sets

his foot in London, his wife is forgotten by himself and

by his biographers : there is no impeachment against her

character, or even her manners
; yet so it is she is left

pining and solitary, unknown to the world, and to every

appearance utterly and entirely neglected by the now

flourishing man who, in youth and poverty, had vowed to

love and cherish her. This is a sore blemish in the cha-

racter of Komiiey, and I have no doubt, his own sense of

this was the chief cause of those fits of gloom and melan-

choly which darkened his declining years. He erred at

the outset, in not calling her to London the moment that

success dawned upon him; he erred again in not intro-

ducing himself as a married man, when the company he

lo-pt ivijimvd him in honour to make the avowal
;
and he

envil without hope of retrieving his character, when he

neglected to give the kevs of his house in Cavendish

Square to her who deserved much more than that repara-
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tion. No good reason whatever has been assigned for this

cruel and most unmanly conduct.

Romney probably considered the friendship of Hayley,
which about this time he acquired, as a compensation for

domestic solitude. Both the feeble over-rated poet and
his favourite painter seem to have rejoiced at this propi-
tious occurrence

;
and mutual flattery grew more and more

the bond of their union. The artist's son, however, ap-

pears never to have liked this intimacy. These are his

words :

" The influence which the friendship of Hayley
exercised over the life of Romney was, in many respects,

injurious. His friendship was grounded on selfishness,
and the means by which he maintained it was flattery.
He was able also, by a canting kind of hypocrisy, to con-

found the distinctions between vice and virtue, and to

give a colouring to conduct that might, and probably did,
mislead Romney on some occasions. He drew him too

much from general society, and almost monopolized him
to himself, and thus narrowed the circle of his acquain-
tance and friends. By having intimated an intention of

writing Romney's life, he made him extremely afraid of

doing anything that might give offence. He Avas always

interfering in his affairs volunteering his advice
;
and I

have much reason to believe that whatever errors the

latter may have committed, they were mainly owing to

the counsel or instigation of Hayley." These are strong

expressions too strong, perhaps, for a biographer to use,
who can only support them by the fact that 011 one occa-

sion, when Meyer wished Romney to exhibit his pictures
at the Royal Academy, in order that he might be proposed
as a member of that body, the officious sonnetteer dis-

suaded him from pressing the matter, because of the

mental peculiarities of the painter.
The money and the time laid out by Romney in better-

ing his skill and taste were now to be more than repaid.
The poetic commendations of his friends,

"
if they did

not," as Gibbon said,
" contribute much to his professional

prosperity, might be justly called an elegant advertise-

ment of his merit," and were therefore useful
;
while the

titled and the learned saw, or imagined they saw, such a
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striking improvement in the conception and handling of

his works, that one of them exclaimed,
" His manner of

painting is raised beyond measure by his studies in Italy ;

his pictures, instead of being cold and heavy, are warm,
tender, light, and beautiful." So much did his commis-

sions, as orders for pictures are called, amount to, and so

loudly was his fame announced, that Reynolds began to

believe that the town were in earnest when they said he
had lost the half of his empire to Eomney. There were
not wanting go-betweens; friends, good-natured and

candid, who filled the ears of these eminent men with
idle sayings and foolish rumours, and thus inoculated an
honourable rivalry with much of the bitterness of personal
dislike. Lord Thurlow, it seems, had said, in his ironical

way,
" There are two factions in art and I am of the

Eomney faction;" and this careless expression was ban-
died about to the sore annoyance of Reynolds. Nay, so

precarious is fame, that for several years Eomney had

manifestly the ascendency in the scale of popular opinion;
and the President had to soothe himself with the belief

that the day would come Avhen men's eyes would be opened,
and the grave and quiet grandeur of his works would

triumph. In these times of bitterness and feud, when Sir

Joshua, in the course of conversation, was compelled to

speak of his rival, he merely indicated him by saying,
" The man in Cavendish Square."

A. list of all the works which Eomney executed in those

busy days would occupy several pages ;
it would, however,

be absurd to specify many of them, since they can possess
little interest except for particular families. I shall men-
tion such pictures as are remarkable for containing more
than one figure, or for their superior merit, or on account
of the character and station of the individuals repre-
sented: 1. The children of Earl Gower (now Marquis of

Stafford), a large picture, representing three young ladies,
with a little boy dancing, and the eldest daughter playing
on the tambourine: this is a masterly and graceful work.
2. The late Duchess of Gordon, with her son, then Mar-

quis of Huntley. 3. The Countess of Albemarle and her

son, Lord Albemarle, with dogs. 4. The children of
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Lord Elcho (now Earl of Weniyss). 5. The Beaumont

family, of Whitby-Beaumont, near Wakefield: a large

picture, representing four brothers and a sister contem-

plating the portrait of a deceased brother. 6. Mrs. Pres-

cot and three children. 7. Master and Miss Clavering,
with dogs : Miss Clavering is caressing a pup in her bosom,
and her brother holds two spaniels in a string, one of

which is leaping up to claim the pup. This is a fine,

natural, and elegant composition ;
the colouring is vivid,

and the grouping perfect.
"
Would," exclaims the son of

the artist,
" that a few such pictures as this

"
(and there

are many such)
" were placed in the British Institution,

that Romney might have a fair chance with Reynolds."
8. Master and Miss Cornwall, children of Sir George
Cornwall, Bart. 9. Sir James Harris, three quarters. 10.

Lady Harris and Miss Harris. 11. Sir Hyde Parker, a

whole length, and not unworthy of being placed by the

side of the celebrated Keppel of Sir Joshua. 12. Lady
Elizabeth Compton, afterwards Lady George Cavendish.

13. An Indian Chief. 14. Lady Craven, ordered by Horace

Walpole. 15. Colonel Johnes of Hafod and his friends :

a large picture, with Mrs. Johnes introduced as a fortune-

teller. 16. Miss C. and Miss Hester Greuville, daughters
of the Hon. Mr. Grenville. 17. Lord Stanley and Lady
Charlotte. 18. Mrs. Bracebridge and child a whole

length and recumbent. This list, piirposely imperfect as

it is, proves the popularity of Romney. In one of these

lucky and prosperous years he earned, by portraiture alonq
some three thousand six hundred pounds.

Hayley now began to be afraid lest the spirit of ambi-
tion and labour, Avhich he believed his own verses had
awakened in Komney, would be crushed like the flower

beneath the furrow's weight ;
and imagined he stood in

need of a frank and faithful monitor to guard him against
those excesses of impetuous and undisciplined imagination,
which often lead the fervent votaries of fame to destroy
their own powers by intemperance of study.

" I entreat

you," cries this fantastic Mentor,
" in the name of those

immortal powers, the beautiful and the sublime, whom
you so ardently adore or, to speak the language of your
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favourite Macbeth,
' I conjure you by that which you

profess,' to moderate that intense spirit of application,
which preys so fatally on your frame : exchange for a short

time the noxious air of London for the cheerful tranquillity
and pure breezes of our southern coast." To this sum-

mons, in the vein of Ancient Pistol, the painter replied by
wiping his brushes, mounting the coach, and proceeding
to Eartham, at that period, and for long after, the resi-

dence of Hayley. It would appear, however, that the poet
had no desire to let the genius of his guest run to waste

in the wilds of Sussex; he invited him from profitable
work in London, only that he might tax his strength for the

gratification of his own vanity in the country.
" Whenever

Romney was my guest," says the author of the "
Triumphs

of Temper,"
" I was glad to put aside my own immediate

occupation for the pleasure of searching for and presenting
to him a copious choice of such subjects as might happily
exercise his powers. I have often blamed myself for not

preserving some memoranda of the infinite number of

sketches that my active and rapid friend used to make on

his visits : several were on canvas in colours
;
but the

greater number were executed very hastily on paper, with

a pen." Some of the happiest of these the artist laid

apart to form the groundwork of future pictures, which
he never found leisure to accomplish ;

but the greater

portion were thrown aside, and never thought of more.

About this time, however, Eomney found leisure to

make some really noticeable excursions into the regions ox

history and fiction. One of these was a cartoon in black

chalk, representing a Lapland witch gazing on the sea

from a headland, and enjoying the distress of mariners in

a tempest of her own creation. The beauty of the female
form and face was preserved, while the whole expression
was sublimely malignant. Another favourite subject was
the heroic humanity of that Woltemad mentioned by
Thunberg the traveller, who, on horseback, rushed re-

peatedly into a stormy sea at the Cape of Good Hope, and
saved the lives of many men and women during a ship-
wreck. The scene is wild and touching. He desired,

too, to paint the benevolent Howard bringing mercy and
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loving-kindness into the prison-dungeons of Europe. That
illustrious man had just arrived from a journey to Hol-

land, when he was seen by Hayley, attired in a sort of

travelling garment made in Saxony. The poet, who was
a bit of an actor, and moreover desired much to be seen,

though in borrowed light, went up to him and exclaimed,
" This is the robe in which you should be painted by
Romney ;

I will implore the favour on my knees, if you
will let me take you in this very picturesque habiliment
to my friend in Cavendish Square."

"
Oh, fie!" said

Howard, on seeing the poet on his knees,
"
oh, fie ! sir

;

I did not kneel to the emperor."" And, I assure you,"
said the supplicant,

" I would never kneel to you if you
were not above an emperor in my estimation." The phi-

lanthropist was inexorable respecting his own person,
but mentioned several scenes which he had witnessed, and
which he thought worthy of being embodied in lasting
colours.

The memory of Lord Thurlow was richly stored with

sublime, pathetic, and picturesqxie passages from the an-

cient poets, and he often expatiated to Romney on the excel-

lence of such subjects for the pencil. He pointed out the

Orpheus and Eurydice of Virgil ;
desired it to be painted

in large for himself, and even took the trouble of trans-

lating the passage into harmonious prose. The notions of

the great judge and those of the painter were, however,

singularly at variance concerning the proper mode of

handling the subject : the former seemed desirous of ex-

acting from art a representation of passing emotions
;
an

embodiment of words which, like the last sobs of the god-
dess that came bubbling up in the lake wherein she dis-

appeared, were beyond the power of colours.

Romney found a more tractable, if not a more reasonable

patron in Hayley, who succeeded in persuading him to paint
the Serena of his "

Triumphs of Temper." There was, as

we may suppose, much effusion of verse ere this was ac-

complished ;
and if the painter's success equalled his poet's

praise, the work was a happy one.
1

1 The portrait of Ilonoria Sneyd, as "
Serena," is one of the most

charming of Uomney's impersonations. It is well known by means of
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Eomney was one of those artists so happily described by
the poet,

" Fond to begin, but for to finish loth."

Much of the prime of his life was squandered in designing
and sketching works of an historical nature, which, having
merely indicated them on the canvas, ho touched no more.
Little encouragement was, indeed, given to poetic works at

that period ;
and Romney had been obliged to destroy, for

want of house-room, some of his larger paintings. Enthu-
siasm will be damped at last, when work after work of

genius and fancy has been shown to the world in vain :

public neglect, when persisted in, destroys confidence and
even lessens power : a man will never work better than
when the shouts of the multitude are ringing in his ears

;

and he will lose a little of his own esteem, when he finds

he is losing that of others. It is much to be regretted that

Komney allowed the first heat of his fancy to cool before

he rendered some of his fine sketches and designs worthy
of taking rank as works of art. The world has been a sad
loser in consequence of the multitudes of noteless, name-
less faces which it sent to the painter's easel, to the con-

tinual interruption of his historic productions.
Other causes than the crowding of sitters may, however,

be assigned for the number of fine paintings which stood
in his studio unfinished. Richly as his mind was stored

with images of beauty, and greatly as he admired children,
his fancy frequently failed him

;
and if the model, which he

engraving, but where the original picture now is I cannot discover. It

is exceedingly difficult to find out the present owners of Ixomney's pic-
tures.

Southcy, writing of this picture, says :

" The artist has known how
to coiiceive and represent that perfect loveliness, which is only to be
found when the features, even when most beautiful, derive their peculiar
charm from the sweetness and gentleness of disposition which the coun-
tenance expresses.'' EIJ.

" lie has imparted to the ideal fair

Yet more than beauty's bloom, and youth's attractive air
;

For in his studious Nymph the cnamour'd eye
.May through her breast her gentle heart descry,
See the fond thoughts that o'er her fancy roll.

And sympathy's soft swell that fills her soul."

II. N
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procured to supply the deficiency, happened not to come to

appointment, he was inconsolable, and often threw his pic-
ture aside, never to resume it. When he painted

"
Tragedy

and Comedy nursing Shakespeare,"
" The Infant Shake-

speare attended by the Passions," and
" The Alope

"
in all

of which a naked infant was introduced he had for a
model a fine child belonging to a soldier of the Guards. It

happened that the child sickened and died while these

pictures were in progress ;
and on that account they were

never finished. His group of " Children in a Boat drifted

out to Sea," was left incomplete, from the same cause a
Avork of much promise, combining landscape with human
feeling. His "

Shepherd Boy asleep, watched by his Dog at

the Approach of a Thunderstorm "
a natural subject, and

such as Gainsborough excelled in was laid aside because

his errand-boy who served as a model had to be dismissed

for misconduct. Another picture,
" The Girl mourning

over her Fawn just killed by Lightning," was tossed into

the corner, when in a very forward state, for want of a fawn
to work from. Hayley was charmed with this picture, and
carried it off as it was. " The Milkpail overturned by a

She-goat anxious to approach its Kid, which a Milk-girl is

fondling," a happy and clever thing, was also left incom-

plete for want of a suitable goat ;
and the picture of

"' Nature unveiling herself to Shakespeare
" remained half

done, in spite of the eulogium of Helen Maria Williams,

" The partial Nymph unveil'd her awful face,

And bade his colours clear her features trace."

" I could enumerate many other unfinished fancy pieces,"

says the Rev. John Romney,
" in all stages of progress,

which from divers impeding causes were suffered to accu-

mulate in every corner of the house : no picture, however,
was set aside from any difficulty in the art itself. I could

mention several causes which contributed to produce
those vast heaps of unfinished portraits that obstructed

the passage to his gallery. The chief were the poverty
or the meanness of the parties to whom the pictures

belonged. I have known ladies' portraits, amounting in

value to a thousand guineas, remain unfinished for many
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months for want of a model with fine hands and arms.

Some portraits were abandoned in consequence of criin.

con., but more frequently a less flagrant vice led to the

same result : it was no uncommon circumstance, that a

cht're antie having been brought to sit for her portrait, both
she and picture were deserted before the latter was finished.

In cases of this kind, I should recommend to painters to

insist upon full payment at the first sitting; unless, in-

deed, the extraordinary beauty of the female should stamp
a value upon the picture equal to the sitting price."

Of the painter's prices and modes of study we have in-

formation from his biographers, with all of whom he lived

in terms of close intimacy. In the year 1785, a regular
account of his sitters was kept by liobiiisou, one of his

pivpils : the earnings of the pencil amounted to .3,635.
The charge for a head had gradually arisen from two

guineas to twenty ;
a kit-cat, from three guineas to thirty ;

a half leu gth ,
from four guineas to forty ;

what is called a half

whole-length,from five guineas to sixty; and a whole length,
from six guineas to eighty. He was fond of painting by
lamp-light, but wore a shade to obstruct the direct glare.
When tired of this, he amused himself by making designs
in chalk, sunn-times as large as life more frequently of the

si/e of his portfolio on which he wrought till bed-time.
" He mostly," says his sou,

"
painted a gentleman's three

quarters portrait in three or four sittings ; especially if no
hands were introduced. The first sitting was three-quarter?
of an hour

;
the others, about an hour and a half each.

During the spring months he frequently had five sitters a

day, and occasionally even six. The only time he had for

fancy subjects was in the intervals between the sitters, or

when they disappointed him ; and, having a canvas at hand,
he often regarded such a disappointment as a schoolboy
would a holiday. He often wrought thirteen hours a day,

commencing at eight or earlier, and, except when engaged
out, which was not frequently, prolonging his application
till eleven at night." Of the wear and tear, mental and

bodily, of such close application, the artist was not un-

conscious ; yet he enjoyed the company of the elegant, or

the beautiful, and acknowledged that its absence would be
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felt.
" My health," he thus writes in after life,

"
is not at

all constant
; my nerves give way ;

and I have no time to

go in quest of pleasure, to prevent a decline of health. My
hands are full, and I shall be forced to refuse new faces at

last, to be enabled to finish the numbers I have in an un-
finished state. I shall regret the necessity of forbearing
to take new faces : there is a delight in novelty greater
than in the profit gained by sending them home finished :

but it must be done." He was fond of painting the por-
traits of distinguished men, and of his intimate friends,
and on such occasions exerted himself more zealously than
when he had mere profit in view. He was accounted liberal

and generous ;
one who knew the value of money, indeed,

but reckoned it secondary to friendship and fame.

To recruit his exhausted powers, Romncy now retired

annually, for a summer month or so, to the residence of

Hayley at Eartham. Here he supped full with flattery,
served up in prose as well as verse. Lifting the curtain

of this little stage, we find ourselves in the midst of a

select coterie of poets, poetesses, painters, and wits

Hayley himself, Miss Seward, Charlotte Smith, Eliza

Heron, Romney, and Cowper, besides others with or with-

out name, not less willing to admire the liberality of their

entertainer, and all 011- marvellous good terms with them-

selves and with each other. Cowper sat once for his por-
trait

;
and rewarded the artist for a very admirable work,

which secures to posterity the looks of one of the great
heirs of fame, by a sonnet, which weighs in the balance

like current gold, when compared to the glittering Bir-

mingham ware with which the rest of the circle were used

to pay him.

"Romney! expert infallibly to trace

(Ju chart or canvas, not tho form alone

And sci ihlancc, but, however faintly shown,
The mil

AVith st

Thou hi

Tho sul

The art

But this I mark, that symptoms none of woe
In thy incomparable work appear:

d's impression too on every face,

okos that Time ought never to erase -

st so peneill'd mine; and though I own

jcct worthless, I have never known
st shining with superior grace
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Well, I am satisfied, it should be so
;

Since, on maturer thought, the cause is clear:

For in my looks what sorrow couldst tliou see

While I was Hayley's guest, and sat to thee '(

" '

This coterie, among- but not of whom was sometime a

Cowper, lived in I might say upon the mutual inter-

change of the most ludicrous flattery. When they gathered
together at the breakfast table, the ordinary greetings were

Sappho, and Pindar, and Raphael ; they asked for bread
and butter in quotations, and

"
still their speech was song."

They then separated for some hours : poetasters, male and

female, retired, big with undelivered verse
;
and Romney

proceeded to sketch from the lines of Hayley, or make

designs as he had suggested. When the hour appointed
for taking the air came, the painter went softly to the
door of the poetess opened it gently, and if he found
her

" With looks all staring from Parnassian dreams,"

he shut it and retreated : if, on the contrary, she was un-

employed, he said, "Come, Muse;" and she answered,

"Coming, Raphael ;" and so the time flew by. Romney,
on hearing Miss Seward speak affectionately of her father,

painted her portrait, and desired it might be given to the

parent she loved so much. The poetess was eager, in con-

cert with Hayley, to make some return; and truly the

painter must have been a simple man if he failed to be as-

tonished with the result of their joint efforts. Of the

eighty and eight lines called "
Coming to Eartham "

and
"
Leaving Eartham," there are only two which have reference

to the subject, and full fifty-six which refer to no subject
at all. They are big with Eolus, Orion, Muse, Boreas,
A uster, Zephyr, Eurus (I take them down as they come)

Famine, and Ceres. It happened to rain when the

poetess of Lichfield arrived, and hence all these demons of

tempest and storm. On the other hand, the lady goes
mourning away, and exclaiming

1 This portrait, which was simply drawn in crayons, was engraved by
William IJhike, ns he only could have engraved it. It is still in the

possession of the Johnson family. Ki>.
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" Groves half as fair as these may meet the eye :

Thy bowers, () Lichfield, lovely scones afford
;

But ah ! what keen regrets shall wake the sigh
To miss the pleasures of the Haylean board ?

Where, as his pencil, Komney's soul sublime

Glows with bold lines original and strong,
While Fanny's lays and kindred spirit chime
With fair Eliza's wit and sparkling song."

From this summer-dream, amid the sing-song of Miss

Seward, and the "
pleasures of the Hayleaii board," Rom-

ney was awakened to embark in a grand speculation, which
was to lift historical painting into life and dignity. This

was the Shakespeare Gallery, the original idea of which has
been claimed for Fuseli, West, Romney, Nichol, and Boy-
dell. Fuseli declared that the Shakespeare Gallery oc-

curred to his fancy as he gazed on the wonders of the

Vatican. The son of Romney asserts, that at a dinner

given by Boydell, when Shakespeare's name was mentioned,
his father, with his usual ardour and enthusiasm, sug-

gested the plan of a national gallery of pictures from that

great dramatist, and that the proposal was received with

rapture. I know not how this may have been. The re-

luctance of Reynolds to come into the speculation has

been ascribed to his dislike of the artist who originated it.

Fuseli had, indeed, made designs from Shakespeare ;
but

Romney had done so likewise at an earlier day, and was
moreover engaged at that very time on his picture of " The

Tempest," in which Hayley sat for Prospero. Whoever
commenced it, we know who contributed most towards it.

Romney, it would appear, soon cooled
; indeed, the fever

in which he commenced his undertakings seldom lasted

long: but here, in addition to his natural infirmity of

fickleness, he was stung by hearing of a thoiisand guineas

given to Reynolds for Macbeth, and another thousand
which West had for King Lear, while six hundred had
been thought enough for his own picture from "The Tem-

pest."
1 Another cause assigned for his early coolness Avas,

the discovery which lie made that the Boydells were con-

1 This picture was afterwards sold, according to Iloppner,
' to a gen-

tleman in the City i'or the sum of fifteen guineas, about half the cost of

the frame." En.
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verting it into a commercial speculation. On this point
the Rev. John Romney says

"
Nichol, by since claiming

the merit of having been the first to propose this scheme,
has been guilty of a misrepresentation : he might, how-

ever, have pleaded a secondary claim
; for, being sufficiently

alive to the interests of his own profession, but devoid of

all feeling for the art of painting, he proposed, as an im-

provement, that it should be accompanied with a splendid
edition of the plays, decorated with prints from the pic-

tures, which, corresponding also with the views of the

Boydells as print-sellers, was in like manner approved by
the party."

In the history of art, Britain claims the honourable

distinction of having produced two galleries of paintings
from two of her noblest poets : and it must not be omitted,

that, numerous and valuable as those works are, they were

projected and completed without other patronage than the

individual generosity or enthusiasm of a few members of

the Royal Academy, and some spirited tradesmen. For
the Shakespeare Gallery, Romney painted two pictures, viz.
" The Tempest," and " The Infant Shakespeare attended by
the Passions."

1 The first of these has been already men-
tioned

;
bxit it suffered a sad change before it passed to

the Boydells. The original picture represented Prospero,
Miranda, and Caliban, with a shipwreck in the background,
Some pretender to taste declared the composition was not

strictly historical, as it consisted only of three figures.

Romney, either from deference to that person's judgment,
or from a belief that he could improve the picture, brought
the shipwreck into the foreground, and expelled Caliban.

To alter a work of genius is a dangerous experiment ;
he

toiled and toiled in vain to work it up into proper grandeur
and consistency ;

and though there is no deficiency in

grouping and character, he never ceased to regret that he
1 " The Infant Shakespeare," now in the possession of Mr. F. C'lunn-

berlayne, who also possesses the " Newton showing the Effects of the

Prism,''' is spoken of by Redgrave as one of the best works of the painter.
" The heads, however, are out of proportion to the bodies, and the figures
the less elegant on this account. The picture is rich in tone, though

unnaturally brown, but has suffered dreadfully from the nse of improper
pigments and vehicles." ED.
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had deserted his original design. There were other five

subjects which he sketched for the same collection, but
did not execute, viz.,

" The Banquet," and " The Cavern

Scene," in Macbeth
;

" Mrs. Ford and Mrs. Page ;"
" Bo-

lingbroke and Margery Jourdain conjuring tip the Fiend ;"

and " The Maid of Orleans." He perceived, he said, that

the Boydells wished to employ the elder painters no farther

than was sufiicient to give an impulse to the undertaking,
and then complete it with works from young artists at low

prices. In consequence he directed his attention to other

objects,
"
regretting that disinterestedness and liberality

were qualities little appreciated among dealers and specu-
lators." These are haughty words. If Komney imagined
that he had only to paint, and the Boydells only to pay,
he took a selfish view of the situation of those worthy and

generous men. They were tradesmen, and high-minded
ones, and never for a moment assumed the airs of patrons
of art, farther than their extensive dealings as print- sellers

enabled them to aid it. Under any circumstances it was
not unnatural to desire to gain rather than lose by specu-
lations which supported art, and put money into the

pockets of painters.
Of those poetic works of Konmey much was said at the

time, and not a little written; and critics were not wanting
who questioned his intimacy with Shakespeare, if they did

not doubt his talents. Among the latter was Lord Thur-

low, a nobleman who alternately displayed the most refined

courtesy and kindliness of manner, and a caustic spleen and

rough asperity which made him dreaded as much as he was
loved. In one of his rougher moods Thurlow said,

" Kom-

ney, before you paint Shakespeare, do for God's sake read

him." "A good advice," says Hayley, who was seldom dis-

pleased with anything that a great man said. Carwardine, a

pleasant and good friend, made the following memorandum
of a conversation which he held with his Lordship on this

very subject. It is dated, London, Nov. 10th, 1787.
" Lord Thurlow. ' What ! is Eomney at work on Shake-

speare ? He cannot paint in that style ;
it is out of his way :

by God, he will make a balderdash business of it !

'

Car-

wardine. ' Your Lordship does not yet thoroughly know
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Mr. Romney : for he has such a native modesty, that it

prevents his showing before your Lordship his real powers.'
Lord Thurlow. ' Have you seen his design ?

'

Carwar-

dine. ' No
;
he shows it to no mortal yet.' Lord Thurlow.

' I should be glad to talk to him about it
; bring him. to

dine with me to-day.'
"

Away Carwardine posted to the

painter, and said,
"
Romney, I have been talking to the

Chancellor about you and your great picture : he says you
cannot paint from Shakespeare." Romney.

" Does he ?

I should be glad to talk to him abrut it
;
for he has some

grand ideas in his gloomy head." Carwardine. " I rejoice
to hear you say so. You shall talk with him to-day ;

for

you are already engaged to dine with him." Romney.
"Are you in earnest? But I cannot go." Carwardine.
" But you must go : it is the happiest incident for your
grand work that could have arisen." In short, this able

negotiator talked the painter into proper spirits ;
carried

him off to the Chancellor's dinner-table
;
and the great

picture from "The Tempest" was debated with warmth
and spirit till ten in the evening. It was on this occasion

that the Chancellor advised the study of the head of an

English nobleman for that of Prospero. Romney examined
the character of the countenance, in the company of Hay-
ley, and both pronoimced it unsuitable. The modest poet,

however, did not leave his friend in the lurch he suggested
the substitution of his own.
To an aid of a softer kind many have imputed the chief

charms of Romney's best pictures.
" He had the great

advantage," says Hayley,
" of studying the features and

mental character of a lady, on whom nature has lavished

such singular beauty, and such extraordinary talents, as

have rendered her not only the favourite model of Romney,
whom she honoured Avith her filial tenderness and esteem,
but the idolized wife of an accomplished ambassador."
This fascinating dame was that Emma Lyon, destined in a

future day, as Lady Hamilton, to exercise such injurious
influence over the illustrious Nelson. Her personal loveli-

ness was wonderful
;
and in her youth she took her beauty

freely to the market of art exposing her charms without

reserve, and so lavishly, that they have found their way
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into most pictures of that period. Princes and peers con-

tended for copies of her shape and looks, in many attitudes,

and many various characters, till the lines of Pope were
more than realized :

" How many pictures of one nymph we view,
All how unlike each other all how true !

Arcadia's Countess here in ermined pride,
Is there Pustora by a fountain side

;

Here, Fannia leering on her own good man ;

And there, a naked Leda with a swan."

Painters flattered her by all manner of deification
; poets

were equally busy ;
and such homage was paid, that no

wonder the woman grew giddy and vain. As it was, to say
the truth, the " Fair Emma," as Hayley constantly calls

her, seems to have borne herself more becomingly than either

our painter or his friend the poet ;
both of whom seem to

have been absolutely sick about her.
" Her features,"

says Hayley,
" like the language of Shakespeare, could ex-

hibit all the feelings of nature, and all the gradations of

every passion, with a most fascinating truth and felicity of

expression. Eomney delighted in observing the wonderful
command she possessed over her eloquent features

; and,

through the surprising vicissitudes of her destiny, she ever

took a generous pride in serving him as a model. One of

his earliest fancy pictures, from this animated model, was
a whole-length of Circe with her magic wand."

Another was a Sensibility, of which Hayley thus gives
the origin :

"
During my visit to Romney, in November,

1786, I happened to find him one morning contemplating
a recently-coloured head, on a small canvas. I expressed

my admiration of his unfinished work in the following
terms :

' This is a most happy beginning : you never painted
a female head with such exquisite expression : you have

only to enlarge your canvas, introduce the shrub mimosa

growing in a vase, with a hand of this figure approaching
its leaves, and you may call your picture a personification of

Sensibility.'-
' I like your suggestion,' replied the painter ;

' and will enlarge my canvas immediately.'
' Do so,' I

answered, with exultation
;

' and I will hasten to an eminent

nurseryman at Hammersmith, and bring you the most
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beautiful plant I can find.'
" The poet coveted the posses-

sion of the picture which he thus had helped to create. He
obtained it curiously. A gentleman, whose estate lay con-

tiguous, took a fancy to one of Hayley's farms, and desired

to buy it.
" If you will pay a fair and full market price

for the land, according to the valuation of an uninterested

person," said this most prudent of all the sons of song,
" and purchase and present to me ' The Sensibility

'

of

Ronmey besides, the land shall be yours." The terms

pleased ;
and both money and picture were presently in the

hands of Hayley.
In order that he might have command of time, for the

counsels of Hayley, and the charms of Emma, Romney
now lessened the number of his sitters for portraits ;

ad-

mitted no one before noon
;
and laboured with such dili-

gence, that his health began to be affected. His want of

pictorial power of mind compelled him to have living
models for what fancy refused to supply. He had no

Cassandras, or Magdalens, or Mirandas, in his imagina-
tion

;
he saw them through the looks of Emma Lyon ;

and
as that lady was much in request, the sensitive painter
had often, in her absence, to lament the attraction of the

very charms which were giving his pictures half their

fame. After an absence, which reduced him to despair,
the fair Emma surprised him one day by an early visit,

attired in a splendid eastern dress, and attended by Sir

William Hamilton. " This seasonable incident raised,"

says Hayley,
" to joyous elevation the sinking spirits of the

artist. Romney had ever treated her with the tenderness
of a father

;
which she acknowledged on this occasion

with tears of lively gratitude, in announcing to him her

splendid prospect of being soon married to Sir William,
and attending him to the court of Naples." This raised

the spirits of the painter, indeed
;

hear how he talks to

Hayley in June, 1791.
" At present, and the greatest part of the summer, I

shall be engaged in painting pictures from the divine lady :

I cannot give her any other epithet, for I think her supe-
rior to a.ll womankind. I have two pictures to paint of

her for the Prince of Wales. She says she must see you
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before she leaves England, which will -be in the beginning
of September. She asked me if you would not write my
life

;
I told her you had begun it : then, she said, she

hoped you would have much to say of her, in the life, a&

she prided herself in being my model." He writes, in

July, to the same person, in the same strain.
" I dedicate

my time to this charming lady ;
there is a prospect of her

leaving town with Sir William for two or three weets.

They are very much hurried at present, as everything is

going on for a speedy marriage ;
and all the world follow-

ing her
;
and talking of her : so that, if she had not more

good sense than vanity, her brain must be turned. The

pictures I have begun are, Joan of Arc, a Magdalen, and a

Bacchante, for the Prince of Wales
;
and another I am to

begin as a companion to the Bacchante."
In a few days, however, we find our too susceptible

artist fallen from this ecstatic state, and complaining to

Hayley of lost esteem, and sittings promised, but not

given.
" I informed you," he writes,

" that I was going
to dine with Sir William and his lady. In the evening
there were collected several people of fashion, to hear her

sing. She performed both in serious and comic to admira-

tion, both in singing and acting ;
but her Nina surpasses

everything I ever saw, and, I believe, as a piece of acting,

nothing ever surpassed it. The whole company were in an

agony of sorrow. My mind was so much heated, that I

was for running down to Eartham, to fetch you up to see

her. But, alas ! soon after I thought I discovered an
alteration in her conduct to me. A coldness and neglect
seemed to have taken place of her repeated declarations of

regard. They left town to make many visits in the coun-

try. It is highly probable that none of the pictures will

be finished. You will see everything is in great uncer-

tainty."
Now was the poet's time to try and soothe into sweet-

ness the mood of this whimsical beauty : and of the force

of the magic which he essayed the reader may judge.
" I

sent him," said Hayley,
" the following rhymes ; entreating

him to transcribe and present them to the lady, with his

own signature :-
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" ' Gracious Cassandra, whose benign esteem

To my weak talent every aid supplied,

Thy smile to me was inspiration's beam,

Thy charms my model, and thy taste my guide.
But. say, what cruel clouds have darkly chill'd

Thy favour, that to me was vital fire ?

Oh, let it shine again ! or, worse than kill'd,

Thy soul-sunk artist feels his art expire.'"

Before, however, this poetic gramoury could be put to

proof, the impatient painter threw a spell of his own,
which restored smiles to the face of Emma. He thus an-

nounces his project and its success to Hayley :

" Cassan-

dra came to town on the 16th, and I did not see her till

the 20th, so you may suppose how my feelings must have
suffered. When she came to sit 011 the 23rd, she seemed
more friendly than she had been

;
and I began a picture of

her as a present to her mother. I was very successful with

it : it is thought the most beautiful head I have painted
of her yet. Now, indeed, I think she is as cordial with

me as ever
;
and laments very much that she is to leave

England without seeing you. I take it excessively kind in

you to enter so deeply into my distresses. Really, my
mind had suffered so very much, that my health was much
affected, and I was afraid I should not have had power to

have painted any more from her
;
but, since she has re-

sumed her former kindness my health and spirits are

quite recovered. She performed in my house last week,

singing and acting before some of the nobility, with most

astonishing powers." This lady, on whose good looks the

painter's fame so greatly depended, and whose smile re-

stored his health and spirits, soon after sailed, with her

doting ambassador, to the congenial court of Naples,
where', if none of the fair dames had voices as sweet, and
forms as enchanting, many of them were in other respects
tit associates for Cassandra.

In the midst of those innumerable designs after Lady
Hamilton for the galleries and chambers of princes and
noblemen, the pauiier had taken advantage of an excur-

sion Avbich his model made into the country, to go to

Paris, accompanied by his friend, and now constant com-

rade, Hayley. This visit occurred during those momentous
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days which abounded in magnificent promises of good to

the world
;
before yet the splendid vision of Liberty and

Equality had vanished in a shower of blood. The British

ambassador, Earl G-ower (afterwards Marquess of Stafford),
the friend of all men of genius, made their access easy to

works of art and the company of the scientific and inge-
nious. A short poem from the pen of Hayley opened the
doors of Madame de Genlis. Eomney was highly pleased
with the sprightly and benevolent lady ;

and not a little

charmed with the engaging disciples of both sexes, who
were her companions. On her coming to London after-

wards, ho drew a very hasty, but accurate sketch of her
animated features. Of the living artists of France, he

chiefly admired David, and was often in his company:
that too-eminent member of the detested Jacobin Club
had not then dipped his hands in innocent blood

;
nor

called out, in the language of the studio, when he desired

to give the guillotine employment,
" Let us grind enough

of red." Of this journey I find nothing else worthy of

remembrance.
The year 1792 was saddened by the death of Reynolds,

who, however, it will be remembered, had for some time

before ceased to be the professional rival of any one.

There is no evidence of any serious feud having ever oc-

curre betwee Romney and him
; therefore, no formal

reconciliation was looked for or necessary : but that they
disliked each other there can be no doubt. I am not cer-

tain that the coming of Romney, which was so unpleasant
to the President, was not the most beneficial event that

could have happened. The harvest of portraiture, which,
before that time, he had reaped alone, did not afterwards

entirely employ him, and he found leisure to execute many
of those splendid domestic paintings, which give him a

twofold claim on the admiration of posterity. The serenity,

prudence, and wisdom, which Nature gave so largely to

Reynolds, she denied to Romney. The sensitive imagina-
tion of the latter maintained a war with his happiness ;

the

hostility of a critic, or the coldness of a friend struck him

powerless.
" What can be more truly pitiable," says one

of his biographers,
" than to see great talents frequently
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rendered inactive by those wonderful variations in the

nervous system that throw a shadowy darkness over the

mind, and fill it with phantoms of apprehension?" The
death of Reynolds quickened the ambition of Romney : he
was now advancing into the vale of years ;

his health, at all

times unequal, he now felt to be much impaired ;
and he

earnestly resolved to employ the days which yet remained
on works that might be worthy of remembrance when he
was gone. He had sent his " Cassandra "

to the Shake-

speare Gallery; his "Calypso" and "Magdalen" were

ready to go home to the Prince; and his ''Maid of Orleans
"

perhaps the finest head he ever painted awaited but
the finishing touch, in that often-expected season when the

mind and hand were to act in perfect unison, and produce
works worthy of lasting fame.

In the midst of these noble resolutions he saw Thomas
Paine, whose name, as the author of " The Rights of Man,"
and " The Age of Reason," has been heard far and near

;

and was persuaded, by a believer from Manchester, to paint
his portrait.

" It is one of the finest heads," says the Rev.

John Romney,
" ever produced by pencil, both for pro-

fessional skill and physiognomical expression. The cha-

racter is simple, but vulgar ; shrewd, but devoid of feel-

ing." It is much more it expresses deep, and almost

scowling, malignity ;
did a painter desire to limn the looks

of a fiend of the lowest order, he might adopt those of the

arch-apostle of misrule. How diabolic is the face of Paine,

compared with that of the pious and gifted Cowper, which
the painter considered one of the best of his works ! Here
is learning, with benevolence and genius

" In it dwells no relentless wrath against the human race.''

The conversation of Cowper, and the persuasions of

Htivley, induced Romney to seek in Milton for fitting

subjects for his pencil ;
he had already produced a picture

from his domestic life
" Milton and his Daughters

" now
in the gallery of Mr. Whitbread. This painting has been

praised in both prose and verse. The siibject, too, had
charms for the unhappy Barry : painters are fond of
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measuring their strength, more frequently than fairly,
with one another.

The difficulty which art encounters in this land, of aid-

ing its conceptions from the living model, was often felt

by Eomney : and never more than now, when he dedicated

so much of his time to works of an historical nature. In
order to remedy this as far as possible, he sent a hundred

pounds to Flaxman, to purchase for him a number of the

finest casts which could be foxuad in Rome
;
and as the

poetic taste of his friend was undoubted, a splendid con-

signment came to hand. " I have spent three months in

collecting them," writes the sculptor to his brother artist;
" some I have had moulded from the antique on purpose ;

and I think I have sent you the cream of the finest things
in Rome, as far as the money would go. There is a group
of Laocoon and his sons the Apollo Belvidere groups of

Castor and Pollux of Cupid and Psyche Apollo the

lizard-killer the relief on the Borghese vase the destruc-

tion of Niobe's family several bxists and the best frag-
ments of legs and arms which I could find." Komney,
when he received these, soon discovered that he wanted a

studio, where his treasures might find sanctuary, and
himself room for executing a series of splendid pictures,
which at present lay embodied in his fancy. This struc-

ture he determined to biiild within a few miles of London
;

and true to the character assigned him by Hayley, of obey-

ing impulses, he forthwith purchased the ground, lined

out the site, and began to draw the plans. He was neither

the first nor the last of our eminent artists whose love of

bricks and mortar proved a source of amusement to their

friends, and of disquietude to themselves.

His mind teemed now, and indeed at all times, with

magnificent designs. He thus discloses his intentions to

Hayley, in February, 1794: "I had formed a plan of

painting the ' Seven Ages,' and also of the ' Visions of

Adam with the Angel
'

to bring in the ' Flood and the

Opening of the Ark,' which would make six large pictures.

Indeed, to tell you the truth, I have made designs for all

the pictures ;
and very grand subjects they are. My plan

is, if I live and retain my senses and sight, to paint six
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other subjects from Milton three where Satan is the hero,
and three from Adam and Eve

; perhaps sis of each. I

have ideas of them all, and I may say sketches : but, alas !

I cannot begin them for a year or two
;
and if my name

was mentioned, I should hear nothing but abuse, and that

I cannot bear. Fear has always been my enemy ; my nerves

are too Aveak for supporting anything in public." Several

events occurred this season which shook the nerves of

Romney. Gibbon, whom he knew and esteemed, died un-

expectedly, exclaiming
" Moii Dieu bon Dieu !

" and

Cowper, whom he loved next to Hayley, was once more
overwhelmed with that fatal dejection of spirit which at

length darkened down into hopeless insanity. On receiv-

ing, however, information that the poet of " The Task "

was reviving, he spoke of mental decay in terms too

moving to have been forgotten when the same cloud de-

scended upon, himself. " If there is a blessing in nature

above all others, it is when a man recovers his lost reason;
and if there is a situation more deplorable than any other

in nature, it is the horrible decline of reason, and the de-

rangement of that power we have been blest with. How
hard it is for a man with a feeling mind to preserve that

balance in his understanding that carries him well through
life ! Bless all those who dedicate their time to the Aveak-

ness of the human mind !" A visit to the Isle of Wight,
and a journey afterwards into Hampshire, were expected
to brace his nerves and lighten his spirit. But these con-

tributed less to restore him than a fortunate meeting with
Warton the poet, who bestowed such praise on his cartoons

in chalk, illustrating the " Persse
"

of ^schylus, that hi;

became for a time another man. The return, however, of

Flaxman, whose genius he had perceived, and whose future

eminence he predicted, seems to have cheered him more
than all besides.

Even the sight of a fine painting relieved, for the time,
the artist of his despondency. Hayley one day discovered
a Corregio and a Salvator Rosa at Teddingtoii; and hasten-

ing to 1lio painter, who lay sick in his chamber at Hamp-
stcad, told him of the treasure. By gentle persuasion and
courteous force, he decoyed him into a coach, and drove off

II. O
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to Teddington ;
where a cup of coffee from a lady's hand,

and the two masterly pictures, restored him at once. He
brightened up ;

was gay, lively ;
and afterwards declared,

that though half dead in the morning, he had never passed
a more delightful day.

If we inqxiire concerning the mental fruit of all these

days of sorrow and solicitude, we shall be told of abun-
dance of great designs begun, and but few happily ended

of portraits enow of the beautiful, the rich, and the

titled but next to none of men of genius, by the delinea-

tion of whose features and minds alone a portrait-painter
has much chance to reach posterity. He placed, indeed, a

picture of " Titania and the Indian Votaress "
in the ele-

gant but frail fabric of Foiithill
;
and another fancy work,

of no small merit " Titania with her Fairies shooting at

Bats with bows and arrows
"

in the Egremont gallery at

Petwortli. I may add to these " The Death of Ophelia,"
and that of Susan, from the fine ballad of

" 'T\vas when the seas were roaring."

Neither of these, however, was finished; and the same may
be said of a second Titania a fine naked figure, reposing,

fairy-like, in her bower, with honest Bottom slumbering at

her side. His " Newton making Experiments with the

Prism " was painted as a companion to " Milton and his

Daughters," which it resembled in simplicity and domestic
character more than in the serene loftiness of look which
is visible in the great poet. There is a silly laugh of

wonder on one girl's face, when she sees the prismatic
colours projected on the wall ; the other girl is in shadow,
and holds a caraff of water in her hand, in which a sun-

beam is playing. The painter, when feeble of body and

depressed in mind, desired to alter the air of the philoso-

pher's head
;

lie began, but could not proceed, and so the

picture remains. Hayley, Cumberland, and Bishop Wat-

son,
1

urged Trinity College, Cambridge, to purchase it.

1

rjomnoy h:id painted a portrait of Watson, standing in his labora-

tory in 176!(, when lie was professor of chemistry at Cambridge. It is

stated in the Cunningham MSS. that when Ilayley published his life of

Uomney, Watson wrote to him '
I had little acquaintance with Komney
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They answered,
" We have Roubiliac's statue, and that is

sufficient :" perhaps it is.

The year 1797 was unpropitious to Romney, both as a

man and an artist. A strange new studio and dwelling-
house, which he planned and raised at Hampstead, had an
influence on his temper, his studies, and his health. His
mind teemed with new projects in art works almost too

colossal for his genius ;
and he imagined that his house in

Cavendish Square was much too small for the paintings
which he contemplated. He was a lover, indeed, of fantas-

tic buildings ;
and in his hours of leisure pleased himself

with planning houses and galleries, all for his own accommo-

dation, and the advantage of art. Hayley, who seems to

have had little faith in. his skill in the management of

bricks and mortar, advised him to consult an architect
;
he

did so, and had his ideas reduced into working order so

little, however, to his satisfaction, that he soon dismissed

his assistant, and commenced architect for himself. His
success was such as might have been looked for : he spent

nearly a year in superintendence, expended some ,2,733,
and raised an odd and whimsical structure, in which there

was nothing like domestic accommodation
; though there

was a wooden arcade for a riding-house in the garden, and
a very extensive picture and statue gallery. The moment
the plasterers and joiners had ceased working, before the

walls were even half-dry, this impatient man of genius
bade farewell to Cavendish Scjuare, after a residence there

of twenty-one years ; and, arranging his pictures and
statues in his new gallery, and setting up his easels for

commencing the historical compositions for which all this

travail had been undergone, imagined that a new hour of

glory was come.

A new hour had indeed come, but it was of a darker

kind.

To those not intimate with Romney, he still appeared
vigorous in frame and strong in mind, and likely to reach

as a man
;
and there wei-o some traits in his character which had been

reported to mo that deterred me from cultivating an intimacy with

him. But these matters may probably have been misrepresented to

me." ED.
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an advanced age in full possession of all his faculties. He
was now some sixty-four years old, had acquired a high
name, was rich enough to please himself in his mode of

life, and master of his own time, and of a gallery which
combined the treasures of ancient art with some of the best
of the modern. All that seemed wanting now was for the

painter to dip his brush in historical colours, and give a

visible existence to some of those magnificent pictures with
which his imagination teemed. He set up his easels, put
his colours in order, and then, stretching himself on a

sofa, gazed down upon London, which, with its extensive

roofs and numerous domes and spires, lay far and wide
before him. The old demon of nervous dejection had
waited for the moment of apparent satisfaction, and open-
ing glory, to stoop once more on his prey. Hayley heard
of his condition

; and, though needing consolation him-

self, from the illness of a promising son, he hastened to

see him. " I found Romney," says the poet,
" much de-

jected in his new mansion on the hill of Hampstead for

want of occupation and society. I advised him to employ
himself a little with his pencil, and offered to sit to him

merely for his amusement. He began a head, the first

attempted in his new painting-room ; and, though his

hand shook a little, yet he made a very creditable begin-

ning, and thus pleased himself. The next morning he

advanced his sketch more happily ;
as the very effort of

beginning to work again, under the encouragement of an
old friend, seemed to have done him great good." The

poet failed to perceive that his mental strength was im-

paired, and that even his skill of hand had partly forsaken

him. That love of whimsical buildings, of which in his

latter days he had given various proofs his desire, often

and anxiously reiterated, for a more extended space than

Cavendish Square afforded for displaying the powers of his

genius in these maybe considered as signs that his mind,
like a watch, when the balance-wheel is wrong, was running

through the hours of existence at random. " There is a cer-

tain dignity," says Henry Mackenzie,
" in retiring from

life at a time when the infirmities of age have not sapped
our faculties." jjut who shall point out this happy time?
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A man of genius does not, and his friends will not, per-
ceive or acknowledge any general symptoms of decay ; and
it is not till the world at large has, by unequivocal signs,
announced its perception of the sad truth, that he is ad-

monished to retire. Hayley perceived, after many a visit

given and returned, much admonition expended, and much
time consumed, in attempting to restore order to the chaos

of his manifold works, that both mind and man were

sinking.

Koinney still lingered, brush in hand, on Hampstead
Hill

;
his powers of conception, and his skill in execution,

had sunk five or six points in the scale of excellence
;
but

it was fondly hoped that some sudden emotion or happy
incident would restore him. He dashed in, with a trem-

bling and uncertain hand, a scene from Macbeth
;
half-

painted a portrait of himself with spectacles on ; complained
of a swimming in his head, and a paralytic numbness in

his right hand
;
and then renounced the brush for ever.

It was more than time. His son had observed, the previous

year, that, though he was become more corpulent and
looked more healthy, the energy of his mind was impaired;
and in the month of April, 1799, when Hayley visited him
for the last time at Hampstead, he had the "

grief of per-

ceiving that his weakness of body and mind afforded only
a gloomy prospect for the residue of his life."

The summer of 1799 came
;
but liomney could neither

enjoy the face of nature, nor feel pleasure in his studio and

gallery. A visible mental languor sat upon his brow not

diminishing, but increasing; he had laid aside his pencils;
his swarms of titled sitters, whose smiles in other days
rendered passing time so agreeable, were moved off to a

Lawrence, a Shee, or a Beechey ;
and thus left lonely and

disconsolate among whole cart-loads of paintings, which he
had not the power to complete, his gloom and his weakness

gathered and grew upon him. Hayley was at a distance,
and fame not

;
and as the sinking man was considered as

a sort of enemy or rival to the lioyal Academy, few of its

members appeared to soothe or cheer him. In these mo-
ments his heart and his eye turned towards the north,
where his SOD, a man affectionate and kind, resided ; and
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where his wife, surviving the cold neglect and long estrange-
ment of her husband, lived yet to prove the depth of

woman's love, and show to the world that she would have
been more than worthy of appearing at his side, even when
earls sat for their pictures, and Lady Hamilton was enabling
him to fascinate princes with his Calypsos and Cassandras.

Komney, without imparting his intentions to any one, de-

parted from Hampstead ;
and taking the northern coach,

arrived among his friends at Kendal in the summer of

1799. The exertion of travelling, and the presence of her

whom he once had warmly loved, overpowered him
;
he

grew more languid and more weak
;
and finding fireside

happiness to which all other human joy is but casual or

weak he resolved to remain where he was
; purchased a

house, and authorized a sale of that on Hampstead Hill,
which had cost him so much in peace and purse.

In describing the latter days of this distinguished artist,

I adopt the words of Hayley.
" He retired to Kendal,

where he had the comfort of finding an attentive, affec-

tionate nurse in a most exemplary wife, Avho had never

been irritated to an act of unkindness, or an expression of

reproach, by his years of absence and neglect." On this

subject the son of the painter is all but silent
;

it was
indeed a delicate matter which he had to handle in speak-

ing of the conduct of his paivnts. But though lie conde-

scends to say little, candour must interpret the little he

says, to the advantage and the honour of their memories ;
and

I most gladly do so. It would have been as well, never-

theless, if he had said something in confirmation of the

words quoted from Hayley, of whose narrative, as far as

concerns the early estrangement of his father from his

mother, he speaks with some resentment. The reverend

biographer, perhaps, means we should understand from his

memoir, that no serious estrangement had ever taken place ;

and that as Romney had paid the wife of his bosom two
visits in the course of thirty years, his final return to her

society required no explanation, further than his illness,

and is to be received as a matter of course. I am the more
anxious on this point, because I hold that, in proportion as

a man's works are. worthy of notice, so is his conduct as a
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mail worthy of being known. I can never consent to look

upon a man of genius as a mere holder of a pen or pencil,
of whom nothing further than how he placed his writing-

desk, or mixed up his palette, deserves to be noted. This
would be paying a poor compliment to genius ;

but the

world wisely demands to know as much as possible of the

characters of its benefactors, and all biographers worthy
of the name have striven to obey in this respect the diccates

of natural good sense and feeling.

Sinking in mind and body, as the painter was, he con-

tinued to correspond with Hayley sometimes drew a little

in crayons and walked out in the sunshine. In his letters

he spoke of the attentions of his wife with the tenderest

gratitude ; expressed a hope that he should soon be glad-
dened by the return of his brother, Colonel Eomney, from
the East Indies

;
and on hearing that Lady Hamilton had

come to England, and wished to see him, he replied in

these words :

" The pleasure I should receive from a sight
of the amiable Lady Hamilton would be as salutary as

great ; yet I fear, except I should enjoy more health

and better spirits, I shall never be able to see London

again. I feel every day greater need of care and attention
;

and here I experience them in the highest degree." This
was written 13th December, 1800

;
and Eomney, though

failing fast, was still sensible of the kindness of his

friends, and willing to cheer himself as he best might.
The scene suddenly changed : Colonel Eomney arrived,
and hastened to his brother, towhom he was much attached.

He found him helpless in body, and so much weakened in

memory and mind, that he could with difficulty recall him
to recollection.

"
Brother," he said,

" do you not know
me ?

"
Eomney looked eagerly in his face, burst into an

agony of tears half articulated some words of recognition,
and then, and for ever, forgot him and all else that

loved him in the world. He sunk into helpless imbecility ;

and, without pain or consciousness, breathed till the 15th
of November, 1802, when he had nearly completed his

sixty-eighth year. He died at Kendal, and was buried at

Dalton, where he was born.

In person, Eomney was tall and strong ;
his shoulders
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inclined to the round
;
his features were "broad and manly

his hair dark his eyes, large, quick, and discerning.
He used to say, he considered that sensibility lay in the

muscles of the lips ;
his own, Hayley remarks, quivered

with emotions of pity at the sight of distress, or at the re-

lation of a pathetic story. His feelings were so perilously

acute, that they misled him into many frailties
;
and this

extreme sensibility is the charm which Hayley employs to

screen him from all charges affecting him, whether as a

man or as an artist. His deep sensibility prevents him
from, painting well anywhere save in solitude

;
his nervous

sensibility hinders him from treating with the silent

dignity of contempt the studied injuries of criticism
;
and

his extreme sensibility respecting professional eminence
induces him to desert his wife and his children, and tempt
the manifold perils of London. Sensibility, it is plain,
cannot bear the blame of all this

;
for sensibility respects

the obligations of love or of wedlock, and would not advise

us to forsake the wife of our bosom, nor the children that

blessed the nuptial bed. Truth compels utterance to so

much
;
but if we could pass over this grievous error, there

appears nothing in the character of Koniney which is un-

worthy of his genius. He was kind, generous, and up-

right ; ready to feel for the poor and the humble, and as

ready with his purse ;
he was ever willing, too, to oblige

his friends
;
and painted portraits of all men of any rank,

without much entreaty or wish of emolument. He was
likewise kind and indulgent to all young artists

;
it is to the

honour of his discernment, that he was among the first to

perceive the dawning genius of Flaxman
;
and to the honour

of his heart, that he was his friend when friends were few:

and it is to the honour of both, that they cordially loved

one another; and not only have in their letters, but in

their professional works, left many proofs of their mutual
affection and esteem. Flaxman says,

" I always remember
Mr. Komney's notice of my boyish years and productions
with gratitude : his original and striking conversation ;

his

masterly, grand, and feeling compositions are continually
before me ;

and I still feel the benefits of his acquaintance
and recommendations."
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Romney not having had the advantage of a regular
education, Cumberland, in consequence, considered him as

next to illiterate ;
and we have seen that a Lord Chancellor

accused him of not having read even Shakespeare. His
various works, however, betray no deficiency in knowledge of

either history or poetry : indeed, a great painter must neces-

sarily be something of an instructed man; and with regard
to Shakespeare, he has nowhere misinterpreted, though he

may have fallen a little below him as who has not ? It

surely cannot expose a man of eminence to the imputation
of being ignorant of his country's first poet, that he has
not studied his pages with the scientific anxiety of a

Kemble or a, Garrick. Cumberland, again, talks of the

vulgarity of his friend's conversation; and imputes this

defect, in a great degree, to his being shut out from inter-

course with the titled and the great. What was the dra-

matist himself about, during all his long intercourse with

Romuey ? He was a teacher of manners, and ought to

have drilled his rustic associate into the ways of the great :

surely, some passable shadow of politeness, both of tongue
and of manners, might soon have been acquired, if a man
of such talents considered it worth the trouble. But the

truth is, that Cumberland, in respect to this part of his

story, is manifestly mistaken. The very profession in which

Romney excelled, and in which he was the rival of Rey-
nolds, gave him abundant access to, nay, even forced on

him, the company of the high and the courtly. The nu-

mcrous portraits which he painted are a sufficient proof of

this
; and, were other proof wanting, his letters would fur-

nish it. He was the frequent guest of some of the noblest

in the land
; and, moreover, his works, uniting portrait and

history, brought all lovers of art to his studio: lie mixed,
i fancy, as much as any of his order, except Reynolds, with
men of rank and fashion. Maxinan, we have shown,

praises his original and striking conversation
;
and surely

the applause of one at once so wise and so virtuous would,
at any time, weigh such a testimony as that of Cumber-
land down. And yet we must not forget that the latter

himself says, with unexpected candour " When in com-

pany with his intimates, he would give vent to the effusions
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of his fancy, and harangue in the most animated manner

upon the subject of his art, with a sublimity of idea, and
a peculiarity of expressive language, that was entirely his

own, and in which education or reading had no share.

These sallies of natural genius, clothed in natural eloquence,
were perfectly original, very highly edifying, and enter-

taining in the extreme. They were uttered in a hurried

accent, an elevated tone, and very commonly accompanied
by tears, to which he was by constitution prone."

The works of Roinney are of two kinds, history and por-
trait

;
in both of which he attained, in the eyes of many,

great distinction, and, during his day, ranked with the

foremost. There was, however, some truth, though more

bitterness, in the saying of Fuseli, that Eomney was made
for the times, and the times for him. He certainly adopted
or followed the fashion and feeling of his day more than a

man who believes he is labouring for immortality ought
ever to do. Nothing is immutable but nature : the fashion

which we bow to to-day, we smile at to-morrow; and

Romney's historical pieces have been greatly lowered in

value by his non-attention to this. We offer no such re-

proach as to his portraits, in which, on the contrary, it is a

charm to trace something like the fashion of their times,
and in conformity with their manners. We ought to know
at first sight the cavaliers of Charles from the roundheads
of Cromwell.

Of this class of his works we have already named some
;

and may name a few more : 1. Flaxman modelling the

bust of Hayley. 2. The Duke of Kichmoud. 3. The
Earl of Westmorland. 4. Warren Hastings. 5. The
Duke of Portland. 6. The Duke of Grafton. 7. Lord
Melville. 8. The Margrave and Margravine of Anspach.
9. Mrs. Fitzhcrbert. 'lO. Lord Ellenborough. 11. Dr.

Paley. 12. The Archbishop of Dublin. 13. The Arch-

bishop of York. 14. Bishop Watson. 15. Lord Thurlow.

16. Mrs. Hodgos (the frail). 17. John Wesley. 18. Mrs.

Tighe. 19. Mrs. liouse and Child. 20. Mrs. Billington.
21. Dr. Parr. 22. The Duchess of Cumberland/ 23.

Archbishop of Canterbury. 24. The Sons of Sir George

Wynne. 25. Mrs. Jordan. 20. David Hartley, the British
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minister for settling matters with America. 27. The

Bishop of Salisbury. '28. Dr. Farmer, master of Emmanuel
College. 29. William Pitt. 30. Earl of Chatham. 31.

The two Miss Thurlows. 32. Lady Browulow. 33. Lady
Georgiana Smith and Child. 34. The Earl of Derby. 35.

Dr. Porteus, Bishop of Chester. 36. Lady Augusta
Murray. 37. The Countess of Sutherland (now Marchioness
of Stafford). This list might be lengthened : and, un-

doubtedly, there appear such skill in drawing, such ac-

curacy of delineation, and such clear and natural colouring
in these portraits, as in a great measure justify the taste

of those who crowded to his easel, and considered him as

the rival "of Reynolds, and the chief painter of the age. It

may be considered as censure, that Flaxman, in his estimate

and a high one it is of his genius, never so much as

alludes to his almost innumerable portraits ;
works which

brought him into notice, and provided the means of those

studies in which alone the great sculptor perceived the true

artist. The coat and waistcoat style, as it was called, had
110 charms for him, who looked on works of art with a

severe and classic eye. In his portraits, llomiiey missed,

certainly, the grace and ease, and the fine flush of colour-

ing, which have brought lasting fame to Reynolds ;
and he

wanted, moreover, his illustrious rival's exquisite prudence
in handling the costume of the day, so as to soften down
its capes, and cuffs, and buttons. There appear, however,
traces of great dignity and manliness in all his heads and,
in some, a certain touch of poetic loftiness, of which Rey-
nolds has furnished hardly an example.

His historical and domestic pictures, finished and un-

finished, deserve a more minute examination
; they embrace

a wide range of reading and observation, and are numerous

beyond all modern example. The extravagant laudations

of Cumberland and Hayley might be accounted, for by their

personal affection for the man: they were both prodigiously
vain

;
and might have thought that whatever their own

chosen ;i Hint's pencil touched, rose at once into life, and

beauly, and dignity. The admiration of the wise, good,
and conscientious Maxmaii is, however, entitled to far

different consideration: and there can be no doubt
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that he deemed Koniney one of the noblest of all living

painters.
" When Romney," he says,

"
first began to paint, he had

seen no gallery of pictures, nor the fine productions of

ancient sculpture : but then women and children were his

statues, and all objects under the cope of heaven formed
his school of painting. The rainbow, the purple distance,
or the silver lake, taught him colouring ;

the various actions

and passions of the human figure, with the forms of clouds,

woods, and mountains, or valleys, afforded him studies of

composition. Indeed, his genius bore a strong resem-
blance to the scenes he was born in : like them, it partook
of the grand and beautiful

;
and like them, also, tlae bright

sunshine and enchanting prospects of his fancy were oc-

casionally overspread with mist and gloom. On his arrival

in Italy, he was witness to new scenes of art and sources

of study, of which he could only have supposed previously
that something of the kind might exist : for he there con-

templated the purity and perfection of ancient sculpture,
the sublimity of Michael Aiigelo's Sistine Chapel, and the

simplicity of Cimabue and Giotto's schools. He perceived
those qualities distinctly, and judiciously used them in

viewing and imitating nature
;
and thus his quick percep-

tion and unwearied application enabled him, by a two

years' residence abroad, to acquire as great a proficiency in

art as is usually attained by foreign studies of a much

longer duration.
" After his return, the novelty and sentiment of his

original subjects were universally admired. Most of these

were of the delicate class
;
and each had its peculiar

character. Titania, with her Indian Votaress, was arch

and sprightly ;
Milton dictating to his Daughters, solemn

and interesting. Several pictures of Wood Nymphs and

Bacchants, charmed by their rural beauty, innocence, and

simplicity. The most pathetic, perhaps, of all his works

was never finished Ophelia, with the flowers she had

gathered in her hand, sitting on the branch of a tree,

which was breaking under her, whilst the melancholy dis-

traction visible in her lovely countenance accounts for the

insensibility to her danger. Few painters have left so
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many examples in their works of the tender and delicate

affections
;
and several of his pictures breathe a kindred

spirit with the Sigismonda of Correggio. His Cartoons,
some of which have unfortunately perished, were examples
of the sublime and terrible

;
at that time perfectly new in

English art. As Eomney was gifted with peculiar powers
for historical and ideal painting, so his heart and soul were

engaged in the pursuit of it, whenever he could extricate

himself from the importunate business of portrait painting.
It was his delight by day, and study by night ;

and for

this his food and rest were often neglected. His compo-
sitions, like those of the ancient pictures and basso-relievos,
told their story by a single group of figures in the front

;

whilst the background is made the simplest possible,

rejecting all unnecessary episode and trivial ornament,
either of secondary groups or architectural subdivision.

In his compositions, the beholder was forcibly struck by
the sentiment at the first glance: the gradations and
varieties of which he traced through several characters, all

conceived in an elevated spirit of dignity and beauty, with
a lively expression of nature in all the parts. His heads
were various the male were decided and grand ;

the

female, lovely : his figures resembled the antique- the

limbs were elegant and finely formed : his drapery was
well understood

;
either forming the figure into a mass

with one or two deep folds only, or, by its adhesion and

transparency, discovering the form of the figure, the lines

of which were finely varied with the union or expansion of

spiral or cascade folds, composing with or contrasting the

outline and chiaro-oscuro. Few artists, since the fifteenth

century, have been able to do so much in so many different

branches : for, besides his beautiful compositions and

pictures, which have added to the knowledge and celebrity
of the English school, he modelled like a sculptor, carved

ornaments in wood with great delicacy, and could make an
architectural design in a fine taste, as well as construct

every part of the building."
In the eulogium of Flaxman are read the sentiments of

a fine judge; but we must, nevertheless, look upon it as

the opinion of one more desirous to dwell on excellencies
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than to point out defects. It was a great merit in the

sculptor's eyes that Romney was enthusiastic about the

ideal in art that he was in raptures with the antique, and
aimed at severe simplicity in his compositions. His ideas

were often, indeed, original and striking ; but, in com-

municating them to the canvas, he exhibited not a little

of the deficiency visible in the productions of the great

sculptor himself, viz. a certain air of heaviness in form,
and want of grace and delicacy in workmanship, which
detract seriously from the merit of the conception. Few
artists of the present day would concur, without some

abatement, in the high character which Flaxman has be-

stowed on the works of Eomney. His ideal and historical

pieces are numerous
;
and it may be safely said, that some

of them are equal, in loftiness of thought, and in simplicity
of conception, to any productions, of that class in the

British school. But it must not be concealed, that his

finished works of that order are few. For one finely

finished, there are five half done
;
and for five half done,

there are at least a dozen merely commenced on the canvas.

More seems to have been wanting than patronage : I cannot

help suspecting that the painter was deficient in that crea-

tive power which enables men of the highest rank of genius
to body forth their groups in imagination, and completely fix
them before the mind's eye, even as a living person sits for

a portrait. He seems, at least, to have yielded too much
to the impulse of the moment he was ever ready to begin
a new subject, but exceedingly loath to finish an old one

;

and we are left to lament that so many conceptions of a

high order are left in the crude elements of the art.

To fourteen pictures the charms of Lady Hamilton con-

tributed their attractions: 1. Circe, a fascinating figure,
but unaccompanied, as was intended, by her suitors meta-

morphosed to brutes : the painter could obtain no tract-

able models, and laid the work aside. 2. Iphigenia, a

whole-length, unfinished. 3. St. Cecilia, bought by Mr.

Montague Burgoyne for seventy guineas. 4. Sensibility,

bought by Mr. Hayley for one hundred guineas. 5. Bac-

chante, a half-length, sent to Sir William Hamilton at

Naples, and lost at sea returning. (5. Calopc exposed with
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her Child, bought by Admiral Veriion for sixty guineas.
7. The Spinstress, bought by Mr. Craven for one hundred
and fifty guineas. 8. Cassandra, for the Shakespeare

Gallery, for one hundred and eighty guineas. 10. A
Bacchante, bought by Sir John Leicester for twenty-five

guineas. 11. Calypso, and 12. Magdalene, for the Prince

of Wales, two hundred pounds. 13. Joan of Arc, un-

finished. 14. The Pythian Priestess, unfinished.

I shall enumerate a few more of those which he com-
menced and laid aside : they will show the range of his

mind, and also his want of patience to render his works

worthy of admission to public galleries. 1. A Naked Lady,
caressing a Child

;
2. Venus and Adonis

;
3. Jupiter ;

4.

King Lear asleep ;
5. King Lear awake

;
6. Ceyx and Al-

cyone ;
7. Medea ;

8. The Death of Niobe's Children
;

9.

The Cranean Sibyl foretelling the destiny of ^Eneas
;

10.

Electra and Orestes at the Tomb of Agamemnon ;
11.

Thetis supplicating Jupiter (Iliad, book i.) ;
12. Thetis

comforting Achilles (Id. book xviii.) ;
13. Una

;
14. Hebe

;

15. Psyche ;
16. A Mother with her Child, flying from a

city in flames
;

17. Celadon and Amelia
;

18. Damon and
Musidora

;
19. The Dying Mother; 20. Homer reciting his

Verses
;

21. David and Saul
;

22. Macbeth and Banquo ;

23. The Weird Sisters
;

24. The Descent of Odin
;

25.

Fortune-telling; 26. The Ghost of Clytemnestra ; 27.

Eurydice vanishing from Orpheus ;
28. Harpalice, a

Thracian princess, defending her wounded Father
;

29.

Paris found dying by Mountain Nymphs; 30. Romney's
Dream; 31. Gil Morrice

;
32. Antigone with the dead

Body of Polynices ;
33. The Grecian Daughter ;

34. Two
Girls chasing a Butterfly ;

35. A Witch displaying her

magical Powers
;
36. Resuscitation by force of Magic; 37.

Doll Tearsheet "
Captain ! thou abominable damned

cheater," &c.
;
38. The Birth of Man

;
39. The Temptation

of Christ. To these may bo added the Cartoons which
Flaxman admired so much : Cupid and Psyche ; Orpheus
and Eurydice ; Prometheus chained

;
Medea

; Ghost of

Darius; and Atossa's Dream. Thirty-eight of his designs
and studies were deposited by the painter's son in the

Fitzwilliam Museum at Cambridge, and the Cartoons
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were presented by the same hand to the Liverpool Insti*

tution.
" I have made many grand designs ;

I have formed a

system of original subjects, moral and my own, and I

think one of the grandest that has been thought of but

nobody knows it. Hence it is my view to wrap myself in

retirement and pursue these plans, as I begin to feel I

cannot bear trouble of any kind." These were the words
of Romney in March, 1794, but they apply to all periods
of his life he was ever dreaming and sketching. Much
of this wandering of the fancy must be attributed to Hay-
ley : the poet overwhelmed and distracted the painter by
all manner of suggestions ;

when he had done painting
Sensibilities and Serenas for bedrooms and books, they

opened volumes of verse or history, and as the friend

dictated the artist drew. But it is not always from the

finest passages in poetry or the noblest in history that

artists form the best and most striking pictures. They
are often found, on trial by the pencil, to owe their chief

charm to what art can find neither form nor colours to

express. Fortunately for himself and the world, Komney,
in the absence of his officious poet, became sensible that

he had attempted subjects beyond the reach of his depart-
ment

;
and laying such wild dreams aside, singled out

occasionally homelier subjects, which, having affected his

own fancy, and being embodied under the influence of

genuine feeling, have secured a lasting and an honourable

place to his name. 1

1 The immense amount that has been written about Romney has rendered

it unnecessary for me to add much more in the shape of notes. Cun-

ningham's ample life gives on the whole a faithful picture of this weak-
minded man, and weak though charming artist. The whole story of his

life might be written in the two words we so often find on the back of

his unfinished pictures and sketches "Left incomplete." He was never

whole-hearted in anything, not even in vice
;
but by the glamour of

sentiment, and a certain charm of manner that he possessed, he made it

difficult both to himself and others to distinguish between his virtuous

intentions and his faulty performances. Even Cunningham is more
lenient to his failings than is his wont, for although he is sufficiently

severe on his mean desertion of his wife, he glosses over his early rela-

tions with " the Fair Emma," and, like Hay ley, makes no mention of her
"
inspiring" intluence until the time when she was about to be married
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to Sir William Iliunilton, when probably it is true that she merely
honoured her poor deluded painter with "

filial tenderness and esteem."

Hayley's verses, beginning
" Gracious Cassandra," though intended

as a high-flown compliment to this Circe of the day, have, in 1'acfc, a bitter

truth in them. What can be said of the " soul-sunk artist
" who "

feels

his art expire
" when he can no longer gain her " charms "

for his model
or her "

taste
"

for his guide ! His life is sadder in its success than those

of Barry and Haydon and other aspiring artists in failure. Perhaps he

might have done better if the world had not been so well pleased with

him. lie was a man of a susceptible, and, therefore, egotistic tempera-
ment, and the flattery he received, especially from Hayley, was fatal

both to his character and his art. This flattery made him unwilling to

submit to the dry drudgery of mechanical work, and thus it happens
that some of his most charming fancies are recorded merely in slight
sketches. It is strange to think that this facile artist should ever have
been the rival of dear, honest, hard-working Sir Joshua. His portraits,
as they now appear at our exhibitions on the same walls as those of Rey-
nolds, look poor and meretricious in comparison with his, though it must
be admitted that their grace and ease of execution lend them a wonderful
charm.

It is difficult now to decide how much of this grace was due to the

beautiful model from whom he so constantly painted. Among the en-

gravings after Romncy, exhibited at Burlington House last winter (1878),
there were no fewer than twelve representations of Lady Hamilton
under different characters, and many more could be added. "

Lady
Hamilton as Ariadne,"

"
Lady Hamilton Spinning,"

"
Lady Hamilton

as Innocence," as "
Contemplation," as "

St. Cecilia," &c. : these are the

subjects most frequently occurring in all catalogues of his works. Sir

Joshua flattered all his sitters equally, for he saw them all by the aid of

his imagination through a sort of poetic haxe that softened the rough
commonplace aspect of every-day ;

but Romney's poetry seems to have
been only gained through the inspiration of one sitter, for many of his

other portraits, especially those of men, are prosaic enough, and his

women are simply flattered, not idealized in the least. Of course these

remarks do not apply to such works as "
Mi's. Robinson as Pei'dita,"

" Ilonoria Sneyd as Serena," but only to the general class of his por-
traits, which are, for the most part, weak and characterless, and entirely

wanting in that air of refinement which Sir Joshua gavo to all his sitters.

The "
exquisitely sensitive

"
Romncy was, in fact, in spite of his maudlin

sensibilities, made of coarser clay than homely Sir Joshua. "
Yet, at

one time," says Redgrave,
" the President's studio was somewhat de-

serted, the street where he lived no longer crowded with carriages, the

tide of fashion having ebbed away to his northern competitor in Cavendish

Square." Robinson, as we have seen, reckoned Romney's income, in 1785,
at ,3.6.'!5, and for several years during the height of his practice he did

not make much less. It is scarcely to be wondered at that even Sir

Joshua's equanimity failed him with regard to " the man in Cavendish

Square.;" but Allan Cunningham's insinuations as to his keeping him
out of the Royal Academy arc as unfounded as most of his other innu-

endoes against Reynolds. Ei>.

II. V
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A LEXANDER RUNCIMAN a man, in his day, of
-tx great estimation, and whose works can never be con-

sidered as deficient in power and genius was born in

Edinburgh in the year 1736. Like Janiesone's before

him, his father was an architect : and, as architecture in

those days frequently called in the pencil to embellish its

ceilings and its walls, he was, in a manner, nursed in the

lap of art. When some six years old he began to make
rude drawings ;

and before he was twelve had shown such
a decided inclination to painting, that his father was in-

duced to encourage him. Furnished with pencils, and

brushes, and colours, he took to the fields
;

his first

sketches were rocks, trees, and waterfalls : his friends

perceived in those crude attempts a genius for landscape ;

and Rimciman, at the age of fourteen, was placed in the

studio of John and Robert Norris the former of whom
was, in the current language of his day,

" a celebrated

landscape painter."
1 His progress here was such as was

to be looked for from one of the wildest enthusiasts that

ever devoted themselves to the art
;
he seemed to live and

breathe for painting alone. " Other artists," said one who
had been his companion,

" talked meat and drink, but
Kunciman talked landscape."
A strong love of art prevailed at that time in Scotland.

Robert and Andrew Foulis, two eminent printers in

Glasgow, established in that city an academy of the fine

arts, where engraving, and modelling, and drawing were

taught ;
where specimens of antique art were collected,

1 It is stated by Fuseli that Ivunciman was first apprenticed to a

ooaehmaker, under whom he acquired some practice with the brush, a

facility of pencilling, and much mechanic knowledge of colour, before he
had attained any correct knowledge of design. Eu.
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and aspirants of genius were invited to live and to study
free of all expense. An establishment so generous was
not likely to last long ;

but for a time its influence was

powerful. A similar spirit existed in Edinburgh : nothing
was talked of but Michael Angelo, the Sistine Chapel, and
the grand style: the children of the easel rejoiced; and
it was in the midst of these pleasant and palmy times that

Runciman, renouncing the tutelage of Norris, commenced
on his own account, and exhibited himself in landscape,
in 1755.

He committed here an ordinary error : the pleasure of

new-acquired freedom, and the desire of standing erect

and alone, had tempted him, and prevailed. Many, indeed,

applauded his paintings, and more his sketches
;
but ap-

plause is not food and raiment : there were few or none to

purchase, and Runciman was obliged to console himself
with the assurance of his admirers,

" that his hour of

fame was coming ;
and beautiful as his works now were,

the day would arrive when their beauty would be such as

to compel purchasers." He allowed himself to be com-
forted in the words afterwards adopted by a biographer, in

relating his ill fortune. "These are, indeed, excellent;

yet they are only the foreshadowings of future greatness,
and an indication of that superlative merit you are yet to

display in this branch of art."

With finer powers, at least bestowed on infinitely finer

works, Wilson was starving amid the opulence and the

patronage of London : no wonder that his fellow-adven-

turer of the North toiled in vain during five long years at

Edinburgh. The great Englishman had, in leaving por-
traiture, forsaken fortune for fame

;
and the Scotsman,

when he had discovered the barrenness of landscape, only
turned to starve in a more conspicuous manner 011 histo-

rical composition.
" The versatility of his talents," says

one of his biographers,
" did not permit him to be great

only in one department. In 17(30, his genius launched
into the extensive regions of history painting, where, in

delineating human passions, his energetic mind had greater

scope than in portraying peaceful ii.'lds, the humble rot-

tage, and the unambitious shepherd." These are, as
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Fluelleu says of the language of Ancient Pistol, as brave
words as a man would wish to hear on a summer's day ;

but they must not disguise the fact of the artist's total

failure in landscape, the first-bom of his fancy.
To the new study of historical composition he, however,

addressed himself with all tha entlmsiasni of hope ;
and

being, according to the fashion of the time, fully persuaded
that nothing could be done without a visit to Italy, he in

the year 1766, at thirty years of age, set out on the great

pilgrimage with a light purse and an exulting heart. 1 His

language on this occasion was sufficiently lofty : he would
kneel before the Carracci, and make an obeisance to

Raphael, and give at the shrine of genius what he with-

held from that of St. Peter. If we may believe the opinion

expressed by one of his biographers, he was well prepared
to profit by his journey: "He could, indeed, say, with

the artist whose works he beheld,
' And I also am a

painter,' as he had now practised at least twelve years,
and had attained a proficiency which some would have

thought precluded the necessity of going abroad. But he

longed to converse in high vision with the shades of the

illustrioiis dead, on the spot where once they lived."

In Koine it was his fortune to meet with Fuseli
;
and as

they resembled each other in many things, indeed in most

things except learning of which Rimciman. was as inno-

1 Runciman's younger brother, John Kuuciman, born 1744, accom-

panied him in this journey to Italy. He was a painter of considerable

promise, and Fuseli writes of him as having excited much livelier expec-
tations as an artist than Alexander Kunciman during their stay together
in Komo. John Uunciman, however, went on to Naples, where, either

from the effects of the climate or from constitutional delicacy, he died

soon after his arrival. In one of the letters from Harry to Uurke, while

the former was in Koine, he tells of having met the Kuneimans, and of

having accompanied Alexander to Naples, when the news came to him
of the illness of his brother. Unfortunately they arrived too late to see

him alive. The Scottish Academy erected a monument to the two Kun-
cimans at the Canongate Church, Edinburgh. It is strange that Allan

Cunningham in this memoir should not mention the younger brother.

A picture by him appeared at the International Exhibition in 186:i, and
several of his works, all dealing with great historical and biblical sub-

jects, are mentioned by Kedgrave. Some of them have been engraved.
Eu.
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cent as the ordinary run of his "brethren were then, and
still continue to be an immediate brotherhood com-
menced between them. The Scot was seven years older

'than the Swiss had laboured longer in art was of a

gentler temper, and less imperious in conversation. In a

more essential matter they came closer : they were rivals

in that unbridled licence of imagination, which introduced

an air of inspired madness, and considerate extravagance,
into the sublimest and sternest subjects on which they

employed their pencils. They bear a remarkable resem-

blance to each other : their drawings and in these they
are both seen to most advantage seem the work of the

same hand and mind
; they are distinguished by the same

splendid freedom of outline the same dashing mode of

treatment the same immoderate length of body and

limb, and the same resolution of never doing a gentle
action with ease, nor an heroic one without perilous strain-

ing and toiling. Most of these sketches of Rvmciman are

youthful efforts, struck off in the early days of his enthu-

siasm, and must therefore claim priority of date over the

works of Fuseli. How far the one influenced the other, it

is now impossible to tell : it appears to me indeed more
than likely that their works though, like those of

Beaumont and Fletcher, they might be united into one
continued series were the offspring of separate and un-

influenced study. Fuseli at least could have needed little

either of precept or example to lead him into the Avalk

which he adopted ;
for to him exaggeration was more

natural than true decorum and nice propriety. Be that

as it may, the resemblance between their works is very

striking-, and has been observed by our most eminent
artists. In a letter which Fuseli wrote f-rom Borne, he

said,
" I send this by the hands of Runciman, whom I am

sure you will like
;
he is one of the best of us here."

He remained in Koine during five years, and practised
his hand and eye, morning, noon, and night, in drawing
from Hie unlique, copying the best works of the great
masters, and assiduous study of those paintings of an
historic order which are scattered profusely through the

Italian galleries. "By these means," says one of his
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biographers,
" he not only increased in facility and truth

in drawing, but acquired new general principles, and a

more refined and correct taste. His conceptions, too,
could not fail of being still farther enlarged by the view
of so many sublime works of genius. The art of compo-
sition, of such consequence in an historical painter, could

only be thoroughly learned from attentively studying its

principles, as they are exemplified in those scientific

standards
;
and he caught, with such truth, the rich yet

chastened style of colouring of the Venetian school, that

he was allowed to excel, in this quality, all his competi-
tors." In comparing the productions of Runciman with
this friendly estimate of his improvement, it will however
be found, that the demons of extravagance and exaggera-
tion continued with him still. If the calm, majestic

genius of Raphael pointed the true way to the sublime 1

and the historic, the unbridled genius of Michael Angelo
loosed the evil spirit which the other laid. It is true, that

more consistency of story, more skilful grouping, and a

chaster style of colouring, found their way into the works
of Runcinian but still the original sin of the man was
manifest the love of perpetual motion, the double-double

toil-aiid-troxible sort of action triumphed over all. He
returned home in the year 1771 ;

he came by the way of

London, but saw nothing to tempt his stay in that City of

Promise to genius, and so proceeded to Edinburgh, where
he arrived in a fortunate hour. 1

The national spirit broken almost by a series of mis-

chances, and oppressed by the night-mare power of Eng-
land, which lay heavy upon Scotland, deadening every
limb, through the reigns of the two first Georges, re-

covered its original strength when a king of a mild and

fatherly temper succeeded to the throne, and asserted its

1 He liad previously sent, home his largo picture of ' Nausicaa (it

Play with her Maidens," painted during his stay in Rome, and usually
considered his finest work. It was exhibited at the Free Society of

Artists in Edinburgh in 1767. It might, however, have been painted,
as Allan Cunningham says it was further on, for Sir ,T. Clerk of IVnny-
cuick, for Runciman seems to have known this gentleman before he left

Edinburgh. ED.
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dignity in every department of science and speculation.
Associations began to be formed for the furtherance of

art
; and the academy established in Edinburgh College,

in the year 1760, showed promising symptoms of life and

vigour. So far, however, had all knowledge of art sunk

amongst the Scotch, that no native could be found worthy
of being at the head of the infant establishment. It is

true that Allan Ramsay, son of the poet, had shown, by
both pen and pencil, that he inherited the genius of his

family ;
but he had become painter to the king, and was

settled in London. "What could not be found at home
Was therefore to be sought abroad, and De la Cour and

Pavillion, French artists of some skill in outline, succes-

sively filled the situation of Professor. The death of the

latter had recently occurred, and immediately on Eimci-
man's arrival, he was solicited to fill the vacant situa-

tion.

The salary =120 per annum, I believe was indeed

small, yet it was sufficient for the independence of one

whose wants were few : he accordingly accepted the place,
and entered upon its duties with more enthusiasm, and,

perhaps, with less patience, than their character required.
Of his labours as a teacher much has been said

; yet the

fruits of his ministration, if his merits are to be so weighed,
were neither very abundant nor very beautiful. It is true,

that many of those who repair to such places mistake in-

clination for talent, and a vagrant impulse for a settled

fitness of soul, and that from such clods of the valley

nothing to reflect lustre on the hapless teacher can be ex-

pected : but this is the case with all academies
;
and we

must leave the poverty of the Edinburgh school under the

new professor to be accounted for as it may. Many saga-
cious and learned men, as we all know, have questioned
in the general the propriety of all such institutions

;
and

there can be no doubt either that they foster a rank crop
of the loathsome weeds of mediocrity, or that true genius
often flourishes the most when left to educate itself. But
if there are to be academies at all, there can be little doubt
that the professors ought to be distinguished for accuracy
of knowledge, and elegance of taste points in which,
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it must be admitted, the strength of Eunciman did not
lie.

The patronage which the North extended to art in those

days was far from ample ;
still works of genius found some

generous patrons among the best known of whom were
Sir J. Clerk, of Pennycuick ;

and Mr. Robert Alexander,
a merchant in Edinburgh. From Clerk, Euncimaii had

already received some assistance during his Roman studies
;

and to Alexander he, among others, was indebted for so

many acts of liberality, that one who knew the case well

has said,
" Scotland owes more to Robin Alexander for

the countenance and support of rising genius, than to the

whole body of her nobility." Historical painting had
become the confirmed idol of Eunciman since he had
beheld the wonders of the Sistine

;
and he was no sooner

settled in the North than he submitted the design of a

great national work to Sir J. Clerk, namely, to embellish

his hall at Pennycuick with a series of paintings from
Ossian. This was agreed to at once. The poems ascribed

to the blind old man of Morven were at that time in all

the full-blown splendour of fame : the singular boldness
of the style the wildness of the imagery the deep,
heroic, and chivalrous feelings which they breathed,
rendered them universal favourites

;
and when it is con-

sidered that a nation's vanity was involved in their

history, and its character emblazoned on every page, no
wonder that Scotland eagerly received and adopted what
was announced as the offspring of her own cultivated

genius, produced at a period when all other European
nations were barbarians. The reigning wits of England
meantime looked on with distrust or derision: Johnson,
Goldsmith, Burke, Garrick, and all that coterie, together
with Boswell, whose national prejudices were as nothing
to his worship of Johnson, amused themselves with

lampoons in prose or verse against Fin gal, Temora, and
the whole race of Celtic poems, whether epic or lyric.

When it was told that Pennycuick was to be adorned
with a series of paintings from those works, and that the

hall was to be called Os.siau's Hall, the mirth of these un-

believers knew no bounds. Men of talent are, however,
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seldom driven from their purpose by the malice of wit or

the bitterness of humour. Kunciman, content to receive

for truth what his own nation believed read, studied,

sketched, and imagined he saw in those effusions a series

of fine historical subjects, such as would make the hall of

Ossian a rival to the Sistine Chapel. And, supposing
Ossian to be authentic, Runciman was right: the works
of art with which a nation adorns herself should be from
her own story ;

and to seek in Scottisli poetry for his sub-

jects was surely wiser far in a Scottish painter than to

have recourse to the trite and hopelessly defunct mytho-
logy of Greece. The heroes, and spirits of heroes, and
wild divinities of the Celtic bard, had, moreover, the re-

commendation of novelty; and, finally, whether some
ancient Highlander did or did not produce the whole, or

any particular passages, no man now disputes but that

the pages of " Ossian
" do abound in poetry of the highest

order. Sir J. Clerk readily entered into the feelings and
wishes of the painter ;

sketches were made and approved,
scaffolds raised

;
and to work he accordingly went, with

all the enthusiasm of one who believes he is earning an
immortal name. But there is no work, however much it

may be the offspring of one's own heart, that can be

accomplished perhaps in the same spirit in which it was
commenced. Men of taste, connoisseurs, patrons of the

fine arts, were ready, with their dissonance of opinion, to

excite pain in the mind of a sensitive artist : pain of mind
was aggravated by pain of body ;

he had to lie so much
on his back, while occupied with the ceiling of the hall,

that his health failed
; while, to add to other vexations,

the searching spirit of inquiry and criticism began to sap
more and more the lines of circumvallation within which

Macpherson had intrenched himself
;
and that Fingal

lived, and that Ossian sung, began to be doubted even

among the Scotch. He painted on, nevertheless, and
finished his very romantic undertaking.

There are twelve principal paintings, representing some
of the finest passages of the poems: 1. Ossian singing to

Malvina. "Daughter of the hand of snow, I was not so

mournful and blind when Everallan loved me." 2. The
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Valour of Oscar. "
Behold, they fall before my son, like

the groves in the desert when an angry ghost rushes

through night, and takes -their green heads in his hand.

Cairbar shrinks from Oscar's sword, and creeps in dark-

ness behind his stone. He lifted up his spear in secret,

and pierced my Oscar's side." 3. The Death of Oscar.
" We saw Oscar on his shield

;
we saw his blood around

;

silence darkens every face
;
each turns his face and weeps ;

the king strives to hide his tears." 4. Death of Agan-
decca.

"
Bring hither, says Stamo, Agandecca to her

lovely king of Morven. She came with red eyes of tears

she came with her loose and raven locks : Starno pierced
her side with steel she fell like a wreath of snow which
slides from the rocks of lionan." 5. The Hunting of

Catholda. "Many a hero came to woo the maid, the

stately huntress of Termoth wild : but thou lookest care-

less from thy steps, high-bosomed Strina Douna." 6. The

Finding of Corban Cargloss.
" Who art thou, voice of

night, said Fingal ? She tremblingly turned away : a

moonbeam glittered on a rock ;
in the midst stood a

stately form, a swan with floating locks." 7. Golchossa

mourning over Lamderg.
" Three days she mourned be-

side her love." 8. Oina Morval. "In the hall I lay at

night ;
soft music came to my ear

;
it was the Maid of

Fuarfed wild, she raised the nightly song ;
for she knew

that my soul was a stream that flowed at pleasant sounds."

9. Cormac attacking the Spirit of the Waters. " He rushed

among the waves to find the sou of the wind : three -youths

guide the bounding bark. He stood with the sword and
shield. When the low-hung vapour past, lie took it by the

curling head, and searched its dark womb with his steel,

the sou of the wind forsook the air." 10. The Death of

Cormac. " Why comest thou in thy arms to Temora, Cair-

bar of the gloomy brow? He passed on in his darkness,
and seized the hand of the king. Cormac foresaw his

death." 11. Scandinavian Wizards making Incantations.
" Near is the circle of Loda with the stone of power, where

spirits descend by night in dark-red streams of fire: there,

mixed with the murmur of the waters, rose the voice of

aged men; they call the forms of night to aid them in
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their war." 12. Fingal engaging the Spirit of Loda. " The

spirit of Loda shrieked, as, rolled into himself, he rose

upon the wind." Such are the passages which this bold
artist has endeavoured to embody : that of Agandecca is

reckoned the best. It is commended for anatomical skill,

as well as intrepidity of design.
1

This was hailed as an original and a national work
;
and

though deficient in that fine majesty which belongs to the

epic in art, and imperfect too in drawing, and not more
than natural in colour, it is without question entitled to

be ranked with compositions of a poetic order. While

engaged on this work, he painted
" The Ascension " on the

ceiling, over the altar of the Episcopal Chapel in the

Cowgate of Edinburgh a composition which he himself
ranked next to " The Hall of Ossian ;" but which, speak-

ing from recollection, I should say is at once wild and

ungraceful.
2 He painted also "

King Lear ;" a picture in

which his friends perceived all the poet's feeling and fire
;

and "
Andromeda," which they compared for richness of

colour to the works of Titian and Correggio. Patrons and
critics have ever a ready way of summing lip the leading

1 An artist friend, who has seen Pennycuick Hall quite recently,
writes to me that the ceiling is still in an excellent state of preservation,
the colours looking almost as fresh as when first painted. The hall has
been restored of late years, and the paintings may have been slightly
touched up, hut certainly have not been repainted to any damaging
extent. They arc executed in oil on the plaster, and have a Tery rich

effect. In the centre is a, large elliptical medallion showing Ossian with
his harp, reciting his poem to a large number of people of all ranks and

ages. Around this, in a beautiful framework of gold and leaves, are set

the twelve designs Cunningham describes from Macphersoivs wonderful

poem. ED.
2 So others besides Cunningham appear to have thought, for Mr.

Heath Wilson writes to me :

" The Episcopal Chapel of St. Paul's in the

Canongate, I remember, as a boy, being decorated with large paintings
by Runeiman on the walls of the apse. But the Episcopalians building
a new chapel, St. Paul's was sold to the Presbyterians, who, when they
took possession, whitewashed over all the pictures of their great coun-

tryman. The whitewash has now, I believe, been removed, but while

criticizing the Italians for covering their great frescoes with whitewash,
let me iu justice reflect on this Scottish proceeding in this nineteenth

century, which was accomplished without, as far as I know, exciting

any protest or public indignation in a city which, at the time, called

itself the ' Modern Athens.'" En.
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merits of any new performance. Thus, in the picture of
" The Princess Nausicaa and her Nymphs surprised at the

river-side by Ulysses," which Runciman painted for Pen-

nycuick, one judge perceived the "fine drawing" of Julio

Romano
;
a second saw the "

deep juicy lustre
"

of Tinto-

retto
;
and a third beheld " a feeling and an air altogether

the painter's own." He prided himself much on his pic-
ture of "

Agrippina landing with the Ashes of Grermanicus ;"

a subject suggested by George the Third to Benjamin
West. 1 He exhibited some pictures in London in the year
1772 ;

but all that is remembered of him is, that he took

up his quarters with the widow of Hogarth, who was in

those days reduced to let lodgings for subsistence. He
etched several of his own paintings : one of them,

"
Sigis-

munda weeping over the Heart of Tancred," is still in re-

quest with collectors. I inquired of a dealer in the article

what its merits were ?
" It is five inches and a half by

three inches and a quarter a rare gem, I assure you, sir."

Another of his etchings,
" The Netherbow Port of Edin-

burgh," is in no common spirit and taste. The original pic-
ture has found a sanctuary in the fine collection of the

Marquis of Stafford. Concerning his life, whatever more
is known may be briefly added : the disorder contracted

while painting the Pennycuick cupola grew worse and
worse his looks faded he walked with difficulty yet
no one thought his hour was so nigh, when, on the 21st

October, 1785, he dropped down at the door of his lodg-

ings, in West Nicholson Street, and expired without a

groan, in the forty-ninth year of his age.
2

1 It was not "
Agrippina," but the "

Departure of Regulus from

Rome," that George III. suggested as a subject to West. Allan Cun-

ningham's mistake on this point has been severely commented upon by
his critics, who have not failed to point out that it was Tacitus, and not

Livy, who gave an account of Agrippina. It was not, however, a very
dreadful blunder to make, only the confusion was made worse con-

founded by Lockhart, who edited " The Family Library,'' adding a note

at this place, to say that " Mr. West had represented his Majesty sis

reading the passage from Livy, not knowing that it was contained in

one of the lost books of the historian !

" LoVkhart at all events ought
to have known belter. E.

2 The history of Kunciman's life, with its great aims and disappointed

hopes, is strangely like that of another young Hcotch painter, David
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Of the character of the painter as a man, and his merits

as an artist, there are various opinions. A friend, in whose

judgment I have much confidence, though inclined to be

sarcastic, thus writes to me :

" My father was acquainted
with Eunciman, whose sketches, I think, are infinitely
better than his pictures. Look at his etchings, and re-

member his gallery at Pemiycuick, and then judge if I am
severe such long legs, such distorted attitudes, and such
a total want of knowledge or contempt of drapery ! I

always thought I saw Rimciman revived in Fuseli. My
father said he was a dissolute, blasphemous fellow, and

repeated some of his sayings, which are better forgotten
than remembered. His mother was a most respectable,
well-educated woman ;

her good sense and good manners
made everybody admire her." A gentler picture is given

by one of his biographers: "He was remarkable for a

candour and a simplicity of manners, and possessed a

happy talent for conversation, which caused his company
to be courted by some of the most eminent literary charac-

ters of his time. Hume, Robertson, Kames, and Moii-

boddo, were among the number of his frequent visitors.

But his real worth and goodness of heart were best, known
to his most intimate friends, who had access to him at all

times. Nor was he less remarkable for his readiness in

communicating information and advice to young artists, in

order to further their improvement in the arts." These
stories may seem inconsistent enough ; Runciman, how-

ever, might live 1 in social intercourse with divines and

philosophers, and yet be wild in his conversation when
among more lax companions ; nay, he might indulge in

many indiscretions of wit and humour without seriously

wishing to insult the feelings of the devout, or impugn the
Christian creed. But, surely, such themes are better

a voided by men whose learning cannot enable them to go
" To (lie height of that great argument;"

Scott, whoso story is told in vol. iii. The style of Iiis art also, if

Brown's account of it be correct, must have been of much the sanio cha-

racter as that of the later artist, f whom it. mi^ht also be affirmed that
" his sketches were better than his pictures." ED.
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and the wittiest of the wits would be wise in feeling with
the poet, that

" An atheist laugh's a poor exchange
For Deity offended."

Concerning the merits of Eunciman as a painter, there

are, as we have said, sundry opinions. By those who have
settled that we can have no true art without the nicest

delicacy of academic drawing that any departure from

perfectly just and natural action is a crime inexpiable
that fluttering, scanty, ill-arranged draperies are sure

marks of feebleness and that a style of colouring, par-

taking of the extravagance of all these errors, indicates

want of talent as surely as of taste the works of Eunci-

man will, without question, be ranked among the crude

attempts of arrogant imbecility. Those, however, who
examine his pieces with a wish to find beauties rather than

faults, will not look in vain. Certainly true genius for art

is present in most of his performances. Brown, his scholar

and his friend, an able artist, and one who could think and
feel for himself, thus writes regarding the merits of his

master :

" His fancy was fertile, his discernment of cha-

racter keen, his taste truly elegant, and his conceptions

always great. Though his genius seems to be best suited

to the grand and serious, yet many of his works amply
prove that he could move with equal success in the less

elevated line of the gay and the pleasing. His chief ex-

cellence was composition, the noblest part of the art, in

which it is doubtful whether he had any living superior.
AVith regard to the truth, the harmony, the richness, and
the gravity of colouring in that style, in short, which is

the peculiar characteristic of the ancient Venetian, and the

direct contrast of the modern English school, he was un-

rivalled. His works, it must be granted, like all those of

the present times, were far from being perfect ;
but it Avas

Eunciman's peculiar misfortune, that his defects were of

such a nature as to be obvious to the most unskilful eye,
whilst his beauties were of a kind which few have sufficient

taste or knowledge in the art to discern, far less to appre-
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oiate."
l We concur in much of what his friend has said

;

Tout to have great defects which are obvious to the vulgar,
and great beauties which are only visible to the few, is, to

say the least, an unfortunate arrangement.

1 A contemporary critic in "The Earwig," in 1781, speaks of his
'

Parting of Lord and Lady Russell" as a "
Sturdy, rawboned, Cale-

donian picture, coloured with brick-dust, charcoal, and Scotch snuft'."

Eo.
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T OHN SINGLETON COPLEY, painter of " The Death

J of Chatham,"
"
King Charles ordering the Arrest of the

Five Members of Parliament," and "The Death of Major
Peirson," has as yet had no biographer ;

and. what I am
about to relate of him is gathered from the memories of his

companions in art, the affection of his descendants, and
the imperfect authority of fugitive references and academy
catalogues. He was the son of John Copley and Mary
Singleton, his wife

;
and was, by the most credible ac-

counts, bom at Boston, in America, on the third day of

July, 1787. His father was of English descent, had re-

sided long in Ireland, and after marrying a lady of that

country, removed to the New World, so nigh the time
that his son was born as to coxinteuance a report which

prevailed, when he became eminent, that he was a native

of Ireland. The fact that he was all along claimed as an
American by the general rumour of the United States,

might, perhaps, have been alleged to prove little since,

in a country constantly receiving, and willingly adopting
new citizens from all quarters, considerable looseness as

to such a point might be considered as natural. John

Scolloy, of Boston, however, appears to furnish distinct

evidence, when writing to the painter in 1782 : he says
" I trust, amidst this blaze of prosperity, that you don't

forget your dear native country, and the cause it is engaged
in, which I know lay once near your heart, and I trust

does so still." Other proofs will, perhaps, occur as we

proceed.
In whatever country he was born, he was educated in

America; and to her he owes his first inspiration in art.

This came upon, him, it seems, early enough : when some
seven or eight years old, he was observed to absent him-
self from the family circle for several hours at a time, and
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was traced to a lonely room, on whose bare walls he had

drawn, in charcoal, a group of martial figures, engaged in

some nameless adventure. Boston, at this period, had
neither academy of arts nor private instructors. Copley
had therefore to educate himself a task, after all, not so

difficult to genius as the dull imagine, and which he set

about undismayed, in the absence of models and masters. 1

It is noteworthy, that, almost at the same hour, America

produced, amid her deserts and her trading villages, two

distinguished painters, West and Copley ; who, unknown
to each other, were schooling themselves in the rudiments
of art attempting portraits of their friends one day,
and historical composition the other

; studying nature
from the naked Apollos of the wilderness, as some one
called the native warriors

;
and making experiments on all

manner of colours, primitive and compound ;
in short,

groping, through inspiration, the right way to eminence
and fame. Of Copley's very early works no better account

can be rendered, than that they were chiefly portraits and
domestic groups, to which the wild wood scenery of America

usually formed backgrounds. I once heard an artist say
that the fame of a fine painter, who lived in Boston, found
its way to England as early as the year 1760 : no name
was mentioned

;
and this, he said, was the more impressed

on his mind, because of a painting of a "
Boy and a tame

1

According; to a memoir of Copley that was privately printed in

Boston in 1873, this account of his early training is not quite correct.

Mrs. Copley, it appears, married again when her son Singleton was
about eleven years old, and married a distinguished portrait painter and

engraver of Boston, named Pelham. Copley from this time was most

carefully instructed by his stepfather, whose house, it is said,
"
was, per-

haps, the only place in New England where painting and engraving
were predominant pursuits." His progress must have been rapid, for

when he was about sixteen he published an engraving from a portrait of

the Kev. W. Welsteed. He seems indeed to have had immense success

as a portrait painter in Boston, judging by the number of early portraits
enumerated by Mr. Augustus Thorndike Perkins, the writer of the

memoir above mentioned, who gives a " List of some of his works,''
those chielly which were painted in America and are little known in

England. Boston, it must be remembered, though not perhaps then the
" hub of the solar system," as, according to Oliver Wendell Holmes,
it now claims to be, was the most cultivated town in America, and by
no means a mere "

trading village." Ei>.

II. Q
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Squirrel," which came without any letter or artist* s name,
to one of the Exhibitions of the Royal Academy,

1 and when
its natural action and the deep vivid colouring made the

Academicians anxious to give it a good place, they were at

a loss what to say about it in the catalogxie, but, from the

frame on which it was stretched being American pine, they
called the work American. The surmise was just ;

it was
a portrait by Copley of his half-brother Harry Pelham, and
of such excellence as naturally raised high expectations.
In 1767, when Copley was thirty years old, we find him

well known to the admirers of art on both sides of the At-
lantic : he was then a constant exhibitor in the British

Royal Academy ;
was earning a decent subsistence by his

art among the citizens of Boston
;
had proved, too, that

praise was sweet and censure bitter
;
and was, moreover,

sighing for a sight of the Sistine chapel, and talking of

the great masters. He thus sets forth his feelings in a
letter to Captain Bruce, a gentleman of some taste, who
seems to have been an admirer of the works of Copley :

" I

would gladly exchange my situation for the serene climate

of Italy, or even that of England ;
but what would be the

advantage of seeking improvement at such an outlay of

time and money ? I am now in as good business as the

poverty of this place will admit. I make as much as

if I were a Raphael or a Correggio ;
and three Imndred

guineas a-year, my present income, is equal to nine hun-
dred a-year in London. With regard to reputation, you
are sensible that fame cannot be durable where pictures
are confined to sitting-rooms, and regarded only for the

resemblance they bear to their originals. Were I sure of

doing as well in Europe as here, I would not hesitate a
moment in my choice

;
but I might in the experiment

waste a thousand pounds and two years of my time, and
have to return baffled to America. Then I should have to

take my mother with me, who is ailing : she does not, how-

ever, seem averse to cross the salt water once more
;
but

my failure would oblige me to recross the sea again. My
1 Not to the IJoyal Academy, fur this was not founded until 17G8. but

to the first exhibition held by English artists in the great room of the

Society of Arts. Eu.
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ambition whispers me to run this risk
;
and I think the

time draws nigh that must determine my future fortune."

In something of the same strain, and nearly at the same
time, Copley wrote to his countryman West, then in high
favour at the British Court :

" You will see, by the two

pictures I have lately sent to your Exhibition, what im-

provement I may still make, and what encouragement I

may reasonably expect. I must beg, however, that you
will not suffer your benevolent wishes for my welfare to

induce you to think more favourably of my works than

they deserve. To give you a further opportunity of judg-
ing, I shall send over to your care for the Exhibition the

portrait of a gentleman, now nearly finished : the owner
will be in London at the same time. If your answer should
be in favour of my visit to Europe, I must beg of you to

send it as soon as you can, otherwise I must abide here
another year, when my mother might be so infirm as to be
unable to accompany me ;

and I cannot think of leaving her.

Your friendly invitation to your house, and your offer to

propose me as a member of the Society, are matters which
I shall long remember." 1

What the answers of Bruce and West were, I have not
been able to learn : but it is to be supposed they still left

it a matter of uncertainty, whether it would be more profit-
able to go to London or remain in Boston. Success the wisest
head cannot ensure : sensible and prudent mediocrity fre-

quently wins what true genius cannot obtain the race of

reputation is, in short, the most slippery anduncertain of all

races. As seven years elapsed from this time till he finally
set sail for Italy, we must suppose that Copley was busy
extending his fame with his pencil, and hoarding his earn-

ings for the outlay of travel and study. He had, as he ac-

knowledged to West, as many commissions in Boston as he
could execute. The price for his half-lengths was fourteen

guineas ;
and he also executed many likenesses in crayons :

lie was, therefore, waxing comparatively rich. He was not
one of those inconsiderate enthusiasts who rashly run into

1

Copley, proposed by West, was elected a, member of the Society of

Artists in 1707, wliile still living in Boston. ED.
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undertakings which promise no certain return. He had
laboured as students seldom labour now for his knowledge,
and for the remuneration which it brought ;

and he was
wise not to commit his all to the waters of the Atlantic.

He had continued a bachelor, according to the precept of

Reynolds, that he might be able to pursue his studies

without offering up his time and money at the altar of that

expensive idol, a wife
;
and he had sent over various pic-

tures, chiefly portraits in fancy postures and employments,
with the hope of finding customers for them in the English
market. He thus writes to Captain Bruce :

" Both my
brother's portrait and the little girl's, or either of them,
I am quite willing to part with, should any one incline to

purchase them, at such a price as you may think proper."
I have not heard that he held any further consultations

with Captains or Academicians respecting his studies in

Europe : the growing discord in America was a sharp
sword that urged him onward

; so, in 1774, having arranged
his affairs, left a number of paintings in the custody of his

mother, and put in his pocket enough of his winnings for

a three years' campaign in the Old World, he set sail for

Italy, by the way of England.
1

In London he found few friends, and many counsellors ;

and left it for Koine, August 20th, 1774. It was his mis-

fortune to choose for his companion an artist of the name
oil Carter, a captious, cross-grained, and self-conceited per-

son, who kept a regular journal of his tour, in which he

remorselessly set down the smallest trifle that could bear

a construction unfavourable to the American's character.

A few specimens may amuse the reader : e.g.
" This com-

panion of mine is rather a singular character; he seems

happy at taking things at the wrong end
;
and laboured

near an hour to-day to prove that a huckaback towel was
softer than a Barcelona silk handkerchief." .... "My
agreeable companion suspects lie has got cold upon his

lungs. He is now sitting by a fire, the heat of which

1

Copley had married in 17<>0 the daughter of Richard Clarke, n dis-

tinguished Boston merchant. He does not seem, however, to have

brought his wife and children over with him any more than his mother.

They followed afterwards. Ki>.
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makes me very faint
;
a silk handkerchief about his head,

and a white pocket one about his neck, applying fresh

fuel, and complaining that the wood of this country
don't give half the heat that the wood of America does

;

and has just finished a long-winded discourse upon the

merits of an American wood-fire, in preference to one of

our coal. He has never asked me yet, and we have been

up an hour, how I do, or how I have passed the night : 'tis

an engaging creature." Upon another occasion one tra-

veller wishes to walk, the other is determined to ride, and

they stop in a shower to debate it.
" We had a very warm

altercation, and I was constrained to tell him,
'

Sir, we are

now more than eight hundred miles from home, through
all which way you have not had a single care that I could

alleviate
;
I have taken as much pains as to the mode of

conveying you, as if you had been my wife
;
and I cannot

help telling you, that she, though a delicate little woman,
accommodated her feelings to her situation with much
more temper than you have done.'

" .... " There is

nothing that he is not master of. On asking him to-day
what they called that weed in America, pointing to some
fern

;
he said he kneAv it very well

;
there was a deal of it

in America, but he had never heard its name." . . . .

" My
companion is solacing himself, that if they go oil in

America for an hundred years to come, as they have for an
hundred and fifty years past, they shall have an indepen-
dent government : the woods will be cleared, and, lying in

the same latitude, they shall have the same air as in the

south of France
;

art would then be encouraged there,
and great artists would arise." These ill-matched fellow-

voyagers, soon after their arrival in Rome, separated ;
and

Carter closes with the following kind description of Copley,
as he appeared on the road in his travelling trim :

" He
had on one of those white French bonnets which, turned on
one side, admit of being pulled over the ears: under this

was a. yellow and red silk handkerchief, with a large Cathe-
rine wheel flambeaued upon it, such as may be seen upon
the necks of those delicate ladies who cry Malton oysters:
ihis llowed half way down his back. He wore a red-brown,
or rather cinnamon, great coat, with a friar's cape, ar.d
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worsted binding of a yellowish white : it hung near his

heels, out of which peeped his boots: under his arm he

carried the sword which he bought in Paris, and a hiccory
stick with an ivory head. Joined to this dress, he was

very thin, pale, a little pock-marked, prominent eyebrows,
small eyes, which, after fatigue, seemed a day's march in

his head."

Copley was, no doubt, glad to be relieved from the com-

pany of a man who was peevish without ill health
; who,

with his smattering of Italian, continually crowed over one

who could only speak English ;
who constantly contra-

dicted him in company ; and, finally, caricatured him when

they parted. Our painter, in speaking afterwards of his

bore, said " he was a sort of snail which crawled over a

man in his sleep, and left its slime and no more."

Of Copley's proceedings in Borne we have no account
;

but we find him writing thus by May, 1775: "Having
seen the Roman school, and the wonderful efforts of genius
exhibited by Grecian artists, I now wish to see the Venetian
and Flemish schools : there is a kind of luxury in seeing,
as well as there is in eating and drinking ;

the more we

indulge, the less are Ave to be restrained
;
and indulgence

in art, I think innocent and laudable. I have not one

letter to any person in all my intended route, and I may
miss the most beautiful things ;

I beg you, therefore, to

assist and advise me. I propose to leave Rome about the

20th of May ; go to Florence, Parma, Mantua, Venice,

Inspruck, Augsburgh, Stuttgardt, Manheim, Coblentz,

Cologne, Dusseldorf, Utrecht, Amsterdam, Leydon, Rotter-

dam, Antwerp, Brussels, Ghent, Bruges, Lille, Paris, Lon-
don. The only considerable stay which I intend to make
will be at Parma, to copy the fine Correggio. Art is in its

utmost perfection here
;

a mind susceptible of the fine

feelings which art is calculated to excite, will find abun-
dance of pleasure in this country. The Apollo, the Lao-

coon, &e., leave nothing for tin; human mind to wish for;

more cannot be effected by Ihe genius of man than what
is happily combined in those,1 miracles of the chisel."

No memorial remains of what he said or did in the route

marked out in this letter, save the copy of the Parma Cor-
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reggio. His imitation is in England, and may bo com-

pared, without injury to his name, with any copies made

by his brethren of the British school.

In the latter end of the year 1775, Copley readied Lon-
don

;
and set up his easel at 25, George Street, Hanover

Square. West was as good as his word : he introduced

him to the Academy; in 1777 he became an associate;
and in February, 1783, we find the King sanctioning his

election as a Royal Academician.

By this time Copley's name had been established by
works of eminent merit

; among the first of which was
" The Death of Chatham." l The chief excellence of this

picture is the accurate delineation of that impressive
erent, and the vast number of noble heads, all portraits,
with which the House of Lords is thronged; its chief

fault is an air of formality, and a deficiency of deep feel-

ing : yet, it must be owned, that those who are near the

dying statesman are sufficiently moved. All lords could

not feel alike
;

some seem standing for their portraits ;

some seem anxious about their places ;
and others, from

their looks, may be supposed inwardly rejoicing that

Death, having struck the head of the administration,
seems satisfied with his prey. Praise poured in upon the

successful painter from all quarters ;
no people were more

pleased than his old companions in America
;
and many

letters were addressed to him from grave and aged per-
sons. " I delight," says the venerable Matthew Byles of

Boston,
" in the fame you have acquired ;

and I delight in

being ranked amongst your earliest friends." No one, it

may be believed, rejoiced more than his mother. She was
now very old, feeble in body, sinking silently to the grave ;

had suffered in peace of mind, and in property, during the
war of separation ;

but what she lamented most were the

1 This well-known historic picture was presented to the National Gallery,
in ISiiS. by the Earl of Liverpool. It is such scenes as these in contem-

porary history that historic painters should seek to perpetuate. Yet how
few of them choose such. West had set the example in his "Death of
Wolfe

;

'

lint in spite of the. great success of this picture, he did not. often

follow up the practice, nor did Copley to any great extent except in his

"Death of Major Peirson "
and "Defeat of the Spanish Batteries at

Gibraltar." ED.
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interruptions which took place in the correspondence with

her son: private letters were sometimes detained by the

government, and she was months without the solace of his

handwriting. It appears, too, that her circumstances

were far from affluent; and it must be related to the

honour of all concerned, that she made no complaint, and
that her son did not forget her, or any of his relatives,

amidst all his prosperity.
The fame which Copley acquired, and the value which

he put upon this noble picture, brought him, along with

many friends, a few detractors. To have refused 1,500

guineas, was, in the sight of some, offence enough ;
nor

was this forgotten, when some time afterwards the fame of

the painting was revived by a splendid engraving of large

size, of which no less than five-and-twenty hundred im-

pressions were sold in a very few weeks. He was advised to

exhibit the picture ;
and naturally preferring the time when

the town is fullest, hired a room, and announced his inten-

tion, without reflecting that the Royal Academy exhibition

was about to open. He met with unexpected opposition.
Sir William Chambers remonstrated : the room, which
was chosen belonged to the King ;

it was his duty, he

said, to protect the interests of the Royal Academy, which
were sure to suffer from such partial exhibitions

;
and he

interposed, lest the world should think that the King, who
had aided and protected the Academy, now countenanced
an exhibition injurious to its welfare, and contrary to the

spirit and rules of the Institution. 1

This, Copley thought
a little too autocratic in the architect, who, moreover, had
not hesitated to embitter his opposition by most gratuitous
incivilities. Those who desire to know how men of emi-

nence in art addressed each other in the year 1781, may
consult the conclusion of Sir William's epistle :

" No one
wishes Mr. Copley greater success, nor is more sensible of

his merit, than his humble servant; who, it' he may be

1 The " Institution'' has had to lower its tone somewhat since then.

Stothard's
"
Canterbury Pilgrims

" was exhibited in London during the

Academy Exhibition, and Ilaydon exhibited most of his large pictures
in the same manner. The custom, of course, is now fully established,
but Copley seems to have been the first to set the fashion. ED.
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allowed to give his opinion, thinks no place so proper
as the Royal Exhibition to promote either the sale of

prints, or the raffle for the picture, which he under-
stands are Mr. Copley's motives : or, if that should be

objected to, he thinks no place so proper as Mr. Copley's
own house, where the idea of a raree-show will not be

quite so striking- as in any other place, and where his

own presence will not fail to be of service to his views."

The painter was much incensed by this language, and had
some intention, when he moved his picture to another

place, of stating publicly the cause of this vexatious

change : he did, however, what many wise men do having
vented his wrath and sarcasm on paper in the morning, he
sweetened the bitterness of the invective a little at mid-

day, laughed at the whole affair in the evening, and threw
the satire into the fire before he went to bed. The picture
was so much admired, that the artist was emboldened to

have an engraving made from, it of unusual size, viz. thirty
inches long and twenty-two inches and a half high, by the

hand of Bartolozzi.

When this great plate was finished, he was remembered

by all those to whom he had happened to give offence
;

' more

particularly by those who were envious of his success.

They spread a report everywhere that he had fraudulently
withheld from his subscribers the early impressions to which
the order of signatures entitled them. The audacious

calumny was promptly refuted : four gentlemen of taste

and talent, one of them Edmund Malone, took up the cause

of their injured friend, and proved to the satisfaction of

1 This was seen in a lawsuit in which ho became involved. Besides
the large print by Bartolozzi, Copley had employed another engraver,
named Dclutro, to produce another much smaller plate, for which ho

reed to pay ,800. When this plate was finished, however, it turned
it to hi; such a vile production that Copley refused to pay much more
an a third of the sum stipulated. Delatre accordingly sued him, and all

(! artistic world, painters and engravers, gave evidence on one side or

e other. The Judge, Lord Kenyon, acknowledged
"

that, in his igno-
nee of artistic matters, he was totally at a loss to know what path to

ke to arrive at justice," but the jury, who, we will presume, were more

enlightened, ga\e a verdict for the plaintiff, and poor Copley had to pay
X'SOU for an engraving which most artists agreed he could not publish
without injuring his reputation. KIJ.
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the public first, that Bartolozzi received d2,000 for the

plate ; secondly, that the number of subscribers, from

April, 1780, to August, 1782, amounted to 1,750 ; thirdly,
that 2,438 impressions were taken in all

; fourthly, that

320 proofs were stmck from the plate ;
and finally, that

the impressions were delivered to the subscribers according
to the order of subscription. The approbation of many
good judges compensated for the pain which this rumour
occasioned

;
he could not but feel gratified with the united

thanks of Washington and Adams, to whom he had pre-
sented two of the prints :

" This work," says the former,
"
highly valuable in itself, is rendered more estimable in

my eye, when I remember that America gave birth to the

celebrated artist who produced it."
" 1 shall preserve my

copy," said the latter,
" both as a token of your friendship,

and as an indubitable proof of American genius."
At this time historical painting seemed to have a chance

of taking a hold on public affection : the King patronized
it openly : several dignitaries of the Church, and sundry
noblemen, obeyed their own taste, or the example of the

throne, and ordered pictures ;
and finally, Alderman Boy-

dell entered into a covenant with a number of the Acade-
micians to unite their talents, and form a gallery of English
works in the manner of some of those in foreign lands : we
have stated this more fully elsewhere ;

at present it is suf-

ficient to say that Copley was one of the select, and that

various subjects presented themselves to his fancy : 1.

The Assassination of Buckingham ;
2. Charles signing

Strafford's Death-Warrant
;

3. Charles addressing the

Citizens of London
;

4. The five impeached Members

brought in triumph to Westminster
;

5. The Speaker of

the Commons thanks the City Sheriffs for protecting the

five impeached Members
;

6. The Members of the House
of Commons appear before the Army on Hounslow; 7.

London sends six Aldermen to General Monk, and submits;
8. The Lord Mayor presenting a Gold Cup to Monk

;
9.

The General conducts the Members back to Westminster
Hall

;
JO. The King's Escape from Hampton Court. It

must be confessed that some of these themes smack of Bow
bells and Cheapside ; they were probably suggested to
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Copley by the worthy Alderman,who was anxious to honour
his predecessors, in the hope of not being forgotten him-
self. While this list was under consideration, an event

happened, in the course of the war, which furnished a sub-

ject of more immediate interest.

The French invaded Jersey ;
stormed St. Helier's

;
took

the commander prisoner, and compelled him to sign the

surrender of the island. Major Peirson, a youth of twenty-
four, refused to yield collected some troops charged the

invaders with equal courage and skill defeated them with
much effusion of blood, but fell himself in the moment of

victory, not by a random shot, but by a ball aimed delibe-

rately at him by a French officer, who fell in his turn, shot

through the heart by the African servant of the dying vic-

tor. It is enough to say in praise of any work, that it is

worthy of such a scene. The first print I ever saw was
from this picture : it was engraved by Heath

;
and equals

in dimensions that of " The Death of Chatham." I was

very young, not ten years old
;
but the scene has ever

since been present to my fancy. I thought then, what I

think still, on looking at the original that it is stamped
with true life and heroism : there is nothing mean, nothing
little, the fierce fi^ht, the affrighted woman, the falling7 O ' O O
warrior, and the avenging of his death are all there : the

story is finely told. This picture was painted for Boydell :

long afterwards, when his gallery was dispersed, it was

purchased back by Copley, and is now in the keeping of

his distinguished son, Lord Lyiidhurst.
1

His next subject was a much more magnificent one, but
too vast and varied, perhaps : the repulse and defeat of the

Spanish floating batteries at Gibraltar. The Common

1 Tliis picture, as every one knows, is now in tlio National Gallery,

having been purchased for the nation at the sale of Lord Lyndhurst's
pictures in 1864. It would seem that Copley must have gone himself

to Jersey to make studies for it, for he tells us that ' the background is

an exact view of the town of St. Heller's, where (lie battle was fought."
Mnivovi r. Messrs. Redgrave; mention the existence of some careful

drawings made by him of that, locality. The Duke of Wellington is

said to have called this picture
' the best battle-piece he had ever seen,"

and in truth it, is a remarkably accurate work, but somewhat cold, and

wanting in poetic enthusiasm. ED.
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Council of London commissioned this picture for their hall
;

andthey gave ample space and verge enough wherein to trace
the beleaguered rock and its fiery assailants

;
viz. a panel

twenty-five feet long and twenty-two feet and a half high.
In this great picture, as in his others, he introduced many
portraits : the gallant Lord Heathfield himself is foremost
in the scene of death

;
and near him appear Sir Robert

Boyd, Sir William Green, chief engineer, and others, to

the amount of a dozen or fifteen. The fire of the artillery
has slackened

;
the floating batteries, on whose roofs thir-

teen-inch shells, and showers of thirty-two pound balls had
fallen harmless, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, are now
sending up flames on all sides

;
whilst their mariners are

leaping in scores into the sea. The scene of desolation is

certainly grand. There is, however, a want of true per-

spective : the defenders of the rock are like the children

of Anak
;
the perishing mariners at the very line where

the sea washes the defences of stone are less than ordinary
mortals. The figures have been charged with looking more
formal and stiff than nature. This may be too severe

but on the whole I cannot class the piece with his happiest
works. 1 I may mention here a work bequeathed by Copley
to that noble institution, Christ's Hospital School, painted

early in his career, and representing the escape of Brooke

Watson, when a sea-boy, from a shark. He was bathing
at Havannah

;
a shark seized his foot and snapped it off,

and was about to devour him, when a seaman struck the

monster between the eyes with a heavy boat-hook and
saved his companion. The terror of the boy the fury of

the fish and the resolution of the mariner, are well repre-
sented

;
while the agitated water in which the scene is laid

seems bloody.

Subjects from British history and British poetry were
what Copley chiefly found pleasure in. The ii rst Installation

1 This huge bat tie-piece still hangs in Guildhall, but :i sketch or study
for it of smaller dimensions may be seen in the National (Jallory. When
first exhibited, its popularity was such that it attracted, it is said, 60,000

visitors
;
and the artist, by the exhibition of this and the "Death of

Chatham," made X'5,000. It was engraved by W. Sharpi) on a large
scale. Er>.
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of the Order of Saint Patrick seemed to him a sub
j
ect worthy

of the pencil ;
and Edmund Malonc readily aided him with

his knowledge ;
and the Irish nobility ,

with but one excep-
tion or so, offered to give him the advantage of their faces,

so that the whole might bear the true image of the Green
Isle. Of this projected work the painter thus speaks :

" I

think it a magnificent subject for painting ;
and my desire

is to treat it in an historic style, and make it a companion to

the picture of Lord Chatham : filling the whole with the

portraits of the knights and other great characters. The
idea originated with myself, and I mean to paint it on my
own account, and publish a print from it of the same size

as that of Chatham." This was a vain imagination the

King approved of the work : the nobility of Ireland pro-
mised to sit for their portraits, though one of them, Lord

Inchicjuin, I think, declared sitting for one's portrait to be
a punishment almost unendurable

; but, somehow, here the

matier stopped, and the first Installation of the Order of

St. Patrick is yet to be painted.
It ought to be mentioned, that Copley, amid all his his-

torical works, continued to paint portraits, and had in that

way considerable employment. Among others he took the

likeness of Lord Mansfield
;
and has left us a very fine

family group of himself, his wife, and his children : the

hands are well proportioned ;
there is much nature in the

looks of the whole, and some very fine colouring.
A portrait painter in large practice might write a pretty

book on the vanity and singularity of his sitters. A cer-

tain man came to Copley, and had himself, his wife, and
seven children, all included in a family piece :

" It wants
but one thing," said he,

" and that is the portrait of my
first wife for this one is my second." "

But," said the

artist,
" she is dead, you know, sir: what can I do '? she is

only to be admitted as an angel."
"
Oh, no ! not at all,"

answered the other
;

" she must come in as a woman nc

angels 1'or me." The portrait was added, but some time

elapsed before the person came back : when he returned he
had a stranger lady on his arm. " I must have another
oast of your hand, Copley," he said: "an accident befell

my second wife
;
this lady is my third, and she is come to
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have her likeness included in the family picture." The

painter complied the likeness was introduced and the

husband looked with a glance of satisfaction on his three

spouses : not so the lady ;
she remonstrated

;
never was

such a thing heard of out her predecessors must go. The
artist painted them out accordingly ;

and had to bring an
action at law to obtain payment for the portraits which he

had obliterated.

The mind of Copley teemed with large pictures : he had

hardly failed in his Irish subject before he resolved to try
an English one, viz. the Arrest of the Five Members of the

Commons by Charles the First. Malone, an indefatigable

friend, supplied the historical information, and gave a list

of the chief men whose faces ought to be introduced. It

was the good fortune of the eminent men of those days,
both Cavaliers and Roundheads, that their portraits had

chiefly been taken by the inimitable Vandyke : all that had
to be done, therefore, was to collect these heads, and paint
his picture from them. They were, it is true, scattered

east, west, north, and south : but no sooner was Copley's

undertaking publicly announced, than pictures came from
all quarters ;

and it is a proof of his name and fame that such

treasures were placed in his hands with the most unlimited

confidence. The labour which this picture required must have

been immense
;
besides the grouping, the proper distribu-

tion of parts, and the passion and varied feelings of the

scene, he had some fifty-eight likenesses to make, of a size

corresponding with his design. The point of time chosen is

when the King having demanded if Hampden, Pym, Hollis,

Hazelrig, and Strode were present, Leuthall the Speaker

replies,
" I have, sir, neither eyes to see, nor tongue to

speak, in this place, but as the House is pleased to direct

me." The scene is one of deep interest, and the artist lias

handled it with considerable skill and knowledge. The
head I like best is the dark and enthusiastic Sir Harry
Vane

;
the Cromwell is comparatively a failure. Many

have left their seats dismayed ;
while fear, and anger, and

indignation have thrown the whole into natural groupings :

the picture was much talked of when it appeared, and de-

serves to be remembered still.
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There lias always been a difficulty in disposing of his-

torical pictures in this country ;
and no one was doomed to

experience it more than Copley : no customer made his ap-

pearance for Charles and the impeached Members. I know
not whether the following remarkable letter, from a

wealthy peer, arose from his own inquiries, or from an offer

made by the artist
;
the letter, however, is genuine, and

proves that they err who imagine that the spirit of bar-

gaining is confined to mercantile men :

" Lord Ferrers' s compliments to Mr. Copley ;
he cannot

form any judgment of the picture ; but, as money is scarce,

and any one may make eight per cent, of their money in

the funds, and particularly in navy bills, and there is so

much gaming, he hopes he'll excuse his valuing his picture
in conformity to the times, and not think he depreciates
in the least from Mr. Copley's just merit ;

but if he reckons

fifty-seven figures, there are not above one-third that are

capital, but are only heads or a little more ;
and therefore

he thinks, according to the present times, if he gets nine

hundred pounds for the picture with the frame, after the

three other figures are put in, and it is completely finished,

and he has the power of taking a copy, it is pretty near the

value : that is what very few people can afford to give for

a picture. However, if Mr. Copley would undertake to do
a family piece for him with about six figures, about the

size of the picture he has of Mr. Wright's, with frame and

all, he would agree to give him a thousand guineas for the

two pictures. But he imagines the Emperor or some of

the Royal Family may give him more, perhaps a great deal

more, which he wishes they may, and thinks he well de-

serves
; but, if he can't make a better bargain, Lord Fer-

rers will stand to what he says, and give him six months
to consider of it, and will not take it amiss if he sells it

for ever so little more than he has mentioned, as he has

stretched to the utmost of his purse, though he does not

think he has come near up to Mr. Copley's merit."

"Upper Seymour Street, 5tb Juno, 1791.''

Copley felt himself so much obliged to Malone for his-

torical help, that he made a public acknowledgment of it;
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but he seemed not to be aware that he had received invisible

help before, both in America and England. The person
who had done this good deed was Lord Buchan

; and, lest

the painter should go to the grave in ignorance of the name
of his benefactor, he addressed this characteristic note from

Dryburgh :

" You are now the father of my list in the

charming art of perpetuating or greatly extending the im-

pressions received by the most spiritual of our external

senses from living forms. I take pride to myself in having
been the first, with your

'

Boy and Squirrel,' and your ex-

cellent character from the other side of the Atlantic, to

make you properly known to the illustrious Pitt, to whom
in his particular department there has been found 110

equal." This northern lord lived, and, I hear, died, in the

belief that he was the great support of literature and patron
of art. But, though the elder brother of two men of Avit

and genius, he was, in fact, in eveiy possible respect, saving
his coronet, a nobody.
No artist was ever more ready than Copley to lend his

pencil to celebrate passing events
;
the defeat of De Win-

ter by Duncan was now celebrated in a picture, exhibiting
considerable skill in depicting maritime movements, and

containing in all twelve portraits. He is not, however, so

happy at sea as on laud
; indeed, a naval battle is con-

ducted on such mathematical principles, that no human
ingenuity seems capable of infusing poetic beauty into the

scene. When we have seen the sides, and the prow, and
the stem, of a ship, we have seen all

;
their tiers of guns,

their masts, their rigging, and their mode of fighting, are all

alike. The battle of La Hogue is the best of all the pieces
of this class

; yet a distinguished officer once called it, in

my hearing, a splendid confusion
;
and declared if the

painter had commanded the fleet, and conducted it so, he

would have been soundly thrashed. When Nelson fell at

Trafalgar, West dipped his brush in historic paint Cop-

ley did the same; the former finished his picture, the

latter but planned his. The tide of taste had set in

against compositions of that extent and cliaracter : more

youthful adventurers were making their appearance. Law-

rence, Beechey, and Shee, with their splendid portraitures
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Stothard, with his poetic pictures and Turner, with

his magical landscape, began to appear in the van
; and,

at seventy years of age, nature admonished Copley to

cease thinking of the public, and prepare for a higher
tribunal. He had still, however, energy sufficient to send

works from his easel to the Exhibition
; amongst which

were portraits of the Earl of Northampton, Baron. Graham,
Viscount Dudley and Ward, Lord Sidmouth, the Prince of

Wales at a review, attended by Lord Heathfield, and other

military worthies. His last work was " The Resurrection
;

"

and with this his labours closed, unless we except a por-
trait of his son, Lord Lyndhurst, painted in 1814. l An
American gentleman applied to him for information and
materials to compose a narrative of his life : he felt a re-

luctance, which all must feel, about complying with such a

request ;
and while he was hesitating, death interposed.

He died 9th September, 1815, aged seventy-eight years.
Those who desire to know the modes of study, the

peculiar habits, the feelings and opinions, likings and dis-

likings, of Copley, cannot, I fear, be gratified. No one

lives now who could tell us of his early days, when the

boy, on the wild shores of America, achieved works of sur-

passing beauty ;
he is bxit remembered in his declining

years, when the world had sobered down his mood, and
the ecstasy of the blood was departed. He has been

represented to me by some as a peevish and peremptory
man, while others describe him as mild and unassuming.
Man has many moods, and they have all, I doubt not,

spoken the truth of their impressions. I can depend more

upon the authority which says he was fond of books, a

lover of history, arid well acquainted with poetry, especially
the divine works of Milton. These he preferred to exercise

either on foot or on horseback, when labour at the easel

was over and this bookish turn has been talked of as in-

jurious to his health
;
but no one has much right to com-

plain of shortness of years, who lives to see out threescore

and eighteen.

1 It is strange that only fine of Copley's paintings has appeared at the

Winter Exhibitions at Burlington Ilmisc. This one was a .sUetch fur tin-

picture of" The Death of Chatham,'
5
lent by Mi',Anderdon.in LS77. F.n.

II. K,
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He sometimes made experiments in colours : the methods
of the Greeks, the elder Italians, and the schools of Flo-

rence and Venice, he was long in quest of
;
and he wrote

out receipts for composing those lustrous hues in which
Titian and Correggio excelled. 1 For the worth of his dis-

coveries, read not his receipts, but look at his works
;
of

all that he ever painted, nothing surpasses his "
Boy and

Squirrel
"

for fine depth and beauty of colour
;
and this

was done, I presume, before he had heard the name of

Titian pronounced. His " Samuel reproving Saul for

sparing the People of Anialek
"

is likewise a fine bit of

colouring, with good feeling and good drawing too. I

have only this to add to what has been already said of his

works ;
he shares with West the reproach of want of

natxiral warmth and uniting much stateliness with little

passion. As to his personal character, it seems to have

been, in all essential respects, that of an honourable and

accomplished gentleman.

Copley's eminent son still inhabits the artist's house in

George Street, Hanover Square; and all must consider it

as honourable to this noble person, that he has made it his

object to collect works of his father's pencil wherewith to

adorn the apartments in which they were conceived and

produced.
2

1

Copley's method of painting was extremely slow, and he wearied his

sitters greatly by the length of time he required. It is told of him that

once, when he was painting a family group at Windsor Castle, the

Queen, children, dogs, and parrots all got equally tired, and the Queen
even complained of the matter to the King ; but West assured their

majesties that his fellow-countryman, whom he had kindly introduced,
was painting a tine pictiu'e, and must be allowed to proceed with it in

his own way. ED.
- Lord Lyndhurst died in ISfi.'J. Miss Copley lived in her old age at

Hampton Court. She once told the writer of the memoir before men-
tioned that she remembered her father quite well. ''Many tine gentle-

men," she said,
'' came to our house in George Street, and I have seen

many since, but I never observed one who surpassed my father in ele-

gance of manner and dignity of deportment.'' All testimony, indeed,
tends to show that ho was a very imposing old gentleman. He was
fond of dress and external magnificence, but fmnd his chief pleasure in

painting, and his next in reading the English classics. His favourite

book was " Paradise Lost." ED.
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T OHN HAMILTON MOETIMEE was bom in the year
J 1741, but in what mouth none of his biographers have
mentioned. Ho was the youngest of four children, two of

whom were daughters. His father, originally a miller

or, as the admirers of the painter write it, the proprietor
of a mill and, according to the same authorities, the
lineal descendant of Mortimer, Earl of March became a

collector of the customs at Eastbourne, in Sussex, where
ho lived in good repute, and acquired the means of giving
his sous a respectable education, and of assisting their

advance in life. A love of art belonged to the family. The
collector's brother, a wandering adventurer, who went from
vale to vale, and from town to town, limning faces and

landscapes for his subsistence, left many drawings ; and,

moreover, an altar-piece in Aylesbury church representing
our Lord's Supper. These works of a low order as they
were had an early influence on the mind of Mortimer

;

he studied them and copied them, and carrying his specu-
lations farther, began to form original designs from
nature and from fancy : his attempts attracted the notice

of his father, who, perceiving his inclination, and perhaps
his genius, consented that he should try his fortune in the

precarious department of the pencil. The application of a

friend, and a premium of a hundred pounds, placed him
in the studio of the once famous Hudson.
Mortimer was some eighteen or nineteen years old when

lie arrived in London. Sir J. lieyiiolds had more than
commenced that career which ended so gloriously for his

name, and other artists were making their appearance
compared to \vliom Hudson AVUS but a dauber; we may
therefore wonder why he was not placed in some more

gifted man's studio. The fame of Hudson was perhaps
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still highest in the provinces ;
in those days reputation

travelled more slowly than now, and the rising sun of

Reynolds might not yet have eclipsed that of his old

master in the opinion of the people of Eastbourne. Mor-
timer's first object was to acquire the art of colouring; in

drawing he had already made good progress, and the class

of subjects to which he wished to dedicate his mind had
been early fixed. Bred on the sea-coast, and amid a daring
and rugged race of hereditary smugglers, it had pleased
his young imagination to walk on the shore when the sea

was agitated by storms to seek out the most sequestered

places among the woods and rocks
;
and frequently, and

not without danger, to witness the intrepidity of the con-

traband adventurers, who, in spite of storms and armed
excisemen, pursued their precarious trade, at all hazards.

In this way he had from boyhood become familiar with
what amateurs of art call

" Salvator Rosa-looking scenes :"

he loved to depict the sea chafed and foaming, and fit "to
swallow navigation up," ships in peril, and pinnaces sink-

ing ;
banditti plundering, or reposing in caverns, and all

such situations as are familiar to pirates on water and
outlaws 011 land. To this rough sea-coast academy much
of that peculiarity which marks the works of Mortimer

may be traced
;
with a certain dash of savage grandeur, it

communicated to his style a wild freedom unknown at

that period in the productions of the English school.

He soon discovered that little could be learned from

Hudson, who to ignorance in his profession added rude
and unconciliating manners. These contributed to drive

Mortimer, after a short experiment, to the studio of Pine,
considered in those days a capital colourist. But he did

not remain long even there : he perceived that in working
under the opinion and control of another, he was losing
his own original mode of execution, that his hand was

acquiring a style of a composite kind, and, what was worse,
that he was habituating his mind to servility. He who

aspires after true fame must never put his head and hand
under the control of another. Mortimer now studied

more patiently, and with more profit, in the gallery of

antique figures opened by the liberality of the Duke of
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Eiclimoud. This lie called his dead school
;
the school on

the shores of Sussex was his living one and in both he
laboured with such success that he gained the notice of

Cipriani and Moser, who represented him in such a favour-

able light to the peer, that he desired much to have re-

tained him on his establishment for the purpose of paint-

ing, as was the fashion of those days, the galleries, and

walls, and ceilings of some of his houses. To have sub-

jects dictated and spaces defined, and to be painting under
a patron's eye at so much per annum, was unpleasing to

one who wished to think for himself, and work when it

suited his convenience : the offer was politely declined.

The Society for the Encouragement of Arts awarded him
several premiums for drawings made from the figures in

the Richmond Gallery.
" Soon after," says Edwards, in

his " Anecdotes of Painting,"
" he was admitted a mem-

ber of the private academy in St. Martin's Lane. In those

seminaries he acquired very considerable knowledge of the

human figure, which he drew in a style superior to most of

his contemporaries."
The reputation which all allow that Mortimer aboxit

this time suddenly acqiiired, has been ascribed by the

biographers to the picture of " Edward the Confessor seiz-

ing the Treasures of his Mother," which, in the opinion
of Reynolds, excelled the rival painting by Roniuey so

decidedly as to entitle him to the premium of fifty guineas.
The tradition of the studios, however, ascribes his first

great start in fame to a source more romantic, or at least

accidental. It was the fashion in those days for painters
to be largely employed in embellishing ceilings, and walls,

and furniture
;
and it may be remembered that the coach

of Sir Joshua Reynolds had the seasons painted on the

panels : now the State coach which was to convey the King
to the House of Lords required repair, and Mortimer was
called in by the coachmaker to ornament the panels:
which he did so successfully, that the people, who crowded
to see their young Sovereign, bestowed equal attention on
the " Battle of Agincourt" painted on the carriage. The

King, it is added, was so much pleased that he caused the

panel to be taken out and preserved, and extended his
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notice to Mortimer. To this incident is imputed the

King's anxiety for the painter's admission into the Royal
Academy. His success in the contest with Romney, how-

ever, whether this story of the panel be true or not, made
him more widely known, and inspired him with new confi-

dence in his own powers. He soon after produced a large

picture of St. Paul preaching to the Britons : and so well

was it thought of that the Society of Arts presented him
with a hundred guineas, and when exhibited in Spring
Gardens it so far excelled the works opposed to it, that

some Avere justified in exclaiming,
" We have now got an

historical painter of our own!" It was indeed a picture
of considerable merit displaying no little originality of

character in some of the heads and, above all, it was the

work of a very young man fresh from the country, who
had never been abroad and had studied but little at home.
At this period he had acquired the friendship of Rey-

nolds, which I must impute to the merit of the one and
the discernment of the other, rather than seek a reason

for it, as one of the biographers of Romney has done, in

the circumstance that Mortimer was not a painter of por-
traits. He, in fact, painted a number of portraits, and

generally seized the character
;
but what he won by draw-

ing he lost by colouring, for his brush was no flatterer
;

and from want of skill or want of inclination to dip it in

the hues of heaven, and soothe the fair or the vain, he had
no chance of profitable success in that department.

" In

truth," says Edwards, in his "
Anecdotes,"

" he seemed not

over fond of that branch of painting, so that some of his

productions of this kind were not so pleasing as those of

some of his contemporary artists, who yet were much in-

ferior In him in talent." To paint lips

" Like the red rose-bud, moist wilh morning dew,

Breathing delight,"

was not an art in which Mortimer excelled. lie drew
heads ihe sh:e of life in black and while crayons in a mas-

terly manner, and lie chiefly loved to draw Ihose of his

friends. He probably disdained, or affected to disdain,

fine colouring as unworthy of the boldness of genius: it
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cannot, however, be doubted that fine colouring would
have added infinitely to the value of all his compositions.

1

It was not in clay-like colouring alone that he was dis-

tinguished from his brethren, he desired to be thought a

gay and a graceless fellow : one who could alike defy the

dangers of the streets of London at midnight, and the

effects of wine, and all manner of revelry. He loved that

the morning light should find him the centre and soul of

the merry ring indulging in free licence of speech, nor
solicitous about the delicacy of his wit or the purity of his

humour. To enable him to brave the consuming tear and
wear of such wild indulgence, it had pleased nature to

bestow upon him uncommon strength and activity of body,
and a constitution which no ordinary licence could effec-

tually crush and destroy. It must be owned that Mortimer

put these gifts of nature upon very severe duty. Besides

the pleasures of the board and the bottle, he loved to ex-

hibit himself in feats of activity and strength, and used to

laugh at his less vigorous or more considerate brethren
;

and declared that the artists of London seemed the candi-

dates for an hospital the halt, the crooked, the rickety,
the half-blind, and the deaf, all were there.

To aid in setting off his graceful person and his manly
looks, he called in the help of costly and gaudy dress

;

costly and gaudy indeed, compared to the plain apparel of

the children of prudence and utility of this generation, but

yet unworthy of being shown with the damasked velvet

and golden attire of dandies of the purest water in the
first vears of the rciini of the eood Kinsjr George III.

1 In Cunningham's ''Cabinet Gallery of Pictures" there is an en-

graving given of a portrait of Mortimer by himself. He is dressed in

the character of a chief of banditti, and has put on a somewhat fierce

aspect in accordance with his part. In his criticism of this picture

Cunningham savs :

" There is a continual bustle, a desire to do more
than is necessary in all Mortimer's pictures and drawings. He has

vigour about him, but it is of the convulsive kind, he does all by mus-
cular force, and by protracted straining; he can do nothing in tran-

quillity, his heroes draw their swords like furies, his banditti seem to bo

dividing the world rather than a purse, and his ladies will not be quiet
and let their charms work their way, they stare and strut and put on

sentiment too strong to be becoming." ED.
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The courtier who could go to a levee with a whole manor
on his back, had no chance of being outshone by an artist,

who could only put on to the worth of a picture or two :

yet a true fop-painter of other days, amid all the imitative

glitter of his costume, deserves remembrance
;
and luckily

we have one described with all the accuracy of a regimental
tailor. Behold one of the sons of St. Luke, some half a

century ago, dressed for an evening party! "He entered

the room in a scarlet lapelled coat, with large gilt buttons

the size of a half-crown
;

a white satin waistcoat, em-
broidered with sprigs of jasmine ;

a pair of black satin

small-clothes, with Bristol stone knee-buckles
;
a pair of

Scott's liquid dye blue silk stockings, with Devonshire
clocks

; long-quartered shoes, with large square buckles,
which covered the whole of his instep down to his toes

;
a

shirt with a frill and ruffles of lace
;
his hair pomatumed

and powdered, with an immense toupee, three curls on a

side, and tied up with a tremendous club behind." Such
was Mortimer

;
and no doubt an artist-beau of this stamp

surpassed as far in extravagance the modest sons of the

brush and easel of these our days, as this Salvator of

Sussex excelled his less athletic brethren in feats of agility
and trials of strength.

Of his eccentricities while labouring under the delusion

that he could not well be a genius without being unsober
and wild, one specimen may suffice. He was employed by
Lord Melbourne to paint a ceiling at his seat of Brocket

Hall, Herts
;
and taking advantage of permission to angle

in the fish-pond, he rose from a carousal at midnight, and

seeking a net and calling on an assistant painter for help,

dragged the preserve, and left the whole fish gasping on
the bank in rows. ISIor was this the worst: when reproved
mildly, and with smiles, by Lady Melbourne, lie had the

audacity to declai-e that her beauty had so bewitched him
he knew not what he was about. To plunder the fish-pond,
and be impertinent to the lady, was not the way to obtain

patronage : the impudent painter collected his pencils to-

gether and returned to London. He returned, nothing
abashed by this sharp reproof, to his inelegant pleasures
and ignoble company. To be reckoned a first-rate cricket-
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player to be the last who yielded to the circulation of

the bottle to rule in a loose frolic, and to conquer in a

wrestling match were still among the prime points of his

ambition.

He saw the folly of his ways at last, and resolved to

amend and become wise. Perhaps he had abated the devil

in his nature by a long course of indulgence, and desired

to make an offering to art of the wreck which folly had
left. To help him in keeping this sensible resolution, he
took to wife Jane Thirsel,

1 the daiighter of a respectable
farmer in the neighbourhood of Foxtone, with whom a

courtship of ten years had made him well acquainted ;
and

his choice was a fortunate one. She loved him much, and

by her winning manner and excellent good sense persuaded
him out of his extravagance, and restrained him from con-

sorting with profane wits. Dr. Bates of Missenden, their

friend and frequent guest, said Mortimer and his wife

possessed, in an uncommon degree, the same turn of mind,

brilliancy of fancy, and smartness of repartee, accompanied
with the utmost cheerfulness of temper. The remedy of

matrimony, no doubt, had come rather late
;
much of the

original vigour of the man was gone, his activity was de-

clining, and the good looks in which he so prided himself

had become faded and dim. His powers of mind and
readiness of fancy were not, however, lessened

;
and he

applied himself to art with more than the diligence, and
all the enthusiasm, of his early days.
His places of residence have been thought worthy of

notice by his biographers. He had lodgings for several

years at one Maronne's, a bookseller, under the piazzas in

Covent Garden : he next lived with Langford, an auc-

tioneer, in the churchyard of St. Paul, Covent Garden
;
and

then he removed to Norfolk Street, Strand.

The order in which the chief works of Mortimer were
executed cannot now be ascertained; nor is there any com-

plete catalogue of his productions. He'made twelve heads
from the chief characters in Shakespeare ;

of which the one

that personated

1
1 find this name corrected t. llurrel in the Cunnini>'li:un AISS. En.
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" The poet's eye in a fine frenzy rolling,"

showed a bard thinking with all his might, and putting on
a look of inspii-ation and rapture ;

while those of Caliban
and Edgar are full of original character and expression,
and show how much he liked subjects strange and super-
human. He was so fond of the monsters which belong to

a disturbed fancy or a wild dream, that he actually drew
and etched a set of those capricious creations, and dedi-

cated them to Sir Joshua Eeynolds. The calm, contem-

plative President, a lover of the medium in all things, was
not a little startled when he saw these wanderings and

vagaries of one whom he esteemed : but advice to an artist

so will-o'-wispish as Mortimer he knew was useless
;
so he

looked pleased complimented him on his twofold skill

with the pencil and graver, and laid them carefully aside

among his other curiosities. It must be confessed that, as

far as style goes in the execution of things strange and
monstrous, these works are masterly : they show, too, a

kind of distempered fancy, a certain sort of inspired inco-

herence, which many mistake for the purest imagination.
But true imagination never calls up shapes out of keeping
with ti*adition or nature there are no ci'eatures with seven
heads and ten horns in all her speculations. These visions

of Mortimer seem but a more fanciful sort of heraldic in-

ventions
;
and may lie ranked with the Lamias of anti-

quity, the mermaids of the middle ages, and the krakens
which American navigators contimie to see upon the coast

of Norway.
Soon after his marriage, Mortimer, to show that he was

not only reclaimed from folly, but resolved to teach the

world from his own experience an important lesson in life,

drew and exhibited " The Progress of Vice ;" a work which
was well received, for its purpose was well understood;
and the painter had rendered his details sufficiently plain
for all degrees of comprehension. 3>ut it must be owned
that thei'e is a certain beauty even in vice which is dange-
rous to look upon; and he who gives loose images of love-

liness with the hope that we shall loathe them as is our

duty, calculates too surely upon the better side of human
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nature. He was so much pleased with his success, that he
drew and exhibited "The Progress of Virtue;'' but the

pleasure of having limned a moral work was destined to

be all his reward. It was sarcastically observed, that the

town, respecting the first work, thought with the poet

" Vice is a monster of such hideous mien
That to be hated needs but to be seen "-

and came in crowds to look and loathe, and walk home
wiser and amended : but, with regard to the second, they
were content to imagine an image of virtue for themselves;
and did not believe that the painter was so fully reclaimed

from "life's wild career" as to justify this attempt to be-

come a master in morals. Whatever was the cause,
" The

Progress of Virtue
" found few admirers.

The designs of Mortimer have been generally preferred
to his paintings. He threw these out at one effort of

fancy every after-totich rendered them colder and tamer
;

and when he desired to expand them into full-sized pic-

tures, he found that the mechanical labour gradually crept,
like the nightmare, over his performance, taming down the

happy ecstasy of early thought, and giving to his flowing
touches the look of lines in architecture more a matter of

geometry than of fancy. The cold, dull colours which he

spread over the whole, subdued in the eyes of many all that

remained of original beauty in the performance. His talent

and readiness in design made him in some reqxiest among
booksellers and churchmen : he illustrated several of the

poets ;
lie designed the elevation of the Brazen Serpent in

the Wilderness, for the great window of Salisbury cathe-

dral
;
and the Cartoons for the window of stained glass in

Brasen Nose College, Oxford, were of his drawing.
1 " It

was astonishing,," says Piikington, "to observe with what

rapidity he wrought. No man seemed less conscious of his

own powers than himself, or less unwilling to eiunmrage

1 lie likewise etched ;i number of his own designs. Eleven plates
were published by him in 17<>8, and nine in 1778. Other of his designs
were enuTiived by P.lytli, and his " Battle of A^ineonrt

''

by Ryland.
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others who had the smallest pretensions to excellence.

Before he attempted any work of importance, he always
devoted some time to the perusal of that author who could

give him the most information
; and, indeed, his conver-

sation frequently teemed with allusions to the politest

writers, expressed in the most forcible terms. After
the sketch had been drawn he generally gave himself some
rest."

Some time in the year 1775 his health began to decline;
and he was advised by Dr. Bates to remove for a time to

Aylesbury, in Berks
;
where he found a spacious house fit

for the exhibition of his works, a garden stored with
flowers and fruit-trees, and society of a soberer and
worthier sort than he had formerly abandoned himself to

in London. The fresh air the change of scene and the

converse which he enjoyed with the Kenyons, the Drakes,
the Scottowes, and the Despencers all contributed to the

recovery of his health, and the restoration of his original
ardent tone of mind. He wrought with much diligence ;

and in one year, the most fruitful of his brief life, painted
works to the amount of nine hundred pounds. Those who
had known Mortimer in his wilder days were astonished at

the change which reflection had now wrought : his dis-

course was decent, and even delicate; his attendance at

church punctual ;
and the more discerning remarked that

lie was deeply pained at the thought of his past levities,

and was seeking consolation Avhere it could best be found
in the Holy Scriptures.
The air and the society of Aylesbury were, no doubt,

beneficial to his health
;
but not equally so to his fame.

He who lives by painting must consent to live as publicly
as he can

;
when 110 longer seen, his works and his merits

run the risk of being forgotten. He who retires into soli-

tude with the hope that patronage and employment will

follow and find him out, Avill soon see his delusion, unless

his genius is so original and rare as to command, like a

spell, the attention of his country.
He returned to London: but it' he was no longer the giiy

and the graceless, neither was he The athletic and the

active, Mortimer; and what in his present state of feel-
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ing ho, perhaps, deplored more, he was considered insin-

cere by the envious and the malignant. His skill of hand,
and his readiness of fancy, had not, however, deserted

him
;
and he designed, and drew, and painted, as readily

as ever. He had formed his style first on nature, and con-

firmed and corrected it by the study of the antique : and
such was his wondrous facility of hand, and knowledge of

the human form, that he could draw with a common pen
and ink the human skeleton in any attitude, and after-

wards, with a different-coloured ink, clothe it with muscles.

He had, in an uncommon degree, that vivid power of

imagining as if it lived and breathed before him, whatever

subject he chose to touch
;
and despised models. " All

subjects," says Pilkiugton,
" whether of history, landscape,

animals, or still life every object from the Immaii figure
to a plant, a flower, an insect, a reptile, or shell he could

represent from his imagination only, with a truth and per-
fection that rivalled the nature he imitated."

It must be acknowledged that his productions at least

most of those which are now visible scarcely support
such high praise ; but, no doubt, it is much to the injury
of Mortimer's fame that his works are chiefly sketches,
and confined of course to the portfolio. Had he mastered

colour, or turned his mind in time to it, he would have

produced pictures worthy of any modern collection. His
"
King John signing Magua Charta"" The Battle of

Agiucourt ""The Origin of Health " " The Tragic and
Comic Muses " " Sextus consulting Erictho, from Lucan

"

" The Incantation
" "

Vortigerii and Rowena " and
his "

Groups of Banditti
"

are all marked with an air

which belongs to no other painter. He has at least the
merit of looking like himself alone a merit not small in

these latter days of sordid imitation in literature and art.

It has been remarked, that he impressed nobleness and
truth on the countenances of all his figures; and moreover,
that with these noble and beautiful characters his imagi-
nation was so amply stored, that, in all his numerous

paintings and drawings, there never appeared two that were
not different. On looking at his heads, one can readily

imagine that he first sought the foundation of the character
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in life, and then dwelt upon it, and embellished it from a

fancy ready to elevate what was common, and render what
was only brave heroic. It is related of him by Ireland,
that when requested to delineate the Passions, as personi-
fied by Gray more particularly

"
Moody Madness laughing wild amidst severest \voe

"

he opened his portfolio, and pointing to the principal

figure in the eighth plate of " The Rake's Progress," ex-

claimed, "If I had never seen this print, I should say it

was not possible to paint these contending passions in the

same countenance. Having seen this, which displays the

poet's idea with the faithfulness of a mirror, I dare not

attempt it. I could only make a correct copy ;
a deviation

from this portrait in a single line would be a departure
from the character."

Neither books nor tradition enable me to say much
more of Mortimer. He came from Aylesbury to his house
in Norfolk Street some time in September, 1778; he ap-

peared to ail little
;
was cheerful

;
talked of his future

prospects in art
;
his expectation of being admitted into

the Royal Academy ;

'

spoke of his own many-coloured
career

; and, laughing, declared lie would write it in Hudi-
brastic verse. He wrought little, and seemed on the point
of wearing through the winter, when he was attacked

by a fever, with such violence that his constitution,
weakened by early excesses, sunk in the struggle, after ;i

few days of great suffering. Mortimer died in the arms of

his attached friend, Dr. Bates, on the 4th of February,
1779, in the thirty-eighth year of his age, and was buried

beside the altar in the church of High AVycombe, near his

great picture of "
St. Paul preaching to the ]>rit')Ds."'-

i

1 He was elected an Associate of the Koyal Academy in 1778, this

being the first year that he had exhibited. Ills contributions were sub-

jects from Spenser, a family group, and some landscapes. At the time

he died he was a H.A. elect, at the express wish, it is said, of the King,
who admired his works. KD.

2
Eight pictures, including the ''Battle of Aginconrt

'' and " Vor-

tigeni,''' before mentioned, were exhibited at the JJnyal Academy in the

following May ;
since then lie appears to have fallen very much out of
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From the amount of reputation acquired by Mortimer
in his day, posterity has made no gentle deductions. Fame
is, indeed, hard to win; and the most gifted spirit cannot

be sure of either achieving or retaining it for a moment.
Like quicksilver in fickle weather, the fame of living men
is continually rising and falling : nor is it a certain thing
with the dead. Fashions, manners, faces, and events, on
the depicting of which the hope of reputation was founded,
wear out, are forgotten, or cease to interest : some colossal

genius steps into the path perhaps, and throws the hum-
bler wayfarer into the shade

;
or some stem critic, armed

in the triple mail of art, learning, and authority, writes or

lectures a reputation down because, perhaps, he has heard
it compared with his own. That genius may be considered

as singularly fortunate who escapes both the sarcasms of

the severe and the high-flown praise of the indiscrimi-

nating : but the fame of Mortimer has had to contend

against this double pressure. Pilkington rates him too

high ;
Fuseli too low : the former commiserated his fate,

and admired the wildness of his conceptions ;
the latter

liked none of the eminent masters of the English school

spoke with contempt of Hogarth, Gainsborough, and Rom-

ney and was much disposed to consider every one a

personal enemy who presumed to paint either poetry or

history, which he presumptuously claimed as a province
wherein he was sole monarch. He whose taste was so

sublime that he accounted Milton and Shakespeare the

only poets of our island, and whose notions of excellence

knowledge. Barry speaks warmly of his abilities in his " Account of a,

series of Pictures.'' He says :

" Near Hogarth I intended to bring in

a very able masterly artist. Mortimer, whom the public foolishly let slip

through their fingers, without deriving the advantages ofwhich his abilities

were capable ;
it gave mo no small concern (as I once told him), that he

should slink away from his own character, and waste his time upon un-

meaning imitations of the banditti of Salvator Rosa, a man much his

inferior whenever he would choose to exert himself." It is curious that

Koyal patronage did not bring him more into note, for the King, as we
have seen, greatly admired his works, and His Majesty, it is said, asked
one day why In 1 was not an Academician, and on being told that there

was nut a vacancy, replied,
' You know I have reserved the right to

appoint two, and 1 desire Mortimer may be one." He died, however,
before he could receive his diploma. Ki>.
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iu art were so lofty that he could endure little save the
finest works of Greece or Italy, was not a man to sympa-
thize with such productions as those of Mortimer.

Fuseli accuses him of weakness in conception ; he might
more properly have charged him with extravagance. There
is a continual bustle a desire to be doing more than is

necessary a feverish animation and convulsive strength
in most of his groups but little that can be called mean
or commonplace. But then this perpetual effort in mus-
cular action, and continual straining after vigorous mental

expression is so apparent that we soon see it is unnatural:
we feel that noble actions require to be done with more
ease and grace. It is true that hot and heady fights, and
feats of smugglers and banditti, cannot be achieved in

tranquillity and repose : but it is also true that the anima-
tion of nature should not be exceeded. It is the province
of heroes to perform noble actions without ungraceful
efforts, and of great minds to think with calmness and

dignity. All Mortimer's fine drawing, and wonderful ease

and freedom of touch, cannot conceal the hectic flush and
convulsive vigour of his heroes. The weak are always
struggling to look strong ; and when the heavy-headed try
to think, there must needs be wrinkles on the brow to

show the pain it costs. With all his defects, however,
Mortimer was an artist of true original powers, and as

such is entitled to the approbation of posterity, much
more than any of those whose chief merit is the absence of

gross faults. 1

1 Messrs. Redgrave, in their
"
Century of Painters," accord Mortimer

but a very slight notice, trmuing him merely as a hook illustrator.
u His works in oil," they say.

" were badly painted, and heavy and dis-

agreeable in colour. His best works were his drawings; they could be
sketched off with less study, and did not much vary in subject ;

his

favouriu: imaginings were strained imitations of Salvator Rosa ban-

ditti, monsters, and such like." I cannot speak from my own knowledge
of this painter, for I have never, so far as 1 can remember, como
across one of his paintings. His fantastic illustrations are occasionally
met with in old editions of the poets ; Cunningham's is by far the best

account there is of him. Ki>.
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SIR
HENRY RAEBURN was born at Stockbridge,

then a separate suburb, but now a portion of Edin-

burgh, on the 4th day of March, 1756. His ancestors,

according to the family account, lived on the border, and
were husbandmen in peace and soldiers in war, till the

days of disorder ended with the union of the crowns, upon
which they laid aside the helmet and sword, and peacefully
cultivated the ground during succeeding generations. One
of their descendants, Robert Raeburn, removed to Stock-

bridge married Ann Elder commenced manufacturer
became the proprietor of mills, and father of two sons,
William and Henry ;

of Avhom the former continued the

business at Stockbridge, and the latter became that emi-

nent artist, the story of whose life and labours I am about
to relate. This unpretending descent, however satisfactory
to the painter, was less so, it seems, to a northern anti-

quarian, who, unwilling to believe perhaps that anything
high could be done by one lowly born, resolved to find him
a loftier origin ;

and accordingly set up a genealogical

tree, which averred, in the mystic language of allegorical

biography, that he was a direct descendant from the Rae-
burns of Raeburn, a family distinguished in the Scottish

wars, who had won worthily the honours of knighthood,
and were allied, moreover, in blood and by marriage to

many of those martial names
" Who found the beeves which made their broth
In Scotland and in England both."

Whether this lineage be rooted in reality or romance I
know not, nor is it very material in the history of one
whose fame arises from his being the Reynolds of the

north, and the worthy companion in art of some of the

most eminent men of the British school of painting.
II. S
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Wlien only some six years old, Baeburn was unhappily
deprived of both parents : his father, a most worthy man,
died first

;
his mother, whose tenderness was sorely missed

by one so young, survived her husband but a few months,
and the two orphans were left to Providence and their own

good fortune. William, the elder by a dozen years or

more, supplied, as far as kindness and attention would go,
his father's place ;

and friends were found, who so far

compassionated the youngest that he was placed in " He-
riot's Wark," the Christ's school of Edinburgh, where he
was trained with all solicitude both in morality and learn-

ing. To classical proficiency, indeed, he at no time ever

laid claim, yet his education had been such as enabled him
to maintain without reproach an intercourse by letters with
some of the first literary men of the age ;

and his manners
had been so well cared for, that he was never found want-

ing in that gentlemanly decorum and politeness which is

not only becoming but necessary in a portrait painter.
Those who remembered him at school said that he mas-
tered his tasks like other boys, and seemed neither very
bright nor very dull

;
in one thing, however, they remarked

his superiority, during moments of idleness, such as are

common in all classes. When the scholars drew figures on
their slates or copy-books, those of Eaeburn surpassed
them all. The same thing was perceived in the school

sketches of Wilkie
;
in the figures of arithmetic he was

like other boys, but in the figures of men he had no rival.

Eaeburn has been often heard to say, that at school he
formed intimacies with boys, which became the best friend-

ships of his manhood. His nature was open and sincere
;

and though his temper was quick and warm, it had that

quality in it which never estranged friends, nor permanently
offended any one.

At the age of fifteen he was removed from school
;
but

so little did his genius decide for him, that when a profes-
sion to be his support through life was to be chosen, he

preferred that of a goldsmith, and was apprenticed accord-

ingly. The silver chasing and engraving of Hogarth, and
the wood carving and gilding of Chantrey, were something
akin to their feelings, and even to their after pursuits: the
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trade selected by Baeburn was less so, though it is con-

nected with much that is elegant in workmanship and de-

sign. In the goldsmith's shop, he remembered his sketches

at school, and commencing first with caricatures of his

companions, he persevered till a better and worthier art

rose out of his attempts. It has been asserted that art

in him was spontaneous that he received no lessons

and had not even seen a picture when he became distin-

guished for his miniatures. This is an audacious assertion

concerning a youth of sixteen, in such a city as Edinburgh,
where paintings are in many places, and prints in every
bookseller's window. That he received no instructions is

very probable that he found out the way of portraiture
in a great measure for himself, may be true likewise : but
no one could live in a city full of works of art and be un-

conscious of their existence. The first thing, probably, that

caught his master's attention was something like idleness

on the part of his apprentice ;
the second, the very

beautiful miniatures which he had painted of all who
chose to give their time to sit. His master was a mild and
a worthy man ;

he praised those youthful attempts, and,
to give him. the advantage of examples, carried him to see

the pictures of Martin. This artist, who resided in St.

James's Square, and painted many portraits in the first

starched Hudson style of Sir Joshua Reynolds, received

the young aspirant courteously ;
and his condescension

and his works delighted and astonished Eaeburn so much,
that he has been heard to declare, when his own name was

deservedly high, and in spite of a disagreeable incident to

be noticed presently, that the kind words of Martin were
still in his ears, and his paintings before him. The por-
traits of that artist were to him what the verses of Fergu-
son were to Burns; and the result was not much dissimilar

they inspired a style more free and more mentally lofty
than their own: a sorry match will fire a fine train of

powder. He touched his miniatures with a bolder hand,
and they rose in estimation : his master indulged him to

the very limit of his wishes : he generally painted two

portraits in a week, and as these were commissions, money
came pouring in : and so much had art now become the
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fixed purpose of his life, that lie made an arrangement
with his master to have all his time to himself, on the

payment of a certain sum for the remainder of his appren-

ticeship.
In this state of comparative freedom, his mind expanded :

he began to take higher views of art, and to imagine him-
self destined to a brighter lot than that of making minia-

ture likenesses of ordinary men. Ho formed something
like a studio, or small gallery began to try sketches in

oil and, having succeeded better than utter inexperience
could have calculated on, he commenced working in the

life size
;
nor did he find the task so serious as some of his

brethren had said he would. His first difficulty was the

preparation of his colours
; putting them on the palette,

and applying them according to the rules of art as taught
in the academies. All this he had to seek out for himself:

and there is no doubt that the thought which such know-

ledge cost him, and the labour and the time which it took

to master so many obstacles, were well worth all the lec-

tures thrice repeated of the skilful and the ingenious. To
aid him in his undertaking he had recourse to Martin, who
lent him several pictures with permission to copy them

;

but the elder artist felt now some sort of presentiment
that the youth, who seemed so disposed to worship his

works, would, in no distant day, eclipse them ;
so he limited

his help to the act of lending, and refused or eluded all

explanation of the way in which a picture, from a mere
outline in chalk, becomes a finished performance in oil.

An eminent London painter, on being lately solicited by a

student to show him how to commence a picture, said,
"

Sir, that is a mystery which you must master for your-
self :" in like manner, Martin maintained the mystery of

the profession, and Raeburn had to make experiments,
and drudge to acquire what belongs to the mechanical

labour, and not to the genius of his art. Even this limited

sort of kindness was soon at an end. Martin, probably,
imagined that he was arming a Avarrior for a contest in

Avhich he would himself be overthrown : he unjustly ac-

cused him of selling one of the copies Avhich he had per-
mitted him to make; the youthful painter indignantly
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asserted aud established his innocence, and refused all

farther accommodation from a patron so captions.
The name of Raeburn now began to be heard of in his

native city ;
commissions for miniatures multiplied upon

him : his portraits in oil, of the size of life, were not

neglected he obtained sitters in that branch also : and so

much did his powers expand with space, that the latter

soon outrivalled the former, and grew so much in request,
that he resolved to relinguish miniature painting entirely,
and abide by the easel. Several friends concurred in

advising this
; and, amongst them, was the learned and

witty John Clerk, afterwards a judge of the court of

session under the title of Lord Eldin
;

a gentleman of

rare parts, who, to his other acquirements, added some
skill of hand in the art of painting. The young artist and
the young advocate were frequently together ; and, as the

one had to purchase costly colours, and the other expensive
books, it is said they were sometimes so poor that they
scarcely knew how to live till more money came in. On
one of these occasions, Raeburn received an invitation to

dine with Clerk
; and, hastening to his lodgings, he found

the landlady spreading a cloth on the table, and setting
down two dishes, one containing three herrings and the

other three potatoes.
" And is this all ?

"
said John.

"
All," said the landlady.

" All ! did I not tell ye, woman,"
he exclaimed,

" that a gentleman was to dine with me, and
that ye were to get six herrings and six potatoes ?

" The
tables of both were better furnished before the lapse of

many years ;
and they loved, it is said, when the wine was

flowing, to recal those early days, when hope was high and
the spirit unrebuked by intercourse with the world.

From the first, none of the stiffness and attitudi-

uarianism of Martin appeared in the full-size portraits of

Raeburn
; and, what was much more remarkable, none of

the small, nice, trembling littlenesses of the miniature style
could be traced in his oil pictures : all was broad, massy,
and vigorous.

In his twenty-second year a change came upon him
;

and, as it was occasioned by his genius as well as by his

courteous manners, and had much influence over his for-
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tunes, we must relate it. Art had been for several years
the settled purpose of Raeburn's mind : and to become an

accomplished painter, he studied art and nature; and,

though he had no desire to forsake the line of portraiture,
he loved to make himself acquainted with what was fair

in landscape, and also with what was noble in historical

composition. With the increase of his reputation, he
found the doors of the rich and noble begin to open for

his admission to their collections of pictures as well as to

their tables
;
and as he was a diligent student, he missed

no opportunity of improving his style, or increasing the
natural force of his colouring. Sitters began to wax
numerous. One day a young lady presented herself at his

studio, and desired to sit for her portrait : he instantly
remembered having seen her in some of his excursions,

when, with his sketch-book in his hand, he was noting
down fine snatches of scenery ;

and as the appearance of

any thing living and lovely gives an additional charm
to a landscape, the painter, like Gainsborough in similar

circumstances, had admitted her readily into his draw-

ing. This circumstance, it is said, had its influence : on
farther acquaintance, he found that, besides personal
charms, she had sensibility and wit : his respect for her
did not affect his skill of hand, but rather inspired it, and
he succeeded in making a fine portrait. The lady, Ann
Edgar, the daughter of Peter Edgar, Esquire, of Bridge-
lands,

1 was much pleased with the skill, and likewise with
the manners of the artist

;
and within a month or so after

the adventure of the studio she gave him her hand in

marriage ; bestowing at once a most affectionate wife and
a handsome fortune. This was in the twenty-second year
of his age.

Poverty, says the old minstrel, parts good company : it

were well if it did no worse
;
but it forces genius to acts of

uncongenial drudgery crushes down the free spirit, and

prevents him from following out the conceptions of his

1 This lady was a widow when Uaeburii married her - the widow of .1

certain Count Leslie., probahly one of the Leslies of JVvvis, by whom
.she had had several children. Her father, IVtor Edgar, was factor to

the Earl of Selkirk, but obtained Bridgelands by marriage. En.
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own mind with the vigour necessary for full success.

Raeburn was now comparatively rich; his profession of

itself was yielding him an income more than equal to his

wants
;
his name was heard of beyond Edinburgh, and he

was universally looked upon as one whom genius and for-

tune had united to raise. But he saw, that to obtain

present popularity was one thing, and lasting fame another.

The latter, he knew, was not to be gained by such imper-
fect skill as his, and he resolved to improve himself by
studying the best models. He repaired to London

;
was

introduced to Sir Joshua Reynolds ; produced some of his

portraits ;
and gained at once, it is said, the favour and

friendship of the most discerning and cautious of men.
Some one, from this circumstance, has called him the dis-

ciple of Sir Joshua
;
but he never had the honour nor the

advantage of studying under him
; and, indeed, if he had

been admitted to paint in his studio, such was the care

with which the President guarded the golden mysteries of

his art, that Raeburn would have gained nothing save

what his own eyes could glean. He himself ever after-

wards mentioned the name of Sir Joshua with much re-

spect related how he counselled him to study at Rome,
and worship Michael Angelo in the Sistine Chapel ;

and
how he took him aside as they were about to separate, and

whispered
"
Young man, I know nothing about your cir-

cumstances
; young painters are seldom rich

;
but if money

be necessary for your studies abroad, say so, and you shall

not want it." This generous offer Raeburn declined with
due thanks

;
but he gladly accepted letters of introduction

to the most eminent artists and men of science in Rome,
and, accompanied by his wife, took his departure for Italy.

I know not that he had laid down any settled plan of

study ;
it would seem that his chief object was to endeavour

to acquire a knowledge of those mysteries in colour and in

workmanship, in which some imagine more than half the

main charm of painting resides. Rome, at that time, had
a higher reputation in painting than now; it swarmed, too,

with adventurers, who purchased multilated statues, and
had their heads, and hands, and feet, and sometimes bodies,

restored, as they averred, in the spirit of the original ;
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men, who dealt largely, too, with that righteous class of

artists, who make genuine paintings of the great masters,
first studies, second studies, and third studies, and consign
them to the conscientious middlemen, through whom so

many galleries in England have been stocked. A man,
too, of another spirit was there, viz. Gavin Hamilton, a

Scottish painter of good family, and of some fame, and,
what was more useful to students, of unwearied kindness,
and of great influence. To him Raeburn was indebted for

many attentions
;
nor did he find the connoisseurs and re-

gular dealers at all deserving of such distrust and scorn as

Barry had regarded them as meriting. On the contrary,
he found in Byers the very individual with whom Barry
had such stern and bitter altercation an adviser of some
value

;
and in after-life, when he spoke of his studies in

Rome, he ever said, that to him he owed whatever advan-

tages his visit had brought. The advice of this monitor
was no doubt the best never to copy an object from

memory, but, from the principal figure to the minutest ac-

cessory, to have it placed before him. To the observance

of this rule, Raeburn imputed, in a great measure, those

visible improvements which men saw in his works, and
that fine natural character which they embodied. With
all the advantages which two years' study in Rome, and
the sight of so many noble works of art, could give, he
returned to Scotland, and in the year 1787 set up his easel

in George Street.

The northern city, since the days of Jarnesone, had pro-
duced no portrait painter worthy of being named with the

Lelys, and the Kiiellers, and the Reynoldses of the capital
of the South. Allan Ramsay, son of the poet, and born in

Edinburgh in 1709, distinguished himself, as we have al-

ready related, in that department ;
but then he i-esided

chiefly in London. Aikman, the friend of Allan Ramsay
the poet, and, what was better still, of Thomson, resided

indeed in the North
;
but his pencil inclined chiefly to

history. Gravin Hamilton carried his academic graces of

style and his cold and unimpassioned conceptions to the

Roman market. John Bogle, a West of Scotland man,
excelled in small likenesses

;
he loved to paint the heads
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of ladies, which no one did more gracefully. His portrait
of the "Lady Eglington," to whom the "Gentle Shepherd"
is addressed, may be compared with any miniature of

modern times. He was a little lame man, very poor, very

proud, and very singular. Like many of his limner race,

he imagined himself of high descent, and claimed, in con-

versation at least, the earldom of Monteith. David Allan

was a painter of rustic life. His old shepherds, his sheep-

dogs, and the interiors of his cottages, are worthy of all

praise ;
but his shepherdesses were more likely to scare

rooks than inspire love. He seldom touched portraits.
John Browne excelled in pencil drawings; some of his

small heads are of no common merit. Willison, after

having been long in India, returned but to die in Edin-

burgh ;
he drew indifferently, and coloured worse. Many

prints were, nevertheless, made from his works. Skirving,
an eccentric man, who desired to be thought singular, and

aspired to be a wit and an epigrammatist, though he had
studied in Rome, seldom painted in oils, but drew profiles
in crayons of great merit. In the rear of this muster-roll

we may place Read, a wandering limner, who found his

way on a time to Dumfries, where he painted the heads of

Burns and his Jean on ivory.
1

Such, with Martin, before

mentioned,
2 were the painters, living and dead, to whose

list Raeburn now added his name and all of whom he
was destined to eclipse.
Martin was the first to prove the superiority of him

whom he formerly insulted
;
his cold, bloodless features,

and formal attitudes, were eclipsed by the breathing heads
and bold postures of Raeburn. Commissions passed his

door, and found their way to his rival
;
in vain he prophe-

sied that this fever of approbation could not last
; and,

like Hudson before him in the case of Sir Joshua, pre-

sumptuously declared that "
the lad in George Street"

painted better before he went to Rome. The nation, how-

1 In the National Portrait Gallery there is a head of Burns, said to

be the joint work of Nasmyth and liaeburn. ED.
2 David Martin was the pupil whom, as Cunningham has before

related. Allan jKamsay summoned to Italy to show the Romans how
Englishmen could paint. ED.
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ever, persisted in being of another opinion ;
Martin presently

gave up the contest in despair, and retired from the field,

where he had been long without a rival. In the eyes of

men of taste and feeling, this was the triumph of genius over

mediocrity ;
but the multitude perceived only that an expert

manufacturer had succeeded better than one more slovenly
or less skilful in pattern and fabric. There was no fight-

ing against the obstinate national prejudice on this head ;

and it must be owned that the way in which a portrait

painter parcels out his time over a given number of sitters,

moving from face to face as if it were from chair to chair,

conversing on all topics, and making his hand and eye do
all the work, go far to support the vulgar belief that this

particular branch of the art at least is merely mechanical.

The low estimation in which ignorance held his profession
never, however, ruffled for a moment the temper of Rae-
bum

;
he saw himself at the head of his calling in

Scotland, and was happy.
He was now in his thirty-first year ;

had fine health,

high spirits, a gallery worthy of being seen by people of

rank and taste
; and, what was not less pleasant, the bliss

of domestic tranquillity. Though his painting-rooms were
in George Street, his dwelling-house was at St. Bernard's,
near Stockbridge, overlooking the water of Leith a ro-

mantic place. The steep banks were then finely wooded ;

the garden grounds varied and beautiful
;
and all the

seclusion of the country could be enjoyed, without the

remoteness. The motions of the artist were as regular as

those of a clock. He rose at seven during summer, took
breakfast about eight with his wife and children, walked
into George Street, and was ready for a sitter by nine

;

and of sitters he generally had, for many years, not fewer
than three or four a day. To these he gave an hour and
a half each. He seldom kept a sitter more than two
hours

;
unless the person happened and that was often

the case to be gifted with more than common talents.

He then felt himself happy, and never failed to detain the

party till the arrival of a new sitter intimated that he
must be gone. For a head size he generally required four

or five sittings : and he preferred painting the head and
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hands to any other part of the body ; assigning as a reason,
that they required least consideration. A fold of drapery,
or the natural case which the casting of a mantle over

the shoulder demanded, occasioned him more perplexing

study than a head full of thought and imagination. Such
was the intuition with which he penetrated at once to the

mind, that the first sitting rarely came to a close without
his having seized strongly on the character and disposition
of the individual. He never drew in his heads, or indeed

any part of the body, with chalk a system pursued suc-

cessfully by Lawrence
;
but began with the brush at once.

The forehead, chin, nose, and mouth were his first touches.

He always painted standing, and never used a stick for

resting his hand on
;
for such was his accurateness of eye,

and steadiness of nerve, that he could introduce the most
delicate touches, or the utmost mechanical regularity of

line, without aid, or other contrivance than fair, off-hand

dexterity. He remained in his painting-room till a little

after five o'clock, when he walked home, and dined at six.

This regular system of labour could not fail to produce
a great number and variety of works, and likewise bring a

very respectable income. But methodical in most matters
as he certainly was, and a man who embarked in nothing
extravagant, he had an invincible repugnance to keeping
either lists of his portraits, or any account of his earnings.
The sitters, whether Highland or Lowland, lords or ladies,

received their portraits when finished
;
the charge was

made
;
and the money, if needed, applied to the domestic

expenses of his family, or placed in the bank, to work
while he slept. This peculiarity whether we call it cul-

pable carelessness, or magnanimous disregard of lucre,

has been very disadvantageous to the biographer. In a

word, it has deprived us of all chance to trace with

accuracy the history, name, and date, of Kaeburn's indi-

vidual works. He perhaps enjoyed life too much to be

very eager about either fame or money. He was happy
and charmed, he often said, with the work of the day ;

and
he described portrait painting as the most delightful thing
in the world

;
inasmuch as everybody came to him with

their happiest moods and pleasautest faces, and went a,way
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always pleased to see that they looked so well on canvass.

He congratulated himself that his profession led neither

to discord nor disputes a circumstance much to the

credit of his own tact and prudence ;
for strife and bitter-

ness find out other brethren of the easel in situations

where peace only ought to be. We can easily imagine
that a walk on the banks of the river with his wife, or

looking at the flowers of his gardens, or sketching land-

scapes to introduce into the backgrounds of his pictures,

might be much more to his taste than the account-book
and the ready-reckoner. Indeed, he acknowledged, that

in his wanderings during the morning and the evening he
saw clouds, and skies, and landscapes, which he brooded

upon, and fixed them in his imagination, where they re-

mained till transferred to canvass.

Of his early portraits, that of John Clerk, Lord Eldin,

may take rank with his best and latest works. The

shrewd, sarcastic look of the original is perfectly pre-
served. Principal Hill, of St. Andrews, another early

portrait, is one of great beauty combined with depth and

vigour. These he painted soon after his return from

Italy. He was all his life fond of family groups ;
but as

public taste is more with single portraits, he had seldom
an opportunity of working in his favourite way. The pic-
ture of Sir John and Lady Clerk, of Peiiiiycuick, relations

of his friend Lord Eldin, is worthy of notice, both from

being a work of his youth, and for the truth and elegance
of the likenesses. Poets and painters, from Ramsay to

Raebum, have found that mansion open the Clerks have
been the friends of the genius of Scotland for more than

a century.
1 These pieces and others carried the name of

Raebum over Scotland and England ;
and all who visited

Edinburgh became desirous of seeing one whom the news-

papers already styled the Reynolds of the North. From
one who knew him in his youthful days, and sat to him
when he rose in fame, I have this description of his way
of going to work. " He spoke a few words to me in his

1
It will be remembered how kindly they assisted liunriman. It

was tor IVnnyonicl: Hall that ho executed his grand coiling before;

described (see
' Life of Hnnciinan,'' p. iHti).
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usual brief and kindly way evidently to put rne into an

agreeable mood ;
and then having placed me in a chair on

a platform at the end of his painting-room, in the posture
required, set up his easel beside me with the canvass ready
to receive the colour. When he saw all was right, he took
his palette and his brush, retreated back step by step,
with his face towards me, till he was nigh the other end
of his room

;
he stood and studied for a minute more,

then came up to the canvass, and, without looking at me,
wrought upon it with colour for some time. Having done

this, he retreated in the same manner, studied my looks
at that distance for about another minute, then came

hastily up to the canvass and painted a few minutes more.
I had sat to other artists

;
their way was quite different

they made an outline carefully in chalk, measured it with

compasses, placed the canvass close to me, and looking me
almost without ceasing in the face, proceeded to fill tip
the outline with colour. They succeeded best in the
minute detail Racburn best in the general result of the

expression ; they obtained by means of a multitude of

little touches what he found by broader masses
; they gave

more of the man he gave most of the mind. I may add,
that I found him well-informed, with no professional

pedantry about him
; indeed, 110 one could have imagined

him a painter till he took up the brush and palette ; he
conversed with me upon mechanics and ship-building,

and, if I can depend upon my own imperfect judgment,
he had studied ship architecture with great success. On
one of the days of my sittings he had to dine with me at

the house of a mutual friend
;
our hour was six, and you

know how punctual to time we of the North are
;
he

painted at my portrait till within a quarter of an hour of

the time, threw down his palette and brushes, went into a

little closet, and in five minutes sallied out to dinner in a

trim worthy of the first company. I can remember no
more that is noteworthy. I sat six times, and two hours

together."

Scotland, during the forty years of Raeburn's labours

with the pencil, abounded in eminent men. When he set

up his easel on his return from Rome, Burns had just
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published his poems, and commenced his glorious and too

brief career. Blair, Kailes, Kames, Mackenzie, Wood-
houslee, Robertson, Hume, Home, Logan, Monboddo,
Boswell, Blacklock, Adam Smith, Hutton, Ferguson, Du-

gald Stewart, and many others known to fame and dis-

tinguished for their wit were all living in Edinburgh,
and mostly in friendly intercourse with each other. Kae-
burn came therefore in a good time : and he was more
aware of this than the brethren of the brush are apt to

be of similar advantages. To the great body of mankind
the worth of a portrait consists in its faithful delineation

mentally and bodily of some person whom fame or history
cares about

;
and they will turn carelessly away from the

painting of one of whom they never heard : in short, it is

only the heads of distinguished men, or of women more
than usually lovely, that they regard at all. Artists, on
the other hand, imagine that the fame of the portrait
arises from the fine skill and characteristic touch of pencil
which it exhibits

;
and that the work of art, whether it

represents genius or stupidity, wisdom or folly, will take

its place by its merits as a work of art alone. This is

true with regard to works of fancy, but false as respects

portraits. Hundreds of heads, exquisite in character and

colour, are manufactured annually, to sink, Avith all their

fine art, into oblivion
;
while the portraits of the heirs of

fame are treasured and prized, without much reference to

the merits of outline and colour. Eaeburn had the good
sense to be one of the popular, rather than the professional

opinion, as to this matter : with the exception of Burns
and one or two more, he painted all the eminent men of

his time and nation
;
and a gallery of the illustrious heads

of a most brilliant period might almost be completed from
his works alone.

Of the portraits which he painted from 1787 to 1795, I

can obtain no better account than the general one I have
rendered

;
even the catalogues of the Academy give me no

assistance : for it was much the practice in those days to

announce all likenesses as portraits of ladies or of gentle-
men merely ;

Raebum had, however, painted many ;
for

he was already growing rich, and sitters were increasing
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so in numbers, that lie was obliged to leave his rooms in

George Street for a more spacious house in York Place.

As art requires peculiar accommodation, he was obliged to

build for himself
;
but this he was quite prepared to do :

architecture had been for some time a favourite study ;

and with better success, because with better knowledge,
than Komuey, he planned and built, and in the year 1795
took possession of, his new gallery. This structure stands
in one of the best frequented streets of the New Town,
and consists of a sunk storey for domestic accommodation,
a ground floor containing the painting-rooms, with a

storey above formed into one fine gallery fifty-five feet

long, thirty-five feet wide, and forty feet high, lighted
from the roof. On the walls of this stately apartment he

hung his works when finished
;
and the doors were opened

to all who had taste or curiosity. I remember, some

twenty-three years ago, finding my Avay into this place.

My astonishment was beyond the power of painting to

express : I had never seen works of art, or at least of

genius, before, and had no conception of the spirit and
mind which colours coiild embody. I was much struck at

the first glance with some Highland chiefs,

"All plaided and plumed in their tartan array,"

whoso picturesque dress and martial bearing contrasted

finely with the graver costume and sterner brows of the

Lowlauders. What I next dwelt on was several family
groups of ladies and children, with snatches of landscape
behind, where streams descended through wild woods or

loitered in little holms. But that on which my mind

finally settled, was the visible capacity for thought which
most of the heads had, together with their massive and
somewhat gloomy splendour of colouring. The artist

came in and said a word or two in a low tone of voice :

some one was probably sitting, for ho had his palette on
his thumb.

Before he entered upon his new studio, the race of great
men whom I have named had nearly all passed away ;

and
another generation, not inferior in intellect or in fame, but
of a different taste, were rising in their room. The great
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revolution, whose leaven was heaving and working in the

bosoms of all ranks, lent its electrical influence to litera-

ture, and vigour and audacity, strong light and shade, and
natural emotion, became all in all in poetiy. Criticism,
of late so timid and respectful, assumed a fierce and swag-
gering air

;
and a series of new publications, conducted

with great talent, and with still greater boldness, laid the

foundation of that power which, like fire, may prove a good
servant but a bad master.

With this revolution in literature Raeburn had little to

do
;
his colours were of a kind which suited all complexions ;

and Whig and Tory were alike the visitors of his easel. It

brought a new dynasty of intellectual heads to aid him in

establishing his name
;
and he had the good fortune to be

the comrade and friend of the chief of the old and the

new schools, and to connect his art with both. Lawrence
and his associates were all powerful in the South, and the
Exhibitions were filled with their heads : but Raeburn

reigned undisputed king of art in the North
;
and though

clever artists began to make their appearance, his pre-
eminence was never for a moment disputed. Now and
then a Scotsman sat to the London artists

;
but their

nationality allowed few to seek further than Edinburgh ;

and Raeburn had all but a monopoly of Scotland, both
mainland and isle, to the end of his days.
Of his portraits of the eminent men of the North, a

short account is all I can give ;
brief as it is it has been

collected from many sources
;
the painter's own memoran-

dums referring to mechanical problems, and not to works
of art, and the Royal Academy catalogues recording no
names. The first on the list is that full-length of Sir

Walter Scott, in which the great poet is sitting on some

fragments of Gothic masonry, with one foot a little raised

above the other, two favourite greyhounds,
"
Douglas

"

and "
Percy," at his side, and the " braes of YaiTow" for

a background. The resemblance was great ;
and the pic-

ture excited so much attention at the London Exhibition
that an engraver was tempted to speculate upon a mezzo-
tiuto print from it. The success of this attempt was told

me by the artist in these words, on the day the print was
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published :

" The thing is damned, sir gone sunk :

nothing could be more unfortunate : when I put up my
Scott for sale, another man put up his Molyneux. You
know the taste of our London beer-suckers : one black

bruiser is worth one thousand bright poets ;
the African

sells in thousands, and the Caledonian won't move
;

a

dead loss, sir gone, damned
;
won't do." l This fine

portrait was painted, I believe, for Constable the book-
seller

;
but it is now in the gallery of Dalkeith palace.

Another, of nearly similar character and dimensions, was
executed a few years after for the poet himself, and is at

Abbotsford. A very picturesque terrier,
"
Camp," appears

in place of the greyhounds ;
otherwise there is little dif-

ference.2 The Eev. Sir Henry Moncrieff Welwood, Bart.,
a Presbyterian divine of great worth and authority, sat

in the year 1810, about the same time with Scott : his

portrait was in the Eoyal Academy Exhibition. The fame
of Dugald Stewart made his portrait an object of great

curiosity ;
and the painter seems to have been aware of

what was looked for : it is a vigorous production. Pro-

1 The engraver in question was, I believe, Cromek, and the sentence

quoted reads so much like one of that worthy's, that I cannot help think-

ing that Allan Cunningham had the story from him, and not from lae-
burn. Lockhart, writing of this portrait in his life of Scott, says that

it was painted in 1808 for Constable, and passed at the sale of his effects

into the possession of the Duke of Buccleuch. It has since been repeatedly
engraved. ED.

3
Cunningham is mistaken here : Camp appears alone in the first pic-

ture, and the two greyhounds in addition in the second. All through
Cunningham is describing the Abbotsford, and not the Buccleuch ex-

ample. It would appear that, in 1819, the Duke of Buccleuch wished
Scott and Maida to sit to Raeburn. He wrote to Scott to this effect,

saying, however,
" Raeburn should be warned that I am as well ac-

quainted with my friend's hands and arms as with his nose and Van-

dyck was of my opinion. Many of R.'s works arc shamefully finished

the face studied, but everything else neglected. This is a fair oppor-

tunity of producing something really worthy of his skill." To which
Scott replied,

" I hesitate a little about Raeburn unless your Grace is

quite determined. He has ver}- much to do
;
works just now (April 15,

1819) chiefly for cash, poor fellow, as he can have but a few years to

make money, and has twice already made a very chowder-headed person
of me. I should like much to try Allan, who is a man of real genius, and
has made one or two glorious portraits

"
(Lockhart's "Life of Scott").

ED.

II. T
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fessor Playfair had a peculiar face, impressed with much
thought : I judge from his bust by Chantrey, for I never

saw him : his portrait, which followed that of Stewart,
found many admirers. The Lord President Hope was

painted about the same time
;
and a more lofty specimen

of the dignified judge was never, I think, produced.
Francis Homer, who died too soon for his country, sat

also, and the likeness was very successful
;

it aided Chan-

trey in modelling the head of his fine statue of that

lamented statesman. The head of Francis Jeffrey, a stern

critic, but a kind-hearted man, shows much of the intel-

lectual sharpness of the original. That of the Rev.

Archibald Alison is grave, gentle, and full of thought.
That of Henry Mackenzie, though full of years, has poetry
and serenity of mind. The head of the Hon. Henry
Erskine preserves all the fire and grace of the noble

original.
1 That of Henry Cockburn is perhaps a shade

too solemn, but art should incline to gravity. The heads

of the two Lords Meadowbank, father and son, are among
Raeburn's best and most characteristic pieces. That of

John Rennie is manly, vigorous ;
a fine specimen, as the

man himself was, of bodily and mental power. These
were almost all half-lengths, and painted out of love for

genius ; they form at present a little gallery of the heads
of eminent Scotsmen

;
and when the government has the

fortitude to form a national collection, these ought, if

possible, to be purchased and placed in the public sanc-

tuary.

During the period in which he took the portraits of

these literary men and eminent lawyers, he did not alto-

gether neglect the children of art. He painted the head
of Chantrey the sculptor, and gave it away in these words :

" Tell my friend, Mrs. Chantrey, that I will, in a few

days, send up her picture : but do not think of sending an
order in payment, as you proposed ;

for if you do I will

1 This fine portrait of the Lord Advoeafo of Scotland appeared at the
" Old Masters " Exhibition at Burlington House in 1873. It was lent by
Mrs. Wilbraham Tollemaehe. Several other of Raeburn's portraits, all

good powerful paintings, have appeared from time to time at the " Old

Masters" exhibitions. ED.
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infallibly send it back again by next post, and that would

put both you and me to the expense of double postage."
The painter was much less satisfied with this head than it

deserved
;

it was an excellent likeness
;
and the sentiment

neither too solemn nor too smiling, but in that tranquil
medium which is most becoming, and also most rare. He
painted likewise the singularly handsome and intellectual

head of Hugh "Williams, the artist and traveller, a man
whose amiable character, elegant manners, and charming
conversation are still mentioned with warm and affectionate

regret by many friends
;
and whose exquisite drawings of

Grecian scenery have been well engraved, and form the

best of all illustrations for Childe Harold. 1 The third

and last artist whom he painted was himself
;
and I know

not that he ever succeeded better, We have now a fair

number of the busts and portraits of poets, painters,

sculptors, architects, historians, and men of science, who
have made our age famous, and it would be well if they
were gathered together and placed in some secure situa-

tion.

We have alluded to Eaeburn's knowledge in architecture;
he soon found an ample opportunity of trying his theories

in practice. The creation of the new city of Edinburgh
amid cornfields and copses, where grouse and blackcocks

have been sought for with dog and gun, within the memory
of men still living, awakened a spirit for architectural

adventure amongst the people. Among others, Raeburn,

having, in addition to his paternal inheritance at St.

Bernard's, become proprietor of some fields on its north

side, resolved to better his fortune by building ;
and ac-

cordingly planned and raised that beautiful suburb at

1 This artist's talents would have justified a separate notice of his life
;

but I can hoar no particulars, except that he was a Welshman by birth,

and of claims to high extraction in the principality that he early settled

in Edinburgh, and became a first-rate favourite there travelled in his

middle life through Greece and Italy married a lady of good family
and fortune, a Miss Miller of Garnock, soon after his return to Scotland
from these classic wanderings, and did not long survive his marriage.
He seems to have been too worthy, respectable, and fortunate a man to

leave many materials for biography. There is an enthusiastic account

of his Grecian gallery in " Peter's Letters."
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Stockbridge, to which the New Town of Edinburgh has
since united itself, and which, I believe, is called after him
Raeburnville. This new passion lasted for his whole life ;

and so generally was his love for plans and buildings
known, that when Allan exhibited that fine picture of his,
in which he has collected most of the men of genius in

Edinburgh round the humble but hearty board of the
Ettrick Shepherd, the allusion was perfectly well under-

stood, when he made Raebum, in the middle of one of

Professor Wilson's wittiest sallies which was setting the
circle in a roar, quietly trace the foundation plans of his

new town with his wet forefinger upon the table.

His love of building led to other matters, which could
not but disturb the serenity of his life : he had let out his

ground to numerous speculators : some of whom, from a
difference of taste or regardlessness for specifications,
hazarded a departure from the letter of their bargains ;

and he was obliged to have recourse to law to bring them
to reason. It has been alleged that he not only displayed

great acuteness in this, to him, new field of inquiry, but
also inoculated himself with a sort of abstract love for the

subtle science of the law, which never altogether subsided.

Certainly, if his case required such applications, he was
surrounded with remedies

;
but the Spanish prelate re-

covered of a dangerous illness from not living in the

neighbourhood of any doctor, and it might probably have
been as well for the outward estate of the painter, if

Stockbridge had been further from the haunts of eminent
writers to the signet and eloquent advocates. Be that as

it may, he loved architecture and he loved the law. I

have often heard a skilful builder speak of Raeburn's
intimate acquaintance with all the economy of a structure ;

and he usually concluded with,
" Ah ! he was a wonderful

man." Nor was a Avitty lawyer of my acquaintance, long

disciplined in Scottish law, less rapturous about the de-

light which the painter took in his own learned profession.
" Of all our clients he was the most enthusiastic, and at

the same time the most acute and shrewd. He dearly
loved a ganging plea, and smiled to see difficulties arise

which promised a new case. He was, as Prior says of
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another matter,
' a great lover of that same :

' but do not

misunderstand me; he desired to oppress no one, and
never waged war but for his own right, and to keep his

plans free from blemish, perfect as he had laid them
down."
He had now seen out fifty-eight years ;

his pictures had
borne his name far and wide

;
his family, of whom he had

both sons and daughters, had grown up around him
;
and

he lived on terms of intimacy or friendship with many of

the first men of the age. No academy, either in England
or in foreign parts, however, had yet admitted him as a

member
;
and I have some suspicion that he was uneasy at

the circumstance. The Royal Academy of London then only
had one Scotsman on their list

;
and it had often been

said that they opened their doors reluctantly to the artists

of the North. He thus writes, in 1814, to one of his

brethren, since become a distinguished member :

" I

observe what you say respecting the election of an E.A.
;

but what am I to do here ? They know I am on their

list : if they choose to elect me without solicitation, it will

be the more honourable to me, and I will think the more
of it

;
but if it can only be obtained by means of solicita-

tion and canvassing, I must give up all hopes of it, for I

would think it unfair to employ those means. I am
besides out of the way, and have no opportunity. I

rejoice in the worthy President's increasing reputation : it

is pleasing and consolatory to see that additional powers
come with the increase of years. Write and tell me what
artists are about, and whether anything be indispensable
for a person who desires to become a member of the Royal
Academy. Were you sufficiently in health to see Somerset
House during last Exhibition ? I had some things there

;

but no artist of my acquaintance has been kind enough to

write me one syllable on the subject, to say either what
he thought of them himself, or what others thought."
The pictures to which he alludes were four in mmiber :

one was "a lady" he seldom excelled in the soft graces
of style and sentiment suitable to ladies

;
another was " a

gentleman" no 0110 ever heeds a portrait that has no
name : the others were works of a high order, portraits of
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Lord Seaforth and Sir David Baird. What effect these

two noble portraits had I know not
;
but before 1814

closed Raeburn was at length an associate, and in the

succeeding year a Royal Academician. He was in London

only thrice in his whole life, and it was on this occasion

that he paid it his last visit : he was welcomed warmly by
all his brethren

;
and by none more than by Wilkie, who

had used all his influence in his election. It is one of the

laws of the Academy that a new member shall present to

their gallery a work of art from his own pencil ;
and Rae-

burn presented, but not till 1821, a picture of " A Boy and
Rabbit." No artist seems willing to give one of his best

works : they perhaps consider it as a disagreeable tax,

which may as well be paid with inferior coin.

Other honours, of the same nature, and from distant

lands, now awaited him. He was made a member of the

Imperial Academy of Florence. This has a pleasing
sound : but Florence is other than she was when her

Academy was founded. Her towers are occupied by
strangers : her fame in art has fallen to the ground j

1 and
he who unites himself to her perishing fame obtains a

title of little estimation in the world, and gives in return

a portrait of himself by his own hand, a shrewd rule,

which has filled the gallery with heads of all the chief

painters of the world. On the 1st of June, 1817, he was
elected an honorary member of the Academy of the Fine

Arts at New York : a rising institution of a rising state.

The secretary, Robertson, says, in his intimation to Rae-

burn of this trans-Atlantic honour, that " the institution

is in a flourishing condition, and the collection of paintings
is rapidly increasing. In addition to such pictures as the

funds of the Society permit it to purchase, the friendly
donations of many of the honorary members will enable it

to boast of specimens of most of the distinguished artists

of our day." In November, 1821, lie was elected an

honorary member of the Academy of Arts in South Caro-

lina. The communication of Cogdell, the secretary, is in

a strain more to our liking than that of his brother

1 Allan Cunningham would probably not have written this of the

Florence of to-day. ED.
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secretary of New York : no hint of the donations of works

by new members. We wish success to a modest institu-

tion, which has the sense to say to such a man as Eaeburn
" Your character and talents have been our admiration

for many years : we have named you an honorary member
of our institution

;
and should you accept it, you will confer

a favour on us." Our painter was also admitted a fellow

of the Eoyal Society of Edinburgh ;
an honour which, I

presume, he could not have aspired to had he not been
entitled to distinction for general accomplishments and

extra-professional acquirements.
Meanwhile Eaeburn was busy at his easel, busy with

the line and plummet, and busy with experiments in the
construction of ships. Of the former we shall speak first.

The academic honours which he obtained, though they
neither increased his skill of hand, nor inspired him with
a new ardour, appear to have extended his already ample
practice ;

and from that time forward he was a regular
contributor to the Eoyal Academy Exhibition of portraits
from the chief families of the North. He became a

favourite with all who wore tartan
;
and it must be owned

that the air of loftiness and rapt-up thought which he
bestowed on his heads, suited well with the characters of

those mountain chiefs. Macdonnells, Mackenzics, Camp-
bells, Braces, Hays, Scotts, Duffs, Gordons, Douglasses,
Hamiltons, and many more, whose names are concealed
under the common veil of ladies and gentlemen, appeared
in the Eoyal Academy Exhibition and attracted much
notice. Their massive and vigorous style of colouring,
and the poetical way of giving much light amid much
darkness, distinguished them from all other portraits in

the Exhibition. The notice which they obtained, and the

feeling that the metropolis was the proper field for a man
of genius, induced Eaeburn, thus late in life, to think of

establishing himself in London. On this delicate point
he consulted Sir Thomas Lawrence. I know not by what
train of reasoning Lawrence succeeded in persuading his

fellow-labourer in portraiture to content himself with his

Scottish practice. He did, however, succeed : and though
Eaeburn never expressly said it, he sometimes, I am told,
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seemed to insinuate, in conversations at his own fireside,

that the President of the Royal Academy had been no
loser by his absence from the field of competition.

1

Those who only look at Raeburn as a portrait painter
do him much injustice. He was an adventurer in experi-
ments both by water and land. He had considerable

skill in gardening. He was a learned and enthusiastic

florist, and to the mysteries of hot-houses, flues, &c., he
dedicated many experiments. To his love for maritime

architecture we have more than once alluded. He made

many models with his own hands, neat, clean-built, in-

genious things, all about three feet long in the keel
;

and it was his pleasure to try their merits frequently in

Wariston Pond. On one occasion, not long before his

death, he had pushed his model from the side, where
the water was deep ;

and on stretching out his hands to

adjust a rope he fell forward into the pond, and Cameron,
his servant, rescued him with difficulty. I must not omit
that he was one of those sanguine experimentalists who

imagine there is an undiscovered power called the Perpetual
Motion

;
and to a search for this he devoted in vain many

an evening hour. To conclude, Raeburn was a scientific

and skilful angler, and went often a trouting in his native

streams : he loved to refresh his eyes, too, with the sight
of nature, and inclined to wander by himself on the banks
of brooks, and by the wooded hill. He loved to make

long excursions among the distant glens and romantic
woods of his native land, and sometimes did not return

for weeks : his son Henry, on such occasions, accompanied
1 It would seem certainly that Eaeburu had at one time an idea of

settling in London, for Wilkie writes in his diary,
"
May 12, 1810. Had

a call from Haeburn, who told me he had come to London to look out for

u house, and to see if there was any prospect of establishing himself. I

took him, by his own desire, to see Sir William Beecliey." Again:
"
May 13. Called with Haeburn on several artists, who happened to bo

from home or '

engaged.' May 21. Haeburn called, and I accompanied
him to Newman Street, where we saw Stothard. 1810. June 4. Went
with Haeburn to the ' Crown and Anchor '

to meet the gentlemen of

the Koyal Academy. I introduced him to Flaxman. After dinner he

was asked by Beecliey to sit near the President, when his health was

proposed by Flaxman. Great attention was paid to him." (Wilkie's

Journal.") Eu.
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him. Sketches of landscapes for his backgrounds were
the offspring of those summer rambles.

Meantime the older he grew, his knowledge of art and
his skill in handling seemed to increase. Critics and con-

noisseurs united in averring that he had now carried his

own peculiar style as high as possible ;
and though one

objected to his azure back-grounds, another to the want
of detail in the lineaments of his faces, and a third to

his daring distribution of light and shade, they all con-

curred in thinking him second to none in manliness and

vigour of mind. Wilkie loved his fine depth of colour
;

and Northcote, whom intimacy with Reynolds had made
fastidious, declared that Eaeburn's style of painting was
the happiest of the present day. The pictures which called

forth these eulogiums were perhaps, intrinsically, second

to none at that time exhibited
;
but they were, moreover,

in a new and peculiar style, and when will Novelty cease

to have her charms? There were, however, heresies in

Raeburn's times, which certain of our Royal Academicians
desired to root out. One of them addressed him on the

subject in a style at once bold and agreeable.
" I con-

gratulate you," he said,
" on the great improvements which

you have made in the back-grounds of your pictures. The

spell that has been upon you for many years is broken,
and Raebum is himself again. Your pictures are now

altogether beautiful. There is 110 beautiful head and

finely executed figure ruined by a systematic back-ground ;

everything is in harmony, and your subject has fair play.
I wish you could see the difference between your other

earlier works and these. I suppose there is no more
Prussian blue to be had in Scotland, and all your Naples
yellow is used up ;

or perhaps the climate of Edinburgh is

altered for the better. I beg you to pardon this forward-

ness
;
I have ever felt a great interest in your reputation,

and been much mortified when, year after year, you per-
sisted in a manner that was so disadvantageous to your
fame. Pursue your present plan, and your immortality is

certain." * In truth, the changes which the writer perceived
1 This honest critic was no doubt Wilkie, from whom probably Allan

Cunningham gathered much of the information of this biography. ED.
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in the back-grounds had been made in obedience to the

reiterated remonstrances of friends in London, and were
in accordance with a taste which Raeburn called, without

hesitation, corrupt and unnatural. He condemned the

alterations, and said he had changed nature for affectation.

When the autumn of 1822 brought King George IV. to

Scotland, Raeburn was in the 67th year of his age, and
hale and vigorous ; dividing his time between his studio,
his gardens, his scientific experiments, and the pleasures
of domestic society. He was desirous of welcoming his

Majesty to the North, and was about to be presented,
when he received the following unexpected intimation from
Mr. Secretary (afterwards Sir Robert) Peel :

" I beg leave

to acquaint you that it is his Majesty's intention to confer

on you the honour of knighthood, as a mark of his approba-
tion of your distinguished merit as a painter." He went
next day, accordingly, to Hopetouu House the company
in the grand saloon were of the noblest of Scotland the

King made use of the sword of Sir Alexander Hope, and
the artist rose up Sir Henry Raeburn. In the opinion of

all who loved the arts, the honour of knighthood had
never been more worthily bestowed : there was no small

rejoicing among his brethren in Edinburgh ;
and on the

5th of October they treated him with a public dinner, and,

through their chairman, the venerable Alexander Nasmyth,
declared that they loved him as a man not less than they
admired him as an artist. He answered modestly, that

he was glad of their approbation, and had tried to merit
it

;
for he had never indulged in a mean or selfish spirit

towards any brother artist, nor had at any time withheld
the praise which was due to them when their works hap-
pened to be mentioned. In the following May the King
appointed him his " limner and painter in Scotland, with
all fees, profits, salaries, rights, privileges and advantages
thereto belonging."
The extent of those rights and privileges, and the value

of those fees and profits, this eminent painter had never
an opportunity of ascertaining; lie was seized with a

mortal sickness, and had laid down his head to die on the

very day that the nomination was announced. "Although
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Sir Hemy," says one of liis biographers,
" had reached

the decline of life, yet his vigorous constitution, fortified

by habitual temperance, gave a reasonable hope of his

being for some time preserved to his friends and to the

world. He appeared to enjoy the most perfect health, and
was just returned from an excursion into Fifeshire with
Sir Walter Scott, Sir Samuel Shepherd, Sir Adam Fergu-
son, and a small party of friends, united under the auspices
of Lord Chief Commissioner Adam, to visit and examine

objects of historical curiosity and interest.
1 None of the

party had seemed to enjoy the excursion more than Sir

Henry. He appeared in his usual vigour both of body
and mind

;
visited with enthusiasm the ancient ruins of

St. Andrew's, of Pittenweem, and other remains of an-

tiquity ;
and contributed largely to the enjoyment of the

party. On his return home Sir Walter Scott sat to him
in order that he might finish two portraits, one for the
artist's o\vn private gallery, and the other for the poet's
noble friend and clansman Lord Montague. These were
the last pictures which the pencil of this eminent master

1

Morrison, in his "
Reminiscences," published in "

Tail's Magazine,"
1843, records that during this excursion the weather was very hot, and

Haeburn, unaccustomed to long walking, took cold.
" He walked," as

Sir Walter Scott observed,
" with his hat in his hand, Miss Edgeworth

having hold of his other arm. On the day after his return he walked to

his gallery in York Place, and proceeded to touch the portrait of Mrs.

Dennistoun, but was unable to proceed. He walked home, and with

considerable headache went to bed, from whence he never rose more."
If this account be correct, Raeburn could not have painted his third por-
trait of Sir Walter Scott, which was painted, as stated, for Lord Mon-

tague, and is still, I believe, at Ditton Park at this time. It was, in

truth, painted a year previously, in 1822. It gives the great author a

somewhat heavy look, such as he complained of in his former portraits ;

but the eyes are deep and expressive. It has been engraved in mezzo-
tint by Walker. Scott, speaking afterwards of Raebnrn to Morrison,

said, I never knew Raeburn, I may say, till during his painting my
last portrait. His conversation was rich, and he told his story well.

His manly stride backwards, as he went to contemplate his work at a

proper distance, and when resolved on the necessary point to be touched,
liis step 1'imvanl w:is magnificent. I see him, in my mind's eye, with

his hand under his chin, contemplating his picture; which position
alwavs brought me in mind of a figure of Jupiter which I have some-
where seen.'' ("Tail's Magu/ine," Dec. 1843.) ED.
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ever touched
;
a subject of affectionate regret to the great

genius represented, who had been long his friend. Within
a day or two of his return he was suddenly affected with
a general decay and debility ;

all medical skill was in vain
;

and after a short week's illness, during which no distinct

symptom appeared, he died on the 8th of July, 1823, in

the 68th year of his age.
The character of Eaeburn appears to have been every

way unblemished; he was a candid, modest man, ever

ready to aid merit, and give a helping hand to genius in

art. His varied knowledge, his agreeable manners, his

numerous anecdotes, and his general conversation, at

once easy and unaffected, with now and then a touch of

humorous gaiety, made him a delightful companion ;
he

told a Scotch story with almost unrivalled naivete of effect
;

and did the honours of a handsome house and elegant
table with all the grace of a high-bred gentleman. Through
life he discharged, with blameless attention, all the duties

of a good citizen. His pencil never kept him from, his

place in church on Sunday, and in the days of trouble he
was a zealous volunteer. First and last, among all the
children of art no one was ever more widely respected
than Sir Henry Raeburn

;
and his tall, handsome figure,

and fine open, manly countenance, will not be forgotten
for many a day in " the place which knew him."

His merits as a portrait painter are very great. He
aimed at elevation and dignity of style; he desired to

bring out the mental qualities of his sitters, and considered

the nice detail of the features as unworthy of a work of

art. The distant view he took presented nature to him in

its grandest expression ;
and he caught the ruling passion

of the face by taking the broad result, and not the detail.

This was, no doubt, a dangerous experiment, and succeeded

best with heads of natural dignity : by neglecting the lesser

features, all subordinate expression was sunk
;

it was the

application of the historical style to humble purposes, and
Raeburn may be accused of conferring intellectual dignity

upon heads unworthy of such honour. One of his greatest

triumphs is in his last portrait of Sir Walter Scott: the

face of this illustrious man is far from expressing his
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powers when you are at his elbow
;
but the distance at

which Raeburn sought the character lent enchantment at

once, and in the light and shade of his masses the author

of " Marmion" and " Old Mortality" appeared. In express-

ing female loveliness he seldom excelled.
"
Surely," says a

correspondent in whose judgment I put much trust,
" no

one could hit off an evil-favoured Scotch professor, or

uncouth Lord of Session, with more celerity and effect
;

but in representing beauty he always appeared to me to

fail fearfully ;
his style of colouring, and his indefinite

outline, caught neither the roses and lilies, nor the contour
of youth and loveliness. Besides, he hoisted people up
when they sat to him on a high platform, which always
shortens the features, and gives a pigeon-hole view of the

nostrils. The notion is, that people should be painted as

if they were hanging like pictures on the wall
;
a Newgate

notion, but it was Sir Joshua's. Raeburn and I have had

good-humoured disputes about this : I appealed to Titian,

Vandyke, &c. for niy authorities
; they always painted

people as if they were sitting opposite to them, not on a

mountebank stage or dangling on the wall." A list, with

dates, of the portraits of this northern master is much to

be desired
;

the heads which he exhibited in London
amount to little more than fifty : in the course of forty

years' labour he must have painted many hundreds. 1

By his lady, who survives him, Sir Henry Raeburn had

1 Kaeburn's honest manly style of portraiture,
" without fal-de-lal or

fiddle-de-dee," as Constable said of his own painting, has preserved his

reputation unto the present day, his portraits being still greatly esteemed.

Of course they have not the subtle charm of Sir Joshua, the airy grace
of Gainsborough, or the elegance of Sir Thomas Lawrence

;
but they are

good powerful works, with an amount of character in them that redeems
them from being uninteresting, as portraits that are not pictures usually
are. An exhibition of his works was held in 1876, at the Academy
Galleries in Edinburgh, to which a great many Scotch noblemen and
gentlemen contributed. Nearly 400 portraits were collected for this

exhibition, which, if it did not increase, at least did nothing to lessen his

reputation. Eaeburn's portrait of his wife was sold in London, a short

time ago, for the sum of 610 guineas, and it was said that it had
fetched even a higher sum within the last few years. Though not cele-

brated for his female portraits, this was a very pleasant example of his

art. Eu.
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two SOBS. The eldest, a fine youth with much of his

father's genius, died at the age of nineteen. Henry, the
second son, is married and has a family ;

he inherits, of

course, the villa of Stockbridge, lives in the house where
his father died, and has many of his works in his keeping

not the least valuable being various heads of men of

genius in science, letters, and art, with whom the great

painter had lived on terms of intimacy.
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JOHN
HOPPNER was born in London some time in

the summer of 1759. 1 There is a mystery about his

birth, which no one has ventured to explain: all that

is known with certainty is, that his mother was one
of the German attendants at the Eoyal Palace. The

King caused the child to be carefully nursed and well

educated
;
when he grew up, as his voice was sweet

and melodious, he was made one of the choristers in

the Eoyal Chapel. All this benevolence was misunder-
stood. George III. was pious and generous, and such acts

of kindness became him
;
but slanderers were not wanting

to insinuate that his Majesty had good natural reasons for

all this tenderness
;
and it is said that some such gossips

actually possessed the boy himself with a notion of very

lofty parentage. I believe there is no doubt that, when he

grew up, he was willing to have it understood that he
owed something more than his nursing and education to

the throne. This was most probably the mere ruse of a

shrewd man, who felt how much such a surmise would

help his fortune
;
but it received some sort of countenance

from the very active patronage of the Prince of Wales

(George IV.) who supported him against the rising fame
of Lawrence and Owen, and the settled reputation of Opie,
and crowded his studio with princes, peers, and fine ladies.

Of the boyish studies of Hoppner we have heard little

on which we can rely. He availed himself of the advan-

tages held out by the Eoyal Academy ;
and entering a

1 Samuel Redgrave, in his Dictionary, gives the date of his birth ns

April 4, 1758, and states that his father was a German settled in White-

chapcl, paying no heed to the stories that prevailed regarding him, which
were probably as untrue as such scandals are usually found to be when
examined. EL>.
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probationer with liis chalk and paper, ascended slowly and

systematically through all the steps required, till, with

paint on his palette, and a brush in his hand, he contended
for the highest prizes of the institution. 1 With such suc-

cess did he study, and so fortunate was he in his sketches

and his early attempts that, before his twenty-fourth
year,

2 he was looked upon as one likely to become great in

landscape, and who already painted heads in a' way worthy
of a more established name. As soon as it was safe as a

matter of taste to befriend him, he found patrons, and

powerful ones. Mrs. Jordan sat to him, in the character

of the Comic Muse, supported by that

"
goddess fair and free,

In heaven yclep'd Euphrosyne,"

to whom the artist confided the task of repelling the ad-

vances of a satyr. We know not what might be meant

by this
;
but the work was much liked. 3 The fair dame

sat again as "
Hippolite." Another was a lady of quality

shadowed forth under the no very flattering name of a

Bacchante
;
but as the colours were glowing, and the face

lovely, the audacity of the name might be forgiven. Then
followed the portraits of the Duke of York, of his Duchess,
of the Prince of Wales, and the Duke of Clarence, after-

wards King William IV., with ladies of quality and noble-

men not a few, and gentlemen without number. His time,

however, was not as yet so occiipied with sitters as to

hinder him from continuing to work in what artists tech-

nically call the "
fancy way." A "

Sleeping Venus," a

1 He was admitted as a student of the Royal Academy in 1775, and
in 1782 gained the gold medal for a painting from "

King Lear." ED.
9 He married at about this age a Miss Wright, whose mother was

celebrated for her portraits, modelled in wax, and whose house in Pail

Mall was the resort of much of the intellect and fashion of that time.

Lord Camden, Dr. Franklin, Garrick, Samuel Foote, Dr. Dodd, and

Benjamin West were among the celebrities who used to meet there, and
hold learned conversation with their hostess, who is spoken of as " a

woman of masculine understanding." His mother-in-law's influence

may thus very possibly have had something to do with Iloppner's rapid
success. ED.

3 This work is now n,t. Hampton Court. ED.
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"
Belisarius,"

" Youth and Age," and other productions,
half natural and half ideal, belong to his early days.

All this, and much more, had befallen him before his

thirtieth year, and as his colouring was rich, and his style
of portraiture captivating to the vain side of human nature,
his commissions increased in number, money poured in,

and fame grew and spread. The light of the Prince of

Wales's countenance was of itself sufficient to guide the

courtly and the beautiful to his easel. Suffice it to say
that, before he was forty years of age, he had been enabled
to exhibit no less than fifteen ladies of quality, for so are

they named in the catalogues ;
a score of ladies of lower

degree, and noblemen unnumbered. By this time another
court star had arisen, destined to outshine that of Hopp-
ner, though some, at that period, willing to natter the

older practitioner, called it a meteor that would but flash

and disappear, we allude to Lawrence. Urged upon the

Academy by the King and Queen, and handed up to notice

by royal favour, this new aspirant rose rapidly in the

estimation of the public ;
and by the most delit^ite flattery,

both with tongue and pencil, became a formidable rival to

the painter whom it was the Prince's pleasure to befriend.

The factions of Reynolds and Romney seemed revived in

those of Hoppner and Lawrence. If Hoppner resided in

Charles Street, at the gates of Carlton House, and wrote

himself "
portrait painter to the Prince of Wales," Law-

rence likewise had his residence in the court end of the

town, and proudly styled himself, and that when only

twenty-three years old,
"
portrait painter in ordinary to

his Majesty." In other respects, too, were honours equally
balanced between them : they were both made Royal Acade-
micians

;
but in this, youth had the start of age Lawrence

obtained that distinction first.
1

Nature, too, had been

kind some have said, prodigal to both
; they were men

of fine address, and polished by early intercourse with the

world, and, by their trade of portrait painting, could

practice all the delicate courtesies of drawing-room and

1 Lawrence was made Associate in 1791 at the age of twenty-two,
and K.A. in 1794. Hoppner was elected Associate in 1793, aged thirty-

five, and K.A. 1795. Eu.

II. U
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boudoir : but in that most fascinating of all flattery, the

art of persuading with brushes and fine colours very

ordinary mortals that beauty and fine expression were

their portions, Lawrence was soon without a rival.

The preference of the King and Queen was for a time

balanced by the affection of the Prince of Wales : the latter

was supposed to have the best taste
;
and as he kept a

court of his own, filled with young nobility and all the wits

of that great faction known by the name of Whig, Hoppner
had the youth and beauty of the land for a time

;
and it

cannot be denied that he was a rival every way worthy of

contending with any portrait painter of his day. The bare

list of his exhibited portraits will show how and by whom
he was supported : to twenty ladies of quality, who lent

their looks but withheld their names,
1 we may add the

following : 1. The Countess of Clare
;

2. the Hon. Miss

Chetwyiid ;
3. Lady Anne Lambton ;

4. Countess of Oxford;
5. Hon. Mrs. Edward Bouverie

;
6. Mrs.Whitbread

;
7. Miss

Grimstone
;
8. Lady Grenville

;
9. Lady Mildmay ; 10. Lady

E. Bligh; 11. Miss Cholmondley ;
12. Lady Mulgrave ;

13. Hon. Miss Mercer
;

14. Mrs. Jerningham ;
15. Mrs.

Manning; 16. Miss St. Glair; 17. Countess of Essex; 18.

Lady Melbourne
;

19. the Countess of Sutherland. It is

well said by William s, in his life of Lawrence, that "the more
sober and homely idea of the King were not likely to be
a passport for any portrait painter to the vanity of ladies

;

and hence Mr. Hoppner for a long time almost monopolised
the female beauty and young fashion of the country." He
had his share, too, of the men. In the period of time (six

years) over which the list we have given of beauty extended,
he had the following male sitters : 1. The Bishop of

Durham
;
2. Bishop of Carlisle; 3. Duke of Grafton; 4. Lord

Camden
;

5. Sir Arthur Wellesley ;
6. Sir William Scott;

7. Eight Hon. II. B. IVore
;

8. Lord King ;
f>. Eight Hon.

1 It was in 1708 that the fashion arose for putting the names of the

persons represented to the portraits exhibited by artists. Before that

date it is exceedingly difficult to identify the vague portraits of" ladies"

and "gentlemen" who appear in the, catalogue,. In 17H8 Hoppner
exhibited twelve portraits, affixing the full names and titles to all, and
Lawrence, Ik-echey, and Slice did the same. Ki>.
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T. Grenvillc; 10. Lord Hawkesbury ;
11. Right Hon. C.

Long; 12. Sir Samuel Hood; 13. Earl of Essex; 14. Sir

George Beaumont ;
15. Earl Spencer ;

16. Earl St. Vincent;
17. Earl of Chatham ;

18. Duke of Rutland
;
19. Archbishop

of York
;

20. the Prince of Wales. The Duke of York's

portrait was painted twice
;
the Duke of Clarence thrice

;

and the Prince of Wales thrice. 1

This rivalry of the court painters continued for a time
in the spirit of moderation

;
that spiteful courtesy which

the world teaches,

"
Willing to wound, and yet afraid to strike,"

was visible between them. Lawrence, the gentler and the

smoother of the two, kept silence longest ;
the Avarm nature

of Hoppner broke out at last.
" The ladies of Lawrence,"

said he,
" show a gaudy dissohiteness of taste, and some-

times trespass on moral, as well as on professional chas-

tity." For his own he claimed, by implication, purity of

look as well as purity of style. This sarcastic remark
found wings in a moment, and flew through all coteries

and through both courts
;

it did most harm to him who
uttered it : all men laughed, and then began to wonder
how Lawrence, limner to perhaps the purest court in

Europe, came to bestow lascivious looks on the meek and
sedate ladies of quality about St. James's and Windsor,
while Hoppner, limner to the court of a gallant young
prince, who loved mirth and wine, the sound of the lute,

and the music of ladies' feet in the dance, should, to some
of its gayest and giddiest ornaments, give the simplicity
of manner and purity of style which pertained to the

quaker-like sobriety of the other. Nor is it the least

curious part of this story, that the ladies, from the moment
of the sarcasm of Hoppner, instead of crowding to the

easel of him who dealt in the loveliness of virtue, showed
a growing preference for the rival who "

trespassed 011

moral as well as on professional chastity." After this,

1 To these may he added Lord Nelson, full length, Lord Rodney,
William 1'itt. now in the National Gallery, and Haydn, whose portrait
he painted i'or the Prince of Wales. ED
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Lawrence had enow of gentle sitters. It must not be

supposed that he heard Hoppner' s injurious words with

patience : he vindicated the professional as well as moral

purity of his style in firm and temperate language ;
but

he was on the winning side, and could the better take
moderation for his motto.

The King, all this time, was of the Lawrence faction
;

for which various reasons have been assigned. Hoppner
was an enthusiastic admirer of Reynolds, and when young
had filled the palace with praises of his kindness as a man,
and his genius as an artist. His Majesty never liked Sir

Joshua. This offence was trebled, when Hoppner, resent-

ing, perhaps, the coldness with which his earliest works
were received at St. James's, openly joined the party of

the Prince of Wales, and added his wit, which was ever

ready, and his influence, which was on the rise, to the

ranks of Whiggism. This was, perhaps, less than prudent
in a man of genius, who, born for his country, should not

give himself up to either of those parties whose fierce

hostility has so long torn the island
;
but it was doubly

imprudent in one who had become a husband and a father,
and who had to win bread and fame from the patronage
of the population at large. When the crop of handsome

Whigs was reaped, he could not put his sickle into the

ripe harvest of the Tories. Lawrence, meantime, with a

prudence which Hoppner called hypocrisy, was silent in

the matter of politics, belonged to neither faction, and so

kept his easel ready and his colours in order for all.

Those who merely consider Hoppner as a limner of men
and women's heads, who dashed them off at a few sittings,

pocketed the price, replenished his palette, and prepared
himself for any new comer, do his memory injustice. He
was a fine free-spirited manly fellow, overflowing with wit

and humour, inconsiderate in speech, open-hearted, and as

well acquainted with the poetry and history of his native?

country as the most gifted of her sons. The fame of his

conversational powers survives among his companions. He
was considered one of the best-informed painters of his

time
;
and in the company of the learned, not less than

among the gay and the noble of that day, he was easy and
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unenibarassecl. Among his brethren of the easel ho was
still more at home, and made himself welcome by his

ready wit and various knowledge. It was sometimes his

pleasure, in the midst of a serious discussion, to start

aside into the whimsical or the humorous
; and, in the

midst of boisterous mirth, he would as suddenly return to

seriousness. Few could be sure when they had his sym-
pathy ; except, indeed, in the hour when it was really
wanted for then he failed not. He loved to surprise his

friends
;
and if he raised a laugh, seemed to care little

whether it was for him or against him. He and Edridge
and two other artists once went into the country ; quartered
themselves at an inn where the ale was good ;

and as a fair

was held in the neighbourhood, they walked out about

sunset, when merriment begins, and mingled in the crowd.

There was much din and drollery. Hoppuer addressed
his companions :

" Listen : you have always seen me in

good company, and playing the courtier, and in fine took

me for a damned well-bred fellow, and genteel withal. A
mistake, I assure you. I love low company, and am a bit

of a ready-made blackguard, see !

" He gave his coat a

queer pull ;
his neckcloth a twitch

;
knocked his hat awry;

and putting on a face of indescribable devilry, started into

the midst of a mob of reeling rustics, and in a moment
was " hail fellow, well met " with the wildest of them. But

rough gambols and home-spun wit seemed not enough for

his new character
;
he urged himself into a quarrel with a

brawny waggoner, and had a capital set-to with the fists,

in which the latter, though a powerful boor and withal a

practised boxer, was roughly handled. He gave his an-

tagonist half-a- guinea, set his hat and neckcloth right,
and retired amid the applause of the crowd.

Though Hoppner confined himself chiefly to portraiture,
he was not only skilful in landscape, but a most ardent
lover of ihe higher branches of Ihe art. He \vas not OIK;

of Iliose who imagined, when he painted a portrait, he
had done something historical, and who recognised in his

likenesses of the ladies of the hour the great leading prin-

ciple of inoiv.l and intellectual loveliness. He was an

admirer, too ol' the labours of such of his brethren as
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went to poetry and history for their subjects ;
and the

following letter to Cumberland, concerning Stothard's

Canterbury Pilgrimage, will show how justly he could feel,

and how well he could express himself. It is dated 30th
of May, 1807. " This intelligent group is rendered still

more interesting by the charm of colouring, which, though
simple, is strong, and most harmoniously distributed

throughout the picture. The landscape has a deep-toned
brightness which accords most admirably with the figures ;

and the painter has ingeniously contrived to give a value

to a common scene, and very ordinary forms, that would

hardly be found by unlearned eyes in the natural objects.
He has expressed too, with great vivacity and truth, the
freshness of morning, at that season when Nature herself

is most fresh and blooming, the spring ;
and it requires

no great stretch of fancy to imagine we perceive the in-

fluence of it on the cheeks of the fair Wife of Bath, and
her rosy companions, the Monk and Friar. In respect
of the execution of this very pleasing design, it is not too

much praise to say, that it is wholly free from, that vice

which painters term manner
;
and it has this peculiarity

beside, which I do not remember to have seen in any picture
ancient or modern, namely, that it bares no mark of tho

period in which it was painted, but might very well pass
for the work of some able artist of the time of Chaucer.
The effect is not, I believe, the result of any association

of ideas connected with the costume, but appears in

primitive simplicity, and the total absence of all affecta-

tion either of colouring or pencil."

Hoppncr was one of many artists Avho imagine they
behold in the high prices and ready sale of the works of

the great Italian masters a prejudice on the part of the

public against all works of living men or of modern times.

He was in the habit of saying, when he looked upon a fine

work of his own day,
"
Ay, it is a noble picture ;

but it has
one damning defect, it is a winder one. Prove it, sir, to

be but two hundred years old, and from the brush of a

famous man, and here's two thousand guineas for it."

The time was, however, at hand when Hoppner was to

be no more moved in spirit either by the success of Law-
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rence in portraiture, or by the general preference of the

public for the historical pieces of long-buried masters. A
visible change had for some time appeared in his looks

;

his conversation had grown rambling and incoherent
;
few

works came from his hand
;
and though his skill seemed

not impaired, he wrought, at best, by fits and starts. A
gentlemen has told me that, towards the close of Hoppner's
days, he carried a message to him from the Prince of

Wales concerning a picture then on his easel. He found
the painter violently agitated : he had his palette in his

left hand, and was dipping his pencil in the colours, and

running to and fro, giving a touch here and a touch there

to the picture. He turned suddenly round, and said in a

tone of great mildness,
"

Sir, a thought struck rne as you
came in

;
I was unwilling to lose it

;
the picture has the

benefit of it
;
and that must excuse my seeming rudeness

to you." An anecdote related by Northcote is character-

istic.
" I once went with Hoppner to the hustings to vote

for Home Tooke
;
and when they asked me what I was, I

said,
' a painter.' At this Hoppner was very mad all the

way home, and said I should have called myself a portrait

painter. I replied, the world had no time to trouble their

heads about such distinctions."

During the early part of the year 1810 it was generally
known that the health of Hoppner was declining, and it

was the feeling of his friends that he had not long to

live. His wife was careful and affectionate
;
his sons were

growing up, and their minds expanding ;
and he loved, as

all fathers love, to talk of the hopes he had in them, hopes
amply fulfilled, though he did not live to see them. 1 It

was thought that want of success in some latter works

weighed on him a little
;
but when the constitution begins

to give way, there is no need to press the body down with

imaginary ailments. He felt that internal feebleness and

sinking of mind, against which all medicine is weak, and
kindness of friends unavailing. Many enquirers came, and
kind ones: one among 1he most anxious, it is pleasing to

1 The reader needs hardly to be told that tho amiable and accom-

plished consul at Venice, so honourably introduced in Moore's "Life; of

Byron,'' was son to our painter.
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know, being Lawrence, who went repeatedly. Hoppner,
it is said, saw in such visits more of joy at his approaching
death, than of true sympathy for the sorrows of a brother.

But this, I doubt not, was unjust to Lawrence, who, amidst
too much of the silken show of courtesy, was naturally
kind-hearted, and of a generous nature. He shall speak
for himself : these are his words to a friend :

" Tou will

be sorry to hear that my most powerful competitor he

whom, only to my friends, I have acknowledged as my
rival, is, I fear, sinking into the grave ;

I mean, of course,

Hoppner. He has always been afflicted with bilious and
liver complaints, and to these must be greatly attributed

the irritation of his mind
;
and now they have ended in a

confirmed dropsy. But though I think he cannot recover,
I do not wish that his last illness should appear to be

reported by me. You will believe that I sincerely feel

the loss of a brother artist, from whose works I have often

gained instruction, and who has gone by my side in the

race this eighteen years." Hoppner did not live long
after the writing of this letter : he died in the beginning
of April, 1810, in the fifty-first year of his age.
The worth of his works has been widely acknowledged :

he was one of those painters who, with powers and skill

for the higher line of art, are compelled, by omnipotent
taste, to labour in the lower line, where employment is

certain, and recompense sure. Yet labourer in the humbler

department of portraiture though he was, he strove to

unite with mere likeness the higher qualities of art
;
and

in that simplicity and austere composure of style which
he claimed for himself

,
when, he satirised the loose touches

of Lawrence, he beheld a closer affinity to the spirit and
sentiment of those noble works which he set up as his

models. 1 Yet Hoppner was no blind worshipper of the

gods of others
;
his chief deity was Nature Nature exalted

and refined : he sought for elegant simplicity of form and

poetic loftiness of sentiment, and often found both.

1 Several of Hoppnor's whole length portraits are to be seen at Hamp-
ton Court. They do not ive very favourable impression of his powers.
This arises partly from the state of dilapidation they are in, his pig-
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merits having: stood as badly as Joshua's. His practice was, indeed,
founded on Sir Joshua's, and Messrs. Redgrave consider that he even

copied him in the use of asphaltum and other fugitive materials. Messrs.

Kedgrave, however, speak in high praise of a portrait of Lady Culling
Smith and her daughter, now the property of the Duke of Wellington.
There are three portraits by Hoppner in the National Gallery. Ei>.
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AKT has not yet become with us a fashionable profession
for the gentleman and scholar :

' certain neglect IIOAV,

and an indifferent memoir hereafter, are no inducements
for the polite and the rich to take to the brush or to the

chisel ;
and the consequence is, when time thins the ranks

of the Academy, the vacancies are supplied by the chance

children of genius, who have come from the plough, the

manufactory, or the shop, to assert the truth of the great

principle of nature, that talent, like sunshine, sheds its

light on all conditions. Such is the story of most of our

first-rate artists
;
that of William Owen can scarcely be

called an exception. He was bom at Ludlow, in Shrop-
shire, in the year 1769

;
the month and the day of the

month are alike forgotten. His father, educated for the

Church, married the daughter of a very respectable family
in Gloucestershire

;
and being disappointed in patronage,

commenced bookseller, but with success not at all equal
either to his wishes or his merits. Young Owen was
educated at the grammar school of Ludlow, where he

made such good use of his pen and his books, as enabled

him, when his fame rendered it necessary to correspond
with men of rank and education, to acquit himself worthily.
He was a well-educated, well-informed man, outspoken,
and vigorous-minded ; yet lie never aspired to be thought
a scholar, and was content with the fame, of which no
examination could deprive him that of a fine artist.

Of Owen's early attempts in art, ami boyish methods of

instructing himself, we have but vague and unsatisfactory
accounts. His brother, a man of sen so and intelligence,
who has served with honour in many parts of the globe,
and who now holds the rank oi.' major in the army,

2 has no

1 This is less true now than it w;is in Cunningham's tiino. ED.
1 That is at thu time when Cunningham wrote. Ki>.
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remembrance of the studies of William, who was a dozen

years older than himself
;
his father, too, has been long

since dead
;
and his only son, the Eev. William Owen,

much as he reverences the memory of his father, can add

nothing to what has long been publicly known. The

general account is, that he was fond of sketching from

very early years ; that, during hours of intermission from

school, he loved to wander among the fine scenery of his

native place, and that his first considerable work was that

drawing of Ludlow Castle, which in after-life he thought
worthy of presenting to Lady Olive, to whom the place

belonged. We arc told, too, that his genius gained him
the notice of that eminent scholar and antiquarian, Payne
Knight ; through whose advice, and some add assistance,
he was, at the age of seventeen, sent to London, and placed
for instruction under the care of Catton of the Royal
Academy. This has occasioned a two-fold blunder, viz.,

that Owen was patronized and handed up to fame by Payne
Knight, who discovered him in the humble condition of a

coach painter. But though Catton, who taught him, was

originally a painter of coaches, he had ceased to be so

before Owen was placed under him
;
and with regard to

the patronage of the antiquarian, it amounted only to this

he praised him, carried him to London, got him a

teacher, and never more noticed him, nay, never spoke to

him, even when he met him in public. Those who were

acquainted with that singular character, know that he

thought it sufficient condescension to speak to a mere man
of genius once in his life : so he treated others, equally
eminent in art as Owen. An exquisite copy of the " Perdita"
of Keynolds obtained the painter the friendship of the

President, and the advantage of his instruction. Of these

early days little more is known ;
I must, therefore, leave

them with their veil of obscurity over them, and pass on
to those of his manhood which were bright enough.
He made his appearance before the public in 1792,

when lie sent Ihe portrait of " A Gentleman," and " A View
of Ludford Bridge, Shropshire," to the Somerset House
Exhil'ition : in the latter his early haunts were remembered.
These were probably well received

;
for in the succeeding
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exhibition lie had no less than seven portraits : one was
" A Lady of Quality," and two were "

Clergymen," but to

none of them was a name attached. The mystery of his

private studies might be supposed to have extended to his

public works, had we not known that such was the practice
in those days : the modesty of the parties, the humility of

the painters, or the etiquette of the Academy, have made

early catalogues of little value in writing the history of

painting. I have heard that it had been the wish of the

academicians themselves to leave their portraits without a

name, in the hope that, as works of art alone, they would
win their way to distinction. Those of men eminent for

rank or genius, and of ladies distinguished for personal
loveliness, might accomplish this

;
but few of the annual

sxim-total of portraits have any such claim : this was at last

perceived ;
and the name was allowed to be printed, as a

new method of calling attention and exciting interest.

At this period Owen had leisure enough to give us a few
of those exquisite pictures, half portrait and half fancy,
in which Bird, and indeed most of our chief painters,
excelled. He sought a young boy or girl to his taste,

imagined some pretty employment in the midst of a natural

scene, and then introduced the figure as the principal,

modifying the features till they approached the ideal, yet
still retaining the natural peculiarity of character. These
I am disposed to look upon as his best works : and " The

Study of a Boy ;"
"
Venus, a Sketch ;" and " The

Bacchante," of his pictures exhibited in 1796 and 1797,
arc of this class. At this time he lived at 5, Coventry
Street, Haymarket.
Some time in the year 1797, he found out an employment

still more pleasant than that of imagining scenes, and

putting figures into them, endowed with sentiment, and
almost with life. Among the sitters who came to his easel

were two ladies, sisters, of the name of Leaf. He painted
and exhibited their portraits; and with such skill of hand
mid fascination of colour had he acquitted himself, that

they were universally admired
;
and the eldest of the two,

particularly, occasioned many inquiries. If some were

pleased with the portrait, the painter was still more so
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with the original ;
and towards the close of the year he

made her his wife. The only issue of this marriage was
a son, who was educated at Winchester and Oxford, and
entered the Church. Tro^^bles, of which poverty was the

leader, followed too close upon his marriage. In a moment,
when he forgot in a warm burst of friendship whether he
were rich or poor, he made himself responsible for another

to a crushing amount : his friend failed, and Owen found
himself burdened with a debt, which pressed long and

sorely on him, but which at length he fully and conscien-

tiously discharged. Want came upon him like an armed

man, and compelled him to toil without remission at his

easel. In the year 1798 alone, he exhibited no less than
ten portraits: one of these was "The Lord Chancellor;"
another was,

" A Family Picture of Lady Hardwicke and
Lord Koyston;" a third was "Lady Strange;" but the

finest of all was a "
Cottage Child from Nature." There

he was easy and unconstrained, and moved without con-

sulting the tastes and whims of fastidious sitters, who
presume to dictate posture and sentiment, with all the

judgment of Queen Elizabeth, who demanded her portrait

painted without shadow.
To gain distinction in portraiture is at no time an easy

task, since vanity takes offence at truth, and a sort of

flattery has to be practised to reconcile the proud to their

own looks
;
but to come into the market against Lawrence,

and Beechey, and Hoppiicr, who, patronized by kings and

princes, had all the rank and beaiity of England contend-

ing for place at their easels, required no common skill and
talent. There is, however, no question that Owen was a

worthy rival : his drawing was the least of his merit
;
he

seized individiial character with great force, and though
liis colouring wanted lucid depth and harmony, he
never failed to stamp off an image mental and bodily of

his subject: perhaps he was too little of a flatterer. A
painter cannot select the most intellectual sitter

;
the

mean, the parsimonious, and the sensxial, pay as willingly
sometimes as the loftiest of soul

;
and the artist who

should drive away such subjects from his studio might
starve amidst the applause of his virtue. He has, too, his
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own professional feelings. Your skilful and eloquent
advocate saves some scoundrel from the hulks, or the

rope, from no love of the client, but to show how genius
can triumph over justice and sense : a painter, in like

manner, extends the saving immortality of his colours to
some odd and out-of-the-world sort of sitter

;
and as he

touches in the fleshy softness of his cheeks and chin, or
his glimmering seven-per-cent.-calculating eyes, he thinks

only of the wonderful skill of hand which his brethren
will impute to him, and what the world will say of his

ability.
It is the misfortune of the artist when he has to borrow

fame from the importance of his subject ;
and I am afraid

I must impute a little of the praise which Owen received
for his portrait of William Pitt to that cause. Be that
as it may, there was but one opinion of its excellence : all

the statesman's friends and they were the first of the
nation were its admirers

;
the fortunate artist was invited

to Waliner Castle
;
and much was the man respected whom

bhe premier delighted to honour. From this moment his

fame was considered safe, and employment poured in.

A painting-room more extensive now became necessary ;

he found one in Leicester Square, a place of old renown in

art
;
and thitherhe repaired, in the year 1 798,with all his gods

save those of the domestic hearth : these he found a refuge
for in Arabella Eow, Pimlico

;
where he had the advantage

of a view into the royal gardens, till the King reared

a lofty mound, and excluded all eyes from a privacy which,
to the loss of art, his Majesty did not live to enjoy. In
his new studio Owen carried on the manufacture of por-
traits to a vast extent during a period of twenty-seven

years. Men of all ranks, and ladies of all conditions,
nocked to his easel. He rose early wrought late

; drew,

painted, touched, finished, framed, packed ;
and when

these were out of the house, fresh heads appeared. The

monotony was sometimes too much for him. He has been
known to turn a portrait from the easel, postpone the

coming of a dozen sitters, single out some little happy
theme, and in the course of a week dash it on the canvas
in all the truth and charm of nature embellished bv art:
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this put him in good humour with himself and with his

destiny ;
and lucky was he who sat for his portrait the

next. Of heads, it is almost incredible how many he
made

;
he is known to have exhibited nearly two hundred

in the course of his career, not dashed off roughly and
at random, but executed in a fine bold free spirit, worthy
of the school of which he was now a distinguished member.
We must name a few of the heads on which he bestowed

the honours of the pencil. 1. Sir Robert Laurie, bart.
;

2. John Soane, architect
;

3. Lady Leicester
;

4. Lady
Beaumont

;

l
6. Mr. Stuart Wortley, afterwards Lord

Wharneliffe ;
6. Countess Cowper ;

7. Lord F. Spencer ;

Slmte Barrington, Bishop of Durham
;

9. Marquis of

Stafford; 10. Cyril Jackson, dean of Christchurch
;

11.

Duchess of Leinster
;

12. Archbishop of York
;
13. Bishop

of London
;
14. Baron Thomson

;
15. Lord Grenville

;
16.

John Wilson Croker
;

17. Wellesley Pole
;
18. Sir David

Dundas
;

19. Sir AVilliam Scott
;
20. Chief Justice Vicary

Gibbs; 21. Duke of Cumberland; 22. Earl of Ashbnrn-
liam

;
23. Sir John Nichol

;
24. Dr. Stuart, primate of

Ireland
;

25. Nicholas Vaiisittart, Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer ;
20. Duke of Montrose

; 27. Earl of Cassillis
;

28. Marquis of Grahame
;

29. Earl of Fitzwilliam
;

3.0.

Countess of Cassillis ;
31. Earl of Bridgewater ;

32. Earl
Verulam

;
33. Major-General Hamilton; 34. Bishop of

Peterborough ;
35. Chief Justice Abbott

;
36. Bishop of

St. David's
;

37. Duchess of Buccleuch
;

38. Sir Thomas

Dyke Acland, bart,
;
39. Viscount Exniouth

;
40. Duke of

Athol. These are all names known in the world
;
and some

of the portraits atti'actcd much notice in the Exhibition,
but none more than iliat of the Duchess of Buccleuch

;

the placid dignity of expression and fine tone of colour

brought many of the students to study and imitate. Cyril
Jackson, a man of great vigour of understanding, and

ready and agreeable Avit
;
Lord Grenville, austere and

thoughtful ; Vicary Gibbs, shrewd, penetrating, and sar-

1 "Wilkie has a note in his Journal " March G, 1809. Called on Owen,
and saw his picture of the Dowager Lady Beaumont, which I think by
much the finest tiling Owen has yet done. I saw several portraits of

his besides, whicb J much liked." ED,
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castic
;
the late Bishop of Durham, generous and open-

hearted
;
the Marquis of Stafford, stately yet gentle, aris-

tocratic yet affable
;

all were stamped off with much
freedom and vigour, and such command of light and shade
as kept up the name of Owen with the highest. Many
portraits, however, which we have not named were of

equal, and some of them even of superior beauty to the

best of his magnates. Some of his female heads, par-

ticularly, from the less elevated ranks of life, were of

exquisite outline and character
;
his hand, where he was

at home, and felt nothing very grand to overawe him,
excelled in that careless yet elegant ease of touch which

study seldom can attain.

In the full flow of his practice, and yet at a time when
he little expected the honour, Owen was made a member
of the Academy. He had gone there when he was young
" to learn his trade" I use the words of Barry and

naturally looked for admission to its bosom when he had

proved himself worthy. t This, however, did not come till

the 10th of February, 1806, when he was thirty-seven

years old, and long after he had exhibited some of his best

works. It is true that men cannot be admitted to this

dignity till death makes room in the ranks
;
but it is also

true, that by some chance or other, men obtain admission

who, if true genius be the price, have no right to be there.

The number, in the present overflow of artists, is too

limited : if 40 were necessary in Sir Joshua's day, at least

60 are necessary now
;
and certainly 20 might be found

among the associates and students, some of whom have

produced works worthy of the very first names of the

Academy.
This new honour lent some further attraction to the

name of Owen : it is even said that the Prince of Wales

expressed his approbation of his talents, and spoke of

sitting for his portrait. If so, however, the sitting did

not take place. At this time, Lawrence with George the

Third, Hoppner with the Prince of Wales, and Beechey
with others of the court, were all but omnipotent ;

a

circumstance which Owen had good reason to lament, as

all the gay, the fashionable, and most of the lovely, went
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to those whom the King, the Prince, and the court sup-

ported.
Of this princely partiality ho sometimes complained in

private, and said,
" These fellows skim the cream, and

leave me the milk
;

" and when a northern friend, in con-

doling with him, said, with the poet

"
It's hardly in a body's power

To keep at times from being sour,
To see how things are shared."

" Just so," lie answered :

" had this Burns of yours, sir,

lived now, I would have painted his portrait for writing
these very words. Beally I am sour, very sour, at times.

There Lawrence, with his low sweet voice, speaks of virtue

and moral loveliness to the King and Queen, and they
order more portraits ;

there Hoppner, whenever he seems
at a loss for something to do, the Prince, or some of his

wealthy companions, sit to him, and help him afterwards

to sell the portrait ;
and then Beechey, sir, he sits with

the feathers of princesses fanning his brow
;

and so they
go on, and I get their leavings." Of Lawrence he had no

great admiration
;
he thought him much too courtly to

be candid, and did not hesitate to say what he felt. It

happened that he went to an evening party some time
after he had become eminent, and several friends made a

slight press forward to welcome him. A lady happened
to be lioness for the night one who did a little with the

pencil herself, and knew all the children of the easel. She
did not like that a lion should intrude

; and, leaning from
the chair,where she sat as in a sort of throne, asked aloud,
" Who is that?" "It is Owen, madam." "Owen, sir!

and who is Owen?" "Oh! the new artist, madam, the
famous painter."

"
Owen, and painter," she responded,

in a voice softened and low,
" I never heard of him

before!" "A female Lawrence, by Jupiter!" muttered

Owen, and marched to the other end of the room.
His chief resource in times of vexation was in works of

what I would call domestic history. On these he wrought
with an avidity and cheerfulness unknown to him in

portrait painting. He borrowed the action, and the senti-

II. X
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merit, and story from fancy, and filled up the outline from
nature

;
but then he did not slavishly transfer nature,

rough and raw as he found it, to his canvass
;
he looked at

it as a bee surveys the flower not to carry off the bloom,
but collect the honey. Of these,

" The Beggar's Daughter
of Bethnal Green" was one of his earliest and happiest;
it appeared in the Academy in 1801, and the catalogue
referred the visitor to the old ballad of that name in
"
Percy's Reliques." On comparing the painting with the

poetry, it was evident that the artist had caught the

character truly, and, amid all the humility of the maiden's

condition, had shown some of that inborn nobleness of

nature expressed by the rude minstrel. " The Sleeping
Girl" was another of those happy, and perhaps hasty,

things.
" The Schoolmistress" recalled the poetic picture

of Shenstone to mind. " The Beggars
"
were touched by

a hand which could exhibit wretchedness without exciting

disgust, which knew how to tighten rather than loosen

the bond of sympathy which unites us to our species.
" The Girl at the Spring" was well worth two of his finest

portraits. But the chief favourite, perhaps, of his fancy
works, was " Peasants Resting by the Roadside." It was

painted for Lister Parker. " Adherence to the simple

elegance of nature," says one of the critics on the Exhibition

which contained this fine picture,
" unstudied ease, and

gracefulness of attitude, with beauty of face and form,
charm the heart of the spectator. The maternal tender-

ness with which the mother presents the nectarean repast
to her child the sound repose of the infant girl the

tranquil and amiable expression of the eldest boy, excite

gentle and agreeable sympathy. The drapery has a graceful

carelessness, suitable to the humble character which it

covers. There is scarcely a painter in the Academy who
can vie with this excellent artist in the- force with which
he relieves his objects, while he preserves the mellowness
and harmony of his colouring and effect. Sir Joshua

appears to revive in this pupil of nature. He, indeed, has

more firmness and precision of oiitliue and drawing than
that famous painter, and equally captivates by his faithful

delineations of the lovely objects of humble life." The
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language of this critic is a little out of keeping ;
but his

sentiments, though too richly draped, are just and true.

.Reynolds was an indifferent draughtsman ;
that is, he

could not delineate the human form in the true elegance
of its proportions, by a mere outline : but he made up for

this deficiency by the marvellous mastery which he acquired
over the human form, taking it in the mass

;
he had a fine

judgment in quantity, and his full draperies concealed

defective detail. In this, certainly, Owen excelled the
President :

: but then his colouring was less lucid and har-

monious
;
neither had he that magical power in light and

shade, nor that skill of giving to unusual postures the
ease and grace of nature, which are so visible in Sir

Joshua.

Those friends and they were numerous Avho sat to

Owen, for their likenesses, may think that the biographer
is doing the artist less than justice when he passes over

many portraits as things of small account, and dwells on
what they, perhaps, considered the mere sportings of his

pencil, the little studies of children, groups of peasants,
and single figures, in which fancy and reality claim equal
shares. In truth, his fame lay, in his lifetime, with the
former

;
but in death, it must be maintained by the latter.

Men's living looks, with the memory of them, die away
and are forgotten ;

but sentiment and natural action

belong to all times, and in these, artists who desire the

praise of posterity must put trust. A Cupid, painted for

Sir Thomas lleathcote, was called an exquisitely finished

tiling ;
and it was so : but the god of love has lost a little

of his power in painting as well as poetry : and he who
complains of the darts and flames of Cupid has, by the
universal consent of all Misses above seventeen, been
voted affected and pedantic. In a better taste was " The
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Fortune-teller and Lady :

"
it was easy to see tlie insidious

poison of the tawny sibyl's tongue stealing through the
frame of her victim

;
so lovely and so innocent were her

looks, that they attracted a crowd in the Exhibition from

morning till night. The "
Cottage Door" was another of

his little happy hits
;

so were " The Children in the

Wood," a piece of which it is praise sufficient to say that

it breathes all over of the simple pathos of the old melting
ballad. l Towards the close of his career such things grew
less frequent : portraiture, with its temptations of pleasing

society, prompt payment, and ready-made looks, which
cost imagination nothing, prevailed.

" The Boy and

Kitten," his admission present to the Koyal Academy,
though mentioned last, was an early performance, and

may rank with some of his best. As his powers first

manifested themselves in landscape, it might have been
natural to expect some fine works of that kind from his

hand
; but, if we except the snatches of scenery which

he dashed, in as backgrounds to his portraits, and one

picture of " Hawarden Castle, Flintshire," we can find

little in which he followed the first right impulse of

nature. A critic, who says of the Hawarden Castle,
" in

united depth and splendour it would almost stand a com-

parison with Rembrandt's celebrated '

Windmill,'
"

adds
these words,

" from this branch of the arts Mr. Owen
always expressed himself as having derived the purest

gratification." Owen must, then, have put a sad con-

straint on his nature when he turned from what afforded

tl^e purest gratification to become limner to the population
at large, at so much per head. Perhaps the demons of

indolence and avarice conspired against him. Your poetic

landscape costs much time and outlay of thought, and

the reward is doubtful ;
whereas a head comes living to

the easel, bringing shape, character, colour, and expression
Avith it, sits quietly and smilingly till its likeness is trans-

ferred to canvass, and the money is gained. These are

temptations which few are found to resist.

When, in 1810, lie was made portrait painter to the

1 Several of these subjects wore engraved, ami were once very popular.
En.
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Prince of Wales, and more particularly when lie became
"
Principal Portrait Painter to His Royal Highness the

Prince Regent," men looked and Owen amongst them
for golden commissions, and free intercourse with the

palace. These honours, however, were barren
;
there are

no royal pictures in the list of those which he exhibited :

lie held the rank, but other hands touched the revenues.

When the Prince offered to knight him in 1813, the

painter modestly declined a distinction which promised to

be expensive, and nothing more. It has been said, indeed,
that had the painter lived till the Prince became King,
commissions would have been poured upon him

;
but it

has been generally observed that royal patronage, instead

of being diffused like sunshine over all that are worthy,
has something of personal attachment about it. West

enjoyed the monopoly of the historical department, and

Hoppner was the only brother whom Lawrence suffered

near the throne of portraiture.

Royal favour might have administered repose to Owen's

mind, since it seems that he set a great value upon it
;

but, after all, he could not well have been more honoured
than he was in his day. Sir George Beaumont a man of

taste and talent, a painter himself, and a friend alike of

artists and poets, was warm and active in his attachment
;

not less so was Sir John Leycester (afterwards Lord de

Tabley); the Earl Fitzwilliam loved the man and befriended
the artist

;
Dr. Howley, Bishop of London, a divine,

generous and discerning, appointed his only son, William,
one of the preachers in the Royal Chapel, Whitehall. He
lived, too, on good terms with his brethren

; Callcott, the
eminent landscape painter, was his most intimate friend :

they visited Paris together, when, in 1814, the bayonets of

the Allies opened the doors of the Louvre
;
but we have

no memorandum of the journey, or of our painter's opinions
upon the merits of the great works which he then saw for

the first and last time. He was a man who felt keenly,
and dealt in rough, strong, natural expressions, and has,
like many others, left the tradition of wit without samples.

So much had commissions multiplied, that in 181 7 he
found his income for one year amounted to J^oOOO. He
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kept no regular account of anything; "but merely noted
down his winnings in alittle pocket-book, ran his eyenow and
then over the pages, and if he perceived that he was gaining
remained satisfied. It is not known how much he amassed

;

had his good health continued, he was in a fair way to a

fortune. In 1818 he left his little convenient house in

Arabella Row, and removed to 33, Bruton Street. On this

occasion something like a presentiment of coming evil

darkened on his mind
;
he regretted leaving a house dear

to him, from the memory of the difficulties he had sur-

mounted under its roof, and where he had gathered wealth

and obtained fame. His forebodings were fulfilled : he
was not well established in his new residence till he was
attacked with a complaint which prostrated his strength at

once, and struck the pencil out of his hand. It is true that

he partially recovered, nay, that he painted, after this,

though with pain, an excellent portrait of Sir Thomas

Dyke Acland
;
that the waters of Cheltenham strengthened

him a little
;
and that he had intervals of ease, when he

hoped his days were yet to be long in the land, and that

he should resume his studies with new fervour. But that

hour came never
;
he returned to London, and sank down on

a couch helpless and dejected
- l there he lay for five long

1 Not constantly "dejected" we may hope from an account Wilkie

gives of him in a letter to Sir George Beaumont, written Oct. 30, 1820.

After thanking his lordship for a present of game that he had received

from him, Wilkie writes- "This circumstance brings to my mind a

call which I made, about eight days ago, upon our good friend poor Mr.

Owen at a little cottage he now occupies in Bayswater. Jle had received

from you the same gratifying mark of remembrance, and inquired very

kindly after you and Lady Beaumont. He stated himself to be alittle

stouter than ho had been, and appeared, considering all things, very
cheerful, and much interested in hearing of all his friends, and what

they were doing. lie is still, however, kept in a recumbent position ;

and, although free from pain, the symptoms are, from what I can learn,

as unfavourable as ever. He had been making little sketches in colours

upon paper, and talked of a fancy subject be was inclined to begin upon
his recovers', lie alluded to the situation his illness had placed him in

with respect to the purchase of his house, and the interruption of his

prospects; but, distressing as his case is, he bears himself cheerfully
and like a man. Sir Thomas Lawrence, much to his credit, called for

him some time ago, and took him to Buckingham House to show him
his portraits of the foreign sovereigns he is now completing there

;
with
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years, experiencing no alleviation and no change, unless

being wheeled from one room to another on his sofa can

be called a change. Baillie, Carlisle, Lynn, and Warren
visited him in vain : he was wasting gradually away ;

but
his death was hastened by one of those melancholy mis-

takes of which we sometimes read : a chemist, from whom
Owen obtained his prescriptions, labelled the medicines so

that the unfortunate patient swallowed opium instead of

an aperient draught ;
he fell into a stupor, lingered a few

hours, and expired llth of February, 1825, in the fifty-

eixth year of his age.
Those who were admitted to Owen's fireside relate that

he was kind, hospitable, and good-humoured ; spoke his

mind without much consideration or choice of fine words ;

and on several occasions had shown much manliness, and
not a little courage. At school, when he was stabbed

severely in the thigh by one of his companions, he had
the fortitude to be silent, and the good feeling to conceal

his mishap in order to screen the other from punishment ;

and once when his brother, Major Owen, had fallen into a

river, he plunged in and saved his life at the risk of his

own. In his genius he was rebuked somewhat by those

painters who had started before him in the race. The
man who lives by recording living faces must always cal-

culate the chances of such a disadvantage : more active or

more courtly rivals mav run away with princes, ministers of

state, and lords and ladies of high degree ;
and if so, he

must either find heroes and heroines among the more

ordinary part of the population, or throw his palette into

the Thames. He who monopolizes the king and those

whom the king delighteth to honour, robs Laban of his

gods, and he must have them back or perish.
1

these he said he was much gratified, and thought them a step beyond
anything Sir Thomas had previously done "

('"'Life of Wilkie,'' vol. ii).

Ed.
1 This memoir is the longest and best account that exists of William

Owen. ED.
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HENRY HAELOW was bora in St. James's
^J Street, London, lOtk of June, 1787. The story of

his birth was truly and touchingly told by one who wit-

nessed his funeral. " I shall never forget what I saw
some thirty years ago, when I called and inquired for a

worthy friend, long my companion in Canton. I was
introduced to a lady with five very young girls round her

knees, and a boy-babe in her arms
;
she received me in

silence, and not without tears
;
the mournings which she

wore were for my friend, her husband, who had been
dead six months

;
the infant in her arms, a month old or

scarcely more, was the eminent painter whom we have this

day borne to the grave."
His father was a merchant who had lived many years in

the East
;
his widow, young, wealthy, and handsome, gave

all her thoughts to her husband's memory and the educa-

tion of her children
;
and her only son, as might be ex-

pected, had a large share of her solicitude. He attended

the classical seminary of Dr. Barrow, in Solio Square ;

then that of Roy, in Burlington Street
;
and was also some

time at Westminster school. Of his proficiency as a scholar

there are contradictory accounts. He was not unwilling
in after life to talk of his attainments in classic lore

;
but

he might do so with some safety, for he only alluded to it

amongst artists. The learning of the youth could not be
otherwise than moderate who left school at sixteen, and
whose mind even before that early date had been much

occupied with other studies.

The love of painting came on Harlow early ;
and living

as he did in the midst of exhibitions and galleries, his

mind was already disciplined to a greater extent than he
was aware of when ho took the pencil in his hand. The
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painter bred in the solitude of the country has to train

up his mind among thorough, wild beauties of unregulated
nature; the painter bred in the city studies the well-con-

sidered scenes of the most consummate masters, and has
the culled poetry of nature served up to him in every

gallery. The first acquires skill slowly ;
the other avails

himself of the fruits of fancy not his own, and soon

becomes dexterous in the tricks of colour, and cunning in

the arts of posture and grouping. The attempts of Harlow
were so promising that his mother, having confirmed her

own opinion by the examination of friends, resolved that

he should devote himself to art
; and, with more eagerness

than taste, put him under the care of Henry de Cort, a

landscape painter from Antwerp, of humble abilities and

supreme coiice.it, who undertook to teach him the secrets

of the profession. In such a school nothing but enthusiasm
such as Haiiow's could have prospered : he acquired know-

ledge sufficient to see that he was wasting his time
; and,

undertaking now to judge for himself, sought instruction

in the studio of Drunimoiid the portrait painter.
"
Here,"

says one of his biographers,
" he pursued his art with an

ardour from which even amusements could not seduce

him."
He had studied something more than a year with his

new master when he grew desirous of profiting by another
instructor. One account represents him making a tour

of the painters' studios with his mother, for the purpose of

determining on the most worthy ; while another says that

this was decided for him by the beautiful Duchess of

Devonshire, through whose interposition he was placed
under the care of Lawrence. That he might have made
that choice for himself, is, however, very likely ; young as

he was, lie could not fail to see much in the Avorks of the
future president akin to his own feelings ; besides, it was
natural that he should desire to study witli the most

distinguished, and Lawrence had already asserted his

superiority. His admission to the painting rooms of his

new master was coupled Avith conditions which sound

strangely in cars unacquainted with the practice of artists.

lie paid one hundred guineas yearly as a pii]>il ;
and for
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this Harlow " was to have free access to Sir Thomas's
house at nine o'clock in the morning, with leave to copy
his pictures till four o'clock in the afternoon, but to receive

no instruction of any kind." If such were the terms on
which he commenced, they were, if we can credit the

accounts of some of the biographers, very soon altered.
" Sir Thomas," says Smith,

"
being highly pleased with

his productions, employed him to prepare some of his

pictures in the dead-colouring, and to advance copies, &c.
;

but these repeated kindnesses, I am sorry to acknowledge,
were ill-requited." What requital, permission to copy
another man's pictures, at the price of one hundred guineas
a year, without one word of instruction, demanded, I am
iinable to determine

;
Smith himself complains that he

was never paid for some such privileges in the studio of

Nollekens. Meantime, that the son of the merchant of

Canton was engaged in the unprofitable trade of art,

reached the ears of some of his father's city friends
;
and

they offered him the bribe of a writership in India, to

forsake painting. His answer was,
" I care not for riches,

give me fame and glory." The worthy men of Leaden-
hall Street thought the youth mad, and said so.

In the studio of Lawrence he continued only eighteen
months

; yet it is generally allowed that he entered more

largely into the peculiar style and character of his master's

performances than any other of his pupils. His success

must be attributed wholly to himself; for Lawrence, though
he employed him in forwarding portraits, never conde-

scended to instruct him farther than how to accomplish the

drudgery on hand: in this he resembled Reynolds, who, in

his studio and at his table, allowed his pupils and his

guests to help themselves, or want. Harlow was too

proud to relish long the mechanical labours to which he
was thus subjected, and became impatient of the restraints

which regular studies imposed: nor did he like the cold

measured graciousness of Lawrence: in short, as he acquired

mastery over his art, his vanity whispered that he had been

long enough under the control of one who, he imagined, did

not very far excel himself in the genius of the profession.
He was-- ready for rebellion

;
nor was an opportunity long
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in being found. In the portrait of Mrs. Angerstein, Law-
rence had introduced a Newfoundland dog, painted with

such skill as brought praises in showers; and Harlow, who
had at least drawn the animal in dead-colour, fancied that

some of the drops of approbation might have fallen on

him. Had his share been greater than this, as it perhaps
was, still he could never have been justified in claiming it

as his own work, or in intruding on the Angerstein s, and

repeating his accusation. "All that Sir Thomas Lawrence
did in a case," says one of his biographers,

" which would
have justified strong resentment, was to say to him,

' As
the animal you claim is among the best things I ever

painted, of course you have no need of farther instructions

from me. You must leave my house immediately.'
"

Harlow did this without hesitation, and he repaired to the

Queen's Head at Epsom, where his style of living having
incurred a bill which he could not discharge, he proposed,
like Morland under similar circumstances, to paint a sign-
board in liquidation of his score. This was accepted he

painted both sides : the one presented a front view of her

Majesty, in a sort of clever dashing caricatura of Sir

Thomas's style ;
the other represented the back view of

the Queen's person, as if looking into the sign-board ;
and

underneath Avas painted,
" T. L., Greek Street, Soho."

When Sir Thomas met him, he addressed him with,"!
have seen your additional act of perfidy at Epsom ;

and if

you were not a scoundrel I would kick you from one end
of the street to the other." "There is some privilege in

being a scoundrel, for the street is very long," replied

Harlow, unabashed, but moving out of reach of the

threatened vengeance. Such is the current story ;
but

there must be some error either in the facts or their date.

Harlow was but a youth eighteen years old when he left

Lawrence, and too young therefore for a man's resentment ;

neither had his conduct, a mere tricky slip, been such as

to call forth fierce language in a person habitually s

cautious and guarded as Lawrence. On the other hand,
had Harlow arrived at manhood when it happened, he
would not have allowed the words " scoundrel

" and "
per-

fidy" 1o pass with impunity. However all this may have
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been, the pupil quarrelled with Lawrence, and resolving to-

be master of his own movements in future, commenced

working for himself.

His love of independence in study was carried to an

injurious extent. Having set down all lessons given to

genius by others as impertinent, and all study in acade-

mies and schools as so much time bestowed in an attempt
to destroy originality, he resolved never to avail himself

of the facilities which the Royal Academy affords, and
never drew there, nor enrolled himself as a student. He
disliked all rules all fixed periods of study all limitations

of subject or of space ;
and declared he could do more at

his mother's fireside, where his attention was undivided
where he had no one to lecture him upon the propriety of

adopting the styles of other men, and where invention was
not laid down to scale, nor measured by feet and inches.

Many other peculiarities have been ascribed to him among
the rest that of dressing in a style at once too expensive
for his purse, and too magnificent for his station. Smith

says,
" He was often the laughing-stock of his brother

artists, particularly when he wished to pass for a man of

high rank, whose costume he mimicked
;
and that folly he

would often venture upon, without an income sufficient to

pay one of his many tailors' bills." We must, however,
be permitted to accept this story with some distrust. To

try to pass for a man of high rank by means of costume,
at a period when all who aspired to the rank of gentlemen
were dressed alike, would, I think, have been a flight in

folly too high for Harlow. There is, I fear, more truth

in the statement which charges him with inflaming himself

with wine in company, till he forgot the delicacy which an

age, pure at least in speech, requires. During these hours,
which Avere not, however, frequent, he certainly gave a loose

to licentious conversation ;
and men who, out of esteem

for his talents, had asked him to their tables, were observed
to be cautious how they repeated the invitation.

The youthful aspirant who despised all regular studies,
and who quarrelled with Lawrence, was not likely to be a

successful candidate for the honours of the Royal Academy.
Accordingly, on his offering himself for the rank of Asso-
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ciate, there was Imt one vote in liis favour
;
and when Fuseli

was accused of havingbestowed the solitary suffrage, he vindi-

cated himself by saying,
" I voted for the talent not for

the man !

" In this the Professor of Painting was right :

the Academy ought to hold no inquest on the minor morals
on the propriety of dress, or the courtesies of life

;
their

business is with art, and nothing but art. It is true that

gross immorality of conduct may render a very clever man
unworthy of admission.

;
but no such charge could be

brought against Harlow. Mere little eccentricities of

character, so frequently allied to the finest genius, are apt
enough, however, to be set down as proofs of folly, if not

madness, by the cold-hearted and calculating ;
and he who

pursues his object without regard to the opinions and

caprices of others, has at all times been likely to be
reckoned headstrong, meddling, and presumptuous. This

repulse -and a rude one it was exasperated Harlow

against the Academy ;
and cursing them in his heart, some

say with his tongue, he resolved to prove to the world that

they had wronged a man of genius.
Harlow had set his heart on some grand revenge ;

but
an angry man cannot always find the opportunity which
he seeks

;
and when he finds it, he may discover that the

task is above his strength. It has indeed been said that

there is no escape from

' Tho settled hate and vengeance strong
Of him who treasures up a wrong ;

"

and this may be true as to an individual
;
but who shall

contend single-handed with forty ? The first works of

Harlow were not such, as to excite any serious alarm in the
minds of the Royal Academy. They were of an historical

nature :

"
Bolingbroke's Entry into London," and the

"
Quarrel between Queen Elizabeth and the Earl of Essex."

The failure of his hopes of fame from these induced him
to paint portraits ;

and as he had considerable facility of

hand, skill in drawing, and generally caught the proper
peculiarity of character, lie soon found many sitters. His
first exhibited production was a drawing of his mother.
She had lived to see her son become eminent, and died
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when he was twenty-two years old : he loved her memory,
and ever mentioned her name with tenderness. But
the work which first caught the public attention was the
" Hubert and Prince Arthur," painted for Mr. Leader at

the price of one hundred guineas. The force of character,
and splendour of colours, had more influence with the

public than with the proprietor, who liked this historical

effort so little that he had it exchanged for portraits of his

daughters.
1 We have no wish to be sarcastic upon the

amiable vanity of one who prefers his own children to

the heroes of history. Taste which arises from domestic
affection deserves to be cherished

;
and if we may estimate

private happiness from the multitude of portraits of the

nameless and unknown, our own nation enjoys more fireside

tranquillity than any other in the universe. It is probable
that Harlow would have refused or resented this singular

exchange ;
but poverty, as it parts good company, often

crushes lofty resolutions and so it faredwith him. Young,
giddy, and thoughtless, he seldom looked farther before

him than the present moment
;
and when he received a

sum of money, scattered it readily with both hands, trust-

ing to a fame which he felt to be rising, and a skill of hand
which he knew to be growing, to supply the wants of

to-morrow. He was, moreover, quite unskilled in the

ways of the world : too enthusiastic, and too generous, to

measure mankind by a meaner standard than what he

gauged himself Avith, it was not till he had received some
severe admonitions, not by precept but example, that h<j

consented to lower the tone of his philosophy. Among
his portraits those of the cynical Northcote2 and the selfish

1 Tliis assertion I lind contradicted in a letter from Mr. Aluric Watts
to Allun Cunningham, preserved in the Cunningham MSS. :

" You are

entirely in error (he says) in your assertion that Mr. Leader liked liar-

low's first historical effort so little that he exchanged it for portraits of

his daughters. On the- contrary. In; liked it so much that, not content

with paving him a higher price than he demanded for his performance,
he gave him no less than three commissions for pictures of a similar si/e

two family full-length groups and a portrait of Mrs. Siddons as Lady
Macbeth." Ku.

2 Harlow painted two portraits of Northcote
;

the second, exhibited in

1817, was commissioned by Sir John Swinburne. An amusing sarcasm
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Nollekens have Leon much commended. Of the former

there is a fine engraving by Lewis : the latter is in the

drawing-room of the Duke of St. Albans.

The success of his portraits, and the praise, without

patronage, which his historical attempts obtained, probably
induced him to try a blending of the two styles in one

piece ; and, accordingly, he commenced what some call
" The Trial of Queen Catherine," and others,

" The Kemble

Family." The world had seen works enough of this class:

the pictures of Reynolds, Eomney, and Barry are not likely
to be forgotten. I cannot, however, regard such produc-
tions as strictly historical : ancient days shake hands with

latter; nor can we survey, without a smile, the heads of

those with whom we live, and dance, and dine, placed

upon the bodies of princes and courtiers Avlio have passed
to their final account two hundred years ago. Thus the

Queen Catherine of Harlow's picture, asserting her dignity,
and claiming protection of the law before King Henry and
his courtiers, is, in spite of costume and quotation from

Shakspeare, Mrs. Siddons still. And so much, perhaps,
the better in one point of view for it is more than pro-
bable that the injured queen had not the good fortune to

possess a coimtenance so majestically intellectual as that

of our great actress. It is, however, the province of the

historic painter to employ either the actual heads of the

period of his work, or invent heads in keeping with their

characters. Harlow meant, probably, nothing more than a

copy of the scene as presented on the stage, arid took the

heads as he found them. Be that as it may, he has made
a fine picture. It is to the honour of Welch, the professor
of music, that he commissioned it to be painted ;

and it is

to the honour of the artist that, having enlarged the work

of Fuseli's is told respecting it. Harlow, being at a loss for an appro-

priate object in the background, applied to Fuseli for advice. '' Put an

hour-glass," sneered Fuseli. The young painter, not perceiving the sar-

castic nature of the advice, was delighted with the suggestion, and men-
tioned it to Northcote, who, of course, was greatly enraged, and said to a

friend,
" He had better put in the skull and crossbones too, as these

would certainly be in keeping with my personal appearance." Harlow
then remembered tkat Fuseli had said, on seeing the portrait, ''My gout
friend, you have given us a bag of bonus." En.
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and bestowed much time and skill upon it, he made no
additional charge. Such it seems were the powers of his

memory, that he required but one sitting of the accom-

plished actress : he has caught the full vigour of her
character in the mass : the detail of the lineaments always
detracts from the heroic.

Concerning this picture we find the following notice by
Knowles, in his life of Fuseli. " In the year 1817 Fuseli

sat, at my request, to Harlow for his portrait, which is on

panel, of a cabinet size. This eminent painter was highly
gratified by the compliment, and exerted every faculty to

do his best. Fuseli obliged him and me. by giving foro t / o
this picture twelve sittings of two hoiirs each

;
and a more

perfect resemblance, or characteristic portrait, has seldom
been painted. I attended Fuseli at each sitting ;

and

during the progress of this portrait, Harlow commenced
and finished his last and most esteemed work,

' The Trial

of Queen Catherine,' in which he introduced many por-
traits, but more particularly those of the Kemble family.

1

In the performance ef this work he owed many obligations
to Fuseli for his critical remarks ;

for when he first saw
the picture, chiefly in dead colouring, he said,

' I do not

disapprove of the general arrangement of your work, and
I see you will give it a powerful effect of light and
shadow : but you have here a composition of more than

twenty figures, or, I should rather say, parts of figures,
because you have not shown one leg or foot, which makes
it very defective. Now, if you do not know how to draw

legs and feet I will show you ;' and taking up a crayon he
drew two on the wainscot of the room. Harlow profited

by these remarks
;
and the next time we saw the picture

the whole arrangement in the foreground was changed.
Fuseli then said,

' So far you have done well: but now you
have not introduced a back figure to throw the eye of the

spectator into the picture ;

' and then pointed out by what

1 This theatrical picture is so well known by means of engraving
that no further remnrk upon it is needed. Its popularity has been

Strangely enduring, for we still find that this is always tho picture re-

produced asa sample of Ilurlow's art. The original is now in the posses-
sion of Mr. Morrison of Ikisildnn I'ark. Ki>.
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means lie might improve it in this particular. Accordingly,
Harlow introduced the two boys who are taking up the
cushion : that which shows the hack is altogether due to

Fuseli, and is certainly the best-drawn figure in the picture.
Fuseli afterwards attempted to get him to improve the

drawing of the arms of the principal object, Mrs. Sidclons,
who is represented as Queen Catherine, but without much
effect, particularly the left

;
and after having witnessed

many ineffectual attempts of the painter to accomplish
this, he desisted

;
and remarked, 'It is a pity that you

never attended the Antique Academy.'
"

The arrogant officiousness of Fuseli, and the forbearance

of Harlow, in this scene, are alike remarkable : few artists

are to be found so mild and meek as to receive with thank-

fulness remarks sternly and sneeringly made ;
a.nd if the

youthful painter had not been overawed by the dictatorial

tone and widely acknowledged authority of the Professor,
he would certainly have shown him at once out of his

studio. But this was not all : as a specimen of the vanity
of Harlow, and the pedagogue petulance of Fuseli, Knowlos
tells the following story: "Harlow proved himself, on

many occasions, to be among the vainest of men
;
and

generally wished it to be believed that he possessed infor-

mation to which he was a stranger. On one occasion he

said to me,
" It is extraordinary that Fuseli, who is so fine

a scholar, should suffer engravers to place translations

under plates taken from the classical subjects painted by
him

;

' and remarked,
' I was educated a schoku% having

been at Westminster school, and therefore wish to see the

subjects given in the original languages;' and then im-

prudently instanced the print taken from his picture of

the Death of Oedipus. When Fuseli appointed the next

sitting, on our way to Harlow's house I mentioned this

conversation to him
;
and added,

' I really think he docs

not understand one word of Greek or Latin ;' to which he

gave his assent, and remarked, 'He has made, I think., an

unfortunate choice
; for, if I recollect rightly, the Greek

passage, as well as my translation of it, is scratched in

under the me//.o-tinto. But, before we part, I will bring
his knowledge to the test.' After he had sat the usual
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time, he asked for a piece of chalk, and wrote in large

letters, on the wainscot, the following passage :

" '

KTVJJTJOT (itv ei'e \06vio^, aiSi TrapOivot,

ptyijaav w j/Kovtroi/' ft; St fovvara
Trarpbc; Trtaouaai, K\aiov.' '

After having done so, he said to Harlow,
' Read that

;

' and

finding, by his hesitation, that he did not know a letter,

he resumed,
' On our way hither, Knowles told me you had

said that I ought not to permit engravers to put transla-

tions under the prints taken from me, and that you had
instanced the (Edipus. Now, that is the Greek quotation
whence the subject is taken, and I find you cannot read a

letter of it. Let me give you this advice : you are, un-

doubtedly, a good portrait-painter ; and, I think, in small

pictures such as you are painting of me, stand unrivalled.

This is sufficient merit
;
do not then pretend to be that

which you are not, and probably from your avocations

never can be a scholar.'
"

If Harlow, in the vanity of

his heart, desired to impress on Knowles an idea of his

scholarship, surely the man was much more than properly

punished by the ireful interrogations and insulting advice

of Fuseli. But it was not in the character of the latter

to be otherwise than overbearing, except at unlocked for

times, when he put on an aspect of mildness, and softened

his voice into mercy that he might make men stare.

Harlow was now in his thirty-first year, and though the

harmless vanity of wishing tobe thought a scholar might still

cling to him, other vanities had been subdued or dismissed.

He had sobered down the Parisian folly of his dress into

that of an English gentleman : he had conquered his

inclination to be rude and indelicate when wine was on the

table
;
and those who formerly lamented that they had

invited a dissolute and regardless man to their boards now
gladly gave him an opportunity of practising before their

1 " From high Jove thundered. When the Virgins heard
Tho voice of heaven they shuddered, and fell down,
And with their faces on their fathers' knees,
Lift up their voice and wept."

SOPHOCLES, Gfdip. in Col,
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wives and daughters the new-taught proprieties and cour-

tesies of life. It is said that he had affected a sort of

swagger in his gait, and unlicensed axidacity in speech,
from a belief that they became him, and that it was proper
to mark out a man of genius from the well-dressed crowds
who parade our streets and fill all pitblic places. Those

acquainted with human character may, however, have

remarked, that much of this parade of singularity proceeds
from a desire to be distinguished for something. The man
who courts notoriety through eccentric conduct and unusual
costume will gradually relinquish both as he rises in real

fame
;
and when reputation is acquired it is a thousand to

one if he is to be known by his manners or his dress from

any other person of like station. It was considered as a

proof of Harlow's determination to persevere in his refor-

mation, that he resolved to go to Rome and study where
all are counselled to study in the Vatican.

In the mon.th of June, 1818, Harlow left England for

Italy. The object of his journey was chiefly to acquire
the art of drawing the human figiire with purity and pre-
cision an art in which the English never excelled, and

which, perhaps, too few of us appreciate. It is, indeed,

plausibly urged, that as our national modesty refuses to

endure the sight of naked beauty, there is no use to learn

to produce what no one can find a market for. But those

who argue so should consider that an ill-made person can
never wear clothes gracefully ;

and that a mis-shapen body
will show its deformity through the most voluminous

draperies. See tohowmaiiy shifts of grouping, and dressing,
and colouring, Reynolds was driven, that he might hide his

want of knowledge in the drawing of the human form.
And when one so eminent in the proprieties of art can

scarcely be said to have more than succeeded, what must
become of those who have not the half of his mastery?
Of Harlow's improvement in drawing, the full-size tran-

script which he made and that with unexampled rapidity
of the Transfiguration, will sufficiently testify. Canova

was so much pleased with the beauty of the copy, that he

said,
"
This, sir, seems rather the work of eighteen weeks

than of eighteen days." Nor did he stop there : he iutro-
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cluced the English artist to the Pope, and made him a

member of the Academy of St. Luke an honour sparingly
conferred on British painters.
The best account which I have been able to find of the

studies and feelings of Harlow during his stay at Rome is

contained in a letter to Mr. Tomkinson, of Dean Street,

Soho, London, dated 23rd November, 1818, from
"

4, Piazza

Rosa, Secondo Piano in casa di Poliodori. 1 The chief

part of my labours are now at an end. Having, since my
arrival, made an entire copy of the Transfiguration, the

next was a composition of my own, of fifteen figures,
which created no small sensation here. Canova requested
to have the picture at his house for a few days, which was

accordingly sent, and on the 10th of November upwards
of five hundred persons saw it : it was then removed to

the Academy of St. Luke's and publicly exhibited. They
unanimously elected me an academician, and I have received

the diploma. There are many things which have made
this election very honourable to me. You must understand
that there are two degrees in our academy one of merit,
the other of honour

;
mine is of merit, being one of the body

of the Academy. West, Euseli, Lawrence, Flaxman, and

myself are the only British artists belonging to St. Luke's
as academicians. Raphael, the Carraccis, Poussin, Guido,

Titian, and every great master whom we esteem, were
members. I had the gratification to see my name enrolled

in the list of those illustrious characters. As this fortunate

affair lias taken place, I should wish it added to the print
of Queen Catherine's Trial, and worded thus ' Member of

the Academy of St. Luke's, at Rome.' I wish this, as it

is a grand plate; indeed, it ought to be added. I expect
to be in England by Christmas Day, or near it. I was
mwli pleased with Naples; stayed ten days; went to

Portiri, Herculaneum, and Pompeii, and ascended Mount
Vesuvius. This was a spectacle the most awful and grand
that I had ever witnessed. The fire bursting every two

minutes, with a noise like thunder, red-hot ashes came
down continually where I stood sketching, many of which

I brought away. The eruption took place a week or two

1 Printed in Smith's " Life of Nollekens," vol. ii.
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after I had left. Pompeii exhibits the most extraordinary
remains of antiquity in the world : a whole city laid open
to view

;
the habitations are unroofed, but in other respects

quite perfect. The house of Sallust, the Roman, historian,
was particularly gratifying to me

;
it was unaltered in every

respect, except the furniture, the same as it was eighteen
hundred and fifty years ago, when inhabited by him. Rome
has been the scene of great gaiety lately. I was at three

splendid balls given at the different palaces ;
we were obliged

to appear in court dresses, and the cardinals added much to

the richness and grandeur of the party. I am to be pre-
sented to the Pope ;

Cardinal G-onsalvi will let me know
when the day is fixed. I leave Rome directly after : I have
become so attached to the place and the people, that I

expect a great struggle with myself. I should be the
most ungrateful of human beings if I did not acknowledge
the endless favours they have bestowed on me. It is the

place of all others for an artist, as he is sure to be highly
appreciated if he has any talent. I shall speak of the

country to the end of my days with the most fervent

admiration."

The end of poor Harlow's days was not so remote as he

imagined when he finished that letter. Having given a

picture of " The Presentation of the Cardinal's Hat to

Wolsey in Westminster Abbey" to the Academy of St.

Luke's at Rome, and having left a portrait of himself with
the Academy of Florence, in return for being made a

member, he embarked for his native country, and arrived

in London in January, 1819. Lord Burghersh, our ambas-
sador at the court of Florence, had paid him many atten-

tions abroad, equally kind and polite ;
and Lord Liverpool,

who ought to be praised as often as he is named, caused
all his packages to be passed at the custom-house without

charge or examination. He had, however, hardly re-estab-

lished himself again in his house, 83, Dean Street, Soho,
and set, his easel ready to showto the world how largely lie

was a profiler by his visit to Italy, when he was suddenly
attacked by a disease, called by Hie learned the Cynancho
parotidaea, and by the vulgar the mumps; which, after

several days of flic severest suffering, terminated his life

on the i-tli of February, 1811), in the thirty-second year of
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his age. He was buried under the altar of St James's

church, Piccadilly Sir William Beechey, Henry Bone, the

celebrated enamelist, and other artists and friends being
present.

Of the person and peculiarities of Harlow I have already
said, perhaps, enough. It has been well observed by one
of his biographers,

" Let a young man of genius, when he

begins the world, be as faultless as an angel, he will find

it impossible to escape censure : he should, therefore,
avoid all peculiarities of private manners, if he can. Every
young painter should read what we now write, and re-

member it
;
if he be morbidly inclined, he will find attempts

made to goad him into despondency ;
if irritable, to irritate

him into anger ;
if amiable, to heap calumny and falsehood

upon his gentle nature, to lower him to the level of some

impotent imitator, to negative his reputation, and sink

him in spirit and in health." There is no question that

the free manners and unbridled tongue of Harlow were

sorely against his rise here
;
and that he owed his rejec-

tion by the Iloyal Academy less to his want of influence,
than to his conduct and conversation. It cannot be denied,

nevertheless, that, except in a certain want of decorum, he
was in his worst days no worse than many other artists,

and better, as far as a generous nature goes, than many
who prevented his admission to honours which his pencil

richly deserved. As an artist, he was eminently skilful in

colour and in human character, and handled his subjects
with unusual taste and grace : but he discovered, after all,

no new way of awakening our emotions
;
he followed the

beaten track in which others trode, and perhaps his highest
fame is that of having had some of his heads mistaken for

the work of Lawrence. Painters acquainted with the

minutiae of drawing, the trick of light and shade, and all

the often-practised spells which go to make up a picture,

might, it is possible, discover some traits of difference be-

tween Harlow and his brethren, which, to a professional

eye might seem important. I have looked for such things
in vain, and described his works as they appear to me;
and shall conclude with the generous words of Lawrence,
" that he was the most promising of all our painters."
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IT
is often the pleasure of the Creator to unite a fine

genius with a frail body : the former ripens into excel-

lence, and the latter fades and decays ;
and both sink pre-

maturely together, for in death they may not be divided.

Of these, one of the latest and worthiest was Richard
Parkes Bonington. He was born in the village of Arnold,
near Nottingham, on the 25th of October, 1801. For one
whose life was to be brief, his parentage was fortunate :

his father, a follower of art in his youth for anrasemcnt,
resorted to it in manhood for subsistence, painted land-

scapes and portraits, and likewise taught drawing in some
of the public schools around Nottingham.

1

Bonington

1 Allan Cunningham, it would seem, was somewhat mistaken in the

view he took of Bonington's father. The grandfather of Bonington was,
it is true, a highly respectable man, who held the position of governor of

the gaol in Nottingham, in which he was succeeded by his son Bonington
pi-re. But, this latter gentleman was of an erratic disposition, holding
violent political opinions, which he had not the wisdom to keep to him-

self; so that at last, after many irregularities, such as being taken up
" for riotous and disorderly conduct," he was obliged to resign his appoint-
ment. After this he set up as a portrait painter, on what grounds do

not appear, and also published a few coloured prints. About this time

he married a young lady of the name of Parkes, and friends helped them
to set up a ladies' school at Arnold, a village about five miles from Not-

tingham. It was here that their only son, Kichard Parkes, was born.

The school was afterwards removed to Nottingham, and was for a time

successful
;
but Bonington pere, who, as Mr. Redgrave says, seems to

have been one of that unhappy class born to bo the torment of others,

soon, by his imprudent conduct, broke up his wife's school
;
and having

made Nottingham probably too hot to hold him, ho was driven to seek

shelter in France, whither his wife and his son Parkes accompanied him
In 131G. This was just about the time when what is known as the huh-

lit 11 itrl funcr had sei/.ed upon the inhabitants of Nottingham. E\eryone
thought to make a fortune out of this now industry, and, among others,
the elder Bonington, who, with two partners named Clarke and Web-
ster, set up a manufactory for this bobbin-net lace at Calais. The
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was therefore born and nursed in the bosom of art
;
and

we are told that when only three years old he sketched

almost every object that presented itself to his observation :

this might be
;
but making all allowance for his advan-

tages, one can scarcely be prepared to credit the story
which adds, that even at that infantine period he not un-

frequently ventured to make designs. When fame finds a

man of genius out, and the world begins to take some in-

terest in him, if he is a poet, his accidental jingles in the

nursery are called to memory as proofs of early inspira-
tion

;
and if a painter, his hideous and unmeaning scrawlings

with ink or with cinders are set down as designs and sketches

requiring thoughts stronger than what childhood has to

bestow. I find it gravely asserted, that " some specimens
of these precocious efforts are still in the possession of his

parents : they are chiefly drawn in pen and ink, with sur-

prising accuracy, and illustrative of history;" but that a

child three years old should illustrate the history which
he could not read, appears to me, I must own, a story that

would require the faith of a Hohenlohite.

Though not such a miracle as this, it is nevertheless

true that he drew and sketched with considerable accuracy,
and even taste, when but some seven or eight years old

;

and this is wonderful enough in all conscience. We must,

however, consider that his father directed his studies, and
made him familiar from his cradle with works of art, and

guided his hand in sketching. He perceived, indeed, a

wonderful aptitude in the boy ;
with a father's love he

watched over his progress, and with an artist's skill showed
him the true and immediate way. He supplied him not

only with those ready subjects for exercise which the print-
book and portfolios contain, but conducted him into the

partnership wns dissolved in 1818; but Webster and Bonington appear
to have still carried on a trade in Nottingham lace, which they sold at a

shop in the Hue des Tn
fifteen at this time, Init h

( 'unninfrham adirms, show

Paris, lie immediately soi

was afterwards entered as

lies in Paris. Parkes Bonington was only
had already, probably from 'childhood, as

i a decided t:is!t,' for :irt, and, on arriving in

permission to s-'udy at the Louvre, and
i pupil at the Institute. lie studied also under

Gros for a short time
;
but Gros is said to have counselled him to follow

his own taste, and devote himself simply to landscape. ED.
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fields, and bade him study the pasture hills, the ruined

towers, the running streams, the busy birds, the unfolding
flowers, the light and shade of the forest, and in all, and
in more, find matter for his pencil. From books and prints
the student gets but a very little of what nature has to

tell him
;
what he sees there is fixed and unchanging ;

but
the face of nature is as changeable as a cloud

;
the tree each

day wears a new look
;
the hill and dale alter their livery ;

the flower puts out a fresh blossom, opening more and more
in the sun

;
the light-and-shade of the woods, as the winds

arise, or the day brightens or darkens, flits and varies
;

and the bird's nest begun but a week ago is become to-day
a mansion of singular masonry, with four speckled eggs
and an anxious dam. The student who desires true know-

ledge must go forth with his sketch-book, like Bonington,
and, considering nature as his academy, take sittings at all

seasons and under all influences. Her loveliness and varie-

ties are not to be learned elsewhere than in her lap. He
will know little of birds who studies them stuffed in the

museum, and less of the rose and the lily who never saw

anything but artificial nosegays.

During these early days the general education of Bon-

ington was not neglected. He made such progress in learn-

ing as enabled him to acquit himself as a gentleman when
the use of his pen was called for

;
he could not, however,

lay claim to the rank of a scholar. Indeed, to anything
like scholarship, few of our artists have any pretension :

subdivision of labour, so much admired in this age of ex-

travagance and economists, limits men's views too exclu-

sively to the immediate pursuit which brings bread or

fame
;
and as art, unlike " the learned professions," holds

out no allurements to those born in the circles of wealth
and worldly honour, the Royal Academy has to recruit its

ranks from those whom the impulse of nature may chance
to call from the workshop or the plough to hold the pencil
or the chisel. The learning of Fuseli of which he always
made the most was the terror for many years of his less

accomplished brethren : on the strength of attainments
which would have been accounted moderate enough any-
where else save amongst artists, he ruled with all the
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insolence of a Swiss, a Greek, and a Grammarian ;
he who

could quote Pindar in the original had no chance of being
contradicted by any one in authority during the presiden-
cies of either Reynolds, West, or Lawrence. 1

Nottingham stands far inland, and amidst scenes made
interesting by the adventures of Robin Hood. But of

Robin and his chivalrous outlaws, and their haunts in the

"deep greenwood," Bonington appears never to have been
enamoured : a love of scenery of another kind than what
his native place offered came upon him in his thirteenth or

fourteenth year. Living far from the coast, and knowing
the sea from rumour alone or from paintings, he became

immoderately attached to scenes in which land and water

meet
;
and before he ever saw the ocean, his pencil had

imagined it agitated by the storm, when the spray, in the

words of the old poet,

"
Upswept by angry gusts, fills all the air."

Nor did he love it less when the storm had ceased, the

undulation had subsided, and the sea-fowl and sunshine
were sporting together in the bay. Our best landscapes
are of mingled land and sea

;
and our finest scenery is to

be found on the coast. When, in after-life, Bonington had
an opportunity of comparing his conceptions with the truth

of actual nature, he found that he had seized the grand
and leading features, but had missed those subordinate

charms which lend such allurements to landscape. It was

wonderful, indeed, that one living so far inland should be-

come fond of maritime scenery, which lie could only peruse
in descriptions or paintings : it must be considered, how-

ever, as a sort of providential direction of his mind
;
the

sight of the works which awakened it fell like a spark of

gunpowder, and called him up in his best and truest spirit.

His finest productions are chiefly of this nature, and show
at once poetic feeling and power of hand. He refuses to

take nature rough, rugged, and raw, as he finds her; he

1

I suspect there is bitter truth in an observation of Mr. Lockhart's in

the "
Qnartcrly Keview " "

Quote Lycophron, and Homer will be taken

for "runted."
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softens down liei' asperities, raises a little her common-

place expression, and gives a lustre to tlie air, a loveliness

to the earth, and an interest to " the untillable and
barren deep," which are only to be found in fortunate

moments.
One of the obstacles which genius has not seldom to

surmount is the opposition of relatives and friends : it is

pleasing to give advice, since it implies superiority ;
and it

is wonderful with what self-complacency a dull old man
will lecture a fiery youth on plans of study and habits of

thought, in which he himself could never have shared. It

was otherwise with Bonington : he was instructed by his

father, and encouraged by his mother
;
for both believed

that he would surely live to honour them by rising to

eminence in art. When fifteen years old, such was his

skill of hand, and such his readiness of conception, that

his father resolved to give him the advantage of other in-

struction than his own,
1 and accordingly carried him to

Paris, and applied for leave to study in the Louvre. This
was readily granted to a youth who carried with him such

proofs of capacity ;
and the keepers of that fine national

collection are represented as wondering at the skill with
which the English boy transferred to his own paper or

canvas some of the fairest landscapes of the Italian and
Flemish schools.2 I cannot help regretting, however, that

Bonington was carried out of his native land before his

mind as well as body had grown to man's estate. Had he

1

This, as before noted, was not exactly the motive of the journey to

Paris. ED.
2
Delacroix, in a letter to Theophile Silvestre, speaks of having met

Bonington when he was studying in the Louvre. " Je me rappelle," he

says,
"
que quand je fuisais des copies au inusee, tres-jeune moi-meme,

je voyais la un grand enfant de quin/.e a seize ans qui faisait dc son cote

des aquarelles d'apres Ics grands maitres : C'etait lui. Ces aquarellts
ctaieut dejn magistralcs ct pleines d'une verve, qui contrastait avec
s >n apparenco tranquillo." Delacroix speaks of him also in another

letter, published in Burger's study of Bonington, and extols his sur-

prising facility in water colour, which was then, as ho remarks,
" nne

nouveaute anglaiso." Where he had learnt this use of water colours

does not appear, unless he had been taught by his father. It is clear,

however, that he must have acquired some skill even at this early time,
or he would scarcely have attracted the attention of Delacroix. KD.
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studied at home lie would have grown up more vigorous,
more original, more British, than he did

;
and would have

sought and found, in home scenes and home history,

subjects worthy of his deepest study and richest colours.

I mean not, however, to accuse him of servility of imi-

tation
; nay, the French themselves, who, indeed, admire

him as much at least as we do, acquit him of this. " The
scenes," writes his foreign biographer,

" which he designed
without any principles, indicated great intelligence ;

he

imitated, but with ease and spirit. He was but barely six-

teen years old when we saw him first, and had not acquired
the mastery of the science on which all beauty in art de-

pends. As soon as he acquired the power of expressing
his conceptions, his brilliant works became the wonder of

the school. His companions saw that he would not follow

servilely any system, though recommended by a professor;
and that he was not born to copy others, but create for

himself. The chief of the school was obliged to reproach
him for inattention to the precepts which he delivered on

picturesque painting ;
and from the obstinacy of his genius

it was soon evident that he would walk in his own paths
alone, at whatever risk. His spirit was independent, and

despised routines. He escaped from that by removing from
the school, where the task assigned to genius is the art of

putting a figure together, and where the rudiments of old

compositions are sacred. He left the academy as soon as

he had studied the living model, and could draw it cor-

rectly." From the French school he did not escape with-

out a taint : on a mi-nd so tender as his the precepts and

examples, which he would not follow, had, nevertheless,
some influence

;
and France, Italy and England have all

contributed to that kind of composite style in which his

chief paintings are executed. In forming a style out of the

works of many nations, in the hope of creating

" That faultless monster which tho world ne'er saw,"

an artist is apt to lose in original vigour what he gains in

elegance ; and, desiring to produce works adapted to tho

taste of all the world, may chance to miss the felicity of
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being thoroughly and completely fascinating to any ono
nation.

The praise which the Parisians bestowed, and the money
which Bouiugton made by the rapid sale of his works,
whether originals or copies, encouraged him to remain

longer than had been at first contemplated.
1 He mixed

much with the artists of Paris
; became, without much

profit, a student of the Institute, and drew sometimes in

the atelier of M. le Baron Gros. But his chief pleasure was
in making drawings of sea-coast and river-side scenery : to

blend land with water, and both with cloud and sky, was
a favourite theme

;
the motion of the sea, the moving of

ships, and, more than all, the laborious and picturesque
toils of the fisherman. To these he added fish-markets :

nor did he throw an atmosphere of Billingsgate over such

homely scenes
;
he considered them rather as places of re-

pose and contemplation, than of vulgar bustle and noisy

chaffering ;
and though a fish is nowhere so beauteous as

when swimming in its clear native stream, the pencil of

Bonington gave them all the beauty which the market stall

will allow. On his canvas

' ; The stately salmon sail,

The trouts bedropp'd with crimson hail,
And eels weel konn'd for nimble tail,

And geds for greed ;

"

and he portrayed with equal clearness the characters of the

motley buyers and sellers who thronged the market. His
favoxirite study seemed to be the drawing of the net, and
the laying of the fish on the pure sauds, on the line of

shells and pebbles which marks the limits of the tide, or

on the greensward bank. The old looked on them with an

eye calculating their value
;
the young, with wonder at

their shining scales and changing colours. So much were
his merits felt in Paris, that the moment a drawing of any

1 He first exhibited at the Salon in 1822, when he contributed two
water colours, "A View at Lillebonne

" and " A View at the Havre."
For these two works he received a premium from the Socie'te' des Amis
des Arts of 4.'50 frs.

;
so that it is evident, from the very first of his

becoming known, he attracted attention. ED.
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scene was exhibited, purchasers came and contended for it.

His second drawing, a marine subject, obtained him a gold
medal, at the same time that similar distinctions were
awarded to Constable and Fielding, and Sir Thomas Law-
rence was enrolled a member of the Legion of Honour.

Having acquired fame and money in Paris, he resolved

to travel into Italy ;
and of all the cities of that rich re-

gion Venice was the favourite of his pencil ;
and well might

it be so, since he found for streets, canals for coaches,
boats while no such thing as the sound of wheels was to

be heard. "It is more like a city about to go to sea," he

observed, "than like a town built on dry land and attached

to the earth." Here he was at home, and set up his easel,

resolved to take some sittings from the queen of the

Adriatic.1 These were chiefly studies on a small scale,

taken like a speech in short-hand, to be expanded into

proper dimensions, and clothed with all the attractions of

colour, at the first favourable opportunity : some were,

however, done in oils
;
one of these was the Ducal Palace,

and another the Grand Canal works which alone would
suffice to give this artist high rank amongst the landscape
painters of Britain. When the first of them was exhibited

in the British Gallery,
2 a critic and connoisseur came up to

me in a sort of ecstasy and said,
" Come this way, sir,

and I will show you such a thing a grand Canaletti sort

of picture, sir, as beautiful as sunshine and as real as

Whitehall." To this new marvel I was accordingly led.

There was a reality about it, which left no doubt of its ex-

cellence as a likeness
;
but I must own I fancied it rather

too literal, too much like the production of a sworn sur-

veyor, to claim a very high place amongst works of genius.

1 The views he took in Italy completely established his reputation.

They are indeed imbued with a wonderful feeling for the charm of

Venetian beauty and poetry. En.
2
Bonington sent, two pictures views on the French coast to the

British Institution in 1826, which attracted immediate attention, and
were highly praised in England, where he Lad not before been known.
In the following year he sent a view on the French coast to the Aca-

demy ; and, in 1828, the year he died, he exhibited three subjects,

namely "Henry III. of France," "The Grand Canal." criticized by
Cunningham, and a ' Coast Scene." ED.
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The painting of the Grand Canal is a nobler work, equal-

ling the same scene by Canaletti in truth, and surpassing
it far in poetic effect. It is, indeed, but two rows of

houses, as I heard a critic sneeringly say ;
but then the

houses of Venice are not like the bi'ick- stack structures of

London they are of a splendid and picturesque architec-

ture
;
and the deep water which supplies the place of pave-

ment, carries on its bosom a freight of gondolas busied in

pleasure or in commerce, and gives a new species of en-

chantment to a scene otherwise eminently beautiful. Had
Byron seen this painting, he could not have concealed his

rapture, for it comes up to his notion of works of art.
" I

know nothing," says the poet in one of his letters to Mr.

Murray,
" of painting, and I detest it, unless it reminds

me of something I have seen or think it possible to see
;

for which reason I spit upon and abhor all the saints and

subjects of one half the compositions I see in the churches

and palaces. Of all the arts, it is the most artificial and

unnatural, and that by which the nonsense of mankind is

most imposed upon. I never saw the picture, or statue,
which came within a league of my conception or expecta-
tion

;
but I have seen many mountains, and seas, and

rivers, and views, and two or three women, who went far

beyond it besides some horses."

Bonington was more than a mere landscape painter. He
included within his scene whatever naturally and properly

belonged to it : on the sea-side he had fishermen
;
on the

sea itself ships under sail, with all their mariners pin-
naces and barges, with freights of beauty: ashore, he gave
to the garden ladies playing on the lute, or listening to

the song of the bird or of the lover
;
he peopled his walks

and groves with life, and showed no common skill and
taste in his groups and figures. In this he resembled

Gainsborough, whose peasants are not the least pleasing

part of his landscapes. Nor did Bonington desire to de-

pict merely an acre or two of nature, and trust to the

literal reality of his scene for success: he knew that nature

presents much to the eye on which art has no colours to

squander ;
he therefore singled out scenes which, either

from extreme loveliness, from picturesque effect, or old
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association, he knew would please, and these he handled
with singular ease and delicacy. It cannot be denied,

however, that most of his Italian pictures are tinctured

with his feeling for some of the great masters of the pencil.
Instead of being contented with looking at what lay before

himself, his desire was to borrow the eyes of Canaletti, or

some other favourite of days gone by. All this gratified
the connoisseur, but not those who judged from nature

;

to look like Canaletti with the former was a grace, with the

latter a deformity. There is a painful precision about
Canaletti a disagreeable slavishness of fidelity, resembling
that of the painter who drenched his field of battle in

blood, for the purpose of proving how heroic the contest

had been. Bonington had not the half of this minute pre-

cision, and yet he had too much
;
but his brilliant and

poetical colouring threw a lustre over these mechanical
over-accm-acies.

He tried all the styles of painting below the historical,

and attained eminence in them all : moreover, he tried all

the methods of the various schools
;
and it was one of his

"
imaginations

"
to combine the fidelity of the Dutch, the

vigour of the Venetians, the science of the Romans, and the

sense of the English, all in one grand performance. This

wild scheme, \vhich even the poetic and fervent Fuseli had
considered impracticable, was looked upon by Bonington
as a matter of no great difficulty : his French biographer

regrets that he did not live to put such a plan into execu-

tion
;
and mentions, that he had selected a series of sub-

jects from the history of the Middle Ages, on which to make
the experiment. His "

Henry the Third of France
"
may

be considered as a specimen of what he aimed at. That

piece showed at once great knowledge of colour, skill in

composition, and attention to costume all wonderful in

an artist so young ; yet it failed to make any impression
on the committee of Academicians who arranged the pic-

tures in our English Exhibition. They placed it close to

the floor
;
and as position, with them, implies their estima-

tion of merit, this fine painting suffered under the twofold

disadvantage of a bad light and the implied disapprobation
of the Royal Academy. Yet thousands stooped to look at
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it
;
and many went away wondering why a work, which

deserved a conspicuous place, should be put where none
could see it fairly. The newspapers, I ought to add, noticed

and reproved this conduct in the Royal Academy. Besides

works of the nature I have described, it was his intention

to paint a series of pictures similar to that of the Grand
Canal of Venice. His mind teemed with extensive pro-

jects ; and, as his conception was quick, and his execution

rapid, much was looked for from his hand. 1

I know not whether Bonington was at all aware in these

days that a visible decay had come upon him-, and that in

the regretful opinion of many he was a man marked out

for an early grave : whatever he might feel or surmise, he
said nothing, but continued to employ his pencil with all

the ardour of the most flourishing health. He rose early
and studied late

;
nor did he allow any piece to go hastily

from his hand. The French, who are quick in discerning
and generous in acknowledging merit, not only applauded
his works from the outset, but watched his progress and

improvement, and eagerly compared the marine paintings
of the young Englishman with the standard works of the

artists of their own country.
2 M. Gros, who, it seems, had

1 Besides his paintings, Bonington loft a largo number of engraved
and lithographed works. His lithographs especially are highly esteemed

by connoisseurs. They show remarkable skill of hand, with that fine

sense of colour that only a painter is likely to transfer to work in

black and white. A catalogue has been lately published of his litho-

graphs and engravings (" Chroniqne des Arts/' 1872-73). Among these

may be mentioned his plates in that magnificent work,
"
Voyages pitto-

resques dans I'ancienne France
;'"'

also those in another work of the same

class,
" Restes et fragments d'arehiteeture dti moyen age," and a scries of

views in Scotland. These views are mostly idealized compositions rather

than direct transcripts from nature, but they show a great feeling for

{wetie beauty, and a charming sense of colour. They are, in fact, like

his paintings, eminently picturesque. No other word seems to describe

them so accurately. ED.
The French have always esteemed Bonington's works very highly :

indeed, so great is their admiration for him, that they will scarcely
allow that he was an Englishman, but call him, ''our Bonington." lie

met with so much patronage in l
j
aris that he was enabled to live in

good style in a house in the Hue St. La/are, that he Jilted up with

galleries for exhibiting his works. At his death highly Haltering
notices of him appeared in all the French papers, especially in

>- Le

II. Z
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for some unrecorded reason closed his atelier against him,
1

was so touched by his fine works, that he ere long recalled

him with commendations
; and, in the presence of his

pupils, said, he considered it an honour to have him in his

studio. A more moderate style of rapture was to be ex-

pected from his own countrymen ; nevertheless, cold as

English approbation of talent may seem, his works were
welcomed here as few works of art have been welcomed.
His extreme modesty was somewhat against his success :

he was fearful of being thought presuming and forward,
and has been known to shrink from introductions to men
of rank and talent, from a doubt of his own deservings.
A letter to me from Mrs. Forster, a lady distinguished by
her own talent as well as from being the daughter of Banks
the sculptor, contains the following passage :

" When
Bouington visited England, in 1827, 1 gave him a letter of

introduction to Sir Thomas Lawrence, but he returned to

Paris without having delivered it. On my inquiring why
he had not waited on the President, he replied,

' I don't

think myself worthy of being introduced to him yet, but
after another year of hard study I may be more deserving
of the honour.' The following spring he went to London
with his pictures : those which brought him such well

merited fame. He carried a letter from, me to Sir Thomas,
which he presented, and was received into his friendship :

but alas ! it was of short duration
;
for the great success

of his works, the almost numberless orders which he re-

ceived for pictures and drawings, together with unremitting

Globe," from whence probably Cunningham's account was chiefly de-

rived. A memoir in the '' Gentleman's Magu/.ine
"
gives, however, fuller

details regarding his early life. There is a line painting by Bonington
in the Louvre, where he is classed among the artists of the French

School, and his works ha\e always sold for high prices in Paris. En-

gravings of them are also to be found in most French print shops. ED.
1 This statement, which was made in the u Athenreum "

at the time of

Binington's death, has been since denied. M. Paul Mantz, writing on

Bonington in the "Gazette des Beaux Arts," calls it "a tissue of im-

probabilities.'
1

In truth, according to Delacroix's testimony, who is most

likely to have known, as he was Bonington's intimate friend, Gros always
had a high esteem for his pupil's talent, but wisely advised him to follow

the bent of his inclination towards landscape. ED.
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study, brought on a brain fever,
1 from which ho recovered,

only to sink in a rapid decline." All other accounts concur
with that of Mrs. Forster, in attributing his illness to

the accumulation of pressing commissions : he viewed the

amount with nervous dismay ;
he became deeply affected

;

his appetite failed
;
his looks denoted anguish of body and

mind
;
a quick and overmastering consumption left him

strength scarcely sufficient to bring him to London, where
he arrived about the middle of September, 1828. The
conclusion of his career was thus related to Mrs. Forster

by Sir Thomas Lawrence :

" Your sad presage has been
too fatally verified

;
the last duties have just been paid to

the lamented Mr. Boningtoii. Except in the case of Mr.

Harlow, I have never known, in my own time, the early
death of talent so promising, and so rapidly and obviously

improving. If I may judge from the later direction of his

studies, and from remembrance of a morning's conversa-

tion, his mind seemed expanding in every Avay, and ripening
into full maturity of taste and elevated judgment, with

that generous ambition which makes confinement to lesser

departments in the art painfully irksome and annoying.

" ' But the fair guerdon when we hope to find,

Conies the blind Fury -with th'abhorred shears,
And slits the thin-spun life.'

''

Having not quite finished his 27th year lie died calmly on
the 2ord of September, 1828, and was interred in the vault,

of St. James's Church, Pentonville, in the presence of

Lawrence, and Howard, and Kobson, and the Itev. J. T.

Judkin- himself a skilful painter an ardent admirer and
steadfast friend.

Boningtonwas tall, well, and even to appearance strongly

1

It was in Paris that this fever .struck him, owing to his having
remained exposed to the hot. sun while sketching in the open air. Jle

got over the lever, hut it would seem that it must have undermined his

constitution, for he sank in rapid consumption soon after he arrived in

London, whither lie had journeyed to seek advice from the celebrated

Mr. Si. John L>ng. His drawings were sold at Sotheby's after his

dfiitii, and realised .t 1,^00. There is a fine collection in the Print

Kooin of the British Museum.- Ki>.
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formed. " His countenance," says the French biographer,
" was truly English ;

and we loved him for his melancholy
air, which became him more than smiles." The memory
of his person will soon wear away ;

but it will fare other-

wise with his fame. He lived long enough to assert his

title to a high place amongst English landscape painters,
and had produced works which bid fair to be ranked per-

manently with the foremost. They are not numerous, but
for that very reason they will, perhaps, be the more prized.

1

A series of engravings, amounting to some four-and-twenty,
has been published by Carpenter, from pictures of this

artist, some in his own possession, some in .the galleries
of the Marquess of Lansdowiie, the Duke of Bedford, and
other patrons of art. The best of these are the landscapes ;

and of the landscapes, the worthiest are of mingled sea

and land pieces distinguished by great picturesque beauty,
and singular grace of execution. His practice was to

sketch in the outline and general character, and then make
accurate studies of the local light-arid-shade and colour.

His handling was delicate and true, and his colouring clear

and harmonious. It cannot, however, be denied that he
wants vigour and breadth

;
that his more poetic scenes are

too light and slim; and his express copies from nature too

literal and real. He was a softer sort of Gainsborough,
with more than his grace, and with not a little of his taste

for scattering happy and characteristic groups among land-

scape scenes but, it must be added, with only a far-Off

approach to the strength of that great master. That, had
his life been prolonged, he would have risen to very high
distinction, cannot be doubted. It was his generous dream,
we are told, to acquire a competency by painting commis-

sions, and then dedicate his time and pencil to historical

compositions a dream which many artists have dreamed
;

but his works have little of the epic in them. Nature

1 " The Column of St. Mark's," in the National Gallery, is perhaps
the best known of his painted works in England. Jt was first ex-
hibited at the British Institution in 18:26. Several oil paintings have

appeared from time to time at the Winter Exhibitions at liurlington
House. ED.
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gave him good advice when she directed his steps to the

surf-l>eat shore, and bade him paint the swelling tide, the

busy boats, fishermen drying their nets, and the sea-eagle

looking from the rock upon his wide and, to him, fruitful,

dominion.
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COSWAY was born, in the rear 1740, at
. Tivorton, in Devonshire. His father was master of

the public school there
;

his uncle was for some time

mayor ;
and the family (originally Flemish) owned consi-

derable property in the town and neighbourhood. One of

his ancestors, a person of substance, and skilful in the
manufacture of woollen cloth, emigrated, in the reign of

Elizabeth, from the Low Countries, to escape oppression
of body and soul under the fierce Duke of Alva; and esta-

blishing the woollen manufacture at Tiverton, grew rich

and prosperous, and purchased the estate of Combe- Willis,

within some five miles of that place. The eonnedion of

the family with Flanders, and a taste for works of art,

which it seems some of the elder Cosways possessed, had

brought various pictures of the Flemish school, among the

rest, two from the hand of llubens, to Tiverton
;
and it is

alleged that the sight of these aAvokea love for painting in

the mind of Kichard, which, at first, met with but little

sympathy at his father's fireside. The master of Tiverton

school saw, with astonishment, his son, at the age <>f seven

years, neglecting his lessons, devoting all his time to what
In- called " the idle pursuit of drawing." Admonition first,

and then chastisement, were employed without effect
;
and

it was only on the interposition of his uncle, the mayor,
and a judicious neighbour, of the name of Oliver Peard,
that the boy was permitted to make drawings during such

periods as could be spared from his education. In process
of time Hi" rude outlines of the young artist became more

elegant and regular; and by Hie time he was thirteen

years old his sketches were of such promise as to warrant
his removal to London, when 1 he was pla.ced, first, under

Hudson, with whom .Reynolds had studied, and next under
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Shipley, who kept a drawing-school in the Strand. The

expense of his 'studies was defrayed by his uncle, the

mayor, and l>y Oliver Peard
;
nor did Cosway prove un-

worthy of their care and generosity : his skill in drawing
became so great, that in the course of a few years he ob-

tained no less than five premiums, some of five, and one
of ten guineas, from the Society of Arts. The first was
conferred when he was but fourteen years old

;
the last

when he was under four-and-twenty.
Of the early days of the artist, Smith gives, in his own

rough style, a very different account : "Cosway," savshe,
" when a boy, was noticed by Shipley, the proprietor of the

drawing-school in the Strand, who took him to wait upon
the students, and carry in the tea and coffee, which Mr.

Shipley's housekeeper was alloAved to provide, and for

which she charged three-pence per head. The students,

among whom were Nollekens and my father, good tem-

peredly gave Dick, for so he was called, instructions in

drawing, and also advised him, finding him to have some

talent, to try for a prize in the Society of Arts." Smith
must have had this account from his father, or from Nolle-

kens ;
but from inqxiiring among the connections of Cos-

way I have learnt nothing which confirms the story much
that contradicts it. That a youth related to opulent fami-

lies, and supported in his studies by the voluntary aid of

admiring neighbours, should have been obliged to become
a waiter in such a place as Shipley's, is hardly credible, and
must be rejected as a fiction. There is more truth in the

statement, that " he was employed to make drawings of

heads for the shops as well as fancy miniatures, and free

subjects for snuff-boxes for the jewellers, mostly from
ladies whom he knew

;
and from the money he gained, and

the gaiety of the company he kept, he rose from one of the

dirtiest of boys to one of the smartest of men."
This very natural change arose from the money he made

in the art of miniature painting, in which he was acknow-

ledged a master. The skill with which he could bring nil

ill-formed face within tho rules of boautv, communicate
lustre to eyes naturally dull, and colour to cheeks from
which the rose had fled, and yet maintain enough <>l! like-
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ness to the original, was not likely to go unrewarded. To
rise from indigence to affluence, and step out of the com-

pany of indifferent daubers into that of lords and ladies

of high degree, could not be accomplished; Cosway ima-

gined, without putting on airs of superiority, and a dress

rivalling that of an eastern ambassador. His affecta-

tion was not unobserved by his brethren : his fine clothes,

splendid house, and black servant, were offences after their

kind
;
and caricaturists gratified their spite and replenished

their pockets by satirising him as the " Macaroni Miniature
Painter." The man whom Dighton drew, and Earlom

engraved, was likely soon to be heard of
;
and their united

lampoon upon him, as "
Billy Dimple sitting for his

Picture" (now very rare), had no small effect at the time.

Nor has Smith failed to favour us with a sitting of Cos-

Avay in his days of state and solemnity ;
he is a master in

wardrobe painting.
" I have often," said he,

" seen Cosway
at the elder Christie's picture sales, full dressed in his

sword and bag, with a small three-cornered hat on the

top of his powdered toupee, and a mulberry silk coat

profusely embroidered with scarlet strawbei'ries." Such
was the dress of those whom princes delighted to honour,
before change, as with a besom, swept away, among some
worse and many worthier things, all this magpie splendour.
The consequence which Cosway thus early in life as-

siwned, ho was prepared to maintain both by his talents

and assiduity. He seems not to have coveted earnestly
the applause which follows the painting of works of a high
historic order, though he tried his success in that unprofit-
able style as well as Barry and Fuseli : he aspired rather

to reign king in the little pleasing paradise of miniature
;

l

1 A school of miniature painters had continued to flourish in England
from the time of liilliard, the Olivers. John Iloskins, and Samuel

Cooper, mentioned in the "Introduction," vol. i., until the time of

llichard Cosway, who may lie regarded almost as the last eminent

painter of the race. An excellent opportunity of becoming acquainted
with the works of this school, most of which are now rare, was afforded

by the exhibition of miniatures that was added this winter (187'J) to the

usual subjects exhibited at Burlington House. The Queen, who lias

some very choice miniature's at Windsor, lent a case of very early exam-

ples by such painters as Holbein, Isaac Oliver, Peter Oliver, Samuel
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to gratify the ladies by the softer graces of his pencil was,
he thought, honour enough ;

and in that kind of flattery
no one excelled him. lie had, however, other claims to

public notice
;
his drawings from the antique were graceful

and accurate : to copy with the pencil the fine flowing out-

line of a Grecian statue, and catch the true proportions,

require a fine eye and a skilful hand
;
and Cosway seems

to have had both. This sort of practice he acquired in

the Duke of Richmond's gallery. His outlines caught the

eye of Bartolozzi, who, with Cipriani, pronounced them
admirable. And as it was believed that Reynolds
carried the grand style of Michael Aiigelo into his full-

sized portraits, so was it thought that Cosway introduced

a touch of the grace and dignity of the antique into his

fashionable miniatures : his commissions augmented ac-

cordingly. It is well observed by one of his surviving

friends, that " he inclined more to the neat, the graceful,
and the lovely, than towards the serene, the dignified, and
the stern

;
and though his admiration of the antique was

great, this was modified by his continual studying of living

nature, and from a taste for whatever was soft and elegant."
Besides the income which arose from his fine drawings

Cooper, and John Iloskins. The Duke of Buccleueh also, whose collec-

tion is very celebrated, contributed a number by Ilillkird and the other

early masters named, us well as by John Bettes, a pupil of Ililliard's,

Lewis Crosse, who painted in Queen Anne's reign, Thomas Flatman, 1033-

1088, Richard Gibson, known as " The Dwarf," 1615-1G90, John Smart,
1740-1801, Gervase Spencer (died 1703), Nathaniel Dixon, a painter for

whom no date is given, and who is not mentioned in Redgrave's dictionary,
but who, according to the catalogue of the Roj'al Academy, painted
several of the mistresses of Charles II., as well as George Monk, Duke
of Albemarle, and Mrs. Claypolo, daughter of Oliver Cromwell. Jean

1'etitot, ptrc ,
can hardly perhaps be reckoned among the English school,

though he lived and worked much in this country; but his son, John

Petitot, who succeeded in a measure to his reputation, was entirely

English, and Redgrave also reckons Charles Boit, Christian Frederick

/incke, Michael Moser (father of Mary Moser), and Jeremiah Meyer, all

of whom practised miniature painting in England in the times of the

Georges, as belonging to this country. After these come Samuel Col-

lins, miniature painter to George III., O/.ias Humphrey, one of the most

distinguished and charming painters of the school, and so to our dapper
hero Richard Cosway, in whom the art of miniature seems to have cul-

minated, and henceforth 'to have declined. ED.
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and his numerous miniatures, Cosway derived occasional

sums from old paintings which he purchased, repaired,
and S'>ld to such customers as had galleries to fill or rooms
to decorate. This kind of trade, in skilful hands, has been
found lucrative

;
but Cosway, whatever he might earn by

his pencil or by his bargainings, was no hoarder : his out-

lay kept pace with his income. He had expensive tastes :

he was fond of old weapons, old armour, old books, and
old furniture

;
and delighted in entertaining his friends

splendidly. He wrought, or, as artists prefer to say,
studied hard

;
but he also lived hard : it was his pleasure

to spend his money in the society of high and dissipated

people, who laughed in secret at his folly, and, while they
encouraged his extravagance to his face, derided it without

mercy behind his back. They swallowed his champagne,
gambled him out of the price of a dozen miniatures at a

sitting, and then entertained their friends by giving cari-

catured accounts of his conduct and conversation, to which
the lampoon of Dighton was but a joke. Cipriani used to

relate that though Cosway would pass a whole night, nay,

nights, in this kind of frivolous society, he never found
him in bed, let him call ever so early next morning. He
rose with remorse at heart : laboured hard by day to repair
the waste of the night ;

and formed all the while, good
resolutions, which dispersed of their own accord when
the lamps were lighted, and the hour of appointment
approached. Nor did he escape reproach from others, or

from himself, for worse transgressions : he was sometimes

employed in embodying the loose ideas of licentious asso-

ciates, and in furnishing lascivious miniatures for snuff-

boxes, sold in secret, and produced in company by men
whose imaginations are, perhaps, the least delicate parts
about them. These offences, however, it is to lie hoped,
were committed seldom: at all events they happened early
in life : and it must also be borne in mind, that manners

were, in those days, less restrained than now : our fathers

had not our delicacy of eye and purity of speech, though,

probably, nothing behind us in any of the essentials of

virtue.

Amid nil ill is waste and vanitv, Cosway was rising in
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reputation. In 1771 lie was elected Royal Academician;
and imagining it necessary to support his new dignity by
fresli efforts of his pencil, lie sent to tlie exhibition, for

several successive years, a few pictures chiefly of that kind
which pertain to portrait and poetry. The " Rinaldo and
Annida "

were suggested by Taso, and the heads were

supplied by two of his titled sitters : a miniature in the

character of Cupid was of the same stamp ;
so was the

'' Child enacting St. John." The " Portraits of a Lady and
her Son in the character of Venus and Cupid ;" the " Ma-
donna and Child," portraits ;

and the " Portrait of a Young
Lady in the character of Psyche," explain themselves. He
exhibited various others

;
but these were the chief. Their

beauty and elegance brought many admirers, and raised a

little envy in the bosoms of some of his brethren. It is

true that they spoke with compassion of Cosway's glossy
and feeble portraits, with scorn of his foppery in dress,
and were not a little sarcastic on the fine company which
he kept ;

but then they lamented the sad taste of the

times more, and the want of judgment in the high places,
and thanked their stars that they had too much genius to

be popular. All this Cosway, perhaps, did not know, and

certainly could care little for: his good opinion of his own
merits covered him as a cloak

; and, besides, he was not

likely to set down the admiration of peeresses and princes
to his want of merit. The houses in which he lived have
been held in remembrance. When the caricature of the
" Macaroni Miniature Painter" came out, lie lived in Or-
chard Street, Portman Square; when he kept a black ser-

vant, and wore a coat of mulberry silk, ornamented with
scarlet strawberries, his house was in Berkeley Street; and
when he became a husband, and had the Prince of Wales
for his patron, he lived in Pall Mall, in the middle

lodging of thai extensive house built for the Duke of

Schomberg.
There were two events in the life of Coswav Avhich had,

for a, long while, a great influence over him : one was the

familiar notice the painter called it friendship --of the
Prince of Wales; and tin,- other his marriage with Maria

lladiield, a young lady of talent and beauty. The notice
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of the Prince was pleasing to the man and to the artist.

The staid stateliness and quaker-like sobriety of the court

of George III. and the gaudy magnificence and reckless

gaiety of Carlton House in those days, contrasted like the

light and darkness of an historical picture. I mean not to

say that Cosway was among the number of those who

joined the Prince in his wilder sallies; nevertheless he was
of his train, and voyaged with him for a time

" Down pleasure's stream with swelling sails."

During this period of court favour Cosway married
Maria Hadfield. She was a native of Italy, but of English
parentage ; and, besides her wit and beauty, had such
taste and skill in art as rendered her worthy of the notice,

when but eighteen years old, of Reynolds and Fuseli, and
other masters of the English school. In addition to these

attractions there was something romantic in her story.
Her father kept a hotel for the accommodation of travel-

lers on the Arno
;
and such was his prosperity, that he was

enabled to live, in process of time, like a wealthy gentle-
man. Four of his babes died suddenly and in site-cession;

and when Maria, who was the fifth, was born, a trusty
servant resolved to keep watch, for foul play was surmised.

One day a favourite maid-servant went into the nursery,
took the child in her arms, and dandling it, said,

"
Pretty

little creature ! I have sent four before thee to heaven: I

hope to send thee also." P>eing instantly seized and inter-

rogated, she owned that she had destroyed the other four

children out of love, for of such was the kingdom of

heaven. 1 She was imprisoned for life. Maria was educated
in a convent, where she learned music and drawing. On
her return home she studied painting, went to Rome for a

time, and became acquainted Avith the first artists, Bat-

1 The deed was done under the influence of religious fanaticism. The
father of the children was a Catholic and the mother a Protestant, and
it was agreed that the children should be brought up alternately in the

Catholic and Protestant faiths. This poor bigot, however, tried to save

those who were to be Protestants bv destroying them in infancy. Such,
at least, is Anthony Pasquin's version of the story in his ''Irish Ar
tists." Kit.
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tomi, Meugs, Maron, Fuscli, Wright of Derby, and contem-

plated art in the iioblo sculptures and sublime paintings of

t he palaces and churches. On the death of her father slie

desired to go into a nunnery ;
but her mother, to wean

her from this wild scheme, brought her to England, where
conversations with Angelica Kaut'fmaii shook her faith in

the nunnery, and her marriage with Cosway soon sealed

her conversion. From this time it becomes the duty of the

biographer, in relating the history of the painter, to re-

member the genius of his wife.

Her foreign manners and extreme youth induced Cosway
to keep his wife secluded till she had mastered the lan-

guage, and, by intercourse with intimate friends, acquired
a knowledge of society. She studied art, too, under her

new instructor; and with such success, that almost the

first time she was seen in public she was pointed out as

the lady who had painted some of the most lovely minia-

tures iii the Royal Academy Exhibition. Her reputation
was made at once : nothing was talked of but the great

youth and the great talent of Mrs. Cosway ;
and one half

of the carriages which stopped at her husband's door con-

tained sitters ambitious of the honours of her pencil. The

painter, hoAvever, was too proud a man to permit his wife

much as he admired her talents to paint profession-

ally : this, no doubt, was in favour of domestic happiness,
but much against her success in art. The impulse which

professional rivalry gives was wanting : and on works
which were only to be seen by a few, she wrought with
less feeling and care than what artists bestow on paintings
which challenge public examination. This was, I have

heard, not much to the liking of Mrs. Cosway : she had a

desire after excellence in art, and made sketches from

Spenser and Shakspeare, 'Virgil and Homer, and longed
to embody them in fine drawing and imperishable colours.

When her portrait of the fair Duchess of Devonshire,
which, by a refinement of flattery, was painted in the

character of the Cynthia of Spenser, made its appearance,
there was no little stir. The likeness was excellent, and
the poetic feeling not unworthy of the poet.

Cosway, however inexorable in regard to painting, was
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more gentle in the matter of music, of which Maria was

passionately fond
; and, as he had a handsome house and

a good income, he allowed her to indulge in those splendid
nuisances called evening parties.

1

The guests were numerous, and of all ranksand callings
that had any pretensions to the elegant : the writer of the

last new poem ;
the speaker of the last l>est speech in the

Commons
;
some rising star, real or imaginary, in art

; the

man Avho made the last miraculous escape from ship-

wreck, or who had walked into the remotest latitudes
;
in

short, all the lions of London were there, to see and be
seen. Lady Lyttelton, the Hon. Mrs. Darner, the Countess
of Aylesbury, Lady Cecilia Johnston, and the Marchioness
of Townsheiid were her intimate friends: General Paoli,

Lord Sandys, Lord Erskine, and the Prince of Wales, were
not uufrequent visitors

;
and when she desired to have

something worthy of public notice, the foreign ambassadors
were ready to swell the number of those who listened to

the music of " the charming Mrs. Cosway."
Cosway found, the house in Pall Mall was unsuitable for

the display of his works and his finery, and removed to

one more roomy at the entrance of Stratford Place, Oxford
Street. Now it happened that the figure of a lion was
attached to this new residence

;
and as the painter was a

little man, and, as Smith asserts,
" not much unlike a

monkey in the face," some wag, whom he had offended,
stuck these lines on his door :

" When a man to a fair for a show brings a lion,

'T is usual a monkey the sign-post to tie on
;

But here the old custom reversed is seen,
l\>r the lion's without, and the monkey's within."

To lake the sting from this dull conceit, the artist removed

1 It is hinted in many of the periodicals of that time that these parties

were not of the most creditable kind, and that Cosway's house was used

as a place of reiide/.vous by some of their noble visitors. Scandal, in-

deed, seems to have been very busy with this eccentric pair; but Cunning-

ham, who is likely to have been as well informed as others, evidently
does not trouble himself to believe in the imputations made against

them. Eu.
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to No. 20 in the same street, and proceeded to fit it up in

a style of uncommon elegance.
" His new house," says

Smith,
" he fitted xip in so picturesque, and, indeed, so

princely a style, that I regret drawings were not made of

the general appearance of each department ;
for many of

the rooms were more like scenes of enchantment pencilled

by a poet's fancy, than anything perhaps before displayed
in a domestic habitation. His furniture consisted of ancient

chairs, coiiches, and conversation stools, elaborately carved

and gilt, and covered with the most costly Genoa velvets
;

escritoires of ebony, inlaid with mother-of-pearl, and rich

caskets for antique gems, exquisitely enamelled and
adorned with onyxes, opals, rubies, and emeralds. There
were also cabinets of ivory curiously wrought ;

mosaic
tables set with jasper, bloodstone, and lapis-lazuli, having
their feet carved into the claws of lions and eagles ;

screens

of old raised oriental Japan ;
massive musical clocks, richly

chased with ormolu and tortoise-shell
;
ottomans superbly

damasked
;
Persian and other carpets, with corresponding

hearth-rugs, bordered with ancient family crests and ar-

morial ensigns in the centre, and rich hangings of English

tapestry. The chimney-pieces were carved-by Banks, and
were further adorned with the choicest bronzes, models in

wax and terracotta
;
the tables covered with old score, blue,

Mandarin, Nankin, and Dresden china
;
and the cabinets

were surmounted with crystal cups, adorned with the York
and Lancaster roses, which might probably have graced
the splendid banquets of the proud Wolsey. His speci-
mens of armour were truly rich." To give life to this

elaborate picture of elaborate things, I may add, that Smith
once saw the painter in his princely mansion, standing

" at

the fireside upon one of Madame Pompadour's nigs, lean-

ing against a chimney-piece dedicated to the Sun, the or-

naments of which were sculptured by Banks, giving in-

structions to a picture dealer to bid for some of the

Merly drawings at the memorable sale of .Ralph Willett,

Esq."
Amid all this splendour, Cosway could not be called

happy. His skill was still improving, his prices high, and
his sitters numerous

;
nor had any one appeared to excel
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him in his own peculiar line.
1 The Prince, too, continued

his visits
;
nor had any one forsaken him in whose friend-

ship he put trust. But he had begun to detect, it is said,

among those who seemed most charmed with his music
aud cheered with his wines, a disposition to ridicule his

taste, and laugh at his pretensions. This, to a man who
set his heart on the smiles of the world, could not be other-

wise than painful. He heard, besides, that sundry of his

brethren rated his talents humbly, and considered him as

living by the vanity of mankind rather than by his own

powers of imagination ; but what affected him most was
the failing health of his wife. The climate of England was
more churlish than that of her native Arno

;
and amid the

smoke and bustle of London, she sighed for the pure air

and sunny scenes of Italy. He carried her to Flanders

and to Paris. One day, as he walked with her in the

gallery of the Louvre, he was surprised at the extent of

naked wall, and said, "Maria, niy cartoons would look

well here, and, to say the truth, they seem much wanted."

These were works of Julio Romano : Cosway prized them

highly, and had refused a large price from Russia, saying,
he would not -eell works of elegance to barbarians. He
now offered them as a gift to the French king : they were

accepted and hung up in the Louvre
;
and four splendid

pieces of the Gobelins tapestry were bestowed on the

painter in token of royal gratitude : these he presented
to the Prince of Wales. During this visit to Paris he

painted the Duchess of Orleans and family, and the

Duchess of Polignac, for the Duchess of Devonshire
; yet

he appears to have refused to paint either the King or

Queen, saying he was there for the health of his wife and
his own amusement, and not to study and toil.

The health of Mrs. Cosway seemed improved by the air

of France
; and, oil returning to London, his sitters and

her evening parties once more cheered them for a season.

But she soon felt that sinking of the spirits coming on

which no music could raise or society relieve
; and, accom-

1
It is said that he painted more portraits for presentation by lovers

than any ten artists put together of his time. ED.
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panied by her brother, who had gained as a student in

painting the Academy's gold medal, she departed for

Rome. Rome, however, she was too much indisposed to

reach
; and, halting by the way, regained, in a month

or two, much of the health she had lost. She re-

mained in Italy nearly three years, expecting every

spring and autumn the coming of her husband
;
at length

she commenced her journey home. But she neither

found health nor happiness in London : the illness and
death of an only daughter threw her upon art once more.

To mitigate her grief, she painted several large pictures
for chapels, and afterwards went to France, without

regard of the war which had commenced between that

country and England, and executed, what she considered

her masterpiece, a work containing all the pictures in the

gallery of the Louvre. The turn which the war took

interfered with her stay at Paris
;
and she was persuaded

by Cardinal Fesch to establish a college for the education

of young ladies at Lyons : this plan was interrupted ; and,
with her husband's approbation, she passed into Italy, and
formed a college at Lodi similar to that which she planned
at Lyons. On the establishment of peace she returned to

England. Changes, too, had taken place in that land
;

but none which affected her own peace, though they dis-

turbed the equanimity of her husband.

Cosway, it appears, was one of those sanguine men who

perceived in the French Revolution the dawn of an empire
of reason and taste, in which genius and virtue alone

would be Avorshipped : many of his friends indulged in the

same pleasing fancies, nay, the feeling infected men of

rank as well as talent. 1 It was not to be expected that

the Prince of Wales would join in sentiments which
affected the crown to which he was heir

; though, like the

Prince Hal of Shakespeare, he had been wild and extrava-

gant, he now looked forward to "
doucely fill a throne," as

a northern poet had foretold he would live to do, and had

begun to grow more select in his company. The increasing
infirmities of his father rendered this necessary ;

and when
1

I Imvo s<vn a curious Jotter by an English nobleman, signed
"

Citizen.''

II. A A
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he became Kegent, Cosway, like many others, looked in

vain for the man of other years. The friends of the

painter, however, imputed, in part at least, his loss of

princely favour to his deficiency in the arts of a courtier,
and the native pride of his heart. " He thought himself
overlooked and neglected : conscious of his abilities, he
disdained to stoop, or entreat, or flatter

;
and imagining

that his enemies had got the better of him, he neglected
his profession, by which he had risen, and looked with

suspicion even on his firmest friends. As his own character

was open and generous, his disappointment was the bitterer;
he made no attempt to retrieve his influence with the

Prince, and he never retrieved it." These are the words
of one who knew Cosway well, and who thinks he had
occasion to say with scripture,

" Put not your trust in

princes."
His latter years were passed in pain, bodily and mental

;

a paralytic stroke deprived him of the use of his right

hand, and with it cut off one chief source of pleasure, the

power of drawing. His wife watched patiently over him,
and tried to render pleasant the many sad hours he was
now obliged to spend without other solace

;
and by her

assiduity and affection atoned for the years which she

had sojourned out of his household, making experiments
in pictures and ladies' colleges. She considered her solici-

tude to be amply rewarded by the feeling of performing
her duty, and by hearing her husband speak of art. His
conversation was, to her at least, gay and imaginative.

1

1
Ilazlitt gives a graphic account of Cosway in an article in the " Lon.

don Magazine." lie says of him: "
Happy mortal ! Fancy bore sway

in him, and so vivid were his impressions that they included reality in

them. The agreeable and the true with him were one. Ho believed in

Swedenborgianism he believed in animal magnetism. He hnd con-

versed with more than one person of the Trinity. He could talk with

his lady at Mantua through some fine ventricle of the sense, as we speak
to a servant downstairs through an ear-pipe He would read

in the book of Revelation without spectacles, and foretold the return of

Buonaparte from Elba and St. Helena. His wife, the most lady-like of

Englishwomen, being asked in Paris what sort of a man her husband

was, answered :
"
Toujours riant, toujours gai." This was true. He

must have been of French extraction. His soul had the life of a bird,

and such was the jauntiness of his air and manner, that to see him sit
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He loved to look at his collections of drawings, at his old

armour, at his innumerable curiosities, and talk about the

ancient masters of the calling, and imagine what they
would say were they now to revisit the earth, and see the

civilized grown savage, and the savage civilized. Nay, he
sometimes startled such visitors as did not know his way,

by saying, with a serious air, that he had just had an
interview with Praxiteles and Apelles, and the former

recommended a closer study of the living figure to the

English academy, and the other a less gaudy style of

colour. These things, to the dull and unimaginative,
sounded sti'ange and ridiculous

;
while others thought

them lessons worth remembering. Once, as he sat at the

dinner of the Royal Academy, he turned to one of his

brethren and said,
"

Pitt, while he lived, discouraged

genius ;
he has seen his error now. He paid me a visit 'this

morning, and said,
'

Cosway, the chief fault I committed
on earth was in not encouraging your talents.'

" "
Ay,

that was merely to soothe your vanity," said his friend
;

" for Pitt, after he had seen you, called on me, and said,
'

Now, mark ! Cosway will tell at your dinner to-day that

I waited on him and expressed contrition for not having
employed his talents, don't believe one word he says, for

he will tell nothing but his own absurd inventions.'" " I

have heard Cosway relate conversations," says Smith,
" which he held with King Charles I., so seriously, that I

firmly believe he considered everything he uttered to be

strictly true." It is a pity but Smith could have returned
this civility by reading to him a page or two from his life

of Nollekens.

An old and esteemed friend, Miss Udney, called one
fine morning to give the ailing man an airing : he was
better than usual, and gayer, and said kind words to his

to have his half-boots laced on, you would fancy that, instead of a little

withered elderly gentleman, it was Venus being attired by the Graces.
His miniatures were not fashionable, they were fashion itself. When
mure than ninety he retired from his profession, and used to hold up his

palsied right hand that had painted lords and ladies, and smile with
unabated good humour at the vanity of human wishes. Take him with
all his faults and follies, 'we scarce shall look upon his like again.'"'

(W. Ilaxlitt on Font hi II Abbey, "London Maga/.ine,'' vol. vi.) Ei>.
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servants, as they supported him to the carriage. In some

twenty minutes or so his wife heard the sound of the return-

ing wheels : she hastened down stairs, and found her hus-
band lifeless. This third and last attack came on him on
the way to Edgeware ;

he fell back, and died without a groan,
on the 4th day of July, 1821, aged eighty years. He was
buried in Mary-le-bone, and a monument raised to his

memory, in which Art, Taste, and Genius are made to

lament his loss, in the terms of the following. indifferent

epitaph :

" Art weeps, Taste mourns, and Genius drops the tear

O'er him so long they loved who slumbers here.

While colours last, and time allows to give
The all-resembling grace, his name shall live."

In person, Cosway was small and well made : he had an

important and bustling air
;
affected the polished gentle-

man, and the man who was the Prince's friend
;
loved to

be painted with a hat and feather on, and to be spoken of

as an artist worthy of taking rank with Reynolds and
Rubens. He long hesitated whether he should be buried

in his native Devonshire, or be placed in the vault with
Rubens at Antwerp.

1 Humbler thoughts, however, came
over him 011 hearing a sermon from Wesley, on death and
the grave. He followed a funeral into the vaults of a

London church, and seeing the gilt mountings, and tho

orderly way in which the coffins were arranged, said,
" I

prefer this to Antwerp or St. Paul's : bury me here." He
was in his nature generous and kind. Mrs. Cosway said

the number of letters sent to him requesting pecuniary
aid was incredibly great. He gave freely, and promised
more. Borrowers who never repaid him, and sitters from
whom he never asked payment, formed a long and a not un-

titled list. His execution was rapid : he often finished

miniatures at three sittings of half-an-hour each
;
and

when he sat down to dinner, would boast that he had

1 lie was buried in Mary-le-bone church, where a tablet, erected to

his memory, may still be seen. (\>sway occasionally painted in oils.

One of his largest and l>est pictures in this medium he gave to the

church of hi.s native town, Tivcrtoii, in Devonshire. ED.
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despatched during tlie day twelve or fourteen sitters. His

knowledge of the human figure, as it appeared to the

sculptors of old, and as he found it in life, was equal or

superior to that of most of his contemporaries. His out-

lines were accurate and elegant ;
his manner was partly

from the Roman School and partly from his own experi-
ence

;
and he considered it a beauty in his compositions

that they resembled more the deep sober hue of Italian

painting, than the gaudy glow of that of England. As
his miniatures are chiefly confined to the chamber and
the cabinet, the works of Cosway are less widely known
than they deserve. His fame is fading ;

such must be the

fate of all who paint only the living faces around them,
and seek not to embody sentiments familiar to the human
heart, and which affect all mankind. Cosway had lived

too expensively to leave much wealth behind him. His

accomplished widow still survives him,
1 and resides at her

beloved Lodi, where she has established her Ladies' College,
and is widely known and respected.

1

I cannot find the exact date of Maria Cosway's deatli
;
but the last

tiling that was hoard of her, according to S. Redgrave, was her being
scon heading a procession of her pupils going to the cathedral, bearing a

long ivory cross in her hand, and draped in a sky-blue robe, spotted
with velvet stars. She was, it is said, a very beautiful woman;
and many accounts, especially foreign ones, speak of her as possessing
more talent than her husband. Besides her miniatures, she drew well

in chalk, and designed several of the subjects for Boydell's
" Shakes-

peare Gallery
'' and Maeklin's "

Poets.'' In 1800 she published a series

of plates entitled " The Progress of Virtue." She likewise etched some
of Cosway's works. Her sister became the wife of Combe, the author of
" Dr. Syntax.'' ED.
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/""*ENIUS is natural to all parts of the earth
;

lives
^J where it chooses

;
works in its own way, and to please

its own spirit ;
and is sometimes content with local fame.

Of this class of unambitious men was David Allan, fondly
called by some of his countrymen the Scottish Hogarth.
But though his fame is chiefly confined to Scotland, and

though it was his pleasure to aim at little beyond de-

lineating the humble tenants of the cottage and the

shieling, he is not unworthy of a place amongst those

artists who had higher aims, and whose fame has been
farther diffused. He was the second son of David Allan
and Janet Gullan, his wife; and was born February 13,

1744, at Alloa, in Stirlingshire, where his father held the

situation of shoremaster. His birth was attended by mourn-
ful and somewhat romantic circumstances :

" In conse-

quence," says the family account,
" of a fright which she got,

and the delicate state of her health, he was born in the sixth

or seventh month of his mother's pregnancy, who died a

few days afterwards, and no nurse could be found whom
he could suck in the neighbourhood, owing to the small-

ness of his mouth. At length a suitable one being heard

of, the child, which was both little and weak, being
wrapped up carefully, was laid in a basket among cotton,
and carried by a man on horseback, to be suckled by a

woman who lived at some distance from Alloa. In con-

sequence of a recent storm, the snow was lying very deep
on the ground ;

the horse stumbled, and both the rider

and his tender charge fell. The infant was thrown out of

the basket, and received so severe a cut on his head, that

the mark it left remained till his death."

The tender care of his nurse, and the sympathy of a

neighbouring lady, who frequently took the poor babe into
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her carriage, when she went out an airing, brought strength
to his delicate frame : he in due time returned to his

father's house, more vigorous than had been hoped for,

and with little or no appearance of premature birth iipon
him. At school he acquired, without being remarked for

either dulness or capacity, reading, writing, and arithmetic,
the three solid foundations on which knowledge rears

her structures
;
and that he acquired any more in later

years has not been asserted. When he greAv up, inter-

course with society, and that insight into human nature

which his profession demands, enabled him to fill a re-

spectable station, to the satisfaction of the inhabitants of

Edinburgh, during a period when skilful judges were not

scarce among them. He was too modest to claim scholar-

ship, from a smattering of Latin picked up at the parish
school.

The love of art, which seems in some as natural as

flowers to the field, came accidentally, we have been told,

upon Allan. When very young, some eight years old or

so, he got one of his feet burnt, which kept him from the

school, and likewise confined him to the house. His father,
a man averse to idleness, said, with a smile,

" You idle

rogue, you cannot go to school, and are losing the little

you know. Here, take this piece of chalk, and write on
the floor." The poor boy did as he was desired

; but,

tiring of writing, he began to amuse himself with drawing
figures, rude, indeed, and uncouth, but which pleased
his own fancy. From this time the chalk was seldom out
of his hand : he drew houses, birds, and beasts

;
and

before he was well enough to return to school, had made
some attempts to delineate the human figure. All this

seems, for a time at least, to have been unheeded by his

family. His father married a second wife : and his mother-
in-law had children of her own to attend to. It was left

to the schoolmaster of the parish to find out the bent of

Allan's genius ;
and the circumstances of the discovery

were to himself otherwise than pleasant.
It sooins that the schoolmaster was something old, near-

sighted, and vain. It was his practice to pace along the

floor among his scholars, dressed in a long tartan gown,
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with a tartan night-cap on his head, and a rod of correction

in his hand, which he applied, in times of irritation, with
much severity. David, now eleven years old, was so struck

with the ludicrous figure which the teacher made while

punishing with difficulty some stout refractory boys, that

he sketched the group on his slate, and exhibited it to his

companions : the startling laugh which this occasioned

drew the attention of the Dominie, who, though sand-blind,
detected the resemblance

; and, incensed at being carica-

tured among his scholars, bestowed a smart chastisement
on the culprit, and then complained to his father. Old

Allan, when he heard of the talents and the petulance of

his boy, .,

" Knew not whether to rejoice or mourn."

It was necessary, however, to withdraw him from the

school, which he did, admonishing him, at the same time,
for insulting one whom he should rather have honoured.
" I could nae help it," said little David

;

" he looked sae

queer : I made it like him, and a' for fun."

The story of the caricature was told to all who inquired

why the boy had left the school
; and, amongst others, to

Mr. Stuart, Collector of Customs at Alloa, Avho had the

sagacity to perceive something like genius in his rude

attempts. He advised, at once, that he should be placed
in the academy of Glasgow, then newly established by the

patriotic printers, Robert and Andrew Foulis. About this

time a new spirit began to appear in Scotland. At first

the promise was great ;
the enthusiasm of many yoiing

men knew no bounds, and the seats of the Academy were
all but filled with students eager to gain a name in art.

The establishment wanted, however, influence to support
and skill to direct it. Foulis was but a fine printer and a

connoisseur : high examples of historical art were not then

so abundant as now
;
the public eye had not been fami-

liarized with those miracles of genius, native and foreign,
which now crowd our galleries ;

in short, the country was
not in a condition to profit by the boon so readily bestowed

by those enterprising brethren. The Western Academy
had, however, shown no symptoms of decay, when, on the
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the 22d of February, 1755, young Allan was apprenticed
to Robert Foulis, to learn the arts of drawing, painting,
and engraving. Of his success in these branches of art

his future works must speak. Much that he performed
during his servitude was necessarily of a preliminary
nature; yet he made such progress as enabled him, before

he left the Academy, to sketch a picture in oil colours,

showing the interior of the painting-room, with the

students at their tasks, and Foulis giving his instructions.

This picture is now in Newhall House, near Edinburgh.
Allan always spoke with warmth of the kindness of Robert
and Andrew Foulis

;
and when in process of time his own

name had risen, and their fortunes, from speculations in

art, had sunk, he did all that he could to sustain them.
He left Glasgow with a high character for talent and
steadiness.

Allan had been born 011 the lands of the Erskines of Mar,
one of the most ancient families in the North, and who, in

their prosperous days, loved to encourage genius wherever
it was found. On his return to his father's house, he was
introduced to the family of Erskine by Lord Cathcart,
whose seat was hi the same district. Something like a

meeting of the influential and the tastefxil of the neigh-
bourhood seems to have been held on the occasion, in

which the merits of the young painter were discussed, and
all agreed that he deserved to be sent to Italy for improve-
ment. We have known, very rash judgments formed in

such matters, and seen young men sent to Rome on the

fruits of a subscription who had not talent for a tailor. In
the case of Allan, however, the result was more fortunate.

He heard of the kindness of his friends with no little

gladness of spirit. As his means were small, his arrange-
ments were soon made; and in the summer of 1764 he was
011 his way to the Eternal City, with high hopes in his-

heart, and sundry letters of credit and introduction in his

pocket.
" We need not give you a letter," said his patrons,

" to Gavin Hamilton (son of the Hamiltons of Murdiston,
in Lanarkshire) ;

for he is the unsolicited friend of every

deserving artist. Should his character be altered, let us

know, and you shall have a regular introduction." This
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estimate of Hamilton's character was just: lie aided Allan

in every way that could be most acceptable to a youth of

spirit and talent
;
and considered himself rewarded when,

in process of time, his young friend gained, first, a silver

medal for his skill in drawing ; and, secondly, the gold
medal of the Academy of St. Luke, for the best historical

composition. He was the second Scotsman found worthy
of such honour (Hamilton himself was the first).

The picture which gained him so acceptable a prize is one

of great merit, both in conception and drawing, and cer-

tainly excels anything else, in the same style, which Allan

ever painted. The subject is the old poetic dream of the
"
Origin of Painting ;

or the Corinthian Maid drawing the

Shadow of her Lover." The youth is sitting ;
he keeps

himself firm with his left hand, extends his right gently
round the waist of his mistress, and holds his face in re-

pose : the maid sits on his knee, places a lamp, with a clear

steady flame on one side, touches his chin modestly with

her left hand to keep it in its position, and with her right

guides the pencil along the outline of his face, which the

light delineates in shadow on the wall. There is happy
elegance and serene grace about the group which have

seldom been surpassed ;
and I have heard Wilkie praise it

as one of the best told stories that colour and canvas ever

united to relate. Some of those suspicious people who
never believe that genius works for itself, whispered that

Hamilton had a hand in it
;
but this must have been

uttered in ignorance of Gavin's character and talent : ho
was incapable of practising such delusion

;
and the group,

in outline and in breadth, bears the marks of a very dif-

ferent hand. It was engraved skilfully by Cunego, and
the painter's name made known far and wide. 1

1 This picture formerly hung in St. Luke's Academy in Kome, but it

disappeared from the walls with several other paintings by British

artists about 1827, and no one seems to know what has become of it.

It was spoken of by Gavin Hamilton in high terms of praise, and Mr.
Andrew Wilson, the distinguished Scotch landscape-painter and master

fit' tho Trustees' Academy, records, in some notes on Scotch painters,

kindly placed at my disposal by his son. that, when he saw it in 1801, it

"
pleased him very much." lie says,

" In Kome, David Allan was much

thought of, and considered a historical painter of great promise. He
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How long Allan remained in Italy lias not been settled

with certainty. All AVC know is, that in 1764 he left the

Academy of Glasgow ;
and that in 1777 he was in London.

How he had employed himself during his stay abroad is

equally a matter of speculation. That he painted
" The

Prodigal Son "
for Lord Cathcart,

" Hercules and Om-
phale" for Sir W. Erskinc of Torrie, and made four
humorous sketches of Borne during the Saturnalia of the

Carnival, is well enough known; but these, and others

which might be named, together with numerous drawings
in chalks from some of the old masters, could not well

occupy ten or eleven years. It must, however, be borne in

mind, that the manufacture of paintings wearing the linea-

ment and hue of Raphael, Titian, Correggio, and other

eminent hands, was carried in those days to an astonishing
extent. The picture-dealers who supplied our galleries
with the simulated commodity were always on the look-out

for young adventurers, who had skill enough to make a
fair copy, but not to make a good bargain, and that Allan
found employment of this kind there is little doubt. In

truth, with the exception of Beynolds, almost all our

English artists of those days eked out their allowance

money by such labours.

Of his sketches of Boman folly during the Carnival we
shall now speak. They are four in number : 1.

" The

Opening of the Carnival." 2.
" Politeness of Eomans to

Strangers." 3.
" Horse Eace at Borne." 4.

" The Victor
conducted in Triumph." They seem to have been sug-
gested by the election pictures of Hogarth, and abound in

ludicrous situations and festive character. Some time

afterwards, Paul Saudby engraved them
;
and the painter

published descriptions in prose along with the prints.
" The Carnival," says Allan,

"
is the most cheerful and

made many drawings of familiar subjects: some of these, especially of

peasants, were full of taste and beauty, and remarkable for their fidelity
in conveying a correct idea of the habits of the people.'' It would seem
from this that lie was, as one may suppose, more employed in painting
country scenes in Italy than in making copies of old masters. lie

diil not stay all the time in Koine, but lived in Naples and other
towns. ED.
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brilliant festival of tho Eomisli Church. It begins on
Twelfth Day. All distinctions of rank and station are
confounded in an instant on the ringing of the great bell

of the Capitol, the signal of general permission to wear the
mask in public. This licence is not abused. Although all

Rome and its environs assemble in the streets, yet no bad
manners nor riots interrupt the general festivity : priests
and the religious orders are forbid the mask, and all imita-

tion of the dresses of the Church are forbid. Neither

fancy nor imagination are checked by this order : the cha-

racters of different nations, or of particular districts of

Italy, are supported by groups of masks : triumphal cars

are filled with ladies and gentlemen in elegant dresses
;

others, assuming the devices of poetic, or Gothic, or even
of the heathen mythology, are conducted in triumph along
the streets : bands of musicians and players go in the same
manner: balconies and stages arc filled with people, all

contributing to the entertainment : a few guards are to

be seen here and there, to preserve order. At the sound
of the evening bell, all people unmask, and retire to the

playhouse, the tavern, or their home
;
and all is peace

again."
The first picture exhibits the effect of tolling tho bell

of the Capitol on tho crowds assembled in the Piazza del

Popolo and the Corso. " In the middle is a harlequin

dancing with a-Fraschetana girl ;
a lady and gentleman of

Nettuno standing by ;
near these is a Jewish family, and

a Punch joking with the wife
;
a modern painter in an

ancient dress, showing the Obelisk to an English lady ;

behind, is a Knight of Malta
;
a sweetmeat crier ;

in the

corner, a French grenadier in the Pope's service; a

trumpeter on horseback in the skin of a bear. On the

foreground is an improvisatore poet speaking extempore,

accompanied by the calasone instrument, with a dwarf beg-

ging. Near the Obelisk are two Italian barbers masked,

imitating a French abbe and his valet; the abbe is looking
with scorn at the car with music

;
a dignitary of tho church,

with his cross and muff, is walking near."

The second picture carries us before the palace Kuspoli
in the Corso, where there is a good view of the horse-race
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and masquerade. The city marshal is in attendance as a

kind of orderly to receive the commands of strangers ad-

mitted to the Euspoli balcony : the whole scene is some-

thing motley.
" A demon selling horns by the side of a

girl in male attire
;
a flower-girl dressed in laurel leaves

;

a girl with a book and wand
;
a fortune-teller

;
a boy and

dog masked." It is customary on occasions such as this

for lawyers to appear in the dress of Punch, and enter into

witty disputations ;
an encounter of this kind is repre-

sented
;
a notary is near with his papers ;

a sbirro, or spy,
is at hand; a Roman tradesman wrapt in his cloak listens,

while a Punch, gallanting a lady, is discovered to be a friar,

and a boy writes his name on his back. The scene is alto-

gether bustling and lifelike.

The third picture
" exhibits the humours of a horse-race

without riders : the horses are trained to the task
;
small

spurs are fixed on their backs, so as to prick them forward
;

the narrowness of the street keeps them on the course, and

they are stopped at the winning-post by blankets stretched

before them : the natural spirit of the animal causes him
to bite and kick, and strive as much as may be to get to the
end of the street. The governor stands ready to give the

prize to the victor
;
a man on an ass, as courier, in driving

through the crowd, upsets an abbe gallanting a lady ;
a

gentleman passing, in aiding the latter, discovers her to be
his wife

;
one of the Pope's guards is smiling at the sight :

near them is a Punch eating macaroni, Spaniards and
Frenchmen saluting, a German drinking, and a Bolognese
doctor offering his services. In the middle a Roman jockey
is telling an English brother of his craft how barbarous it

is to force horses to run with men on their backs ;"- the

latter, of course, is laughing.
The fourth and last of the series shows the victor horso

conducted to receive his covering of brocade, the reward of

his triumph : a constable clears the way; and the surround-

ing groups are as motley as in the other pieces.
Such were the pictures which this Scottish artist drew

of Rome and her people, during their days of merriment
and revelry. They approach, in their nature, to carica-

tures; nor has he always been able, as some of my readers
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may have already guessed, to tell the story with the pencil,
so clearly as he has described it with the pen. The Italian

horseboy, who ridicules the barbarity of the English prac-
tice of running horses with a load of flesh, bones, boots,
and spurs, on their backs, might be talking of anything
else, for aught that his looks express to the contrary. This
kind of delusion, however, is common to artists : they see

sentiment and story, where others can only see figures ;

and suppose they have made everything plain, when all,

save to themselves, is mysterious. The Mercury putting
off his sandals, on the title-page of the " Diversions of

Purlcy," appeared in the eyes of Home Tooke to be putting
them on.

It is to these four prints, and some half-dozen more, re-

presenting the manners and customs of the Italians, that

Allan owes his name of the Scottish Hogarth. But the

works on which his hope of fame depends are of a different

character
; they go deeply into the social feelings and

rustic manners of his native land, and are not at all of

the caricature race
;
in truth, they are akin to the inimit-

able works of Wilkie, of which they may be called the fore-

runners.

We are not prepared to say that Home, with her paint-

ings and statues, was beneficial to Allan. For the art

which he studied there, his native land, when he returned

to it, offered no market. Runciman had already experi-
enced the delusion of all such dreams in Scotland

;
and

Fuseli, his friend, was now proving that England cared

little for historic aspirations. That Allan, however, had

indulged in hopes of historic fame, we have his own words
to prove. He laments, in writing to Gavin Hamilton, that

he found little or no opportunity of practising at home
those precepts in painting which lie learned while in Koine

;

and laments, as scores have since done, over the universal

rage for mere portraiture. Let us dismiss then, without

further remark, all his attempts in the classical depart-
ment

;
all his copies of other men's works, whether in oil

or in crayons ;
be silent about his landscapes, whether

Scottish or Italian ; nay, pass over, without observation,
the two years during which he lived in London, manufac-
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tnring portraits ;
and convey him at once to Edinburgh,

where, on the 14th of June, 1786, he was installed Master
of the Academy of Arts a situation made vacant by the

death of Runciman, and which his talents and acquirements
seemed well fitted to adorn.

We have heard, however, that Allan, as master of the

Academy, neither merited censure nor deserved praise.
His style of drawing was even less correct than that of

Runciman. His manners were winning ;
but he had

not the art of exciting enthusiasm in his disciples. He
filled this office with fair esteem and no more, for ten

years.
His income was small, but his wants were few, and he

had now leisure to plan and accomplish a work, which, we

understand, had been present to his thoughts in early life.

This was an edition of Allan Ramsay's
" Gentle Shepherd,"

illustrated with landscapes and groups, copied from the

scene where the pastoral drama is laid, and from the

peasantry of its glens. To do this well, he began the right

way : he visited New Hall, Habbie's How, and every hill,

dale, tree, stream, and cottage, which could be admitted
into the landscape of the poet. He copied whatever seemed

suitable, with fidelity ;
and as old men and women came

wondering around him, he admitted their faces freely into

his sketches, and made use of them afterwards in his

finished drawings. Glaud's farm-house, the Monk's Burn,
the Linn, the Washing Green, Habbie's How, New Hall

Hoxise, and that little breast-deep basin in the burn, called

Peggy's Pool, were all carefully drawn. He was accom-

panied on this excursion by his friend, Captain Campbell
of Glencross, whose looks he complimented in the face of

Sir William Worthy. This was his way throughout. As
the philosopher refused a candle, and desired to look at the

moon by her own light, in like manner the artist imagined
he ought to make the living inhabitants represent those

shepherds and shepherdesses shrewd old men and saga-
cious old wives through whom the poet had given life and

beauty to his landscape. But though the hills, woods, and

streams, were those of which Ramsay had sung the Paties

and the Peggys, the Glands and the Symons, the Mauses
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and the Madges of the pastoral, the creations of the Muse,
in the spirit, but not in the express image, of rustic nature,
were passed away and gone. He resolved, however, to make

common-place peasants do the duty of poetic ones
;

"
all

the figures," said his brother,
"
being copied from indivi-

dual nature, are portraits."
l

In his dedication to Hamilton, he says,
" You must take

these designs as a specimen of my occupations : the country
gives no encouragement to heroic or historic subjects, and
I am glad, therefore, to work in a humbler line

; and, with-

out descending to mean and low objects, give a correct re-

presentation of ordinary life, which may be made pleasing
and instructive as well as morally useful. It seems to be
essential towards the advancement of the art of painting in

any country, that the country itself should furnish good
models, in nature, for the imitation of the artist. In this

respect Great Britain has some advantages and some dis-

advantages. The youth of both sexes are, in general, well

formed, well coloured, and of graceful proportions ;
but in

the middle stages of life, and in old age, our natural

models are greatly deficient both in action and expression.
We rarely see in this country a countenance like that of a

Franciscan, or an Italian beggar, so full of character and

expression, and so useful to the study of history painting.
Yet the nature we have, with the assistance of ancient

models, which may be easily procured by casts from the

best of the Greek statues and busts, is fully sufficient for

all the purposes of study, and might lead to great improve-
ment even in historical painting, were that the general
taste of the pxiblic."

If Allan expected to find poetic characters ready made,
whose forms and expression he had only to copy into his

1 In a finished water-colour drawing, railed (he "Highland Festival,"

that was exhibited at the Grosvenor Gallery in the winter of 1877-8,
there is to be traced, however, a very decided attempt at idealising
rustic nature. The figures in this picture are evidently meant to be

poetic, they dance in tin affected style, resembling the conventional pea-
sants of the stage rather than the rougher specimens of real life. The

scene, however, is conceived with much grace, and has a gentle beauty

very unlike most of Allan's riotous companies. ED.
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pictures, ho looked for what 110 one has hitherto found.

But it cannot be denied that the hills and glens of Scotland

abound with original characters : the universal polish,
which society seems now in a fair way of receiving, and
which wears the impress of originality out of man, as cir-

culation smooths down the king's head on his coin, has

not yet penetrated into the remote vales and pastoral dis-

tricts : where twenty men are met together they present
as many distinct characters. Of these Wilkie found more
iii Fife alone than enabled him to establish an immortal
name : but he never dreamed that he should find them

quite suited to his purpose ;
he saw from the first that he

must tamper with nature a little add to this, and with-

draw from that shed more light here, and give deeper
shade there, than the green of Pitlessie, with all its rustic

wealth of character, could furnish.

Nor is this the only point on which David Allan seems
to have gone a wandering.

"
Ramsay, it is well known,"

he observes,
"
composed his ' Gentle Shepherd

'

in the

neighbourhood of the Peutland Hills, where the shepherds
to this day sing his songs, and the old people remember
him reciting his verses. I have studied the same cha-

racters on the same spot, and I find that he has drawn

faithfully, and with taste, from nature. This, likewise,
has been my model of imitation

;
and while I attempted

in these sketches to express the ideas of the poet, I have
endeavoured to preserve the costume, as nearly as possible,

by an exact delineation of such scenes and persons as he
had in his eye." The hills are eternal, and so are the

streams, but man and his manners are as changeable as the

clouds; and the costume of 1778, even in these Pentland

glens, must have differed widely from that of 1720, when
Eamsay's poem was written.

On the whole, though he has not in all his delineations

come quite up to the "rudely rustic witty grace" of

Ittimsay, he has shown much of the right spirit ;
if he has

failed in personifying rustic elegance, he lias been more
successful in rustic humour

;
and in his cottage scenes he

has not been often surpassed. These designs are twelve
in number

;
of these four are but ordinary either in cou-

II. B L!
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ception or drawing ;
four more show original feeling, and

an intimate acquaintance with rustic characters and rural

things ;
and the remaining four, particularly where age is

depicted, would do honour to any painter of humble life.
" The Gentle Shepherd" represents humble Scottish life

;

and, with many defects, has been pronounced, by one whose

judgment cannot be questioned, the only pastoral of nature
in the language. The scenes are full of life and teeming
with incident

;
and the story which they contain has now

kept its hold of the heart of Scotland for a hundred years.
1

The first print shows Patie admonishing Roger respect-

ing success in love : he holds up his

"
Dainty whistle, with a pleasant sound,"'

in his left hand, extends the other to the neglected pipe
of his friend, and is supposed to be uttering those lines

regarding wealth which have since become proverbial,

" lie that has just enough can soundly .sleep;
The o

:ercome only fashes folk to keep."

Roger lies disconsolate on the grass, cannot look his com-

panion in the face, and seems resolved to be miserable :

his sheep are in the distance
;
and his dog -one of the

finest that we have seen watches the flock, now disre-

garded by its master.

The sQcond print introduces us to Peggy and Jenny:
and here we begin to perceive the deficiency of beauty in

1 Allan Ramsay's "Gentle Shepherd" seems to "have been a source

of inspiration to several of the Scotch painters of this time. Wilkie, as

we know, took two or three of his subjects directly from it, and many of

his early compositions are in the same spirit as that homely national

]K>em. .David Allan in many respects may be regarded as the fore-

runner of Wilkie in Scottish art. Like the Italian masters of the fifteenth

century, who prepared the way for the greater masters of the sixteenth

century, so lie may be said, by his honest attempts at painting national-

humorous subjects, to have prepared the way for Wilkie's greater

powers in this branch of art. One lias only to compare David Allan's
" Scotch Wedding," one of the best of his pictures, with Sir Davicl

Wilkie's rendering of the same sort of scene in his celebrated "Penny
Wedding," to see the progress made in art from the earlier to the later

master. ED.
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the actual shepherdesses of Pentland Glen: these maidens
are clumsy creatures to say the least. The stream trotting

past, the clothes laid out to whiten, and the waterfall in

the distance,
" which makes a singing din," are the best

parts of the picture.
Tho third print brings Gland and Symon on the stage :

the latter is exclaiming,

" And tent mo now, auld boy,
I vo gathered nous will kittle your mind wi' joy."

Glaud, more fat and ample of paunch than becomes a Muir-
land farmer, sits on his sod seat, looking curiously into the

face of Symon, Avho, calling in the aid of his thumb and

finger to help his speech, demonstrates by both the occur-

rence of unlooked-for things; his very hands seem to say,
Put that and that together. The thin bent figure of the

one contrasts well with the jolly form and gladsome visage
of the other : Symon is thoroughly Scotch

; Glaud looks

as if lie had been a sojourner southward of the border.

The fojuth design shows Allan in his strength: his old

women are as good as Gerard Dow's, all nature, oddity,
and originality. Manse is seated in the sunshine at the
door of her little lonely cottage, spinning on a rolcc, or

distaff
;
her thoughts seem not with the work in hand

;

they have, it is likely, travelled to Peggy,
" her aiii sweet

lady her young bonnie bairn." All is composed around
her

;
the cat sits winking and contented

;
the chickens feed

under the shelter of their mother's wing ;
and all is in

repose save Bauldy, who, believing Manse to be a witch,
comes for a cast of her skill, yet seems afraid of venturing
into the presence of one capable of working such mis-

chievous pranks, and who
" Gets the wyto of a' tails out."

The fii'jh piece brings Patio and Peggy together; but
the artist has failed in delineating with elegance

" two
true lovers in a dale:

"
the heroine wants beauty, and the

Gentle Shepherd wants passion: there is nothing to bo

commended in the design, save the figure of old Madge
shouting in the distance to bring the young shepherdess
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liouie. Sir William Worthy appears in the sixt;h sketch

disguised as a wandering seer
;
in foretelling the fortune of

the Gentle Shepherd, his mystical language excites the

wonder of Peggy and Jenny, and wild astonishment in

Madge, who, aware of his meaning, seems to cry,

" Awa ! awa ! the de'il's owrc grit wi' you."

It has not escaped the notice of those who like this design,
that the artist has indicated the birth of the Gentle Shep-
herd by hanging the ballad of "

Gill Morice " on the wall,
and the antiquity of his lineage by the song of "

Chevy
Chase." In the seventh print, where Eoger has an inter-

view with Jenny, both figures are good, and the expression
in keeping with the poet. The shepherd appears humble
and supplicatory, and the shepherdess wears a look of

quiet humour, which suits the words

" And what would Roger say, if ho could speak ?
"

Perhaps Jenny has a touch too much of the virago ;
the

inanimate nature of the landscape is worthy of the rest.

Madge, Mausc, and Bauldy are brought before us in the

eighth _print ;
and here Allan need not shrink from a com-

parison with almost any other painter of the humorous.
The reader must remember the scene in which Bauldy
comes rejoicing to tell Mausc that Patie has become a
" brau rich laird," and as such will scorn the humble Peggy,
who must fall to his own share without either witchcraft

or conjuration; with the quarrel which ensues between
him and Madge. Bauldy is yelling in pain and terror

under the roke of the incensed spinster,who is exclaiming,

" Auld rondos
'

filthy fallow, I shall auld ye.''

His dog takes his part, and pulls her back by the petti-

coat, while Mausc gravely stays, or rather pretends to stay
her. The effect of the group is much heightened by
Gland and Symon enjoying the sight over "the stackyard
dike."

There is considerable softness in the ninth print, where

Patie assures Peggy of the continuance of his love. The
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merit, whatever it amounts to, belongs, however, to the

lady : the lover is a lout. The tenth_ design we consider

as one of the most successful. It embodies these graphic
lines :

' While Peggy laces up her bosom fair,

With a blue snood Jenny binds up her hair
;

Gland, by his morning ingle, takes a beek,
The rising sun shines inotty through the reek

;

A pipe his mouth, the lasses please his eon,

And now and then his joke maun intervene."

Though day has only begun, an old female domestic is

making porridge : a shepherd, who must be early to the

hill, has filled his bicker, which, half asleep as he is, he is

emptying again, in all the haste that food as hot as liquid
fire will allow. His dog begs in vain for a mouthful. The
cock and hens are about to make their exit to the croft or

the stackyard. Grlaud sits with a face full of glee, looking
at Peggy and Jenny bedizening themselves. We would
have liked Peggy better, had she been lacing her bodice

instead of putting a rose in her bosom. The remaining
scenes require no particular description.
Of these designs, and the way in which he prepared the

plates for the work, Allan thus speaks :

" I have engraved
them in the manner called aquatinta, a late invention,
which has been brought to much perfection by Mr. Paul

Sandby. A painter finds his advantage in this method, in

which the pencil may be associated with the graver. It

will be easily seen that I am not a master in the mecha-
nical part of this art

;
but my chief intention was not to

offer smooth and expensive engravings, but expressive and
characteristic designs. How far I have succeeded, it does
not become me to say." The artist was not mistaken :

the engraving is rude and rough, and quite unlike the

smooth and brilliant work produced now. It is, neverthe-

less, full of nature, which is a compensation for many
defects. The poem, united with its illustrations, was

beautifully printed in quarto by the Foulises. It was one
of the first works of that kind which Scotland had pro-
duced, and made the name of Allan popular all over the

north.
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He was now in his forty-fifth, year. His Academy had
a fair proportion of students, and yielded him as much as

enabled him to maintain a house, and establish something
like a studio. A little money arose, too, from such friends

as reckoned him skilful in portraits ;
and as the success

of his illustrations for Ramsay opened a new field of

adventure, he was emboldened to think of matrimony, and

accordingly, in the month of October, 1788, took unto wife

Shirley Welsh, the daughter of a carver and gilder in

Edinburgh. The lady was much his junior ;
but she

loved the art in which her Imsband laboured, admired his

productions too, and, though his person was otherwise

than alluring, she proved a dutiful wife during her short

trial of eight years.
Allan's duties in the Academy hindered him not from

turning his thoughts to other works
;
his mind teemed

with subjects, domestic and historical. Among the latter

we may mention the "
Escape of Queen Mary from Loch-

leven Castle," and add to them his sketches in pencil, or

in ink, of some of the most beautiful scenes in Scotland,
such as Castle Campbell, Stirling from Alloa, Tulliallen

Castle, the High Street of Edinburgh, and many others,
for which we are afraid he had neither skill nor colours.

His homely subjects deserve more attention. The prin-

cipal were,
" The Highland Dance,"

" The Scotch Wed-
ding," and " The Repentance Stool," the idea of which

last, it is said, he took from a satiric poem on that subject,

by Pennycuik, called " Koine's Legacy to the Kirk of Scot-

land," though it is more likely to have been suggested by
what he must often have seen with his own eyes, and which
has been rendered familiar to English readers by the verse

of Burns. Of these, the "Wedding" is the best: it is

full of sedate joy, quiet humour, and boisterous glee, nor
is it wanting in that sort of wit which belongs more to the

hand than to the head. It was engraved in large, and ex-

hibited over Scotland. The likeness was universally

acknowledged ;
and few who saw it could resist open

laughter. Such subjects, whether in actual llesh and

blood, or seen through the medium of the pen or the pencil,
have long been dear to the peasantry of the north. In the
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" Christ's Kirk on the Green," from the hand of King
James, we have a bridal scene which, for life, humour,
merriment, and mischief, no poet has surpassed ;

nor is

the continuation by Kanisay much inferior, though we

recognize a coarser feeling. But, what is more akin to our

subject, there is a very curious and amusing picture of

a " Scotch Wedding," extant still in Druinmond Castle,

painted not later than 1650. The drawing of the figures
is far from correct

;
but it is, perhaps, the earliest work

of the kind existing. The name of the artist is Gordon ;

probably James Gordon of Kothiemay, who made several

views of Edinburgh, with one of Aberdeen, and had them

engraved in Holland.

The "
Penny Wedding," of which Allan gives us such

a lively image, was in his time common in Scotland, and
was one of the many ways which the peasantry had of

awakening mirth and giving
" a day's discharge to care."

As soon as a couple of rustics were proclaimed in the kirk,
sonic nimble-footed friend was employed to summon the

country round to the bridal. A large barn was cleared of

its grain ; split sticks were stuck in the walls to hold

candles
;

a table was placed at the upper end for the

graver guests, and all that remained of space was sur-

rendered freely to those who paid a shilling, and desired

to dance or be social. The bride was queen of the night
till the hour, of stocking-throwing came. People of con-

dition mingled with the peasantry ;
the high-born damsel

"
set, and reeled, and crossed, and cleeket," with the

ploughman while a shepherd girl went down her two
dozen couple of a country dance with the lord or a laird,

just as it happened. The money raised went to discharge
the cost of music and refreshments

; and, according as the

young pair were liked, they found a larger or smaller sur-

plus to enable them to begin housekeeping.
Burns had commenced his short and bright career, when

the rustic pictures of Allan began to take the public
attention : he was among the foremost to perceive in the

painter much of tin? truth and nature of which he was
himself a worshipper ;

and although aware of a deficiency
in elegance and beauty, regarded, probably, the presence
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of fun and humour as a sufficient compensation. During
the period in which the poet wrote his incomparable lyrics,
it occurred to Thomson, the proprietor of the work for

which they were designed, that he might bring in the hand
of our painter to illustrate the choicest scenes in Scottish

song ;
some dozen or so were accordingly produced ;

and
several of these embody the images, serious or comic, of

Burns. One of the best is
" John Anderson my Jo :

"
the

group is truly comic : John is a personification of sly glee
and domestic gladness his eyes seem glimmering with a

delight for which he cannot find utterance
;
his wife, how-

ever, is a sad fright, her aspect would become a scare-

crow, yet it pleases her husband, and that is enough.
1

Another humorous subject was still more happily treated.
"
Allan," says Thomson,

" has just sketched a charming
design from Maggie Lauder. She is dancing with such

spirit as to electrify the piper, who seems almost dancing
too, while he is playing with the most exquisite glee."

These, and others of the artist's designs, were submitted
to Burns, who wrote the following letter to Thomson on
the subject of the " stock and horn," a rude instrument of

music which Allan was fond of putting into the hands of

his shepherds :

" Tell my friend Allan, that I much sus-

pect he has, in his plates, mistaken the figure of the stock

and horn. I have, at last, gotten one, but it is a very rude
instrument. It is composed of three parts : the stock,

which is the hinder thigh-bone of a sheep, such as you see

in a mutton-ham
;
the horn, which is a common highland

cow's horn, cut off at the smaller end until the aperture
be large enough to admit the stock to be pushed up
through the horn, until it be held by the thicker end of

the thigh-bone ; and, lastly, an oaten reed, exactly cut and
notched like that which you see every shepherd-boy have
when the corn-stems are green and full grown. The reed

is not made fast in the bone, but is held by the lips, and

plays loose in the smaller end of the stock ; while the

stock, with the horn hanging on its larger end, is held by

1 This " John Anderson my Jo ''

has lioon forgotten in that of Burnet,
win has all the humour and more than the propriety of Allan.
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the hands in playing. The stock has six or seven ventiges
on the upper side, and one back vcntige, like the common
flute. This of mine was made by a man from the braes of

Athole, and is exactly what the shepherds are wont to use

in that country. If Mr. Allan chooses, I will send him a

sight of mine, as I look on myself to be a kind of brother

brush with him. ' Pride in poets is nae sin
;

' and I will say
it, that I look on Mr. Allan and Mr. Burns to be the only

genuine and real painters of Scottish costume in the world."

As the work of illustration went on, the poet found
other opportunities of commending the designs of the

painter.
" Woo'd and married an' a'," he says, in one

of his letters,
"

is admirable
;
the grouping is beyond all

praise. The expression of the figures, conformable to the

story of the ballad, is absolutely faultless perfection. I

next admire Tumimspike." One of the best, perhaps, is

The Gabcrlunzie Man. The gladsome looks of the '

paukie
auld carle,' the joyous surprise of the young woman in

recognising youth and strength where she had expected

nothing better than weariness and woe, and the grave
solicitude of the matron in matters of household economy,
unite to form a picture of true natural humour and humble
life. The songs of Scotland those of the olden minstrels

and of Burns, Avould have presented a fine field for a

painter equal to the task of catching truly and embodying
naturally their perpetually blending moods of humour and

pathos; but Allan, with all his talents, was deficient in

that " art untcachable
"

of communicating grace and love-

liness to the creations of the mind
;
his toiich was too

gross to give the more delicate hues of feeling and of fancy,

and, though he delineated the coarser features of the

offspring of the Muse with considerable skill, it must be

acknowledged that the task of painting in the varied spirit
of the lyric poetry of the north is yet to be performed.
The fame which Allan acquired by these works soothed

him during the slow sapping progress of a dropsical com-

plaint, accompanied by an asthma, which arose from
anxious application in a line of study reqxiiring head and
hand. His bodily strength was never great, nor had he

any liking to the exercises of walking or riding, by which
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health is preserved and vigour confirmed. After an illness,
of which he scarcely knew himself the commencement, he
died August 6, 1796, in the fifty-third year of his age,

leaving one daughter, named Barbara Anne, and a son,

David, who went out a cadet to India in the year 1806.
In person this painter was under the middle size, of a

slender make, with a long coarse face pitted by the small-

pox, and hair the colour of sand. His eyes were large and

prominent, without animation or fire
;
his nose was long

and high ;
his mouth wide

;
and his whole exterior mean

and unpromising. On a stranger who met Allan in the

street, such is the impression his looks would have left
;

but in company to his liking he was another sort of person ;

his large eyes grew bright and penetrating ;
his manners

pleasing, and his conversation open, gay, and humorous,

inclining to satire, and replete with observation and
anecdote. On the antiquities and literary history of his

country he had employed much of his leisure time, and

delighted to discourse; he boldly pronounced the stock

and horn, of which Burns gave him an account, to be an
instrument too rude for producing true music, and fit only
for "

routing and roaring."
As a painter, his merits are of a limited nature

;
he

neither excelled in fine drawing nor in harmonious colour-

ing, and grace and grandeur were beyond his reach. He
painted portraits which are chiefly remarkable for a

strong homely resemblance : he painted landscapes, but
these want light and air

;
and he attempted the historical,

but save in one picture,
" The Corinthian Maid," all his

efforts in that way were failures. His genius lay in ex-

pression, especially in grave humour and open drollery.
Yet it would be difficult, perhaps, to name one of his

pictures where nature is not overcharged ;
he could not

stop his hand till he had driven his subject into the

debatable land that lies between truth and caricature.

He is among painters what Allan Ramsay is among poets
a fellow of infinite humour, and excelling in all man-

ner of rustic drollery, but deficient in fine sensibility of con-

ception, and little acquainted Avith lofty emotion or high
imagination.
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HE whose life I am about to write was one of those

men who rise to eminence in the world more from
still in various departments, than from original excellence

in any one. The man who, without much presumption,
wrote himself painter, critic, fabulist, and biographer,
merits a memoir such as may exhibit his character, and
illustrate his pretensions.
James Northcote was born at Plymouth, in Devonshire,

on the 22iid day of October, 1746. At times he claimed

descent from, certain Northcotes who flourished nearly as

far back as the Norman Conquest ;
numbered sundry

high-sheriffs of the county amongst his ancestors, and
reckoned kin with Sir Stafford Northcote of Pynes ;

but
in his cynical moods he contented himself with humbler

ancestry. "All people," he could then say, "are sprung
from somebody ;

and even the Northcotes have an origin :

in Devonshire there stood four cottages : one was called

Eastcot, one Westcot, one Southcot, and one Northcot :

I am of the latter house
;
and so there's an honest de-

scent, without help from the Heralds' Office." But the

vanity of remote ancestry finally triumphed. He left

,1,500, by will, to some one who exhibited, from parch-
ments and tradition, a line of descent which reached to

the days of William the Conqueror. It was his pleasure

frequently to talk of the old families, and importance of

his native county.
" You are to consider," he said,

" that

it is almost a peninsula, so that there is 110 thoroughfare,
and people are, therefore, more stationary on one spot ;

for this reason they intermarry among themselves, and you
can trace the genealogies of families for centuries back.

There are squires and gentry in that part of the world who
have occupied the same estates long before the Conquest,
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and who look down upon the Courtenays and others as

upstarts."
l

Whatever the remote ancestors of Northcote were, his

father was a humble citizen of his native place; a little

active man, a watchmaker, who lived in Market Street,
and was well known to the inhabitants of Plymouth Dock,
as he made it his business to wind up and regulate their

clocks. " His house," says a person who knew him,
" had

two windows
;
in one he exhibited watches under repair,

and in the other his wife exposed thread, tape, sleeve but-

tons, and such small matters for sale : he was a quiet and
not ill-informed man

;
and as at that time coffee-houses

were rarities, some of the better sort of inhabitants would
resort to his shop, and chat for an hour or two on the

ordinary topics of the day." He was a man too, of obser-

vation and sagacity.
" My father used to say," observed

the painter,
" that there were people of premature ability

who soon ran to seed, and others who made no figure till

they advanced in life. He had known several who were

very clever at seventeen or eighteen, but who turned out

nothing afterwards
;
at that time of life the effervescence

and intoxication of youth did a great deal, but we required
to wait till the gaiety and dance of the animal spirits sub-

sided to see what people really were."

James was the second son
;
his elder brother, Samuel,

made excellent watches, and improved the barometer. He
died early. There was a good grammar-school in those

days in Plymouth, Tinder the direction of a clergyman
appointed by the corporation: inquiries have been made,
but it does not appear that Northcote was a scholar there ;

1 Northcote loved strong expressions : the squires and gentry of Devon-

shire must have lived in darkness when the Courtenays were unknown,
for Gil>bon says lie discerns their "

nobility and opulence with the first

rays of light.'' The Courtenays sat on the throne of Constantinople,
and mingled their blood with the royal families of England and France.

The great antiquity, however, of some of the country gentlemen's families

in Devonshire cannot be disputed. There is a rhyme, for example, in

every mouth there, which says

" When the Conqueror did come,
Croker and Copplestone were at home."
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and nouo of his contemporaries recollect his having been
their companion in any school. It is supposed that he
obtained the little instruction which he ever received from
the minister of a dissenting meeting-house, an Unitarian,
it is believed, of whose flock his father and mother were
members. He has not said much about his parentage or

his education, though he loved to talk about himself. " I

never," he observed to Hazlitt,
" could learn my lesson at

school. My copy was hardly legible ;
but if there was a

prize to be obtained, or my father was to see it, then I

could write a very fine hand, with all the usual flourishes.

What I know of history and heraldry has been gathered

up when I had to iiiqxiire into the subject for a picture ;

if it had been set to me as a task, I should have forgotten
it immediately." His scholarship was small : he not only
knew no language but his own, but he even knew that

imperfectly ;
and false spelling, in spite of extensive

reading, adhered to him till the last. 1 " Jack the Giant
Killer is the first book," said he,

" I ever read, and I can-

not describe the pleasure it gives mo even now. I cannot
look into it without my eyes filling with tears. It is to

me, from early impressions, the most heroic of perform-
ances. I remember once not having money to buy it, and
I transcribed it all out with my own hand. Had I been
bred a scholar, Homer, I dare say, 'would have been my
Jack the Giant Killer." Money could not have been

plentiful with Northcote in his boyish days, for the price
of " The right valiant Cornish Man " was only a penny.
On looking over his conversations, as recorded by Hazlitt,

I see little that refers to his early studies in art : he was
not one who delighted in relating how he laboured while a

boy, or from whom he obtained his pencils, or to whom he
was indebted for advice given in secret, or pictures lent to

copy or imitate. I have heard that his progress was slow,
and that all he produced was laboriously done : he had no

1 He evidently did not know much of arithmetic, for, in 1773, ho
writes to his brother,

'' If I was to die, I do not know how to keep my
accounts myself, but us I used to do, by keeping everybody's money in

d i ffere 1 1 1 papers." E D.
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first out-flashings ;
he grew quietly up into eminence year

by year. His desire to be distinguished as an artist

arose from the fame of Reynolds, whose friendship with
the family of the Mudges made him much talked of in

Plymouth ;
and his first attempts are said to have been

portraits and outlines, which some blamed and more com-
mended. .He was sixteen years old and irrecoverably an

artist, when Sir Joshua Reynolds visited Plymouth, accom-

panied by Dr. Johnson. " I remember," said Northcote,
"when he was pointed out to me at a public meeting,
where a great crowd was assembled, I got as near to him
as I could from the pressure of the people, to touch the

skirt of his coat, which I did with great satisfaction to my
mind." This is sufficiently enthusiastic, and shows the

resolute liking which already possessed him for painting.
In the turn which he showed for art, his father saw for a

time little but cause for sorrow and vexation : the old man
was poor so poor, that it was said by the members of a

little club to which he belonged, that in his supper with

them he took his dinner. Besides, he was a dissenter,

and dissenters were in those days rigid and zealous
;
and

it is not unlikely that the young artist found his dai'ling

pursuit regarded as a thing vain and frivolous by both

father and mother. Even in the spirit of his own maxim,
his father might dread that all this proceeded from the

premature ability, or mental intoxication, which sometimes

appears in youth; we must not, therefore, blame him for

doubting whether the light by which his son walked was

light from heaven, but rather commend him for his anxiety,
and for his apprenticing the yoxith to his own business, in

order that he might be enabled to earn his bread and be

secured against want.

Whatever were the motives, Northeote was subjected to

the unwelcome task of cleaning and repairing watches. No
one ever heard him speak of his skill in that business, but
it was such as satisfied his father

;
and when the point

was gained, lie was permitted, during his evening and

morning hours of leisure, to follow his favourite pursuit.
He accordingly made drawings and portraits with such

success that his father relaxed in his rigidness ;
and when
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the neighbours began to inquire and applaud, he conde-

scended to look on the sketches of "fat Jack," as he nick-

named his son, who was little and lean, and contrasted

strangely with a tall and corpulent acquaintance whom the

people of Devonport knew by that facetious phrase.

Though Northcote had studied much and drawn much,
it is not clear that he made an early choice of art for his

profession. Like another genius of a higher order, he

might wish to make it a staff, and not a crutch; but, as he

grew in years and knowledge, the Muse who presides over

painting prevailed against any inclination he might have
had for succeeding his father in regulating the clocks of

Plymouth. Before the age of twenty-one had released him
from his indenture, he had unconsciously fixed his election

for life
;
and though he still continued to follow his busi-

ness, he forsook it more and more till he found himself

strong enough in art to relinqxiish it entirely. The little

that he had earned by his trade was more than replaced

by his pencil ;
and as he was admonished by the poverty

of his father to contract habits of care and economy, he

required little to keep soul and body together, or to enable
him to establish a small studio, and stock it with colours,

pencils, canvasses, and drawings. His first painting-room
has been described as very small and mean

;
and its squalid

appearance contrasted strangely, in the eyes of every
visitor, with the buoyant spirits of its possessor. He cou-

timied in Devonport till he was four-and-twenty years old:

his acquirements may be briefly described as consisting of

a rude knack of drawing character, without much feeling
of true proportion, and a slight knowledge of colours,
which lie was inclined to lay on the canvas agreeably to

a perverse notion of his own rather than according to the

light and shade of nature.

With the year 1771 the fortune of Northcote began to

dawn. The friendship of Dr. John Mudge procured for

him the notice of Reynolds ;
and though it would appear

that Sir Joshua shook his head and shrugged his shoulders
when he looked on his imperfect drawings and rude por-
traits, he was prevailed upon to admit him into his house
as a student, and give him all the advantages of his gallery.
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" If I might now," observes Northcote,
" be suffered to say

a little of myself, I would declare that I feel it next to im-

possible to express the pleasure I received in breathing, if

it may be so said, in an atmosphere of art
; having been

until this period entirely debarred not only from the practice
of the art itself, but even from the sight of pictures of any
excellence, as the county of Devon did not at that time
abound with specimens, and even those few which are

scattered about that county I had no opportunity of ever

seeing ;
and as, from the earliest period of being able to

make any observation, I had conceived Reynolds to be the

greatest painter that had overlived, it may be conjectured
what I felt when I found myself in his house as his scholar."

It was not likely that Reynolds would take the admiration
of his scholar amiss, more especially as he showed not only
a proper enthusiasm for art, but such a spirit of study and
labour as Sir Joshua had never before witnessed. He rose

speedily into favour
;
he drew late and early ;

he made
experiments in light and shade, and his attempts began to

draw the remarks of visitors
;
nor were his shrewd and

witty sayings unnoticed. It was soon rumoured in the

circles of art, that Reynolds had imported a Devonshire

prodigy, who was likely to rival him. in truth of character

and beauty of colouring.
The studio of Reynolds afforded other facilities of which

Nbrtneotehad need, and of which he was sensible. "Among
the many advantages," said he, ''which were to be gained
in the house of Sir Joshua, one of the most considerable

certainly was the opportunity of improvement from the

familiar intercourse which he perpetually kept up with the

most eminent men of his time for genius and learning."
Northcote relates, that during the five years which he

spent under the roof of Reynolds, he was treated quite as one
of the family, and sat at the dinner-table which was lighted

up by the wit of Burke and the wisdom of Johnson. This

statement has been modified by the explanation of Mrs.

Gwatkin, one of the nieces of Reynolds, who says that her

uncle's pupils dined by themselves when he had company
at his table : when there were no visitors, they dined with

the family, took one glass of wine, put back their chairs,
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and retired. She felt surprised, she observed, at what
Northcote had said in his " Memoirs of Sir Joshua," about
conversations which occurred when he could not have been

present ;
and she imagined that he got them from her aunt,

Miss Eejnolds, who was partial to her townsman and liked

to hear him talk.

He not only studied under the roof of Reynolds, but
attended the Royal Academy, where he drew from sculp-

ture, and afterwards from the living model. He was quick
in perceiving the defects of his fellow-students, and slow
in remedying his own. " The glaring defects of such

works," said he,
" have almost disgusted mo with the pro-

fession. Is this, I said, what the art is made up of ? How
do I know that my own productions may not appear in the

same light to others ? Nothing gave me the horrors so

much as passing the old battered portraits at the doors of

brokers' shops, with the morning sun shining full upon
them. I was generally inclined to prolong my walk, and

put off painting for that day ;
but the sight of a fine pic-

ture had a contrary effect, and I went back and set to "work

with redoubled ardour." That his early productions ap-

peared crude and ill-digested to others, I have been assured

by some who studied along with him. The want of deci-

sion and truth in his outline was an early fault which, with
all his skill, he could never mend; though, like his master,
Sir Joshua, he strove, when his palette was prepared, to

conceal it in colour. The sharp admonitions which he re-

ceived gave him a dislike to the Academy, and in after-life

he thus entered his testimony against it :

" When the

Royal Academy first began, one would have supposed that

the members were so many angels sent from heaven to fill

the different situations : now the difficulty is to find any-
body fit for them

;
and deficiency is supplied by interest,

intrigue, and cabal. Not that I object to the individuals

neither. As Swift said, I like Jack, Tom, and Harry, very
well by themselves, but altogether they are not to be
endured."

Of his studies under the eye of Sir Joshua, he relates

that, for the sake of practice, he painted the portrait of

one of the female servants. The likeness was so strong,
II. C C
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that it was recognized by a large macaw, which Reynolds
introduced in several of his pictures. The bird had no

good will to the maid-servant
;
and the moment he saw her

portrait, he spread out his wings, and ran in fury, and bit

at the face. Perceiving that he made no impression, he
struck at the hand, and then looked behind, and, lowering
his wings, walked off.

" Sir Joshua observed," said North-

cote,
" that it was as extraordinary an instance as the old

story of the bunch of grapes."
As Northcote's knowledge increased, his confidence in-

creased also : he began to question the propriety of direc-

tions given to the students regarding colours, by one of

the visitors. Sir Joshua looked at him, and said,
" He is

a sensible man, but an indifferent colourist. There is not

a man on earth who has the least notion of colouring : we
all of us have it equally to seek for, and find out as, at

present, it is totally lost to the art." Consolatory words
to Northcote ! His colouring had improved, and now and
then he touched off a bit to the liking of his master

;
but

these were lucky hits the offspring of chance rather than
of principle : he began in the dark, and had not yet got
into full light. Having questioned the skill of a common
member of the Academy, he ventured to give advice to the

President. He had observed, that the colours which parted

brilliantly from his master's brush, soon lost their glow on
the canvas. " I once humbly endeavoured," said he,

" to

persuade Sir Joshua to abandon those fleeting colours,
lake and carmine, which it was his practice to use in paint-

ing the flesh, and to adopt vermilion in their stead, as in-

finitely more durable
; although, perhaps, not so exactly

true to nature as the former. I remember he looked on his

hand, and said,
' I can see no vermilion in flesh.' I replied,

' But did not Sir Godfrey Knellcr always use vermilion in

his flesh colour ?
'

Sir Joshua answered, rather sharply,
'What signifies what a man used who could not colour?

You may use it if you will.'
"

Except what Northcote gained from such testy conver-

sations, or gathered from the practice of Sir Joshua, he

was not likely to make much pi-ogress in natural colouring
under one who considered his knowledge as a part of his
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fortune, and concealed it as a spell, which to reveal would
undo him. " He would not suffer me," says his pupil,
"
during the whole time I resided in his house, to make

vise of any other materials than the common preparations
of colour, just as we have them from the hands of the

colourmaii
;
and all varnishes, and every kind of experi-

ment, were strictly prohibited. Likewise all his own pre-

parations of colour were most carefully concealed from my
sight and knowledge, and perpetually locked secure in his

drawers
;
thus never to be seen or known by any one but

himself." Sir Joshua might have safely allowed North-

cote to make his own experiments in colours
;
for he had

not the patience necessary for prolonged investigation. He
Avas noted, early in life, for a too great readiness of reply
to all who noticed defects in his works. He had a reason

at hand for all he did
;
and the most patient soon grew

weary of instructing one so very wise and ingenious. The

term, too, of five years, which Northcote had in his own
mind allowed for study under Sir Joshua, was fast expiring :

and he began to look forward to the time when he might
make use of any colours he pleased, and have recourse to

all manner of experiments.
" The latter end of the year

1775 was now arrived," he observes,
" when it only wanted

a few months of five years that I had been with him, and
when I also approached the twenty-ninth year of my age,
and I thought it high time for me to do something for

myself at so late a period in the life of a pupil, having been

prevented, by many causes, from beginning my studies as

a painter in early youth." He intimated liis wish to his

master, when " Sir Joshua, with a gentleness in his manner,
said, he thought I was now well able to do for myself. I

replied, that I was very sensible of the obligations I owed
him, and that I would stay any time longer he should think

proper, if I could be of any service to him. Sir Joslrua,

said, by no means, as I had already done him much service.

I answered, that I feared I had not been of so much service

to him as I wished
;
but that it was solely from my want

of power, and not inclination. Sir Joshua was so very

obliging as to sa,y, that I had been very useful to him,
more so than any scholar that had ever been with him

;
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and added,
' I hope we shall assist each other as long as

we live.'
"

Of his employment in the gallery of Reynolds, it is

less necessary to give any detailed account, since he was

only allowed to touch subordinate parts, prepare grounds,
or make copies for his own benefit in practice and pocket.
He disliked the drudgery of copying ;

and observed with a

sneer,
"
Copying pictures is like plain work among women :

it is what anybody can do, and therefore nothing but a

bare living is to be got by it." He confessed, that, in

common with many students, he was startled when he first

began to copy from the living figure in the Academy : his

companions were not slow in asserting that he always eyed
the female model with something like alarm in his counte-

nance, and that his hand traced, in consequence, a very

unequal and undecided line. From studies such as these

he retired into Devonshire, where ho remained nearly a

year, painting portraits for ten or fifteen guineas each,
with the purpose of raising a purse weighty enough to

carry him into Italy. In this he was aided, it is svirmised,

by his elder brother, who had already acquired some

notice, and was considered the truest genius of the family.
With a little money in his pocket, with no knowledge of

any language save his mother-tongue, with some letters of

introduction to Roman artists in his hand, and with un-

bounded confidence in his own fortunes, he set out for

Italy in the year 1777.

In after-life, when instructing a student, who was on
the wing for Rome, what masters to study, and what gal-
leries to visit, he added,

" But remember, young man,
your chief object is to steal." With something of the

same purpose, Northcote crossed the Alps. Ho had seen

the memorandum books of Reynolds, in which the most
natural and noble attitudes of figures and heads from other

masters were noted down to be employed in future works
of his own : and it could not have escaped one so observ-

ing, that his master had wrought, many of them into

portraits, male and female. It has been said of Pope,
that in all his brethren there is not one happy turn which
he has not imitated; and it maybe said of Sir Joshua,
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that he transferred to his own canvas all the lucky hits and
studied excellences of light and shade which he saw

amongst the great masters of Italy. But to steal is one

thiug, and to steal wisely another. To borrow deep
colouring from Titian, or divine thought from Raphael,

required skill little short of their own. The rogueries of

art require to be dexterously done : a celestial hand alone

can purloin from the gods. He always spoke with plea-
sure of his journey.

" There may be sin," said he,
" in

Borne, as in all great capitals ;
but in Parma, and the

remoter towns they seem all one family. Their kindness
to strangers is great. I travelled from Lyons to Genoa,
and from Genoa to Rome, without speaking a word of the

language, and in the power of a single person, without

meeting with the smallest indignity : everywhere, both in

inns and on the road, every attention was paid to my
feelings, and pains taken to make me comfortable."

When he reached Rome, he went to the Sistine chapel,
and paid homage, as his master had done, to the presiding

spirit of the place. As he looked there and elsewhere, he
felt that his dreams of portrait-painting were unsubstan-

tial and unreal, compared to the glories which arose from
historical compositions. The more he studied, the more
he was convinced that little was lasting which had not its

source in science and poetry ;
and he surrendered his

feelings freely to this new impulse. With all his enthu-

siasm, he perceived, what few artists have done
; namely,

that neither repetitions of the antique would do in sculp-

ture, nor imitations of Raphael in painting.
" It is easy,"

said he,
" to imitate one of the old masters. If you want

to last, you nmst invent something. To do othei'wise, is

only pouring liquor from one vessel into another, that

becomes staler every time. We are tired of the antique ;

the world wants something new, and will have it
;
no

matter whether it be better or worse, if there is but an
infusion, of new life and spirit, it will go down to pos-

terily. There is Michael Angelo : how utterly different

from the antique, and in some things how superior! there

is his statue of Cosmo de' Medici leaning on his hand, in

the Chapel of St. Lorenzo at Florence : I declare it has
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that look of reality in it that it almost terrifies one to be
near it. Is it not the same with Titian, Correggio, and

Raphael? These painters did not imitate one another,
but were as unlike as possible, and yet were all excellent.

Originality is neither caprice nor affectation. It is an
excellence that is always to be found in nature, but has
never had a place in art before." These sentiments do
honour to Northcote, and are as plainly spoken as they
are just and natural. In truth, we have made much less

progress in art than we imagine. We have not yet

approached the grandeur and god-like dignity of the great

foreign masters
;
we want poetic elevation

;
we are behind

in that majestic simplicity and loftiness of invention which

belong to the princes of the art. Nor do we make their

direct and immediate appeals to the heart. There was a
visible meaning in all they did. They painted no riddles

;

they made no bodies for the sake of making bodies, for

they put souls into their figures : in short, they were

utterly unacquainted with the art, in which too many excel,

of making picturesque groups. They made no show of

legs and muscles, though they had them in perfection.
Sentiment prevailed over all.

He has said little, in his letters or conversations, about
his way of life or of study at Rome. I have heard that,

as necessity and nature united in making him economical,
he lived meanly, associated with none who were likely to

lead him into expenses ;
and as he copied for dealers or

travellers a number of the favourite works of the Italian

masters, he improved his skill of hand, and rather increased

than diminished the sum with which he started from Eng-
land. Common apartments, common clothes, and common
food, sufficed for one who was too proud to ask aid from

any source, and who had resolved to bo independent.
He formed the notion of uniting, on his return to Eng-
land, portrait with historical painting ; making the income

arising from the first pay, and more than pay, for the time

bestowed on the second. He accordingly studied both. For

knowledge in likenesses, he had recourse to Titian, whom
lie joined Reynolds in declaring to be the supreme head of

the school of portraiture. To gain an intimate acquaintance
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with the works of that master, he not only visited every
collection in Rome, but wandered over Italy. There were

heaps, so he expressed it, of Titian's pictures at Naples,
who painted them for the Farnese family.

" There is that

fine one," said he to Hazlitt,
" which you heard me speak

of, Paul the Third and his two natural sous, or nephews
as they are called. My God! what a look it has. The
old man is sitting in his chair, and looking up to one of

the sons, with his hands grasping the arm-chair with his

long spider fingers, and seems to say, as plain as words
can speak,

' You wretch, what do yoxi want now ?
'

while

the young fellow is advancing with an humble hypocritical
air." So well did he store his sketch-books, and stock

his memory with notes and memorandums regarding this

favourite painter, that he was enabled, near forty years
afterwards, to draw from them materials for the " Life and
Times of Titian."

His observations on the source of Italian inspiration in

art are just and profound. It is but fair, however, to

state, that, if they were made during his stay at Rome,
they were neither uttered nor written till the year 1828,
when other critics had given breath to similar sentiments.
" As to lofty history," he observes,

" our religion scarcely
allows it. The Italians had no more genius for painting,
nor a greater love of pictures, than we

;
but their church

was the foster-mother of the fine arts. Being the most

politic and powerful establishment in the world, they laid

their hands on all that could allure and impress the minds
of the people, music, painting, architecture, ceremonies

;

and this produced a succession of great artists and noble

works, till the churches were filled, and then they ceased.

The genius of Italian art was nothing but the genius of

popery ; everything at Rome is like a picture is calculated

for show. I remember walking through one of the by-
streets near the Vatican, where I met some procession in

which the Pope was
;
and all at once I saw a number of

the most beautiful Arabian horses curvetting and throwing
out. their long tails like a vision, or part of a romance.
All our pageants are Bartholomew Fair cxhibiti-.ms com-

pared with what you see at Rome. And then, to see the
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Pope give the benediction in St. Peter's, raising himself

up, and spreading out his hands in the form of a cross,

with an energy and dignity as if he was giving a blessing
to the whole world." Of Edwards the painter, he related,

that, on going to see the Sistine chapel with Romney, he
was so little moved by the beauty of the works around,
that he turned on his heel and exclaimed,

"
Egad, George,

we're bit !

" " Northcote spoke," says Hazlitt,
" of his

journey to Italy, of the beauty of the climate, of the man-
ners of the people, of the imposing effect of the Roman
Catholic religion, of its favourableness to the fine arts, of

the churches full of pictures, of the manner in which he

passed his time, studying and looking into all the rooms
in the Vatican : he had no fault to find with Italy, and no
wish to leave it. Gracious and sweet was all he saw in

her. As he talked, he looked as if he saw the different

objects pass before him, and his eye glistened with familiar

recollections. He said Raphael did not scorn to look out

of himself, or to be beholden to others : he took whole

figures from Massaccio to enrich his designs, because all

he wanted was to advance the art and ennoble human
nature. After he saw Michael Angelo he improved in

freedom and breadth : all his works are an effusion of the

sweetness and dignity of his own character." Having
painted a number of portraits, male and female, some of

which he left behind, he returned to England through
Florence, to whose gallery of heads he added his portrait ;

and through Flanders, for the sake of studying in the

collections Avhich had the best works of Rubens and

Vandyke.
When, in the year 1780, he re-appeared in London, ho

was welcomed warmly by Reynolds, who asked him what
he thought of Michael Augelo, and what were his own
views in life. ISTorthcote replied,

" For once that I went
to look at Raphael, I went twice to look at Michael

; and,
with respect to my own views, I am resolved to take a

house and commence painting portrait and history." Sir

Joshua praised his taste and also his resolution
;
and ad-

vised him to take a house in Leicester Fields, and set up
his easel beside his old master. But circumstances did not
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permit him to follow counsel of which he doubted the pro-

priety :

l he contented himself with a more humble abode,
and took lodgings at No. 2, Old Bond Street. Sir Joshua
was still supreme head of the realms of portraiture ;

but
a new competitor had come forward in historic composition.
Fuseli, lately returned from his studies at Rome, had al-

most instantly attracted public notice by the undaunted
boldness of his speculations. Had any one looked at

Northcote and Fuseli through their works alone, the one too

extravagant and the other too tame, no resemblance would
have been traced

;
but when in company, and face to face,

there was a close similitude of personal character. It has
been remarked that little ill-blood was ever visible between
them : they did not disgrace themselves by uncivil bicker-

ings, though it is acknowledged that they looked on each

other with distrust and dislike. In truth, if Northcote
dreaded the crucifying ridicule of Fuseli, the Swiss re-

spected what he called the annihilating sarcasms, more
venomous than a serpent's tooth, of the Englishman : they
were at all time -

"
Willing to wound, and yet afraid to strike

;

"

and eyed one another like two pitted cocks, that strut and

peck and chuckle in scorn, before they leap into the air and
stab with their steel heels.

Another rival, and of a more dangerous nature, made
his appearance in. the lists. This was Opie. The " Cornish
Wonder" was opposed to the "Devonshire Prodigy."
Both were of humble origin ;

with little of what the world
calls education

;
both came, too, from the great academy

of nature: for assuredly the influence of studios, or galle-
ries of works of art, had no share in preparing them for

the contest. Reynolds was privately in favour of Northcote
;

1 lie appears to have returned for a short time to Plymouth, where
he made a little more money by taking portraits ;

but lie came back to

London, and established himself in Bond Street in 1781. His fame was

greatly increased by his sojourn in Italy, and he now began contributing

regularly to the Koyal Academy. In this year, 1781, we find two por-
traits by him of " Naval Officers.'' He had been made while abroad a
member of the Academies of Koine, Florence, and Crotona. ED.
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Wolcot, the satiric rhymer, was publicly in favour of Opie :

the former sought to do his pupil service by all those
nameless and indescribable ways of intimating preference
without expressing it

;
while the latter, a bold, dauntless,

and shameless person, wrote verses and paragraphs in

favour of Opie, which were blown far and wide by the hot
breath of the public press. Nature, however, took the

matter into her own hands, and raised the one soonest to

distinction whom she had inspired most. Opie soon found
himself invested with what he called a "

terrific popularity:
"

he felt that his right hand had not acquired sufficient skill,

nor his mind that sense of the delicate and the beautiful,
which would enable him to keep the place to which he had
been borne as on wings, and without his own consent.

Northcote looked on all this in his own quiet, cool way,
and foretold the descent of the popular idol from its pedes-
tal.

" In a very little space of time," said he,
" that capri-

cious public, who had so violently admired and employed
Opie when he first appeared and was a novelty among them,
and was in reality only the embryo of a painter, after he
had proved himself to be a real artist, left him with dis-

gust, because he was a novelty no longer." Though in a

great measure pitted against each other, Northcote and

Opie were, to all appearance, friends. " I wish you had
known Opie," the former observed to Hazlitt: " he was a

very original-minded man : I do not say that he was always
right, but he put your thoughts into a new track, which
was worth following."

After his return from Borne, Northcote visited his family
in Devonport, and painted the portraits of all who were
attracted by that increase of fame which study abroad brings.
" I took," said Mr. Rosdew of Plymouth,

"
my friend, Mr.

Bulteel of Fleet, to see his works, observing to him, as we
went, that the painter was not above the influence of flat-

tery. We went through his father's little shop, and up a

small winding staircase. At the top were two doors lead-

ing to two rooms, in each of which were pictures. That on
the right hand contained a large picture, a portrait of a very

worthy but a very severe stern man
;
and so much of the

character was in the face, that my companion, when he saw
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it, said,
' Cover that picture up, or I can't come iu

; lie is

going to say a stern thing to me.' Northcote bowed, and
seemed so grateful, that he looked as if he would have

worshipped the speaker." He was at all times very acces-

sible to flattery ;
and though he would not have allowed

it to be laid on, as the poet says, with a trowel, he was not
averse to a thick varnishing Soon after his establishment
in London, and when his pictures began to be talked of, a

friend from Plymouth visited the artist, praised his works,
and was going away.

" When shall we see you here

again?
"
inquired the painter.

" When you are Sir James

Northcote," replied the Devonian. "
Oh, that will never

be," said the artist.
" Then there will be more want of

discernment than of merit, sir," said his flatterer. Upon this

one present exclaimed, "You would not swallow that,
would you ?

" " Swallow !

"
said the painter ;

"
why not ?

I will swallow anything that is sweet and pleasing." The
bitter things which dropped like aquafortis from his

tongue, in after-years, made his early weaknesses re-

membered.
I have heard men of taste claim for Northcote the merit

of being the founder of the school of historical painting
in England: they were of Devon; and might desire to

honour their countryman, without being aware of wronging
Reynolds, or of the claims of West and Barry. Northcote
was only known as the exhibitor of an indifferent portrait
or two, when those distinguished men had produced some
of their highest historical pictures. In 1783 he sent to

the Exhibition three pictures, part portrait and part fan-

ciful. One was "
Beggars with Dancing Dogs ;

"
a second

was "
Hobinella," from Gay's

"
Shepherd's Week ;

" and a

third was " The Village Doctress :

" and in 1784 he exhi-

bited the picture of "
Captain Englefield with eleven of his

crew saving themselves in the pinnace from the wreck of

the Centaur, of 74 guns, lost September, 1782." But ad-

mitting these to be of the historical rank, we must not

forget that "The Death of Wolfe," by West, and the

"Adam and Eve," by Barry, had been painted ten years
before. Northcote, nevertheless, ranks with the fathers of

historical painting. His conception was usually just, his
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meaning plain ;
nor was there an utter absence of poetic

dignity in any of his works : he looked on nature with no

vulgar eye, and desired to confine her luxuriance within

the limits of science and sense. The shipwreck of Captain
Englefield was very favourably received : the twelve por-
traits in the picture were considered well drawn, and har-

moniously combined in one clear and intelligible action.

New sitters were attracted
;
and the way to the painter's

door began to be encumbered with carriages and servants

holding saddle-horses, much in the manner which he him-
self relates of Opie. He had reaped the crop of portraiture
which his native country presented, and now established

himself in Clifford Street, New Bond Street, where he com-
menced housekeeping, in a small way, and formed some-

thing resembling a studio and gallery.

Though money poured in and fame increased, the soul

of the painter failed to expand with his fortune. He was,
in truth, of a nature narrow and contracted. He main-
tained his early sharp system of economy, kept up the same

simplicity of dress, and the same frugality of table. Neither
did Northcote bate one jot of his sarcastic remarks and
bitter sayings ;

not only did he fling the barbed and
sometimes poisoned darts of his speech against men in high
places, but he spared not the brethren of the palette, or, if

he spared any, it was only Sir Joshua. He now began, too,

to pen criticisms in the newspapers, and give accounts of

pictures and picture-dealers : moreover, he was more than

suspected of writing rhymes. Some of his portraits having
been sharply handled by the critics, he conceived a dislike

to all the race who live by disposing of their opinions : he

accused them of ignorance, of knowing nothing of Michael

Angelo or the grand style, and averred that there was

something so spiritual, so mystical or profound, in works
of art, that no one could comprehend them save those who
had studied in the schools and travelled to Rome. To

Reynolds, who sometimes visited him, these sentiments

were not unwelcome
;
but the image of frugality which his

household presented was more pleasing to the President

ihan the sight of the paintings : he shi'ugged his shoul-

ders, hinted and murmured, and finally accused him of
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worshipping the florid style of colouring, and with defi-

ciency in the harmony of light and shade.

He sent to the Exhibition of the year 1785 eight pictures,
of which five were portraits, and three works of fancy :

the portraits are without names
;
the others are,

" The

Charity,"
" The Fruit Girl," and " The Visit to the Grand-

mother." 1 These were so well received that Northcote
made a step into history, and, in the year 1786, painted
his "

King Edward V. and his Brother, Richard Duke of

York, murdered in the Tower, by order of Richard III.;"
" The Death of Prince Leopold of Brunswick ;" and " The
Loss of the Halsewell East Indiaman." The first of these

was praised by the critics, and beautifully copied by the

graver; and the fame of Northcote was spread over the
land. He was already favourably known by the "

Ship-
wreck of Captain Englefield," and

" The Village Doctress,"
both of which had been engraved ;

but this was a work of

a higher quality ;
the characters were dead and gone, and

he had to imagine faces, and endow them with sentiment
in the spirit of history. That he has accomplished this

has never been questioned, though I have heard both the

proportions of the figures and the style of colouring spoken
of as much inferior to the sentiment and feeling of the
scene. There is, in truth, hardly a picture of his in which
the proportions are harmonious, or the drawing correct :

in this fine painting, however, the exquisite innocence
and grace of the children triumph over all defects. The

Eoyal Academy now admitted him to the honours of

Associate
;
nor among the lists of his works is there any

proof that he smoothed the way to preferment by paint-

ing portraits of the already honoured brethren. He
was, indeed, no flatterer, nor swimmer with the stream

;

to praise him was not always the surest way of pleasing

1 All these are, as Redgrave calls them," milk-and-water illustrations

of the lesser moralities." Though characterless and somewhat vulgar in

style, they pleased the taste of the time, and the engravings of them
became very popular. Still more popularity did he acquire by his
"
Young Princes murdered in the Tower," a picture which raised him to

the rank he desired of historic painter, though, in truth, it is only
painted in a common-place historic genre style. ED.
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him
;
and no one ever succeeded who tried contradic-

tion.

This has been called the golden age of historical painting
in England : the King employed West, and Boydell re-

tained all other members of the Academy who had any
reputation in poetic composition. The aim of that gene-
rous patron of the fine arts was to establish a market all

over the world for engravings from the best paintings of

the English masters, and so diffuse at one and the same
time a knowledge of our history, our poetry, and our fine

arts, among all nations. The scheme was a magnificent
one, and it prospered for a time. To the Shakspeare Gal-

lery Northcote contributed his "Murder of the Eoyal
Children," and was then desired by Boydell, with a Lon-
doner's feelings, to try his hand on the " Death of Wat
Tyler." The painter thus relates the history of this noble

picture :

" I said that I could make nothing of it
;
but as

soon as Boydell was gone, and I was left to myself, the

whole then seemed to unfold itself naturally. I never

could study the rules of composition, or make sketches a.nd

drawings beforehand : in this, probably running into the

opposite error to that of the modern Italian painters,
whom Fuseli reproaches with spending their whole lives in

preparation, I must begin at once, or I can do nothing.
When I set about the ' Wat Tyler,' I was frightened at it;

it was the largest work I had ever undertaken : there were
to be horses, and armour, and buildings, and several groups
in it : when I looked at it, the canvas seemed ready to

fall on me. But I had committed myself, and could not

escape; disgrace was behind me, and every step I made in

advance was so much positively gained. It' I had stayed to

make a number of designs, and try different experiments,
I never should have had the courage to go on." These
are the confessions of a man who seems to have had little

imaginative power: who saw his subject by a leg and a

head at a time, and wanted that pictorial splendour of

fancy which places the scene which he longs to embody
before his mind's eye as clearly as a portrait taker places
a sitter. Northcote had to grope his way more than a

poetic artist ought ;
and though lie seized, sometimes,
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noble things in the dark, what he produced was more the

result of incessant labour than of a happy exertion of

fancy and feeling. This was the cause of a certain air of

stiffness, and want of natural ease, which marked many of

his figures : they were not made at once, and seemed to

usurp the canvas by force, rather than hold it as their

inheritance.

The " Wat Tyler," the largest, if not the happiest effort

of the painter, met with a very gracious reception from
the world. The story of the heroic mayor and the bold

insurgent is told with great simplicity and truth. Tyler,
stunned by a stroke of Walworth's mace, is dropping from
his horse

;
the poniard of a citizen is ready to make all

secure
;
the youthful king gazes on the scene with a touch

of boyish astonishment, while the rebels bend their bows
and advance their spears to avenge the death of their

leader. The colouring is rich, the light and shade happy :

the work fills the imagination, and realizes history. The

citizens, one and all, applauded the performance : the

terrors which hemmed the artist around whilst he painted
were dispelled by the voice of general approbation.

"
Now,

Northcote will go home," said Fuseli,
"
put an extra piece

of coal on his fire, and be almost tempted to draw the cork

of his only pint of wine, when he hears such praise." In
the " Death of Wat Tyler," as well as in compositions
later and earlier, Northcote imagined himself imitating
Titian and other Italian masters

; but, in truth, he imi-

tated, perhaps unconsciously, his master, Reynolds. Ha
could only see what was really before him. The Titians

which he saw at Venice, and Naples, and Home, did not

accompany him out of Italy : all, save the general impres-
sion they made, faded from his recollection

;
whereas Sir

Joshua's labours were visible every day. Such pleasant
delusions are not uncommon in the world. Rowe imagined
that he imitated Shakspeare.

It was the fortune of Northcote to live long in some-

thing like a state of opposition to Opie.
1

They were both

1 Messrs. Redgrave, who have given n, long and amusing account of
Nortlicofc in " The Cf-r.tury of English Painters," do nut think that he
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engaged in historical pictures, by the same adventurous

alderman, and acquitted themselves in a way which, with

many, left their merits in the balance. Opie had more
force and more life

;
but then he wanted a certain air of

academic elegance, which Northcote bestowed on all his

compositions : the first was sometimes vulgar, and a want
of elevation and purity was discernible in all he did

;
the

latter had little natural fire, but he had a fine sense of

what history required. The dignity of Raphael had not

been exhibited to him in vain. In after life, when Opie
had ceased to be in any one's way, Northcote could recall,

without any bitterness, their days of rivalry.
"
Opie,"

said he to Hazlitt,
" was a man of sense and observation :

he paid me the compliment of saying, that we would have
been the best of friends in the world if we had not been
rivals. I think he had more of this feeling than I had

;

perhaps, because I had most vanity. "We sometimes got
into foolish altercations. I recollect once, in particular, at

a banker's in the city, we took up the whole of dinner-

time with a ridiculous controversy about Milton and

Shakspeare. I am sure neither of us had the least notion

which was right ;
and when I was heartily ashamed of it,

a foolish citizen added to my confusion by saying,
' Lord !

was ever otherwise than friendly with Opie, though the strong language
in which he was wont to express his sentiments made some people ima-

gine that he regarded his rival with furious hatred. Most of his out-

rageous speeches were merely said to astonish his listeners, and were
often simply humorous exaggerations, as when he describes his feelings
on seeing Opie's

" Murder of Rixxio," a subject which lie also was paint-

ing at the same time. On returning to his own work, he says,
" The

ghost of that picture stood between me and my blank canvas I could

see nothing but the murderers of Rixxio. I felt I could have rejoiced if

they had seined the painter and murdered him instead. Yes, I could !

This dwelt upon my fancy until I laughed at the conceit
; for, thought I,

then there had been a meddling fiddler and a rival painter despatched
at the same expense To attempt anything so original, so

gloriously fine, I might as well have set about creating another world/'

All this, it is evident, was mere fun, and was said probably to Opie
himself, who would have been complimented by the effect his "

pictcr,"
as Northcote calls it. produced. On Opie's death he was sincerely

affected, and wrote a very eulogistic account of him in " The Artist,"

though, in his harsh talk, he professed it to be a relief that such a
"
stumbling-block

"
was removed out of his way. En.
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what would I give to hear two such men as you talk every

day !

' ' On another occasion, when on his way to Devon-

port, Opie parted with him where the road branches off for

Cornwall. He said to those who were on the coach with

him,
" That is Opie the painter."

" Is it, indeed !

"
they

all cried, and upbraided Northcote for not informing them
sooner. Upon this he contrived, by way of experiment, to

try the influence of his own name; but his fame had not
reached those enlightened

"
Outsides," and the painter

confessed he felt mortified.

The fame which he acquired by the " Wat Tyler
" was

supported by his pictures of the " Burial of the Murdered
Princes in the Tower," and the "Arthur and Hubert."
The former of these compositions is much more pic-

turesque than natural : the murderers, accompanied by
torch-bearers, are represented carrying the naked children

down a steep and difficult stair
;
and instead of conveying

them the easiest and readiest way, they have laid them

upon long cloths, and are lowering them into the dungeon,
with an excess of trouble, which shows them to have been
sad dolts in the way of their business. All this, however,
was done in order to give the painter an opportunity of

showing how well he could manage his colours : the deadly
white of the naked bodies contrasts with the cloths on
which they are lowered, and the torch sheds a dismal

glare down the steps of the dungeon, and on the faces of

the murderers. One is struck Avith the unnatural action,
and "

double, double toil and trouble
"

sort of character

of the composition. The " Hubert and Arthur " cannot
be charged with the fault of extravagance : it is thought-
ful and touching, and tells its story with great simplicity
and clearness. These works had their influence: on the
13th of February, 1787, Northcote was made a member of

the Academy, and was welcomed to his station by the
hand of the President, his master and friend.

He took his seat in the Academy, but he seldom mixed
in any of the sharp debates which too frequently happened.
Those who are most happy with the pencil are seldom so

well gifted in the matter of oratory as their inferior

brethren; and as lleynolds in his studio was no cncourager
II. D D
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of talking, but pronounced it the mark of a second-rate

mind, Northcote, perhaps, felt that he was not quite so

secure of fame, in art, as to risk it by long speeches. He
had no great liking to the Koyal Academy from the

moment of his admission : of the members, individually,
he expresses himself, in his conversations, with modera-

tion, and sometimes kindness
;
but of the body corporate

he writes with unmitigated bitterness. What was the
source of all this hatred ? He obtained admission himself

as soon as his merits were made public ;
not a little, it is

said, to the mortification of Fuseli, who thought his own

genixis overlooked
; and, as he offered himself for no office,

he could not brood in secret over the refusal of a situation

for which he had not asked. His dislike, probably, arose

from his own inability to make a figure in the public meet-

ings or in the councils, and from the notice which the

titled and the opulent took of mere portrait painters, who,
considerable as Northcote allowed their merits to be,

approached not the dignity which he attached to the

school of history and poetry. In those times, a skilful

face-painter was the companion of princes and dukes
;

while he who followed the grand style was thankful when
a citizen invited him to his table. I know not Avhat com-

pany, save that of his brethren, Northcote in those days
kept : that he spoke little in the Academy we have his

own assurance. " I remember," said lie,
" when Sir

Joshua wished to propose a monument to Dr. Johnson in

St. Paul's, that West got up, and said, the King, he knew,
was averse to anything of the kind, for he had been pro-

posing a similar monument in Westminster Abbey for a

man of the greatest genius and celebrity, one whose
works were in all the cabinets of the curious throughout

Europe, one whose name they would all hear with the

greatest respect, and then it came out, after a long pre-

amble, that he meant Woollett, who had engraved his
' Death of Wolfe.' I was provoked, and could not help

exclaiming,
' My God ! do yon put Woollett on a footing

with such a man as Dr. Johnson, one of the greatest

philosophers and moralists that ever lived? We can have
a thousand engravers at any time.' There was such a
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burst of laughter at this : Dance, a grave, gentlemanly

man, laughed till th'e tears ran down his cheeks
;
and

Farington used afterwards to say to me,
' Why don't you

speak in the Academy ;
and begin with, My God ! as you

did when you discomfited West ?
' '

It is said Northcote felt, like Reynolds, that historical

subjects cost him much study, and that the fame which

they brought could scarcely be considered as a compensa-
tion for the outlay of labour, and the sitters for portraits
of which they deprived him. It is very probable, however,
that hre poetic pictures brought faces to his easel when the

time came that poetic pictures by Northcote were no longer

wanted, and, fortunately or unfortunately, that time was
not far off. The speculations of Boydell were in a great
measure alien to the feeling of the country. In Britain,
the love of art is not a common passion : every day we see

the merest daubers patronised by the highest of the land
;

and men unworthy of preparing sculptors' modelling clay

employed to make the statues of heroes and legislators.
The public runs after whatever is strange or new

;
and

whether it be a so-called genius, or merely some far-

fetched oddity, the gaping wonder of the multitude lasts

but for a season, and is ever ready to welcome new enter-

tainers.
" The Shakspeare Gallery speculation," says one

of Northcote's biographers,
"
proved an entire failure

;

and the venerable Boydell, in his patriotic endeavour to

still further advance the interest of the arts of his country,
made a wreck of his fortune. The eclat which certain

painters obtained, during the short season of popularity
which the Shakspeare Gallery experienced, began also to

decline
;
and it must be confessed that Northcote, and

some others, seem to have lost much of their wonted

energy from this unfortunate epoch. It is true that they
still continued to paint, and laboured long and steadily :

but the fire that was kindled 011 the establishing of this

national competition for fame soon burnt with less ardour;
and the flame by degrees could scarcely warm the genius
that gave it birth." Two stimulants expired with this

speculation the competition with Opie, and the money
which those historical paintings brought in. The genius
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of Northcote required to be animated "by opposition, and
soothed in its hours of toil with the chink of gold ; the
sound of which, when paid down, was sweet in the artist's

ears as the music of Apollo's lute. Had he valued wealth

merely as the stepping-stone to independence, comfort,
and elegance, his feeling would have been rational and
wise

;
but he was one of those whom the poet reproaches

with such love of money as a tame jackdaw has for silver

spoons to hide it rather than to use it. He loved to

converse with such people as could instruct him in the art

of laying out his gains, men who frequented the .public

places, where wealth waits on him who, between guessing
and gambling, stumbles darkly upon Fortune.

As the failure of the Shakspeare Gallery involved only
the disciples of the grand style, the portrait painters, in

general, continued to flourish. Nortlicote joined the band,
at that time as numerous nearly as now, and solicited

public favour for a variety of portraits, most of which he
sent to the Academy Exhibition. Of those works I can

give but an imperfect account. I have heard good judges
say, that they showed a clear perception of character, with
some skill in light and shade, but were deficient in that

deep clear elegance of colour which gives to canvas the
hue of nature, were formal of posture, and wanted the easy
attitudes of life. It has been remarked, that even his

happiest designs look better from the hand of the graver
than from his own. Nothing can mark more strongly
than this the deficiency of his colouring, and the supe-

riority of his conceptions. Among the works of this

period I may particularize his "Grecian Girl;" "The
Dominican Friar;" and "Two Sketches of Characters
from Shakspeare." The latter were preparations, I have

heard, for larger paintings, commissioned in the golden
days of Boy dell.

In 1791, Northcote removed from Clifford Street to 39,

Argyll Street a house small but commodious. He was
now in the forty-fourth year of his age, in the full enjoy-
ment of health, with not a little money in the funds, and
a fame on the rise rather than the decrease

;
with fair

employment as a portrait painter, and now and then a
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small commission in the fancy or historic way. With the

brethren of the easel, his sarcastic sayings and shrewd

replies made him respected: a certain dislike which he
had picked up or imbibed in matters of existing politics
obtained him the notice of the Prince of Wales, and the

countenance of some of the Whig leaders
;
and it was sup-

posed that he looked forward, and not without reason, to

an accession of commissions on the death of Reynolds.
The time of Sir Joshua's removal came, but I have not

heard that the fortune of his pupil was bettered. In truth,
men of greater skill in the popular art of portraiture had
arisen, and Northcote saw with concern that public favour
flowed to those who could flatter beauty with richer colours

than his own. The kindness, too, of Reynolds had been
useful to him

;
but death had extinguished that for ever,

and he had now solely to depend upon his own skill and
address. The " Devonshire Prodigy

" was an indifferent

courtier : he was one of those unpliable persons

' Who would not (latter Neptune for his trident."

Moreover, he had other drawbacks in the way to success

as a portrait painter. In the economy of his household he

was sordid, and would not waste his money on silken

accommodations for soft and fastidious customers. His

sitting-room was ill-furnished, ill-arranged, and ill-swept ;

and when a lady had overcome all her nicer sensations

respecting the studio, she could not be sure that the occu-

pier of the den might not treat her to some of his cynical

sallies, and thus rob her face of much of that natural

sweetness so essential in female portraiture. That many
ladies, find not of low rank, penetrated into his studio,

this narrative may yet show; for no one could be more

polite, or gracefully complaisant, or flatteringly agreeable
than our painter ;

but then it was seldom his pleasure to

be in that cloudless mood.
It had been for some time whispered that Northcote

was busied on a series of pictures, which, uniting the poetry
with the realities of life, would reconcile academic elegance
and scientific grace to the varied excellence and unregulated
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loveliness of nature. When, in 1796, those pictures made
their appearance in the Exhibition of the Academy, it was
found that the painter had an aim even beyond this that

it was his ambition to read a great moral lesson to his

country. He delineated two young women, of humble

condition, clever and charming, commencing their careers

in the world at the same time, and in the same place : one
of them he endowed with natural modesty and love of

truth and virtue, and on the other he bestowed those

dangerous passions which hurry beauty to disgrace and
ruin. There were ten pictures in all

;
and the names of

these will sufficiently indicate the line of story, and the

moral the artist desired to bring out. 1.
" The Modest

Girl and the Wanton, fellow-servants in a gentleman's
house." 2.

" The Wanton Revelling with her Com-

panions." 3.
" Good advice given to both by an old

Servant." 4.
" The Wanton in her bed-chamber." 5.

"The Modest Girl in her bed-chamber." 6. "The
Wanton turned out of doors for misconduct." 7.

" The
Modest Girl rejects the illicit addresses of her Master."

8.
" The Wanton, dying in poverty and disease, visited by

the Modest Girl." 9. "The Modest Girl receives the

honourable addresses of her Master." 10.
" The Modest

Girl, married to her Master, is led to her coach
;
while the

Wanton, dead in misery, is laid in her grave." The idea

(taken of course from Richardson's Pamela) was fine, the

aim good, and nothing was wanting but dramatic skill

and genius to confer variety of character, and dip the

whole in those splendid hues which are to painting what
nervous words are to poetry. Of all who looked upon
those compositions, the painter himself was the only one

who thought he had succeeded. The beauty of Northcote's
" Modest Girl

" seemed as little calculated to lead her to

distinction, as the loveliness of his " Wanton " was to lure

the seducer and conduct her to ruin. The nature of the

subject, as well as the way in which it was handled, re-

called Hogarth's
"
Marriage-u-la-Mode

"
to the memories

of men
;
and it was little to the pleasure of Sir Joshua's

pupil, and the admirer of Michael Angelo, to be told that

a painter, who had made nature alone his academy, had
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far excelled liini in all that can lend interest to such com-

positions.
From this time it was observed that he never mentioned

Hogarth without a sneer. In one of his conversations

with Hazlitt, he said,
"
Hogarth moulded little figures,

and placed them to see how the lights fell, and how the

drapery came in which gave a certain look of reality and
relief

;
but this was not enough to give breadth or grace,

and his figures look like puppets after all, or like dolls

dressed up. Who would compare any of those little

deformed caricatures of men and women to the figure of

St. Paul preaching at Athens ? What we justly admire
and emulate is that which raises human nature, not that

which degrades and holds it up to scorn. St. Giles's is

not the only school of art
;

it is nature to be sure, but we
must select nature. Ask the meanest person in the gal-

lery at a play-house which he likes best, the tragedy or

the farce
;
he will tell you without hesitation the tragedy,

and will prefer Mrs. Siddons to the most exquisite buf-

foon." This is an absurd criticism on Hogarth : that

eminent man knew the nature of his undertaking better

than to lavish on the children of sin and wickedness the

shapes and hues of angels : he is a great moral satirist,

and holds up to contempt the persons as well as the minds
of those whom he desires to lash. Satiric painting and
historic painting differ as much in their means and mate-

rials, as Homer's Iliad differs from Hudibras. No one

knew this better than Northcote himself
;
and it is one of

his unamiable traits, that he nevertheless continually

examined the works of Hogarth in comparison with those

of Raphael and Reynolds, and condemned him because he
had succeeded in spite of his disregard of academic grace
and scientific unity. Mere elegance of form is a less

alluring thing than most artists are willing to admit
;
it is

in painting as it is in life the finest form is not always
the most fascinating. A woman, whose shape and counte-

nance are not at all according to the accepted principles of

beaxity, will charm men more by the force of sentiment

alone, than others do on whom physical perfections have
descended in a shower. Now and then, in the writings of
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Northcote, he speaks favourably of the genius of Hogarth ;

but he seems unwilling to say in what way it is mani-
fested. He condemns his compositions, one and all, as

exhibitions of puppets ;
declares he has no more right to

be named as a painter than Fielding has
;
and strikes him

out of the roll of artists, by saying that Eeynolds was
born immediately before the death of Kneller,

" thus per-

petuating the hereditary descent of the art."
l

Having failed in his attempt in the moral line, he re-

turned to portraiture and to historic composition, as to

studies from which he had been against his will withheld.

Of mere portraiture he almost always spoke in a tone

nearly allied to contempt ;
but then he imagined that

Northcote's portraits were something better than like-

nesses; he regarded them as demi-historical at least.

When he painted his own head, which he did often, he

put on a splendid cap of green velvet
;
assumed a sort of

Titian-like air; regarded himself complacently in the

glass, and strove hard to make his labours on the canvas

rival, or rather surpass, the shadow before him. While

engaged on a head of himself, he entered into conversation

with Hazlitt concerning the great litigated point of history
and portrait.

"
Portrait," said he,

" often runs into history,
and history into portrait, without our knowing it. Expres-
sion is common to both, and that is the chief difficulty.

The greatest history painters have always been able portrait

painters. How should a man paint a thing in motion, if ho

cannot paint it still ? But the great point is to catch the

prevailing look and character
;
if you are master of this, you

can make almost what use of it you please. If a portrait has

force, it will do for history ;
and if history is well painted,

it will do for portrait. This is what gave dignity to Sir

Joshua
;
his portraits have always that determined air and

character, that you know what to think of them as if you

1 "
Northcote," says Leslie,

" who was perhaps the last of that class of

critics who considered Hogarth a vulgar painter, tried an imitation of

him. Ho painted a series of pictures (the histories of two housemaids),
founded on the ' Industrious and Idle Apprentices,' and partly on
' Pamela.' There could not lie a more lamentable failure

;
and North-

cote never forgave Hogarth." En.
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had seen them engaged in the most decided action. Many
of the groups of Raphael in the Vatican are only collec-

tions of fine portraits. West, Barry, and others, pretended
to despise portrait, because they could not do it, and it

would only expose their want of truth and nature. If

you can give the look, you need not fear painting history."
His deliberate judgments in art are seldom right, while

his casual remarks have often great merit. A man may
be a fine portrait painter, without possessing those high
qualities of imagination essential to a painter of history.
A sitter brings his features and his expression with him,
and the limner has only to transfer them to his canvas,
with such modifications as his taste may suggest : this is

no difficult exploit. We see men on all sides flourishing,
like the green bay tree, in the manufacture of heads, who
can no more .carry them into the performance of noble

actions, where one sentiment rules the whole as the wind

sways the tree-tops, than they could square a circle, or

invent the perpetual motion. It is, besides, seldom, indeed,
in life, that we can find heads so fine in form, and so dig-
nified in expression, as historical painting requires. Few,
certainly, of the portraits painted by Northcote himself

would be accepted by the world as substitutes for heroes.

Of the historical pictures which he painted along with
his portraits, I shall render no very detailed account.

They were neither very numerous nor remarkable, whether
for dignity of conception or natural elegance of colour.
" The Landing of the Prince of Orange at Torbay

"
is, as

a composition, cold, correct, and lifeless : it was, however,
well enough received : the portraits of the chief leaders of

the enterprise were inserted
;
but there was a bustle with-

out dignity, and a sort of stir as if galvanism had set the
dead into motion. " The Leopards

"
also pleased many.

He prided himself justly 011 his beasts and birds : he could

deal better with physical than with mental power.
" Jacob

blessing the Sons of Joseph" is a quiet, serene picture:
the old man seems not to feel the worth of what he gives ;

and the youths receive the benediction with a calmness
which some critics mistook for indifference. The "

St.

Francis
" was a portrait, and worthy of the painter.

" The
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Mother's Prayer" was reposing and graceful; so was
" The Girl reading ;

" nor should the picture of " Two
Monkeys

"
be forgotten : there was skill in the grouping,

and much nature in the character of these natives of the

desert. The work, however, which made the most favour-

able impression on the public mind, was "
Argyll visited,

while asleep in prison, by his chief Enemy." There is an
air of tranquillity and innocence about the slumbering
nobleman, and of awe, not xmmingled with remorse, about

his visitor, exceedingly well portrayed.
" When I was

doing," said .Northcote, "the figures of Argyll in prison,
and of his enemy who comes and finds him asleep, I had
a great difficulty to encounter in conveying the expression
of the last

; indeed, I did it from myself : I wanted to

give a look of mingled remorse and admiration, and when
I found that others saw this look in the sketch I had

made, I left off. By going on, I might lose it again.
There is a point of felicity, which, whether you fall short

of, or have gone beyond it, can only be determined by the

effect on the unprejudiced observer. You cannot be

always with your picture, to explain it to others
;

it must
be left to speak for itself. Those who stand before their

pictures, and make fine speeches about them, do them-

selves a world of harm : a painter should cut out his

tongue, if he wishes to succeed." There are few of the

pictures of Northcote that are not clear in conception, and

intelligible in story.
In the race of portraiture he was outstripped by some

who began to run long after he started
;
and it was

with but little philosophy that he witnessed their fortune.

Against Lawrence he particularly directed the shafts of

his sarcasm : he had opposed his admission to the Academy,
on the just and proper grounds that he had not reached

the age contemplated by the rules
;
and when the patron-

age of the King forced him in, he resented the intrusion

as an attack upon the independence of the body. All this

might be right ;
but the continuance of his resentment

against the rival artist must, I am afraid, be set down to

that unamiable disposition which sickens at other men's

success. He alwavs denied that Lawrence had any genius:
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his men's heads, he said, were effeminate, and his women's
licentious

;
his style of drawing, and his mode of colour-

ing, equally displeased him : in fact, he was resolved not
to acknowledge excellence which he could not but feel.

With Fuseli his contests were sharp and frequent ;
and

though they mutually dreaded each other, they never
hesitated to plunge into the strife of wit, more to the

amusement of their brethren than their own credit. These
two men were reckoned the wits of the Academy ;

but
their sallies were rather those of rough, ready-witted boors,
than of polished gentlemen : there were no delicate touches

011 sensitive places ;
all was, on both sides, coarse vigour

and extravagant caricature.

From 1800, for the space of a dozen years, Northcote
exhibited some sixty out of the numberless portraits which
he painted. Of these, very few were of men of genius :

he was sparing of his time and colours upon talent, for

that is generally too poor to be a good paymaster. If we

except the portrait of himself, a delineation which he

liked, the head of Godwin seems the only one to which
true talent can lay claim. To the author of " Caleb
Williams

"
the painter appears to have been much at-

tached
; and, if other proof were wanting than the outlay

of canvas, colour, and time, all of which Northcote con-

sidered, it may be found in his Conversations. " It is

extraordinary," said he, on one occasion, "how particular
the world sometimes are, and what prejudices they take

up against people. There is Godwin, who is a very good
man : yet, when I wished to introduce him at the house
of a lady who lives in a round of society, and has a strong

tinge of the blue stocking, she would not hear of it .- the

sound of the name seemed to terrify her : it was his

writings she was afraid of : he is a profligate only in

theory." The ,lady had daughters, and was afraid they
might think of carrying into practice some of the philo-

sophical views about matrimony, and so forth, contained
in Godwin's extraordinary history of Mary Wolstonecroft.

Hazlitt, to whom the painter's words were addressed,

answered,
" He has written against matrimony, and has

been twice married
;
he lias scouted all the common-place
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duties, and yet is a good husband and a kind father. He
is a strange composition of contrary qualities. He is a

cold formalist, and full of ardour and enthusiasm of mind;
dealing in magnificent projects and petty cavils

; naturally
dull, but brilliant by dint of study ; pedantic and playful ;

a dry logician, and a writer of romances." The personal
virtue of Mr. Godwin's life has, for half a century at least,

I believe, been as little liable to question, as the strength
of his genius, or the pernicious tendency of his early

doctrines, moral and political.

Though the love of historic painting was well nigh
extinct in the land, Northcote was slow, or unwilling, to

abandon a line of study which had brought him into fame.

As he considered those pictures which he exhibited to be
the best, I shall proceed to notice them in the order

in which they made their appearance: 1. The Cradle

Hymn. 2. A Girl in a Show of Animals. 3. A Bac-
chante. 4. A Lady passing the Alps. 5. Vulture and
Snake. 6. Christ the Good Shepherd. 7. Prospero,
Miranda, and Caliban. 8. Tiger Hunting. 9. Buck

Hunting. 10. A Girl going to Market. 11. The Angels
appearing to the Shepherds. 12. Romulus and Kemus.
13. Death of the Earl of Argyll. 14. The Disobedient

Prophet of Judah slain by a Lion. 15. Lion Hunting. 16.

Joseph and his Brethren. Of these, some are natural and

vigorous ;
some forced and exaggerated ;

but all are marked

by a simplicity of conception, and an elevation of thought,
which seldom forsook him in his compositions. The pic-
ture of " The Vulture and Snake "

has been commended by
all critics, and admired by all spectators. The former
seems uttering that sharp, shrill cry, which announces his

love of carnage ;
and the latter raises his slim and speckled

neck, and prepares for resistance. The picture of " Pros-

pero and Miranda "
is from that fine scene in the Tempest,

where the father relates to the daughter the cause of his

exile. Miranda is supposed to bo saying,

" You have ofton

Begun to toll me what I am
;
but stnp

And loft mo to a bootless inquisition ;

Concluding, Stmj, imf >/</.''
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Had something of the wildness of Fuseli mingled with

the composure of Northcote, we might perhaps have had
in him a great painter. As it is, one finds in almost all

his historical compositions little of that vital fire, without

which the fairest forms are but clods of the valley, and the

most gorgeous draperies a waste of colour. He knew
no one knew better what was necessary to be done

;
but

his imagination was of a low order, and even his skill of

hand none of the best. His Scripture pieces are generally

heavy and uninspired.
" Christ the Good Shepherd

" has
little of the divinity.

" The Disobedient Prophet
"

is

destroyed by the lion, without exciting our feelings ;
and

"
Joseph and his Brethren

"
recalls, to the disadvantage of

the artist, the simple pathos of the Scriptures.
Northcote in the year 1813 made his appearance as a

regular biographer. He had been long known as a writer

of little essays on art
; critiques on pictures ;

and occasional

sets of verses. His articles 011 Originality in painting, on
Imitators and Collectors, and on Disappointed genius, had
excited but moderate interest among artists

;
nor had his

character of Opie, or his original sketch of Reynolds, raised

high expectations ;
while his best verses were obviously in-

spired, when

" The Muses on their racks

Scream like the winding often tkonsand jacks."

Neither in verse, nor in prose had he made much impres-
sion 011 any one. In the former he was deficient in eleva-

tion and fluency, and in the latter his style was dry and

hard, without unsolicited happiness of expression, or origi-

nality of sentiment. The announcement, therefore, of a

formal " Life of Sir Joshua Reynolds," was but coldly
received in London

; though, in the provinces, the book-
seller's advertisement that it contained original anecdotes
of the great painter's illustrious contemporaries, and was
written by the ingenious James Northcote, his pupil and

friend, had some influence.

When this "Life" came out, it was quickly followed by
a rumour, which lias not yet ceased, that Northcote was not
the real author, but had employed a more skilful hand than
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his own. The Memoir, however, bears on every page the

plainest marks of his own hand. That some one aided him,
to clear a passage from obscurity, or give point to an

anecdote, may be allowed, without damage to his repxita-
tion : he has himself informed us, that he employed a
certain Mr. Laird, who lived in Peterborough Court, Fleet

Street, to see it through the press ;
and this may have occa-

sioned the rumour. The book was not received with much
applause. The narrative is, on the whole, tedious and
weak

;
nor does it often make amends for general languor,

by brilliant detached passages, which, like wells in the

desert, induce us, as we drink, to forget the arid path over
which we travelled.

Even Northcote's love of Sir Joshua may be questioned.
Now and then an ill-concealed dislike flashes through his

praise ;
and it is certain that the whole " Life

"
leaves the

impression of a schemer. He would, however, in private
conversation, allow no one to speak sharply of Reynolds
but himself ;

and whenever he heard any one criticize his

paintings with a leaning to the rigorous, he instantly in-

terposed. On one occasion he declared that, in painting,
Michael Angelo and Raphael were beasts compared to Sir

Joshua. It was natural that he should support the fame of

his master
;
in allowing any one to lower him, he felt he was

permitting a blow to be given to the very keystone of the

arch of British art. Though I cannot rank the Memoir of

Reynolds high as a literary composition, nor allow it much
merit for the original vigour or accuracy of its sentiments,
it is, nevertheless, valuable as a record of sayings which
would otherwise have perished, and of anecdotes which

might have missed a chronicler. That Northcote him-
self imagined he had written something wondrous, is well

known.
What we chiefly miss in this work is that brief and lucid

summary of character in which Johnson excelled. We are

left to gather, from the surface of six hundred pages, Sir

Joshua's merits as an artist, and his manners as a man.
One learns more, in fact, about the President from North-

cote's Conversations than from his Memoir. He opened
his heart when he had not a pen in his hand. " Sir Joshua,"
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lie remarked to Hazlitt,
" was not spoiled by flattery, and

yet lie had as much of it as anybody need have. He was

looking out to see what the world thought of him, or

thinking what figure he should make by the side of Cor-

reggio or Vandyke, not pluming himself on being a better

painter than some one in the next street, or surprised that

the people at his own table should speak in praise of his

pictures." Of his portraits he thus expressed himself :

" If I Avas to compare Reynolds with Vandyke and Titian,
I should say that Vandyke's portraits are like pictures

-

very perfect ones, no doubt
;
Sir Joshua's like the reflec-

tion in a looking-glass ;
and Titian's like the real people.

There is an atmosphere of light and shade about Sir

Joshua's, which neither of the others have in the same

degree, together with a vagueness which gives them, a

visionary and romantic character, and makes them seem
like dreams or vivid, recollections of persons we have seen.

I never could mistake Vandyke's for anything but pictures,
and I got up to them to examine them as such : when I see

a fine Sir Joshua, I can neither suppose it to be a mere

picture, nor a man
;
and I almost involuntarily turn back

to ascertain that it is not some one behind me reflected in

the glass." When Hazlitt observed, that he thought Rey-
nolds had more resemblance to Rembrandt than to either

Titian or Vandyke, as he enveloped objects in the same
brilliant haze of a previous mental conception,

"
Yes," he

said
;

" but though Sir Joshua borrowed a great deal, he
drew largely from himself

; or, rather, it was a strong and

peculiar feeling of nature working in him, and forcing its

way out in spite of all impediments, and that made what-
ever he touched his own. In spite of his deficiency in

drawing, and his want of academic rules and a proper
education, you see this breaking out like the devil in all

his works : it is this that has stamped him. There is a

charm in his portraits a mingled softness and force, a

grasping at the end, with nothing harsh or unpleasant in

the means that you will find nowhere else. He may go
out, of fashion for a time

;
but you must come back to him

again, while a thousand imitators and academic triflers are

forgotten. This proves him to have been a real genius."
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In conversation Nortlicote spoke clearly, concisely, and

fluently. In writing lie paused and pondered, doled out

dull words, and was neither eloquent nor easy.
As the Memoir was the fruit of his leisure hours, his

pencil had continued its labours : the number of his sitters

was yet considerable, and the intervals between their hours

of going and coming he usually gave to some historical

subject. Of the latter,
" The Judgment of Solomon " was

one on which he bestowed great pains. It met, however,
with little approbation from the world

; and, among his

brethren, Fuseli was mercilessly sarcastic on the way in

which the story was told. " How do you like my picture ?
"

inquired the painter.
"
Oh, excellent well," was the

reply ;

" the story is capitally told, you have, indeed,
suited the action to the word. Your Solomon holds out

his fingers at the child like a pair of tailor's shears, and

says,
' Cut it.'

" 1 Nor was he much more successful with

other works of a like nature drawn from profane sources.
" The Marriage of Richard, brother of Edward the Fifth,
to Lady Anne Mowbray," suffered in comparison with
" Arthur and Hubert

;

" nor was his " Princess Bridget

Plantagenet, fourth daughter of Edward IV., consigned
to the care of the Abbess of Dartford," of superior effect.

They were, in truth, formal compositions, deficient in

grace and warmth. Of " The Burial of Christ," and " The
Miraculous Draught of Fishes," I have no desire to speak ;

such subjects, unless embodied by a masterly hand, and

dipt in such light and shade as Titian excelled in, had
better remain in the original simplicity of the Scripture
narrative. The latter picture was the last historical

painting which the artist exhibited
;
this was in 1823 : he

was now seventy-seven years old.

During Northcote's brightest days, his fancy required
excitement ;

the mercury of his imagination had to be
raised to the height of history by artificial heat. His

1 Fusoli's criticism of his painting of ' The Angel opposing Balaam "

has been already recorded (see page 88). These two painters were in

truth far more opposed to each other than Opie and Northeote were, for

they each had bitter tongues, and delighted to use them at each other's

expense. ED.
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pictures were the result of painful study and long-con-
tinued toil. He experienced none of those glowing visita-

tions of the Muse of painting, when form, expression, and
colour, come by something like inspiration. He drew, he
touched and retouched, painted, and pondered, consulted

all comers, and never seemed properly possessed with the

sentiment of his subject. Now, instead of his hand

acquiring ease and skill from time, the frosts of age
seemed to benumb it

;
he touched the canvas with a cold

and still a colder touch
;
his historical paintings became

but the shadows of those he executed in his youthful days.
This falling off, however, he was unwilling to perceive ;

his ambition to excel exceeded his powers ;
and he con-

tinued to paint while he found pleasure in the pursuit,
and friends applauded. Some of the Scripture subjects
of his latter days are heavy and spiritless ; yet he imagined
that what failed to please his brethren or satisfy the

critics might do well enough for the devout : and accord-O O '

ingly, it was his practice to christen any rejected thing
an altar-piece, and offer it to some churchwarden of the

race that believe one piece of stained canvas to be as good
as another. One of these productions found its way into

the new church in Chelsea, where its extreme heaviness

contrasts strangely with the light and graceful architecture

around. The painter went on drawing and colouring to

the last : critics, at length, respected his advanced age,
and were silent or gentle ;

while some of his intimate

friends saw virtues in the weaknesses of an artist who had
amassed forty thousand pounds, and was without heirs.

During the latter years of Northcote's life he became ac-

quainted with William Hazlitt, a man of many trades and

many talents. He was originally a painter ;
then a lecturer,

essayist, novelist, critic, and biographer ; moreover, he
was known far and wide for the boldness of his opinions
and the bitterness of his sarcasms. They soon became
intimate. Hazlitt had great powers of pleasing, when he
chose to exert them : he made himself acceptable to the

painter by remarks on art
; by his sly mode of touching

on the characters of those for whom Northcote had no

good will
;
and more particularly by asserting, in all com-

II. E E
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panies, that the venerable painter was the greatest wit of

the age, and an oracle in art and literature. No one could

be for ten minutes in Hazlitt's company without hearing
allusions to Northcote's works, and references made to his

opinions. Nor did he confine his admiration to mere

speech : he noted down, or stored away in his memory, the

sharpest of his remarks, and the most memorable of his

sayings; and when his collection grew large, arranged
them, and published them, in monthly sections, as Conver-
sations between Northcote and himself, under the title of
" Boswell Eedivivus." * These papers attracted at the
time a good deal of notice : the earliest dealt cautiously
with names and works

;
but success rendered the writer

bolder, and his Essays by and by discussed tho merits of

the living as well as of the dead with more force than

delicacy. Northcote was aware of their publication, and,
for a while, enjoyed the temporary eclat which they
brought.
But the sayings of the painter, however amusing, were

not those of one who weighed well his words and spoke
from reflection. He had not a little of envy in his nature :

he imagined that, in the race of reputation, he had been

conquered more by stratagem and wile than speed of foot
;

and though he considered that the taste of the people was

vulgar and depraved, he seemed not unwilling to resent,
as a personal affront, all fame which eclipsed his own. As

many excelled him in art, he found objects enow on whom
he could direct the shafts of his satire. "While he talked,
he grew heated with a sense of his own worthiness, and
handled the characters of others with a recklessness

and ferocity unbecoming in one so old, and who had so

much to thank the world for. He had acquired fame

equal to his deservings, and fortune greater than he could

enjoy ;
and yet he talked of want of discernment and

patronage on the part of the public towards himself,

though men, his superiors in genius, were unnoticed and
could hardly find bread and water. He generally spoke

1 Published in the " New Monthly Magazine" in 1826, and afterwards

in a separate volume. ED.
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under the influence of excited feelings, and we may, there-

fore, repose but a moderate degree of trust in whatever he

said.
" It will never do," he said one day to Hazlitt,

" to

take things literally that are uttered in a moment of irri-

tation. You do not express your own opinion, but one as

opposite as possible to that of the person who has provoked

you. You get as far from a person you have taken a

pique against as you can, just as you turn off the pave-
ment to get out of the way of a chimney-sweeper ;

but it

is not to be supposed you prefer walking in the mud, for

all that. I have often been ashamed, myself, of speeches
I have made in that way, which have been repeated to me
as good things, when all I meant was, that I would say

anything sooner than agree to the nonsense or affectation

I heard. You then set yourself against what you think a

wrong bias in another, and are not like a wall, but a but-

tress, as far from the right line as your antagonist."
Personal as many of his diatribes are, or uttered in a

spirit of spleen and contradiction, they nevertheless abound
with opinions and remarks, showing much knowledge of

human nature, and considerable taste in literature and art.

It is true that the dexterous hand of Hazlitt trimmed them
for the public eye, and gave force to the sarcasms and acri-

mony to the invectives
;
but though he put a little worm-

wood amid the painter's lavender, I cannot but regard most
of the sentiments as those of Northcote. All, more or less,

bear the impress of the man. I shall transcribe a few of

these, in the words of
" Boswell Eedivivus:" "Lord

Byron, I am told," said he,
" did not wish to be thought

merely a great poet, he wished to be something different

from everybody else. As to nobility, there were many
others before him, so that he could not rely upon that

;
and

then as to poetry, there are so many wretched creatures

that pretend to the name, that he looked at it with disgxist.
He thought himself as distinct from them as the stars in

the firmament. It comes to what Sir Joshua used to say,
that a man who is at the head of his profession is above
it." The first part of this is just, the rest erroneous. If

Byron disliked to be thought a poet, because of so ma.ny
wretched pretenders below him, he might have disliked if
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be thought a man on the same principle, for the world
abounds with two-legged creatures, grovelling and vile,

who call themselves children of Adam. The painter is

nearer the truth when he says,'
" The world in general, as

Miss Reynolds used to say with reference to her brother,
think no more of a painter than they do of a fiddler, or a

dancing-master, or a maker of piano-fortes ;
and so of a

poet. I have always said of that dispute, about burying
Lord Byron in Poets' Corner, that he would have resisted

it violently, could he have known of it. Not but that there

were many very eminent names there with whom he would
have liked to have associated

;
but then there were others

that he woiild look down upon. If they had laid him there

he would have got up again. I'll tell you where they
should have laid him : if they had buried him with the

kings in Henry VII.'s Chapel, he would have had no objec-
tion to that."

'

Northcote always seemed unable to appreciate the fine

genius of Wordsworth : when Hazlitt said, that the great

poet of the Lakes had added one original feature to our

poetry, which Byron had not, the painter replied,
" Tes

;

but the little bit he has added is not enough. None but

great objects can be seen at a distance. If posterity looked
at it with your eyes, they might think his poetry curious

and pretty ;
but consider how many Scotts, Byrons, and

Johnsons there will be in the next hundred years ;
how

many reputations will rise and sink in that time : and do

you think, amid these conflicting and important claims,

such trifles as descriptions of daisies and idiot boys will not

be swept away in the tide of time, like straws and weeds

by the torrent ? No : the world can only keep in view the

principal and most perfect works of human ingenuity ;

such works that, from their unity, their completeness, their

polish, have the stamp of immortality iipon them, and
seem indestructible, like an element of nature. I fear your
friend Wordsworth is not one."

" I see," he observed to Hazlitt, "you place Scott above

Byron. The question is, not which keeps longest on the

wing, but which soars highest ;
and I cannot help thinking

t here are passages in Lord Byron which are not to be sur-
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passed. All other modern poets appear vulgar in com-

parison. I agree, however, in your admiration of the

Waverley novels : they are very fine. The author, like

Cervantes, had raised the idea of human nature, not as

Richardson has attempted it, by affectation and false var-

nish, but by bringing out what there is really fine in it,

under a cloud of disadvantages. All that can be said

against SirWalter is, that he has never made a whole. There
is an infinite number of delightful incidents and characters,

but they are disjointed and scattered. This is one of

Fielding's merits : his novels are regular compositions, with

what the ancients called a beginning, a middle, and an end :

every circumstance is foreseen and provided for
;
and the

conclusion of the story turns round, as it were, to meet the

beginning."
For the masters in art, Northcote seems to have had

little reverence, particularly those who were English born.
"
Hogarth," he said,

" does not lift us above ourselves : our

curiosity may be gratified by seeing what men are, but our

pride must be soothed with seeing them made better. Why
else is

" Paradise Lost" preferred to "Hudibras"? but
because the one aggrandizes our notions of human nature,
and the other degrades it. Who will make any comparison
between a Madonna of Raphael and a drunken prostitute

by Hogarth ? Do we not feel more respect for an inspired

apostle than for a blackguard in the streets ? Raphael
points out the highest perfection of which the human form
and faculties are capable, and Hogarth their lowest degra-
dation, or most wretched perversion. Look at his attempts
to paint the good or beautiful, and see how faint the im-

pressions of these were in his mind." The painter wilfully
closed his eyes to the true light of the question. The

object of Raphael was to bestow on the human figure a

lustre of person, and a godlike elevation of mind. He
desired to connect the spectator's thoughts with religion
and heaven by the contemplation of what was beautiful

and good. The object of Hogarth was to exhibit the

hideousness of vice
;

to hold the burning light of his

genius over the sinks of public infamy, and show men the

purer way. The powers of Fuseli made little impression
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on Northcote's mind
;

lie only saw his extravagance : nor
did he entertain a high opinion of his conversational

talents.
" There are few people," said he,

" who can

argue : Fuseli was not one of them. He could throw out
brilliant and striking things ;

but if you at all questioned
him, he could no more give an answer than a child three

years old. He had no resources, nor any corps de reserve

of argument, beyond his first line of battle
;
but that was

imposing and glittering enough. Probably one ought not
to expect two things together ;

for to produce a startling
and immediate effect, one must keep pretty much upon
the surface, and the search after truth is a slow and
obscure process."

Among the early friends of Northcote, the Mudges were
the most distinguished; and it was generally supposed
that he entertained a high regard for a family which pro-
duced men of genius and science, as well as generosity.
To Zachary Mudge, Reynolds himself is supposed to have
been indebted for aid in his discourses, as well as for acts

of kindness when he commenced his career
;
he looked on

all his friend said to be law, both in taste and morals :

any question that Mudge settled, he considered as settled

beyond dispute ;
and from him he borrowed his favourite

maxim in painting,
" True beauty is the medium of

form." Northcote was still deeper in debt to the Mudges
than his master : by them his works had been introduced

to the world, and himself to Eeynolds ; and, in his better

moods, he had no objection to remember all these things,
and speak of them thankfully. But in one of his sarcastic

fits, when a sense of other men's fame was strong upon
him, it was his pleasure to speak of the elder Mudge not

only with less reverence than his worth and learning
merited, but in a style harsh and acrimonious. All this,

and perhaps more, was told to the world in the " Conver-

sations," by Hazlitt. This produced a remonstrance, and
then a visit, from Mr. Rosdew, of Plymouth, who married
a grand-daughter of the Mudge whose memory had been
attacked. On being expostulated with,

" he broke out,"

I quote the words of Rosdew " into the most violent

expressions of rage and passion. He called Hazlitt an
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assassin, a wretch, a viper, whom he would stab if he
could get at him. He said, when he first read the article

he thought for three days it would have killed him : in

short, he said so much, and so warmly, that I pitied him,
and left him with as warm feelings of regard as before

;

considering, as he declared, that his words had been mis-

represented, and feeling what he had said in the ' Life of

Reynolds,' and elsewhere, about the family."
The remonstrance of Eosdew induced Northcote to write

an earnest letter to Campbell the poet, at that time editor

of the magazine in which the Conversations were pub-
lished :

" I have been informed," says our painter,
" that

you are a principal director of ' The New Monthly Maga-
zine

;

' and if you are, I must be excused for making my
complaint. I find there are frequently papers in this pub-
lication, entitled, very modestly,

' Boswell Bedivivus,' in-

sinuating that the hero of this trivial stuff is be compared
to the immortal Dr. Johnson. This person seems pretty

clearly to be made out to be myself. G-ood God ! do you
not feel this to be dreadful ? But this is not the worst of

the matter. I have often, in my vain moments, said that

I should be pleased to receive morning visits at times from
the devil, because I might be amused by his knowledge of

the world, and diverted by his wit, and shoxild be suffi-

ciently on my guard to avoid his snares. This impious
desire has indeed been granted unto me, and ' Boswell
Eedivivus '

is the consequence.
" You will scarcely pity a calamity which my presump-

tion has brought upon myself. I have at those times, in

the closet, indulged in idle conversation, not knowing who
I was with, in all the confidence of friendship. I thought
no more of what was said by either of us afterwards,

concluding that it had passed off in air
;
but I now find

to niy sorrow, that this despicable and worthless trash has
been treasured up, and is proclaimed at the market cross,

where my family connections and dearest friends are

brought forward to public inspection, with their names at

full length, properly spelt, in order to prevent any possible
mistake being made

;
and things uttered in idle merriment

now stamped in everlasting print, not as I represented
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them, but as speeches of cold, dry, and hateful malignity r

and grossly different from my meaning ;
and I am now

kept in perpetual torture, not knowing what each new-

month may bring forth. Good God ! do you not think

such a situation terrible ?
" I have been told that these detestable papers have

been thought amusing. I do not wonder at that, the

world delights in mischief, and a sufferer is always grati-

fying as an object of triumph. But I hope you will not

calmly see me sacrificed or ruined : you can have no reason
for cruelty towards me : I have never injured or done
harm to you ;

and surely, as a moralist, you ought not to

sow discord and propagate hatred in families, or between

friends, and make them detest each other, and all for a
little profit, or a little fun. If you go on in this manner,

you will drive me to distraction, and bring down my grey
hairs with sorrow to the grave, by being in league with a
wretch who has betrayed me, and who is gone to France to

escape the vengeance of those he has injured."
This letter, written in the year 1827, is sufficiently

strong regarding Northcote's detestation of Hazlitt: there

are brave words in the way of loathing and scorn in it
;

nor is the answer of Campbell calculated to screen his

correspondent from the vengeance of the artist.
" I am

afflicted beyond measure," says the poet,
" at finding my

own inattention to have been the means of wounding the

feelings of a venerable man of genius. Dictate the form
and manner of my attempting to atone for having uncon-

sciously injured you, if I can make you any atonement.
The infernal Hazlitt shall never more be permitted to write

for the ' New Monthly.' I mean not to palliate my own
want of watchfulness over the magazine, which has occa-

sioned such a paper being admitted
;
I only tell you the

honest truth, that a crisis in my affairs, which is never

likely to occur again, fatally tempted me, this last month,
to trust the revision of some part of the number to

the care and delicacy of another person ;
that person

has, like myself, slept over his charge. I am willing to

acknowledge to you publicly, that oversight, and not

intention, produced the insertion of this obnoxious matter.
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In the meantime, suffer me to say, without meaning to

retract my apology to you, that I think you somewhat

forget the ancient and firm hold which you possess over

public esteem, when you attach so much importance to

this misrepresentation of your opinions and conversation.

In reality, as I deserve to be punished for the paper, so I

believe that I suffer more in the public opinion from it

than you do. At all events, be assured, that if Hazlitt

attempts to report your conversations, he must break out

in a new quarter."
To this letter Northcote returned the following answer :

" My good Sir, I am very much obliged by your exceed-

ing kind letter, which was heart's ease to me, and should

have answered sooner, but that I could not determine on
what was best for me to do. Your kind interference has

greatly relieved me, and I think nothing more can be done
for my good. The mischief is already complete, and I

nrust patiently suffer the consequences. My only remedy
now must depend upon my profound silence

;
and I have

only to beg of you that my name, as having interfered in

any way respecting those, to me, awful papers, may never
be mentioned in your magazine, because it would be

avowing a connection with them which I wish to avoid."

To set himself right with Rosdew was the next step of the

painter. He copied the letters, and adding the following,
forwarded the whole to Plymouth, 17th August, 1827 :

" Dear Sir, I have sent you exact copies of the letters

which passed at an early period of the publication between

myself and Mr. Campbell, to prove to you how much those
hateful papers annoyed me

;
but I hope it is now entirely

put a stop to, and that I shall be left at rest."

The friends of Northcote were pleased at this intrepid
conduct, and felt persuaded that his conversations had
been misrepresented. They saw, in the stern language
which he had applied to Hazlitt, an assurance of all com-

panionship being broken up between them, and that the
latter would never more be permitted to be a visitor in

Argyll Place. Yet some of the painter's more penetrating
acquaintances doubted his perfect sincei'ity in the whole
affair

;
and one or two even went so far as to sav, that the
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Hazlitt who had been reviled as papist, wretch, viper, and
the representative of Satan on earth, was the bosom friend

of Northcote still, and might be found, during the even-

ings, aiding the old man to while away the hours in the

composition of fables, essays, and bits of biography. That
Northcote had not been seriously averse to the publication
of his conversations was perfectly well known : he coveted
the notoriety which they brought, but disliked the con-

troversies in which they involved him. It was his custom
after this to say, when more than usually communicative,
to a visitor,

"
Now, sir, don't print what I have said to

you." All this outward show did not long conceal from
Eosdew that the painter had imposed on him with well

simulated anger, and cleverly acted distress. He learnt,
to his surprise, that Hazlitt, so far from being in danger
of a stab from the man whom he had betrayed and mis-

represented, was his familiar visitor, and had moreover
found a place in his will. He could not trust his own

feelings in writing a letter on this topic, and the task was
undertaken by a mutual friend of both, Mr. Dunsterville,
whose remonstrance brought the following reply from the

painter :

" I have just received your unkind letter, which

surprised me
;
a letter which I would not have conde-

scended to answer, had it not come from you, an old, kind
friend. As I know the natural goodness of your disposi-

tion, it is my opinion that you have some person who
works upon you, in hope to produce an enmity between
us. You threaten me with more thundering letters, which,
if they come, I shall throw into the fire unanswered. It

is impossible for me to explain this nonsense, therefore

pray torment me no more, as, at present, my great age and
load of infirmities render me unfit for such silly matters.

The only part of your letter which gave me pleasure was
to find that you were in the enjoyment of good health, by
the goodness of your writing, and the spirit shown in

your willingness to fight in single combat ;
but as that is

not my case at present, I beg leave to decline the chal-

lenge."
This explanation was so little to the satisfaction of Mr.

Rosdew, that he turned the painter's portrait out of his
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collection, where it had long hung, among other heads

of the worthies of Devon by the hand of Eeynolds. On
hearing this, Northcote wrote the following singular letter

to Mr. Dunsterville :

" I am sorry to find that Mr.

Eosdew cannot forget the chance blow that has been

given to his relative. I have no objection to his dismissal

of niy picture out of his sight, if it has any tendency to

move his passion. Greater, wiser, and better men than I

can pretend to be, have had their portraits treated with

the greatest indignities ;
but the only way to make it safe

would be to destroy it, lest, in some future time, another

possessor, of a different mind, may again take it into

favour. Mr. Eosdew does not seem to know the situation

of those who are by circumstances exposed to the notice

or criticisms of the public, and are obliged, by necessity,
to be on civil terms with those whom in their hearts they
hate, such as newspaper conductors and their assistants,

or else they may torment you to death, and no rank or

station is out of their power. Even the King cannot

escape ;
but ministers of state, noble persons, authors,

painters, players, musicians, are their common game,
and no morning passes but newspapers make many hearts

ache. I never sought the acquaintance of Mr. Hazlitt in

my life
;
but I do not know how to get rid of him without

personally affronting him, which would draw his vengeance

upon me ; self-preservation is the first law of nature, and
I am not much to blame in availing myself of it. When
the error was committed, I was ignorant of his disposition.
I have now nothing more to do, but to be very cautious

not to communicate any matter for him to repeat, and yet
not to make him hate me

;
and of two evils, it is better to

have my portrait treated with contempt, than to foi'bid

him my house, and draw his vengeance on niy head. I

remember a wise remark of Gainsborough the painter,
who used to sav, that nothing was so easv as to make

V * V

acquaintances, but it was often a devil of a task to get rid

of them. Although that which Hazlitt said of old Mr.

Mudge struck deeply into my heart, yet Hazlitt has given
me many a painful thought on other matters

;
therefore I

cannot but admire the grateful attachment which Mr.
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Eosdew's conduct shows towards a family so full of virtue

and genius as that of the Mudges, which proves the purity
and goodness of his own heart

;
and if he thinks I have

done wrong, I must forgive his resentment for the beauty
of the motive." This letter terminated the correspond-
ence respecting the Conversations

;
and Mr. Eosdew bade

the matter farewell, in these severe words :

"
Ingratitude,

envy, meanness, and inordinate self-conceit, together with

falsehood, have marked the painter's conduct respecting
the Mudges. To these I may add extreme vanity ;

to

gratify which he would sacrifice anything not excepting
his money !

"

No one can say that Northcote came out of this sharp
controversy free from blame. If he looked on Hazlitt as

having abused his confidence, or as really meriting any of

the hard epithets he had showered on him to a third

person, he ought to have forbidden the man his house.

But in truth, if Northcote had stood in such dread of

Hazlitt as his last letter represents, he would not have
written with such freedom about him to men who read
his letters publicly. The complaint addressed to Camp-
bell was as likely to kindle the indignation of such a man
as Hazlitt, as forbidding him his house. In fact, another

reason, than fear of the consequences, influenced the mind
of the painter: all the time this fierce controversy was

raging, Hazlitt was busy arranging for Northcote his
" One Hundred Fables, original and select," which were

published in the following year ; preparing a second

volume, not yet published, of similar compositions ;
and

taking notes, and making memorandums, for the work
called " Titian and his Times," which appeared in the

year 1830. Our artist was old and feeble : he daily tot-

tered into his painting-room, and with his palette on his

thumb, and a canvas before him, painted, or seemed to

paint ; looking all the while for the dropping in of friends,
that he might be cheered with talk about art and litera-

ture, or the rise and fall of stocks. When it was imagined
he had set his house in order, and resigned all thought of

further labours, out came the volume of "
Fables," illus-

trated, after the manner of Bewick, with designs chiefly
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from his own hand. Of his apologues, it may be said that

they are generally judicious, and easily comprehended ;
that

the language is plain and simple, the morals well drawn,
and applicable to life

;
but that they are nearly all defi-

cient in originality. Those related in verse are less natural

and easy than the others. The accompanying designs are

much more creditable to Northcote. Some of them are

elegant alike in conception and execution. I cannot say,

however, that any of them leave the impression of great

power.
1

There is some sharp satire and good criticism scattered

about the fables
; e. y.

" A glow-worm, well knowing that

he was admired for his extraordinary splendour whenever
he made his appearance on a dark evening, grew exceed-

ingly proud and conceited upon the notice that was taken

of him, and could not rest contented in his humble retreat

in a hedge, among the insects his neighbours, but burned
with inward fire to come forward and display himself in

bright daylight to a gazing crowd of admirers, more

discerning and more numerous than in the gloom of

night ; and, accordingly, having placed himself in a most

conspicuous situation, he had the mortification of being
informed that his beauties were not of so sterling a quality
as to bear a close inspection, for thus exposed in sunshine

1 It is stated by the editor of the second edition of the "
Fables," that

it was by
' a curious process that Mr. Xorthcote really made the designs

for these ' Fables.' Though he had decided talent us a draughtsman, he

rarely made use of it in this undertaking. His general practice was to

collect great numbersof prints of animals, and to cut out such as he wanted,

moving those he selected about on a piece of paper until he had illustrated

the fable by placing them to his satisfaction, and had thus composed his

subject ;
then fixing the different figures with paste to the paper, a few pen

and ink or pencil touches rendered this singular composition complete
enough to place in the hands of Mr. Harvey, by whom it was adapted or

freely translated on to the block fur the engravers." Messrs. Redgrave do
not believe in this story, considering Northcote's skill in animal drawing
would not have reduced him to such a contrivance

;
but it is so like his

way of proceeding, that it seems to me most likely to be true. Allan

Cunningham did not know of this practice when he wrote the above

criticism, the second edition of the " Fables" not having then appeared.
'

I well remember/' writes his son,
< ; the amused delight with which he

road aloud the passage quoted, and the regret he expressed at not having
seen it before lie wrote his "

Life." ED.
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he appeared to be a mere grub. There are too many,"
says the moral,

" who appear very excellent when in an
humble station of life, but are found very ill qualified to

move in a sphere more lofty and splendid. As we become
more exalted in our stations, we become more the imme-
diate objects of criticism, and subject to the shafts of

envy : as our power is increased, and our field of action is

enlarged, our task becomes doubly difficult to escape doing
wrong ;

and those follies which would pass unnoticed in

an obscure station, when practised by the great are exposed
to all eyes, and meet with universal condemnation." To
this fable the artist has added a riotous scene, where loud

laughter and excessive drinking abound, in the midst of

which a minstrel is wasting the sweetness of his music
and the melody of his voice on the careless and the profli-

gate. The construction of the fable is faulty. The glow-
worm in desiring a place of distinction during the day,

exposed herself to contempt, if you will, or pity, but not

to envy.
Northcote had doubtless suffered in his day from the

pertness and snip-snap criticisms of connoisseurs, and it is

thus he seeks to repay them. " A bee, flying out of his

hive, said to a cuckoo, who was chanting on a bush hard

by, 'Peace! why don't you leave off your harsh mono-
tonous pipe ? There never was a bird who had such a tire-

some unvaried song as you have. Cuckoo, cuckoo, and

cuckoo, again and again.'
' Oh !

'

cries the cuckoo,
' I

wonder you find fault with my note, which is at least as

much varied as your labours
;
for if you had a hundred

hives to fill, you would make them all exactly alike
;

if I

invent nothing new, surely everything you do is as old as

the creation of the world.' To which the bee replied,
' I

allow it
;
but in useful arts the want of variety is never an

objection ;
while in works of taste and amusement, mono-

tony is of all things to be avoided.' The cuckoo is a good

representative of our pretended connoisseurs, who, not

having the capacity to judge of works of art or taste,

expose themselves to ridicule when they assume the critic,

and appear equally impertinent both in their censure and

their praise."
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Of the author's claim to originality the fable of the
"
Trooper

"
may be taken as a specimen.

" As a trooper
was dressing his horse, he noticed that one of the shoe-

nails had dropped out
; yet he postponed for the present

sticking in another nail. Soon after, he was summoned

by sound of trumpet to join his corps, who were com-
manded to advance rapidly and charge the enemy. In the

heat of the action the loose shoe fell off
;
his horse became

lame, stumbled, and threw his rider to the ground, who
was immediately slain by the enemy. A well-known pro-
verb warns us never to leave that to be done to-morrow,
which may be done to-day ;

but the foregoing apologue
shows that even an hour's delay of a business seemingly
trivial, occasioned death." How much better this is told

by Dr. Franklin. " For want of a nail the shoe was lost,

for want of a shoe the horse was lost, for want of a horse

the rider was lost, being overtaken and slain by the

enemy, all for want of care about a horse-shoe nail." Nor
is the language helped much by the pencil : the horse is

falling on its knees, and the rider tumbles off behind, in-

stead of plunging forward as the action of the horse

reqxiires. Of these fables the author says,
" It may be

expected that I should say something respecting my
motives for the present undertaking. I have only to

observe, that a chief inducement in making the collection

was the amusement and employment it afforded me, in the

way of my profession as a painter, in sketching designs
for each fable. I am, therefore, the less anxious about
what may be said by critics on the literary part of the

work. They will quickly perceive it has been gathered
from various sources : the greater portion are of my own
invention." Those which he claimed as his own are

marked with his initials, or his name in full. The work
was well received, and went speedily to a second edition.

All that Hazlitt says about his share in the volume is this:
" I went to Northcote in the evening, to consult about

his fables."

The fame which the fables brought encouraged him to

announce " Titian and his Times
;

"
a work which raised

high expectations. That nobody but an artist could write
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the life of one, was an old maxim of his but this he
seems now to have abandoned. He employed Hazlitt on
this new speculation. Now, though Hazlitt had in early
life made an attempt at painting, the productions of his

pencil were, by universal admission, the lowest of the low:

Northcote, therefore, could not be of opinion that a painter
held the pen. He probably believed all was so secret that

the world would never know who the master spirit was
that presided over the work : even the controversy about
the " Conversations

"
served to conceal the true author;

and when " Titian and his Times "
appeared, the critics

praised the vigorous mind and ready hand of one fourscore

years old and odd, and his brethren in art talked of the

genius of Northcote, which flashed but the stronger the

more his body failed.

On looking into the work, it appears the composition of

one who knew Italy more from report than inspection;
and whose opinions and remarks are in general picked
out of the current stock which circulates in the world.

The author is not only bold and free regarding the merits

of the illustrious artists of the land, but perilously rash

in his assertions about the merits of some of the eminent
writers of Italy. This was too much for one whose educa-

tion never reached the extent of his native Grammar
;
and

who knew as little about the great modern poets and
writers of Italy, in their native tongue, as he knew of

Homer and Yirgil in theirs. The work, too, has a flow of

language quite different from the dry-as-dust style in

which the " Life of Reynolds
"

is written. I am inclined,

however, to ascribe the choice of the subject to Northcote:

Titian lived to a great age, painted portrait and history,
excelled in colouring, and loved to appear in a green
velvet cap ornamented with gold. Northcote lived to a

great age, painted portrait and history, imagined that he

imitated Titian in colouring, and loved to sit in a green
velvet cap, like the illustrious Venetian. " I found him
one day," says Hazlitt,

"
painting a portrait of himself.

Another stood on an easel. He asked me which I thought
most like : I said,

' The one you are about is the best, but
not good enough. It looks like a physician, or a member
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of parliament ;
but it ought to look like something more

a cardinal, or a Spanish inquisitor.' While I spoke, I

was constantly in danger of oversetting a stand with a

small looking-glass, which JSTorthcote particularly cautioned

me not to touch. Every now and then he was prying
into the glass by stealth, to see if the portrait was like.

He had on a green velvet cap, and looked very like

Titian."

In a work written by the hand of another, it is difficult

to pick out passages bearing the impress of the person who
furnished the rough materials, and supplied such remarks

as the subject naturally called forth. The following pas-

sage owes little, perhaps, to Hazlitt :

" I will in this

place venture to give my opinion, that there is no way
so improving to a student as to finish his pictures to the

utmost minuteness in his power ; by which means he will

acquire a thorough knowledge of the exact forms and
characters of the parts. If he has a genius for the art, he
will soon discover what he may treat slightly, or leave out

of his work
;
and if he has none, he will be enabled by

this method to give such an air of truth to his productions
as will pass for merit with a large part of the community,
by which he will be secure of employment, and will also

have a certain claim to respect."
There is much truth in the accusation which Northcote

brings against Britain, for want of a true feeling in what
is noble and imaginative in art :

"
Except in the depart-

ment of portraiture, the art of painting in England has

been obstructed or disregarded, unless during some hap-
pier intervals when the goddess of taste has paid a short

visit to the great. Otherwise art has been in small esti-

mation, except the artist was foreign. In. Italy, even every

province contends for the precedence of its school against
that of all others

;
whilst the Englishman is pleased with

every thing that is not the production of England. Our

neighbours, the French, have spoken contemptuously of

us without reserve
;
and the few English who have undis-

putedly excelled, were scarcely rewarded with the honest
and impartial approbation of their own countrymen." I

perceive the mind and taste of Northcote impressed on
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many passages in these volumes :

" The voice is the
voice of Jacob, but the hands are the hands of Esau."

Northcote, amid these literary toils, did not wholly for-

sake his easel : his chief labours were in portraiture. In
the last fifteen years of his life, he painted some sixty
heads

;
of which one of the most remarkable was a por-

trait of Sir Walter Scott, for Sir William Knighton. The
painter said he had a threefold spell upon him while the

poet sat : first, he had the highest admiration of the
illustrious author of Waverley ; secondly, he loved Sir

William Knighton as a true friend and an ardent Devo-
nian

; thirdly, he had his own name and fame to look to :

and worked, therefore, as he imagined, under a sort of

triple inspiration. He might have learnt, however, from
the great master of song who sat to him, that feelings
such as these are more likely to impede than inspire : the
ancient minstrel, before the lovely and the far descended,
felt that

" His hand had lost that sprightly ease
Which marks security to please ;

"

and it has been averred that something of this timidity is

visible in the picture of Sir Walter. The conception is

nevertheless good ;
to secure the appearance of life and

reality, or to unite his own name more effectually with

that of Scott, the artist put on his Titian cap of velvet,

and represented himself in his painting-room, palette in

hand, putting the finishing touch to the head of the poet.
The likenesses are both good ;

and Northcote was so

pleased with his success, that he commenced making a

copy with some alterations. 1

Concerning Scott, the painter confided his opinions to

1 Sir Walter Scott records his impression of Northcote in his diary.
He says :

" May 9, 1828. This day, at the request of Sir William

Knighton, I sat to Northcote, who is to introduce himself in the same

piece in the act of painting me, like some pictures of the Venetian school.

The artist is an old man, low in stature and bent with years fourscore

at least. But his eye is quick, and his countenance noble. A pleasant

companion, familiar with recollections of Sir Joshua, Samuel Johnson,

Burke, Goldsmith, &c. His account of the last confirms all we have

heard of his oddities. May 11. Another long sitting to the old wizard

Northcote. He really resembles an animated mummy." ED.
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Hazlitt. " Sir Walter," said he,
" would have stood his

ground in any company ;
neither Burke, nor Johnson, nor

any of their admirers, would have been disposed or able to

set aside his pretensions. These men were not looked upon
in their day as at present. I liked Sir Walter, because he
had an easy, unaffected manner, and was ready to con-

verse on all subjects. If, on the contrary, he had been
stiff and pedantic, I should, perhaps, have been inclined

to think less highly of the author, from not liking the

man. We can never judge fairly of men's abilities, till

we are no longer liable to come in contact with their

persons. I was much pleased with him, and I believe he

expressed a favourable opinion of me. I said to him,
' I admire the way in which you begin your novels

; you
set out so abruptly, that you quite surprise me ;

I can't

at all tell what's coming.'
'

JSTo,' says Sir Walter,
' nor I

neither.' I then told him, that when I first read Waver-

ley, I said it was no novel
; nobody could invent like that

;

either he had heard the story related by one of the sur-

viving parties, or he had found the materials in a manu-

script concealed in some old chest. To which he replied,
' You're not so far out of the way in thinking so.' You

don't know Scott, do you? He'd be a pattern to you ; you
would learn to rub off some of your asperities ;

but you
admire him, I believe." "

Yes," answered Hazlitt,
" on

this side of idolatry and Toryism : there are two things I

admire in Sir Walter, his capacity and his simplicity.
When he was in Paris, and went to G-alignani's, he sat

down in an outer room to look at some book he wanted to

see : none of the clerks had the least suspicion who it was
;

when it was found out, the place was in commotion.

Cooper, the American, was in Paris at the time
;
his looks

and manner seemed to announce a much greater man ;
he

strutted through the streets with a consequential air, as

if he never relaxed in the assumption, nor wished it to be

forgotten by others, that he was the American Sir Walter
Scott : the real one never troubled himself about the

matter."

At the last sitting which the poet gave the painter, the
conversation turned on the numerous portraits of the
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novelist.
" You have often sat for your portrait," said

Northcote. "
Yes," said Sir Walter,

"
my dog Maida and

I have sat frequently, so often, that Maida, who had
little philosophy, conceived such a dislike to painters, that
whenever she saw a man take out a pencil and paper, and
look at her, she set up a howl, and ran off to the Eildon
Hill : her unfortunate master, however well he can howl,
was never able to run much

;
he was, therefore, obliged

to abide the event: yes, I have frequently sat for my
picture."

Anecdotes of Northcote and his sitters are numerous.
At the time when the young Roscius passed for a Garrick
and a Kemble in one, and nightly witnessed " the slope of

wet faces from the pit to the roof," he sat to our painter.
That no honour might be wanting, he was conveyed by the

Duke of Clarence, afterwards William IV., to Argyll Place,
in his own carriage, where lords and ladies not a few usually
assembled to see the progress of the work. The painter
himself was, probably, to his Eoyal Highness, not the

least object of curiosity.
" The loose gown," says one of

his biographers,
" in which he painted was principally

composed of shreds and patches, and might, perchance, be
half a century old

;
his white hair was sparingly bestowed

on each side, and his cranium was entirely bald. The

royal visitor, standing behind him whilst he painted, first

gently lifted, or rather twitched, the collar of the gown ;

which Northcote resented by suddenly turning, and ex-

pressing his displeasure by a frown
;
on which his Eoyal

Highness, touching the professor's grey locks, said,
' You don't devote much time to the toilette, I perceive.'
The painter instantly replied,

'

Sir, I never allow anyone
to take personal liberties with me : you are the first who
ever presumed to do so

;
and I beg your Royal Highness

to recollect that I am in my own house.' The artist

resumed his painting ;
the prince stood silent for a minute

or so, then opened the door and went away. The royal

carriage, however, had not arrived, and rain was falling ;

the prince returned, borrowed an umbrella, and departed.
' Dear Mr. Northcote,' said one of the ladies,

' I fear you
have offended his Royal Highness.'

'

Madam,' said the
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painter,
' I am the offended party.' The nest day, about

noon, Mr. Northcote was alone, when a gentle tap was
heard, the studio door opened, and in walked the prince.
' Mr. Northcote,' he said,

' I am come to return your
sister's umbrella : I brought it myself, that I might have
an opportunity of saying that yesterday I thoughtlessly
took an unbecoming liberty with you, which you properly
resented. I really am angry with myself, and hope you
will forgive me, and think no more of it.'

' And what
did you say ?

'

inquired a friend to whom the painter told

the story.
'

Say ; good God ! what could I say ? I only
bowed, he might see what I felt. I could, at that

moment, have sacrificed my life for him
;

such a prince is

worthy to be a king.' The prince afterwards, in his

maritime way, said ' He's a damned honest, independent,
little old fellow.'

"

Northcote painted Whitbread, and on that occasion

made what he often called a lucky escape. A share in

the theatre, when old Drury had arisen out of her dust
and ashes, was considered a safe and even lucrative thing.
This was proposed to our artist accordingly ;

but he, in a
somewhat snappish discxission, refused to become one of

the proprietary.
"
No," said he, years afterwards,

" I

was not to be fooled in that way. What ! squander upon
mock kings and queens upon Punch the pittance which
I had saved during the labour of a long life, to keep my
sister and myself from starving in our old age ! No, no,"
he added, in his own shrewd style :

" no this is the

penalty of holding conversations, and being on familiar

terms, with great people. An artist may honour them as

patrons : but to imagine that he can hold communion
with them, on a footing of friendship, is a moral misde-

meanour, for which we ought to be soundly whipped."
In the year 1830, Northcote gave up both his pencil and

his pen ;
and composed himself quietly for that dissolu-

tion, which he now felt could not be far distant. He com-

plained that life lingered about his body too long, and said

it was like keeping the lamps lighted in a church after the

congregation had left it. He prepared his will : and of

his numerous friends few were forgotten. To a female
F F 2
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domestic, who had served him faithfully, he gave a thou-

sand pounds, though she had long left him. To insure

the publication of a second volume of his fables, he left

three thousand pounds ;
and for a monument to himself

he bequeathed a thousand, with instructions that it should

be executed by Chantrey, with whom he had always lived

on friendly terms. He now thought he had done his duty,
and wished for repose ;

but repose was denied him. The

Conversations, which had vexed him for two years in

their magazine shape, were announced to be printed in a

volume. This brought a letter of remonstrance from the

anxious Rosdew, and a threat to publish the correspond-
ence which had passed on the subject between the painter
and Campbell.

" It is my most earnest wish and desire,"

said Northcote,
" that you will make public my letter to

Mr. Campbell, as that would, in some degree, explain the

truth, and check the progress of those cursed papers,
which have cost me so many hours of agony, and which I

have not been able to suppress with all my endeavours. I

wish you had lent me your assistance sooner : it might
have been of use." This letter is dated July 21, 1830.

The " Conversations
" made their appearance in a collected

form
;
but the passages which reflected on Dr. Zachary

Mudgewere softened or omitted. The death-bed sickness

of Hazlitt was, perhaps, no obstacle in the way of these

amputations. He had been ailing for some time, and

suffering both from ill health and want : he was in extreme
distress : his only son, though possessed of talent, was too

young to aid him
;
and Northcote, who had abundance,

seems to have shut his heart. The painter had put him
down for an hundred pounds in his will : Hazlitt died on
the 18th of September, and the money a paltry sum,

surely, for one who had rendered so much assistance was

bequeathed elsewhere. With Hazlitt, we may say the

voice ceased which had for years principally kept the

world in mind of Northcote's existence. The latter had

prayed to be delivered from his friend
;
but now, when

death sundered them, it is likely that he felt the loss of

one whose ready wit and lively conversation gave wings to

many an otherwise heavy hour.
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Northcote lived till the 13th day of July, 1831, and then

died, so calmly, that he seemed to sleep life away. He was
buried in the vault tinder the new church of St. Mary-le-
bone, near Cosway.

" '

Talking with the painter,' said Hazlitt,
'
is like con-

versing with the dead. You see a little old man, eighty

years of age, pale and fragile, with eyes gleaming like the

"lights hung in tombs. He seems little better than a ghost,
and hangs wavering and trembling on the very edge of

life. You would think a breath would blow him away, and

yet what fine things he says.'
' Yes !

' observed some one,
' and what ill-natured things ; they are malicious to the last

word. He is a bottle of aquafortis, which corrodes every-

thing it touches.' '

Except gold,' said Hazlitt
;

' he never

drops upon Sir Joshua or the great masters.' ' Well
;
but

is he not flowing over,' persisted the other,
' with envy,

hatred, and all uncharitableness ? He is as spiteful as a

woman
;
and then, his niggardness. Did he ever give any-

thing ?
' ' Yes

;
his advice,' said Hazlitt,

' and very un-

pleasant it is.'
" This is the picture of an ungracious sort

of man
;
and yet our painter was not without his mild and

gentle moments
; nay, he had them frequently. He was

pleased to talk with ladies, yet he never was in love
;
he

considered them as wasters of time and of money. He was
abstemious by nature : he had to carry on no warfare with

passions wild and strong : he had, by rote, all the old saws
which make frugality a virtue

;
and love of saving, and of

long life, united to persuade him that one half of mankind
die in youth from intemperance. This he not only believed

himself, but his maiden sister believed in it also
;
and as

the latter had the furnishing of the table, she spread it

so sparingly, that visitors who accidentally dropped in at

meal-time marvelled how they survived such continued
self-denial. He was mean in his apparel : his house seemed
the abode of a sloven or a niggard ;

and in his conversation

he hovered between the satirist and the miser.

The Prince of Wales, when a young man, met the painter,
and was much pleased with his conversation. " What do

you know of his Royal Highness
r
:
"

inquired Sir Joshua.
"
Nothing," answered Northcote. "

Nothing, sir ! why, he
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says he knows you very well."
" Pooh !

"
said Northcote,

" that is only his brag." The president smiled and
muttered,

"
Bravely said, bravely said."

He prided himself on his foresight ;
and it was one of

his maxims to leave little to chance, and less to friendship.
He committed as much of his fame as he could to the dura-

bility of marble and the genius of Chantrey ;
but he re-

solved to trust no one with his life and character
;
and

towards the close of his days wrote a copious memoir of

himself, and put it into the hands of a friend, with the
formal request that he would see it published after his

death. 1 He bore in mind how little either Burke or Bos-
well had fulfilled the hopes of Reynolds, when he left them

legacies and pictures ;
and probably thought, in writing his

own life, he carried economy farther than ever his great
master had contemplated. Northcote, nevertheless, was,
least of all men, to be trusted with such a work. He sel-

dom made a calm estimate or took a dispassionate view of

anything ;
he dipped all subjects, save his historical pic-

tures, in the light of heaven or the darkness of hell
;
with

him, in the morning a man was all that was good and

great ;
in the afternoon he was a cheat and a swindler.

His opinion of himself was, perhaps, not liable to such
fluctuations

;
but the man who cannot make a fair estimate

of the merits of others cannot be expected to be just to his

own. His life was an almost continued aggression against
mankind artists in particular : his conversation was a

controversy, sometimes mild and tolerant, but often violent

and rancorous : and all that he said, and perhaps much

1 This friend would seem to have been Sir William Knitrhton, for, in

that gentleman's diary, it is recorded :
" Paid a visit to Mr. Northcote,

and had a long talk with him about his Life, which I hope to write and

arrange for hirn. Ho is anxious that I should do so, but seems to doubt

my having the time to accomplish it. I surprised him with how much I

remembered concerning him. He is in wonderful force for the age of

eighty-five Northcote thanked God that he had outlived

Opie, Fuseli, and Wolcot, they would have made pretty trash of his

life
;

'

but,' he added,
' I think in your hands I am safe.'

" This memoir
is stated to have been really edited by Sir William Knighton, but I can-

not find that it was ever published, unless it was that prefixed to the

sei-ond edition of the " Fables." Eu.
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that he wrote, required to be taken with some abate-

ment.
Of his system of study and habits as an artist, a little

may be said. He was an early riser
;
remained long at his

easel
; sought models in all things to aid his conception ;

and was long in pleasing himself with his outline or his

colours. He attained all by a slow, protracted and laborious

process. He seemed never to see clearly what he desired

to do
;
and worked more from artificial rules than from

the fulness and energy of nature. When he commenced an
historical picture, it was his practice to crowd his studio

with all manner of costumes and weapons, and matters

which belonged to the era he wished to illustrate. These
he painted in brightly enough ;

but the human character

and sentiment which had to give life and feeling to the

whole, could not be found without outlay of imagination ;

and Northcote complained that he could neither find in life

or fancy such heads as he desired. He liked to have friends

beside him when he painted. Work never interrupted the

flow of conversation
;
he could talk and paint, argue and

paint, criticize and paint : with him, in fact, painting was
much of a mechanical process.

Northcote's uninspired industry has added nothing,
which promises to last, to our stock of literature. An essay,
in which he illustrates, with some ingenuity, the untenable

position of Barry, that poetry is only true when it can be

painted, he considered, he told me, the cleverest thing he
had ever written. He was not one of those who believed,
with Spenser,

' That poets' wit surpasseth painters' far,
In picturing the parts of beauty daynt."

Of his merits as a painter, I have already said much in

the course of my narrative. His chief excellence lay in a
certain dignity with which he invested his compositions.
He desired to exalt all he touched

;
and this is true of his

portraits as well as of his historical pieces. The clear

manner in which he makes his canvas tell his story is an-

other merit of a high order
;
this made the pictures he

painted for the Shakespeare Gallery more popular than the
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more imaginative works of Fuseli. His chief faults were
defective drawing, dull colouring, and that want of picto-
rial conception which gives to his works the appearance of

having come bit by bit, and with reluctance, from his mind.
In his best works there is little to surprise, elevate, or

electrify.

END OF VOL. II.
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'

Treatise on Education ; together with the

Autobiography, and a short Memoir. N S. \

Flower, Fruit, andThorn Pieces,
or the Wedded Life, Death, and Marriage

(

of Siebenkaes. Translated by Alex. Ewing.
.V. .V.

The only complete English translation.

ROSCOE'S (W.) Life of Leo X., with
j

No_tes, Historical Documents, and Disser-
J

tation on Lucretia Borgia. 3 Portraits,
j

2 vols.

Lorenzo de' Medici, called
' The ;

Magnificent,' with Copyright Notes, j

Poems, Letters, &c. With Memoir of i

Roscoe and Portrait of Lorenzo.

RUSSIA, History of, from the
;

earliest Period to the Crimean War. By j

W. K. Kelly. 3 Portraits. 2 vols.

SCHILLER'S "Works. 6 vols. ,V. S.

Vol. I. Thirty Years' War Revolt in
j

the Netherlands. Rev. A. J. W. Morrison, I

M.A. Portrait.

Vol. II. Revolt in the Netherlands, com-

pleted Wallenstein. By J. Churchill and
S. T. Coleridge. William Tell. Sir Theo-
dore Martin. Engraving (after Vandyck).

Vol. III. Don Carlos. R. D. Boylan
Mary Stuart. Mellish Maid of Or-

leans. Anna Swanwick Bride of Mes-
sina. A. Lodge, M.A. . Together with the
Use of the Chorus in Tragedy (a short

Essay). Engravings.
These Dramas are all translated in metre.

Vol. IV. Robbers Fiesco Love and
Intrigue Demetrius Ghost Seer Sport
of Divinity.

The Dramas in this volume are in prose.

Vol. V. Poems. E. A. Bowring, C.B.

Vol. VI. Essays, /Esthetical and Philo-

sophical, including the Dissertation on the
Connexion between the Animal and Spiri-
tual in Man.

SCHILLER and GOETHE. Corre-
spondence between, from A.D. 1794-1805.
With Short Notes by L. Dora Schmitz.
2 vols. .V. .V.

SCHLEGEL'S (F.) Lectures on the
Philosophy of Life and the Philosophy of

Language. By A. J. W. Morrison.

- The History of Literature, Ancient
and Modern.

The Philosophy of History. With
Memoir and Portrait.

SCHLEGEL'S Works Continued.

Modern History, with the Lectures
entitled Csesar and Alexander, and The
Beginning of our History. By L. Purcell

and R. H. Whitelock.

- JEsthetic and Miscellaneous
Works, containing Letters on Christian

Art, Essay on Gothic Architecture, Re-
marks on the Romance Poetry of the Mid-
dle Ages, on Shakspeare, the Limits of the

Beautiful, and on the Language and Wis-
dom of the Indians. By E. J. Millington.

SCHLEGEL (A. W.) Dramatic Art
and Literature. By J Black. With Me-
moir by A. J. W. Morrison. Portrait.

SHAKESPEARE'S Dramatic Art.
The History and Character of Shakspeare's
Plays. By Dr. H. Ulrici. Trans, by L.
Dora Schmitz. 2 vols. N. S.

SHERIDAN'S Dramatic Works. With
Memoir Portrait (after Reynolds). JV. 5".

SKEAT (Rev. W. Vf.)-See Chaucer.

SISMONDI'S History of the Litera-
ture of the South of Europe. With Notes
and Memoir by T. Roscoe. Portraits of
Sismondi and Dants. 2 vols.

The .specimens of early French, Italian,

Spanish, and Portugese Poetry, in English
Verse, by Cary and others.

SMITH'S (Adam) Theory of Moral
Sentiments

;
with Essay on the First For-

mation of Languages, and Critical Memoir
by Dugald Stewart

SMYTH'S (Professor) Lectures on
Modern History; from the Irruption of the

Northern Nations to the close of the Ameri-
can Revolution. 2 vols.

Lectures on the French Revolu-
tion. With Index. 2 vols.

SOUTHEY See Cmuper, W'esley, and
(Illustrated Library) Nelson.

STURM'S Morning Communings
with God, or Devotional Meditations tor

Every Day. Trans, by W. Johnstone, M.A.

SULLY. Memoirs of the Duke of,
Prime Minister to Henry the Great. With
Notes and Historical Introduction. 4 Por-
traits. 4 vols.

TAYLOR'S (Bishop Jeremy) Holy
Living and Dying, with Pravers, contain-

ing the Whole Duty of a Christian and the

parts of Devotion fitted to all Occasions.
Portrait. .V. S.

THIERRY'S Conquest of England by
the Normans ; its Causes, and its Conse-

quences in England and the Continent,

l.y W. Hazlitt. With short Memoir. 2 Por-
trait*. 2 \ul. -V. .V.



BONN'S LIBRARIES.

TROYE'S (Jean de). See Philip de Com-
inines.

ULRICI (Dr.) See Shakspeare.

VASARI. Lives of the most Eminent
Painters, Sculptors, and Architects. By
Mrs. J. Foster, with selected Notes. Por-
trait. 5 vols. N. S.

WESLEY, the Life of, and the Rise
and Progress of Methodism. By Robert

Southey. Portrait. 5^. N. S.

WHEATLEY. A Rational Illustra-
tion of the Book of Common Prayer, being
the Substance of everything Liturgical in

all former Ritualist Commentators upon the

subject. Frontispiece. X. S.

HISTORICAL LIBRARY.
21 Volumes at $s. each. (5?. $s. per set.)

EVELYN'S Diary and Correspond-
dence, with the Private Correspondence of
Charles I. and Sir Edward Nicholas, and
between Sir Edward Hyde (Earl of Claren-

don) and Sir Richard Browne. Edited from
the Original MSS. by W. Bray, F.A.S.

4 vols. N. S. 45 Engravings (after Van-

dyke, Lely, Kneller, and Jamieson, &c.).

N.B. This edition contains 130 letters

from Evelyn and his wife, contained in no
other edition.

PEPYS' Diary and Correspondence.
With Life and Notes, by Lord Braybrooke.
4 vols. N. S. With Appendix containing
additional Letters, an index, and 31 En-
gravings (after Vandyke, Sir P. Lely,
Holbein, Kneller, &.C.).

JESSE'S Memoirs of the Court of
England under the Stuarts, including the
Protectorate. 3 vols. With Index and 42
Portraits (after Vandyke, Lely, &c.).

Memoirs of the Pretenders and
their Adherents. 7 Portraits.

NU GENT'S (Lord) Memorials of
Hampden, his Party and Times. With
Memoir. 12 Portraits (after Vandyke
and others). A". .S".

STRICKLAND'S (Agnes) Lives of the
Queens of England from the Norman
Conquest. From authentic Documents,
public and private. 6 Portraits. 6 vols.

Jf.S.

Life of Mary Queen of Scots.
2 Portraits. 2 vols. A~. S.

PHILOSOPHICAL LIBRARY.
13 Voh. at $s. eac/i, excepting those marked otherwise, (zl. igs. fer set.)

BACON'S Novum Organum and Ad-
vancement of Learning. With Notes by
J. Devey, M.A.

COMTE'S Philosophy of the Sciences.
An Exposition of the Principles of the
Conrs tie 1'hilosofhit Positive. By G. H.
Lewes, Author of

' The Life of Goethe.'

DRAPER (Dr. J. W.) A History of
the Intellectual Development of Europe.
2 vols. N. S.

HEGEL'S Philosophy of History. By
J. Sibree, M.A.

KANT'S Critique of Pure Reason.
By J. M. D. Meiklejohn. A'. S.
- Prolegomena and Metaphysical
Foundations of Natural Science, with Bio-

fraphy
and Memoir by E. Belfort liax.

'ortrait. A". -V.

LOGIC, or the Science of Inference.
A Popular Manual. ByJ.Uevey.

MILLER (Professor;. History Philo.

sophically Illustrated, from the Fall of the
Roman Empire to the French Revolution.
With Memoir. 4 vols. 3*. M. each.

SPINOZA'S Chief Works. Trans, by
R. H. M. Elwes. 2 vols. K.S.

Vol. I. Tractatus Theologico- Politicly
Political Treatise.

Vol. II. Improvement of the Under-
standing Ethics Letters. [In the press.

TENNEMANN'S Manual of the His-
tory of Philosophy. Trans, by Rev. A.

Johnson, M.A.



THEOLOGICAL AND ANTIQUARIAN LIBRARIES.

THEOLOGICAL LIBRARY.
15 Vols. at $s. each, excepting those marked otherwise, (j/. 13.?. 6d. per set.)

BLEEK. Introducti9n to the Old
Testament. By Friedrich Bleek. Trans,

under the supervision of Rev. E. Venables,

Residentiary Canon of Lincoln. 2 vols.

-V. S.

CHILLINGWORTH'S Religion of
Protestants. 3.?. 6i/.

EUSEBIUS. Ecclesiastical History
of Eusebius Pamphilius, Bishop of Caesarea.
Trans, by Rev. C. F. Cruse, M.A. With
Notes, Life, and Chronological Tables.

EVAGRIUS. History of the Church.
See Thcodoret.

HARDWICK. History ofthe Articles
of Religion ; to which is added a Series of

Documents from A.D. 1536 to A.D. 1615.
Ed. by Rev. F. Proctor. .V. S.

HENRY'S (Matthew) Exposition of
the Book of Psalms. Numerous Woodcuts.

PEARSON (John, D.D.) Exposition
of the Creed. Edit, by K. Walford, M.A.
With Notes, Analysis, and Indexes. A". -5f.

PHILO-JUD.SUS, Works of. The
Contemporary of Josephus. Trans, by
C. D. Yonge. 4 vols.

PHILOSTORGIUS. Ecclesiastical

History of. Sec Sozoinen.

SOCRATES' Ecclesiastical History.
Comprising a History of the Church from

Constantine, A.D. 30$; to the 38th year of
Theodosius II. With Short Account of
the Author, and selected Notes.

SOZOMEN'S Ecclesiastical History.
A.D. 324-440. With Notes, Prefatory Re-
marks by Valesius, and Short Memoir.

Together with the ECCLESIASTICAL His-
TOKV OK PHILOSTORGIUS, as epitomised by
Photius. Trans, by Rev. E. Walford, M.A.
With Notes and brief Life.

THEODORET and EVAGRIUS. His-
tories of the Church from A.D. 332 to the

Death of Theodore of Mopsuestia, A.D.

427 ;
and from A.D. 431 to A.D. 544. With

Memoirs.

WIESELER'S (Karl) Chronological
Synopsis of the Four Gospels. Trans, by
Rev. Canon Venables. .V. .5".

ANTIQUARIAN LIBRARY.
35 Vols. at ^s. each. (8/. 15.?. per Act.}

ANGLO-SAXON CHRONICLE. See
Bate.

ASSER'S Life of Alfred. See S;.r O. E.
Chronicles.

BEDE'S (Venerable) Ecclesiastical
History of England. Together with the
A.NCI.O-SAXON CHRONICLE. With Notes,
Short Life, Analysis, and Map. Edit, by
J. A. Giles, D.C.L.

BOETHIUS'S Consolation of Philo-
sophy. King Alfred's Anglo-Saxon Ver-
sion of. With an English Translation on

opposite pages, Notes, Introduction, and
Glossary, by Rev. S. Fox, M.A. To
which is added the Anglo-Saxon Version of
the METRES OK BOKTHII.-S, with a. free

Translation by Martin F. Tupper, D.C.L.

BRAND'S Popular Antiquities of
England, Scotland, and Ireland. Illus-

trating the Origin of our Vulgar and Pro-
vincial Customs, Ceremonies, and Super-
Ntitions. By Sir Henry Ellis, K.H., F.R.S.

Frontispiece. 3 vols.

CHRONICLES of the CRUSADES.
Contemporary Narratives of Richard Coeur
de Lion, by Richard of Devizes and Geof-

frey de Vmsauf; and of the Crusade at

Saint Louis, by Lord John de Joinville.
With Short Notes. Illuminated Frontis-

piece from an old MS.

DYER'S (T. F. T.) British Popular
Customs, Present and Past. An Account
of the various Games and Customs asso-

ciated with different Days of the Year in

the British Isles, arranged according to the

Calendar. By the Rev. T. F. Thiselton

Dyer, M.A.

EARLY TRAVELS IN PALESTINE.
Comprising the Narratives of Arculf,

Willibald, Bernard, Sa;wulf, Sigurd, Ben-

jamin of Tudela, Sir John Maundeville,
De la Brociiuiere, and Maundrell ; all un-

abridged. With Introduction and Notes

by Thomas Wright. Map of Jerusalem.



BOWS LIBRARIES.

ELLIS (G.) Specimens of Early En-
glish Metrical Romances, relating to

Arthur, Merlin, Guy of Warwick, Richard
Coeur de Lion, Charlemagne, Roland, &c.
etc. With Historical Introduction by J.O.
Halliwell, F.R.S. Illuminated Frontis-

piece from an old MS.

ETHELWERD. Chronicle of. See
Si.r O. E. Chronicles.

FLORENCE OF 'WORCESTER'S
Chronicle, with the Two Continuations :

comprising Annals of English History
from the Departure of the Romans to the

Reign of Edward I. Trans., with Notes,
by Thomas Forester, M.A.

GESTA ROMANORUM, or Enter-
taining Moral Stories invented by the
Monks. Trans, with Notes by the Rev.
Charles Swan. Edit, by W. Hooper, M.A.

GIRALDUS CAMBRENSIS' Histori-
cal Works. Containing Topography of

Ireland, and History of the Conquest of

Ireland, by Th. Forester M A. Itinerary

through Wales, and Description of Wales,
by Sir R. Colt Hoare.

GEOFFREY OF MONMOUTH.
Chronicle of. Sec Six O. . Chronicles.

GILDAS. Chronicle of. See SU O. E.
Chronicles.

HENRY OF HUNTINGDON'S His
tory of the English, from the Roman In-

vasion to the Accession of Henry II. ;

with the Acts of King Stephen, and the
Letter to Walter. By T. Forester, M.A.
Frontispiece from au old MS.

INGULPH'S Chronicles of the Abbey
of Croyland, with the CONTINUATION by
Peter of Hlois and others. Trans, with
Notes by H. T. Riley, B.A.

KEIGHTLEY'S (Thomas) Fairy My-
thology, illustrative of the Romance and

Superstition of Various Countries. Frontis-

piece by Cruikshank . N. S.

LEPSIUS'S Letters from Egypt,
Ethiopia, and the Peninsula of Sinai ;

to

which are added, Extracts from his

Chronology of the Egyptians, with refer-

ence to the Exodus of the Israelites. By
L. and J. B. Horner. Mapsand Coloured
View of Mount Barkal.

MALLET'S Northern Antiquities, or
an Historical Account of the Manners,
Customs, Religions, and Literature of the

Ancient Scandinavians. Trans, by Bishop
Percy. With Translation of the PKOSK
EDUA, and Notes by J. A. Blackwell.

Also an Abstract of the
'

Eyrbyggia Saga
'

by Sir Walter Scott. With Glossary
and Coloured Frontispiece.

MARCO POLO'S Travels; with Notes
and Introduction. Edit, by T. Wright.

MATTHEW PARK'S English His-
tory, from 1235 to 1273. By Rev. J. A.
Giles, D.C.L. With Frontispiece. 3 vols.

See also Roger of Wendover.

MATTHEW OF WESTMINSTER'S
Flowers of History, especially such as re-

late to the affairs of Britain, from the be-

ginning of the World to A.I). 1307. By
C. D. Yonge. 2 vols.

NENNIUS. Chronicle of. See Si.r
O. E. Chronicles.

ORDERICUS VITALIS' Ecclesiastical
History of England and Normandy. With
Notes, Introduction of Guizot, and the
Critical Notice of M. Delille, by T.

Forester, M.A. To which is added the
CHRONICLE OF St. EVROULT. With Gene-
ral and Chronological Indexes. 4 vols.

PAULI'S (Dr. R.) Life of Alfred the
Great. To which is appended Alfreds
ANGLO-SAXON VERSION OF OROSITS. With
literal Translation interpaged, Notes, and
an ANGLO-SAXON GRAMMAR and G^sary,
by B. Thorpe, Esq. Frontispiece.

RICHARD OF CIRENCESTER.
Chronicle of. See Si.r O. E. Chronicles.

ROGER DE HOVEDEN'S Annals of
English History, comprising the History
of England and of othrr Countries of Eu-
rope from A.U. 732 to A.D. 1201. With
Notes by H. T. Riley, B.A. 2 vols.

ROGER OF WENDOVER'S Flowers
of History, comprising the History of

England from the Descent of the Saxons to

A.D. 1235, formerly ascribed to Matthew
Paris. With Notes and Index by J. A.

Giles, D.C.L. 2 vols.

SIX OLD ENGLISH CHRONICLES :

viz., Asser's Life of Alfred and the Chroni-
cles of Ethelwerd, Gildas. Nennius, Geof-

frey of Monmouth, and Richard of Ciren-

cester. Edit., with Notes, by J. A. Giles,

D.C.L. Portrait of Alfred.

WILLIAM OF MALMESBURY'S
Chronicle of the Kings of England, from
the Earliest Period to King Stephen. By
Rev. J. Sharpe. With Notes by J. A.

Giles, "D.C.L. Frontispiece.

YULE-TIDE STORIES. A Collection

of Scandinavian and North-German Popu-
lar Tales and Traditions, from the Swedish,

Danish, and German. Edit, by P.. Thorpe.



ILLUSTRATED LIBRAR Y:

ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY.
Vols. at $s. each, excepting those marked otherwise. (22!. \"js. 6d, fer set.)

ALLEN'S (Joseph, R.N.) Battles of
the British Navy. Revised edition, with
Indexes of Names and Events, and 57 Por-
traits and Plans. 2 vols.

ANDERSEN'S Danish Fairy Tales.
By Caroline Peachey. With Short Life
and 120 Wood Engravings.

ARIOSTO'S Orlando Furioso. In

English Verse by W. S. Rose. With Notes
and Short Memoir. Portrait after Titian,
and 24 Steel Engravings. 2 vols.

BECHSTEIN'S Cage and Chamber
Birds : their Natural History, Habits, &c.

Together with SWEET'S BRITISH WAR-
BLERS. 43 Plates and Woodcuts. JV. .9.

or with the Plates Coloured, 7.5. (ni.

BONOMI'S Nineveh and its Palaces.
The Discoveries of Botta and Layard
applied to the Elucidation of Holy Writ.

7 Plates and 294 Woodcuts. -V. *9.

BUTLER'S Hudibras, with Variorum
Notes aad Biography. Portrait and 28
Illustrations.

CATTERMOLE'S Evenings at Had-
don Hall. Romantic Tales of the Olden
Times. With 24 Steel Engravings after
Cattermole.

CHINA, Pictorial, Descriptive, and
Historical, with some account of Ava and
the Burmese, Siam, and Anam. Map, and
nearly 100 Illustrations.

CRAIK'S (G. L.) Pursuit of Know-
ledge under Difficulties. Illustrated by
Anecdotes and Memoirs. Numerous Wood-
cut Portraits. .V. S.

CROTKSHANK'S Three Courses and
a Dessert ; comprising three Sets of Tales,
West Country', Irish, and Legal ; and a
Melange. With 50 Illustrations by Cruik-
shank. .V. .Y.

Punch and Judy. The Dialogue of
the Puppet Show ; an Account of its Origin,
&c. 24 Illustrations by Cruikshank. A'. .V.

With Coloured Plates. 7.?. (xf.

DANTE, in English Verse, by I. C. Wright,
M.A. With Introduction and Memoir.
Portrait and 34 Steel Engravings after
Flaxman. A". S.

DIDRON'S Christian Iconography;
a History of Christian Art in the Middle
Ages. Trans, by E. J. Millington. 150
Outline Engravings.

DYER (Dr. T. H.) Pompeii : its Build-

ings and Antiquities. An Account of the

City, with full Description of the Remain*
and Recent Excavations, and an Itinerary
for Visitors. By T. H. Dyer, LL.D.
Nearly 300 Wood Engravings, Map, and
Plan. -s. 6tt. X.S.
Rome : its Vicissitudes and Monu-

ments, with Introduction on recent Exca-
vations. 8 Engravings, Frontispiece, and
2 Maps.

GIL BLAS. The Adventures of.
From the French of Lesage by Smollett.

24 Engravings after Smirke, and 10 Etch-
ings by Cruikshank. 612 pages. 6s.

GRIMM'S Gammer Grethel; or, Ger-
man Fairy Tales and Popular Stories,

containing 42 Fairy Tales. By Edgar
Taylor. Numerous Woodcuts after Cruik-
shank and Ludwig Grimm. 3$. 6d.

HOLBEIN'S Dance of Death and
Bible Cuts. Upwards of 150 Subjects, en-

graved in facsimile, with Introduction and
Descriptions by the late Francis Douce
and Dr. Dibdin. -}s. 6d.

HOWITT'S (Mary) Pictorial Calen-
dar of the Seasons ; embodying AIKIN'S
CALENDAR OF NATURE. Upwards of 100
Woodcuts.

INDIA, Pictorial, Descriptive, and
Historical, from the Earliest Times. 100

Engravings on Wood and Map.
JESSE'S Anecdotes of Dogs. With

40 Woodcuts after Harvey, Bewick, and
others. _V. S.

With 34 additional Steel Engravings
after Cooper, Landseer, &c. 75. dd. X. S.

KING'S (C. W.) Natural History of
Gems or Decorative Stones. Illustra-

tions. 6s.

Natural History of Precious
Stones and Metals. Illustrations. 6s.

Handbook of Engraved Gems.
Numerous Illustrations. 6s.

KITTO'S Scripture Lands. Described
in a series of Historical, Geographical, and
Topographical Sketches. 42 Maps.

With the Maps coloured, js. dti.

KRUMMACHER'S Parables. 40 Illus-

trations.

LINDSAY'S fLord) Letters on Egypt,
Edom, and the Holy Land. 36 Wood
Engravings and i Maps.



BOHN'S LIBRARIES.

LODGE'S Portraits of Illustrious

Personages of Great Britain, with Bio-

graphical and Historical Memoirs. 240
Portraits engraved on Steel, with the

respective Biographies unabridged. Com-
plete in 8 vols.

LONGFELLOW'S Poetical Works,
including his Translations and Notes. 24

full-page Woodcuts by Birket Foster and
others, and a Portrait. .V. S.

Without the Illustrations, 33. bd. X. S.

Prose Works. With 16 full-page
Woodcuts by Birket Foster and others.

LOUDON'S (Mrs.) Entertaining Na-
turalist. Popular Descriptions, Tales, and
Anecdotes, of more than 500 Animals.
Numerous Woodcuts. N. S.

MARRYAT'S (Capt., R.N.) Master,
man Ready ; or, the Wreck of the Pacific.
(Written for Young People.) With 93
Woodcuts, y. 6i/. ,\ . S.

Mission; or, Scenes in Africa.
(Written for Young People.) Illustrated

by Gilbert and Dalziel. y. 6.i. jV. .S".

Pirate and Three Cutters. (Writ-
ten for Young People.) With a Memoir.
8 Steel Engravings after Clarkson Stan-

field, R.A. y. 6it. N. S.

Privateersman. Adventures by Sea
and Land One Hundred Years Ago.
(Written for Young People.) 8 Steel En-
gravings. 3-r. 6if. .V. S.

Settlers in Canada. (Written for

Young People.) 10 Engravings by Gilbert
and Dalziel. 3*. 6<i. -V. S.

Poor Jack. (Written for Young
People.) With 16 Illustrations after Clark-
son Stanfield, R.A. y. 6rf. .V. S.

MAXWELL'S Victories of Welling.
ton and the British Armies. Frontispiece
and 4 Portraits.

MICHAEL ANGELO and RAPHAEL,
Their Lives and Works. By Duppa and
Quatremcre de Quincy. Portraits and
Engravings, including the Last Judgment,
and Cartoons. A^. S.

MILLER'S History of the Anglo-
Saxons, from the Earliest Period to the
Norman Conquest. Portrait of Alfred, Map
of Saxon Britain, and 12 Steel Engravings.

MILTON'S Poetical Works, with a
Memoir and Notes by J. Montgomery, an
Index to Paradise Lost, Todd's Verbal
Index to all the Poems, and Notes. 120
Wood Engravings. 2 vols. .V. S.

MUDIE'S History of British Birds.
Revised by W. C. L. Martin. 52 Figures of
Birds and 7 Plates of Eggs. 2 vols. ,V..S\

With the Plates coloured, 7^. 6if. per vol.

NAVAL and MILITARY HEROES
of Great Britain ; a Record of British
Valour on every Day in the year, from
William the Conqueror to the Battle of
Inkermann. By Major Johns, R.M., and
Lieut. P. H. Nicolas, R.M. Indexes. 24
Portraits after Holbein, Reynolds, &c. 6s.

NICOHNI'S History of the Jesuits :

their Origin, Progress, Doctrines, and De-
signs. 8 Portraits.

PETRARCH'S Sonnets, Triumphs,
and other Poems, in English Verse. With
Life by Thomas Campbell. Portrait and
15 Steel Engravings.

PICKERING'S History of the Races
of Man, and their Geographical Distribu-
tion ; with AN ANALYTICAL SYNOPSIS OF
THE NATURAL HISTORY OF MAN. By Dr.
Hall. Map of the World and 12 Plates.

With the Plates coloured, 7.5. 6d.

PICTORIAL HANDBOOK OF
Modern Geography on a Popular Plan.

Compiled from the best Authorities, English
and Foreign, by H. G. Bonn. 150 Wood-
cuts and 51 Maps. 6s.

With the Maps coloured, 7.1. 6tf.

Without the Maps, js. 6tf.

POPE'S Poetical Works, including
Translations. Edit., with Notes, by R.
Carruthers. 2 vols.

Homer's Iliad, with Introduction
and Notes by Rev. J. S. Watson, M.A.
With Flaxman's Designs. A". .Si".

Homer's Odyssey, with the BATTLE
OF FROGS AND MICK, Hymns, &c., by
other translators, including Chapman. In-

troduction and Notes by J. S. Watson,
M.A. With Flaxman's Designs. _Y. S.

Life, including many of his Letters.

By R. Carruthers. Numerous Illustrations.

POTTERY AND PORCELAIN, and
other objects of Vertu. Comprising an
Illustrated Catalogue of the Bernal Col-

lection, with the prices and names of the
Possessors. Also an Introductory Lecture
on Pottery and Porcelain, and an Engraved
List of all Marks and Monograms. By
H. G. Bohn. Numerous Woodcuts.

With coloured Illustrations, los. 6i/.

PROUT'S (Father) Reliques. Edited

by Rev. F. Mahony. Copyright edition,
with the Author's last corrections and
additions. 21 Etchings by D. Maclise,
R.A. Nearly 600 pages. 5$ . .V. S.

RECREATIONS IN SHOOTING. With
some Account of the Game found in the
British Isles, and Directions for the Manage-
ment of Dog and Gun. By

'

Craven.; 6-
Woodcuts and 9 Steel Engravings after

A. Cooper, R.A.



CLASSICAL LIBRARY.

BEDDING'S History and Descrip-
tions of Wines, Ancient and Modern. 20
Woodcuts.

RENNIE. Insect Architecture. Re-
vised by Rev. J. G. Wood, M.A. 186
Woodcuts. JV*. S.

ROBINSON CRUSOE. With .Memoir of

Defoe, 12 Steel Engravings and 74 Wood-
cuts after Stothard and Harvey.

Without the Engravings, y. dd.

ROME EN THE NINETEENTH CEN-
.. tury. An Account in 1817 of the Ruins of

the Ancient City, and Monuments ofModern
Times. By C. A. Eaton. 34 Steel En-
gravings. 2 vols.

SHARPE (S.) The History of Egypt,
from the Earliest Times till the Conquest
hy the Arabs, A.D. 640. 2 Maps and up-
wards of 400 Woodcuts. 2 vols. X. S.

SOUTHEY'S Life of Nelson. With
Additional Notes, Facsimiles of Nelson's

Writing, Portraits, Plans, and 50 Engrav-
ings, after Birket Foster, &c. -V. .V.

STARLING'S (Miss) Noble Deeds of
Women; or, Examples of Female Courage,
Fortitude, and Virtue. With 14 Stes! Por-
traits. .V. 5".

STUART and REVETT'S Antiquities
of Athens, and other Monuments of Greece ;

with Glossary of Terms used in Grecian
Architecture. 71 Steel Plates and numerous
Woodcuts.

SWEET'S British Warblers. ss.Ste
Becfistein.

TALES OF THE GENII; or, the
Delightful Lessons of Horam, the Son of
Asmar. Trans, by Sir C. Morrell. Numer-
ous Woodcuts.

TASSp'S Jcrxisalem Delivered. In

English Spenserian Verse, with Life, by
J. H. Wiffen. With 8 Engravings and 24
Woodcuts. X. S.

WALKER'S Manly Exercises; con-

taining Skating, Riding, Driving, Hunting,
Shooting, Sailing, Rowing, Swimming, &c.
44 Engravings and numerous Woodcuts.

WALTON'S Complete Angler, or the
Contemplative Man's Recreation, by Izaak
Walton and Charles Cotton. With Me-
moirs and Notes by E. Jesse. Also an
Account of Fishing Stations, Tackle, &c.,
by H. G. Bohn. Portrait and 203 Wood-
cuts. .V. .V.- With 26 additional Engravings on Steel,

WELLINGTON, Life of. From the
Matt-rials of Maxwell. 18 Steel En-
gravings.

-- Victories of. .SVc,- Maxwell.

WESTROPP (H. M.) A Handbook of
Archeology, Egyptian, Greek, Etruscan,
Roman. By H. M. Westropp. Numerous
Illustrations. 7$. fid. X. .V.

WHITE'S Natural History of Sel-
borne, with Observations on various Parts
of Nature, and the Naturalists' Calendar.
Sir W. Jardine. Edit., with Notes and
Memoir, by E. Jesse. 40 Portraits. K. S.- With the Plates coloured, 7^. 6if. X. S.

YOUNG LADY'S BOOK, The. A
Manual of Recreations, Arts, Sciences, and
Accomplishments. 1200 Woodcut Illustra-

tions. 7.?. 6i/.- cloth gilt, gilt edges. 95.

CLASSICAL LIBRARY.
TRANSLATIONS FROM THE <JREKK AND LATIN.

95 I'ols. at
5-c. each, excepting those inarked (z^l. 8s. 6d. per set. )

jESCHYLUS, The Dramas of. In

English Verse by Anna Swanwick. 3rd
edition. .V. S.

- The Tragedies of. In Pro.>e, with
Notes and Introduction, by T. A. Buckley,
B.A. Portrait, y. (></.

AMMIANUS MARCELLINUS. His-
tory of Rome during the Reigns of Con-
stantius, Julian. Jovianus,Valentinian, and
Valens, by C. D. Yonge, B.A. Double
\olume. TS. (,</.

ANTONINUS (M. Aurelius), The
Thoughts of. Translated literally, with

Notes, Biographical Sketch, and Essay on
the Philosophy, by George Long, M.A.
>. M. -V. .V.

APULEIUS, The Works Of. Com-
prising the ( lolden Ass, God of Socrates,
Florida, and Discourse of Magic. With
a Metrical Version of Cupid and Psyche,
and Mrs. Tighe's Psyche. Frontis-

piece.
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ARISTOPHANES' Comedies. Trans.,
with Notes and Extracts from Frere's and
other Metrical Versions, hy VV. J. Hickie.
Portrait. 2 vols.

ARISTOTLE'S Nicomacheaii Ethics.
Trans., with Notes, Analytical Introduc-

tion, and Questions for Students, by Ven.
Archdn. Browne.

Politics and Economics. Trans.,
with Notes, Analyses, and Index, by E.
Walford. M.A., and an Essay and Life by
Dr. Gillies.

Metaphysics. Trans., with Notes,
Analysis, and Examination Questions, by
Rev. John H. M'.Mahon, M.A.

History ofAnimals. In Ten Books.

Trans., with Notes and Index, by R.
Cresswell, M.A.

Organon ; or. Logical Treatises, and
the Introduction of Porphyry. With Notes,
Analysis, and Introduction, by Rev. O.
F. Owen, M.A. 2 vols. 3^. 6d. each.

Rhetoric and Poetics. Trans., with
Hobbes' Analysis, Exam. Questions, and
Notes, by T. Buckley, B.A. Portrait.

ATHENJEUS. The Deipnosophists ;

or, the Banquet of the Learned. By C. D.

Yonge, B.A. With an Appendix of Poeti-

cal Fragments. 3 vols.

ATLAS of Classical Geography. 22

large Coloured Maps. With a complete
Index. Imp. Svo. 7$. 6d.

I

BION. See Theocritus.

C^SAR. Commentaries on the I

Gallic and Civil Wars, with the Supple-
j

mentary Books attributed to Hirtius, in-
i

eluding the complete Alexandrian, African,
and Spanish Wars. Trans, with Notes. '

Portrait.

CATULLUS, Tibullus, and the Vigil
of Venus. Trans, with Notes and Bio-

graphical Introduction. To which are
'

added, Metrical Versions by Lamb, I

Grainger, and others. Frontispiece.

CICERO'S Orations. Trans, by C. D.
j

Yonge, B.A. 4 vols.

On Oratory and Orators. With
j

Letters to Quintus and Brutus. Trans.,
with Notes, by Rev. J. S. Watson, M.A.

On the Nature of the Gods, Divi-
\

nation, Fate, Laws, a Republic, Consul-

ship. Trans., with Notes, by C. D. Yonge,
B.A.

Academics, De Finibus, and Tuscu-
lan Questions. By C. I). Yonge, B.A.
With Sketch of the Greek Philosophers
mentioned by Cicero.

CICERO'S Orations. Continued.

Offices ; or, Moral Duties. Cato
Major, an Essay on Old Age ; Lsdius, an
Essay on Friendship ; Scipio's Dream ;

Paradoxes ; Letter to Quintus on Magis-
trates. Trans., with Notes, by C. R. Ed-
monds. Portrait. 3$. 6J.

DEMOSTHENES' Orations. Trans.,
with Notes, Arguments, a Chronological
Abstract, and Appendices, by C. Rann
Kennedy. 5 vols.

DICTIONARY ofLATIN and GREEK:
Quotations ; including Proverbs, Maxims,
Mottoes, Law Terms and Phrases. With
the Quantities marked, and English Trans-
lations.

With Index Verborum (622 pages). 6s-

Index Verborum to the above, with the

Quantities and Accents marked (56 pages),
limp cloth, is.

DIOGENES LAERTIUS. Lives and
Opinions of the Ancient Philosophers.
Trans., with Notes, by C. D. Yonge, B.A.

EPICTETUS. The Discourses of.
With the Encheiridion and Fragments.
With Notes, Life, and View of his Philo-

sophy, by George Long, M.A. ^V. S.

EURIPIDES. Trans., with Notes and In-

troduction, by T. A. Buckley, B.A. Por-
trait. 2 vols.

GREEK ANTHOLOGY. In English
Prose by (j. Surges, M.A. With Metrical
Versions by Bland, Merivale, Lord Den-
man, &c.

GREEK ROMANCES of Heliodorus,
Longus, and Achilles Tatius ; viz., The
Adventures of Theagenes and Chariclea ;

Amours of Daphnis and Chloe ; and Love-s.

of Clitopho and Leucippe. Trans., with

Notes, by Rev R. Smith, M.A.

HERODOTUS. Literally trans, by Rev.
Henry Cary, M.A. Portrait.

HESIOD, CALLIMACHUS, and
Theognis. In Prose, with Nots and
Biographical Notices by Rev. J. Banks,
M.A. Together with the Metrical Ver-
sions of Hesiod, by Elton ; Callimachus,
by Tytler ; and Theognis, by Frere.

HOMER'S Iliad. In English Prose, with
Notes by T. A. Buckley, B.A. Portrait.

Odyssey, Hymns, Epigrams, and
Battle of the Frogs and Mice. In English
Prose, with Notes and Memoir by T. A.
Buckley, B.A.

HORACE. In Prose by Smart, with Note*
selected by T. A. Buckley, B.A. Por-
trait. 3i. OiA
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JUSTIN, CORNELIUS NEPOS, and
Eutropius. Trans., with Notes, by Rev.

J. S. Watson, M.A.

JUVENAL, PERSIUS, SULPICIA,
and Lucilius. In Prose, with Notes,

Chronological Tables, Arguments, by L.

Evans. M. A. To which is added the Me-
trical Version of Juvenal and Persius by
Gifford. Frontispiece.

LIVY. The History of Rome. Trans,

by Dr. Spillan and other:,. 4 vols. Por-

trait.

LUCAN'S Pharsalia. In Prose, with

Notes by H. T. Riley.

LUCRETIUS. In Prose, with Notes and

Biographical Introduction by Rev. J. S.

Watson, M.A. To which is added the

Metrical Version by J. M. Good.

MARTIAL'S Epigrams, complete. In

Prose, with Verse Translations selected

from English Poets, and other sources.

Dble. vol. (670 pages), -js. 6t/.

MOSCHUS. SM Theocritus.

OVID'S Works, complete. In Prose,
with Notes and Introduction. 3 vols.

PHALARIS. Bentley's Dissertations
upon the Epistles of Phalaris, Themisto-

cles, Socrates, Euripides, and the Fables
of /Esop. \Vith Introduction and Notes

by Proi. W. Wagner, Ph.D.

PINDAR. In Prose, with Introduction
and Nates by Dawson W. Turner. To-

gether with the Metrical Version by Abra-
ham Moore. Portrait.

PLATO'S Works. Trans., with Intro-

duction and Notes. 6 vols.

Dialogues. A Summary and Analysi
of. With Analytical Index to the Greek

PLAUTUS'S Comedies. In Prose, with
Notes and Index by H. T. Riley, B.A.
2 Vols.

PLINY'S Natural History. Trans.,
with Notes, by J. Bostock, M.D., F.R.S.,
and H. T. Riley, B.A. 6 vols.

PLINY. The Letters of Pliny the
Younger. Melmoth's Translation, revised,
with Notes and short Life, by Rev. F. C.
T. Bosanquet, .M.A.

PLUTARCH'S Morals. Theosophical
Essays. Trans. byC. W. King, M.A. A". .V.

Lives. See p*gc 6.

PROPERTIUS, PETRONIUS, and
Johannes Secundus. Trans, with Notes^
and accompanied by Poetical Versions
from various sources. To which are added
the LOVE EPISTLES OF ARISTVENETUS, by
R. lirinsley Sheridan and H. Halhed.

QUINTILIAN'S Institutes ofOratory.
Trans., with Notes and Biographical
Notice, by Rev. J. S. Watson, M.A.
2 vols.

SALLUST, FLORUS, and VELLEIUS
Paterculus. Trans., with Notes and Bio-

graphical Notices, by J. S. Watson, M.A.

SOPHOCLES. The Tragedies of. In

Prose, with Notes, Arguments, and Intro-

duction. Portrait.

STRABO'S Geography. Trans., with

Notes, by VV. Falconer, M.A., and H. C.
Hamilton. Copious Index, giving Ancient
and Modern Names. 3 vols.

SUETONIUS' Lives of the Twelve
Caesars and Lives of the Grammarians.
The Translation of Thomson, revised, with

Notes, by i . Forester.

TACITUS. The Works of. Trans.,
with Notes. 2 vols.

TERENCE and PHJEDRUS. In Eng-
lish Prose, with Notes and Arguments, by
H. T. Riley, B.A. To which is added
Smart's Metrical Version of Phaedrus.
With Frontispiece.

THEOCRITUS, BION, MOSCHUS,
and Tyrtacus. In Prose, with Notes and

Arguments, by Rev. J. Banks, M.A. To
which are appended the METRICAL VER-
SIONS of Chapman. Portrait of Theocritus.

THUCYDIDES. The Peloponnesian
War. Trans., with Notes, by Rev. H.
Dale. Portrait. 2 vols. y. 6i/. each.

TYRT^US. See Theocritus.

VIRGIL. The Works of. In Prose,
with Notes by Davidson. Revised, with
additional Notes and Biographical Notice,

by T. A. Buckley, B.A. Portrait. 3*. 6t/.

XENOPHON'S Works. Trans., with

Notes, by I. S. Watson, M.A., and others.

Portrait. In 3 vols.
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COLLEGIATE SERIES.
10 Vols. at ^s. each. (2!. los. fer'set.)

DANTE. The Inferno. Prose Trans.,
with the Text of the Original on the same
page, and Explanatory Notes, by John
A. Carlyle, M.D. Portrait. N. S.

The Purgatorio. Prose Trans., with
the Original on the same page, and Ex-

planatory Notes, by W. S. Dugdale. _V. S
f

NEW TESTAMENT (The) in Greek.
Griesbach's Text, with the Readings of
Mill and Scholz at the foot of the page, and
Parallel References in the margin. Also a
Critical Introduction and Chronological
Tables. Two Fac-similes of Greek Manu-
scripts. 650 pages. $s. 6</.

or bound up with a Greek and English
Lexicon to the New Testament (250 pages
additional, making in all gooj. 5.5.

The Lexicon may be had separately,

price 2S.

DOEREE'S Adversaria. (Notes on the

Greek and Latin Classics.) Edited by the

late Prof. Wagner. 2 vois.

DONALDSON (Dr.) The Theatre of
the Greeks. With Supplementary Treatise
on the Language, Metres, and Prosody of
the Greek Dramatists. Numerous Illus-

trations and 3 Plans. By J. W. Donald-
son, D.D. N.S.

KEIGHTLEY'S (Thomas) Mythology
of Ancient Greece and Italy. Revised by
Leonhard Schmitz, Ph.D., LL.D. 12
Plates. N. S.

HERODOTUS, Notes on. Original
and Selected from the best Commentators.
By D. W. Turner, M.A. Coloured Map.

Analysis and Summary of, with
a Synchronistical Table of Events Tables
of Weights, Measures, Money, and Dis-
tances an Outline of the History and
Geography and the Dates completed from

Gaisford, Baehr, &c. By J. T. Wheeler.

THUCYDIDES. An Analysis and
Summary of. With Chronological Table
of Events, &c., by J. T. Wheeler.

SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY.
56 Vols. at

5-r. each, excepting those marked otherwise. (14!. Ijs. 6<i. per set.)

AGASSIZ and GOULD. Outline of

Comparative Physiology touching the

.Structure and Development of the Races
ofAnimals living and extinct. For Schools
and Colleges. Enlarged by Dr. Wright.
With Index and 300 Illustrative Woodcuts.

BOLLEY'S Manual of Technical
Analysis ;

a Guide for the Testing and
Valuation of the various Natural and

. Artificial Substances employed in the Arts
and Domestic Economy, founded on the

work of Dr. Bolley. Edit, by Dr. Paul.

100 Woodcuts.

BRIDGEWATER TREATISES.
Bell (Sir Charles) on the Hand

;

its Mechanism and Vital Endowments, as

evincing I )esign. Preceded by an Account
of the Author's Discoveries in the Nervous

System by A. Shaw. Numerous Woodcuts.

Kirby on the History, Habits,
and Instincts of Animals. With Notes by
T. Ryiner Jones. 100 Woodcuts. 2 vols.

Kidd on the Adaptation of Ex-
ternal Nature to the Physical Condition of

Man, principally with reference to the

Supply of his Wants and the Exercises of
his Intellectual Faculties. j.v. 6<{.

BRIDGEWATER TREATISES.
Continued.

-- Whewell's Astronomy and
General Physics, considered with reference

to Natural Theology. Portrait of the Earl
of Bridgewater. y. 6d.

Chalmers on the Adaptation of
External Nature to the Moral and Intel-

lectual Constitution of Man. With Memoir
by Rev. Dr. Cumming. Portrait.

Prout's Treatise on Chemistry,
Meteorology, and the Function of Diges-
tion, with reference to Natural Theology.
Edit, by Dr. J. W. Griffith. 2 Maps.
- Buckland's Geology and Miner-

alogy. With Additions by Prof. Owen,
Prof. Phillips, and R. Brown. Memoir of
Buckland. Portrait. 2 vols. i$s. Vol. 1.

Text. Vol. II. 90 large plates with letter-

press.

-
Rpget's Animal and Vegetable

Physiology. 463 Woodcuts. 2 vols. 6s.

each.

BROWNE. Manual of Geology. By
A. J. Jukes Browne. 2 vols. numerous
illustrations. [In t/it^ms.



SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY.

CARPENTER'S (Dr. W. B.) Zoology.
A Systematic View of the Structure, Ha-
bits, Instincts, and Uses of the principal
Families of the Animal Kingdom, and of
the chief Forms of Fossil Remains. Re-
vised by W. S. Dallas, F.L.S. Numerous
Woodcuts. 2 vols. 6s. each.

Mechanical Philosophy, Astro-
nomy, and Horology. A Popular Expo-
sition. 181 Woodcuts.

Vegetable Physiology and Sys-
tematic Botany. A complete Introduction
to the Knowledge of Plants. Revised by
E. Lankester, M.D., &c. Numerous
Woodcuts. 6s.

Animal Physiology. Revised Edi-
tion. 300 Woodcuts. 6s.

CHEVREUL on Colour. Containing
the Principles of Harmony and Contrast
of Colours, and their Application to the
Arts ; including Painting, Decoration,
Tapestries, Carpets, Mosaics, Glazing,
Staining, Calico Printing, Letterpress
Printing, Map Colouring, Dress, Land-

scape and Flower Gardening, &c. Trans.

by C. Martel. Several Plates.

With an additional series of 16 Plates
in Colours, js. 6i/.

ENNEMOSER'S History of Magic.
Trans, by W. Howitt. With an Appendix
of the most remarkable and best authenti-
cated Stories of Apparitions, Dreams,
Second Sight, Table-Turning, and Spirit-

Rapping, &c. 2 vols.

HIND'S Introduction to Astronomy.
With Vocabulary of the Terms in present,
use. Numerous Woodcuts, y 6af, -V..V.

HOGG'S (Jabez) Elements of Experi-
mental and Natural Philosophy, Being
an Easy Introduction to the Study of

Mechanics, Pneumatics, Hydrostatics,
Hydraulics, Acoustics, Optics, Caloric,

Electricity, Voltaism, and Magnetism.
400 Woodcuts.

HUMBOLDT'S Cosmos; or, Sketch
of a Physical Description of the Universe.
Trans, by E. C. Otte, 1>. H. Paul, and
W. S. Dallas, F.L.S. Portrait. 5 vols.

3i. 6ti. each, excepting vol. v., 5.?.

PersonalNarrative ofhis Travels
in America during the years 1799-1804.
Trans., with Notes, by T. Ross. 3 vols.

Views of Nature
; or, Contem-

plations of the Sublime Phenomena of
Creation, with Scientific Illustrations.
Trans, by E. C. Otte.

HUNT'S (Robert) Poetry of Science
;

or, Studies of the Physical Phenomena of
Nature. By Robert Hunt, Professor at
the School of Mines.

JOYCE'S Scientific Dialogues. A
Familiar Introduction to the Arts and
Sciences. For Schools and Young People.
Numerous Woodcuts.

Introduction to the Arts and
Sciences, for Schools and Young People.
Divided into Lessons with Examination
Questions. Woodcuts, y. 6i/.

KNIGHT'S (Charles) Knowledge is
Power. A Popular Manual of Political

Economy.

LECTURES ON PAINTING by the

Royal Academicians, Barry, Opie, Fuseli.
With Introductory Essay and Notes by
R. Wornum. Portrait of Fuseli.

LILLY. Introduction to Astrology.
With a Grammar of Astrology and Tables
for calculating Nativities, by Zadkiel.

MANTELL'S (Dr.) Geological Ex-
cursions through the Isle of Wight and
along the Dorset Coast. Numerous Wood-
cuts and Geological Map.

Medals of Creation ; or, First
Lessons in Geology : including Geological
Excursions. Coloured Plates and several
hundred Woodcuts. 2 vols. js. 6i/. each.

Petrifactions and their Teach-
ings. Handbook to the Organic Remains
in the British Museum. Numerous Wood-
cuts. 6s.

Wonders of Geology ; or, a
Familiar Exposition of Geological Pheno-
mena. A coloured Geological Map of

England, Plates, and 200 Woodcuts. 2

vols. js. 6d. each.

MORPHY'S Games of Chess, being
the Mutches and best Games played by the
American Champion, with explanatory and
analytical Notes by J. Lowenthal. With
short Memoir and Portrait of Morphy.

SCHOUW'S Earth, Plants, and Man.
Popular Pictures of Nature. And Ko-
bell's Sketches from the Mineral Kingdom.
Trans, by A. Henfrey, F.R.S. Coloured

Map of the Geography of Plants.

SMITH'S (Pye) Geology and Scrip-
ture : or, the Relation between theScriptures
and Geological Science. With Memoir.

STANLEY'S Classified Synopsis of
the Principal Painters of the Dutch and
Flemish Schools, including an Account of
some of the early German Masters. By
George Stanley.

STAUNTON'S Chess-Player's Hand-
book. A Popular and Scientific Intro-

duction to the Game, with numerous Dia-

grams and Coloured Frontispiece.
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STAUNTON. Contin ned.

Chess Praxis. A Supplement to the

Chess-player's Handbook. Containing the

most important modern Improvements in

the Openings ; Code of Chess Laws ; and
a Selection of JMorphy's Games. Annotated.

636 pages. Diagrams. 6s.

Chess-Player's Companion.
Comprising a Treatise on Odds, Collection
of Match Games, including the French
Match with M. St. Amant, and a Selection
of Original Problems. Diagrams and Col-
oured Frontispiece.

Chess Tournament of 1851.
A Collection of Games played at this cele-

brated assemblage. With Introduction
and Notes. Numerous Diagrams.

STOCKHARDT'S Experimental
Chemistry. A Handbook for the Study
of the Science by simple Experiments.
Edit, by C. W. Heaton, F.C.S. Nu-
merous Woodcuts. -V. S.

URE'S (Dr. A.) Cotton Manufacture
of Great Britain, systematically investi-

gated ; with an Introductory View of its

Comparative State in Foreign Countries.
Revised by P. L. Simmonds. 150 Illus-

trations. 2 vols.

Philosophy of Manufactures,
or an Exposition of the Scientific, Moral,
and Commercial Economy of the Factory
System of Great Britain. Revised by
P. L. Simmonds. Numerous Figures.
800 pages. ys. 6d.

ECONOMICS AND FINANCE.
GILBART'S History, Principles, and Practice of Banking. Revised to 1881 by

A. S. Mil-hie, of the Royal Bank of Scotland. Portrait of Gilbart. 2 vols. los. .V. S.

REFERENCE LIBRARY.
25 Volumes at Various Prices, ("jl. \is.pcr set. )

BLAIR'S Chronological Tables.
Comprehending the Chronology and His-

tory of the World, from the Earliest Times
to the Russian Treaty of Peace, April 1856.

By J . W. Rosse. 800 pages. los.

Index of Dates. Comprehending
the principal Pacts in the Chronology and

History of the World, from the Earliest to

the Present, alphabetically arranged ; being
a complete Index to the foregoing. By
J. W. Rosse. 2 vols. 5*. each.

CLARK'S (Hugh) Introduction to

Heraldry. Revised by J. R. Planche. 5.*.

950 Illustrations.

ll'it/i the Illustrations coloured, its.

-V. S.

CHRONICLES OF THE TOMBS. A
Select Collection of Epitaphs, with Essay
on Epitaphs and Observations on Sepul-
chral Antiquities. By T. J. Pettigrew,
F.R.S., F.S.A. s-r.

COINS, Manual of. Sff Hiiiii/>hrey$.

DATES, Index of. See Blair.

DICTIONARY of Obsolete and Pro-
vincial English. Containing Words from

English Writers previous to the ipth

Century. By Thomas Wright, M.A.,
F.S.A

,
ic. v vols. 5^. each.

EPIGRAMMATISTS
;The). A Selec-

tion from the Epigrammatic Literature of

Ancient, Mediaeval, and Modern Times.
With Introduction, Notes, Observations,
Illustrations, an Appendix on Works con-

nected with Epigrammatic Literature,

by Rev. H. Dodd, ALA. 6s. N. S

GAMES, Handbook of. Comprising
Treatises on above 40 Games of Chance,
Skill, and Manual Dexterity, including

Whi^t, Billiards, &c. Edit, by Henry G.
Bohn. Numerous Diagrams, ji. \. -V.

HUMPHREYS' Coin Collectors'
Manual. An Historical Account of the

Progress of Coinage from the Earliest

Time, by H. N. Humphreys. 140 Illus-

trations. 2 vols. 5i. each. .\ . .V.

LOWNDES' Bibliographer's Manual
of English Literature. Containing an Ac-
count of Rare and Curious Books pub-
lished in or relating to Great Britain and
Ireland, from the Invention of Printing,
with Biographical Notices and Prices,

by W. T. Lowndes. Parts I.-X. (A to Z),

3-f. 6//. each. Part XL (Appendix Vol.),

5-v. Or the n parts in 4 vols., halt"

morocco, 2/. 2s.

MEDICINE, Handbook of Domestic,
Popularly Arranged. By Dr. H. Davies.



NOVELISTS" AND ARTISTS' LIBRARIES'.

NOTED NAMES OF FICTION.
Dictionary of. Including also Familiar

Pseudonyms, Surnames bestowed on Emi-
nent Men, &c. By W. A. Wheeler, M.A.
y . A". S.

PROVERBS, Handbook of. Con-
taining an entire Republication of Ray's
Collection, with Additions from Foreign
Languages and Sayings, Sentences,
Maxims, and Phrases, collected by H. G.
Bohn. 5^.

A Polyglot of Foreign. Com-
prising French, Italian, German, Dutch,
Spanish, Portuguese, and Danish. With
English Translations. 5$.

POLITICAL CYCLOPAEDIA. A
Dictionary of Political, Constitutional,
Statistical, and Forensic Knowledge ;

forming a Work of Reference on subjects
of Civil Administration, Political Economy,
Finance, Commerce, Laws, and Social
Relations. 4 vols. 3.5. 6d. each.

SYNONYMS and ANTONYMS; or,
Kindred Words and their Opposites, Col-
lected and Contrasted by Sen. C. J.

Smith, M.A. 5s. A". -S".

WRIGHT (Th.) See Dictionary.

NOVELISTS' LIBRARY.
IO Volumes at 3^. 6</. each, excepting those marked otherwise. (l/. l8s. fer set.)

BURNEY'S Evelina
; or, a Young

Lady's Entrance into the World. By F.

Kurney (Mme. D Arblay). With Intro-

duction and Notes by A. R. Ellis, Author
of

'

Sylvestra,' &c. A*. S.

Cecilia. With Introduction and
Notes by A. R. Ellis. 2 vols. A'. S.

FIELDING'S Joseph Andrews and
his Friend Mr. Abraham Adams. With
Roscoe's Biography. Crtiikshanh's Illus-

trations. A'. .$'.

History of Tom Jones, a Found-
ling. Koscoe's Edition. Crtiikshank's
Illustrations. 2 vols. Ar

. .9.

FIELDING. Continued.

Amelia. Roscoe's Edition, revised.

Cruikshank's Illustrations. 5.5. A". -V.

GROSSI'S Marco Visconti. Trans.

by A. F. D. jv. S.

MANZONI. The Betrothed: being
a Translation of '

I Promessi Sposi.'
Numerous Woodcuts, i vol. (732 pages),

5s. A". S.

STOWE (Mrs. H. B.) Uncle Tom's
Cabin

; or, Life among the Lowly. 8 full-

page Illustrations. A..S'.

ARTISTS' LIBRARY.
5 Volumes at Various Prices. (

I /. 8.?. 6J. fer set. )

BELL (Sir Charles). The Anatomy
and Philosophy of Expression, as Con-
nected with the Fine Arts. 5$. A". S.

DEMMIN. History of Arms and
Armour from the Earliest Period. By
Auguste Demmin. Trans, by C. C.
Black, M.A., Assistant Keeper, S. K.
Museum. 1900 Illustrations, -js. dii. A". .S'.

FLAXMAN. Lectures on Sculpture.
With Three Addresses to the R.A. by .sir

R. Westmacott, R.A., and Memoir of

Flaxman. Portrait and 53 Plates. 6s. A.J)'.

LEONARDO DA VINCI'S Treatise
on Painting. Trans, by J. F. Rigaud, R.A.
With a Life and an Account of his Works
bv T. W. Brown. Numerous Plates. =,s.

tf.'S.

PLANCHE'S History of British

Costume, from the Earliest Time to the

roth Century. By J.
R. Planchc. 400

Illustrations. $s. A". .V.
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The only authorised Edition ; no others published in England contain
the Derivations and Etymological Notes of Dr. Alahn, who

devoted severalyears to this portion of the Work.

WEBSTER'S DICTIONARY
OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

Thoroughly revised and improved bydiAUNCEY A. GOODRICH, D.D., LL.D.,
and NOAH PORTKR, D.D., of Yale College.

THE GUINEA DICTIONARY.
New Edition [1880], with a Supplement of upwards of 4600 New Words and

Meanings.
1628 Pages. 3000 Illustrations.

The features of this volume, which render it perhaps the most useful

Dictionary for general reference extant, as it is undoubtedly one of the cheapest
books ever published, are as follows :

1. COMPLETENESS. It contains 114,000 words more by 10,000 than any
other Dictionary ; and these are, for the most part, unusual or technical

terms, for the explanation of which a Dictionary is most wanted.

2. ACCURACY OK DEFINITION. In the present edition all the definitions have
been carefully and methodically analysed by W. G. Webster, the Rev. C.

Goodrich. Prof. Lyinan, Prof. Whitney, and Prof. Gilman, under the

superintendence of Prof. Goodrich.

3. SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL TERMS. In order to secure the utmost

completeness and accuracy of definition, this department has been sub-

divided among eminent scholars and experts, including Prof. Dana, Prof.

Lyman, &c.

4. ETYMOLOGY. The eminent philologist, Dr. C. F. Mahn, has devoted five

years to completing this department.

5. THE ORTHOGRAPHY is based, as far as possible, on Fixed Principles. /;/

all cases of doubt an alternative spelling is given.

6. PRONUNCIATION. This has been entrusted to Mr. \\. G. Webster and Mr.

Wheeler, assisted by other scholars. The pronunciation of each word is

indicated by typographical signs printed at the bottom ofeach page.

7. THE ILLUSTRATIVE CITATIONS. No labour has been spared to embody
such quotations from standard authors as may throw light on the defini-

tions, or possess any special interest of thought or language.

8. THE SYNONYMS. These are subjoined to the words to which they belong,
and are very complete.

9. THE ILLUSTRATIONS, which exceed 3000, are inserted, not for the sake of

ornament, but to elucidate the meaning of words.

Cloth. 2is. ; half-bound in calf, 3o.c. ; calf or half russia, 31^. 6if. ; russia, 2l.

To bi obtained through all Booksellers.



WEBSTER'S DICTIONARY.

' SEVENTY years passed before Johnson was followed by Webster, an
American writer, who faced the task of the English Dictionary with a
full appreciation of its requirements, leading to better practical
results.' . . .

' His laborious comparison of twenty languages, though never pub-
lished, bore fruit in his own mind, and his training placed him both in

knowledge and judgment far in advance of Johnson as a philologist.
Webster's American Dictionary of the English Language was pub-
lished in 1828, and of course appeared at once in England, where
successive re-editing has yet kept it in tJic highest place as a practical
Dictionary?

' The acceptance of an American Dictionary in England has itself

had immense effect in keeping up the community of speech, to break
Avhich would be a grievous harm, not to English-speaking nations

alone, but to mankind. The result of this has been that the common
Dictionary must suit both sides of the Atlantic.' . . .

' The good average business-like character of Webster's Dictionary,
both in style and matter, made it as distinctly suited as Johnson's was

distinctly unsuited to be expanded and re-edited by other hands.
Professor Goodrich's edition of 1847 is not much more than enlarged
and amended

; but other revisions since have so much novelty of plan
as to be described as distinct works.' . . .

' The American revised Webster's Dictionary of 1864, published in

America and England, is of an altogether higher order than these last

[The London Imperial^and Student's). It bears on its title-page the
names of Drs. Goodrich and Porter, but inasmuch as its especial im-

provement is in the etymological department, the care of which was
committed to Dr. Mahn of Berlin, we prefer to describe it in short as
the Webster-Mahn Dictionary. Many other literary men, among them
Professors Whitney and Dana, aided in the task of compilation and
revision. On consideration it seems that the editors and contributors

have gone far toward improving Webster to the utmost that he will

bear improvement. The vocabulary has become almost complete as

regards usual -words, while the definitions keep throughout to Webster's

simple careful style, and the derivations are assigned with the aid of
good modern authorities?

' On the whole, the Webster-Malm Dictionary as it stands is most

respectable, and certainly the best Practical English Dic-

tionary extant.' From the Quarterly Review^ Oct. 1873.

LONDON : G. BELL & SONS, YORK STREET, COVENT GARDEN.



INew Edition, with a New Biographical Supplement of upwards of 900 Names.

WEBSTER'S COMPLETE DICTIONARY
AND BOOK OF LITERARY REFERENCE.

1919 Pages. 3000 Illustrations.

Besides the matter comprised in the WEBSTER'S GUINEA DICTIONARY, this

volume contains the following Appendices, which will show that no pains have

been spared to make it a complete Literary Reference-book :

A BRIEF HISTORY OK THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. By Prof. James Hadley.

PRINCIPLES OF PRONUNCIATION'. By Prof. Goodrich and W. A. Wheeler, M.A,
Including a Synopsis of Words differently pronounced by different authorities.

A SHORT TREATISE ON ORTHOGRAPHY. By A. W. Wright. Including a com-

plete List of Words that are spelt in two or more ways.

VOCABULARY OF NOTED NAMES OF FICTION. By W. A. Wheeler, M.A. This
work includes Mythical Names

; including also Pseudonyms, Nick-names of
eminent persons and parties, &c. ice.

This work mav also be had separately, post 8vo. price ~,s.

A PRONOUNCING VOCABULARY OF SCRIPTURE PROPER NAMES. By W. A.
Wheeler. M.A.

A PRONOUNCING VOCABULARY OF GREEK AND LATIN PROPER NAMES. By
Prof. Thacher.

AN ETYMOLOGICAL VOCABULARY OF MODERN GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES. By the

Rev. C. H. Wheeler.

PRONOUNCING VOCABULARIES OF MODERN GEOGRAPHICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL
NAMES. By J. Thomas, M.D.

A PRONOUNCING VOCABULARY OF COMMON ENGLISH CHRISTIAN NAMES, with
their derivations, signification, <S:c.

A DICTIONARY OF QUOTATIONS. Containing all Words, Phrases, Proverbs, and
Colloquial Expressions from the Greek, Latin, and Modern Languages met

with_. in literature.

A NEW BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF UPWARDS OF 9700 NAMES OF NOTED
PERSONS, ANCIENT AND MODERN.

A LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS, CONTRACTIONS, AND ARBITRARY SIGNS USED IN

WRITING AND PRINTING.

A CLASSIFIED SELECTION OF PICTORIAL ILLUSTRATIONS (70 pages). With
references to the text.

'The cheapest Dictionary ever published, as it is confessedly one of the best. The intro-

duction of small woodcut illustrations of technical and scientific terms adds greatly to the

utility of the Dictionary. Churchman.

I/. iu. 6</. ; half-calf, 2.1.
; calf or half-russia, 2.1. 2s. ; russin, 2l. lOs.
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